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ABSTRACT - The influence of
preparatory mechanisms on reaction time
(TR) was measured in two different
situations : one with simple choice (TRS)
and one with random choice (TRC). The
different signals mesured were the
acoustic signal and 3 EMG signals. The
material was quadrisyllabic non words
and stress was placed on one of the 4
syllables, either predetermined (TRS) or
at random (TRC). 1/ TR was
significantly longer in the random
situation than in the simple choice
situation. 2/ In the random situation when
compared with the simple choice
situation, TR was significantly longer
when the stress was on the first and to a
lesser extent on the second syllable.

1 - INTRODUCTION - Bien qu'il ne soit
pas aisé d'évaluer l'importance respective
des divers processus contrôlant la mise
en oeuvre du mouvement, on a des
raisons de penser que leur
paramétrisation est assez strictement
hiérarchisée : il est nécessaire de
distinguer des unités de planification (13)
(phonèmes, mots et syntagmes) et des
unités d'exécution (syllabes et, plus
généralement, unités prosodiques). Une
telle hiérarchie a d'importantes
conséquences en ce qui concerne les
commandes. Il peut exister une
indépendance des articulateurs à ces
divers niveaux d'organisation (5).
Il a aussi été montré que, dans
l'élaboration d‘un modèle de production,
l'organisation temporelle est sensible :
- à la complexité intrinsèque de la
séquence (nombre de syllabes,
assemblage consonantique déclenchant
des effets coarticulatoires plus ou moins
durs (l). ou même propriétés
subphonémiques (4),

- et à des contraintes "externes"
(modification de la vitesse d'élocution ou
opposition voix normale/voix
chuchotée/voix criée (2)).
Ces contributions motrices diversifiées
illustrent bien l'extrême plasticité des
systèmes de régulation du timing.
L‘une des questions capitales, en
psychophysiologie de la motricité (7),
que l'on commence seulement à aborder
en production de la parole (3) concerne
les processus de préprogrammation et la
régulation "on line". Depuis quelques
années, on s'est particulièrement attaché à
préciser les mécanismes préparatoires
définis comme des modifications
physiologiques "which not only
anticipate the action (...) but can be
experimentally manipulated and have a
predictive value for performance
efficiency" (10). Le traitement de
l‘information nécessaire à l‘encodage est
donc ajustable en fonction des
caractéristiques intraséquentielles. Nous
nous proposons d'examiner les relations
de ces mécanismes préparatoires avec la
durée des temps de réaction simple (TRS)
et avec choix (TRC). On s'est placé dans
le cadre théorique d‘un modèle rythmique
du langage (9). Certes, en français, on ne
peut pas parler d‘accent de mot ; il n'en
reste pas moins qu'au plan de la mise en
oeuvre des effecreurs, l‘altemance de
temps forts et de temps faibles est
primordiale. On testera en conséquence
les hypothèses à partir de logatomes
quadrisyllabiques : les temps de réaction
devraient être plus longs dans le cas où la
localisation des "accents" n‘est connue du
sujet qu'au moment où le stimulus lui est
fourni, parce qu'il est vraisemblable que
la tâche cognitive est alors plus
complexe. On fait par ailleurs une
deuxième hypothèse : les variations de la

force affectant la phase la plus.
périphérique de la préparation motrice
devraient avoir une pertinence
particulière. On utilise en conséquence la
méthode électromyographique (5, 6, 8,
10). Enfin, dans la mesure où il semble
que les stratégies musculaires des
structures dotées d'un impact syllabique
ou séquentiel (mandibule) seront assez
différentes de celles dotées d'un impact
segmental ou infrasegmental (lèvres lors
de l'occlusion), on examinera ces deux
structures.

2. MATERIEL, METHODES
Le matériel informatique utilisé nécessite
2 micro-ordinateurs PC, 1 imprimante, 1
carte convertisseur 4 voies ; 3
programmes sont utilisés
successivement.
Le matériel linguistique se composait de
logatomes quadr'isyllabiques CVCVCV
CV (mamamama) dont une syllabe devait

être accentuée. La méthode mise au point
pour mesurer l'intervalle stimulus-
réponse est la suivante : chaque logatome
est présenté sur un écran, un point
apparaît sous la syllabe à accentuer(tirée
au hasard, pour les TR à choix complexe)
à un temps To, séparé de l'affichage par
un intervalle variable (1,25 sec. + temps
aléatoire de 0 à 0,25 See). Le temps
d'exposition à partir de To est de 0,25
sec., puis l'écran s‘éteint. Le logatome
suivant est présenté après un intervalle de
durée aléatoire à partir de l'effacement du
précédent (4 sec. + durée aléatoire de 0 à
l sec.). En situation de temps de réaction
simple (TRS) une expérience comprend
pour chacune des syllabes à accentuer, 8
présentations (pour 2 expériences
réalisées ici, 8 x 4 x 2 = 64) ; le sujet dès
la première présentation sait que les 7
suivantes porteront sur la même syllabe.
En situation de temps de réaction à choix
complexe (TRC) l‘affichage du point se
fait de façon aléatoire sous l'une des 4
syllabes. Le nombre de présentations
pour chaque syllabe, en 3 expériences, a
été de 21 (soit 21 x 4 = 84 presentations).
Compte tenu des échecs (faux départs,
erreurs dans la place de l'accent) 54 TRS
ont été mesurés (syll. A = 14, syll. 2 =
14, s ll. 3 = 13, syll.-4 = 13 ; taux de
réussrte global 84%) et 52 TRC (syll. 1 =
16, syll. 2 = 13, syll. 3 = 11, syll. 4 =
12 ; taux de réussite global 62%). Les
effectifs complets de réponse sans erreur

ont été utilisés pour les comparaisons de
variances en plan factoriel (2 facteurs :
position de la syllabe accentuée à 4
niveaux : TRS + TRC). Le nombre de
répétitions conservé pour l'anal se a été
de 11 (total des TR analysés = 8). TRS
et TRC ont été mesurés pour le signal
acoustique de parole (intervalle entre To
et début du signal) et de la même façon
pour les signaux électromyographiques
(EMG) enregistrés au niveau des 3
muscles : digastrique (DIG), orbiculaire
supérieur des lèvres (008) et orbiculaire
inférieur (001) grâce à des électrodes de
surface.

3. RÉSULTATS
3.1 Influence de la situation sur les TR
(Tableau l)
- La différence de durées de TR en
fonction de la situation est très
significative (test de F pour le signal
acoustique et chaque signal EMG,
p<0.01).
- L'analyse "syllabe par syllabe" de la
différence entre TRS et TRC par le test t
de Student (tableau l) montre que celle-ci
n'est significative pour tous les signaux
(acoustique, EMG) que lorsque l'accent
est sur la 1ère syllabe. Sur la 2ème
syllabe, la différence n'est significative
que pour le signal acoustique et le
digastrique . Pour l'accent en 3ème et
4ème syllabe aucune différence n'est
significative.
3.2. Influence de la place de
l'accentuation sur le TR
-L'analyse de variance montre qu'il existe
globalement une différence significative
entre les TR en fonction de la place de
l'accent, pour les mesures effectuées sur
le signal acoustique (F3 30 = 3,0
p<0.05).
- La figure 1 montre bien, par ailleurs,
qu'en 3ème et à un moindre degré en
4ème Syllabe la différence entre les
moyennes de TRS et TRC tend à
diminuer.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Les phénomènes préparatoires sont
bien mis en évidence dans la mesure où
les durées de TR pour l'accent en 1ère
syllabe, sont toujours plus élevés dans la
condition avec choix par rapport à la
situation sans choix. Autrement dit, le
sujet a besoin d'un surcroît de temps
pour mettre en oeuvre son action dans les



cas où 1e signal de départ coïncide avec
l'information concernant la syllabe à
accentuer. Ceci montre que la tâche
cognitive est plus complexe et confirme
que, dans la situation simple, la séquence
est partiellement préprogrammée (7). Cet
effet décroît lorsque l'accent frappe la
2ème et surtout la 3ème syllabe. Il est
possible de proposer 2 explications
complémentaires:
- de nombreux travaux ont clairement mis
en évidence la particulière complexité des
ajustements articulatoires initiaux ; Kent
(10) note par exemple que "the generation
of response specifications is more
complex for initial than medial or final
consonants". Il faut souligner que dans
l'expérience que nous présentons,
l'exécutant est obligé de définir à la fois
les paramètres spatio-temporels
concernant les segments à venir, et de
contrôler les indices aérodynamiques
générant une augmentation de l'énergie
acoustique.
- d‘autre part, l'attaque recèle très
vraisemblablement une information à
partir de laquelle s'effectue une bonne
partie de la paramétrisation
intraséquentielle (3).
4.2. On constate que l'écart entre TRS et
TRC diminue considérablement en 3ème
syllabe. On peut suggérer qu'il s'agit la
d'un effet du "planning réparti" (7) qui se
poursuit alors que l'exécution a débuté : il
est vraisemblable que le système
d'encodage est en mesure de calculer
qu'au moment où la cible sera atteinte,
une grande partie des spécifications sera
disponible. Il s'ensuit que l'activité de

préprogrammation peut être quelque peu
allongée. En 4ème syllabe. on relève
toutefois une nouvelle augmentation de la
différence quoique non significative. On
sait qu'en français, la dernière syllabe du
groupe est accentuée. Bien qu'il s'agisse
de non-mots, on pourrait avoir affaire ici
à une telle manifestation. D'autre part, on
peut penser, qu'outre le signal de début
d'augmentation d'énergie. il est
nécessaire de programmer un signal de
fin (8) : dans les autres cas, l'excédant de
force peut en quelque sorte être ”absorbé"
par les segments subséquents. Au moins '
en ce qui concerne les items accentués sur
les syllabes 1 et 2. les différences de
durée les plus fortes entre TRC et TRS
sont obtenues pour le digastrique
(abaisseur du maxillaire). On peut
avancer que la programmation de
l'activité mandibulaire est, sinon plus
complexe que celle des lèvres, du moins
plus liée a un modèle rythmique global :
en effet, la mandibule peut être
considérée comme le "pacemaker” pour la
parole ; c'est elle qui impose
l'organisation temporelle syllabique et
plus généralement prosodique (l4). Au
contraire, l'activité labiale est ici
étroitement liée à la phase subsegmentale
d'occlusion. Les commandes des
articulateurs sont donc fortement
dépendantes de la dynamique de la
production, et nos résultats font
clairement ressortir la nécessité d'une
analyse pluridimensionnelle des contrôles
temporels (5, 9).

Tableau 1 : Influence de la situation sur les temps de réaction* p<0.05 ; n p<0.01 ; l"""'p<0.001 ; NS : Non Significatif

Syllabe accentuée I II III IV
Mode TRC TRS TRC TRS TRC TRS TRC TRS

Signal _ 1103 1020 1099 1016 1105 1090 1113 1073Acousuque " * NS NS
DIG 1147 965 1047 963 1066 1044 1083 1024it. 0! NS NS

OOS 903 834 875 814 875 877 896 878" NS NS NS
OOl 934 u 844 921 861 893 918 955 893
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ABSTRACT

This etudy examines the multiple and
conjornt prediction of speech timing
events by central and more peripheral
mechanism. Phonemic (“central”) dis-
tinctions showed greater predictive power
for VOT segments, while rate ("more pe-
ripheral”) distinctions showed greater
predictive power for syllable intervals and
vocahc durations. In patients with cerebel-
lar disorders(“ataxic dysarthriea”, pa-
tients sufiering from a “relatively periph-
eral” motor disorder), the predictive
power of speech rate was more strongly‘
itiinpaired than that of consonant distincn

on. .

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, phonetic science has con-
sidered variability to be a nuisance vari-
able. This ha been particularly so with
respect to timing, where comiderable '
variability à observed in intra- and inter-
syllabic durations over repeated produc-
tions of the same utterance by the same or
by different speakers.

However in line with most contem-
porary behavioral and social sciences, an
alternative theoretical approach to vari-
ability is possible. In this View, variability
is the result of the combined effects of a
multiplicity of factors, some of which
may be related to central speech process-
ing, .others to more peripheral motor pro-
cessiag‘ and yet others to muscular execu-
tion igure 1).

_ Inthedomainofspeech timing,a
variety of potential predictors can be pro-
posed for time segments measured at the
periphery (e.g., in an acoustic wave-
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form). On the one hand, lengthe ' or
shortening effects can be due to algae
factors, such as semantic emphasis, syn-
tactic pauses, or phonemic distinctions.
On the other hand, some timing efiects are
related to overall speech rate and to
rhythmic variations.

/"°
‘°'

1
segment t‘aotor 2

duration 4 R

factor 4

‘faotor I

Figure .1. A theoretical approach to explaining
variability in speech timing. Variability is seen
as the outcome of the combined effects of a
multiplicity of factors.

factor 3

The_ present experiment examines the
predictive interplay of two such factors.
The first factor is phonemic distinctive-
ness (specifically, the ternary d'utinction
between /p/, /t/, and /k/ in CV syllables).
Since this distinction is relevant to lexemic
distinction, it is considered to be represen-
tative of Ibrguim'c control.

The second factor is speech rate
' (e.g., normal or fast rate in a simple, re-
peated CV paradigm like /papapa/). Since
many repeated motor actions such as
walking and tapping can be produced at a
faster or slower rate, this factor is consid-
ered to be representative of general motor
control.

Normal speech probably involves
concurrent processin at linguistic and
general motor contr'o levels. Therefore,

Keller, Central andPeripheral Speech TuningMechanism

the two of factors should exert a
comb' influence on durations! seg-
ments in speech. In addition, the linguistic
control factors should predict the greatest
proportion of variance in those time seg-
ments that serve most directly in the
acoustic distinction of syllables, such as
VOT». Conversely, general motor control
factors should predict the greatest propor-
tion of variance in other time segments in
speech.

VOT. <— phonemic
dlatlnctlva-

nsaa
vowel .

durltlonov x
\

ll bl .‘N‘tpnch
01 I ' -------- rata
Intervals4

Figue 2. The predictive pattern examined in this
study. These phoneme categories (lpl, It], Ikl in
CV syllables) and two speech rates (normal, first)
predict the duration of three speech periods
(V0121. vowel durations, syllable intervals).

A further test of this theoretical frame-
work ù possible. Patients suffering from
neurological lesions affecting predomi-
nantly general motor control should show
the greatest reduction in predictive power
in speech rate. After all, if speech rate is
indeedpiocessed by a structure similar to
tlmt which controls the rate of production
of other motor actions, an impairment af-
fecting such a structure should have simi-
lar effects on speech motor control as on
limb control.

2. METHOD

Seven dysarthric patients with cerebellar
and/or ponto-cerebellar lesions (mostly
diagnosed as Friedreich’s ataxia) and six
control subjects were asked to produce
either /pa/, Ital or lka/ stimuli repeatedly
until the examiner held up his hand
(minimum: 5 seconds). Tasks were per-
formed at fast and conversational speech
rates. Patients had been selected from a
larger group of 13 patients for their par-
tiwlar severity of impairment.

Recordings were digitized at 10.4 kHz

with a 12-bit MacAdios Model 411 sys-
tem. Time measures were taken at three

oints in the acoustic waveform (see
¥igure 3), and three speech segments
were calculated from these measures.
Points 1 and 2 are defined in traditional
manner for VOT at the burst and at the
onset of voicing. Point 3 is defined by the
loss of vocalic oscillation, as judged
against a noise threshold of the succeed-
ing resting signal segment. Three repre-
sentative durational measures derived
from these observation points (VOT,
vowel duration and syllable interval) were
selected from an original 10 time mea-
sures.

I l

' l
i vowel g
i dur-Non :
l.----_-------_-_-------J
L nyllnblo
vor Interval

Figure 3. Duration measurement on the acoustic
waveform. Out of ten durational measures
performed within syllables and between adjoining
syllables, VOTs. vowel durations and syllable
intervals were retained as representative time
segments.

In the subset of the data discussed here,
there were 5,733 observations (out of an
original 23,586 measurement points).
lnterjudgemental agreement on 2,880 re-
measured pairs of measurement points
was 98.6%.

Because of moderate to severe posi-
tive skewness, all measured time seg-
ments were log transformed, then 2 trans-

formed, and measures exceeding 13.0
s.d. were eliminated (33 out of 23,586,
or 0.13%). Subsequently the probability
that data was not normally distributed was
< .05.

Standard multiple regressions of the
form:

speech segment =
phoneme category
+ speech rate category
+ constant
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of the 400 original cells 7.3%) showed
predictive relations ' ' t at p<.05,
and most (63.5%) were significant I
p<.001, indicating that the two ‘
tended to co-vary with all of the three time
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diction. The phoneme category had pn-
predscfive power for VOTE 0. 62),
while rate category had exce explana-
tory power for vowel durations and syl-
lable intervals (beta 0.955, Figure 4).
Crossed correlations (“speech rate ple-
diets VOT” [beta 0.294], and
distinction predicts vowel d ad
syllable intervals" [beta 0.0571) showed
less predictive capacity.
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(3) Die hypodtesis of select inr-
The prediction for patients withpresumert. .Impairment of general motor control rs

talso supported. w: expected that such
patients would show a greater reduction
of control over the relation “speech rate
predicts vowel durations and syllable in-
tervals”, and a lesser impairment ofthe re-
lation “phoneme category predicts VOT”.
Indeed, the first of prediction was
more diminished the second (a re-
duction of 39%, beta 0.585 instead of
bets 0.955, Figure 5). The relation
“consonant distinction redicts VU!"
showed a reduction of (beta 0.541
instead of beta 0.762). .

4. DISCUSSION

The present experiment illustrates a small
fraction of the entire framework of pre-
dictive relations that is likely to character
ize ' ' relationsins h.

m'Il'IhE results “pm a view that
considers pleronetic variability at the pe-
riphery to the predictive outcome of a
mldtiplicity of factors, including linguisti-
cally relevant determiners like phonemic
d'utrnctiveness and general motor control
determiners like speech rate. There '5 also
some support for the notion of consider-
ingsomeofthesefactors, like the linguis-
tic factors, to be more “central" and
others, like the general motor control fac-
tors, to be more ‘peripheral” in nature.

The view supported by the present
data thus contradicts earlier approaches to
speechtimingthatsttemptedtoview tim-
ing variation due to in rate and
stressingusimple me ' variation of a
basic tern oral organization (the
“proportion timing” h thesis pro-
mpredominantly by elso and col-

efi [2], see also [l] and [31).
At same time, the interesting,

but somewhat limited results (39% agaimt
29% reduction) from the patholoF'csl
populations induce some caution. t is
recalledthatthe present group ofseveu
patients with presumed cerebellar and

theto-cerebellar lesions had been selected
t severity of their impairment.

these are patients whose cortical
should not be afiected by a

direct lesion, their relation “phoneme

category ' VOT” was abo reduced
(by 29 ). And while their excessive
' ' variabilities and great difficulties in

controlling limb movement be
extensive cerebellar impairment, 11 of 4
cells illustrating the relation “rate cam

redicts vowel duration and sy
rnterval” were still s' ' t at p<.05 (8
of 14 atp<.001). Lesions affecting a por-
tion of the motor output system presum-
ably interferes with the entire system,
particularly the processing of events
upstream’. At the same time, lesions

presumably affec ' a specific process
rarely succeed in 'tersting its entire

Finally, the study illustrates one of
several interesting statistical tec '
that can be used to galon the
' ' framework. ultiple reyession

and rts more sophisticated on
path analysrs,’ would seem to be natu-
ral analysis techniques for a complex
structure comisting of multiple predictor
categories and a large number of predicted
time measures in the speech utterance.
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ABSTRACT
X_-ray microbeam data from two male

subjects were examined in order to test
the hypothesis that words with identical
vowels but different places of
articulation (alveolar versus bilabial)
contain the same underlying tongue body
activity. Statistical analyses of the
microbeam data failed to support this
hypothesis. Comparing tongue body
acuvrty across consonantal contexts
revealed that the alveolar contexts
affected different vowels differently. In
order to explain this behavior, a
computational model was developed,
based on robotic models for arm-
reaching tasks. The model generated
tongue up and tongue body behavior that
was qualitatively similar to the
microbeam data.

.1. INTRODUCTION
Recent phonological theory has relied

heavrly on the distinction between the
articulatory role of the tongue_tip and
that of the tongue body (which is often
called the tongue dorsum) in the
production of speech. The tongue body
is considered to carry the burden of
articulation for vowels, and the tongue
tip is considered to be the articulator
primarily responsible for the production
of _coronal consonants [l], [3], [8].
This phonological dichotomy between
tongue tip_ and tongue body has been
paralleled in phonetic theory, including
the recently developed task-dynamic
model of speech production [9].

Despite the phonological distinction
between the two articulators, phonetic
investigation has shown a high degree of
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correlation between the tongue tip and
tongue body [Q], [6}, [7]. This result
calls into question the independence of
the articulators that is posited in
phonology. The present study was done
in order to determine the extent to which
actual measurements of tongue tip and
tongue body activity support the idea
that these two articulators are
independent of one another.

2. DATA
The data for this study were obtained

at the University of Wisconsin’s X-ray
Microbeam facility. (I thank Dr. George
Papcun of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory for making these data
available to me.) Two college-age male
speakers of American English
partrcrpated in the study. Gold pellets
were placed as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE l. Placement of tongue
. pellets.

_ The distance from the subjects’ tongue
up to pellet #1 (the tongue tip pellet) was

10 millimeters; the distance to pellet #2

(the tongue body pellet) was 35

millimeters.
Each subject was asked to produce

three-syllable nonsense words of the
form /CV1C:>CV2CI. For a given word,

all four Cs were the same, taken from

the set {p.t,b,d). The two full vowels

V1 and V2 were allowed to differ and

were taken from the set [i,a¢,a,u].
Primary stress was placed on the first
syllable. This arrangement yielded

words such as l‘bibobib/ and Itatotitl.
Words were produced in a pre-

determined, random order. Visual

examination of the microbeam data
revealed that the vertical (Y) dimension

of motion had a greater range of

excursion than the horizontal (X)
dimension for both the tongue tip and
tongue body pellets. Therefore, only the
Y dimension of these pellets’ motions

was considered for the study.

3. PROCEDURE, FIRST ANALYSIS
For each subject, tongue tip Y and

tongue body Y values were extracted for
one token of each nonsense word.
Tokens were all of the same duration
(approximately 1.02 seconds). The
extracted tokens for thirteen alveélar
consonant utterances (/‘dadodadl,
/'dadodid/. I'didodadl, fdidodidl,
/‘dudodud/, l'dædodadl, I'didodudl,
rdudodidl. ftatatitl, ltitatatl, hitotutl,
/'tutotit/, Itutatutl) were then strung
together, making a single large data set.
This data set was used as input to the
BMDP 6R program for partial
correlation/multivariate regression. The
tongue tip Y value was used as the
independent variable and the tongue
body Y as the dependent variable. Thus,
the residuals of the partial correlation
could be considered to represent the
uncorrelated, or independent, behavior
of the tongue body with respect to the
tongue tip. It was hypothesized that the
residual would be identical to the tongue
body Y for the corresponding bilabial
consonant utterance. in which there was
no effect of an alveolar consonant.

4. RESULTS, FIRST ANALYSIS
The results of the first analysis did not

support the hypothesis of an independent
vocalic component of tongue body
motion in the alveolar consonant
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utterances. In general, the residual

tongue body values were flat, indicating
a constant offset of the tongue body with .

respect to the tongue tip. Deviations
.from this constant value were either

much smaller than the corresponding

'tongue body displacement in the bilabial

utterances, or did not coincide with the
vocalic portion of those utterances. An

example is given in Figure 2.

S. PROCEDURE, SECOND
ANALYSIS

The first analysis suggested that the

tongue body is strongly influenced by

the tongue tip in the context of alveolar

consonants. Therefore, it seemed

reasonable to ask whether the alveolar

consonants influence the tongue body
uniformly across different vowel
contexts. .

To test the uniformity of the alveolar
consonants’ influence, it was assumed
that the tongue body Y in the bilabial

consonant words represented the purely
vocalic behavior of the articulator.
Therefore, subtracting these tongue body
values from tongue body values in
alveolar consonant words with the same
vowel pattern would isolate the influence
of the alveolar consonant. (Subtraction
was used instead of a residuals technique

because the first analysis suggested that

the two techniques were computationally
equivalent for the data examined.)

6. RESULTS, SECOND ANALYSIS
The results of the second analysis

failed to support the notion that the
alveolar context influences the tongue

body identically across different vocalic
contexts. The degree of excursion of the
subtracted tongue body was much
greater for low vowels than for high
vowels, suggested a strong elevating
effect of the alveolar context on the
tongue body for low vowels. This result

is illustrated in Figure 3.

7. MODELLING THE DATA
Both analyses suggested a high degree

of influence of both consonants and
vowels on the behavior of the tongue
body. In developing a model of these
influences, two distinct options
presented themselves: first, a model in
which the observed behavior is
attributable to some unit larger than
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consonants or vowels (demisyllables,

perhaps); second, a model in which the
behavior results from physical

constraints on the tongue‘s ability to
achieve distinct consonants] and vocalic
targets. (Öhman [7] developed a set
“coarticulation functions" to generate
tongue positions from separate

consonantal and vocalic influences. but
the physical interpretation of these
functions is not clear.)

Models of this sort have been
developed in the fields of robotics [4]

and speech synthesis [2]. A simplified
representation of the tongue based on
these models is presented in Figure 4. In

this model, the distance d between the
tongue tip's current position and its
target position (for an alveolar stop) is
reduced iteratively by modifying the
angles al and a2.

m."mW
82

n.

v
W

o'er/n “"
FIGURE 4. A task-based model of the

tongue

Preliminary experiments with this
model have revealed behavior that is
ualitatively similar to certain aspects of
e observed behavior of the tongue: The

whole model tongue moves in order to
support the achievement of alveolar
closure, and the difference between the
vertical position of the model tongue tip
and that of the model tongue body
increases as the tip nears its target.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The analyses described here suggest a

high degree of interaction between the
articulatory goals of the tongue tip and
tongue body in the context of alveolar
stop consonants. Although it is
traditionally associated with the
production of vowels (and dorso-velar
consonants). the tongue body is strongly

constrained by the articulatory
requirements of alveolar stops.-
Nevertheless. it may be possible to
maintain the distinction between the
articulators by using a model that takes
account of the overall behavior of the
moufle in achieving different articulam
g .
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ABSTRACT
The present study investigates some of the
sources of vowel reduction in Italian and the
relationship between reduction and acoustic
duration. The etIects of stress, position within a
word, and position within an utterance on the
spatial and temporal characteristics of vowel /a/
were quantified and compared. The effects of
position within an utterance (initial vs final) were
investigated to verify the hypothesis of a
progressive early-to—late'reduaion. The results
indicate that phrase-level reduction is
unsystematic, (it was observed only in one of our
two subjects), and does not appear to be
progressive (it is confined to the very edges ofthe
utterance). The most relevant and systematic
position effects are imtead the lengthening and
opening of unstressed vowek in utterance final
position. Two findings emerge from the various
patterns of interaction between duration and first
formant frequency: a) speakers can control the
two variables independently and such a control
appears to be addre to the preservation of
stress contrast; b) the extent of such control seems
to depend on the more or less elabaated speech
style that characterizes different speakers.

1. INTRODUCTION
This study concerns articulatory and
spectral reduction of vowels in Italian,
the former defined as a decrease in the
magnitude of gestural displacement, the
latter as an increased amount of
centralization within the acoustic vowel
space.
Two issues are the focus of the present
work: the analysis of possible sources of
vowel reduction, and the assessment of
the relationship between reduction and
acoustic duration.
Evidence of spatiotemporal reduction of
unstressed vowels in Italian has emerged
from a number of studies ([1], [2]). A
recent experiment on tongue dorsum and
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jaw movements [3] showed that
unstressed vowel /a/ is subject to a high
degree of reduction, manifested as a
decreased displacement of the jaw from
the rest position (see also [4]). Other
studies on Italian have shown that
duration is affected by position and by
the number of preceding and of following
segments within and across a word [5].
Such data are compatible with the timing
model proposed by Lindblom & Rapp
[6]. No studies, however, have been
carried out to establish whether or not
temporal compressions are paralleled by
spatial reductions, which should be
expected to occur according to the
duration-dependent undershoot
hypothesis put for by Lindblom [7].
Results of a recent investigation [4]
suggest that another source of reduction
can be at play at phrase-level: a

rogressive early-to-late reduction,
inferred from a monotonic decrease in
first formant frequency and in the
amplitude of jaw opening of stressed /a/
alonganutterance. If this kind of
phraselevel reduction occurs, to what
extent will duration be compatible with a
duration-dependent undershoot model,
which predicts an increased degree of
reduction in shorter segments?
Investigations concerning the relationship
between duration and reduction show that
the two variables can be controlled
independently. Engstrand [8] showed that
in fast speech stressed vowels are not
more reduced than their longer
counterparts in slow s h. Similarly,
Nord [9] showed that finally lengthened
unstressed vowels tend to be more
centralized than non-final stressed vowels
of the same duration.
The present spœch material has been
constructed in such a way that all the

above mentioned potential sources of
reduction can be investigated and their
effects quantified and compared, while an
assesscment of the relationship between
duration and reduction has made it
possible to identify the conditions under
which the two variables appear to be
dissociated.

2. METHOD
The corpus consists of trisyllabic
nonsense words of the type ICVCVCVI,
where C = /t/ and V = [a], or fil. or /u/ in
symmetric sequences, with stress on
initial , medial and final position. The key
words were repeated five times in three
contexts: in isolation, in sentence initial
position (Uga.... delIa Torre parti’ per la
Francia), and in sentence final position
(Parti’ per la Francia col marchese Ugo
....). Subjects were one female (81) and
one male (32) Northern speakers of
Standard Italian. We simultaneously
collected acoustic and electro
palatographic (EPG) data. We shall
report here the subset of results relative to
/a/. For low vowels, a decrease in first
formant frequency and an increase in
amount of linguopalatal contact in the
back region indicate higher tongue/jaw
position. They were used as indices of
reduction. The durations of vowels were
defined as the intervals of periodicity
within each syllable; EPG and first
formant values were measured at vowel
mid points. It must be reminded that EPG
provides only partial information on
vowel configuration, thus, especially for
vowel /a/ we have relied more heavily on
F1 than on EPG. The following variables
were tested: stress, syllable position
within the word, position of the word
within the utterance. Series of ANOVAs
and t-tests were used for statistical
analyses. In the description of the results,
we shall refer to differences with a
significance level no less than 97.50%.

3. RESULTS AND COMMENTS
3.1 Reduction
In both subjects stressed vowels have
higher F1 and less linguo-palatal contact
than unstressed vowels. For 81, F1
decreases by 28% in unstressed vowels
(average values: 974 vs. 700 Hz), for S2
it decreases by 18% (average values: 669
vs. 548 Hz); for Sl the EPG contact area
decreases during stressesd vowels by
80% (average contact: 4.39 vs 0.89); for
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S2 it decreases by 53% (average contact:
5.68 vs 2.67).
Table 1 shows the mean F1 values.

TABLE 1.
Mean values of F1 (Hz). W1, W2, W3 refer to

words with stress on the first. on the second and
on the third syllable. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 refer to

the context in which the test word was produced:
isolated, sentence initial, and sentence final,

res live] .
cofifrcm y1 2 3

S1
W1 980666855 990661 526 983619 820
W2 850983882 554 988 514 626 1000 873

W3 956 711 959 559 644 962 631 656 920

SZ
W1 654 554 654 685 522 479 634 524 591
W2 564 739 655 459 606 528 496 654 617
W3 566 539 738 504 530 690 479 536 674

Globally both stressed and unstressed
vowels are affected by position within
word or sentence: the higher F1 of
unstressed vowels in final position
(contexts 1 and 3) indicates that they tend
to open, while stressed vowels in final
position tend to be more reduced than
non-final vowels in $1 (contexts 2 and 3,
although only in context 3 the difference
reaches the significance level p<0.02),
whilst they do not change significantly in
S2.
As for the stressed vowels produced by
$1, the fact that only those in utterance
final position show some significant
differences with earlier vowels, and, as

shown in Table 1, tend to be more
reduced than any other stressed vowels
earlier in the sentence, indicates that
such reduction is a phrase-level rather
than a word-level phenomenon; at the

same time it suggests that weakening of
stressed vowels is confined to the very
last syllable of the utterance. Thus, the
present data are only in partial agreement
with the hypothesis of a monotonic
early-to-late reduction. As for unstressed
vowels, the fact they do not tend to open
in final position of utterance-initial
words, which are not phrase final,
suggests that also the decrease in
reduction of unstressed vowels in final
position is to be regarded as a phrase-
level phenomenon. This is corroborated
by another observation relative to St: in
isolated words also the unstressed vowels



of initial syllables tend to open (see
Table 1), and only in this context the
initial syllables of the word are also in
phrase- (and utterance») initial position.
Thus, the patterm of reduction for
unstressed vowels can be interpreted in
very simple terms as tendencies to
alterate the degree of vowel height at
prosodic boundaries, or, better, in
absolute final position for both speakers,
and also in absolute initial position for
S1. All the other unstressed vowels
appear to be equally reduced whatever is
their position.
The EPG data do not show the trend
observed in F1 for the stressed vowels,
but capture the two degrees of reduction
observed for unstressed vowels: for both
speakers the amount of EPG contact in
vowels adjacent to prosodic boundaries is
about 23% less than the contact in the
more reduced vowels.

3.2 Duration and reduction
The global data show, as expected, that
duration and F1 are highly correlated.
The correlation coefficients are r(133) =
0.783 for $1, and r(130) = 0.774 for 8?.
Duration is also correlated with the
amount of EPG contact with r(130) = -
0.704 for 81 and r(130) = -0.654 for 82.
We shall examine in detail the
relationship between duration and F1,
since duration accounts for a larger
proportion of variance of F1 than of FIG
for both subjects.

TABLE 2.
Meanvowelduratims ms ' 'COL. 1 ( 2).&pumsaäm Tab.1

S1
W1 140 59 134 12754 58 13157 136
W2 68 157142 55 126 47 43 150106
W3 6559188 52 61 116 6053 127

82
W1 10360 114 98 56 71 1œ58 68
W2 62 142116 41 109 41 49 117 71
W3 61 53 144 53 64 95 53 6S 102

The table shows, as expected, longer
durations for stressed than for umtressed
vowels. The comparison with Table l,
indicates that the differences in duration
between stressed and unstressed vowels
are. much more often neutral‘md by
posrtion effects than the differencm in

F1, and that the relations between
duration and F1 differ in the two subjects.
For $1, in isolated words, we observe
that unstressed vowels undergo final
lengthening, which, as seen before, is
accompanied by an increase in F1;
instead the unstressed vowels in the
initial syllablm are not significantly
longer than medial vowels, in spite of
their; remarkably high F1 valuß (cf.
Tabe 1). Asecond im mm drscrepa‘ ncy
between duration andpgl is observed in
the utterance final unstressed vowels:
final lengthening makes them as long as
the preceding stressed vowels (see Table
2, Context3, W1) or as long as stressed
vowels occupying the same position (see
Context? W1 vs W3). They have,
however, significantly lower F1 values
than the stressed vowels of the same
duration even though such values are
higher than those of the shorter
umtressed vowels (cf. Table l). Taken
together the data indicate that the speaker
has allowed the umtreased final vowels
to lengthen and to open, but has
prevented them from opening as much as
the stressed vowels of the same duration.
The dissociation between duration and F1
in the first syllables of isolated words
could insteadbeviewedasanefi'ectofa
greater articulatory force c ' '
the very beginning of an utterance. As for
stresed vowels, their variations in
duration are not reflected in F1, which
appears to be rather stable: only in
utterance final position the shortening of
the stressed vowel is msociated with a
decrease in F1. This suggests that the
speaker could vary stressed vowel
duration without varying their height.
In Figure 1 the mean values of F1 are
plotted against the mean durations; the
figure also shows the regrmsion line
obtained from the row data.
As for $1, (on the left), the figure shows
that stresed an umtressd vowels are
always distinguished along one or the
other dimension. Stressed vowels vary in
duration much more than in F1. The
unstressed vowels tend to fall into three
groups: short (utterance—initial) ureduœd
vowels, lon (utterance-final)
moderately reduced vowels, and short
highly reduced vowels (those not
adjacent to boundaris). Altogether the
data indicate that S1 exerted independent
control over durationand gestural
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FIGURE 1. Fl plotted against duration; 1, 2, 3: V position within word.
amplitude in both stressed and unstressed _ coefficients of variation.
vowels.
As for S2, in isolated words the duration
patterns reflect quite well the F1 patterns,
with the consequence that unstressed
final vowels, which undergo a
remarkable final lengthening (and an
increase in F1), are no longer
distinguished from stressed vowels in
initial position (cf. Figure l and Tables).
In embedded words the very short
durations of unstressed vowels parallel
their very low F1 values. Instead, stressed
vowels, athough characterized by longer
durations in word medial positions, have
F1 frequencies tendentially lower than
those of vowels in initial and final
positions. This indicates that S2 varied
the movement velocity in producing
stressed vowels in different word
position. The data suggest that S2
exerted an independent control over
duration and gestural amplitude mostly in
the production of stressed vowels, thus,
much less extensively and systematically

'than S1.

S. CONCLUSION
The overall F1 and EPG data on vowel
/a/ indicate that 1) stress seems to be the
major factor in vowel reduction; 2)
adjacency to prosodic boundary has
more systematic influence on unstressed
than on stressed vowels; 3) in S1 there is
clear evidence of- rcduction of stressed
vowels in utterance final position. As for
the intersubject differences in the
interactions between F1 and duration, we
ascribe the more extensive independent
control exhibited by S1 to her more
elaborated speech style. Evidence that 82
used a more casual speech style than S1
emerges from the combination of his
lower F1 values, larger areas of EPG
contact, shorter durations, and higher

The finding that this speaker exerted
independent control over duration and
F1 less extensively than 81 fits quite
well in the global speech style picture we
are proposing. The comparison between
81 and 82 data in Fig.1 bears witness to
our interpretation: in 82 we note, together
with reduced distances between the two
stress categories, less extensive

deviations from the regression line and
more data points below than above it.
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RESUME
On rappelle les propriétés acoustiques

optimales d’un tube acoustique divisé en
régions distinctives. Pour maîtriser la
commande d’un, puis de deux puis de
trois fonnants, on définit deux puis quatre
puis huit régions distinctives. On exploite
un tel modèle optimal pour produire les
sons acoustiquement les plus différents.
La production des voyelles est ensuite étu-
diée à la lumière de ce modèle théorique.

1. LE MODELE EN REGIONS
DISTINCTIVES
1.1. Tube fermé à l’une des
extrémités, ouvert à l’autre.

On a montré [l], [2], [6], [7] que le
tube acoustique fermé à l'une de ses
extrémités et ouvert à l’autre pouvait être
divisé en régions distinctives permettant
des modulations optimales des fréquences
de résonance de ce tube. La longueur de
ces régions est fixe et correspond à un
pourcentage de la longueur totale effective
du tube. Les commandes des sections des
régions de cette modélisation sont donc
transversales. Par modulations optimales,
on entend: plages maximales possibles
de variations de ces fréquences de
résonance, et variations maximales des
fréquences pour un déplacement minimal
des parois latérales des régions autour de
la position neutre. Par ailleurs, on peut
souhaiter commander soit le premier
formant (le modèle doit être constitué de
seulement deux régions R1 et R2), soit les
deux premiers fonnants (on a alors quatre
régions, Rl,..., R4), soit des trois
premiers formants (on a alors huit
régions) (fig. l). etc.

Le comportement de ce modèle est
pseudo-orthogonal c'est—a—dire que,
autour de la position neutre, les
commandes des sections des différentes
régions correspondent à toutes les

combinaisons de sens de variations des
fonnants pris en considération (fig. l). Ce
modèle permet donc la maîtrise des sens
de variations des fonnants.

luau—n Ï-f-i

..1.-
un” IA R5 MI?”

an'- L'a
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xx/ l x \I/ n
\/\ l \ /\/ n

-Figure l. Modèle constitué de huit
régions. On note la commande de type
transversale et les sens de variations des
trois premiers formants pour un
accroissement de la section de l'une des
régions autour de sa position neutre.

On peut aussi noter que la position de
la commande demande de plus en plus de
précision selon le nombre de formants
considéré : pour le premier formant, les
longueurs des deux régions sont de 1/2 si l
est la longueur effective du tube ; elles
sont de l/6, 1/3, 1/3 ct 1/6 pour prendre en
compte les deux premiers fonnants, etc.

Par ailleurs, le comportement anti-
symétrique mis en évidence figure 1 peut
être exploité pour multiplier les effets de
modulation : il suffit de mettre en oeuvre
une commande synergétique, c’est—à-dire,
par exemple, qu'une commande de
réduction de section d'une région de la
partie avant du tube va être associée à une
augmentation de la section de la région
correspondante de la partie arrière. En
mettant en oeuvre cette propriété, le
nombre de commandes des régions du
modèle est divisé par deux. Dans le cas
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d’un modèle à deux régions permettant le
contrôle du premier formant, un seul
paramètre de commande suffit. La figure
2 montre l'évolution du premier formant
(et des 2ème et 3ème_formants). Dans ce
cas, 1e produit de la section (SR1) de la
région arrière (Rl) par là section (SR2) de
la région avant (R2) est constant. La
longueur effective du tube est de 19cm ct
les différents types de pertes sont pris en
compte dans la simulation. On note u'ois
zones principales : deux zones de stabilité
et une zone de variation rapide (autour de
la position neutre qui est ici de 4crr12). Les
zones de stabilité peuvent, en particulier,
être utilisées pour coder l'information
acoustique. Le passage rapide d'un état à
un autre permet un débit maximal
d’informations par seconde. La prise en
compte du 2ème formant. réalisée dans un
modèle à 4 régions, multiplie le nombre
de niveaux de codage. Dans ce type de
codage à modulation des fréquences de
résonance du tube acoustique, on ne
prend pas en compte les types de sources
d’excitation qui multiplieraient encore les
possibilités de produire des informations
acoustiquement différentes.

1’a

"‘ ru
I mun-w

sur X SR2 I 01!

Figure 2. Evolution des trois premiers
fonnants avec un modèle constitué de
deux régions. Les sections varient de 0.5
à 32cm2 par pas logarithmiques. La
position neutre est de 4cm2.

1.2. Tube fermé aux deux
extrémités.

Selon les principes énoncés dans [7],
on peut aussi définir des régions pour un
tube acoustique fermé aux deux
extrémités. Le premier formant corres-
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pond alors a la fréquence de vibration des
parois de ce tube, et le deuxième formant
peut être contrôlé par un modèle à trois
régions. Le comportement du modèle est
symétrique et la constriction s'applique au
milieu du tube. Ce modèle permet
d'atteindre les valeurs les plus basses du
couple F1, F2. Mais l‘aspect pseudo-
orthogonal mis en évidence dans le cas
précédent disparaît ici.

Avec ces deux modèles de référence.
on peut produire efficacement les sons les
plus différents en ce qui concerne les
fréquences de fonnants, tout en faisant
appel à un minimum de paramètres de
commande. On peut aussi jouer sur le
nombre de références retenues. Il faut
rappeler que cette modélisation implique
intrinsèquement des commandes trans-.
versales à des endroits quantifiés du tube
acoustique (les endroits les plus efficaces
pour la modulation). La question qui se

5 pose maintenant est de savoir si,_ pour
parler, l’homme exploite les propriétés
importantes du tube acoustique mises en
évidence dans le modèle à régions.

2. LE MODELE A REGIONS
DISTINCTIVES ET L’APPAREIL
VOCAL.

Tout d’abord, notons que l’appareil
vocal est bien adapté pour exploiter les
caractéristiques d’un modèle à régions
distinctives. C'est un conduit fermé à
l'une des extrémités (coté glotte) et ouvert
de l'autre (coté lèvres). Dans le cas d'une
référence à huit régions, R8 serait contrôlé
par les lèvres, R7 par la pointe de la
langue, R3, R4, R5, R6 par le corps de la
langue laquelle réalise par ailleurs la mise
en oeuvre de la synergie grâce à son
volume constant. En revanche, R1 et R2
sont relativement constants (larynx). Le
modèle fermé-fermé peut “être réalisé par
une forte labialisation et par une constric-
tion centrale obtenue par le corps de la
langue.

En dynamique, le problème de la
commande de l'appareil vocal chez
l’homme se pose : est—elle transversale et
réalise-t—elle des constrictions à des
endroits spécifiques lors de la production
de la parole '! La bonne reproduction de la
transition lai/ par le modèle [2] par
exemple est un élément de réponse
positive. Un déplacement longitudinal de
la constriction donnerait des résultats tout
à fait différents.



3. LE MODELE A REGIONS
DISTINCTIVES ET LA PRO-
DUCTION DES VOYELLES.

Les hypothèses formulées dans ce
paragraphe demandent vérifications et
études approfondies. En procédant du
plus simple au plus compliqué. en
privilégiant une voyelle non labialisée
(plus intense) à une voyelle labialisée. en
privilégiant la distinction par le premier
formant (la position de la commande
demande la précision la plus faible) et en
tenant compte du fait que l'avant de la
langue est plus souple que l'arrière. on
peut expliquer le contenu de systèmes
vocaliques. Les voyelles extrêmes /a/ et fi/
sont les plus simples à produire dans le
cas de la référence fermée-ouverte.
Ensuite, la mise en oeuvre de la référence
fermée-fermée (avec constriction centrale)
permet la production de la voyelle /u/ (Fl

32:3 (Hz)

et F2 les plus bas) Puis. on retient la
position intermédiaire de la transition /ai/,
c’est à dire la voyelle Isl. A partir de la
configuration de la voyelle /u/. la labia-
lisation entraîne la production de la vo-
yelle lal. On retrouve ici le système voca-
lique de 5 voyelles le plus répandu [S]

On a reproduit figure 3. les trajectoires
formantiques obtenues par un modèle à
quatre régions. Rl est fixé à l.4cm2. R2
et R3 sont commandées synergétique-
ment. Les sections varient entre 0.7 et
llcm2. On a placé différentes vo elles
dans le plan Fl-F2. A titre indicati . on a
aussi représenté la trajectoire lum/ obtenue
par ouverture aux lèvres d’un modèle
fermé-fermé avec constriction centrale.
Les voyelles /o/ et Io/ et leurs
correspondants non labialisés pourraient
être obtenue de la même manière.

4 regions

son ; .
200 zoo 400

F1 (Hz) .
5°° 00° 750 am

Figure 3. Position de voyelles dans le plan F2, F3(Fl) et trajectoires formantiqucsobtenues avec un modèle consutué de quatre régions distinctives. On a aussi représenté latrajectoire [um lobtenue avec un modèle fe

La prise en considération du troisième
formant (pour distinguer les voyelles fi/ et
/y/ qui. dans certains cas. ont même
deuxrème formant par exemple) peut être
obtenue avec un modèle en huit régions et
commande synergétique de régions symé—
tnques R3 et R6 par exemple (dans ce
cas. _la plage du deuxième formant est
réduite et permet de réaliser les voyelles
centrales) ou bien par synergie avant ou
bien arrière (R3 et R4 par exemple) ou
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rmé-fermé à trois régions.

bien par une légère asymétrisation de la
commande d‘un modèle à quatre régions.
Un déplacement de 2 cm (figure 4) vers
l‘avant de l’axe de symétrie permet de
stabiliser le deuxième formant lors de la
transition /iy/ alors que la plage de
variation du troisième formant augmente.

S. DISCUSSIONS
On a montré que l'on pouvait simple-

ment produrre les voyelles avec un mini-

mum de paramètres de commande. Une
stratégie de commande transversale paraît
réaliste : elle permet de réaliser simple-
ment des trajectoires que l'on retrouve en

parole naturelle. On peut alors émettre
l’hypothèse que l'homme exploite les ca-
ractéristiques acoustiques optimales d’un
conduit vocal qui serait divisé en régions.

2cm asymmetryT F2. F3 Hz)

o

zoo si» 450 si»
F1 (Hz)

%

can 750 Foo

Figure 4. Trajectoires formantiques obtenues avec un modèle à quatre régions pour un
déplacement de 2cm de l’axe de symétrie.

Cette interprétation diffère de celle émise
par Lindblom [4] qui propose le système
de perception comme référence. Dans la
logique de l’hypothèse que nous
formulons. le lexique serait constitué
d'intentions de type réalisation d’une
constriction à tel ou tel endroit quantifié
du conduit vocal, associées à une
intention de type labialisation ou non
labialisation. La réalisation des intentions
serait obtenue, au niveau périphérique,
par une structuration des paramètres
articulatoires pour réaliser les gestes
phonétiques souhaités. L’objectif du
système de perception serait alors de
reconnaître les intentions initiales [3]. Le
pilotage des systèmes de production et de
perception de la parole chez l’homme par
des lois physiques n’est pas irréaliste. Si
cette hypothèse se vérifie. les consé-
quences seraient nombreuses ne serait-ce
que pour proposer des schémas de
l’évolution de l’appareil vocal humain au
cours des millénaires.
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CORRECTING ERRONEOUS INFORMATION IN SPONTANEOUS SPEECH:

CUES FOR A.S.R.

P. Howell

University College London, England

ABSTRACT

Previous research has shown that

when speakers make a mistake and

repair it, they signal that the

forward flow of speech has been

altered by insertion of a pause,
and highlight what has been

altered by adding stress on the
first word of the alteration. The
question of whether these
prosodic patterns are specific to
repairs or whether they are
shared by related grammatical
structures was not addressed. In
this contribution, the prosody of
phrase and word repetitions and
conjunctions, taken from a corpus
of unrestricted speech, -were
analyzed. These constructions
were chosen because they have
certain similarities with repairs
and the prosodic analysis
procedure can be applied to them.
Repetitions behave like repairs
whereas conjunctions are
dissimilar. It is concluded that
the prosody of repairs is a

Vreliable indication that errors
are being corrected, and the
implications for 1.5.x. are
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

When we listen to speech it is
not usually difficult to
determine speakers' intentions,
even when they make alterations
or start a sentence, break off,
and recommence. These processes
are termed "speech repair" [I].
An example of a repair is "Go
left at the, I mean, go right at
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the crossroads". There are
typically three identifiable
parts in a repair - the original
utterance (OU), the editing phase

and the repair proper. In the

example, "Go left at the" is the

OU, and "go right at the" is the

repair. The OU contains the word

or words to be repaired, termed

the reparandum, ("left“ here).

The speaker has gone past the

erroneous word and so the repair

is said to have an overshoot. The

editing phase here is the phrase

"I mean". Levelt counts "er" as

an editing term, but it is

considered here as a form of

pause. With "er“ excluded, the

editing phase is rare in our

corpus of repairs from

unrestricted speech (4.2%) and is

not discussed further. The final

phase is the repair which

includes the alteration (here the

word 'right"). Note also that the

speaker has backed up to a point

prior to where s/he wants to make

the alteration and, so, the

repair contains a retrace.

Levelt [1] has identified several

categories of repair, but

attention here is restricted to

repairs in which erroneous

information has been altered

(terled error repairs). Though

,these say be sub-divided into

repairs which occur on different

gramsaticsl units, the analysis

reported here applies to all
categories of error repair so the

sub-categories are not discussed

further. The only obligatory

parts of error repairs are the

alteration and reparandum.

Automatic speech recognition

(A.S.R.) systems for timetable or

directory enquiries will have to

be able to identify when an error

has been made in voiced input and

what information is being

altered. Incorrect recognition

could result in erroneous

information being generated by

the system in response to an

enquiry. Though analysis of

speech can indicate what speakers

do, it is important that these be

assessed perceptually to check

that listeners use these cues.

Clearly information about how

human listeners are able to

understand (1) that a repair is

being made (the forward flow of

speech has been stopped) and (2)

what erroneous information is

being altered may have important

implications for A.S.R.

2. PROSODY IN SPEECH REPAIRS

Prosody helps listeners both

detect that the forward flow of

speech has stopped and locate

where the altered information

starts [2]. Prosody refers to

changes in timing, loudness and

pitch movements over groups of

segments. The two aspects of

prosody that are known to signal

information about repairs are

pauses and stress. Pauses, as

noted previously, include filled

pauses as well as periods of

silence. Stressed syllables tend

to be longer and louder than

their unstressed counterparts.

Primary and secondary stress are

marked in the transcriptions,

prinary stress indicating a

higher level than secondary

stress.

Howell and Young [2] analyzed a

corpus of 272 repairs drawn from

the Survey of English usage (SEU)

[3]. This corpus is of

unrestricted speech and has

pauses and stresses transcribed.

The speech was parsed into the

retraced section and the

corresponding section that

occurred prior to it. There was a

marked tendency for sections of

pauses to be added before the

first word of the retraced

section when such sections

occurred but no systematic

tendency to increase stress on

the first word of the retrace

compared with its first

occurrence. This shows that

pauses are used to mark the

interruption to the forward flow

of speech. The highest degree of

stress that occurred on any

syllable of the first word of the

alteration was compared with this

same measure on the reparandum.

This analysis showed that stress

was added on the first word of

the alteration, and this was

interpreted as showing that

stress is used to highlight the

altered information. There was no

tendency to add pauses before the

alteration in comparison with the

reparandum except when no retrace

occurred. In the latter cases,

the alteration starts immediately

after the forward flow of Speech

has been interrupted, and is

consistent with pauses being used

to mark such locations.

3. ASSOCIATION OF PROSODIC

PATTERNS WITH REPAIR

No data has yet been provided

concerning whether the prosodic

patterns described are specific

to repairs or whether they are

shared with related structures.

In this presentation two

structural types which are

closely related to repairs are

analyzed. These two types are

repetitions and conjunctions.

Repetitions include word and

phrase repetitions, and the

repeated sections can be analyzed

in the same way as retraces. A

total of 364 word and 168 phrase

repetitions were located in the

SEU and the results of this
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analysis are shown in Table I.

Table I. Analysis of pauses and stresses in repetitions

Word repetitions Phrase repetitions

Pauses Added 107
Dropped 21
u 364

sig.

Stresses Added 19
Dropped 13
N 364

ns.

Basically, the table shows that
speakers introduce pauses before
the first word of a repetition
but there is no increase in
stress. This parallels the
findings with retraced sections
of repairs. and offers some
support for terming these "covert
repairs" [1].

The inclusion of conjunctions in
the analysis depends upon a rule
described by Levelt for
ascertaining whether a repair is
well-formed or not (HER).
Levelt's HFR suggests that the
two main parts of a repair
(original utterance and repair
proper) are related in the same
manner as the two constituents of
a coordination. According to
Levelt "An original utterance
plus repair (OR) is well formed
if and only if there is a string
C such that the string (oc or R)
is well formed, where C is a
completion of the constituent
directly dominating the last
element of O (or is to be deleted
if. that last element is a
connective such as "or" or
"and")." [1, p.486]. Thus, in
"There you can park at the left-
hand side of the, the right-hand
side of the road," the original
utterance is "park at the left-
hand side of the". The VP "park
at the left-hand side of the" can
be completed with “road" (IC).
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56
4

168
sig.

12
15

168
ns.

The repair (R) is ”park at the
right-hand side of the road“. The
coordination thus becomes: "There
you can park at the left-hand
side of the road or park at the
right-hand side of the road."

Given a co-ordination, this
process can be reversed. Thus the
co-ordination "a comparative
graphology paper or a historical
graphology paper" from the 820
could have been the repair "a
comparative graphology. a
historical graphology paper".
Levelt has pointed to the
syntactic relationship between
co-ordinations and repairs, so it
might validly be asked whether
this extends as far as the two
structures having similar
prosodic properties. Using
Levelt's HFR, the retrace in a
co-ordination starts after the
conjunction and the first non-
matching word constitutes the
alteration ("historical" in the
example, which is to be compared
with "comparative").

A total of 244 conjunctions were
collected from the 5:0. These
were single words or phrases
which were joined by any
conjunction. The constraints
placed upon conjunction selection
was that the word or phrase
before the conjunction started at
a constituent boundary and that
there was a constituent boundary

after the word or phrase after
the conjunction. Also, the
grammatical category of the word
or phrase before the conjunction
had to match in type with the
grammatical class of the word
after the conjunction. No other
constraints were applied. As
illustrated in the example, this
generated material which had
sections with retraces and
“reparandum/alteration“
equivalent pairs and analysis
proceeded as described for the
repairs. The data are summarised
in Table II.

have a retrace, there is a
significant tendency to add
pauses, as with repairs. but no
significant tendency to add
stresses, unlike with repairs.
Thus, it appears that the
different types of constructions,
though syntactically related are
prosodically dissimilar. The
prosody in repairs is dissimilar
to that in related grammatical
structures such as around
conjunctions.

Analysis of prosodic factors around conjunctions

a) Pauses and stresses on the first word of the "reparandum/aleration"

Table II.

equivalent

Had no retrace

Pauses Added 10
Dropped 2
N 198

sig.

Stresses Added 61
Dropped 50
N 198

ns.

Had retrace

2
4

46
ns.

20
4

46
sig.

b) Pauses and stresses on retraced sections

Pauses Added 1
Dropped 2
N 46

ns.

Stresses Added 1
Dropped 4
N 46

ns.

The prosody around conjunctions
differs from that around repairs.
For the conjunctions that had a
retrace. there is a significant
tendency to stress the
"alteration", as with repairs,
but no significant tendency to
add pauses prior to the
"retrace", unlike with repairs.
For the conjunctions that did not
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PROSODIC EFFECTS ON ARTICULATORY GESTURES
-- A MODEL OF TEMPORAL ORGANIZATION
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ABSTRACT
A theory of phonetic implementation
based on articulatory gestures and their
temporal organization is proposed. It is
compatible with Ohman’s early insight
(consonantal perturbation), which in
effect assumes a separate tier for vowel to
vowel movement as the base, and
consonantal gestures superimposed on
tins base. The segmental constituent units
are syllables. each of which is specified
by demisyllabic feature values. A
generative description is given as a series
of computational modules: a converter, a
distributor, a concurrent set of actuators. _
and a_signal generator. Implications
regarding various conditions of prosodic
control are suggested.

l. CONVERTER
A_ computational procedure is shown in
Fig. 1. The converter, as the first
component of our model of phonetic
implementation, “converts" an abstract
phonological representation to an
annotated linear pulse train. The converter
maps phonological feature specifications
for each demisyllable into a set of

articulatory gestures. In Fig. 1, 1:

repreSents a stop gesture, o fricativc, 6

interdental, 11 glide, N nasal, A lateral, p
retroflex; T specifies apical articulation, P
bilabial. The letter v stands for
consonantal voicing. Vocalic gestures are
separately treated. and are represented
here by phonemic symbols (none for
reduced vowels). Syllable affixes (see
Fujtmura [4]) are separated by a dot from
the final demisyllable.
Time and magnitude are assigned to
each pulse (represented by vertical lines).
The pulses belong to one of two types:
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syllables (shown with thick vertical
lines), or boundaries (thin vertical lines).
Each pulse is associated with minimal
phonological feature or boundary type
specifications. The phonological tree and
the metrical grid, or equivalent abstract
representations, constitute the primary
basis of computation of the magnitude
values of all pulses. Prominence
specifications (see an exclamation mark),
reflecting factors such as contrastive
emphasis, the degree of excitement, etc.,
are also absorbed into the numerical
specifications of time and magnitude.
Utterancemelated specifications (speaking
style, speaker characteristics, etc.) are
retained as annotations attached to
utterance phrases. An utterance phrase
constitutes the domain of motor
programming as an integral unit of
utterance (see Fujimura [6,7]), and
affects both the impulse response
functions and the parameters of the signal
generator.
The tinting characteristics of individual
gestures are determined by the converter.‘
In Fig. 1, the i-th syllable pulse is located
at ti, and its height represents the

magnitude “i assigned to each syllable.

Let us assume the interval between two
contiguous syllables to be related to the
pulse magnitudes by

ti-ti-1= Wi-Hßui.
where a and ß are multiplicative

‘ lhese time values are presumably
readjusted via feedback signals from the
srgnal generation process. For example.
the articulatory repulsion, as discussed by
Fuyimura [5], apparently pertains to
temporally adjacent gestures within the
same articulator.

constants which determine “shadows” of
each syllable pulse on the right and left
sides, respectively. A similar shadow is
also defined on the left side of a boundary
pulse. This results in a leftward shift of
the last syllable in the phrase before the
boundary, making the decaying effect of
the syllable pulse response function part
of the syllable duration, rather than part
of the overlapping next syllable. This
accounts for the preboundary elongation.I

2. DISTRIBUTOR
The distributor distributes the codes
produced by the converter to a concurrent
set of actuators, each of which represents
an articulatory dimension. An articulatory
organ may be involved in defining
multiple articulatory dimensions. An
articulatory dimension may involve more
than one organ. The distributor interprets
the feature specifications for each
demisyllable in terms of articulatory
gestures, and distributes relevant syllable
pulse information to individual actuators.
In the figure, Greek letters in Italic
represent the elementary gestures in the
distributor output, and Roman capitals
represent the specified articulators (see
below for further explanation).A family
of mathematical functions prescribes the
elementary articulatory gestures as time
functions represented in terms of a
physical measure of the state in each
articulatory dimension. A set of muscular
units forms a configuration of hysical
means for implementing cortic control
of a specific dynamic event. This integral
configuration of each gesture constitutes
an articulatory dimension, such as
production of a laminar /s/. Separate
articulatory dimensions are defined for
different manners of articulation, such as
stops vs. fricatives. The output of the
distributor is a replica of the input for
each actuator to the extent the information
is relevant. Titus the code (N, T) standing
for /n/ in the final demisyllable of the

second syllable lwAn/ is interpreted as

{1,7'] for the tongue tip (T) closure (1:)
dimension and operates in parallel with
{N} for velum lowering. The impulse

ï In addition, the parameters of the
impulse response functions may be
sensitive to the magnitude of the
following boundary pulse.

response function for the [N] gesture (in
final demisyllable) is implemented with

peak event at about t2, whereas the [ r, T}

gesture has its peak later (see Sproat and
Fujimura [10] for similar situations of
English laterals). This depiction may
appear similar to Browman and
Goldstein's gesture score [1,2].
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Fig. 1 A computational model of
consonant implementation
(signal generator omitted)

3. ACTUATORS
Each consonantal actuator receives the
time-magnitude pulse information with
respect to consonantal gestures for (1) an

initial demisyllable, (2) a final

demisyllable, (3) syllable affixes (in

sequence) as applicable [4]. Different
gestures are assigned to separate
articulatory dimensions.
Multidimensional processings take place
concurrently in different actuators
triggered by syllable pulses. Each
actuator evokes the demisyllabic
response, gesture by gesture. Elementary
gestures do not require sequencing
information within each demisyllable.
The impulse response function contains a
parameter that shifts the peak activity
relative to the time value of the syllable
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pulse. The parameter values are prepared
in conformity with the inherent vowel
affinity [3], [4]).’ For consonantal
gestures. each syllable impulse evokes an
impulse response function in each of the
relevant articulatory dimensions for each
demisyllable. For example, the i-th
syllable pulse in the phrasal domain under
consideration has an assigned time ti and

a magnitude pi, and it triggers a feature

event function Pi gt°(t - ti) in the

dimension tongue tip raising, where
gt°(t) is the impulse response function

for the gesture t, stop closure, for the
initial demisyllable (indicated by the
superscript o). The time value ti is

designated for the i-th syllable. For the
feature lateral. two articulatory gestures
are relevant: (l) tongue tip raising for
partial contact and (2) retraction of the
back of the tongue body due partly to
tongue blade narrowing [10]. The
symbol 1. in the distributor output in Fig.
l stands for these two articulatory
dimensions in an abbreviated form.
Similarly, N. as in {NJ}. stands for the
redundant N and 1: of the nasal apical

stop. The closure gesture t is actually
specified at the pertinent actuator. but is
not shown in the figure. If the final
consonant of the syllable is Im], then the
syllable pulse evokes the feature event
function “i g,‘ (t - ti) of the final
demisyllable in the bilabial closure

dimension P. and also "i gN‘Ït— ‘i’ inthe
velum lowering dimension N. This
function for the final nasality shows a
maxrmum velum lowering at about the
peak occurrence of the syllable nucleus,
1. e., t = ti. Each actuator, within the
pertinent articulatory dimension. compiles
the feature event functions evoked by the

3 E autosegmental computation is
assumed at the level of distributor for
spreading redundant feature values. For
eaample, tn the vocal fold adduction
drmensron. one specification of
vorcedness (for the entire consonant
cluster) indicated for each demisyllable
Will be distribumd throughout the time
domain of obstruent gestures and fixes.
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syllable pulses within the time domain of
utterance phrase. The event time
functions are added according to the
linear superposition principle, and the
resultant time functions for different
articulatory dimensions, together with the
vocalic base functions, are passed on to
the signal generator. The same family of
functions is used for prescription of all
the consonantal gestures, with parameter
values selected for individual articulatory
dimensions. Each elementary event starts
with the base position moving in the
direction of the prescribed vocal tract
constriction (in the three-dimensional
sense). and then automatically returns to
the base position. Different time
constants are specified (in the gesture
table for each actuator) for starting and
ending trips. The lowest panel of Fig. 1
intends to suggest such occurrences of
response events, for the final
demisyllables of the first and the second
syllables. and the initial demisyllable of
the third, in the dimension tongue tip
closure. The situation of the apparent
target reaching short of the roof of the
mouth, as in the case of /s/‚ is
presumably a mechanical or physiological
consequence of sanitation in an inherently
three-dimensional system.

4. SIGNAL GENERATOR
The signal generator. (not shown in the
figure). receives the time functions
generated by the total set of actuators. and
synthesizes them with the vocalic base
functions to materialize articulatory
movement in an integrated system.
Various types of interaction among
articulatory dimensions are automatically
treated by the physical model of the total
system. both within the same articulatory
organ (such as the lips or the tongue) and
among different organs (such as the
mandible and the lower lip). The system
is highly nonlinear. In particular. it
contains a strong saturating characteristic
(soft clipping) so that a large syllable
pulse typically results at the output of the
signal generator in a plateau of
articulatory position as a function of
time. In Fig. l, at the bottom of the
figure. the horizontal dashed line
indicates this “soft clipping” that takes
place in the signal generatingprocess.
The process of generating the (vocaliC)
base function differs from that for

consonantal gestures. The syllable pulse
magnitude is transformed by a nonlinear
saturating function into a multiplicative
factor that represents the degree of
achieving the vocalic gesture target.
relative to the neutral vocal tract condition
(schwa gesture). The response function
parameters are assigned for vocalic
gestures in such a way that the-peak
position occurs with no delay relative to
the input impulse. Target posttrons are
specified for the peak.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our current data, obtained by the
Wisconsin microbeam facility [_8],
concern the pellet positions representing
sample flesh points on the surface of the
articulatory organs along a particular
direction of movement, as a crude
approximation for the state variable in
each articulatory dimension. More
exactly, in our future work. the observed
pellet time functions will be compared
with predicted output functions usmg a
dynamic three-dimensional computational
model of the articulatory system. This
computational model is currently being
developed and will constitute the principal
part of the signal generator.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we will report the re-
sults of two experiments on the dis-
tribution of stuttering in spontaneous
speech. Our observations support the
idea that stuttering is related to syn-
tactic planning in addition to the sub-
ordinate process of searching a specific
word for a concept.

1. mTRODUCTION
Previous research has shown that in
spontaneous speech of young stutter-
ers, stuttering more often occurs dur-
ing the beginning of clauses than in
the remaining part [6]. Moreover, it
has been found that stuttering is more
likely to occur at those locations where
the information load is high [4]. Soder-
berg [3] studied read out speech instead
of spontaneous speech of adult stutter-
ers. He considered the predominance of
stuttering on the first words of clauses
as grammatical uncertainty. In medial
clause positions he observed stuttering
predominantly on content words of high
information. The explanation was that
at the beginning of a clause the first
foundations of a grammatical structure
are laid. After that the main problem
for the speaker is the choice of words.
Therefore there is more lexical uncer-
tainty at locations further in the clause.
Our aim is to elaborate Soderberg’s sug-
gestions, especially by relating gramma-
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tical uncertainty to decision moments in
the planning of speech.
Speech planning can be described as a
hierarchical process [1] {2}: it is possi-
ble to divide speech into segments and
nested subsegments that can be related
to the different stages in the speech
planning process. In the production of
speech the clause is considered a gram-
matical unit. The determination of the
grammatical structure of a clause takes
place at a hierarchically higher level
than the process of word insertion. In
this perspective the articulatory realiza-
tion is of a still lower level than the word
insertion level.
Our expectations were (1) that the hier-
archical speech planning model gives an
explanation for stuttering during the
beginning of clauses, (2) that the model
is able to explain the differences be-
tween stuttering on function words and
lexical words depending on their loca-
tions in a sentence. We have tested
both expectations in a speech exper-
iment with adults. We used sponta-
neous speech as this kind of speech
just requires conceptual and grammar
tical planning. As will be shown the
quantitative analysis of the first ex-
periment supports the speech planning
model. The stutter frequency on the
first two words (W1 and W2) is higher
than on words in the rest of the clause
(WR).

Experiment I does not give us any com-

pelling evidence for the model: it is still
possible that stutterers and nonstutter-

ers use different segmenting strategies,

so that we can’t be sure that the po-

sitions of W1, W2 and WR within the

clause are the same for stutterers and

nonstutterers: e.g. if stutterers do not
insert a boundary before W1, the labels

W1, W2 and WR would be erronous.

Hence a second experiment is set up

in which the task was to subdivide a
written text into parts. It was assumed

that the subdivisions reflect the internal

structure of language [5]. We will now
discuss the two experiments in more de-

tail.

2. EXPERIMENT I

In this experiment we investigated stut-
tering on function and lexical words at
various locations in a clause. In this
study the minimal criterion for a group
of words to be called a clause is that it
contains one NP and one VP.

2.0 Procedure

2.1 Subjects

25 Stutterers, 7 females and 18 males,
aged 17-45, participated in the experi-
ment.

2.2 Speech material
To elicit spontaneous speech, all sub-

jects were interviewed about the same

theme i.e. their eating habits. From
these interviews l-minute-samples of

spontaneous speech from each subject

were selected. In these samples, the
clauses were determined and the stut-
tered words were counted.

2.3 Method

We defined three wordpositions within
each clause: the first word (W1), the
second word (W2) and the remaining

words (WR). Each word was labeled as
function word or lexical word. This dis-

tinction was made because the role of
function words is largely grammatical,
whereas lexical words carry the main se-

mantic content. Besides, we may as-

sume that lexical words have a rela-

tive high information load compared to
function words. As it is questionable

whether auxiliary verbs and copulas are

function words or lexical words, we clas-
sified them in two ways. In one count-

ing we considered them as lexical words

(A), in another counting as function
words (B) (table 1a).

2.4 Analysis

Table 1a was submitted to hierarchi—

cal Ioglineair analysis in order to ex-

amine the distribution of stutters over

the words in a clause. According to the
two definitions of lexical and function
words two analyses were carried out. In

both cases we studied the interactions of
word type and word position. The three

variables are: word type (lexical [L] and
function words [F]), word position (W1,
W2 and WR), and frequency of stutter-
ing (number of stuttered words versus
nonstuttered words).

Table 1a. The absolute numbers of stut-

tered and nonstuttered words on word—

position (W1, W2, WR) and wordtype

(L‚F)-

Counting A.

+stl 7 54| 31 41| 126 44|
~stl 85 324| 167 225|1140 733|

Counting B.

W1 W2 WR
: L F : L P : L F I

+st| 7 54 I 26 46| 119 51 I
—:t: 64 345 I126 266|1027 846 I

-------- I---—---I——--—----I
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Table 1b. The percentages of stuttered
words as a function of word position
(W1, W2, WR) for counting A and B.

15-

stsru- F
13—

12-

11-

1o- L L L
9—

a—

7.

6- F
5- F

4-

I I t l I l

w1 w2 wR w1 w2 wR

Figure 1. Percentages of stuttered
words as a function of word position
(W1, W2, WR) for lexical (L) and
function words (F) separately. Count~
ing A and B.

2.5 Results and discussion
The first finding is that in spontaneous
speech, adults stutter significantly more
often at the first and second words of
clauses than at the remaining words.
For both categorizations A and B de-
fined above, this effect is present (ta-
ble 1b). This result is in agreement
with earlier investigations (see introduc-
tion). The second finding is that, us-
ing the data of categorization A, there
is a significant interaction effect be-
tween word position and word type (A:
s=2.20, p=0.028). Note that function
words at the beginning of a clause give
rise to more stuttering than in the mid-

dle or at the end of a clause. Besides
there is relatively more stuttering on
function words than on lexical words at

' the beginnings of clauses (table 1a, fig
1). The data of categorization B show
the same trend as A but the effect is not
significant.
Based on these findings we conclude
that word position plays an important
role in stuttering. As already men-
tioned, function words have merely a
grammatical function. Therefore we
might hypothesize that grammatical de-
cisions are made in the beginning of a
clause.

3. EXPERINIENT II
In this experiment we investigated seg-
murting strategies used by stutterers
versus nonstutterers.

3.0 Procedure

8.1 Subjects
The subjects are 20 stutterers and
20 nonstutterers. Both groups were
matched on education, age and sex.

3.2 Material
We use a printed text of 81 sen-
tences which have been selected from
the speech samples from experiment 1.
Each word boundary in the text re-
ceived a theoretical boundary strenght
from 1 to 5. These strenghts were de-
termined with the aid of boundary crite-
ria of Umeda [5], but adapted to Dutch.
The values were unknown to the sub-
jects.

3.3 Task of the subjects
The instruction for the participants was
to intuitively mark boundaria within
the 81 sentences by putting vertical
lines between words. The subjects were
not given any rules about the number
of boundaries per sentence.
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Table 2a. Mean number of boundaries
placed by stutterers(ST) and nonstut-
terers(NST).

X (mean)

STI 0.30 I
NSTl 0.33 l

I ------- I
Table 2b. Mean number of bound-
aries placed by stutterers(ST) and non-
stutterers(NST), for each theoretical
boundary strength.

1 2 3 I 4 I 5 l
-_-|----|----[ ............
ST l0.0410.09l0.07:0.60:0.76:
---|----|----| ............
NSTI0.06I0.13I0.09:O.60:0.80:
---l----l----l ............

mean number 0! scored boundaries

0.8 ‚T

OJ

03

05

0A

03

Q2
NST

“A my?" ä? m
1 -—:i-boungafios

Figure 2. Mean number of bound-
aries placed by stutterers(ST) and non-
stutterers(NST), for each theoretical
boundary strength.

I
5

8.5 Results and discussion
An analysis of variance is applied on

the mean number of boundaries scored
by each subject on each theoretical

boundary value. No significant dif-
ference is observed between stutter-
ers and nonstutterers in the plan-eut

of boundaries (F[1,36]=1',93 p=0.174).
We found no interaction efiect between
group and scoring of the five bound-
ary strengths (F[4,144]= 0.16 p=0.958).
In both groups there are more bound-
ary placements with increasing bound-

ary strength (table 2a-b, fig 2). These
findings support that stutterers use the
same linguistic criteria as nonstuttu‘ers
for structuring language.

4. GENERAL CONCLUSION

The data of experiment I suggest a rela-
tion between the stuttering pattern and
decision moments in the speech plan-
ning process. Moreover it looks more
plausible to define auxiliary verbs and
copulas as lexical words. The outcome
of experiment 11 shows that the findings
in experiment I are not due to different
parsing strategies of stutterers and non-
stutterers.
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ABSTRACT
The range of applications of
magnetic resonance imaging is
rapidly increasing. Among the
promising new techniques is cine-
imaging of articulation which offers
non-risk insights into speech
production.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since speech typically consists of
constantly and quickly changing
configurations of the vocal tract,
imaging of the vocal tract is of
interest to speech research.
Cinegraphic X-ray techniques, X-
ray computerized tomography, and
ultrasound techniques are all in
use. However, methodological
problems such as side effects of
radiation in connection with X-ray
and inability to penetrate bone and
air in ultrasound studies have
caused problems in connection
with these techniques.
The advent of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) opened a new
avenue for speech research and it
was thought that this method would
overcome the disadvantages of
earlier techniques [1,5]. MRI shows
not only the tongue but all
articulators clearly and creates
highly accurate three-dimensional
images. Its disadvantages lie in the
fairly long acquisition times, even
when subsecond imaging
techniques are used.
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2. INSTRUMENTATION
We have used both medium and
high field MR systems operating at
0.5 and 1.5 Tesla (Philips Gyroscan
SS and S15; Philips Medical
Systems, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands) with both head and
circular surface coils.
Transverse and coronal spin-echo
(SE) sequences were acquired as
scout views for double oblique
angulation of the desired 5 to 8 mm
sagittal scans through the
articulators. The sagittal image was
used as scout for double oblique
transverse and coronal images at
different angles through the
articulatory tract which provided
basis for volume calculations.
For the actual data acquisition
either gradient echo, Fast Field
Echo, (FFE) or subsecond imaging
(88) sequences were used. In the
FFE sequences echo times (TE)
ranged from 6 ms to 15 ms, total
acquisition times from 3.5 s to 12 s.
Acquisition matrix size was 128
times 256, reconstruction matrix
size 256 times 256. The acquisition
time in SS sequences was 450 ms
for a 90 times 128 matrix. Image
acquisition could be repeated
every 1.5 seconds.
The desired time resolution for
speech production Imaging is in the
order of 10 to 20 ms to cover the
movements of the articulators
satisfactorily. Subsecond imaging
does not provide such speeds.
Therefore we returned to FFE
sequences with their better signal-



to—noise ratio and higher spatial
resolution.

3. SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Due to the special and specific
conditions under which articulation
had to be produced. only
phonetically trained subjects were
chosen for these studies. A number
of sounds were used for
interobserver control, others for
intraobserver control. and some
were carefully selected as markers
of certain Nomegian dialects.
Images were acquired both in
supine and prone position to
compare a possible impact of
gravity on the articulators.
The pronunciation was performed
in two stages: First a warm-up
stage where a predetermined word
containing the wanted sound was
repeated several times. followed by
a five second count-down. Then the
speaker "froze" the predetermined
word in the middle of the desired
sound with a glottal stop, the image
data was acquired, and the
pronunciation was continued. This
procedure allowed the production
of static images of certain sounds.
Since speech is a dynamic
procedure we wanted to get cine
representations of the articulation
of complete words.
Since we had no device to trigger
the acquisition from spoken
sounds, we synchronized an
audible beep tone with an artificial
ECG that triggered the informant
and instrument respectively. The
beep was transmitted to the
informant through a plastic tube
headset as used by airlines. The
ECG was picked up by the MR
system's telemetry receiver
(Hewlett-Packard) and the
acquisition was run similarly to a
routine cardiac examination.
This meant repeating the word the
same number of times as the phase
encoding gradients and the spatial
resolution. Typically we used 90 to
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160 gradient steps resulting in an
acquisition time between 1 and 4
minutes.

4. RESULTS
Findings from our MRI studies of
Norwegian pronunciation [2.3.4]
show that sounds which
traditionally have been described
as palatals are laminal alveolars
and laminal postalveolars, retroflex
sounds are in fact apical alveolar
sounds, velar stops and nasals are
postpalatals even in front of open
back vowels, and NonNegian front
vowels [ i: e: æ: ] traditionally
described as close, half-close and
half-open respectively, have
virtually the same position of the
front part of the tongue, but with a
marked difference in the degree of
tongue root fronting (tor [i:]) and
tongue root retraction (for [ae:]).

5. DISCUSSION
MRI offers the possibility of
recording the dynamics of speech
and also has possibilities as
regards vocal tract shape and
volume mapping. The imaging
method itself has to be improved.
The inherent problem is related to
time resolution. Subsecond
imaging does not solve the
problem since ideally acquisition
time will never be short enough
and the signal—to-noise ratio is not
good enough.
The triggering can be improved in
several ways; 9.9. by the use of a
microphone to pick up the speech
and trigger the MR system, or by a
sensor to pick up movements from
the lips. chin or larynx.
To reduce acquisition time and
dependence on cooperation with
the informant, retrospective gating
seems to be a promising method.
This method could also lead to a
further improvement in time
resolution.
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We intend to show our MRI films of
articulation of Norwegian in
connection with the presentation of
this paper.
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”ABSTRACT
The stability of personal average
laryngeal frequency during speech
was examined in two-minute and
fifteen-minute recordings made at
d1fferent_ times of the day and for
four differing speech production
tasks. One and a half hours of
speech from each of four subjects
were analysed with respect to mean
and modal frequency and frequency
range.
The work was funded under Alvey
PmJect MMI/l32, Speech Techno-
logy Assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Yorce source characteristics are

an important part of the expressive
component m the speech communi-
cation chain. The most commonly
used of these is the frequency of
vocal-fold vibration, which is con-
srdered both subjectively [l] and
objecnyely_ ([9], p.82) important for
the rdenufication of a speaker.
However, although there have been
:10 laälge number off studies devoted

e measure o avera e voic
fundamental frequency in ggroups of
50 or more speakers ([9, 2] for
survey information), and there is
general recognition that a speaker’s
voice pitch varies with the situ-
ation. little has been done to clari-
fy the general question of individ-
ual stability in that or other voice
frequency measures.

This paper presents results from
an 1n—depth study [4] of the laryn-
geal patterns in speech of four
speakers, and investigates the ques-
uon of .stability in a number of
ways. Firstly, on the assumption
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that two minutes of continuous
speech argeaksufficient to character-
ise a s er's voice uenc,
[12, 11. 10, 8], the "stagrlrgty" à'f
two-minute stretches over a 15-
rmnute period was examined
Secondly. in view of evidence that
that .system-atic longer term
fluctuations occur [7], a series of
15-minute recordings were made at
different times of one day.
Thirdly, a number of different
types of speech tasks were set in
order to examine the stability of
average voice frequency over
tasks.

2. SPEECH MATERIAL

11a and speech-signal re-
cordrngs were made with four
speakers (2F, 2M) on two‘ days
under anechoic conditions using a
two-channel PCM-VCR recorder.
Two_ speakers took part in 6 re-
cording sessions of approximately
15 minutes each during the course
of each of the two days. A stand-
ard extended reading task (P+B)
was given at 9.40am, 12.10pm, and
3.30pm (nmes 1:20 minutes), name-
ly the reading of the "Environ-
mental Passage" [3] followed by 13
minutes of continuous reading
from a book of short stories.
These were interspersed (at 10.20,
11.20 and 12.30 :tZO minutes) with
three further tasks for comparison
purposes: 1) Eight consecutive
readings (RP) of the "Environ-
mental Passage" to provide a con-
stant textual structure and avoid
fluctuations in interest and excite-
ment. 2) Free monologue (Mon)
for 15 minutes on a subject of

each speaker’s choice. to give a

longer term companson between

read and freely spoken monologue.

3) A dialogue with pairs of speak-

ers (Dial.) to compare both wrth

reading and with free monologue.

3. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Analysis of the larynx signal

(Lx) was carried out in the Stand-

ard way [4, 3, 5] to give laryngeal

frequency distributions over 128

logarithmically equal bins on a

scale from 30 to 1000Hz. "Cleaned"
distributions were used for all

quantitative statements and statist-
ical calculations. They were derived

by including Lx cycles only if their
durations were within 10% of the
preceding cycle. This eliminates
laryngeal irregularities from the
distribution while retaining a maxi-
mum number of data points. In ad-
dition, the distributions are time-
weighted to correspond to our aud-
itory impression of pitch movement
as frequency change in time, and

to conform to other voice-frequen-

cy studies, which have obtained

their data from fixed flame-based

rather than from fundamental- or
laryngeal-periad-based analysis.

Processing of the 15-minute ses-
sions was done on sections of ap-

proximately 2 minutes, and overall

distributions for the whole session
was obtained by cumulation of the
shorter sections.

4. RESULTS
Two aspects of larynx frequency
stability are addressed: Firstly, the
extent to which a "minimal stable
period" (i.e. 2 min.) still fluctuates
within a longer stretch of speech.
Secondly, whether there are gen-
uine systematic baseline changes in
the longer term.

4.1. Two-minute sections
There are considerable differ-

ences between the mean values for
the 2-minute sections both within
and across the different tasks.
Table 1 gives the range in semi-
tones between the lowest and high-
est mean and modal frequency for a
two minute stretch during each of
the tasks.
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The largest shifts in mean fre-

quency appear to be randomly dis-

tributed over tasks and speakers.

The comparison of the repeated—

passage reading (Task 2) with the

other conditions does not support

the assumption that shifts in mean

frequency are a function of text-

type alone. The difference in Task

Table 1. Difference in semi-tones

between the highest and lowest

mean & (modal) frequency for a
two—minute stretch during each

15-minute task.

TASK FC CP T1
l.‘ 1.26 0.45 0.53 1.15

1.01 1.04 3 .41 1.68

2. 1.36 0.19 0.72 0.91
1 .01 0.00 0.86 0.70

3. 0.51 1.05 1.93 0.60
0.00 I .04 0.86 0.80

4. 0.75 0.81 1.35 2.12
2.10 1.10 2.60 1.60

5. 1.56 0.95 0.66 0.19
1 .01 1.04 0.85 0.00

6 0.91 0.82 0.87 0.87
2.10 1.04 0.88 4.23

2 is very low for speaker CP, but
not for the other speakers. and in

fact has the highest value of all

tasks for FC. In general, the pat-
tern in time for 15 minutes is

more regular than for the book

readings, but" in no uniform way

across speakers. CF has one small
shift, FC has a steadily rising

frequency, and the two male

speakers AH and TJ have intermit-

tent fluctuations. Modal values,
however, do not reflect the ex-

pected task-dependence any more

clearly.
The differences between the

speakers in the repeated-passage

task, and the random distribution

of large and small pitch differenc-

es for 2-minute stretches across

the different tasks, indicate that

there is, strictly speaking, no such

thing as a generally valid personal

voice-frequency value, either mean



or mode (compare [1]). Each situ-
ation appears to have its specific
and individual effect on a speak-
er's voice frequency.

4.2 Longer-term stability
To test for variability in the long-
er term, the values found for the
standard passage in tasks 1, 4 and
6 in this study were compared with
those for the same speakers reading
the same passage (P) some weeks
earlier [3]. Table 3 lists the mean
and modal values for all the single
readings.

Table 3. Mean and (modal) Fx val-
ues (Hz) for the standard passage
in Tasks 1,4and6andin P.

TASK FC CP AH TI
1 213 229 114 104

197 222 108 103

4 223 239 122 109
209 222 1 I4 103

6 228 234 123 110
209 222 108 114

P 208 225 130 102
209 236 126 98

The overall picture of variation
from situation to situation is con-
firmed by this overview. For each
speaker, values for the same text
vary from one recording to the
next as much as the different 2-
minute stretches varied within the
15-minute readings from a book.
However, table 3 shows a certain
regularity in the values from task 1
to task 6. For all four speakers
there is an increase in mean Fx
from task 1 to task 4. This is fol-
lowed by a fall-off in task 6 for
CP while TJ and AH maintain ap-
proximately the same mean excit-
ation frequency and FC shows an-
other increase. Given the timing of
the tasks (morning, mid-day, after-
noon) this progression is similar to
that reported in [7], namely an
increase in fundamental frequency
for all speakers during the first
part. of the day (9am-noon). In
partial contrast to our results,
however, an increase was found
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there for the male speakers during
the afternoon with a fall—off re-
stricted to female speakers.

These shifts in the 2-minute
standard passages are related to
shifts in mean frequency over the
15-minute stretches of which the
standard readings are a part.
Three of the four speakers show a
marked upward shift from morning
to mid-day and fall back from
mid-day to afternoon. The one
speaker (TJ) who has no marked
shift in overall mean pitch from
morning to mid-day does have a
significant shift from mid-day to
afternoon (Mann-Whitney, U' = 6,
p=0.05).

Modal values both for the 2-
rninute passage and the whole 15-
minute reading tasks confuse this
fairly clear picture. In the passage
(table 3) CP deviates from the
pattern, in that her modal value
remains constant throughout the
day. In the 15-minute values, T1
is the exception, with a steady
decrease of mode from 108Hz in
task l. 98Hz in task 4, and 94Hz
in task 6.

4.3 Task dependence
Table 4 gives the overall mean

values for monologue, dialogue,
repeated reading, and tasks 1,4,6
together (compare the latter with
table 3 values for the separate
free reading sessions).

Table 4. Mean/modal values (Hz)
for tasks 3, 5, 2 and 1+4+6.

TASK FC CP AH TI
3 191 237 114 89

186 222 108 89

5 209 222 104 100
197 222 98 98

2 228 232 117 101
197 222 98 98

1,4,6 223 239 121 104
209 232 106 98

There is a strong tendency for
mean voice frequency to be lower
for spontaneous than for re
speech. All four dialogue values.

and three of the four monologue
values (exception CP) are lower
than for any of the reading con-
ditions. This finding parallels the
results from the STA Normative
Study [3] and those from the
literature discussed in it. The modal
values, however, show a different
pattern. Neither the monologue nor
the dialogue are consistently lower
than the reading tasks. and AH
rather than CP is the exception.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results from this investig-

ation of voice-frequency stability
indicate very clearly that while
mean frequency has been shown to
stabilise over a speech sample of 2
minutes or more in duration, fluc-
tuations from one sample to an-
other forbid the use of such a
measure as an absolute personal
characteristic. It can only serve as
a characterisation of the sample in
question. Across speech tasks, and
even between different 2-minute
samples of the same extended task.
mean frequency was shown to vary
by as much as 15%. Within speak-
ers. some regularity was found in
mean-frequency change during the
course of the day, and between
spontaneous and read speech. This
supports pre-vious findings in the
literature, but individual variation
in the patterns found indicate that
these trends also need to be treat-
ed with caution.

In the light of these results, the
conclusion is unavoidable that reli-
ance on mean voice frequency as
an indicator of personal identity is
inadvisable. The possible alternative
measure, modal frequency, appears
less sensitive to task variation, but
it . still does not offer a reliable
vorce-frequency characterisation of
speakers.
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ABSTRACT
In order to clarify laryngeal adjustments

for whispering, an electromyographic
study of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles
was conducted. Subjects were two native
Japanese speakers.

Posterior cricoarytenoid muscle (PCA)
showed higher background activity
during whispering than during ordinary
phonation. Furthermore. there were
additional segmental activities which
seemed to contribute not only to keeping
glottis open. but also to performing
necessary gesture for relevant phonemes.
The activity patterns of the other intrinsic
laryngeal muscles are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
It has been said that whispering is an

aphonic laryngeal action”. It‘s means
that there is no vocal hold vibration.
However. even during whispered speech.
one can distinguish the difference
between “voiced" and “voiceless"
segment as well as accent patternslzl.
There have been only a few reports
dealing with the activity of the intrinsic
laryngeal muscles during whisperingfl-‘I.
In_order to elucidate the laryngeal
adjustment, an electromyographic(HvIG)
study was performed.

2. 2R8C EDURE
. u jects were two native speakers of

Tokyo dialect of Japanese. FMG activity
was recorded from PCA, Cricothyroid
muscle (CT). lateral cricoar tenoid
muscle (DCA), vocalis muscle (V )and
mterarytenoid muscle (INT). For EMG
recordings, hooked wire electrodes were
used. The electrodes were inserted
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pemrally to PCA and INT, while inserœd
transcutanously to the other muscles.
The method of verification of electrodes
location described elsewhere”. As an
indication of articulatotory gestures,
inlraoral pressure was also recorded on an
FM data recorder with EMG signals.

The subjects were required to utter
nonsense words of ICVCVI form in
whispering and in ordinary speech with
different accent patterns.
The test words were:

Itëtel, Itetél, ltete/
ldäI del. Ide dêl, Ide del
Isësel. Ise sël, Ise sel
Izë‘zel, Ize zë'l, lze zel.

Each test word was embedded in a carrier
sentence “i: ICVCVI desu" ( It is a good
ICVCVI). and uttered more than ten times
in whispering and in ordinary speech.

After the recordings, EMG signals were
rectified and computer-processed in order
to obtain an average indication of each
muscle activity. As the line-up point for
averaging EMG signals, the onset of
abrupt drop of the intraoral pressure
during consonant closure was taken so as
to identify the oral release.

3.RESULT and DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the averaged EMG
patterns for whispering (dotted line) and
ordinary phonation (solid line) in subject
KT. _ In ordinary phonation, PCA
acuvrty decreases for abduction of v
folds for phonation from higher actiVity

level for inspiration. On the other hand,
in whispering, there is no suppression of
PCA activity but rather increment of the
activity for utterance. Furthermore, in
addition to the elevated activity level,
PCA showed segmental pattern related to
each phoneme. (Top panel of the Fig.1)

Each EMG peak which is
corresponding to a phoneme is smaller for
the whispering than for the ordinary
phonation. This difference in EMG
peak amplitude between whispering and
ordinary phonation is clearly seen on the
LCA and CT trace. However, the
pattern of the perturbation is similar in
both modes ofphonation.

Whispering has been defined as
“aphonic laryngeal gesture”. From this
point of view several studies have been
conducted to describe laryngeal gesture
during whispering mainly by using the
fiberscopel‘l. These studies conclude that
during whispering, the glottis kept open
to prevent vocal fold vibration.
The increased PCA activity throughout
the utterance as the upward shift of the
base line may represent the applied force
to open the glottis.

Interestingly, PCA activity showed
the segmental pattern which is
corresponding to each phoneme. In
other words, during whispering PCA
showed compatible EMG patterns to the
ordinary speech except for higher base
line activity. The higher base line
activity may contribute to change the
speaking mode from the ordinary
phonation to the whispering mode. Even
in the whispering mode, the general
laryngeal attitude to distinguish each
phoneme would be preserved. This
hypothesis can explain the difference in
EMG patterns for the production of
“voiced“ and “voiceless" segment uttered
in whisper. Figure 2 shows the
difference in EMG patterns for the
production of ltetel and Idedel. We can
see higher activity of PCA for “voiceless
consonant ltl' than for “voiced consonant
Idl' just before the line-up point.

On the other hand, there is high PCA
activity at the beginning of utterances
around 300 msec before the line-up point.
Judging from the intraoral pressure curve
(at the bottom panel). this high activity of
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PCA is supposed to be related to the first
syllable of the carrier sentence /i:/. This
observation is contradictory to the
previous finding, that is, in whispering
PCA becomes active for “voiceless”
segments and less active for “voiced”
segments. To explain this controversial
phenomenon, we have to consider that
this segment Iii is located at the utterance
initial. Probably, this particular phonetic
condition may cause a different laryngeal
gesture. We can speculate that for li :/ at
the utterance initial, since the adductor
muscles become highly active, PCA
should be prove this speculation, a
fiberoptic study is mandatory.

4.Conclusion

For the production of whispering,
PCA activity level becomes higher to
prevent vocal fold vibration. In general,
the intrinsic laryngeal muscles including
PCA still have segmental activity patterns
which are compatible to laryngeal
gestures observed in ordinary phonation.
At the very initial of the utterance,
laryngeal gesture for whispering may
special. Ô

(This study was partially supported by
Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A)
No.0144007 1 from the Japan Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture.)
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TEE INTRINSIC FUNDAHEN‘I‘AL FREQUENCY OF VOWR'LS
AND THE ACTIVITY IN TEE CRICO'I'HYROID MUSCLE
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am
The relationship between ms ac-
tivity from the Cl‘ nuscle and II-‘o
of Danish vowels was invatigated.
The results show a positive
correlation: The cr activity rise
inavowelwithahighern‘o
starts. earlier and has a higher
overall amplituie than in a vowel
with a lower IFO. A subset of data
was carpared to data from an iden-
tical material recorded earlier
from the same subjects. Both sets
show the positive correlation
described above. The following
oonclusims are drawn: 'Ihe cr
nuscle is an important factor in
controlling IFO, and the reprodu-
cability of DB data is high.

1. mm
It . is well known that the
fundamental frequency- (F0) of
vowels is correlated with m1
quality: other things being equal,
high vowels tend to have a higher
F0 than low vowels. 'Ihis pime-
non, which is known as intrinsic
fundamental frequency (IFO), has
been reported in mmerws in-
vestigations. Various theories
have been advanced to explain IFO;
for a detailed survey see
Silveman [6]. ’Ihe generally
aœeptedfileoryisbasedmfize.
assumption that an increased
tongue pull during the
articulation of high vowels may
give rise to an increased vertical
Ërlîsion in the vocal folds, Gala

Most theories have explained IFO
as a passive influence frun
articilatim. Very recent data,

however, point in the direction
of a nervous control, more
specifically that the urino-
thyroid (CI') nuscle seats to be
an important factor in the
control of IFO. Bmda [2] and
Vilkman et al. [7] fund a
positive correlation behoeen peak
values of Cl‘ activity and 1T0.
Dyhr [1] observed an earlier and
steeper cr activity rise in high
vwels than in lad vowels. It was
impossible to determine mether
the cr activity was the result of
a synergistic relationship
between cr and other nuscles, or
whether it was a planned cmtrol
Of IFo.
The purpose of the present
investigaticn is: 1) To look into
the relationship between CI‘
activity and IFo in a large set
of Danish vowels, in both
strœsed and unstrssed posi-
ticns. 2) 'lb cmpare a subset of
data to data im an identical
material recorded at an earlier
sessrcn.

2.11m
2.13ùjecl3anilhta'ial
'mesubjectsmaxefanaleam
fanfmles, allphoneticiansani
“atBsPeakersofDanish.
The material corsisted of the
followingDanishvwels: [issu
o:u]insertedinmsersewords
of the type fVf'V, with
identical vowels in each syl-
13b18:and[i:a: u:] insertedin
muralmrdsofthetypecwuo.
'metestwrdswereelbeddedin
carrier sentences andwereread
infumdifferentrammiutim.
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2.2 “dings
The electromyographic (EMG)
recordings took place at the
Dept. of Clinical Neurophy-
siolOQY. Copenhagen University
Hospital, Denmark, using Disa
Electzmedical mimant. 'Ihe En;
signals were collected fran pars
recta of the cr muscle, via
mit: bipolar needle elec-
trodes (Dantec Electronics, type
13L51, 20 m). The insertion was
performed by Dr. S. Fex, Lund
University Hospital, Sweden, and
was made percutareously. 'Ihe
correct electrode position was
controlled by a series of tests
such as swallowing, high/low and
gliding tones, and glottal
closure. Elbe acoustic signal was
registered by an aoceleraneter
(Brüel & Kjær, type 4375), taped
directly to the skin above the
larynx. The BIG and acoustic
signals were recorded on an m
tape recorder, 30 ips. 'me
recordings were monitored
ocntimmsly via an oscilloscope.

2.3 DataAmsis
'me an signals were rectified
and integrated, with an integra-
tion time of 25 ms. The filtering
was done in accordance with the
results fran Rischel s Butters
[5]. lbs F0 analysis was carried
out on an F-J. Electronics
Fundamental Frequency Meter.
Physiological and acoustic
signals were sampled and
averaged. Data were sampled
thrugh an eight-dIannel multi-
plexed analog-to—digital
converter omtrolled by a real

'timeclods'mesanplimtodc
place with a 1.25 sec. windm at
a sanpling fremency of 200 Hz.
Data am results were diwlayed
‘magragnic terminal.

3.“
'n'zeræutsarebasedmvisual
irspectimofaveragenœandro
m.'meaverageishasedœ
at least six repetitions. 'me
individualairvaweremrefully
mined before averaging, and
moftimwereindisagreerent
wimuwefinalresultsshownin

theaverage an'væ.
In order to correlate a nuscle
action with the rsultant effect
the musole activity must be
shifted forward in time emparer!
to the actual event. 'mis is
because it takes sane time for
the nuscle to contract after
being innervated, primarily due
to electroduenical transmissim
and inertia. In the present data
this so-œlled time lag was
measured fran the EMS activity
peak to the min; F0 peak
m the individual curves before
averaging. The time lag varied
between 60-110 ms. In the
following description and
discussion compensation has been
made for this time lag.

3.1Ir0
For all subjects there is a
correlation between vowel height
andIFo, sudithat ahighervowel
has a higher IFO than a lower
vowel. This difference is most

in second pretonic position. The
order of the vowels fran high to
low IFO is identical to data
reported earlier for Danish,
Reinholt Petersen [4]. In
stressed position two subjects
have [u] clearly higher than [1],
whereas the ræt of the subject's
hardly have any difference
between the two.

3.2 crnsclepctivity
'mo subjects show a positive
correlation between CI' activity
and IFO for each—step in vowel
height in both stressed and
unstressed vowels. Two subjects
have the same results in stressed
vowels, but for the urstz'essed
vowels there is a positive
oorrelatim only between high and
low vowels. The fifth subject
stms a positive correlation in
stressed vowels only, and only
when the vowels are separated by
two or more steps in vowel height.
The observed IFO difference
between [i] and [u] is clearly
reflected in the cr activity. 'Ihe
general picture is that the cr
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activity rise related to a vowel
with a higher II-‘o starts earlier
and has a higher overall anplitude
than inavcwelwiflaalwerIFo,
see figure 1.

c1

MV
HZ

Figue 1. Cmparison of extracts
frcm superinposed average CI‘ and
F0 curves from sentencæ contai-
ning the nonsense wards [fifif'i]
(broken lines) and [fefef'e]
(solid lines) fran the same
subject. The line-up points
(2,1,0) are the onset of the
secmd pretonic (2), the first
pretonic (1), and the stræsed
vowel (0). Notice that the IFo
differencæ between [i] [e] are
reflected in the cr curves in such
a way that the cr activity riss
earlier and has a higher overall
anplitude in [1] than in [e].

Data from [1: æ: u:] arecornpared
to data from an identical
mataial recorded at an earlier
session by the same subjects,
Dyhr [1]. However, the m;
activity was then recorded frcm
the pars oblique of the cr muscle
by nears of bipolar heated-wire

electmdæ. Both sets of data
show the positive correlation
between Cl‘ activity and Nb
described above, see figure 2.

4 W
The rsults indicate that the cr
muscle plays an important part in
the actual of IFO in vowels.
am a caudal (an be explained
intwoways: Itmaybetheby-
product of a synergistic rela-
ticrship between the CI‘ mscle
and other larynx nuscl- and/or
the muscles responsible for
shaping the vocal tract for the
differentvcwels, oritmaybea
specific, planned control of Ira.
A possible atplanetion of a
planned cmtrol could be that IFo
differences are inportant to
speed: perception, silverman [6].
'me ræults also inply that the
pars recta and pars oblique of
the CI‘ muscle are physiologically
identical even if they are
anatanicelly separated (at the
nanar: further invatigation is
being carried out on this
matter). Apart from sane discon-
fort while swallowing, the use of
bipolar concentz'ic needle elec-
trodes was a succæs. The inser-
tion and adjustment of electrode
position was easy. The fixation of
the needle electrodes was sur-
prisingly stable, and the EM;
signals were less problenatic
than the ones collected via
hooked-wire electrodes and were
oasequently 15s caxplicated to
filtrate. men with different re-
gistraticn methods the reproduc-
ability of the m; data was gh.
'mis implies that m: is also
reliable tool when applied to tiny
mscles as found in the speed
apparatus.

5 mm
The following conclusions are
drawn: 1) 'ihe cr wscle is an
important factor in cumming
the II-‘o in vowels. Whether this is
the result of a synergistic rele-
timShiP between larynx and other
11150195 or a planned cmtrol of
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Pigmez. Carparisonofsiperinposedaveragecrardrocnrvesfran
sentences containing the natural words [s'izla] (m lines) am
[s'æzla] (solid lines) fran the same subject..'me line-up point (o) is
themsetofthestressedvowels, theoffsetsarenerkedwithva‘tical
broken/solid lines. A: 'Ihe EM; signal is recorded fran pars oblique of
the CI‘ nuscle via bipolar hooked-wire electrodes. B: The ac signal is
recorded frun pars recta of the cr nuscle via bipolar concentric needle
electrodes. Notice that the IFO differanes are reflected in the cr
oxvæinsuchawaythatthecractivityriserelatedtothehigh
vowelstartsearlierarfihasahigheroverall anpliuxiethanwhen
related to the low vowel.

reprodlmbility of HG date is
high, even when different re-
gistration munis are used.
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ABSTRACT
The present results support recent

findings showing that VOT is shorter
for /p/ than for the two lingual stops lt,
k/ and that VOT for lingual stops are
generally equivalent. Further, the re-
sults offer no support for a compen-
satory relationship between closure du-
ration and VOT and show that the
laryngeal devoicing gesture differs for
stops produced at different places of
articulation, thus ruling out several
articulation-based explanations for
place-related differences in VOT.
Finally, the results suggest that the
timing of glottal adduction relative to
oral release most nearly accounts for
observed differences in VOT.
1. Introduction

A number of researchers have found
that VOT increases as the place of
articulation of a stop progresses from
the front to the back of the vocal tract
[4: 6, 8]. One possible explanation for
this finding is based on the assumption
that the devoicing gesture (i.e., the
opening and closing of the glottis for
devorcrng) is invariant while supraia-
ryngeal gestures get progressively
shorter the further back a stop is
articulated [7, 8]. Other proposed expla-
nations refer to automatic aerodynamic
or mechanical consequences or to per-
ceptual requirements associated with
stops produced at different places of
articulation [3, S].

Results from a number of recent
studies of both American [1] and British
[2] English, however, have cast doubt
on the conventional view of place-~

. tend not to differ from one another.

related differences in VOT and their ‚
explanations. These findin s indicate
that YOT for labial stops is sghorter than
for lingual stops, while VOT for lt, kl
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Indeed, most earlier studies reporting
place-related differences in VOT show
smaller VOT differences between N
and lk/ than between /p/ and lt, kl, a
difference that may not have been
statistically significant [2]. Thus, expla-
nations of VOT differences which
crucially refer to a stop’s place of
articulation cannot account for the data
from these recent findings.

The purpose of this study is three-
fold: (1) to examine place-related
differences in closure duration and VOT
in different word positions and under
different stress conditions to test
whether there is a compensatory
relationship between the two; (2) to
determine whether there is a single
invariant devoicing gesture for all stops
across different places of articulation;
(3) to explore the role of oral-laryngeal
tinting with respect to VOT.
2. Methods

Two male speakers of English, ES
and KM, spoke the nonsense words
/pipip, titit, kikik/ with primary stress
either on the initial or the final syllable
in the carrier phrase “say __ again”.
Both acoustic and transillumination
signals were collected simultaneously.
Since the two speakers sometimes
exhibited different articulatory patterns.
separate statistical analyses were
performed for each.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Acoustics
3.1.1. Closure duration

Separate ANOVAs for each word
position indicate that stops produccd 9‘
different places of articulation differ In
closure duration in both initial and
medial positions for both speakers (fis-

l). For ES. individual protected t-tests
indicate that closure duration is signif-
icantly longer for /p/'than for lt. k/ but .
that there is no significant difference.

between closure durations for ltl versus
lkl. Similarly, for KM, closure duration
is longest for /p/, and although mean,
closure duration is consistantly longer
for ltl than for lkl, the effect is only
significant in medial stressed posrtion.

llo ES p KM
m P‚ä 9° .\ „ \‚
Ë t p/ \ t \P
.g 7o / P t \ \
Ë V\ l/t p

'° so k k \
5. t \k\k

ë ”amena teases;
Initial medial initial medial

Fig. l. Closure duration results for ES are
presented on the left and results for KM
on the right. The letter corresponding to

the stop category is plotted in the graph.

+sts = stressed and -sts = unstressed.

3.1.2. VOT
In general, the well-documented place-

reiated VOT pattern for English voice- -
less stops is exhibited for each stress
category in both word-initial and word-
medial positions for both speakers (fig.
2). Separate one-way ANOVAs confirm
that stops produced at different places of
articulation significantly differ in VOT
for both speakers. For ES. VOT is
significantly longer for /t/ than for lpl.
and significantly longer for lkl than for
N. .The only exception is that VOTs for
medial unstressed lt, kl are not signif-
icantly different from one another, al-
though they manifest the same rank
order as the other groups.

Results for KM differ somewhat from
those for ES. Like ES, VOT for lp/ is
significantly shorter than that for It, k/
for each level of stress within each word
position. Unlike ES. however, there is
no significant difference in VOT for It,
kl even though there is a tendency for
mean VOT for lkl to be slightly longer
than for ltl.
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Ë so '\i/ P\
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> 30 P—

20 p/ p\p

1° «u its +sts -sts 7m at: ms +3
Initial medial initial medial

word position
H32. VOTresults presentedasinfig. l.

The acoustic data offer no support for
VOT as a function of closure duration
across an invariant devoicing gesture.
Since closure duration for It, k/ is equiv-
alent for both speakers, one might
expect VOT to be equivalent for both
speakers under the invariant devoicing
gesture proposal. However. BS shows
VOT differences between lt, kl, while
KM does not. It is, nevertheless, still
possible that there is an invariant de—
voicing gesture for all stops. The de-
voicing gesture may simply be shifted in
time with respect to oral closure for lt,
kl. We examine these possibilities in the
following sections.

3.2. Transillumination

3.2.1 Devoicing Gesture Duration
(DGD) _

ANOVAs show that there is also a s1g-
nificant effect of place of articulation on
DGD for both speakers (fig. 3). How-
ever, a clear pattern of results does not
emerge unless DGDs for lingual stops
are considered as a group separate from.
labial stops. For ES, DGDs for ltl are
significantly longer than those for /k/
regardless of stress or word postpon.
For KM, DGDs for It, kl only differ
significantly from one another in medial
stressed syllables, although mean DGD
for ltl is longer than for lkl for each
condition.

DGDs for labial stops in general
appear to differ from DGDsfor lingual

stops. In word-initial posrtion, differ-
ences between stressed and unstressed
DGDs for labial stops are small and non-
significant, but are comparatively large
and significant for the lingual stops.
Within stress categories mean DGD for



initial stressed /p/ is somewhat similar to
that for medial stressed /p/, while DGDs
tend to be longer in initial than in medial
position regardless of stress for lingual
stops. The aforementioned patterns are
especially evident for KM.

3220 KM

ä R
M
‚E
.2
9

_8 „u 4|! H18 du +5“ 415 HL! 4|!
initial medial lnltlal rnedlal

word position
Fig. 3. DGD results presented as in fig. l.

3.2.2. Peal: Glottal Magnitude (PGM)
PGM (i.e., the greatest distance

between the vocal folds during the de-
voicing gesture) results are similar to
DGD results for both speakers in that
there is a significant effect of place of
articulation on PGM for both speakers
and in that labial stops behave somewhat
differently than lingual stops (fig. 4).
For ES, PGM is always significantly
greater for /t/ than for /k/. For KM,
PGM is only significantly greater for /t/
than for /k/ in medial unstressed sylla-
bles; otherwise, they are equivalent in
magnitude. ,
:3 ES KM
'E:1

a A
5 t
5?. t

m ‘m m "" +sts -sts «ts am
inlflll medial initial medial

word position
Fig. 4. PGM results presented as in fig. 1.

The present results show that there is
no single invariant devoicing gesture for
stops across place of articulation. In- '
deed, it seems that the devoicing gesture
may be influenced by both the suprala-
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ryngeal constriction location as well as
the primary supralaryngeal articulator.
Specifically, it appears that devoicing
gestures are generally sensitive to
whether the supralaryngeal constriction
is produced with the lips or the tongue
since the data suggest that stress and
word position have different effects on
labial versus lingual stops.

it seems possible that VOT differences
among the lingual stops arise from
differences in the duration and mag-
nitude of the devoicing gesture since ES
'shows consistant differences for /t/ ver-
sus /k/ for both DGD, PGM and VOT,
and since KM shows no difference in
DGD, PGM or VOT for N versus /k/.
However, such a relationship seems es-
pecially doubtful since one might expect
larger devoicing gestures to give rise to
longer VOTs, whereas just the opposite
result obtains for ES. In any case, these
findings suggest that the timing of oral
and laryngeal gestures must play a cru-
cial role in VOT since variations in
neither oral nor laryngeal gestures alone
can account for the observed VOT
patterns.

3.3. lnlerarticulator Timing
The coordination of laryngeal and

supralaryngeal gestures has been
intimately linked with VOT [4]. Here
we consider the coordination between
two pairs of articulatory events asso
ciated with the beginning and the end of
voiceless stop-related gestures (namely,
the interval from oral closure to the
onset of glottal opening and the interval
from oral release to the onset of glottal
adduction) in order to determine whether

' the relationship between either of these
events covaries with VOT.
3.3.1. Closure to Onset ofGlottal
Opening (C-OGO)

There is a significant effect of place of
articulation on C—OGO for both speakers
(fig. 5). For ES, OGO always occurs
Significantly later for [id than for /p‚ II.
but only occurs significantly earlier for
/t/ than for /p/ in initial stressed and
medial unstressed syllables. For KM, C-
QGOs for the lingual stops are not sig-
nificantly different from one another in
any word position or for any stress
category. There is no clear pattern for
labial stops.

The C-OGO results closely mirror the
patterns found for DGD and PGM sug-
gesting that the larger the devoicmg
gesture, the earlier it begins relativeto

closure. When considering the .labtal

stops in conjunction With the lingual

stops, it becomes even. more clear that

the onset of the devoictng gesture does

not simply shift in time relative to oral

gestures to achieve a specrfic YOT.

Rather, C-OGO is related to the Size of
the devoicing gesture. In fact, even the
mean C-OGO data closely follow the
same rank order as for DGD and PGM.

40-20020 0 20

onset of glottal opening relative to
oral closurofin Ins)

Fig. 5. Results for the interval from
oralclosure(at0ms)totheOGO(the
points plotted) presented as in fig. 1.

3.3.2. Release to Onset ofGIottal
Adduetion (Il-OGA)

There is a significant effect of place of
articulation onR-OGA for both speakers
(fig. 6). For'ES, mean OGA relative to
release occurs earliest for lpl, latest for
[it], and intermediate for /t/; this effect is
significant except in medial unstressed
position where R-OGAs for It, k/ are not
significantly different from one another.

Like ES, the OGA for KM always oc—
curs significantly earlier for /p/ than for
It, kl in both word positions and for both
stress categories. Unlike ES, however,
OGAs for It] only occur significantly
earlier than for /k/ in medial stressed
position; otherwise, R-OGAs for It, U
do not differ significantly.

R-OGA results are practically
identical to the corresponding VOT re-
sults. Specifically. the earlier the OGA,
the shorter the VOT for all stop cat-
egories (cf. fig. 2). Thus it appears that
R—OGA is responsible for differences in
VOT, and not variations in closure
duration plus an invariant devoicing

gesture, or differences in the size of the
devoicing gesture .

Onset of glottal adduction relative to
oral release (in ms)

Fig. 6. Results for the interval from

oral release (at Oms) to the OGA (the

points plotted) presented as in fig. l.

Finally, it is important to note that the
OGA is an active gesture rather than a
passive aeromechanical consequence of
oral release. Since both oral release and
the OGA are controlled by muscular
forces, it follows that oral release and
the OGA are actively timed relative to
one another. Thus it is possible that
VOT differences are simply a byproduct
of, rather than the motivation for, the
timing of OGA relative to oral release.
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ABSTRACT
Both cricothyroid and sternohyoid
muscle activity was examined in a
speaker of Tokyo Japanese with respect
to devoicing of the vowel /u/.
Stemohyoid activity, always with the
cricothyroid activity suppressed, was
related to implementation of a syllable of
"stop consonant + u". However, this
peculiar pattern of activity disappeared
for the devoiced lu/ after an affricate or
fricative. These results suggest that /u/
tends to be reduced or deleted in the
nonplosive environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Japanese has often been cited as an
example of a language having voiceless
or devoiced vowels [3]. They would
sound unnatural if they were pronounced
as voiced. For example, in two-mora
words, the close vowel [1/ or /u/ must be
devoiced when it is unaccented and
occurs between voiceless obstruents.
But the vowel devoicing in these cases is
said to result from distinct articulatory
processes. The difference between
devorcrng processes was first pointed out
by Sakuma [4], and clarified in part by
Han spectrographically [l]. Kawakami
[2] summarizes as follows: the /pi, pu,
k1, ku, cyu, syu/ followed by a voiceless
consonant are simply devoiced, but the
/cr, cu, st, su, hi, hu/ syllables usually
do not .manifest any voiceless vowels.
Accordingly, the event as called "vowel
devorcmg" collectively is assumed to fall
N
*Current affiliation: Department ofNeurootology, Tokyo Metropolitan
Neurological Hos ital, HJapan. P ucyuu, Tokyo,
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into two classes: (1) a devoioeable vowel
is weakened or becomes voiceless when
it appears after a stop consonant,
whereas (2) the vowel usually is deleted
and reduced to a mere consonantal
lengthening after an affricate or fricative
consonant (the /h/ in /hi/ or [hit] is
generally pronounced as fricative).

It seems difficult to distinguish
acoustically between the simple
devoicing and the entire deletion. We
have tried to look into the physiological
mechanism underlying this difference
and report in this paper on a speaker who
had a different control over the
cricothyroid (C111) and stemohyoid (SH)
muscles between the classes 1 and 2.

2. METHOD
2.1. Subject .
A male speaker of Tokyo Japanese, who
has lived from the teens in a city on the
outskirts of Tokyo, served as subject.
The subject was one of the authors.

2.2. Speech Material
The electromyographic (EMG)
experiment was carried out twice on
different days, but here we will discuss
only the data concerning the vowel /U/
obtained from Experment 1. The words
tested were of a form of /Cuki/ where C
was lk, c, s, or zero consonant/ Ç/C/
stands for [ts]). Thus the followtng
words

kuki" 'stalk'
cukiA 'moon'
suki 'plow'
ukt' 'float' _

were tested in the frame sentence it n?
yo’b desu '(it) looks like a nice
These words are all ordinary, and the /U/
after a consonant is devoiceable. The

words kuki and cuki are accented on .the
second syllable, but we asked the subject
to utter them with no accent ('I'he syllable

immediately preceding the particle no can

be unaccented; the symbol A indicates

that the syllable marked with it has an
accent. For detailed Japanese
phonology, see Vance [6].). Moreover,
the voiced counterparts

kugi 'nail'
cugt' 'patch‘
sugi 'Japanese cedar’
ugt' (nonsense word) .

were included as a control in the sentence
list.

2.3. Data Recording and Analysis
EMG activity was derived from the Cl‘h
and SH muscles by using bipolar

hooked-wire electrodes. The subject
was asked to produce a total of 13 to 14
repetitions of each sentence, and
recorded on a PCM tape recorder
together with the EMG signals. A11
signals were digitized with 12-bit
resolution and stored on an NEC desktop
computer. On digitization, the EMG
signals, after being full-wave rectified,
integrated over a period of 5 ms, and
finally low-pass filtered, were sampled at
a rate of l kHz. The audio signal was
sampled at a rate of5 kHz.

The data files of interest were
transferred to a Hewlett-Packard
computer to calculate an ensemble
average of the integrated EMG signals
and to determine the line-up point
necessary for averaging.

l 1 l l l I l

CTh

SH

(“Fiml- CH'COthyrogd (Cl'h) and stemohyoid (SH) activity for the test words cukr'
imîprälpand) and kukr (lower panel). The time axis is marked off at every loo-ms
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3. RESULTS
3.1. CTh and SH Activity
We were able to classify the CH1 activity
into two patterns depending on whether
or not a short suppression was present in
its activity. One was a pattern for the
words uki. ugt‘, cukr', and saki which
showed no apparent CTh suppression;
the other pattern was seen for the words
kaki, kugi. cugi, and sugi which showed
a clear suppression in the cm activation.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of the
results. It compares the cm and SH
EMG curves for the class 2 word cuki
(upper panel) and the class 1 word kaki
(lower panel). respectively. The EMG
curves are shown here in a form of
ensemble average of twelve tokens
obtained from the same utterance type.
Each curve is aligned with reference to
the line-up point which indicates the
instant of release of the secondvmora [k]
of the words.

For the affricate cuki, the CTh
begins to increase its activity before the
first-mora /cu/, and it remains rather
active during the voiceless period of [cal
and until the occurrence of an accent in
yo’b. This activity is typical of Tokyo
Japanese and has been viewed as
contributing to manifestation of the
fundamental tone of a phrase with no
unaccented syllables [5]. In contrast to
mid, we can see a short suppression of
CI'h activity for the plosive kuki. The
suppression occurs immediately after the
release of articulatory closure of the first-
mora Ikl.

It is noteworthy here that this 0111
suppression is concurrent with a burst of
SH activity which continues for some 90
ms. The SH activity is overlapped with
that of the CTh. But a closer inspection
reveals that there is a gap of timing
between their activity; the SH is activated
about 20 ms later than the C111, and does
not cease its activity sooner after the C111
becomes rapidly inactive. The same
pattern of activity in both muscles was
observed regularly for the tokens of
kugr', cugr', and sugi.

However. we could not see the SH
activity in question at all for the other
three words uki. agi, and said, and
neither could we identify any CTh
activity accompanied by an evident
suppressive phase.

3.2. Acoustic Findings
The /u/ of kuki was not entirely devoiced
in all the tokens; there were observable
minute oscillations of the vocal folds
with the exception of two tokens. On the
other hand, we could not recognize any
vocal oscillations for the words cuki and
suki from their acoustic waveforms.

4. DISCUSSION
The characteristic pattern of activity
observed from both CH: and SH shares
a common syllabic structure of
”obstruent + u". This was not
exceptional to the word kaki, either.
Consequently. we assume that an
accentual phrase calls for SH activity
when it begins with this type of syllable.
and this SH activity is linked with a short
suppression of CTh activity. Our
assumption can be supplemented by
other findings: the words ukt' and ugi,
which do not begin with an obstruent
consonant, never showed any such SH
activity. and in addition, the SH basically
behaved reciprocally against the CTh in
the present speaker. In any case we
cannot account for the devoicing process
of class 1 by the peculiar EMG pattern
we observed.

On the other hand. the SH activity
under discussion disappeared for the
words cuki and suki, which correspond
to the class 2 devoicing. This was in
sharp contrast to the voiced counterparts
cugi and sugt' where the vowel /u/ was
not devoiœd. Following our assumption
above, this contrast is due to a kind of
neural mechanism as follows: the vowel
lu/ does not manifest itself entirely and
the resultant sequence of consonants.
such as [ck] or [sit], does not require any
more SH contraction; this vanishment of
the SH burst in turn releases the CTh
from a suppressive phase.

5. SUMMARY _
Our EMG findings from the cricotheld
and stemohyoid muscles suggest that the
devoiceable /u/ after an affricate or
fricative consonant is not merely
devoiced, but rather tends to be reduced
or deleted. This tendency is quite
consistent with Han's observation [1]-
Finally, we feel that we should make an
additional measurement of laryngeal or
tongue movements to clarify the
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difference between the processes of
vowel devoicing.

We are grateful to Takashi Katakura for
technical assistance in transmitting data
files to the Hewlett-Packard computer.
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ABSTRACT
The hypothesis that compensation for
lower loudness of high vowels (/i, u/) in
speech might contribute to the higher
intrinsic F0 of these vowels in comparison
with low vowels (la, æl) was tested. F0,
intensity and subglottal (oral) pressure
were measured in two tasks. In the first
the subjects (n=2) produced the test word
/'pV:ppV/ (V=/i, u, æ, al) embedded in a
carrier hrase. The pressure measurements
showed) highest pressure values for the
vowel /u/ for both two subjects. In the
second task the subjects read a /pV:ppV/
word list and tried to maintain the same
SPL of the long vowel through different
vowels. The results showed that
compensation for the SPL differences
between vowels produced greater intrinsic
F0 variation than in normal speech.
However, the subglottal pressure
differences were too small to explain the
differences in the F0 values.

I. INTRODUCTION
The intrinsic F0 of vowels, a
vowel-specific variation of F0 in
comparable contexts, is a well-known
phenomenon. The physiological
background of this henomenon remains
partly unclear. 8un- earlier studies
suggested that one important factor in this
respect is the vowel-specific activity of the
cricothyroid muscle activity. It does not,
however, exclusively ex lain the vowel
intrinsic F0 variation. Shanges in the
vertical tension of the vocal folds has been
found to be one additional factor in the
production of the intrinsic F0
phenomenon. Acoustical explanations
have been rejected [1, 2].

Vowel intrinsic F0 variation has been
reported to be present even in esophageal
speech [3]. This might imply a

sub(pseudo)glottal pressure-dependent
control mechanism.

Subglottal ressure can affect the
fundamental requency in normal voice
production [c.g. 4]. The present study is
aimed at testing the hypothesis that
compensation for lower loudness of high
vowels (/i, u/) in speech might contribute
to the higher intrinsic F0 of these vowels
in comparison with low vowels (/a, æl).

2. SUBJECTS AND METHODS
The subjects were two male native
speakers (IR, 0A) of Finnish without any
known voice problems.

In the first task the subjects produced the
test words in randomized order fpV:ppV/
(V=/i, u, æ, a/) embedded in a carrier
phrase (/sano 'pV:ppV tazsl; "Say
/pV:ppV/ again!")(n=25 for each vowel).
In the second task the subjects tried to
maintain the same sound pressure level
(SPL) of the long vowel through different
vowels by monitoring the display of an
SPL meter (B & K 2209). Due to
difficulties in adjusting SPL adequately the
carrier phrase could not be used in the
second experiment. fpV2ppV/ words were
read in the following order: V=/a, i, u, æ/
(n=30 for each vowel).

The acoustical samples were recorded
using a microphone (JVC MD 247)
(distance 30 cm) and a tape recorder (JVC
CD 1635 MARK II). F0 peak values of
the Vowels of the first stressed syllable
were analysed using 8
microcomputer-based analysis program
(ISA). The subglottal pressure was
estimated from the intraoral pressures (F-J
Manophonc) during /p/-consonants
obtained from a tube (diametre about
mm) placed between the lips [a.m.
Löfqvist et al. 5]. SPL peak values (F-I

4 Intensity Meter) and subglottal (oral)
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ressure values were measured from,
calibrated lotted recordings (Siemens
Oscillomin L). Pressure values were
measured at two separate points: the peak
for 1) the first /p/(point a) and 2) for
/p /(point b).

e results obtained are represented by
arithmetic means (X) and standard
deviations (SD). Statistical tests were
carried out using Student's t-test.

3. RESULTS
The results for both experimental
conditions are shown in Figs. 1 (subject
IR) and 2. (subject 0A).

The results of the first experiment with a
carrier phrase showed a normal vowel
intrinsic F0 pattern for both subjects
(/i,u/>/æ, al). Also the 'SPL values
obtained showed expected patterns (/i,
u/</æ, al). The pressure values for the first
measuring pomt (a in Figs.) showed
significant vowel-specifity only for subject
IR. In this case the pressure for the vowel
la] tended to be lowest. However, the
second measuring point (b in Figs.)
showed statistically significantly higher
pressure values for the vowel lu/ (IR:
p=0.49 kPa; 0A: p=0.60 kPa) than for
other vowels Ii, æ, a/ (respectively, 1R;
p=0.40 kPa, 0.39 kPa, 0.40 kPa; 0A:
p=0.55 kPa, 0.55 kPa, 0.55 kPa).

3 The pressure values in the second
“C“ experiment showed more vowel-specifity

for both subjects than in the first "normal"
condition. The subglottal pressures
measured at point b for the vowel /u/ (IR:
5:8 kPa; 0A: 7.3 kPa) were significantly
higher than for the vowels li, æ, a/ (IR:
4.4 kPa, 3.3. kPa, 3.0 kPa; 0A: 6.9 kPa,
5.8 kPa, 6.1 kPa, respectively).

As can be seen in Figs. l and 2 the
equalization of the SPL level between the
vowels was not a simple task. From the

Int. of view of the present study,
owever, the fact that the SPL pattern

could be changed (/i, u/z læ, al) is
Important. As compared to the first part
of the study the range of intrinsic F0
variation grew in the second part. This
was exclusively due to a drop in F0 valuesof læ/ and_/a/. For both subjects the F0 of
vowels /I/ and /u/ did not changesignificantly even though both pressure
and intensity values for these vowels wereSignificantly higher.
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4. DISCUSSION
The sub lottal pressure for the highest
vowel/ was significantly higher than that
for the other vowels for both subjects in
the experiment in which test words were
embedded in a carrier phrase. This might
imply a compensation for the low loudness
of the vowel /u/. However, the estimated
pressure difference between the average
values for /u/ and /i, æ, a/ was only 0.05
kPa. From physiological studies it is
known that in low chest register phonation
a pressure rise of 0.1 kPa causes an F0
rise of 5 Hz (see e.g. [4] for a review).
Thus, it seems that only a few hertz of
intrinsic F0 variation could be explained
by pressure differences.

In the second part of the present study in
which the SPL of the long vowel of the
word /pV:ppV) was kept as constant as
possible the pressure differences were
greater (approximately 0.1 kPa).
However, even in this case the F0
difference between the vowels /u/ and he,
a/ cannot be explained on this basis. It is
obvious that a laryngeal contribution is
necessary (c.f. [1]).

Usually F0 and intensity are known to be
closely correlated (e.g. [4]). However, in
the second condition of the present study
the higher intensity and pressure values
co-occurred with lower F0 than in the first
part. Two tentative explanations can be
suggested. Firstly, the intrinsic F0
phenomenon is under keen cortical control
and the intrinsic F0 of /i/ and /u/ represent
the "correct" values. Now that the SPL
was not allowed to change deliberately the
situation was unnatural from the point of
view of the low vowels læ/ and /a/‚ which
caused a reduction in laryngeal activity
and, consequently, a drop in F0. The
second sibilit is that the finding was
caused y the di erence in the test tasks.
Le. the reading style of a natural sentence
is produced with a higher F0 than the list
of separate and equally stressed words. In
this case the H) of /a:/ and [3/ would reflect
the normal values of the task.
Correspondingly the F0 of /i/ and /u/
would reflect the increased effort needed to
reach the SPL in question. Thus the same
F0 values for fi/ and /u/ in the two test
conditions would be coincidental. Further
studies are needed to distinguish between
these two possibilities suggested by this
preliminary study.

It can be concluded that equalization of
the output SPL of vowels has an influence

on the vowel intrinsic F0 variation. This is
also reflected in the subglottal pressure
level, but the difference in the F0 pattems
can not be explained on the basis of
subglottal pressure differences alone. A
laryngeal contribution is necessary.
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ABSTRACT
In order to study motor control strategies
in speech production, we propose to
simulate the dynamical behaviour of
speech articulators with a stiffness com-
manded distributed second order model,
where the set agonist/antagonist is com—
manded as a whole. For [CVCV] utte-
rances, inversion from the jaw movements
to the corresponding stiffness commands
is proposed using a guided algorithm of
error backpropagation. We focused the
analysrs of our results on the ability of our
model to predict target undershoot, and to
detect hypo- and hyper-articulation strate-
gies used by two speakers.

1. INTRODUCTION
The_so-called Equilibrium Point Hypo-
thesis, introduced by Asatryan & Feldman
([2]), suggests that skilled movements
correspond to shifts in the equilibrium
state of the motor system. In this
framework, two major, quite different
kinds of modeling have been developped:
the 2. model proposed by Feldman and his
co-workers (see [2], [6] and [7]) and a
model, first proposed by Bizzi [3] (see
also [4]). According the former the
commanded variable is the recruitment
threshold of the used muscle, whereas in
the latter the muscle stiffness
(corresponding to the muscle activation) is
controlled. Both approaches yielded very
appealing results for jaw or multi-joint arm
movements ([4] and [7]). But in his
clarification article [6] Feldman develops
his argumentation against Bizzi's amodel:
this latter can actually neither explain
movements occurring with a constant
muscle activation level nor the absence of
movement for a certain kind of variation of
this activation; moreover stiffness cannot
be centrally commanded since, due to
afferent Signals, this variable depends on
the'length of the muscle and then variesduring the movement. '
From our point of view, if the agonist and

antagonist muscles are considered as a
whole, the concept of equilibrium point
defined as an equilibrium between agonist
and antagonist stifi'nesses is functionnally
very appealing. Thus, in spite of
everything, we proposed [10] to use a
stiffness commanded distributed second
order model for the set agonist/antagonist
muscles considered as a specifically
commanded whole; the advantage of this

‚.„global modeling lies in the fact that it
overcomes the main critics of Feldman
against the stiffness model (see further).
In order to test the validity of such an
approach, we propose here to confront our
model with data on jaw movements in the
production of CVCV sequences. Inversion
usrng a error back propagation algorithm is
studied in order to infer the stiffness
commands which allow the generation of
suitable trajectories. The results are
analysed in regard to the control strategies
proposed by this technique for certain
kinds of speech production.

2. OUR SECOND ORDER MODEL
According to the kinematics characteristics
of sldlled movements presented by Nelson
[9], Our model [10] (see fig.l) consists in
a couple of springs, one for the agonist set
and another for the antagonist one; these
springs are linked by a material point,
whose mass (m) is normalized to 1. The
displacements of this point correspond to

' shifts from an equilibrium point of the
system to another. This latter is called
target of the movement. The successive
targets (or equilibrium points) are
determined by the ratio (n) between the
stiffness (k1 and k2) of the two springs-
These mechanical targets are directll’
hnked to the underlying phonetic targets of
the sequence: each vowel and each
consonant correspond to a specific value
of the ratio 11-
Both springs have the same rest length X0-
When the equilibrium point of the system
is shifted, an unidirectional movement of
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the material point occur. Let x be the
spatial variable in the direction of the
movement; the dynamical equation
describing the system is then:

2EL" = . Êlî . (k1+k2).x - (kl-1:2)“ (1)
3,2 3:

It is, of course, quite easy to notice from
this equation that, given f, the values of k1
and k2 determine completely the trajec-
tory. Because we consider the agonist and
antagonist sets as a whole, we propose to
command the model with two variables
which act simultaneously on these sets:
. the stifi'ness ratio n which determine the
equilibrium position of the target;
. the cocontraction K. corresponding to the
global activation k1+ k2 of the set
agonist/antagonist.
The major critics of Feldman [6] against
the stiffness model don't apply to our
approach: it is actually obvious that
movement can occur without modification
of the cocontraction level (with a reciprocal
variation of k1 and k2), and that this level
can be modified without change in the
resulting stiffness ratio n and therefore
without movement. Moreover the
cocontraction level is not dependent on the
length of each spring and can therefore be
centrally commanded. This holds if we
suppose a symetrical modeling of the
agonist and antagonist sets, which would
induce a reciprocal lengthening/shortening
on each of them.
The commands n and K vary theoretically
by step between targets. However, in
order to propose more realistic variations
of the commands, we have smoothed the
abrupt transitions of these signals by
filtering them with a critical second order
filter (1:80 ms). The duration of each step
is explicitely commanded

' 3. THE INVERSION APPROACH
Equation (1) describes the dynamics of the
model, where K and 1| are the inputs and x
is the output. The goal of the inversion
procedure is to infer the time-varying
functions K(t) and n(t) that generate the
actual jaw displacement x(t). Since
equation (1) does not have constant
coefficients, it is quite hard to derive an
analytical solution to the general inversion
problem. We applied then an iterative
optimization procedure, essentially a
gradient-descent technique, where we
minimize a cost functional given by the
squared error between the actual and the

model output signals integrated over the
time interval of interest. We carry this
optimization over the space of possible
functions K(t) and 110), with the
constraints described in section 2.
The gradient of the cost functional can be
obtained using the calculus of variations,
but for a discrete version of (1) (see [5])
we obtain a formulation close to the error
backpropagatr’on through time [11].
Without truncation in time, this method
give an exact gradient and the error cost
tends asymptotically to a local minimum
through the iterations. With good guesses
for the initial state and some interactive
control during the process (e.g. alternating
the optimization of the duration and
amplitude of the commands) we get
reasonable results, like those shown in the
following section.

4. RESULTS - DISCUSSION
4.1. Description of the corpus
The corpus consists of the utterance
[mm] in Tunisian Arabic (what means:
"he rewarded"). It is pronounced within a
carrier sentence at two different speech
rates ("normal" and "as fast as possible")
and by two different native speakers. The
movements of the jaw are considered here
to be pertinent enough for a reliable
description of the production strategies.
They were recorded with a mandibular
kinesiograph (KSAR), and sampled at 160
Hz (for more details see [1])
4.2.Undershoot phenomenon in the
inter-consonantal vowel
In the following we denote by An the
amplitude of the variation of n, and by A1:
the temporal percentage of the vocalic
command within the total duration of the
vocalic plus consonantal commands.
We tried to fit the output of our model to
the jaw data from one speaker at the two
rates. First of all, the level of
concontraction K of the model was held
constant. Fig.2 shows the corresponding
results 2
. at normal rate, the spatial positions
corresponding to the mechanical
equilibrium points (called ideal targets) are
reached -for both consonants [z] and [n],
but a slight undershoot occurs for the
vowel [t]; An is 0.49, and A1 is 33%.
0 at fast rate, the ideal targets are reached
for the consonants, and we observe a very
clear undershoot for the vowel; An is 0.62,
and Ar is 34% .
At first glance, these results are satisfying:
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through our inversion, the well-known
vocalic reduction phenomenon due to
speech rate increasing (see [8]) stands out.
However the underlying command
strategy here proposed seems to be
unrealistic: An increases in the case of
vocalic reduction. This would mean that
the speaker point to a further target to
minimize the undershoot! !!
We adopt then the same fitting approach
but with simultaneous optimization of K
and n. The results (Fig.3) are more
satisfying:
. at normal rate, K remains approximately
the same as above for the consonant, but
increases for the vowel production; all
ideal targets are reached, An is 0.41 and A1:
is 41%; it seems then that in order to
prevent any influence of the consonantal
context on the vowel, the speaker makes a
particular effort for the vocalic articulation,
corresponding to the increase of K.
c at fast rate, we observe a clear
undershoot in the production of the vowel;
we notice a reduction of the vocalic
duration (At=33%) and a decrease of the
cocontraction level for the vowel
production. The vocalic reduction could
thus be explained through a credible
strategy: the instruction "speak as fast as
possible" induces in the speaker a decrease
in his articulation efi'ort. corresponding to
a decrease of the cocontraction level for the
vowel production. From this point of view
this second inversion is very interesting.
However we observe again an increase of
An, whose value is 0.53. This can be
explained by the fact that too many
parameters (K, n, and the durations of
each command step) have to be optimized
at the same time for this simulation. In
order to get a better inversion, we have to
propose constraints on the respective
evolutions of these parameters; for
example, the contraint "An must be the
same for normal and fast rates" would
consolidate the above assumed suategy of
our speaker for vocalic reduction.
4.3. Hypo- and hyperspeech
strategies
Our further point is to compare the
production strategies used by two different
native speakers for the same utterance.
Fig.4 depicts the results of the inversion in
the same conditions as just above. For
both normal and fast rates, all ideal targets
are reached for our second speaker: the
cocontraction level increases strongly for
the vowel production, and particularly at
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fast rate; this speaker seems to increase his
articulation effort when speech rate
increases. This assumption corresponds to
an audible characteristic of the speech
signal: at fast rate this speaker cries out!!!
We think so that our model provides a
good tool to detect the phenomenon of
hypo/hyperarticulation, as proposed by
Lindblom ([8]). from the articulatory data.
At fast rate, the first speaker tends to
hypoarticulate whereas the second one
tends to hyperarticulate.

5. CONCLUSION
By means of an error backpropagation
technique we were able to fit available data
on jaw movement to the output of a model
consisting of agonist/antagonist pair of
springs. The controlled variables in this
model are the stiffnesses of the springs
taken as a whole. In spite of Feldman‘s
interesting critics against stiffness control
for skilled movements, we showed that
our model can explain known phenomena
in speech production, namely vowel
reduction and hypo/hyperarticulation
strategies.
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Abstract

We have recently used the Distinctive Regions

and Modes theory ([12]), coupled with a neural

controller ([15]). to produce an acoustic-

articulatory inversion of a vocal tract model

([17]). This paper presents results on the

possible detection of the place of articulation of

plosives on the basis of this inversion scheme.

l Introduction

Mrayati. Carré & Guerin ([12]; see also [3])

have recently presented a theory of speech

production based on distinctive modes and on

distinctive spatial regions along the vocal tract

This theory provides a framework for

articulatory speech synthesis ([13]). lt supplies

relationships between the variations of the first

three fonnants and the cross sectional areas of

eight vocal tract regions of the model.

Previous work has shown that such a-priori

qualitative knowledge can be used to control

and invert non-linear physical processes with a

neural network ([15]). ln this work. the

relationships between the cross sectional areas
of the regions and the formant variations are
used to provide an acoustic-articulatory

inversion of a vocal tract. Acoustic-articulatory
inversion is a one-to-many nonlinear problem.

It is usually managed by generating articulatory

vectors in the articulatory space, and computing

the conesponding acoustic parameters. Then.
a look-up table can be constructed, providing

the relationships between acoustic parameters
and articulatory vectors ([11], [l]. [7]).

A previous paper ([17]) has shown that a
network is able to learn to invert the process.
for the eleven French oral vowels. The
addition of a constraint on the average volume

1 The following text presents research results of the

research in artificial intelligence initiated by the Belgian State. Prime Minister's Office. Science Polie

Programing. We would like to thank René Carré for helpful discussions, and Philip Miller for his help in 1h:
draft of the English text.
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of the vocal tract allows the system to provide

more realistic vocal tract shapes, and clearly

improves the convergence rate of the network.

These results have been extended to a 30-

sections vocal tract by introducing a continuity

constraint, and the inversion. has been

generalized to the vowel space ([18]).

In this paper, the inversion scheme is used

to provide an articulatory gesture in the

neighbourhood of plosives. This gesture is

then analysed to locate the candidates for place

of articulation.
Bailly et al. [2] are currently studying a

similar, but more ambitious problem: They use

Jordan's approach ([5]) to control Maeda's

articulatory model ([9]). '

2 The Vocal Tract Model

Vocal tract shapes are generated in the

framework of the so-called Distinctive Regions

and Modes theory ([12], [3]). The model

involves an acoustical tube closed at one end
(glottis), and open at the other (lips) (Figure 1).
This model is based on the study of acoustical

properties of vocal tract shapes, compared to
those of a neutral uniform tube. For the three

formants model. eight regions of different
length (the distinctive regions) can be defined

Varying the mean cross sectional area of each

of these regions induces specific and quasi

monotonic formant variations. The eight

regions will be denoted as -A, -B, —C‚ -D‚ and
D, C, B. A.
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Figure 1: Vocal tract divided in 30parts and 8
difl'erent regions.
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equal length. Each part belongs to one region

and has the qualitative behaviour of this region

(See Figure 1). The cross sectional areas for

the first region (-A) are scaled from 0.8 cm2 to

3.0 cm2. and the remaining ones from 0.5 cm2
to 15.0 cm1. The effective length of the
acoustictubehasbeensetto 19cm.

3 The Neural Controller

A neural network is used to provide the cross

sectional areas to the vocal tract model, when

the first three target fonnants are given as input

(Figure 2). Standard back-propagation cannot

be used directly for the conuoller because the

optimal control parameters are not known.

Therefore, we use a specialized learning

scheme based on an approximation of the back-

propagated error that allows adaptive control

with the neural network ([16]).

\ Sections

‚m w as. [D C m.
0'0 1! V

un man

Figure 2: Architecture ofthe systarr.

To perform the inversion (see Figure 2).

the following three steps are iterated until the

vocal tract model produces the target fonnants:

1. The neural network is given target

formant values.

2. The outputs of the network supply the

vocal tract cross sectional areas, and the

corresponding formant values are

computed (we use an algorithm

developed by [8]).

3. The difference between these values

and the desired formants are used to
correct the corurection weights of the
network with the modified version of

back-propagation algorithm.

By training. the neural network learns to
supply the correct cross sectional areas for the

production of the target formant values.
The controller is a network with three

layers (one hidden layer). Every unit of each
layer is connected with the units of the adjacent

layers. There are three input units

(corresponding to the first three formant

values), ten hidden units. and thiny output

units (corresponding to the thirty parts of the

vocal tract).
The error used for the back-propagation

algorithm in the neural network is composed of

three terms: The difference between the actual

and the target fomants, a constraint on the

average volume of the vocal tract. and a
. ity . _

3 2

E=ZIZ (Ft-Fr“)
V i8!

30

+ m2 un — vol2 <1)
i=l

29
+ k2}: (A: ' Aiv+ 92]

r=1

where the F[V are the formant values

computed through the uansfer firnction of the

tube ([8]). the F.“ are the target fonnants. L is

the length of a part, the A ‚W are the

corresponding areas supplied by the network,

k1 = 5 10-5, k2 = 2 l0-3. and the average

volume Vo = 85 cm 3.
This way. the network approximates the

nonlinear mapping from the acoustic

parameters (the three first fonnants) to the

articulatory space (the cross sectional areas).

The net provides one possible solution to this

problem and, since it is a one-to-many

problem. constraints are introduced in order to

reduce the number of possible solutions.

Hence, we observe that the different mapping

obtained with different initial weights are quite

similar.

4 Experiment

The network is first trained on the 11 French

oral vowels (we use values published by [10]),

then, the training set is generalized to the whole

vowel space (see [18]).
After this training. the network

approximates the nonlinear mapping from the

acoustic parameters (the three first formant

values) to the articulatory space (the cross

sectional areas). The net is used to provide

vocal tract shapes in the neighbourhood of

consonant plosives. These shapes are then

used to locate a possible constriction place.

This allows us to establish whether there is a

correlation between this constriction place and
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the real place of articulation of the plosive.
Indeed. Mrayati. Cane & Guérin ([14]) claim
that the different regions of the acoustic tube
correspond to precise places in the vocal tract.
For instance. labials are associated with the
region A. dentals with the region B. and palate-
velars with the regions C and D.

It is well known that important cues for
identification of place of articulation ofplosives
are located in the formant transitions ([4]) and
burst spectrum ([19]). In this work. we only
take into account the formant values to realize
the inversion.

Speakers. Two Belgian male subjects.
native speakers of the French spoken in
the Brussels area. and with university
education were employed.

Recording procedure. The VCV items were
recorded with a Studer A310 tape
recorder inananechoic room througha
Neumann U88 microphone. They
were sampled at 20 [this with tie
Macspeech Lab software on a
Macintosh II.

The place of articulation of the plosive is
determined on the basis of the constriction
deduced from the two different cues and the
two adjacent vowels. The final decision is
taken by a vote of the different knowledge
sources.

Confusion matrix is presented in Table l.
We obtain 72.0% identification of classified

‘ places and 21.6% ofambiguous cases. Table 2
shows that the dynamic cue is more reliable
than the static one. but provides more
ambiguity.

There is indeed a correlation between the
place of articulation of the plosive and the
constriction of the tube. However. a more
detailed analysis of the results shows a great
influence of the context on the behaviour of the
tube. This is not surprising provided that cues
for place of articulation are known to be
context-sensitive ([20]: (6]). For instance. for
context [i]. the constriction of the vowel is
palate-velar. artd remains during the transition.
In this particular case. the dynamic one is much
more reliable.

Table 1: Total resultsfor the 296 VCV Items.

Items. The speakers were asked to produce
VCV items. C being one of the six
plosives [p. t. k. b. d, g] and V one of
the five vowels (a. e. i. y. u]. There
wereS x 6 x 5 = 150 items foreach
speaker. The sequence consisted of
three blocks of 50 items in random
order.

produced lalial dental velar

identdied

labial 7S 13 24

dental 5 47 0

velar 6 17 45

ambiguous 12 23 29

Acoustic analysis. The formant values were
manually extracted with the
Lab software. at two different
locations. for both adjacent vowels:

Table 2: Resultsfor static cue (upper table)
and dynamic cue (lower table).

The middle of the stable portion of tie
vowel (t,) and the end of the vocalic
transition (1.). We were unable to

produced labial dental velar

idena'fled

extract these values for 4 items. the lahal 51 10 28
transitions being not detectable. The dental l 27 0
formant: are provided as input to the velar 6 15 32
network. which associates vocal tract bi
configurations. Two different cues are ms 34 48 38
compufidhogtimthe vocal tube. a static
cue. w c ply corresponds to tie produced labial dem! velar
sections at r . and a d amie cue. ”Milli”
which is: ‘ yn

A labial 51 8 11
IKE) g _i(t_’) - A_i(_ "L. a) W 4 26 1

AK") ’ A! N'a velar 3 8 35
M 40 58 51

6 8

n
-
4
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n
~

I
I
"
-
'
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5 Conclusion

Results show a correlation between the region
of constriction of the acoustic tube and the
place of articulation of the plosive.
Nevertheless. we observe a strong variability
with the vocalic context. which is not
surprising given the simplicity of the defined
cues. The acoustic tube has a complex
dynamic behaviour, which cannot be accounted
for by introducing such simple articulatory
cues. The definition ofcontext-dependent cues
could achieve more accurate results.
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COMPLEX NATURE OF THE SEEMINGLY SIMPLE VOCAL FOLD CYCLE'

J.Pesih

Neurological Glinio,Medical Paculty,Olomouc
Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT
Vocal fold vibration by pho-

nation is currently viewed
as a passive. mycelastic-aer-
c c process [1] of sim-
ple opening and olos of
the glottal chink at unda-
mental frequency.However, vi-
bration recorded directly
from the thyroid cartil
could prove this see y
simple vocal fold cycle to
be more complex and associ-
ated with a probably reflex
event.
1.1NTRODUCTIOI

al anatomy does seen
to be simple at first sight.
see “115.1. La auch it could

118 / 113.2 Ewald’s pipe
Simplified laryngeal section
in the past do with the sub-
stitute model of a kind of
Ewald’s pipe, see 113.2.

2.LARYNI BY PHONATION
Phonation is measured by

methods focusing on the be-
haviour of the proper glot-
tal chink opened by the ex-
haled air stream as seen in
Fig.3, large arrow. The lat-
eral opening along the axis
y , see arrows, is well evi-dent in the electroglottc -

rizà

Fig.3 Idealised glottal chink

graphic recording (EGG) of
13.4 below. This is matched

by actualiaed frame sectors
in the upper part of 115.4

OPEN CLOSiD OPEN CLOSED OPEN

45 6789101234567 8910123456789

Lr\r\
\J\l\

115.4 Simultaneous record-
ings of EGG signal and glot-
t chink image

according to Hirose (Fig.5)[2]. Recordings belonging to
one vocal fol cycle are num-
gggedi; t: 10. The course î:

pe anoe changes -
forms about the w the
chink is opened or o osed.
Other information can be ob-
tained from a simultaneous
recording of thyroid carti-
lage vibration. in accelera-
tion recorder can be placed
on the thyroid cartilage.
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r .5 Glottal

according c
Hircso

W
1"?gut«fur i?“

with an

rig.6 course -of thyroid
cartilage anplitudo

the current eonce ticn
would expect an nnccnp icat-
od process corresponding -to
simple opening or closing of
the chink. i'ho measured
course, however, describes a
couple: event with two oscil-
lations within one cycle.

3.100003! O! m com:
um:
Let us inspect the larynx

nore closely, noticing the
two li nts Joining the ar-
ytenoi with the thyroid car-
tilagc. The upper one, liga-
lents. ventricularo, roba -
bly has a ccntring re o, the
ligament“ vocale playing
the partenan oscillator for

.tho thyroid cartilage as a
resonator [4] ‚ [5]. A simpli-
fied description cf larynge-
al activity in the course of
the four basic phases of the
vocal fold cycle can be do-
rivod fron 113.7. The first
phase is preceded by the non-
ticnod setting ng. of phone.-
tcry position. I symbolic
section through tho thyroid
cartilage passes from the
respiratory to the centred
position. How the thyroid
cartilage can vibrate ar—
rcnnd this now centred posi-
tion. During tho first phase,
tho expired air strea-
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115.7 Pan: phases of the ve-
cal fold cycle

stretches the vocal liga-
ment pulling the thyroid oar-
tilago inwards. Blank arrow
indicates upward novenent of
tho vocal folds. During tho
second phase, due to its own
elasticity, the thyroid car-
tilage returns back to its
equilibrium at once to over-
shoot outwards. During tho
third phase, the musculns vo-
calis probably contracts to
attract tho thyroid carti-
lage. During the last,fonrth
phase, tho thyroid cartilage,

due to its own elasti-
city,will first return back
at once to overshoot, taking
away with it the vocal liga-
ment and giving it an in -
pulse to a downward movement.
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Thyroid cartilage
,_/r\\ „/‚\\ ‚‘j/A movement matched

\V -\/ V with glottal chink
image
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In this way the vocal folds
are closing with a downward
movement at this moment ( in-
verse blank arrow ). Now the
vocal fold cycle can repeat.

‘°‘èfi‘°“ïää“ m z n 7e s o p ea c g.
were then matched with the
movement of the thyroid car-
tilage in dorsal and ventral
direction and denoted by
grey, black and blank arrows.
The described movements can
be matched with the course
of the amplitude for the thy-
roid cartilage of Fig.8, com»
pleted with the ordering of
the respective frames for
the glottal chink given in
Pig. . Grey arrows show the
opening of the glottal chink
by the air stream, blank ar-
rows the elastic backward
movement of the thyroid car-
tilage, and black arrows the
presupposed presence of a
neuroreflex event , whose
role it probably is to close
the glottal chink before its
subsequent opening. Compared
with the situation in Fig.4,
we thus obtain new informa-
ticn.What we now have is not
only information on the pro-
gress of the opening and clo-
sing,but also on the way the
glottal chin: is being clc-‘ [
sed. So far, this process is
accounted for_ by reference
to Bernoulli's effect. The
presence of neuromuscular
junction is supported by the
results obtained in subjects
suffering from some organic
lesions of the nervous sys-
ten, in whom this event was

either inhibited or missing
altogether.

The following conclusions
can be made:
4.1 Laryngeal Vowel Differen-

taticn
The complex event recorded

straight on the thyroid car-
tilage is of vowel differenn
tiated nature [2] .
4.2 Laryngeal Diagnostic

Investigation of laryngeal
vibrations offers diagno-
stic utilization in some or-
ganic lesions of the nervous
system.
4.3 Study of Voice

The described complex e-p
vent, that can be observed
during speech and two oc-
taves of a modal voice, can
be used in the study of
voice production.

5. REFERENCES
[1]van den BERG,Jw. (1958).
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theory of voice production ".
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AN INVESTIGATION OF LOCUS EQUATIONS AS A SOURCE OF
RELATIONAL INVARIANCE FOR THE STOP PLACE DIMENSION

H. Sussman

University of Texas at Austin, Texas, U.S.A.

Locus equations, straight line
regression fits to data points
formed by plotting onsets of F2
transitions along the Y-axis &
corresponding midvowel target
frequencies along the X-axis.
were generated across 20
speakers using speech tokens
/b(V)t/‚ /d(V)t/. & /g(V)t/ with
10 vowel contexts. Slopes 8: y-
intercepts were significantly
different across stop place &
correctly predicted stop cate-
gorization. Locus equations
provide a higher-order cate-
gory-level metric capable of
capturing relational invariance
for place of articulation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The coarticulatory nature of
speech has led to the
theoretical impasse known as
the "invariance problem"- i.e..
perceptual constancy despite
physical variation in the signal.
Phonetic segments are
realized in an overlapped.
dynamic. & context-sensitive
fashion. while conceptualiza-
tions in the abstract depict
them as discrete. static. &
context-independent. The elu-
sive quest for invariance. the
search for stable acoustic cues
that isomorphicaliy encode the .
phonetic segment has been
ongoing since the early 1950's.
The 'limus test' for invariance
has been place of articulation
for stop consonants. The pur-
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pose of this research was to
offer a refocused conceptuali-
zation of a traditional candi-
date for acoustic invariance -
the F2 transition as its onset 81
trajectory vary with the
following coarticulated vowel.
A formal metric that succinctly
captures the relative changes
ocurring in F2 transitions will
be investigated as a potential.
higher-order cue invariantly
signalling place of articulation
in voiced stops. This metric
was initially formulated by
Lindblom [3] & termed "locus
equations." Despite a surface
similarity to the "virtual locus"
concept [l]. Lindblom's metric
was not intended to formalize
a fixed & context-independent
acoustic correlate of stop
place. but rather to illustrate
the context—dependence exist-
ing between onset frequency
of F2 and its location in the
vowel nucleus of the syllable.’
The regression plots showed
extreme linearity and tight
clustering of data points.
Moreover. the slope & y-
intercept differed as a func-
tion of stop place for Swedish
/b/./d/. & lg/ followed by 8
vowels. One purpose of the
present study was to deter-
mine if American English stop
+ vowel syllables would also
show the extreme linearity a
orderliness exhibited by Lind-

blom's data. Another rationale
was that a higher-order lin-
guistic abstraction could be
used to investigate the invari-
ance issue. All previous studies
have examined acoustic cues
derived at & characterizing
the single phonetic segment.
The locus equation metric is
derived over & characterizes
an_ entire stop place category.

A nontrivial aspect of the
invariance dilemma might very
well relate to the proper level
of abstractness of the linguistic
elements for which the
invariant acoustic properties
are sought
2. PROCEDURE
2.1 Subjects
Twenty subjects. 10 male &
10 female were used, ranging
in age from 18 to 46. Varied
dialects of American English
were spoken.
2.2 Stimulus materials
Subjects were asked to
produce CVC syllables in a
carrier phrase format "Say CVC
again." Words were typed on a
list in five‘randomized order-
ings. Initial stops were /b/./d/.
and /g/ followed by 10 medial
vowels contexts/i, I. e. . ac. a.
o, , . u/. The final consonant
was always‘ /t/. Thus, there
were 10 /b(v)t/ tokens, 10
/d(v]t/ tokens.. and 10 /g(v)t/
tokens, each repeated five
times yielding a total of 150
utterances per subject.
2.3 Instrumentation
Each speaker's. productions
were recorded in a soundproof
booth using a high quality
microphone & cassette tape
recoder. The recorded signal
was sampled at lOkHz &
digitized using an Apple
Macintosh II computer with
MacAdios II hardware. The
MacSpeech Lab II package was
used for all display, editing.
measurement 8: playback rou-
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tines. F2 measures were ob-
tained from three sources: (1)
direct on-screen wideband
spectrograms; (2) LPC spectra:
(3) wide & narrowband FFTs.

2.4 Data Sample Points
The two formant measurement
points were F2 onset defined
as the frequency value of F2 at
the first glottal pulse following
the release burst and F2 vowel
defined as the frequency of F2
at the midvowel nucleus. F2
vowel measurement points
were not fixed in time: if F2
was "steady—state" a midpoint
on the formant was taken: if
F2 was diagonally rising or
falling a midpoint position was
similarly used; if F2 was
'parabolic' a minima/maxima
point was taken for F2 vowel.
3. RESULTS
Sixty locus equation scatter-
plots were generated. Ex-
tremely tight clustering of
points about the regression
line were found throughout all
speakers. regardless of gen-
der. Collapsing across repeti-
tions & subjects. group mean
locus equation plots are
presented in Figure 1 for
initial labial. alveolar. and velar
stop place. It can be seen that
male 8: female coordinates lie
along the same linear function
with female values lying furth-
er out each axis. Labial /b/ had
the steepest slope (.91)
followed by /g/ (slope =.79,
and then alveolar /d/ (slope =
.54). An ANOVA on both slope
& y-intercept parameters
revealed significant main
effects for place of articulation
(p<.001).
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To summarize up to this point
plotting F2 onsets obtained at
the CV boundary in relation to
midvowel 'target' frequencies
(F2 vowel) yields linear
relationships that systemati-
cally vary with stop place.
Thus. despite the extreme
context-dependency of the
coarticulated CV gesture a
relational form of invariance is
captured that is independent
of the following vowel. At the
single CV level no absolute
signal invariance is present: .
only when the higher-order
stop + vowel phoneme cate-
gory is represented acous-
tically does a relational-type of
invariance first emerge.
3.1 Discriminant Analyses
To test the categorical classifi-
cation success of token-level
versus category-level redictor
variables a set o linear
discriminant function analyses
were run. At the single token
level F2 onset & F2 vowel
frequencies were used as
predictors for place of
articulation (chance = 33.3%).
Percent correct classification
rates were 83.1. 79.4. and
67.9 for labials. alveolars. &
velars respectively. When the
60 derived slopes & y-inter-
cepts (3 stop place locus
equation functions. per subject
X 20 speakers) were used as
predictors 100 % corect class-
ification was obtained.
3.2 CV"hototypes"
Figure 2 shows canonical
<:‘leup geatn regression lines

eac s op p ace cate o .
Velar /g/ is shown brgkzi
down into a more accurate
subgrouping of allophonic
variants of /g/ preceding front
vowels (palatal -/g/p) à lg/
pge/cedin'rghback vowels (velar -

v . ese mean i —
functions obtained m‘1’:
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Fig. 2 Locus equation “proto-
type" functions for /b/. /d/.
/ /-velar. à /g/-palatal place

0 articulation.

male à 10 female speakers are
currently conceptualized as re-
presenting "prototypes" for

CVs. à as such may contain
the theoretical framework for
understanding & studying the
auditory representation of
dynamically coarticulated CVs.
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Fig. 3 3—D scatterplot of F2
onset. F2vowel. à F30nset
frequencies for lb]. /d/. à Ig/
followed by 10 medial vowels.
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3.3 3-D Acoustic Space
Adding F3 onset (Hz) to the
locus equation parameters
provided a 3-D perspective of
acoustic/phonetic space. Fig.3
illustrates a typical scatterplot
averaged across the 10 male
speakers. Distinct & minimally
overlapping 'cloud' & respec-
tive 'shadow' representations
were consistently found for
both individual & group data as
a function of the 3 stop place
categories.
4. DISCUSSION

The data of this study demon-
strate acoustic orderliness for
stop place categories emer-
ging from both locus equaflon
& 3-D scatterplots of F2 & F3
data. A context- independent
phonemic class descriptor. &
hence a logical alternative to
gestural-related invariance no-
tions [2) has been demonstra-
ted. The acoustic signal, des-
pite coarticulatory complexity.
contains a systematic set of

correlational attributes of for-
mant information capable of
coding place of articulation
without recourse to a gestural-
level recoding of the signal.
Stop place categories are suf—

ficiently contrastive in their
physical instantiation in the
speech sound wave to permit
direct auditory decoding.
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MODELLING SPEECH PERCEPTION IN NOISE:
A CASE STUDY OF THE PLACE 0FARTICULATION FEATURE

About Ahnen

Research Laboratory ofElectronies and the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, MIT, Cambridge MA USA

ABSTRACT

In this study, perceptual confusions of
the place of articulation feature for
syllable-initial /b,d/ stop consonants in
noise are examined. Experimental data are
compared with a model, based on
auditory masking theory, that estimates
the level and spectrum of noise needed to
mask each formant peak. Results show
good agreement between the experiments
and the theoretical model, and indicates
that F2 transition is essential in
signalling the place distinction for these
consonants.

l. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the study is to develop
procedures for predicting the perceptual
confusions of speech sounds in noise.
The prediction is based on the following
premise: if the acoustic attributes that
Signal a particular phonetic contrast are
known, then, based on auditory masking
theory, it should be possible to calculate
the level and spectrum of noise that will
mask these acoustic attributes, and hence
Will lead to confusions in listener res-
ponses to that phonetic contrast. The
methodology here is threefold: 1) quan-
tifying acoustic correlates of phonetic
features in naturally-spoken utterances
and ustng the results to synthesize these
utterances, 2) using masking theory to
predict the level and spectrum of the noise
which will mask these acoustic correlates,
and 3_) performing a series of perceptual
experiments, using synthetic stimuli, to
evaluate the theoretical predictions.

The feature chosen for the present phase
of the study is place of articulation for the
stpp consonants /b,d/ in CV syllables
With the vowels /a/ and /e/.
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2. ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

The place distinction for the consonants
/b,d/ is signalled mainly by the shape of
the trajectory of the second formant
frequency (F2) and by the spectral shape
of the burst. The F2 transition is thought
to carry most of the place information for
syllable-initial stop consonants [2]. In the
[Cal case, the F2 trajectory falls into the
vowel for the alveolar Id/ and rises for
the labial /b/. With the vowel /e/, the F2
trajectory rises for lb/ and is almost flat
for /d/. Figures l and 2 show schematized
spectrograms of synthetic burstless
utterances of /ba, da/ and of lbs, dc],
respectively, illustrating the differences in
the F2 trajectories. These synthetic
utterances, which are used later in
perceptual experiments, are generated
usmg KLSYN88 [4]. The choice of
parameters is based on analyses of natural
utterances spoken by a male speaker. The
synthetic utterances were 100%
identifiable and discriminable in quiet
when played back to a group of three
subjects.

3. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

If it is assumed that masking of formant
frequencres is similar to masking of tones
at the same frequency (an assumption
verified through pilot experiments), the
level of noise needed to just mask out
each formant frequency can be calculated.
For example, the ith fomtant frequency is
masked ‘if the level of a white-noise
masker in a critical-band around that
formant frequency (Nc-) is 4 dB greater
than the amplitude (in dB) of the fonnant
frequencyl(A,-) [5]. Nci is the rms level
of the norse (in dB) estimated from the
DFI‘ spectrum and corrected by 10 log

(ratio of the analysis-filter bandwidth to

the critical bandwidth the ith formant

frequency). That is, the condition is that

Nc- 2A,- + 4 .Calculations can then be

made to detemiine the time interval over

which each formant frequency is masked.

Figure 3 illustrates these computations for
a white-noise masker at a particular level
for which F2 transition in the synthetic

Ida/ stimulus is partially masked. In this

case, Fl is never masked (A1 + 4 > Ncl

). F3 is always masked (A + 4 < NC3 )

and only the first 10 ms 0 F2 is masked.

Note that the spectral peak of F2 changes

by about 10 dB during the transition

period. This is in accordance with

observations of amplitude changes in

natural speech. The computations are

done every pitch period.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The goal of these experiments is to

examine the perceptual importance of the

F2 trajectory in signalling the place—of-

articulation feature distinction for the

plosives Ib,d/ in syllable-initial position
with the vowels la/ and /c/. Nonsense
syllables were used to make sure that
lexical effects, such as word frequency,

do not bias subjects' responses.

4.1 Stimuli and Experimental Design

Synthetic utterances of lba, da, be, da/
were attenuated, mixed with white noise,
randomized, repeated 10 times and
presented to subjects in identification
tests. There were 13 stimuli with different
signal-noise ratios (SNR) for each
utterance. The SNR was varied by
changing the signal level in 1 dB steps
while keeping the noise level constant.
The presentation level, as determined by

the peak in the vowel, was 66 to 79 dB
SPL.

4.2 Subjects

Four subjects participated in the /Ca/
experiments and three subjects
participated in the /Ce/ experiments. Two
of the subjects were students at MIT.
None had any known speech or hearing
problems. Training periods, lasting
between l/2 h to l h depending on the
subject, preceded each listening session.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 /Cal case
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The results of these experiments show
that the [ba/ stimuli were perceived
correctly at all noise levels used in the
experiment. Figure 4 shows the results of
the experiments for each subject
individually for the /da/ stimuli. The
responses are plotted as a function of the
SNR in a critical band of F2 in the steady-
state portion of the vowel. These
identification functions show an abrupt
shift from /da/ to lbs]. The average
threshold for the subjects occurs at the
stimulus where 23 ms of the F2 transition
is masked. The total duration of the F2
transition is 40 ms.

4.3.2 ICe/ case

The results of these experiments show
that the /de/ stimuli were identified
correctly at all noise levels used in the
experiment even when F2 is completely
masked. Figure 5 shows the results of the
experiments for each subject individually
for the /be/ stimuli. The responses are
plotted as a function of the SNR in a
critical band of F2 in the steady-state
portion of the vowel. These identification
functions show a shift in perception
from /be/ to /da/. However, the

identification functions show individual
differences in listeners’ responses. It is
interesting to note that these differences
are similar to those found in the listeners’
masked thresholds of pure tones in
independent tests.

5. Discussion

The results of this study show that the

shape of the F2 trajectory is essential in

identifying the place of articulation for the

consonants /b/ and /d/ preceding the

vowels /a/ and le]. The labial feature is
signalled by a flat trajectory when

preceding /a/ and a rising trajectory

preceding /a/. If noise masks most of the

F2 transition such that only the steady-

state part of the transition is free of
masking, then lde/ is perceived. The
feature alveolar, on the other hand, is
signalled by a flat trajectory preceding [9/
and a falling trajectory preceding la]. If
noise masks out most of the F2 transition

for [da/ such that the movement of F2 is
minimal, then the stimulus is perceived as

/ba/. This result is in agreement with

results of other researchers [l][3] who



observed that the first 20 ms or so of the
F2 transition carries important place
information for /d/. Their observations
were based on perceptual experiments
conducted in quiet.

Other experiments examining the
perceptual role of stop bursts are
underway. Preliminary results indicate
thatinthe/Ca/caseandinthepresenceof
white noise, the burst is masked at very
low SNR and, hence, does not play a
significant perceptual role. We plan to
pursue this approach further in
investigating other phonetic contrasts in
noise such as manner of articulation and
voicing and to test the model under
'shaped’ noise conditions. Press. London.-

. so

[2] Delattre, P.C.‚ Liberman, A.M., and
Cooper, F.S. (1955). “Acoustic loci and
transitional cues for consonants," J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.‚ 27, 769-773.

[3] Kewley-Port, D. (1983).“Time-
varying features as correlates of place of
articulation in stop consonants" J.
Acoust. Soc. Am., 73, 322-335.

[4] Klatt, D. H. and Klatt L.C.
(1990).“Analysis, synthesis, and
perception of voice quality variations
among female and male talkers," J.
Acoust. Soc. Am., 87, 820-857.
[5] Moore, B. (1982). An Introduction
to the Psychology of Hearing. Academic
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MECHANISMS OP VÙHIL PBRCBPTION:

IVIDBHCI IRON STEP VOMILS

P. GOODING

Dept. of Linguistics, Univ. of Wales, Bangor

ABSTRACT
'step tones“ were constructed in

which a series of equal intensi-
ty harmonics substituted for the
upper formants of synthetic

English front vowels. The

number of n! harmonics, and thus
the lower 'edge' of the HF step

was varied, along with the

relative level of the HP step.

since it was already known from

previous studies that step tones
were perceived as vowels, the
present experiments were de—
signed to explore systematically

the effects of edge frequency
and level in order to determine
the role of these attributes in
determining vowel quality.

1._IITRODUCTIOI
Earlier work by the author has
provided evidence on vowel
perception that cannot be ac-
counted for by traditional
formant frequency based theo-
ries. first, experiments with
two-formant vowels [3] demon-
strated that continuous changes
in phonetic quality can be
achieved by altering relative
formant amplitudes. Secondly, a
wide range of highly recogniza-
ble vowel qualities can be be
elicited by stimuli with no
formant peaks [4,5]. The stimu-
li used in the latter experi-
ments had auditorily flat spec-
tra: a single L! series of
loudness-equalized harmonics
('step') eliciting back vowels,
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and both low and high frequency
steps together eliciting central

and front vowels. For a given

LP step, phonetic quality was

dependent upon both the LP edge

of the HF step and the relative

Lr/HF step amplitudes. In gener-

al, the findings with single

step tones [4] were similar to
those with single formant vow-

els, in that a large range of

satisfactory back vowels were

produced, while the range and

naturalness of the front vowels
were considerably less (indeed,
it has been found that [i] was
the only front vowel that could
be elicited by single formant
stimuli [2]).
The results with two-step stimu-
li [5] showed that highly iden-
tifiable, natural sounding vowel
qualities, including the trou-
blesome front vowels, can be
elicited by such stimuli. In
addition, the relative amplitude
of the low and high frequency
steps in these stimuli contrib—
uted to vowel'quality in a
fashion analogous to that of the
formant amplitudes in two for-
mant vowels of [3].

2. PRESENT STUDY
2.1 Aim and Rationale
The primary aim of the present
study was to provide more evi-
dence that would help to choose
between alternative explantions
of the earlier data. To this
end, it was decided to examine
more closely the role of the
frequency of the lower edge of
the 3? step in tones with energy

in both the F1 and upper formant

regions, and any possible inter-

action of edge frequency with

level. Theories to accomodate

the earlier data must account

for the following: (1) the lack

of formant peaks (2) the ''edge

effect" -— vowel quality depend-

ence on the edge frequencies of

the L? and H? steps (3) ampli-

tude dependence —- quality

dependence on the relative LF/HF

level.
It would seem that two types of

theory could account for the

edge effect (restricting our

attention here to the LP edge of

the HF step): (a) the edge

hypothesis (EH) -- the lower

edge frequency is extracted and

used directly. (b) a "center

of gravity" (CoG) hypothesis

(CGH) —-- something akin to the

local 008 of the whole HF step

(or upper formant region in

natural vowels) is taken.

Changing LF edge would have the

effect of changing the CoG as

well. CGH would predict that

quality would depend on both the

HF as well as the LP edge of the

HF step (though to reduce the

number of stimuli only the LP

edge was manipulated in these

experiments. This can still

distinguish between the compet-

ing hypotheses). CGH would

predict that identifications

would take place by matching the
COG of the HF step (roughly the

mid point on a pitch scale for a

flat series of harmonics)

against the C06 of the upper

formant region in the S's inter-

nal reference vowel (perhaps

roughly equivalent to F2 prime).

In short, EH would predict best

identifications with edge fre-
quencies at or slightly below

F2, while CGH would predict

identifactions with edges well
above F2. As a guide, midpoints

for the HF steps ranged from
2554 Hz to 3057 Hz when measured
on the ÈRE—rate scale [7].
To account for the amplitude
effect, it would seem that a
mechanism involving some form

global spectral balance, or
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pehaps COG, is implicated. In
the case of the latter, it would

involve operation over a dis-
tance of greater than the 3.5

Bark limit originally suggested

by chistovich and her colleagues

[1].
2.1 stimuli
The stimuli were produced by
digital harmonic syntheis with a

sampling rate of 10 KHz, and LP

filtered at 4 KHz (filter cutoff

rate 180 dB/Octave). All had a

fundamental frequency of 125

Hz, and duration was 300 ms,

with 20 ms linear onsets and
offsets. The stimuli were modi-

fied from those in [5] in that

in the F1 region a formant

appropriate to one of four RP

front vowel was substiuted for

the LF step of loudness-equal-

ized harmonics. This was done

in order to reduce the strong

sensation of nasality that

accompanied some of the earlier
stimuli. It was assumed that
this was caused by the apparent

broad bandwidth of the F1 re-
gion, known to be a associated

with the secondary feature of

nasality. Four Fl values, 272,

380, 525, and 713, were used,

appropriate to the RP phonemes

lil. III. / l and lael. respec-
tively [6].

The LP edge of the HF step

varied from 1750 Hz to 2500 Hz,

and the HP limit was fixed at

3750 Hz. This value was chosen

because HF energy above this
frequency added a fricative-like
or whistling sound to some

stimuli, which, while distract-

ing, was clearly heard as sepa-

rate from the vowel. This might

be seen as casting doubt on the

CGH, since altering the HF edge

is thus shown not to effect

vowel quality. However, it can

be claimed that since the energy

above ca. 3750 Hz is not inte-

grated into the vowel percept,

this does not constitute a real

test of that theory.

HF amplitudes varied in 10 dB

steps from O to —4O dB for the

earlier stimulus sets and from

-10 dB to -30 dB for the final



set.
2.3 Procedure
A matching experiment (not
reported on here) and an identi-
fication experiment were carried
out. This was computer con-
trolled, the stimuli being
presented on-line and responses
entered via the keyboard. A
total of 22 Se listened to four
different randomized blocks of
the stimulus set (ultimately 39
stimuli, though some subjects
heard supersets of 52 end 86
stimuli). Randomisations were
different for each s. as could
listen to the stimulus as often
as they wished by pressing a
key. For each stimulus, SI were
asked to enter a score repre-
senting the English (RP) vowel
it most resembled, identified by
13 key words shown at the top of
the screen and identified by
number. They also entered a
confidence score (0-9) for their
choice.

3. RESULTS
3.1 ldge lffect
The results, interpreted through
the use of stimulus and response
profiles, clearly support the EH
and contradict the can. The
stimuli most identified as the
front vowels were in ell cases
those with edge frequency close
to the r2 of the natural vowel,
as predicted by the EH. [1/
unsurprisingly proved to be the
most identifiable vowel. /ae/
was the least identifiable, with
stimuli designed to elicit it
achieving only a 24\ score for
the first 1o Ss. This is proba-
bly due to the lack of the RP
value for most s. in the own
speech, in favor of North and
Midlands [a]. These stimuli
were hence dropped from the
final set for the last 12 SI.
3.2 Amplitude Effect
for a given F1 value and a given
response category, identifica-
tion scores were not always a
monotonic function of HF level
(though scores for /i/ with r1 -
272 most closely approximate
this), but rather showed evi-
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dence of a trading relation
between edge frequency and
level. This needs to be exam-
ined more closely, but if veri-
fied, it could be taken as
evidence for the operation of a
global spectral balance or C06
mechanism. with the
exception of stimuli eliciting
the most /i/ responses (r1 at
272 and edge frequency at 2250
and 2500 as), virtually all re-
sponses for stimuli with levels
of -4O dB were back or central
vowels. The /i/ stimuli, by
contrast, achieved scores over
60i at -4O da, compared to 90\
at -10 d3. Below -20 dB there
was a clear shift to central and
back vowel responses. The main
point is that the responses for
the 4 different levels were
significantly different, indi-
cating phonetic change with
level. This is borne out by the
judgements of two professional
phoneticians to the whole range
of stimuli.
Table 1 shows a brief summary of
the pooled results with rounded
scores. Note that except for
/e/ (which is phonetically [ai]
in RP) the r1 of the stimuli
corresponded to the r1 of the
response vowel. No stimuli were
designed to elicit /e/, but the
stimulus eliciting the most /e/
reponses had an r1 of 380 a:
(appropriate for /I/).

TABLE 1
Summary of Pooled results

Edge
Vowel F2 Freq Score Level

/i/ 2361 2500 90% -10 63
2250 83| -10 dB

/I/ 2035 2000 42| -10 dB

/e/ (2000) 2125 39| -10 d!

/ / 1943 2000 47| -10 d!

C . DISCUSSION
The implication of the finding
of a spectral edge feature in
synthetic step vowels for tho

perception of natural vowels is

that F2 in front vowels must

serve as marker of the edge of

the upper formant region. This

feature appears to be used in

conjunction with global ampli-

tude information. The evidence

reported here is not consistent

with a local CoG mechanism

operting over upper formant re-

gion.
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ABSTRACT
„ In Experiment I. it was found that
the left hand of a patient with in—
farction involving the forebrain
conmissural fibers (S—l) could not
follow the slow rhythms of 500 and
1000ns 1315. but it could follow the
rapid stimuli of 250ms lBI.The right
hand of S-l. however, could synchro-
nize his tapping with all rhythms
as well as normal adults (8—2). Neg-
ative autocorrelations were detected
among the adjacent 181s in slow re-
sponse beats by 5-2 and by the right
hand of 5-1. but these correlations
were never found in the rapid re-
sponse movements (250ms) of any sub-
jects. This means that normal adults
use ongoing. analytic processing for
slow rhythm but holistic processing
for rapid rhythl. Evidence was found
that the left hand of 8-1 can use
only the holistic approach. not only
for the rapid rhythm but also for
the slow rhythm,and that this is the
very reason why it cannot follow
the slow tempos. Experiment H was
performed to show that the above two
processings are qualitatively dif-
ferent from each other. and Experi-
ment ill & IV show that the holistic
approach is lore tenable to memorize
a nonsense succession of approxi-
mately seven syllables than is the
analytic processing.

l. PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY
There are no established ideas a-

bout the universal timing fundamen-
tals among phoneticians.

This paper is to propose the uni-
versal tiling aeasure on the basis
of neuropsychological experiments on
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sound sequence processing using as
subjects a patient with infarction
in corpus callosul,children with age
variety from 1 year and 4 months to
9 years of age as well as normal a-
dults.

2. MECHANISM OF RHYTHM PROCESSlNG
2.1 Experiment l

Subjects: Three kinds of subjects
were prepared.

Subject 1 (S-1. henceforth) was a
patient (male) with infarction in-
volving the forebrain conmissural
'fibers. He was a 56-year-old right-
.handed public official having educa-
tion of 16 years. He developed a
'sudden paresis on the right lilb in
“December 1983,1and was adlitted to a
local hospital. Diagnosis was lade
as having cerebral thrombosis, but
no pathological lesion was recog-
nized by the CT scan. On July 14.
L985. he was found not awaken in bed;
by a family and brought to another
local hospital. His CT and MRI scans
at the time of this study shows le-
sions situated in a posterior half
of the genu and the whole truncus of
the corpus callosum as well as in a
posterior superior portion of the
left medial frontal lobe. and in the
left ledial tenporo~occipital lobes.
S-all low density spots are also
found in the bilateral basal gan-
slia. S-l was normal in his words
and consciousness. and although he
was disoriented in tine and space
due to an alnesia. general intelli-
gence was not grossly impaired.
Pathological reflexes and ankle clo-
nus were negative. Muscle tone was

normal. He was not ataxic. He had
neither gross paresis nor definite
sensory loss. but he delonstrated a
small step arteriosclerotic gait[2].

Other subjects were a healthy 55-
year—old wonan (right-handed) (S-Z.
henceforth) and seven young children
with ages ranging from l year and 4
months old(1:4) to 9 years old(9:0).
These children were all righthanded
and had no known abnorlalities.

Method: Three kinds of rhyth-
whose inter~beat intervals (IBI.
henceforth) were 250. 500. 1000m8
were prepared by the use of a petro-
nome. SEIKO Rhythm Trainer sou—348.
and then they were demonstrated to
the above-mentioned three kinds of
subjects. They were all requested to
tap the table simultaneously in tile
with the above rhythms using the
knuckles of third fingers. first of
their right hands and then of their
left hands. When the children's tap-
ping was Ieasured, their mothers ac-
conpanied then together with the ex-
perilenter and explained how to car-
ry out their tasks giving some exam-
pies and let the: practice before-
hand. The 1:4 child's tapping, how-
ever. was recorded in her house by
her Iother letting the child use a
toy which made sound. The lother un-
derstood the aim of this experiment
very welL

All the tapping records were ana-
lyzed by the YOKOKAHA Electro-
magnetic Oscillograph 2901 connected
with the Amplifier 3125.

Results: Table 1 shows the tap-
ping behavior of the norlal adult(S-
2) and Table 2. of the patient(S-1).
These two tables tell us that the
right hand of 8-1 moves very normal-
ly as well as the both hands of S-2,
which show the standard movements of
normal adults. In other words, the
means of IBls (x) and the values of
8.0. of the both subjects do not
differ so much. S-l's left hand.how-
ever.moves very differently fro- not
only the both hands of the normal
adult (8-2) but from his own right
hand. Sal's left hand can manage to
follow the rapid stimuli of 250ms
IBls. but it can never follow any
slow rhythls with 500 and 1000Is
.lBls. The values of the S.D. spread
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"1.111: 2 Tupplng by m patient with infarction ‘

very widely. The right and the left
hands of 8-1 seem to love separate-
ly. S-1 often said to the authors.
”lt(=the left hand) moves out of my
own will."

Table l 'l'mpplnm by a normal mdultflemmle.
55 years old. right I'm-d")

target. lntor'but IntervalsE
a
‚U tempos .
g (A): n. ï ‚so SD/A r

z 1000-: s: 1022.7 52.1 13.0 -o.2s
1: ' soc-s 55 512.1 22.9 11.5 -o.21
l- 250ms' 99 257.5 10.8 [0.8 +0.45

l000ms 57 1017.7 54.9 13.7 '0.10
500.8 7l 515.3 22.2 11.1 -0.12
250ms 94 257.0 11.0 [Ll .40.“

le
ft

In the corpus cmllosul (male. 51
Yemrs old. rlgh'. hamlet)

Ë target lntarïbeml intervals
â tempos
ä (A) n. î so so/A r

- 1000.: 27 1020.1 48.5, 11 ë“ -o.sz
1: 500-: is 505.: .31.3 15.1 -o.25
î _2sons as 261.3 27.1 21.1 .o.1s

woo-a 62 878.8 285.7 71.4 40.39
500m: 89 478.4 195.9 99.5 90.07.
250” 51 288.8 86.0 38.0 90.18Ila

".

Table 3. which gives us the whole
view of the tapping behavior of
children.shows that movements of the
children older than 4 years old(S—3.
henceforth) are relarkably different
from the movements of children
younger than four (S-4. henceforth).
and we should notice that the for-
mer's behavior is very much like the
behaviors of the normal adult (8-2)
and of the patient's (S-l's) right
hand and the latter’s one is exactly
the same as the movement of the pa-
tient‘s left hand. In other words.
younger children (8-4). Just like
S-l's left hand. can synchronize
their tapping with the fast rhythm
of 250ms lBl, but they cannot follow
the slow tempos of 500 and 1000ms
lBls. In this connection. we should
notice that. according to Krashen.
the lateralization of the brain must
be established at abou the age_of
five[6].’ ' 5



‚1451| 3 T-pplng by 111| rlght hand of chlldre
( All are rich! lnnders ) .

hrnl l-l-r-bnl lnurw-ls
In tenu:

(A) -. l ' SI) SID/A r

0:0 1000-s 25 1005.0 10.0 19.0 -0.15
- 500|: 00 500.1 25.1 12.3. -0.02

(fen-II) 250-.- 10 253.4 20.0 20.0 60.13

5:10 1000“ 13 1050.5 122.2 00.0 '0.00
500|: 45 433.2 52.0 20.0 '0.33

(nle) 250|: 43 001.3 31.5 31.5 00.01

4:2 _ 1000.4 50 831.2 340.I 05.2_ -0.02
500|: 30 413.0 21.2 15.0 '0.29

(n10) 250|: 10 010.0 24.0 24.0 00.51

323 1000" 04 501.4 333.2- 03.3 00.34
500|! 10 440.0 112.0 50.0 00.01

(fenle) 250|: 01 204.5 25.1 25.1 00.41

3:4 A 1000-s 50 001.4 054.1 00.1 '0.03
500|: 10 431.1 103.0 54.5 00.32

(III!) 250-: 53 210.0 31.2 31.2 00.00

2:0 1000" 22 411.1 301.3 15.5 00.32
500" 50 410.0 01.0 40.5 00.00

(Illa) 250-- 00 040.0 30.2 30.2 00.04

124 1000" 11 100.5 210.4 54.5
(Ye-lie) 500|: 10 400.1150.1 19.4

(1M l|n hand love-en- |r| un i-u || m. ruht
hand -owe-enl-.)'

Autocorrelation a-ong adjacent
1813 (r) was then calculated for all
the response data of Tables 1. 2 and
3 (sec the right colu-n of each
table) and negative correlations (r=
0.2'~0.6) were found a-ong the adja-
cent lBls in the slow response beats
(fitted to 500 and 1000 -s) by S-2
(Table 1). S-3 (Table 3) and by the
right hand of 8-1 (Table 2). but we
could not find any negative autocor-
relations in any of the responses of
the children younger than 4 years
old (8-4) and the patient's (S-l's)
left hands who produce only rapid
responses even to slow sti-uli like
500 or 1000 -s.None of the subjects'
response beats to the rapid 250-5
sti-ulus.on the other hand. produced
any negative correlations.

All these lean that. as suggested
by Hibi who did his experi-ent by
letting subjects say ”pa—pa-pa--”
instead of tappingIl]. the nor-a1
adults including the children older
than 4 years old usually use ong0r
ing. analytic (prediction-testing)
processing to the slow rhythl. but
holistic processing to the rapid
rhythl. The right hand of 8-! can
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properly process both the slow and
rapid rhyth-s correctly using either
the analytic or the holistic ap~
proach, while his left hand cannot,
nor can both hands of S-4.

The above--entioned facts suggest
that following the rapid te-pos and
following the slow ones are neuro-
psychologically different fro- each
other --- the for-er is holistic and
the latter is analytic.

3. MECHANISM 0F ECHOIC MEMORY
.Experi-ent 2

ln order to verify the above-Ien-
tioned hypothesis of two lechanis-s
in perception fro- another view-
point. the author held the following
experi-ent.which also -ade clear the
-echanis- of echoic -e-ory.
Method: Nonsense words of seven CV
(consonant and vowel) syllables such
as ’ga ta ku da do pe ki’ were pre-
pared. Mhen these words were record-
ed, the speaker(a Japanese fe-ale in
her twenties) read these words fit-
ting each syllable to each beat pro-
duced by the letrono-e with beat in-
tervals of 250. 500. and 1000-3. and
then these intervals were adjusted
so as to be rigidly spaced in these
intervals by the use of ILS (DEC
Micro Culputer PDP 11/73). By the
use of this -ethod 6 nonsense words
were -ade per each of the rhyth-ic
patterns of 250. 500. 1000-s IBls.

The -aterials were then given, in
a language laboratory. to Japanese
students(25 in nu-ber) -ajoring Eng—
lish at a wo-en's college and be-
fore they tried to write down the
nonsense words on the answer sheet.
they were requested to do si-ple
-ultiplication of two digit nu-bers
nMWfiinwmmwafia ma
had listened to each of the nonsense
words.and then soon to write the- as
well as possible. Marking was done
giving two points to each correct
answer. that is. correct recall not
only in reproduction of the syllable
but in its position in the words. As
the initially presented nonsense
word was used for exercises.the full
-ark was 70 (1X5X2) for each cate-
gory of syllable intervals.
Results: Table 4 shows the result
of the experi-ent.

Table 4

101| ||on| the state of raproductlon

syllables n î 3.0.

1000-s 25 38.4 13.2

500|: 25 38.1 12.0

250|: 25 ' 45.4 11.4

n=nulber of subjects

zsa>sao l=2.01 p<o.os
I250>1000 t=l.98 p<o.os

These tables show that the syl-
lables connected closely with short
IBIs.which are processed holistical—
1y, bring about significantly longer
retention than the slow-te-po-syl-
lable-sequences which are processed
analytically.The analytic processing
of the nonsense words and the work
of -ultiplication -ay be both cogni-
tive, and therefore the retention of .
the nonsense words was interfered by
the calculation. The holistic pro-
cessing of the closely connected
syllable sequence.on the other hand.
will be neuropsychologically differ-
ent fro- the work of lultiplication.
and it was never disturbed by the
calculation.

The -e-ory span of holistically
processed syllable sequences, howev-
er, is not so large. Miller suggests
that it light be 71:2[7]. Kohno and
Tsushi-a confir- this nu-ber by the
fact that the babbling and the one
word utterances (in total. 2448) by
a child of age one and half never
continue over 7 syllables in succes-
sion[5].

4. Conclusion
Holistic processing copes with

fast rhyth-ic condition of less than
about 300-3 1815. analytic one with
$19g__t§599§__of7 lore than about
400-s.and the te-pos between 300 and
400ns lBls lay be the threshold area
which belongs neither to holistic
nor analytic ones (cf.[1]). Whether
or not the te-pos in this area be-
long to holistic or analytic will
depend on individuals (Kohno 0 Ishi-
kawa, forthco-ing paper). Holistic
processing, which is neuropsycholog'
1cally different fro- analytic one.
will never be disturbed by the lat-
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ter,which plays an i-portant role of
analysis by synthesis' to get the

whole leaning of discourse.
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ABSTRACT
The properties of speech referred to

by the terms stress accent prominence
sonon’ty have never been defined
physically with enough precision for
descriptions of language in those terms
to be validated on the basis of “hard”
data. The basis for saying that English
bellow is trochaic and below is iambic is
simply that a consensus of “competent
observers” finds this so. What consti-
tutes competence in stress perception is
not clear, but a minimum requirement is
some degree of consistency in judging
native forms. This paper reports, for
linguistically trained listeners with and
without command of a language without
contrastive stress, Telugu, just how
consistently the location of primary
stress or prominence is reported.

1. INTRODUCTION
Phonetic-phonological discussions of

a language sometimes refer to a
property X, and sometimes to a
perceived property X. Thus, in the
phonology of the English lexicon, the
word believe may be said to have an
initial voiced element or one perceived
to be voiœd The distinction (supposing
one to be intended) implies that there is
a viable non-perceptual, i.e. physical
definition of voicing. Some properties
ascribed to speech are not of this kind;
thus, to say that the second syllable of
believe is perceived as stressed is not
different from simply asserting it to be
stressed, since there seems to be no
reliable independent acoustic basis for
defining the feature of stress [4].
Whereas we can point to a mismatch
between vorcing and perceived voicing,
we cannot similarly claim perceived
beUEVE is “really" something else.
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Most of the literature on stress takes
for granted the stress status of a
linguistic sample, and addresses itself to
the search for its physiological and/or
acoustic correlates. No doubt nearly all
linguists who speak English natively
would agree on the stressing of believe,
and the truth of the assertion about its
stressing is entirely a matter of the
degree to which it is accepted by the
community of “competent observers."
Linguistic opinion on that “community”
is not clear. Is training in phonetics and
phonology enough, or, as per Jones [2]
and Chomsky and Halle [1], must one
also have native control of the
language? Aside from the fact that few
of us explicitly disqualify ourselves as
judges of languages not our own, the
second uirement would render ques-
tionable, ' not entirely nugatory, a large
part of the literature on stress, including
that dealing in general characterizations
of languages. Presumably a minimum
requirement is a certain degree of
consistency in judging native forms, as
well as agreement with other observers
presumed to be equally or better
“qualified.” So while it is probably true
that stress rules for English are largely
the work of English-speaking linguists,
stress in other languages has certainly
not been pursued exclusively by those
with native command. Hyman [3], for
example, surveying accounts of some
444 languages, raised no question of
observers' competence by this criterion.

In Hyman's survey languages are
classified into those with contrastive
stress and those with either a fixed or
otherwise “predictable” pattern over the
word. Of several Indian languages-
rncluded in the survey a number,
including Telugu, are described as

having “dominant initial stress.” The
basis for this assessment of Telugu
seemed doubtful to [is (alflgzlgh it ha;
been reported that Te ugu s ers ten
to stress the initial syllables of English
words [5]), and the present research
was undertaken to establish a proper
empir-ical basis for a description of
stress in the language. Another purpose
of the study was to compare the
consistency of stress judgments
rendered by observers of roughly
similar levels of linguistic sophistica-
tion, but with very different levels of
competence in the language under
examination, in order to test the
proposition that a difference in language
command plays a considerable role in
determining consistency of stress
perception.

2. PROCEDURE
A list of randomly ordered di- and

trisyllabic Telugu words was recorded
by a single native speaker of the
language. Each word was pronounced
with a pitch fall on the final syllable.
There were thirty disyllables and twenty
trisyllables in the list, one token per
word. Since in Telugu both vowels and
consonants have distinctive length, and
since vowel length or syllable “weight”
are known to be factors in other
accentual systems, words chosen
included various combinations of short
and long vowels (and light and heavy
syllables). Two groups of listeners were
tested: ten Telugu-speaking graduate
students in linguistics with training in
phonetics, all with a knowledge of
English; 2) fifteen English-speaking
linguists, none with any previous
exposure to Telugu. Listeners were pro-
vided with the words in standard broad
transcription, and were asked to respond
to the recorded words, as these were
presented over a loudspeaker in a
reasonably quiet room, by marking the‘
location of primary stress, with the
option of selecting more than one as
“equally stressed.” Two responses per
word were elicited from each test
subject.

3. RESULTS
The responses by our Telugu and

English speakers are tabulated in
several ways in Figs. 1-5. From Fig. 1 it

s

4o ‚
3o

20
10

seems clear that there was no very large
difference between the two listener
groups, and that neither showed any
strong preference for selecting initial
syllables as the bearers of primary
stress. If anything, the penultimate
syllable was somewhat more often
chosen as the locus ofprimary stress.

5 Telugu English

Disg] Trisgl Disgl Trisgl
Fig.1. Telugu Word Stress

Key:l:syll l,- Izsyllz
lzsyll3; I: multiple

100 Telugu English

æ!

‘o.

40.

m. l l„J I I _ I l.
sann “man

_ Fig. 2. Disyllable Stress
' (S - short vow.;L-long vow.)



When stimulil are grouped on the gins
of their vowe compomron, as per _ gs.
2and3,itisagainclearthattherersnc

at difference between the groups.
isyllables with no long vowel are

somewhat more often reported as
trochaic, but in trisyllables with only
short vowels it is the second syllable
that is most often judged to be stressed.
Moreover, the English speakers show a
somewhat greater de of consistency
of judgment. Thus or the word types
LSS SLS SLL LLS, it is the nonnative
judgments that show higher peaks in the
distributions shown.

Telugu

20

O
SSS LS5 SLS SLL LLS SSS LSS SLS SLL LLS

Fig.3.Trisyllable Stress

The difference between responses by
Telugu speakers and non-Telugu

is also brought out by the dis—
plays in Figs. 4 and 5, which show
responses for each word individually. If
Telugu were a stress language like
English, we would expect a
distributions having the shape of step
functions, with values preponderantly
0% and 100%. Instead, we find
distributions that, particularly for the
Telugu speakers, are more continuously
variable between those extremes. These
listeners, most notably in their
responses to the trisyllables, responded
in a way that was strikingly more
random than were the non-native
judgments.
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SeconnllableStressed
Fig. 4. Judgments of

30 Disyuables

The original motivation for the exer-
cises just described was to characterize
stress or prominence patterns ‘for
Telugu, presupposing such to be univer-
sal features of speech, in order then to
procwd to a search for acoustic prop-
erties marking these patterns. To some
extent both kinds of listeners showed a
preference for locat-ing stress on the
last long vowel of a word, and that
would seem to answer our ori ' al
question. But the notable failure offline
Telugu listeners to respond as categori-
cally as the English speakers calls for
explanation, and there is little enou h
that can be mustered to account (gr
thisaspcctofourdata. We hesitateto
conclude that the greater consistency
ofJudgments by the non-Telugu speak-
ers means that they are a “better” guide
tostressinthelanguage.forthatwould

bemassumethatweslreadyknowwhat
wearetryingtofindousthetmthofthe
matter.

Telugu English
10

’ is... IIL
First syllable stressed

econd syllable stressed
5

Third syllable stressed
Fig.5. Individual Words

20 Trisyllables
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CONNECTIONIST MODELS OF SPEECH PERCEPTION
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ABSTRACT
Interactive-activation and feed-

forward connectionist models are
evaluated, tested, and compared to a pro-
cess model, the Fuzzy Logical Model of
Perception (FLMP). Empirical results
indicate that while several sources of
information simultaneously influence
speech perception, the representation of
each source remains independent of
other sources. This independence is
strong evidence against interactive
activation in speech perception.
Although some feed-forward models
with input and output layers bear some
similarity to the FLMP. there is evidence
against the additive integration that is
assumed by feed-forward models.

I. INTRODUCTION
At the Eleventh Congress of

Phonetic Sciences, I described the Fuzzy
Logical Model of Perception (FLMP).
an information processing model of _
speech perception [2]. The FLMP has
been shown to provide a good descrip-
tion of speech perception in a variety of
different experiments. The model
accounts for the evaluation and integra-
tion of multiple sources of information
in speech perception. These sources of
information include acoustic. visible,
and electrotacu'le sources of bottom-up
stimulus input, as well as top-down
sources of phonological, syntactic, and
semantic context. In the present paper,
several classes of connectionist models
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arecomparedtotheFLMP. TheFLMP
is used as a standard for judgment
because it has been shown to provide a
good description of speech
perception in a variety of different
experiments.

Evaluating different classes of
models and testing among them is a
highly involved and complex endeavor
[6]. Bach class has models that give a
reasonable description of the results of
interest. Distinguishing among models,
therefore, requires a fine-grained
analysis of the predictions and observa-
tions to determine quantitative differ-
ences in the accuracy of the models.
Preference for one class of models is
also influenced by factors other than just
goodness of fit between experiment and
theory. Some models are too powerful
and thus not falsifiable. With enough
hidden units, for example, connectionist
models can predict too many different
results [3]. Models should also help us
understand the phenomena of interest.
For example, parameters of a model
might provide illuminating dependent
measures of the information available in
speech perception and the processing of
that information. Finally, one should
take into account the parsimony of a
model. Certainly, a model should con-
tain fewer parameters than the number
of data points that it predicts. Models
which can provide a good fit to the data
With relatively few parameters should be
preferred.

2. INTERACTIVE ACTIVATION

In interactive activation models,

layers of units are connected in hierarch-

ical fashion with two-way connections

among units both within a layer and

between layers. For example, the

TRACE model of speech perception has

feature. phoneme, and word layers.

There are excitatory two-way connec-

tions between pairs of units from dif-

ferent layers and inhibitory two-way
connections between pairs of units

within the same layer. Thus, interactive

activation is based on the assumption

that the activation of a higher layer

eventually modifies the activation and

information representation at a lower

layer [7].

How might interactive activation

and the TRACE model be formulated to

predict the results of bimodal speech

perception? Given audible and visible

speech, for example. separate sets of
feature units would be associated with
the two different information sources.

Figure 1 gives a schematic representa-

tion of the auditory feature, visual
feature, and phoneme layers and the

connections between units within and
between these layers. The two layers of
feature units would both be connected to
the phoneme layer. Following the logic
of interactive activation, there would be

two-way excitatory connections between
the feature and phoneme layers (as in the

TRACE model). Presentation of audi-

tory speech would activate some units

within the auditory feature layer. These
activated units in turn would activate
certain phoneme units, which would in
turn activate units at both feature layers,
and so on during the period of interac-
tive activation. Activated units would
also inhibit other units within the same
layer.

If auditory and visual units interact
as assumed by interactive activation,
then presentation of a syllable in one
modality should influence processing of

PHONEMES

\l

///\\\

AUDITORY FEATURES VISUAL FEATURES

Figure l. Illustration of the
TRACE model applied to bimo-
dal speech perception. Two in-

put layers contain auditory and
visual feature units, respective-
ly. The third layer contains
phoneme units.- There are posi-
tive connections between two
units from different layers and
negative connection between
two units within the same layer.

the syllable in the other modality. If
interactive activation does not occur, on
the other hand, the contribution of visi-
ble speech should be independent of the
contribution of audible speech. Indepen-
dence means that the representation of

the visible speech should not be
modified by the representation of the
audible speech. The results from several

' different experiments in several different
tasks indicate that interactive activation

does not occur in bimodal speech per-

ception [2, 8]. More generally, there is

now a substantial body of evidence

against interactive activation in speech

perception [4, 5].

3. FEED-FORWARD MODELS

In contrast to interactive activation,

feed-forward models assume that activa-

tion feeds only forward. Two-layer

models have an input layer connected to
an output layer, as illustrated in Figure
2.
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Figure 2. Illustration of a con-
nectionist model (CMP) of
speech perception of four words
in Mandarin Chinese. The for-
mant structure y and (F0) con-
tour FR input units are connect-
ed to the four response units
corresponding to the four word
alternatives. Solid arrows indi-
cate connections with weight 1,
and dashed arrows indicate con-
nections with weight -1.

The feed-forward model illustrated
in Figure 2 is tested against the results of
an experimental study of the
identification of Mandarin Chinese
words [6]. There were four possible
responses in the experiment. The exper-
imental task was a graded factorial
design with seven levels of each of two
factors. The factors were the formant
structure of the vowel in the monosylla-
bic words and the fundamental fre-
quency (F0) contour (tone) during the
vowel. Mandarin Chinese is a tone
language and both of these sources of
information function to distinguish
among different words. The formant
structure was varied to make a contin-
uum of vowel sounds between/V and
/y/. (The phoneme ly/ is articulated in
the same manner as /i/‚ except with the
lips rounded.) The F0 contour varied
between falling-rising to falling during
the vowel. Six native Chinese speakers
participated for four days, giving a total
numberof48responsestoeachofthe49
test stimuli. The subjects identified each
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ofthe49teststimuliasoneoftbefom'
words.

Figure 3 gives the observed results
andthepredictionsoftheFLMPandthe
connectionist model (CMP). As can be
seeninthefigure,theCMPfailscatas-
trophically primarily because it cannot
predict a probability of a response
greaterthan.5. 'I'heFLMP,ontheother
hand, captures the results reasonably
well. 'I'hesuccessoftheFLMPisdueto
the multiplicative integration of the two
sources of information. A perfect match
of a stimulus with a given response
alternative on just one source does not
necessarily mean that this alternative
should qualify as a reasonably good
alternative. The linear integration in the
CMP. however, guarantees that a perfect
match of a response alternative with just
a single source of information will be
significantly activated even if the other
source of information mismatches the
response alternative completely.

“zum 3. Observed (points) and
predicted (lines) probability of [y]-
falling responses for the Chineae
word identification study [6]. m
1c panel gives the predictions for
the mm and the right panel gives
the predictions for the CMP.

Adufittedly. we have falsified a
very restricted implementation of the
class of feed-forward connectiouiat
models. However. we are only willing
to test models that are falsifiable.

assume that the input units are connected

to a layer of "hidden" units that are con-

nectedtoanoutputlayerofunits. Ina
theoretical and analytical report, I have
shown that models with hidden units are
superpowerful—that is. they can predict

many types of results and even results
that do not occur [3]. Because these

models can predict many results—not
just those that are empirically observed,
this superpower might be better

described as flabbyness. Therefore, one
cannot reasonably propose feed-forward
models with hidden units as testable
models of speech perception. These
models are not reasonable because they
are not falsifiable. In one case, for
example, the model is essentially assum-
ingmorethanitispredicting [l].andthe
goodperformancebythemodelinthis
situation should not be surprising.

In summary, there is evidence
against interactive activation models,
while fwd-forward models with hidden
units are not falsifiable. Feed-forward
models with input and output units can ~
be shown to be mathematically
equivalent to the FLMP in situations
with just two responses [6]. With a
larger number of responses, the FLMP
providesamoreadequatedescriptionof‘
the results than does this feed-forward
model.
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PERCEPTION OF SPECI'RALLY COMPRESSED SPEECH
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ABSTRACT
The effect of spectral compression .

and frequency transposition on the

perception of vowels and simple

sentences is examined. A

computational algorithm which can

accomplish spectral compression and

frequency transposition is presented.

Analysis of confusion data suggests that

spectral shape rather than absolute

formant frequency differences is critical

to vowel identification. The limits of

frequency transposition appear to be

determined by critical bark differences.

1.INTRODUCI‘ION
The perception of speech, and in

particular vowels, is in many respects

conditioned by both static and dynamic
cues in the speech spectrum. The
centrality of the first and second
formants in vowel identification is
generally accepted. At one level it has
been suggested that the detection of
spectral prominences (formants)
provides the necessary and sufficient
acoustic cues to the vocal tract

configuration which is associated with a
particular vowel production. This
position must be tempered somewhat
by the "speaker normalization effect"
and the range of formant values for
speakers of very different ages. Recent
:accounts of vowel perception [5,6]
suggest that an extension of the "center
lof gravity" hypothesis [1] may provide
lthe basis for the detection of vowels
[based on the notion that a given vowel
lcan be represented in terms of the.
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extent to which formant frequency

differences are greater than or less

than 3 Bark. Thus it may be a

categorical difference rather than an

absolute difference in formant

frequencies that specifies a particular

vowel.
This leads to a prediction that only

a subset of the signal processing

schemes should preserve vowel

identification and that other

transformations should lead to a
decrement in speech perception.

Specifically, any processing of the

speech spectrum which preserves the

Bark difference values distinguishing
vowels will result in adequate speech
perception. By contrast any
transformation which alters the-

distinctions marked by the Bark
difference values of the natural stimuli
should render the speech unintelligible
and perhaps alter the signal sufficiently
to make it lose its speech quality.

Such an interpretation holds that
within limits it is the spectral shape
(i.e., slope) which is the invariant cue
'to vowel identity. Thus the acoustic
cues are not necessarily formant values
associated with normal vocal tract
configurations but are rather values
which can be associated with a scaled
vocal tract. To test this general
hypothesis an algorithm for processing

.the speech spectrum was selected
which would maintain the spectral
shape but which would allow a scaling
of the spectrum (frequency

compression) and a transposition of the

spectrum (frequency shift).

2.PROCEDURE

2.1 TFT-Algorithm
A computational algorithm [2] was

used to achieve spectral compression

and frequency transposition of natural

speech samples. The TFT (Time-to-

frequency-to-time domain) algorithm

performs its manipulations of the signal

in the frequency domain. The

algorithm operates on successive

windows of n-samples. First an n-point

FFT is computed. The resultant

complex array is padded with the

spectrum of a Hamming window. An

IFFI' is then computed on the padded

array. The resultant real array is then

trimmed to the length of the original

input window. The size of the pad

relative to the size of the input window

determines the degree of compression

to be achieved. The placement of the

pad relative to the complex array

determines the degree of frequency

transposition. For a pad of a length

equal to the input window a frequency

compression to 50% of the original

spectrum is achieved; a pad three times

the length of the input window yields a

compression to 25% of the original.

Positioning the pad following the

complex array yields compression with

no frequency transposition of the

resultant spectrum. By contrast a

leading pad would achieve both

compression and an upward shift in the

frequency of the resultant spectrum. A

partitioning of the pad into a leading

and following component can yield

varying degrees of frequency

transposition based on the proportion

of the pad in the leading position.

2.2 Stimuli
Multiple tokens of natural vowels

[i,t,e,az,a,A,o,o,u,u] in the hyd

context as well as sentences from short

narrative passages were digitized and

subjected to the TFT algorithm. These

stimuli were compressed to 50% or

25% of the original and were also

frequency transposed in 5 steps from

150 Hz to 2500 Hz.

2.3 Presentation and testing of vowel

tokens.
Listeners (N=7) were given the

opportunity to explore a set of vowels

at a given compression and frequency

transposition using a listener paced

exploratory learning task in which the

listener is free to select the specific

token to be played out. The listeners

explored a given set of stimuli for a

minimum of fifteen minutes after which

the computer presented the tokens in

a random order in a closed set .

recognition paradigm.

2.4 Presentation and testing of "the

sentence tokens.

The sentence tokens were

presented in either a random order or

in short connected discourses.

Listeners (N=9) were required to write

down as much of each sentence as they

could. In addition some listeners were

presented sentences with varying

degrees of frequency transposition for

open set recognition and judgments of

speech quality and intelligibility.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Vowels.

The correct identification of vowels

was 44% in the 50% compression

condition and 81% in the ’ 50%

compression with a 150 Hz

transposition condition. These scores

represent performance which is

significantly better than chance

performance. All listeners showed a

marked improvement in the 150 Hz

transposition condition. An

Information Transfer Analysis [3]

reveals the relative information

transferred for the first three formants,

for each of the conditions. It should be

noted that in both conditions there

were comparable transfer rates for

each of the format cues.
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Table 1.
Percent Relative

Information Transferred
F1 F2 F3

50% 26 33 27
50%(+ 150Hz) 73 73 74

The best subject’s performance was
64% in the 50% compression condition
and 86% in the condition with 150 Hz
transposition. Table 2 indicates near
perfect transfer of formant information

_ in the transposed condition.

Table 2.
Best Subject Percent

Relative Information Transferred

F1 F2 F3
50% 53 51 44
50%(+ 1501-12) 92 92 93

3.2 Sentences.
Tracking was assessed in terms of

the percentage of words correctly
identified. The tracking of speech
compressed to 50% is fairly easy to do
and requires effectively no' listening
experience. Tracking 50% compressed
sentences with a 150 Hz fiequency
transposition was better than tracking
untransposed sentences. likewise
tracking of 50% compressed speech
was better than the tracking of 25%
compressed speech. As expected,
providing a context improves tracking.

Table 3.
Percent Correct Tracking

No Context Context
50% 87 99
50%(+150Hz) 97 100
25%(+150Hz) 32 67

The subjective quality of the
resultant frequency compressed speech
varies with the degree of frequency
transposition. The most natural

‘ sounding compressed tokens are those

with a minimal amount of frequency
transposition (from about 150-500 Hz).
As the frequency transposition exceeds ..
500 Hz the intelligibility and
naturalness of the tokens deteriorates. I
4.0 DISCUSSION .

The ability to identify vowels and
to track running speech which has been
frequency compressed argues that
speech perception is the consequence
of a process which is sensitive to
spectral shape rather than specific
spectral prominences which can be
associated with formants produced by
natural vocal tracts. The limitation
on this ability appears to be based on
the critical bandwidth of the auditory.I
system’s filters [7]. A linear:
transposition of the spectrum in the
frequency domain will result in a‘
greater probability of formant peaks.
falling within a single critical band. At
the extreme the signal loses any
resemblance to speech and has a
cricket-like quality. This effect is easily
predicted from the Bark difference
scores which result from linear
frequency transpositions. Using the
formant values from the TI data base.
[5] one can calculate the bark-
difference values for both natural
vowels as well as those with 50% and
25% compression and various amounts
of linear frequency transposition. (As
Figure 1 illustrates the natural
distinctions are basically maintained
with transposition of less than 650 Hz.) '

These data are consistent with the
results obtained with - frequency
transposition hearing aids which fail to
yield results better than those obtained
with simple filter circuits. The tinny
percept is perhaps similar to '
unpleasant percept reported by
cochlear implant users. This may be '
due to typical electrode insertion which
stimulates fibers associated with higher
frequencies and correspdndingly
Internal filters with wider critical
bandwidths.
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A: F2-F1
TI 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 25%

150 350 650 1250 2500

heed +
hid + +
head + +
had + + + +

herd + + + + +
huhd + + + + + + +
hahd + + + + + + + +
hod + + + + + + + +
hood + + + + +
huwd + + + +

B: F3-F2
TI 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 25%

150 350 650 1250 2500
heed + + + + + + + +
hid + + + + + + + +
head + + + + + + + +
had + + + + + + + +

herd + + + + + + + +
huhd + + + +
hahd + + +
hod + +
hood + + + + +
huwd + + + + + +

Figure 1.
Bark Difference values for vowels in the TI Data Base and for compressed
a ue trans osed versions. + indicates a diffe enc < ark
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ABSTRACT
This paper postulates an optimal
perceptual model for the tonal features
High, Low, Falling and Rising based on
proposed perceptual constraints of the
auditory system in processing tonal
movement in speech. These constraints
involve two critical issues concerning the
perception of tonal movement: namely the
relationship between perception and the
timing of tonal movement in terms of
segment boundaries, and the perceptual
primacy of level features over movement
contour features.

l. INTRODUCTION
A classic descriptive problem in tone
feature analysis concerns the division of
tones into level tones and contour tones
[l]. The principal question relating to this
problem is whether tonal features can best
be described in terms of both levels (e.g.
High, Low, Mid) and contours (e.g.
Falling, Rising) or as only levels and
combinations of levels (e.g. High + Low
instead of Falling).

This paper attempts to answer the
question in terms of an optimal perceptual
model of tonal movement categorization.
The model is based on a series of speech
perception experiments where tonal
contours were varied in relation to
segmental boundaries (see House [6] for a
full account of the experiments). Results
of the experiments indicate that actual
prtch movement is optimally perceived as
movement when it occurs during
spectrally stable portions of vowels. Pitch
movement occurring through areas of
spectral discontinuities with rapidly
shifting intensity and spectral information
(roughly corresponding to segment
boundaries) tends to be recoded in terms

of pitch levels. In the model, therefore,
tonal movement through areas of rapid
spectral change is optimally categorized as
level features while constraint conditions
must be fulfilled for tonal movement to be
optimally perceived as contour features.

2. THE MODEL
2.1. Description and Constraints
The model proposed here is an optimal
perceptual model for the tonal features
High, Low, Falling and Rising.
According to the model, tonal movement
through areas of rapid spectral change will
be optimally categorized as level features,
a falling movement as the feature W and
a rising movement as the feature High.
These basic level features High and Low
are then perceptually associated with the
vowel following the rapid spectral
changes. This perceptual recoding of
movement into level features is also seen
as a perceptual primacy of level features
over movement contour features where
level features can also be manifested
without tonal movement.

For the movement contour features
Falling and Rising to be optimally
perceived, three constraint conditions
must be fulfilled. First of all, the falling or
nsmg movement must take place through
a zone of relative spectral stability during
the vowel. Second, the beginning of the
movement must be synchronized in
relationship to vowel onset so that the
beginning of the fall or rise coincides with
an area of decreasing new spectral
rnforrnation following the rapid spectral
changes associated with the transitions
from consonant to vowel. This enables
pitch extraction of a relative pitch
frequency (high before falling and low
before nsrng) to which the perception of
pitch movement direction can be
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calibrated. Finally, the model proposes a
duration constraint which requires a vowel
duration greater than 100 milliseconds to
optimize movement feature perception.

100 milliseconds is an ad hoc value
chosen to illustrate the durational
component of the model. Relative vowel
durations vary with speech tempo and
speaking style, but the basic tennis that
longer vowel duration is associated with
movement features while shorter duration
is associated with level fainter. Based
upon the effect of duration on the
experimental results reported in [6], 100
milliseconds is a reasonable quantification
of a duration constraint.

There may also be differences between
. rises and falls in their influence on

production and perception of vowel
durations [10]. These differences could
have implications for the duration
constraint in the model. However, for the
purpose of simplicity in the model the
duration constraint is the same for both
rises and falls.

When the three constraint conditions are
met, tonal movement is optimally
categorized in terms of the movement
contour features Falling and Rising. By
implication, when the conditions are not
met, tonal movement is then optimally
categorized in terms of the level features
High and Low.

Finally, the model assumes a tonal
movement of 3 to 8 semitones per 100
milliseconds. Although the size of tonal
movement needed for the optimal
perception of movement contour features
in the context of this model has yet to be
tested experimentally, this range
corresponds to that used in the

H2

160

140

120

100

O 100 200 300 ms
Figure l. Illustration of the model applied to a
falling tonal movement through a VCV context.
The model predicts perception of the tonal featrm
High + Low in the two vowels.

experiments in [6] and in many other
experiments and models (e.g. [5], [l3] &
[15])-
2.2. Illustrations
Illustrations of the model as applied to a
mtgtypical falling fundamental frequency
contour in different segmental contexts are
snown in Figures 1—4.

In Figure I. with a VCV context and
most of the tonal movement occurring
during the consonant, the model would

' ‘ct recaläag in hams of the level
features High and Low. In this example,
none of the three movement feature
conditions is met.

Figure 2 presents a CVC context in
which only one of the three movement
feature conditions is met. Although the
falling movement does occur during
spectral stability, the beginning of the fall
occurs during spectral change and is not
synchronized with the area of decreasing
new spectral information following vowel
onset. Finally duration does not exceed
100 milliseconds. Here, the model would
predict categorization in terms of the level
feature Low.

Hz

160

140

120

100

0 100 200 300 ms

Figure 2. Illustration of the model applied to a
falling tonal movement through a CVC context.
The model predicts perception of the tonal feature
Low in the vowel.

In Figure 3, 11 VC context is presented.
Here, all three movement conditions are
met. The model would therefore predict
optimal coding in terms of the movement
feature Falling.

Finally, in Figure 4, a CV context is
presented. In this example, two of the
three movement conditions are met. Tonal
movement occms during spectral stability
in the vowel and vowel duration exceeds
100 milliseconds, but the beginning of the
tonal movement is not synchronized with
the end of maximum new spectral
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information after vowel onset. Therefore
the model would predict optimal recoding
in terms of the level feature Low.

Hz

160

140

120

100

0 100 200 300 ms
Figure 3. Illustration of the model applied to a
falling tonal movement through a VC context.
The model predicts perception of the tonal feature
Fallin in the vowel.

Hz

160‘

140

120

100

0 100 200 300 ms
Figure 4. Illustration of the model applied to a
falling tonal movement through a CV context;
The model predicts perception of the tonal feature
Low in the vowel.

In the illustrations above, a proto-
typically falling fundamental frequency
contour was used. The model would deal
with a rising contour in the same way with
the same constraint conditions applying
for optimal perception of the feature
Rising. ‘

Finally, it must be pointed out that the
model described here is preliminary and
does not claim to account for all possible
tonal contrasts as it contains only four
tonal features. More production and
perception data from various languages
could help expand the model as feature
contrast requirements in different
languages might alter the basic constraint '
conditions, especially where more features
are needed.

3. IMPLICATIONS OF THEMODEL
3.1. Pitch Perception
The main implication of the model in
terms of pitch perception theories is that it
takes into consideration the constraints
imposed on the perceptual system by the
dynamic nature of speech. In _the model.
pitch movement sensitivity IS strongly
related to the speed of spectral change. In
areas of rapid spectral change and spectral
discontinuities, sensitivity is lower. In
areas of spectral stability, sensitivity is
higher.

The model assumes spectral analysis to
be an important component in pitch
perception. The use of resolved lower
harmonics in pitch perception is also
crucial for the model. It is the disruption
and changes in the lower harmonics
brought about by spectral discontinuities
which give rise to the optimal recoding of
tonal movement into level and movement
contour features.

Thus the model supports central
processing theories of pitch perception
where a first order analysis of harmonic
frequencies is crucial (e.g. [7]). Important
to these theories is an interaction between
spectral analysis and pitch extraction. This
interaction is also crucial to the model.
3.2. Tone and Accent Features
Returning to the descriptive problem of
contour tones versus level tones, the
model clearly differentiates between
contour and level features from a
perception point of view. The model can
be used to provide a framework for the
assignment of features on a universal
level. The model also implies perceptual
primacy of levels over contours. These
perceptual constraints can be used to

, explain certain aspects of universals of
tone such as those reported by Maddieson
[11] where it is claimed that languages do
not have contour tones unless they have at
least one level tone. Thus the features
High and Low would be more
perceptually salient and more frequent
than the features Rising and Falling.

Perceptual constraints and the
synchronization between tonal movement
and segmental boundaries appear to be
important in word accent and tone
languages such as Swedish, Chinese and
Thar which make use of lexical movement
features. In these languages, tonal
production can be seen to make optimal
use of the perceptual contrast between
levels and movements by means of the
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critical timing of tonal movement (cf. [2],
[3]. [4]. & [8])-
In other languages where the use of
movement features is less clear, this type
of synchronization may not be as
important. However, data from German
[9] and English [12] seem to indicate that
level and movement features related to
critical timing and alignment of tonal
movement may play an important
perceptual role for these languages as
well.
3.3. Speech Perception Theories
An additional factor of importance for the
model is the load on the perceptual system
at vowel onset. Spectral cues at vowel
onset have been shown to be crucial for
segment perception in speech [14]. An
implication of the model could thus be
separate perceptual mechanisms for
segmental cues and tonal cues. Segmental
perception mechanisms would then favor
rapid spectral changes and discontinuities
while tonal perception mechanisms would
favor spectral stability. Following this line
of argument, Fo differences at vowel
onsets can function primarily as
discriminatory cues for consonant features
while Fo differences during spectral
stability function as cues for tonal
features. ‘

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the model presented in this paper, level
features are given perceptual priority over
movement contour features. For the
optimal perception of contour features,
constraint conditions are proposed and
illustrated. Although the details of these
constraint conditions may vary between
languages, the principles of perceptual
constraints should be applicable to many
drfferent languages on a universal level.
These principles provide a framework for
the assignment of tonal and intonational
features from a perceptual point of view.

Finally. in view of the importance of
tonal features for the overall speech
perception process, the addition of a tonal
component can be seen as a necessary
ennchment of general models and theories
of speech perception. The tonal perception
model presented here is an example of
such a tonal component.
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ABSTRACT .

An experiment concerning
the perception of the Czech
phonological duration is
described in this paper.
All Czech vowels synthesi-
zed by BY 02 synthesizer
have been used in the expe-
riment. The results have
been compared with natural
speech signals statistics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Czech phonological du-
ration has been studied
from various points of vew
/J. Chlumsky [3} . Janota
(41, s. Kala [1f/. The des
cribed experiment is aimed
at physical relevance of
Czech duration. The expe-
riment does not include wi-
der language parameters
and has been limited with
isolated words synthesized
by H? 02 peripherals /Tes-
la Electronic Research Ins-
titute in Prague/. It is '
one of the possible ways
for studying subject and it
is based upon the precise
quantity of the synthesized
speech signal.

2. PROCEDURE

A list of Czech meaningful
words has been prepared
and synthesized by KY 02.
There were two criteria for

the words preparation. All
the Czech vowel were taken

into consideration their
duration covering the range

of 30 to 240 msec with 20
msec stepping:

P
0

5
0

9

. e I

0

I
'
l
l
!

N O

The perception test has
been aimed at two specific
spheres of interest. First
there was an attempt to
define the boundary where
the phonological duration
changes the meaning of the
word: pas /"belt" with a
long vowel 'ä”/ and pas
/"passport" with short vo-
we]. "8'7.

A list of words presenting
the entire range of tempo-

ral realisation has been.
listned a evaluated both
in gradually descending
and gradually increasing
scale. Secondly there was
an attempt to determine
the relative tem oral dif-
ferences in phys cal reali-
sation of vowels, which can
be percepted by native
Czechs as phonological tem-
poral difference. Pairs of
words with temporal cont-
rast have been listened and
estimated b res ondents.
The tempera can rest was
both gradually descending

1()6

and gradually increasing in

the range of 20 to 180 msec

with stepping,of 20 msec,

for example bor - bar /200
- 40/. The pause between
the words was 1 sec and 3
sec between pairs of words.
All the synthesized Czech
words have been.tested in
such a way. There were mo-
re than 10 respondents na-
tive Czechs, involved into
perception experiment. They
were requested to write the
words. -

3. SOME RESULTS

3.1. Within the range of
temporal parameters of the
tested words the results

-cannot be regarded as a
compact value. The bounda-
ries between long and short
vowels are rather dispersed
and are percepted for va-
rious vowels as follows:

a - a : 200 - 100 msec
é - e :_170 — 70 msec
u - u‚: 180 - 60 msec
o - o : 180 - 80 msec
i — i : 150 ~ 50 msec

The percentage of boundary
identification may be pre-
sented by following data:

a - a
200 - 180 : 2,6 æ
180 - 160 : 16,0 %
160 — 140 : 56,0 æ
140 - 120 : 20,0 æ
120

- 100 : 5,3 %

é - e
170 - 150 : 2,6 æ
150

- 130 : 14,6 æ
130 - 110 : 54,6 æ
110 —. 90 : 26,6 %
90 - 70 : 1,3 æ

' - u
160 - 140 : 8,0 æ
140 - 120 : 32,0 æ
120.9 100 : 49,2 %
100 - .80 : 9,2 æ
80 - 60 : 1,3 æ

0

180 - 160 : 2,6.%
160 - 140 : 22,0 æ
140 - 120 : 40,0 æ
120 - 100 : 29,2 æ
100 - 80 : 4,0 æ

1 - 1
150 - 130 : 4,0 æ
130 - 110 : 20,0 æ
11o - 90 : 29,2 æ

90 - 7o : 44,o æ
mo - 50 z 2,64%

The Verification tests have
shown upon no significant
differences. The percentage
of identification during
two various ways of words
presentation /first‘in_gra-
dually descending scale and
then in gradually increa-

sing one/has been the same.
These data and results have
been compared.with ref.
B. Héla statistics 2].

'The results of the compari-
son have indicated upon the
narrow correlation between
the perception test results
from one side and highly
reliable statistics of
Czechs vowels lenhtg as pre

sented by prof. E; Hala
from the other side. We
shall first discuss the
temporal parameters of long
vowels.

3.2. There were no responds
which showed that the re-

sults of the listening test

were not in any way in ac-

cordance with existing
knowledge of the Czech long
vowels parameters [2]. This
remark is valuable for all
Czech long vowels. We have

not registered any word
with "long" vowel, which
exceeds the down limit of
duration valuable for long
vowels.
These results are illustra—
ted with figure 1.
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As the "short" vowels are
concerned, we have registe-
red no word with vowel,
which is longer than the up-
per limit of short vowel
statistics available in 2
- figure 2:
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The figure 2 illustrates
the correlation between the
mean values for long and f
for short Onech‘vowels on
the one hand and the most
eentrastive span of durati-
on /fron 30 to 56 S of res-
ponds/ evaluated as a boun-
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Fig. 3

::: the mean value of.
long vowels statistics
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3.3. The above discussion
covers the absolute values
of Czech vocal duration.
The relative values have
been estimated on the bases
of the second part of our
listening test, where the
pairs of two words were a-
valuated. We have gained
rather stable results sho-
wing that the spen of 100
msec is the most important
for phonological quantity
identification - figure 4:

75
100

n00 5-

‘° identification
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4. CONCLUSION

There is no simple correla-
tion between the natural
and synthetic speech signal,

neither isolated words can

simulate the real language
realisation. le have pre-
sented one of the possible

ways of problem presenta-

tion. the results may be

of interest both for na-

tural and synthetic speech

investigation.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to differentiate
between hardwired or unintended phonetic
processes and phonological or language
specific processes. Cross-linguistic data on
coarticulatory effects of nasalization across
different speech rates in American English
and Spanish were obtained. The data show
that in American English vowel
nasalization varies (inversely) with speech
rate; whereas in Spanish nasalizations has

. a constant duration across speech rates.
Spanish nasalization is modeled as a
constant additive component (dependent on
vowel height), and American English
nasalization as a multiplicative component.
It is argued that vowel nasalization in
Spanish is an unintended, vocal tract
constraint unaffected by higher-level
speaking rate effects. and that nasalization
in American English is a phonological
effect, intentionally implemented by the
speaker.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of the study is to devise a model
that can quantify and differentiate between
(1) "hardwired" phonetic processes due to
the mechanics of speech, and (ii)
phonological or language-specific
processes intentionally implemented by the
speaker. The model will be formulated on
the basis of original data on coarticulatory
effects of nasalization in Spanish and
American English.
Cross-linguistic studies using a variety of
techniquesu], [3], [5], [6] show that
lowering of the velum necessarily overlaps
the articulatory configuration of preceding
vowels and that the period of overlap
varies. across languages. In the present
_study it rs hypothesized that this variation
is due to the different nature of nasalization
m different languages. Thus, in some
languages, such as Swedish or
Spamsh,vowel nasalization seems to be an
onlrne or hard-wired phenomenon,

mechanically linked to the presence of a
nasal consonant and lay-product of the
temporal organization of motor commands;
whereas in some other languages, such as
American English, vowel nasalization is
not mechanical but intended, part of the
linguistic organization of speech motor
commands.
To differentiate between on—line and
intended nasalization an experiment was
conducted where rate of speech (i.e., time
to achieve articulatory targets) was varied
and its effects on velum movement (i.e.,
duration of vowel nasalization) were
observed for Spanish and American
English. This information will allow to
determine which portion of the vowel (the
oral or the nasalized portion) is affected
when rate of speech is varied, and it will
be possible to establish if the vowel is
articulatorily specified as oral(with
mechanical nasalization)or as nasalized.
Speech rate is an intended, higher level
adjustment. If the vowel is targeted as
nasalized, and consequently nasalization is
higher level, nasalization is expected to to
vary (inversely) with speech rate. If the
vowel is targeted as oral, nasalization will
be due to vocal tract constraints, and the
nasalized portion will not vary in different
rates of speech (or it will vary as a function
of the velocity of the articulatory gesture).

2. METHOD
Three speakers of American English and
three speakers of peninsular Spanish read a
randomized word list consisting of all
possible combinations of C1V1V2C2,
where C1: t, n; V1=i,C1; V2: i,e, O, C2=
t,n. The carrier sentence for English
speakers was "Guess _soon". The
Spanish carrier sentence was "Dos___son"
("They are two _"). The subjects were
asked to read the 24 test sentences twice at
five different speech rates: l.
overarticulated, overslow speech ("as if
talking to a deaf person who was lip
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reading"), 2. careful, slow speech ("as if
reading out loud to a formal audiencelin a
big lecture hall"), 3. normal conversational
speech, 4. fast speech, 5. underarticulated,
overfast speech ("as fast as you possibly
can"). The four most equidistant speech
rates were studied for every speaker.
To track the time-varying positions of the
velum a Nasograph (see [7] for a
description) was inserted into the subjects'
nasal cavity and pharynx and the traces of
velopharyngeal port opening/closing and
acoustic waveform were obtained on a
Siemens Oscillomink chart recording
device in the standard way [3], [7].
Measurements of vowel duration and
tinting of soft palate lowering before nasal
consonants were done in [thVVN]
sequences. The measurements of vowel
duration were done 1) for the aspiration
period [b], 2) for V1, and 3) for V2. The
method used in determining onset of velum
lowering was to consider movement to
begin at the time when the velocity
function (slope) crosses a noise band
(defined as 10% of the highest peak
velocities of the velar movement gestures
for each speaker) around zero. For
multistage velar gestures- usually those
involving a low vowel- the first lowering
gesture exceeded the noise band and,
consequently, velum lowering due to
vowel height was included in all cases.
Measurements were done by hand on
Osciloming traces.

3. RESULTS
The results for the measurements for
American English are presented in Figs. 1
and 2, which show the mean duration of
the oral and nasalized portion of the vowel
sequence (including the aspiration period)
for [iV] and [aV] sequences respectively.
The onset of velic lowering is marked 0 on
the abscissa and segments appearing right
of 0 are the nasalized portions of the vowel
sequence. Varying speech rates appear on
the ordinate. Speech rate was plotted by
determining the average duration for the
vowel sequences. The oral portion of the
[hVV]English sequences in Figs. 1 and 2
corresponds to the aspiration period as
obtained from the acoustic waveform
(mean oral portion for speaker JJ=
59.9ms, AV=52.3ms, MN= 49.7ms;
mean aspiration period for speaker JJ=
58.3ms, AV=61.5ms, MN=49.8ms).
Furthermore, in some cases velic lowering
begins during the aspiration period.
resulting in a nasalized aspiration,[fi]. This
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indicates that in American English the
voiced portion of the vowel sequence is
completely nasalized.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the results for
Spanish. It can be observed that the
nasalization period in Spanish shows a
roughly constant duration across different
speech rates. Only in the fastest speech
rates some speakers (MI [iV]; PR [iV];
lR[iV], [aV]) succeed in reducing the
nasalized portion. This indicates that under
unusually fast speech conditions speakers
might increase the velocity of the velic
lowering movement. -
Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows a
longer nasalization period for [aV]
sequences than for [W] sequences. It
seems reasonable to suggest that
nasalization has a constant duration in both
cases and that differences are due to further
low-level adjustements due to vowel height
[1], [6], [7]. The fact that for [W]
sequences the constant nasalized period (k)
across speech rates for the different
speakers (MI, k=91.6ms; PR,
k=124.3ms; JR, k=97.6ms) is longer than
the minimum transitional period (40ms for
[ii] sequences) is due to the fact that the
computed k value is the mean of the values
for different V2. This indicates that the
height of V2 also has an effect on velum
lowering which is presently under study.
This effect is less evident for [aV]
sequences.
To sum up, the results in Figs. 3 and 4
suggest that nasalization is a constant value
across speech rates, and that the oral
portion of the vowel varies inversely as a
function of speech rate. Thus, Spanish
vowels can be said to be targeted as oral
and nasalization is the result of a
physiological time constraint.

4. MODELING NASALIZATION
IN AMERICAN ENGLISH AND
SPANISH.
In American English vowel sequences
followed by a nasal are nasalized
throughout. Thus vowel nasalization can
be modeled as a multiplicative effect
(multiplied by a factor of 1):
a=d
where a equals the nasalized portion, and d
equals the total duration of the vowel
sequence (excluding aspiration).
In peninsular Spanish the nasalized portion
can be modeled as a constant value (k)
which depends on the height of V1 (v)
(and possibly V2). The oral portion can be

1
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modeled as the vowel's duration minus
k(v):
a=k(v)
b=d-k(v)
where a equals the nasalized portion of the
vowel; k (v) equals a constant value
(incompressible beyond 40 ms) which
depends on the height of V1 (and V2); b
equals the oral portion of the vowel, and d
equals the total duration of the vowel
sequence. Thus, vowel nasalization in
Spanish can be modeled as a constant
which is added to vowel duration after
speaking rate effects have applied.
The working of the model for observed vs
predicted values is currently under study.

5. DISCUSSION
The fact that nasalization in Spanish is an
additive constant number of milliseconds
indicates that it may take k(v)ms to
establish the articulatory configuration for
the nasal consonant. Thus, nasalization in
Spanish can be considered as an
unintended harwired effect which is added
to higher level adjustments such as
speaking rate. If speakers were using
vowel nasalization distinctively one would
expect that the nasalizcd portion in one rate
of speech would differ from that in another
rate by an amount proportional to the
difference of the duration of the vowels,
rather than by a constant number of
milliseconds across all rates. This is the
case for American English. It seems
reasonable to hypothesize [2] that
multiplicative effects are phonemic and
occur prior to additive ones, which reflect
constraints of speech production. Since no
additive component was observed for
vowel nasalization in American English, it
can be deduced that nasalization does not
occur automatically but that it has achieved
the status of a phonological rule,
intentionally implemented by the speaker.
The existing models on the timing of
vowel nasalization [4], [8] do not target
velum-position for vowels, but just for
preceding and following consonants (thus,
a vowel in a [t_N] context is thoroughly
nasahzed in the transition between the two
targets). According to our data these
models are adequate for American English,
where vowels are intentionally nasalized,
but do not accurately simulate the behavior
of Sparnsh vowels in the same context .
Tins indicates that a timing model must be
language specific.

6. CONCLUSION

The universality of vowel nasalization
before nasal consonants demands an
explanation that refers to some universal
properties ofhuman beings. The transition
time in velic port opening is most likely the
origin of vowel nasaliution. However, the
same phonetic effect might be unintended
and low-level in one language (Spanish),
and it might have been phonologized, and
therefore be part of the language specific
timing instructions in another language
(American English). Moreover, the large
number of languages (e.g. French, Hindi,
Protuguese) that lose a nasal consonant
distinction only to replace it with
distinctive vowel nasalization indicates that
phonetic nasalization can be perceived and
then exploited by language users. The
different nature of the same phonetic
phenomenon proves the need to interpret
phonetic data in terms of their phonological
behavior if we are to provide an accurate
account of the hardwired and softwired
components of speech in different
languages and implement them in
automatic speech technology.
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SPIRANTISATION, CHARME ET GOUVERNEMENT :

L'IDENTITE ET LES METAMORPHOSES DE lg] EN MOORE

Georges Hérault

Université Paris 7

ABSTRACT
/g/ in moore is here analysed as a neutral
consonant contrasting with /k/ on a
privative basis. Some of its surface
realizations are understood as commanded
by governement (geminate and NC
sequences). Its spirantization with A+
adjunction is shown to be blocked by
ATR ; and its devoicing induces to set up
a contrast between "sourd/sonore" for non
neutral consonants and another between
voiced/unvoiced for the neutral ones.

l. Le mooré représenté ici est celui de
Ouagadougou tel que prononcé et analysé
par R. Kaboré [2]. La transcription des
voyelles tient compte de la suggestion de
J. Rennison [51 selon laquelle les notations
"e,o" de l'orthographe officielle renvoient
aux voyelles hautes [Lo] et "1.,u" à [e,o]
réalisés très fermés.
2. A l'initiale, [g] s‘oppose à [k]:

(1) käâ—sî ”flier"
Il gââ—sî l a:lélvider. déblayer"

ne s'y oppose p us ' eurs, par exemple
dans les suffixes:
(2) -ga "sg" (pl z -s1)

_ . -gm 'sg" (pl : -dm)
Amsr, lg/ suffixal se transforme-t—il en [k]
pour donner avec un Ig/ final de radical
une sourde géminée:

(3) pàg + gt -> pàkki "ouvrir"
Un Ig/ non initial reste [g] dans une
séquence où il impose à une nasale
préœdente de lui être hormrganique:
(4) _bin + ga -> bénga "haricots"
Un lg/ interne est spirantisé en [x]:

(5) be + ga —> bééxä “mûr"

ßmsmä "lefait d'apprendre"

sauf s'il figure dans l'emprise d'une
harmonie ATR:

(6) biig/i "e ant” sùgni "ajuster"
Devant pause, une voyelle à ton bas peut
être élidée. On trouve alors des
réalisations dévoisées (indiquées par [if
“Mime/El:
(n [madw®1 "Mme

lkäl-gm/ -> [16156, 1615;]
"sownbala"

(8) tnügü. mic] "main"
(m [Mmiwmwam wwwfl

flan-gal '> [bmtbm' 15ml

"coton"

3. Dans une analyse structurale classique,
on reconnaîtrait en (1) les phonèmes lk/ et
Iy, et de (2) à (9) la neutralisation de leur
opposition au profit d'un archiphonème
réalisé [k] en (3), [g] en (4) et (6), [5] en
(5). [si en (7), [g] en (8) et [g] ou [IJ] en
(9).Le problème resterait entier de trouver
pour l'archiphonème une définition qui
permette de comprendre le
conditionnement de ses variantes.

4: L'analyse proposée ici est fondée sur
l'intuition que l'opposition de /k/ à lg/
pourrait être considérée comme non pas
équrpollente, mais privative. Elle repose
sur la théorie des éléments phonologiques
où les vélaires sont construites sur la
voyelle "froide" v° et où les segments et
les positions auxquelles ils sont associés
entretiennent des relations de
gouvernement. lk/ sera alors conçu
comme pourvu d'un élément laryngé H'
(cordes vocales tendues) dont. l'opposé.
L', fait défaut à lg/ en mooré:
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un w lm=r°
I
1P 7°
Iw

5. Les exemples de type (3) oü l‘on
observe une gémination seront représentés
par une configuration dans laquelle un
segment est doublement associé et définit

un domaine de gouvernement (cf Kaye W
Hérault [33). Mais [g], est en l'occurrence
insuffisant : en tant que consonne neutre,
il s‘avère incapable d'assumer sa fonction

de gouverneur sans requérir l'élément H'.
Il se renforce donc en [k], passant du
statut de segment neutre non-gouvemeur à
celui de segment marqué et gouverneur:

A 'N A
I 1 l
x x x

\ I
\ I

\ I
[k]

6. Les exemples illustrés en (5)
constituent un cas de figure apparenté.
celui de séquences [in] où l‘occlusive
marque qu'elle gouverne la nasale en lui

imposant son point d'articulation.
Comment se fait-il que lg] 'suffise cette
fois comme gouverneur ? C'est qu'il a pu
trouver dans son entourage de quoi lui
permettre de satisfaire à l'obligation qui
lui est faite de gouverner : il s'est renforcé
en s'appropriant l'élément L' de la nasale:

A N A
I I I
x x x
I I .

f= In] <----- [9] =r°
1P 2P
I I
L‘ ----------> L‘
I
N+

7. L‘analyse prédit ainsi que le mooré fait
usage de deux sons [g] distincts, l'un
neutre et non—gouverneur, et l'autre
gouverneur car pourvu d'un élément de
voisement L'. La prédiction se confirme si
l'on compare les tracés figl, [bîîgÂ], et fig
2, [bénga], ci-dessous: seul le second
témoigne d'une vibration laryngienne
importante caractérisée par le
renforcement notoire des harmoniques et
par le suivi des formants.
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8. La vélaire reste dans sa réalisation
d'occlusive neutre, cf (5), [biîgÂ],
lorsqu‘elle se trouve sous un pont
d'harmonie ATR, harmonie qui n'est
déclenchée en mooré que par les voyelles
hautes [i, u, 1. ü]. Mais dans tous les
autres cas où elle n'est ni initiale ni
gouverneur, elle se spirantise en [a],
devenant donc du même coup uvulaire. Si
elle était restée vélaire, la spirante aurait
été représentée par la seule voyelle froide
en position non-nucléaire. Mais sa
localisation a été abaissée jusqu'à la zone
uvulaire, manifestant ainsi l'adjonction de
l'élément A+ en tant qu'opérateur et
fonctionnant en quelque sorte comme un
schwa consonantique:

[K] = V°

A+

Il est particulièrement important de relever
que le mooré fonctionne avec une
propagation de A4“ tout aussi
contraignante que celle de l'élément ATR
et en relation d'exclusion mutuelle avec
elle. L'harmonie en A+ n‘est déclenchée
que par un segment [a] final de mot (donc
par A+ tête) et seulement en l‘absence
d'harmonie ATR : c'est elle qui, en (4)
transforme [bin + gal en [béngà] et lkô +
gal, "liquide". ”aqueux”, en [kwààrrä].
Les contextes où lg] non-gouverneur se
spirantise en s'adjoignant A+ (même en
l'absence de cet élément dans son
entourage, cf "lefait d'apprendre" en (5))
connaissent donc la même interdiction de
le faire en présence d'harmonie ATR. On
fait ainsi ressortir que, (a) une harmonie
ATR qui s‘instaure de noyau à noyau
n'est pas sans incidence sur la consonne
qui les sépare puisque /g/ y est ici
sensible; et (b), l'antinomie de A+ et
d‘ATR se confirme, jusque dans la
spirantisation autorisée/exclue de la
consonne.

9. Le problème, majeur, qui reste en
suspens, a trait au voisement: comment,
s'ils sont des segments neutres (sans L').
[g] et [x] peuvent-ils se dévoiser en (7) et
(8)? Sa solution passe par la
reconnaissance d'une distinction
fondamentale à laquelle il est souvent fait
référence (de manière assez trompeuse)

sous les tenues de voisement spontané et
de voisement phonologique, ce qui laisse
entendre que le voisement spontané ne
serait pas phonologique. Nous voulons
démontrer que le voisement dit spontané,
s'il n'est peut-être pas inscrit dans la
structure en éléments des segments
concernés. n'en est pas pour autant non-
phonologique.

10. Appelons "sourd" le segment lkl que
la présence de H' rend gouverneur, et
”sonore" le segment [g] que L' rend
également gouverneur. Les cas restants
sont ceux où le segment n'est pas
gouverneur: il apparaît sous ses variantes
[g] et [K] que nous dirons "voisées" et [gl
et [r1] que nous dirons "non-voisées".
Ces deux paires de variantes sont en
distribution complémentaire : les voise’es
apparaissent en position .d'attaques
gouvernées (par un noyau plein, identifié)
et les non-voisées en position d'attaques
non-gouvernées (car leur noyau est vide
et final). Deux interprétations sont alors
envisageables.

La première consiste à dire que la
distinction de voisement n'a pas à être
inscrite dans la constitution interne des
segments : elle est entièrement déductible
du gouvernement ou non de l'attaque par
son noyau.

La seconde consiste à dire que le
voisement du segment d'attaque est un
caractère transmis par le segment
nucléaire, et qu'il n'y a absence de
transmission qu'en l‘absence de segment
nucléaire. Il faudrait alors reconnaître
que, même dans le cas non—marqué où les
voyelles ne font jouer aucune distinction
de voisement, elles comportent un
élément de voisement spécifique, et
distinct de H' et de L'.

ll. Quelle que soit l'interprétation
choisre, les exemples (9) montrent que la
distinction entre "voisée" et "sonore"
s'impose : bien qu'appartenant à une
attaque non-gouvernée, [g] reste
gouverneur et donc sonore dans [béng]
ou [long], quand il ne va pas jusqu'à
prendre à la nasale, non pas seulement
son L-, mais la totalité de ses éléments
pour donner ou [bénrJ] ou [long].

12. Au total, la répartition des différentes
métamorphoses de Ig/ en mooré semble
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indiquer qu'il faille reconnaître comme
distincts: .

-des segments sourds, construits
avec H‘ (ici [k]). _

-des segments sonores, construits
avec L‘ (ici [g] gouverneur d'une nasale).

odes segments neutres. construits
sans aucun des deux éléments laryngés,
et qui selon leur contexte d'apparition, se
réalisent comme voisés, (ici [g]ou [a]),
ou comme non-voisés, (ici [g] ou [15]).

13. Généralisations:
(a) Les cas de neutralisation du

voisement des occlusives finales dans des
langues telles que l'allemand pourraient
être l'indice du fait que leur série dite
sonore serait en fait, comme en mooré,

une série neutre, non—marquée,
s'opposant à une série de sourdes
marquées par l'élément H“.

(b) La neutralisation du voisement
des obstruentes dans les langues qui,
comme le mahou, n'admettent que des
sonores après consonne nasale, (cf 6a
kwà, "derrière un cabri,” mais sôr)
gwà, "derrière une gazelle, " Bamba [11)
pourrait être l'indice du fait que leur série
dite sourde serait en fait, contrairement au
mooré, une série neutre, non-marquée,

s'opposant à une série de sonores
marquées par l'élément L'.

(c) Dans des langues comme le
coréen, où les occlusives de la série
neutre prennent à l'intervocalique une
variante voisée, (/koki/ -> [kogi],
"viande," ) il pourrait s'agir d'un
voisement comparable à celui de la vélaire
neutre du mooré (mais répondant à un
conditionnement différent) sans qu‘ait à
intervenir l'élément L‘.
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ABOUT THE PHONETICS I PHONEMICS INTERFACE:
THE CASE OF KHIOL STRESS.
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ABSTRACT.
This paper explores the interface between
phonetics and phonology In the domain of
stress. Stress position in Kriyol is not directly
predictable from the physical parameters( to. l
& duration) affecting the syllable. It is s hown
however that normalizing function can be
devised such that a neuronal network with no
hidden units will learn it after only 5 trials. The
network is then able to predict stress position
70% of the cases.

1. PHONETICS vs. PHONEMICS
1.1. The two approaches to stress.
There are two approaches to stress,
phonetical and phonemical, which are not
always easy to reconcile. Indeed, the
phonemical approach implies that it must be
possible to uncover regular or nearly regular
stress patterns, which consist in the
recurrence of stress on the same location for
at least a lexical class. The phonemical
standpoint is thus intrinsically discontinuous,
as it should be. According to the phonetical
approach, on the other hand, stress is a
prominence that is achieved through one
syllable being maximally intense. and/or
maximally high. and/or maximally long,
depending on the language under
consideration. Phonetic stress is thus the
result of the continuous variation of three,
now parallel, now divergent, scales. Hence,
there does not have to be, and actually there
rarely is an immediate correspondence
between both analyses.
The traditional phonological practice has
been to deal with, or to eschew, this difficulty
in either one of two ways: either to start with
the phonemical pattern - after all one knows
or may know by asking native speakers
“where stress is" - and try to see which
physical parameters most comribute to it; or
to start with an instrumental study of the
physical parameters, and try to abstract stress
from them. This exclusive reliance on one or
the other strategy can only be fruitful,
however. in those languages which exhibit a

regular correspondence between the
continuous variation of at least one of the
physical parameters, and the position of
stress.
Asserting that this situation ought to be the
normal state of affairs is an unwarranted
preconception. We will show that the
evidence of one language, Kriyol. at least
demonstrates that it is not an obligatory state
of affairs.
If this is so, the possibility of matching the
models and the reality is at stake. One may
renounce it and remain content with the by
and large dominant separation of phonemic
theory (phonology) and phonetic studies.
But one may also consider that the match
should exist, which then implies a serious
exploration of the phonemics-phonetics
interface. That there is such an interface
proceeds from the necessary. we think.
assumption that phonemics and phonetics
ultimately address the same object, viz. the
sound face of language, at different levels of
abstraction.

1.2. Presentlng the language
Kriyol is a Portuguese based creole language
spoken in Guiné-Bissau and Casamance. A
number of studies have been devoted to its
syntax (see in particular Wilson 1962; Kihm
1980). Kriyol phonOIOQY. in constrast, is
poorly studied yet (see Wilson 1962; Mboj
1979; Kihm 1986). The suprasegmentals, in
particular, have only been cursorily
considered. Kihm and Laks (1989a) is a first
attempt, where we established that Kriyol is to
be analysed as a stress language, like its
lexifier Portuguese and like, or so it seems.
the Atlantic languages (Manjaku, Balanta.
Diola, possibly Wolol) that constitute both its
substratum and its adstratum.

1.3. The experlmental settlng.
The study was conducted using a sizeable
data base of nearly 400 forms, lexical items
and phrases. The forms were chosen so they
would constitute a representative sample of
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the lexicon in terms of (a) stress patterns; (b)

number of syllables; (c) syntactic category

and type of construction; (d) origin (Creole,

Portuguese, or African). Each form was

repeated twice consecutively by a native

speaker (25, male), recorded. and run

through a computerized melody analyser

(Philippe Martin's analyser available at the

UFRLinguistique in Paris7 University). We

thus obtained the value of the relevant

parameters intensity (db). pitch (hz). and

duration (cs) for each syllable.

1.4. The problem.
The gross result of this work was that it is

sometimes possible, but very often
impossible to observe a regular

' correspondence between the relative values
of the parameters and the location of the
stressed syllable which is always intuitively
clear. Consider the following examples (the
stressed vowel is capitalized ):

(1)kansera ‘fatigue' kan sE ra
(2nd occ.) db 29 35 24

hz 1 04 1 19 85
cs 17 30 19

(2)kansera 'Iatigue' kan sE ra
(1st occ.) db 34 40 30

hz 138 1 21 132
cs 23 35 24

3)nobresa 'youth' no brE sa
db 33 38 30
hz 107 118 134
cs 17 18 21

In (1). all three parameters converge at their
maximal value on the location of the stressed
syllable, we designate this schema as [111].
This is by no means the most frequent
schema. though. The remainder of cases is
distributed among the other schemata, [101]
(fit of db and cs, but not hz with the stressed
syllable) as in (2), or [100] (fit of db only) as in
(3). One even finds cases where the
stressed syllable is neither more intense. nor
higher, nor longer (schema [000]). Moreover.
(1) vs. (2) shows that the same. identically
stressed form may be assigned to different
schemata when repeated at a few seconds
interval by the same speaker. This confirms
the fact that the variation is tmly inherent. and
cannot be explained away by the phonetic
environment, or at least by any regularly
recurring component of this environment.
How shall we reconcile such an extreme
phonetic variation with the regular phonemic
stress patterns that are part of the native
speaker's knowledge of his/her language?
(By this, we‘ mean the native speaker's
perceptive ability to reconstruct discrete

patterns out of a continuous. relatively
chaotic sound input. as well as his/her
productive ability to embody these patterns
into an equally cominuous, relatively chaotic
phonic output.) What interface may be
shared by two so widely divergent objects?
Before we try and answer this question. a
more detailed presentation of the phonemics
and phonetics of Kriyol is in order.

2. A PHONEMIC VIEW OF KRIYOL
STRESS.
Although we tested both lexical items and
phrases (NPs and sentences), only the
former are considered in this study. Stress
patterns in Kriyol are distributed according to
the lexical category of the item. The following
set of mies covers almost all cases:

(4)(a) Nouns and adjectives are
stressed on the ultimate syllable it it is heavy

. (e.g. kacur 'dog'lka‘curl). on the penultimate
syllable otherwise (e.g.tabanka 'village‘
lta'bankal. bonitu 'nice‘ Ibo'nitul).

(b) Verbs are stressed on the final syllable
(e.g.rispundi 'to answer Irispundi‘l, mistura
‘to mix'lmistura‘l).

3. A PHONETlc VIEW.
As already indicated. three physical
parameters contribute to stress, viz. intensity
(db). pitch (hz). and duration (cs). None of
them in isolation is sufficient to account for
the location of stress in a given item. We
therefore decided to consider all three of
them simultaneously. which led us to the
mentioned observation that it is only in a
minority of cases that the maximal values on
each line fall down in a neat column
supporting the stressed syllable as in (1).
What we have in mind is a quasi-
autosegmental framework such as parameter
values supported by three autosegmental
tiers are anchored to a skeletal line made of
slots. Time synchronization of the different
tiers will ensure that asocialion lines do not
cross. Actually, all the logically possible
mismatches are attested. resulting in 8
categories or schemata, [111], [110], [101],
[011], [100]. [010], [001], and [000]. All
possibilities are thus realized, from maximal
contribution of all three parameters ([111]) to
apparently no contribution at all ([000]).The
figure below gives the distribution of all
schemata.
(a) [111] 23.60% (b)[1XX] 66.29%

[110] 6.37% (c)[x1X] 42.70%
[101] 20.22% (d)[XX1] 59.93%
[011] 7.12%
(100] 16.10%
[010] 5.62%
[001] 8.99%
[000] 11.99%
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4. PHONEMICS AND PHONETICS
COMPARED.
There is therefore no overall one—to-one
correlation between the phonetic facts and
the phonemic stress patterns. (Recall that our
schemata are tokens. whereas stress
pattems are types.) Actually. such a mismatch
is expected. Indeed. stress is a clear-cut
phenomenon that may be expressed as
discrete values. eg. (for one-stress
languages) 1 and 0. Phonetic parameters. on
the other hand. are cominuous scales that
vary in an unpredictable (if not
unaccountable) fashion each time a particular
utterance occurs. it is standard practice to
dismiss this variation as non- linguistic by
considering it in the same way as pure
individual variation in loudness. highness.
and duration. We contend that. by so doing.
one denies oneself the opportunity of
showing that phonemic: (what the speaker-
hearer knows) and phonetics (what slhe
effectively produces or perceives) have
anything in common. as it seems obvious that
they should.
We assume. then. that both the phonemic
patterns and the phonetic facts are faithful
images of the phonological reality of the
lexical items. which means that one can start
from either one or from both. following a top-
boftom or bottom—top procedure. and
converge onto an imerlace. Note in passing
that such a procedure is the only one that is
really sale and fmitful with unknown or poorly
known languages. Kriyol being an instance of
the latter category. The problem is therefore
to find an integration principle for the
phonetic parameters allowing this interface of
a discrete and a continuous domain to stand.
Let us state our general hypothesis first. We
assume that stress as it patterns
phonemically represents the best possible
compromise of the actual values of the three
phonetic parameters. By "best possible
compromise'. we mean to say that those
actual values are computed each time they
are realized. resulting in a phonetic figure (in
the Gestalt sense of the term) that can be
matched against the stress pattern. This is
the integration mentioned above. The
matching is atways approximate. sometimes
quite good. sometimes very bad. but it is an
integral part of stress as a phenomenon
which associates two types of prominence.
one cognitive and absolute. the other
physical and relative.

5. A PRACTICAL SOLUTION
The first step consists in normalizing the
parameter values. so that the difference
between the lower and the higher values is
maximized. Our procedure was to map the

indeterminate scale of real variation onto a
[0...1] scale, using the following fomiula:

(5) Normalization formula for the phonetic
parameters: Let P be a phonetic parameter. x
a real value of this parameter. and y a
normalized value. x <epsilon> (a....b). where.
(a,...b) is the set of the possible values of the
parameter: y <epsilon> (a'....b'} where
(a'....b') is the set of the normalized values of
the parameter. The general formula is then:
Y=f(Xl=a'+(Xb)((b'-a')/(t>a))
For each particular occurence of a lexical
item. there is a maximal value of P x max and a
m'nimal value of P x m'n . As we chose (0....1)
as the set of values for y. y max and y min
equal respectively 1 and 0. Given this. the
general formula rewrites as: y:f(x)=0+(x-
xmin)((1)/(xmax-xmin))

Data are not modified by the normalization.
which is no more than a quasi—optical means
of focussing on the regularity that is
embedded in the data. Let us apply this
fonrula to the examples in (1-3). The result is
given below (normalized values are on the
right):

(6) kansera (2nd occurence)
kan sE ra

clb 29 35 24 0.45 1 0
hz 104 119 85 0.551 0
cs 17 30 19 0 1 0.15

(7) kansera (1 st ocwrence)
kan sE ra

db 34 40 30 0.401 0
hz 138 121 132 1 o 0.64
cs 23 35 24 0 1 0.08

(8) nobresa
no brE sa

db 33 38 30 0.37 1 0
hz 107 118 134 0 0.401
cs 17 18 21 0 025 1

The problem is now to integrate the
normalized values in a way that gives us a
number series that is parallel to the stress
pattern. Two functions come to mind
immediately, the Product function and the
Sum function. Let us apply both to our
examples (the sum is renormalized by
dividing each number by the highest value in
order to obtain a [0...1) scale again):

(9) kan sE ra (2nd oœurence)
P o 1 0
S 0.33 1 0.05

(10:, kan sE ra(1st ocwrence)
0

S 0.7 1 0.36
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(11) no brE sa
P o 0.1 1
S 0.18 0.82 1

Both functions yield the right result in (9) with
a [111] item; only the sum function yields the
right result in (10), a [1011 item; finally. no
function works in (11), a [1001 item. The first
result is unsurprising and could not be
different. it is not so. however, with the two
other results. as shown by the following
tokens:

(12) lagartu 'crocodile'
gAr tu

P 0 0.5 0.3
S 0.35 1 0.52

(13) bajudas 'young girls'
ba JU das

P 0 0.6 0
S 0.7 1 0.38

In (12) and (13). both functions yield the
correct configuration. The only serious
departure is in (12) where a potential
secondary stress is assigned to the last
syllable. contrary to fact.
Actually. the difficulty lies in the significance
of the functions Product and Sum. Product
implies that a syllable that is lowest (i.e. - 0)
for at least one parameter cannot be stressed
(since n x 0 = 0). This is not true. as is
apparent in (10) where the second syllable of
kansera is stressed although it is lowest on
the hz line. Sum, on the other hand, implies
that stress results from the cumulation of the
parameter values. This again is not always the
case.

6. PROSPECTIVE SOLUTION.
Central in the present approach are the
notions of interface and of best compromise.
By interface, we mean some kind of device
for matching continuous phonetic reality with
discontinuous phonemic representations.
Here. we only tested two instances, viz.
Product and Sum. In fact, every possible
combinatory function ought to be tested. in
accordance with the idea that. given a set of
parameters A, B. C.... and values of these
parameters a. b. c...: Best compromise -
f(a‘b‘c...).
From our data. it Is also obvious that all
parameters do not contribute equally to the
final matching. Actually. we think that only by
assugmng each parameter a specific weight.
shall we come closer to a modelization of the
notion of best compromise. Let x. y. 2... be
the weights assigned to parameters A. B.
C_.... our study has now to deal with two
different sets of unknowns: function and

relative weight. so that: Best
compromise=f(ax. by. (2...). Given this. two
secondary assumptions can be sustained:
(a) Relative parameter weights and
combinatory function are fixed. l.e. language-
specific. This roughly corresponds to the
standard typologlcal hypothesis that stress is
mainly inked to imensity. or pitch. or duration
depending on the language. ‘
(b) As our data seem to show. relative
parameter weight and combinatory function
have to be computed for each occurence.
This leads us to an lmeresting question:
What cognitive device(s) have to be assumed
in order to achieve such a computation?
Recent research has emphasized the idea
that cognitive problems are a special subset
of computational problems. It is therefore
appealing to use neuronal networks as a
modelizing tool for our problem. We will be
interested in seeing how such a network
auto-organizes to match the phonetic cues
with the stress position. and on what kind of
function it will settle. As a first step. we
designed a network including 24 input units
(i.e. 8 db. hz. and cs triplets. as 8 syllables is
the maximum length of our lexical items; with
shorter words. exceeding triplets are
clamped to 0). The output consists of 8 units.
For learning. we used the standard back-
propagation algorithm. it is worth noting that
the threshold function associated with units
can mirror the weight parameter mentioned
before. lMth only feed-forward connexlons
and no hidden units. teaming is completed
after only five examples. and the network
outputs the correct answer in more than 70%
of unleamt cases. Obviously. such a design
is too poor to efficiently cover the problem at
hand. We are currently running simulations
with constraint competition. thereby
considering triplets as non independent
figures. and having them interact to produce
the correct output. Two formal solutions are
conceivable. One is to set a row of fully
connected hidden units each of them
summing up a triplet. The other is to let the
inputs compete with each other by setting
lateral connexlons. The latter solution is time
consuming. More complex connecting
patterns have to be tested before we can
claim a neuronal network is able to find the
kind of function we are looking for. The
results obtained so far, however. show that
this is indeed a promising line of research.
leading to a cognitive bridging of the
phonetic-phonemic gap.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the first step of a
research programm. Our purpose is to
evaluate and compare production systems
with connexionist machines. The research
focuses on phonic syllabation in relation
with the graphic parsing of isolated
French words. A first implementation of
phonic/graphic hyphenation is presented.

1. PROBLEMATIQUE DE LA
SYLLABE
On sait qu'il n'existe pas un indice
phonétique clair et parfaitement
individualisé de la discontinuité
syllabique. Alors que la plupart des
modèles phonologiques récents font, à
différent niveaux d‘analyse, centralement
appel à une notion de découpe syllabique,
la phonétique propose quant à elle une
liste de paramètres partiellement
redondants et partiellement
contradictoires, dont aucun pris isolément
ne livre cette discontinuité (degré
d'aperture, tension, courbe de sonorité,
chest pulse, implosion/explosion, etc.). Il
reste que si les locuteurs peuvent faire
montre d'une intuition de découpe
syllabique d'une part, et que si les
modèles d‘explication phonologique
démontrent la pertinence de la syllabe
d'autre part, on peut se fixer pour objectif
d'expliciter, tant en production qu'en
réception, les liens entre indices
phonétiques de la syllabation et structures
phonologiques postulées. Les difficultés
évoquées étant pour partie liées au
caractère continu du signal et à la
multiplicité d'indices contradictoires, les
modèles connexionnistes constituent, à
priori, de bons candidats pour expliciter le
lren phonétique/phonologie s'agissant de
la syllabe.

La mise en oeuvre de réseaux de neurones
formels pour supporter cette analyse ne
préjuge pas d'une modélisation de la
syllabation en termes de courbes
complexes ou en termes de frontières entre
constituants. En phonologie, ces deux
approches ont été proposées. On peut
ainsi contraster, par exemple, le modèle à
segmentation de Selkirk (1982, 1984) et le
modèle à courbes de Goldsmith (1990).
Les implémentations neuromimétiques
quant à elles peuvent produire aussi bien
une segmentation du signal (Elman 1990)
qu'une intégration du signal sous forme
de courbe (Goldsmith 1990). Le choix
d'une implémentation connexionniste ne
contraint donc pas le modèle
phonologique, sous ce rapport au moins.
La question de la segmentation a
également un statut empirique. En effet, il
est non seulement nécessaire de rendre
compte de l'individualisation syllabique (à
l'aide de frontières ou de de zones
d'infiection dans des courbes) mais aussi
des phénomènes depuis longtemps relevés
d'ambisyllabicité et de multiplicité
d'analyse pour un màme mot. Soit, par
exemple, les syllabations différentes du
mot catastrophe :

(l) [ka—tas—tRof]
(2) [ka-ta—stRof] .
(3) [ka-tas—stRof] (ambisyllabicité du [5])

Les systèmes à analyse unique et à coupe
sont confrontés ici à des difficultés de
traitement qui imposent un affaiblissement
de la notion de coupe et/ou de
discontinuité. Le concept de règle, central
dans toutes les analyses de type parsing,
dort être reformulé en termes de régularités
incluant la possible existence de solutions
multiples et contradictoires.
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La reconnaissance de la notion syllabique

ne suffit pas à définir son statut. En effet,

aux analyses qui proposent une dérivabi-

lité intégrale de l'architecture syllabique et

qui postulent des algorithmes de syllaba-

tion (Anderson et Ewen 1987), on peut
opposer les analyses qui font de
l'architecture syllabique une partie. de
l'information lexicale et contestent ainsi

l'existence de tels algorithmes (Encrevé
1988, Kaye, Lowenstamm et Vergnaud
1988). Les réseaux connexionnistes peu-
vent sans doute apponer une réponse à ces
questions dans la mesure ou la notion de
dérivabilité y a un statut très différent.
L'intégration dynamique de contraintes
contradictoires et la capacité des réseaux à
prendre en compte des phénomènes conti-
nus peut permettre de produire une ana-
lyse syllabique de la chaîne en termes de
courbe ou de frontières sans pour autant
postuler des algorithmes explicites de syl-
labation (Goldsmith 1990). Dans cette
perspective, il reste à expliciter la nature
de l'information sur laquelle les réseaux
travaillent : information strictement seg-
mentale et absence d'information sylla-
bique vs. information segmentale et in-
formation syllabique minimale. Le codage
initial sur la couche d'entrée incorpore né-
cessairement cette hypothèse. Ces deux
conceptions du lexique sont toutes deux
compatibles avec une approche con-
nexionniste (approche tabula rasa de type
Elman 1990 vs. approche phylogénétique
de type Bienenstock 1990). Notre pro-
gramme de recherche vise en particulier à
tester ces deux hypothèses sur la syllaba-
tion des mots isolés en français.

2. METHODOLOGIE.
Avant même de s'interroger sur la richesse
de l'information lexicale et du codage sub-
séquent, une première difficulté doit être
levée : sur quel matériel doit s‘effectuer la
modélisation : transcription orthogra-
phique ou phonémique, transcription pho-
nétique, signal? A l'étape actuelle, une
modélisation connexionniste prenant
directement en entrée le signal digitalisé
pose_ des problèmes pratiques et
théoriques importants (constitution et taille
des corpus, taille des fichiers de données,
algorithmes de traitement du signal et de
codage, etc.). Nous avons donc choisi,
dans un premier temps de partir d'une
transcription du signal.

Les transcriptions graphiques et phoné-
tiques présentent pour notre projet les in-
convénients de linéariser et de discrétiser
le signal, et de filtrer les indices phoné—
tiques dont on peut penser qu'ils consti-
tuent les bases de la syllabation. De plus,
la transcription phonétique incorpore des
décisions implicites de syllabation préju-
diciables à l'analyse. Soit, par exemple,
les transcriptions alternatives de lier :

(4) [ljçl
(5) nue]
La transcription graphique est un peu plus
neutre sous ce rapport. Elle offre d'autre
part l'avantage d'être constituée sous
forme de corpus accessibles. Nous avons
donc choisi comme point de départ
d'appuyer nos modélisations sur un dic-
tionnaire orthographique informatisé
d'environ 90.000 formes. Deux lignes de
recherche sont poursuivies en parallèle. La
première, de type algorithmique, vise à
expliciter des règles et à les organiser sous
la forme d'un programme en C, la se-
conde vise à faire apprendre à un réseau
de neurones formels des régularités par
présentation des entrées et des sorties cor-
respondantes.

Deux niveaux d'analyse peuvent être dis-
tingués.
a. Formalisation, sur la graphie, de règles
de coupe phonique. Le sous-ensemble des
règles de coupe phonique inclus dans les
prescriptions de coupe graphique constitue
le point de départ. Ce module est pro-
gressivement enrichi par l'adjonction de
règles de coupe phonique.
b. Affaiblissement de la notion de règle et
introduction des analyses multiples pour
un màme mot. Traitement de
l'ambisyllabicité. Introduction des régu-
larités et des sous régularités.

La modélisation appuyée sur la graphie
n'est, on l'a dit, qu'un choix provisoire.
én effet, dès qu'on se propose de traiter
des phénomènes phonologiques com-
plexes mettant en jeu la continuité articula-
toire et/ou acoustique, les transcriptions
discontinues de type orthographique voire
phonétique/phonémique sont notoirement
insuffisantes. Dans une phase ultérieure, il
sera donc nécessaire de prendre en compte
directement 1e signal dans sa phase pro-
ductive et réceptive. Ceci impliquera, en
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retour des modifications considérables des
architectures connexionnistes utilisées.
L'architecture simple de réseaux à couches
'feed forward' de type PDP devra ainsi
àtre abandonnée au profit d'architectures
plus complexes incorporant en particulier
des hypothèses cognitives sur l'intégration
et la production du signal, à la manière de
ce qui a été proposé pour la vision (cf.
Bienenstock 1987). A ce niveau. la supé-
riorité de modèles aptes à traiter le continu
comme les neurones formels s'impose. ll
en est ainsi, par exemple, du traitement de
la syllabation dans des contextes de dié-
rèse/synérèse précédemment évoqués (cf.
(4) et (5)).

3 . P R l N C I P E S D E
SYLLABATION
Comme nous l'avons dit, la modélisation
d'un système expert de coupe syllabique
et la comparaison avec les performances
d'un réseau de neurones formels, travail-
lant tout deux sur une transcription gra-
phique ne constitue que la première étape
de notre projet de recherches. Ce sont les
résultats de cette première étape que nous
présentons à présent.

Au premier niveau, la syllabation est donc
assurée par un système expert qui incor—
pore les principes suivants.
a. Les digraphes sont insécables (exemple
: ph. th, rh, etc.). Les groupes graphiques
occlusive-liquide et fr/vr/fl/vl sont inse-
cables. Les géminées graphiques sont
donc considérées comme sécables mais
une re’gle tardive d'épellation assure leur
unicité et leur syllabation à l'attaque.
b. Au niveau graphique, toute coupe syl-
iatbèque laisse apparaître un noyau de syl-
a .

c. Les groupes CV ne sont jamais hétéro-
syllabiques. Ceci implémente ce qui a été
nommé "priorité à l‘attaque". La syllaba-
tion d'une ou plusieurs consonnes à la
coda est une conséquence de
l'impossibilité de les syllaber à l'attaque.
d. Les groupes ClC2 sont hétérosylla—
biques ssr. llS ne forment pas un groupe
insécable (priorité à l'attaque minimale).
e. Les groupes VlC2 sont hétérosylla-
brques sauf si C2 ne peut être en position
d'attaque (cf. b).
f: Les groupes VlV2 sont hétérosylla—
biques sr V1 et/ou V2 sont graphiquement
accentués, à l'exception des quelques
mots contenant certains groupes comme

eô, eû, oê, du groupe productif aî, et des
finales de mot Vle, Vles.
g. Sauf exceptions traitées au deuxième
niveau, notamment les très productives
synérèses sur les groupes graphiques iV2,
ainsi que les groupes eau qui ne coupent
pas. les groupes VlV2 graphiquement
inaccentués sont homosyllabiques ssi. V2
est un i ou un u graphiques. autrement ils
sont hétérosyllabiques.

Au second niveau, les coupes prédites par
le système expert sont testées manuelle-
ment et, en particulier. les ambisyllabicités
et analyses multiples sont notées. On ob-
tient ainsi la base minimale des entrées
sorties fournies au réseau.

4. IMPLEMENTATIONS DES
RESEAUX
La première implémentation est réalisée à
l'aide d'un réseau à couches avec appren-
tissage par rétropropagation de type PDP
(l'implémentation à été mise en oeuvre à
l'ENST par C. Huynh dans le cadre de
son mémoire de fin d'études). Sur la
couche d'entrée on code des caractères. La
fenàn'e contextuelle étant une fenêtre glis-
sante de 8 caractères avec test de coupe en
position 3/4, et le nombre de caractères
différents à prendre en compte étant de 43
(42 plus un symbole de fin de chaîne), la
couche d'entrée comporte 344 unités. La
couche de sortie sur laquelle est codée la
possibilité d'une coupe en position 3/4
comprend une seule cellule dont le niveau
d'activité est dans l'espace 0..1. Les ni-
veaux de sorties supérieurs ou égaux à 0.5
sont considérés comme des réponses po-
sitives. L'optimum de résultat a été atteint
avec une couche de 6 cellules cachées. La
connectivité est strictement 'feed forward'
sans inhibition bi-latérale.

L'apprentissage est réalisé sur un corpus
de 1000 mots tirés au hasard, et les tests
sont réalisés sur le dictionnaire complet de
90000 mots. Le corpus d'apprentissage
est présenté 30 fois, et au total la conver-
gence du réseau est atteinte après 45 mn
de calcul sur une station SUN 3. Avec un
corpus d'apprentissage au hasard, le
pourcentage d'erreurs est de l'ordre de
2%. Une analyse du clustering sur la
couche cachée fait apparaätre que es 6
cellules se divisent en 3 cellules cita-
trrces e_t 3 inhibitrices. Une des ellules
excrtatrrces se comporte comme n détec-
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teur typique de voyelles. On notera au
passage que y graphique est, selon les

cas, analysé comme voyelle et détecté par

cette cellule ou bien analysé comme con-
sonne. Le groupe des liquides est égale-

ment détecté par une cellule spécialisée,

mais il est de plus détecté, a un niveau
faible d‘activité, par la cellule spécralrsée
dans la détection des obstruantes. Enfin, il
apparaît que les nasales et le h graphique
sont détectés par une combinaison parti-
culière des activités excitatrices et inhibi-
trices des cellules prenant en charge les
voyelles, les liquides et les vrais con-
sonnes. Une des cellules paraît spécialisée
dans le traitement des groupes de voyelles
graphiques, spécialement lorsqu'une de
ces voyelles est accentuée.

L'analyse des erreurs et le caractère sys-
tématique et régulier d'un certain nombre
d'entre elles nous ont conduit à modifier le
protocole d'apprentissage. Le corpus
d'apprentissage de 1000 mots a ainsi été
divisé en 2 parties, les 500 premiers étant
tirés au hasard, les 500 autrcs constituant
une représentation statistique approchée
des erreurs réalisées par le réseau dans un
apprentissage strictement au hasard. On
observe alors un comportement plus sys-
tématique et plus discret des cellules de la
couche cachée. Le pourcentage d'erreurs
est inférieur à 1%, soit de l'ordre de 600
mots, dont 1/4 environ est constitué de
mots étrangers et 1/6 est constitué de
mots à combinaison de caractères particu-
lièrement rares (par exemple rhy, cz). Le
reste des erreurs est constitué par quelques
erreurs très systématiques portant sur des
groupes lexicalement productifs de type
préfixe dés + racine à h initial.

Bien que l'architecture de ce réseau
n'incorpore aucune hypothèse cognitive
ou phonologique sur la syllabation, on
remarque qu'il couvre remarquablement le
corpus des données avec un apprentissage
faible. Ceci laisse supposer d'une part
qu'une modification plus substantielle du
protocole d'apprentissage incorporant des
hypothèses sur la morphologie et la
structure du lexique, d'autre part qu'une
modification de l'architecture interne du
réseau implémentant des hypothèses pho-
nologiquesdevraient accroître encore les
performances.

Ces performances pourront être compa—
rées à celles d'un réseau traitant directe-
ment le signal en production et/ou en ré-
ception et assurant son apprentissage non
seulement par une présentation simultanée
des entrées et des sorties mais également
par une réorganisation interne de type
phylogénétique. L'architecture interne
d'un tel type de réseau devra être riche et
cognitivement pertinente. Cest dans cette
orientation que se poursuit le travail pré-
senté ici.
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ABSTRACT ' . -'
In this paper I would like to argue for the
non-existence of an underlying Ih/‚ In
final position In verbal roots which are
Iradltlonaly represented. for example. as
'noh-‘(to put) or "tah-" (to reach).
Instead. I will propose a different
syllable structure for these root forms.
justified by an analysis based on the
‘transsyllabic government' proposed by
Kaye, Lowenstamm and
Vergnaud([2],1985).

1. INTRODUCTION
Est-ce qu'il existe vraiment un 'h' en
finale de morphème en coréen? Parmi
les huit catégories grammaticales du '
coréen. on ne trouve de morphèmes
considérés comme se terminant par 'h',
soit dans la graphie (3)‚- soit dans des
explications phonologiques. que dans les
catégories 'lverbe" et 'adjectif
predicatif‘. il faut remarquer que les
études phonologiques sur le 'h' final en
coréen se sont fondées en fait sur la
graphie. Dans les études [1 .3.4,5,]. on
'falt une opposition entre. par exemple.
Inoh-l 'poser' et lpo-l 'voir‘ en
postulant un /h/ sous-jacent en finale du
morphème 'poser'. Pourquoi postule-t-
on un Ih/ abstralt qul n'apparaît jamais
seul phonétiquement sinon sous forme de
I' aspiration d'une gémlnée? II y a une
différence entre ces deux racines car on
obtient [notth a] et [poda]
respectivement. si on ajoute le suffixe
infinitif /-ta/ au radical qui ont la même
terminaison phonétique [0-]. Je vais
montrer que cette différence ne vient pas
de la présence d'un /h/ abstrait mais du
résultat d'un processus phonologique
différent d0 a Ia structure syllabique
différente des deux racines.

2. STRUCTURE SYLLABIQUE
Je propose une structure blsyllabique
pour lno-/ et une monosyllabique pour
lpo-l, qul sont deux morphèmes
phonétiquement monosyllabiques. et cette
différence doit étre marquée
Iexicalement: ‚

(I)a. Ino-l racine de 'poser‘ aura une
forme A N A N

llll
xxxx

b. /po—I racine de 'voir' aura une forme
A N.

I I
x x

Traditionnellement. dans les formes
derivées '/radical/ + l—tal', on obtenait
[th] par une métathèse de 'h+t', mais
dans mon analyse. [th] résulte d'une
insertion de l'élément q>° - qui a comme
trait [+continu], en fusion dans le
deuxième segment d'une suite de
'-C°C°-' qui est Ie résultat d'une
propagation dans un domaine de
gouvernement transsyllabique.

(2)a. Gouvernement transsyllabique
entre deux positions d'attaque[2]:
directionalite de droite a galiche
-téte a droite: A N + A N

I I
X <-- X

b. Insertion de Ip° en fusionzsi A1 + A2.
I I

X X
R“ I

0"
Insérer ¢° au segment qui
est A2 :'-CtC1' .> '-CICh1-'.
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Ceci dit. cette insertion est düe à la

nécessité d'avoir le deuxième segment

d'une suite '-C°+C°-'. aspiré. ou “tendu.

ayant donc une représentation interne

plus complexe selon les règles [de

distribution phonétique du coréen. A titre

de référence, je rappelle ci-dessous. la

représentation interne des segments

consonantiques obstruents qui sont en

opposition par leur complexnté interne

en éléments et par leur charme.

(3) les obstruentes:(il taut y ajouter les

sonantes pour compléter toute la

representation interne des consonnes)

a. neutres: X X )|( X| >|( X|

' I I
70RORa Rovo Q0

l I I l I
U°°°7° 707°

I
In

p°s° t° c°k°h°

X X X X

I I | I
7° FI° R° v°

I I I I
Uo 707970

I I I I
I° I>°I° I>°

l
O

b.aspirées

ph th ch kh

xxxxx
I I I I I
?°R°R°R°v°
I I I I I
Uo¢°?°?°?°

c.tendues

I I I I I
H'H‘H‘I°H'

IH.
p! s! ‘I clkl

Nous allons maintenant passer a l'analyse
. phonologigue en examinant des formes

inflnltlves obtenues. en ajoutant le
suffixe /-tal au radical verbal.
(4)a. lnosl + I-ta/ ->[nottha]

b/po-l + /-ta/ ->[poda]

a./no-/ + I-taI vs. b./po-l + l-tal

ANAN + AN AN + AN

I l I I I I I I I I
XXXX XX XX XX

I I \I I I I I I
no R°a po ta

I
7°

T0

i
[nottha] Ipodal
En a. il y a d'abord propagation de III au

point squelettique de l'attaque vide en

créant un domaine de gouvernement qui

va ensuite déclencher l'insertion de . En

b. il n'y a pas de processus phonologique

de ce type (autre que Ie voisement de Ia

oonsonne neutre expliqué par ailleurs).

3. DEMONSTRATIONS ET ANALYSES

On peut assurer que la deuxième

consonne doit être plus complexe dans

une suite de deux obstruentes neutres

'-C°1+C°2-'. si on se souvient qu'en

coréen. il y a un phénomène phonologique

dit de 'tensiiication' qui transforme C°2

entendue.
3.1. Aspirée vs. tendue

Comparons l'analyse des deux exemples j

suivants:

(5) a./no-/ + I—ta/ -> [nottha]

b./cap-I + /-tal -> [capt'a].

En b. à la différence de a. à la place

d‘insertion de 0°. il y a insertion de H

qui est dûe, également à la nécessité du

gouvernement transsyllabique:

a Ino-I +l-ta/vs.b. leap-I + l-tal

ANAN+AN ANAN+AN

I | I l I l I I I I l I
XXXX xx XXXX XX

II \I I III l l
no R°a ca7° R|°a

l I
7° uo 7o

f T ‚
0° H"

[nottha] [capt'a]

Mais cette fois-ci. III du suffixe a déjà

un segment concret a sa gauche. et il est

obligé de prendre le degré le plus fort

(les tendues. par leur charme négatif)

pour pouvoir gouverner Ip/ de Ia racine

verbale 'prendre'[6.7].
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(6) Insertion de I'élément H-:
si AN+ AN, C°2v>C'

I I
x x
I I
C°1 C°2

3.2. Ino-l, 'bisyllabe‘ ?
Maintenant, indépendamment de [tth].
nous allons voir s'il y a une bonne raison
pour postuler une structure bisyllabique
pour la racine /no-/ qui était
traditionnellement représentée avec un
Ih/ sous-jacent en fin de morphème. En
effet il y en a une. le phénomène de
gémination nasale: quand on associe le
suffixe de participe présent I-ninl aux
racines lno~l et /po—/‚ Ie résultat
phonétique nous montre bien que la
première doit être considérée comme
ayant deux syllabes sous-jacentes.
Comparons les deux exemples suivants:

(7) a./no-/ + /-ninl -> [nonnin]
b./po-/ + /-nin/ -> [ponin]

ANAN+ANAN A.N+ANAN
IIIIIII---I II IIII
XXXXXXXX XX XXXX
l I '\I II ll I I I
n o n in po ni n

[nonnin] [ponin]

En a, il y a propagation du segment à
la position vide ce qui provoque une
gémination de /n/. mais en b, il ne se
passe rien. Si on postule un Ih/ sous-
jacent dans le radical de /no—/. on est
obligé d'introduire une règle d'élision
dans ce contexte. Comparons encore pour
constater que nous n'aurons plus besoin
de cette règle méme si on associe un
suffixe qui commence par une voyelle:

(8) +l—ara/(suffixe imperatif).
a. /no—/ + /-ara/ ~> [noara]
b. /po-/ + /-ara/ -> [poara]

a./no-/ + /-ara/ vs. b. lpo-l + l-ara/
ANAN+ANAN AN +ANAN
||||ll|| II IIII
XXXX XXXX xx XXXX

Dans ce cas. nous avons une différence
phonologique des deux formes abstraites
mais la représentation phonétique est la
même.

3. 3. Cas des suffixes commençant par
l hl.

3.3.1. Pour un 'suffixe" commencant
par lhl (seule position d'occurrence du
segment) tel que /—ha-ta/('faire'). si le
dernier segment du morphème précédent
est une voyelle. Ih/ se maintient et se
comporte donc. comme une consonne
ordinaire. mais si le dernier segment est
une consonne. il y a gémination de la
consonne et fusion de 'h'. provoquant
l'apparition d'une géminee aspirée.

(9) + lhata/(verbe auxiliaire'faire')
a. liocul('domicile':nom) + lhata/ ->
[kacuhada] ('vivre')
b./henpok/(‘bonheur':nom) + lhatal->
[henpokkhadak'étre heureux').

a./kecu/+Ihata/ terpokl+lhatal
ANAN+ANANA.NANANAN+ANAN
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
XXXX XXX XXXXXXXX XXXX
IIII III llll III/2m
kocu hat han pov° fats

l i

9° 1'
[kocuhada] - [hegbokîñàda]

En a. lhl. qui a une existence
phonologique, se maintient phoné-
tiquement. mais en b. lh/ se trouve dans
un domaine de gouvernement
transsyllabique et comme il ne peut
gouverner un segment plus complexe. il
cède la position de gouverneur à lk/ ce
qui produit une géminée aspirée.

3.3.2. Dans le cas du suffixe causatif ou
passif, la distribution complémentaire
observée dans les études classiques
montre que l'on n'a besoin que d'une seule
forme sous-jacente à l'attaque vide l-ll.
et que les formes ailomorphiques [-hi. -
ri, —ki. -i] relevées dépendent du
contexte et mon explication par le

n o ara po a r a gouvernement transsyllabique les
[ noara l [poara] justifie bien.

1 2 8

4 . CONCLUSION
En coréen, les consonnes ne se

manifestent vraiment qu'en position

initiale. ou plus exactement. en positron

d'attaque (on y trouve les trois sérres

d'obstruentes. les sonantes et 'h'). Un

phénomène phonologique capital du

coréen est de constamment réorganiser la

structure syllabique pour avoir des

- séquences réinterprétées en suites de
syllabes ouvertes: A&N + AaN + AaN.

etc.. ce qui m'ammène à poser l'existence
de syllabes sous-jacentes vides. Mon
interprétation de 'h' va dans ce sens et un
lh/ non-initial n'existe pas: l'aspiration
transsyllabique est le résultat d'un type
de processus phonologiques que la théorie
de KLV[2] appelle: “gouvernement
transsyllabique".
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UNDERSPECIFICATION AND PHONOLOOICAL ASSIGNMENT 0F PHONETIC
STRINGS: THE CASE OF CLASSICAL MANDAIC [qen:a:] 'NEST'
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ABSTRACT
The Classical Handaic(CM)
coinage of the verb [qäna:]
'to build a nest' on the
basis of the phonologically
isolated noun [qen:a:]
'nest' poses a puzzle for
linear phonology by
implying that the underly-
ing representation of the
noun was taken to be mark-
ed Iqen7aa/ rather than un—
marked /qennaa/. However
when the situation is re—
analyzed in terms of non-
linear underspecificational
phonology the puzzle vanish-
es,the nonlinear counter-
part of /qen?aa/ turning
out to be unmarked after all.

In [7] Sanford Schane pro-
posed that a phonetic form
which is indeterminate with
respect to its phonological
structure be automatically
provided with whatever pho-
nological structure might
be determined by universal
theory to be least marked
for the phonetic string in
question.In [u] I adduced
a prima fecie counterexam-
ple from CM, which I will
briefly review here.

The CM noun [qen:a:]'nest'
had become lexically isola-
ted and hence phonologically
opaque.Though its original
phonology had been '
‘Iqennaa/,synchronically it
might just as legitimately
derive from either/qen’aa

or /qe7nea/ by assimilation
of 9 to n .In accordance
with Schane's hypothesis,
[nen:a:] should certainly re-
affiliate with its original
phonological representation
as qennaa ‚ /nn/ being pat-
ently a less marked origin of
;n:} universally than either

n9 or /°n/.But in fact the
Mandeans' subsequent coinage
of a verb 'to build a nest'
on the basis of [qen:a:]
clearly revealed that /n9
was the underlying solution:
see [b] for justification.

QED--or so I thought in
1970.However, the advent of
eutosegmental,syllabic,and
underspecificational phono-
logy(cf.specifically for this
study [1,2,3,5,6])has led to
a complete revaluation,as I
shall now show.
Taking off from the observ-

ation that /9/ was merely an
SPE-vintage abstract segment
(though historically the re-
flex of a true phonetic lar-
yngeal(*[7])or pharyngeal
(*[¢])),and should rather be
replaced synchronically by a
featurally unspecified melo-
g;£_ggi£ (7077:1et us start
With the derivation in (1).

First,melodies associate
to whatever skeletal posi-
tions are syllabically mark-
ed.Archangeli's approachEIJ
allows marking of s lleble
heads,indicated in file; by
a vertical line over an X:
and also of positions in the
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domain of a syllable head,in-
diceted by a slant line over
an X.Hence the melody g as-
sociates to the simple nucle-
us X while g associates to
the complex nucleus XX. These
associations are given in the
step (la) to (lb),making for
the short g of the stem and
the long g of the suffix.
Next,remaining melodic seg-

ments are associated with
syllabically unspecified po-
sitions in the step(lb)to(lc).

Then remaining syllabic
specifications are provided

in moving from(lc)to(1d).
This is guided in part by uni-
versal regularities,and in
part by language-specific
patterns. Thus for CM,assign-

ment 0% Onset (O) to the X
associated with is not ham-
pered by the featurel vacuity
of the latter,since Mandate-
impossible syllables would
result from any other assign-
ment.The X in question cannot
be associated leftward,since
Coda (c) adjuncts are admit-
ted only under quite restric-
ted circumstances.Neither can
the X associate rightward,
since three-more Nuclei (N)
are strictly disallowed.
Finally,an anchoring conven-

tion dictates that an unspe—
cified melody reassociate
from its skeletal position to

whatever adjacent melody the
syllabic assignments will to-
leratezto the lefthand melody
in this case,only g but not
also (righthand) g comprising
a possible Onset. ’

The derivation in (2),cor-
responding to the historical
lqennaa/ analysis,falls out
even more simply,since there
are no unspecified melodies.
Beyond that,the only notable
difference from (1) is in
step (b) to (c),where the
melody n spreads to two
tandem X's.
However,when we attempt to

apply this treatment to a

form with a second-radical b,
in(3)‚an apparent difficulty
em°r895.since the phonotactics
of the language will allow the

to assume either Codal va-
1U°a1n(3d),or Nucleic value,
1n(3d'),with the consequence
of predicting alongside cor-
rect [qen:3:],in(3e),a1so
incorrect [q1:na:]1n(3e')--
[i:]instead of[e:]following
by a rule of raising.
But this is not a difficulty

per se.lhough not considered
in [h],this is a potentially
correct result,one brought
out virtually automatically
under the Joint autosegmental-
underspecificational assump-
tions adopted here.Though
lexical "freezing“forestalls
pervasive free variation,the
overall reflexes of nouns of
this stem shape with original
2 ‘Z or 'î are pretty much
split between resolutions
like [qen:a:], and those like
the unattested alternant
‘Coi:na:].

We are now ready to consider
how the paradigmatically
isolated noun [qen:a:]'nest'
might "choose"among the likes
of (l,2,3)upon the occasion
of the Mandeans' fielding a
new paradigm to the tune of

a denominal verb 'to build a

nest'.Which of these,(1a)or
(2a)or(3a),might provide the
best suited underlying re-

presentation,sll else being

equal?
It seems to me that (la)

does, for three reasons:

{1)Both (la)and(3a)shou1d be
favored over (2a)because
each of the former contain

atria-1111.211 rootswhtch
911 hands down represent the
unmarked state of affairs in

CM and all other Semitic

languages.Thus the root in

(la) is fqnb and that in (3a)
is fobn. So-called geminate

roots,on the other hand, are

normally analyzed as
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biradical autosegmentally
see e.g.[5,6]). Thus the

root in (2a) would be the
two-radical qn.

Two factors give the edge
to (la) over (3a):
{II} First of all, (3e),as
we have seen, allows
vecilletion in phonetic
stem-shape, between a
long-consonant resolution
like [qen:a:] and a
long-vowel resolution like
§[ai:na:]. (la), on the
other hand, provides
unambiguous stem-stability,
in terms of just long-

l consonantal [qen=e:].
{111} Finally, the verb
actually coined on the basis
of (la) turns out to be
appreciably closer to the
unmarked (strong verb) canon
[050.0]. Thus [qäna2]. the
actual verb 'to build a
nest', is phonetically
closer to a strong verb
like [15Vat] 'to takeI
than would either ![qan],
corresponding to (2), or
:[ga:n], corresponding to

3 I

Thus there need be nothing
at all maverick about the
restructuring of [qen:a:]
as phonological /qenbaa/.
On the contrary, if the
analysis just proposed is
approximately correct, it
instantiates one of the
most mundane of all
analogical change types:
assimilation to the least
marked “available model--
much like Schene [7]
proposed way back in 1968
after all.
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LOW LEVEL PHONETIC IMPLEMENTATION RULES:
EVIDENCE FROM SINDHI

Paroo Nihalani

National University of Singapore

Abstract. The traditional notions of
segmental phonetic representation and
rule systems formulated in terms of
discrete operations have paid little
attention to the processes of ”phonetic
implementation” as opposed to
“physiological implementaion”. This
paper argues that some details of speech,
such as timing and cordination of
articulatory gestures, have language-
specific conditioning, and therefore
should fall within the sope of phonology.
Evidence will be provided from
implosives in Sindhi and other languages
in support of the premise, and the status
of low level phonetic implementational
phenomena in phonological theory will be
discussed.

l. INTRODUCTION
Chomsky & Halle (1968) and

Goldsmith (I980) characterize sound
contrasts on the phonological level in
terms of binary feature values. They
cons1der each feature to be both a
component at the phonological level and a
Single physical scale. Recently,
Ladefoged (1981) and Lindau and
Ladefoged (1983) have shown that
relating a feature to a single physical scale
often constitutes an oversimplified view
of featuge correlates.

_ ounds of one lan ua e ma
differ from those of anothergbefause o);
the phonetic value of the segments along
the same continuum. To take an
example, the linguistic specification that
distingmshes between [p] and [b] in
English is that they are [-voice] and
[+v01ce] respectively. The articulatory
instruction that accompanies the feature
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[+voice] is “vibrate the vocal folds". In
order to implement this instruction, a
number of articulatory instructions have
to be performed, such as keeping the
vocal folds sufficiently lax, reducing the
distance between the vocal folds, keeping
the airflow through the glottis powerful
enough to cause vibration, and
maintaining the difference between the
subglottal and supraglottal air pressure by
lowering the larynx, allowing air to
escape through a small velic opening,
and/or expanding the walls of the
phyarnx. “Vibrate the vocal folds”,
however, is the primary instruction that is
associated with the linguistic feature
[+voice], and the rest of the articulatory
gestures are ways of implementing this
instruction. Speakers of different
language backgrounds choose different
combinations of parameters for the
implementation of voicing in stops. The
phonetic implementation of these
differences is as much important as those
inhthe sound patterns. In order to illustrate
this point, I will discuss some phonetic
differences between implosives in Sindhi
and few other languages.

lmplosives have been traditionally
characterized as glottalic ingressive
sounds produced by lowering the
VibratingOglottis (Catford, 1939; Pike,
1943). [Lindau (1984, p. 152) notes that
Hausa implosives are produced with
aperiodic, inefficiently closing vocal cord
Vibrations and that there is considerable
speaker to speaker variation between
imploswes in languages, and that
languages may differ in the way that they
maintain distinction between implosives
and the corresponding plosives.
Ladeofged (1964, p.6) noted that his
Igbo implosives only produced negative

pressures 8% of the time. Ladefoged
(1971, pp. 25-26) therefore observes: “
Although these sounds may be called
implosives, in ordinary conversational
utterances air seldom flows into the
mouth when the stop closure is released.”

In this connection, Painter (1978,
p. 254) observes: .“ Despite Ladefoged's
caveat (1964, p.6) that his Igbo
implosives only produced negative
pressures 8% of the time... my
physiological data for Ga, Sindhi and
Yoruba show negative pressures most of
the time.” More recently, Nihalani
(1986) has shown that there exist natural
languages like Sindhi (spoken in India
and Pakistan) and Kalabari (spoken in
Nigeria) in which implosives do involve
an ingressive air flow in addition to the
downward displacement of the vibrating
glottis. The quantitative measurements of
the air flow dynamics run counter to
Ladefoged’s assumption that there are no
real implosives.

Ladefoged (p. c.) has commented
that Nihalani’s findings are based on his
own speech (one single speaker), and that
the aerodynamic data are collected from
citation forms. Ladefoged has valid
criticism in that we should always use
large enough sample to base our
generalizations. It is obviously crucial to
any study of this sort to have as many
speakers as practicable, in order to
increase the possibility of making
meaningful language-specific
generalisations.

The purpose of this study was to
expand the data on pressure-flow
dynamics from much larger number of
informants in order to explore
aerodynamic characteristics of implosives
in Sindhi and also to determine whether
these articulatory strategies are consistent
within a language or vary only according
to speaker-specific idiosyncracies.

2. TEST MATERIALS
Data on the intraoral pressure and

oral air flow were collected from 3
speakers (1 male and 2 females, based in
Los Angeles). A minimal pair
representing the bilabial implosive sound
positioned syllable-initially was selected.
The language informants were requested

to utter words in a carrier phrase: “hi:
.xu’ü

3. INSTRUMENTATION
The language informant speaks

into a specially constructed mouthpiece
pressed against the face, which takes the
oral air flow through calibrated resistance
so that a pressure transducer provides a
signal that is directly proportional to the
rate of air flow. If one can find a
language informant who is willing to
tolerate a nasal catheter, then it is possible
to record the pressure build up behind
stop closures anywhere in the vocal tract.
Alternatively, a simple way of obtaining
supraglottal air pressure and air flow data
on just bilabial sounds was used by
inserting a small tube between the lips.

All these parameters were
digitized along with the audio signal from
a microphone at the rate of 11000
samples/sec. Figure l is an example of
the aerodynamic data recorded in the
Phonetics Lab, UCLA. The top channel
records the audio-signal, the middle
channel represents oral air flow and the
bottom channel represents intraoral air
pressure.

4. RESULTS
Figure 1 gives the aerodynamic

record of the word [6am] ‘child’. The
closure phase in the articulation of the
implosive sound is characterized by a
straight line Q-C (channel 2) indicating
absence of air flow in either direction
through the mouth. The large periodic
fluctuations in the delimited segment R-S
on the the pressure tracing (channel 3)
reflect the vibrations of the vocal cords.
A mid-line was drawn through these
ripples by hand. The maximum pressure
was measured on the midvline. The
measurements of the Psupra were made at
the point of release of closure. Table l
presents the Peak Psupra values of the
syllable-initial implosives/explosives.

Table 1. Peak Measurements of
Supraglottal air pressure in cm H20.

b 5

HW 7.5 -2 5

Difference
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SS 6.5 -5 1.5

In the production of the implosive
[5], the vocal folds are brought together
before the larynx is lowered. Vocal folds
remain fairly tightly together throughout
the articulation so that air will not pass
through the glottis in such large volume
as to destroy the negative pressure
necessary for an implosive. Lowering of
the larynx obviously enlarges the
supraglottal cavity behind the oral closure
which results in generating negative
pressure inside the mouth. Since the
larynx lowers only after the vocal folds
are constricted, the lips brought together
and velopharyngeal port closed, the
rarefaction process in the expanding
supraglottal cavities is not affected so
much so that the air is sucked in when the
outer closure is released. These results
are typical of other female speaker as
well.

Another interesting feature was
noted consistently in the speech of both
speakers. lmplosives are produced with a
relatively short closure duration. Table 2
presents the duration of voicing in both
‘implosives’ and ‘explosives.

Table 2. Duration of voicing in ms.

b 5 Difference
HW 14 10 4
S S 12.5 9 3.5

Note that the voicing of implosives
ranges between 70% to 72% of the
corresponding explosives.

The third speaker, however,
produced implosives with a voiceless
beginning of the closure. The closure
displays highly aperiodic vibration,
whereas the voiced plosive [b] in the
speech of the third speaker has periodic
voicing vibrations during the closure
phase. So the voicelessness or
aperiodicity in the case of third speaker
may serve to keep the implosives apart
from the voiced plosive. However, the
spectrograms made from the independent
recording of the same speaker clearly
indicate presence of vocal fold activity
throughout the period of closure in the
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articulation of implosives. I don’t know
how to resolve this anomaly.

5. DISCUSSION
The aerodynamic records show in

the case of 2 out of 3 speakers that the
movement of the larynx occurs while the
vocal cords are vibrating. This
downward movement of the vibrating
glottis enlarges the supraglottal cavity
behind the closure. These vibrations are
maintained by a small amount of lung air
which is not of sufficient volume to
destroy the partial vacuum caused by the
downward laryngeal movement and thus
prevent the occurrence of suctio'
pressure. The negative pressure rangii ,-
between -2 cmH20 to -5 cmH20 was
generated in the mouth. On separation of
the articulators, the airflow was found to
be ingressive. Thus the quantitative
measurements, on the whole, confirm the
results reported earlier by Nihalani
(1986).

6. THEORETICAL ISSUES
The preceding discussion makes it

clear that Sindhi implosives show
negative pressure most of the time in
contrast to the implosives observed by
Ladefoged in which negative pressure
was produced only 8% of the time. The
first question that comes up is: Should
the linguistic characterization of
implosives be based on negative
pressure/suction, with the greater degree
of downward displacement of the larynx
being a physiological consequence of the
need to maintain the pressure difference
for suction, OR should the linguistic
characterization specify (as Ladefoged
implies) the greater displacement of the
larynx?

Suppose we took the position that
the linguistic instruction that is assoicated
with the production of implosives is
“lower the larynx”. Voiced explosives
and the implosives would then be
linguistically distinguished from each
other in that the instruction to lower the
larynx is implementational in the former
(the larynx is lowered in order to keep the
vocal folds vibrating), while it is
phonological in the latter. This
distinction in the phonological function of

the articulatory gesture of ’larynx
lowering’ is parallel to that of ‘velum
lowering’. In the production of nasal
sounds, the instruction to lower the
velum is phonological in that it is
assoicated with the feature [+nasal],
while in the production of voiced plosives
in Sindhi the lowering of the velum is
only a means of implementing the
vibration of the vocal folds (Nihalani
1975).

The distinction between the
implosives in Hausa, on the one hand,
and Sindhi, on the other, in “not having”
and “having” ingressive airflow would
then be a difference in the implementation
of the instruction to lower the larynx. In
Hausa, the oral closure is released only
when the supraglottal air pressure is
neutralized with the ambient pressure,
while in Sindhi the oral closure is
released when the supraglottal air
pressure is less than that of the
atmospheric pressure. As a result, there
is an ingressive airflow in Sindhi but not
in Hausa.

An alternative would be to hold
that the relevant phonological feature of
implosives is [+suction], which is
associated with the instruction “create an
ingressive air flow”. The lowering of the
larynx would then be a procedure for the
implementation of this instruction. That
this instruction is not actually realized in
languages like Hausa would then be
analogous to the fact that the phonological
instruction to vibrate the vocal folds fails
to apply prepausally and postpausally
during the closure period of voiced stops
in languages like English.

An interesting theoretical issue
that arises from the study of implosives in
Smdhi is the status of implementation
phenomena in phonological theory.
There has been a growing body of
literature in phonetics and phonology
during recent years arguing that some
details of speech, such as timing and
coordination of articulatory gestures,
have language-specific conditioning, and
theorefore they fall within the scope of
phonology (Ladefoged, 1980,1985;
Liberman,l983; Port, Al-Ani and Maeda,
1980; Port and Mitleb, 1983; Mohanan,
1986; Cohn, 1990; Huffman, 1990).

These processes of “phonetic
implementation” as opposed to
“physiological implementation" pose a
challenge to the traditional notions of
segmental phonetic representation and
rule systems formulated in terms of
discrete operations, and are therefore or
profound interest.

Until recently, a widely accepted
view, following Chomsky & Halle was
that phonetic implementation was
universal and this was discussed
explicitly in terms of coarticulation.
Phonetic implementation or the physical
realization of the abstract patterns
represented by the phonology was
assumed to be mechanical. As a
consequence, a phonological output was
assumed to have a unique physical
realization. It was also assumed that
phonetic differences occurred cross-
linguistically. Within this framework, the
distinction between phonetics and
phonology appeared clear-cut. Phonology
involved language-specific rules, whereas
phonetics was the universal mechanical
realization of the phonology. Since the
mapping was thought to be universal,
little attention was paid to the phonetic
implementation of phonological
representation from a linguistic point of
view. However, the more phoneticians
looked for cross-language phonetic
generalisations, the more exceptions they
found to possible universal phonetic
generalisations. Many phonetic
processess that were assumed to be
mechanical and to follow automatically
from physiological factors, on clearer
examination, turned out to demonstrate
significant differences between
languages. Differences of each language
therefore will have to be described in
terms of language-specific low level rules
of “phonetic implementation”, and these
must form part of the phonological
description of natural languages. Thus an
understanding of the mapping processes
from discrete, categorial and timelesss
phonological units to continuous
articulatory and acoustic quantitative
physical manifestations is a real central
issue in the general understanding of
phonology, and is the important goal of
linguistic phonetics.
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EVIDENCE FORFINAL DEVOICING IN GERMAN?
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
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ABSTRACT
This investigation deals with the question
of whether morpheme- and word-final
devoicing in German is a case of com-

plete or partial neutralization. Dura-
tional parameters measured from system-
atically varied utterances of two South
German speakers lead to the suggestion
that concerning vowel. occlusion and re-
lease durations. final devoicing is incom-
plete in some morphosyntactic positions.

l. INTRODUCTION
Final devoicing ('Auslautverhirtung') is
one of the standard cases for the neutra-
lization of a phonological contrast [7].
During the last ten years investigations
were undertaken to show that neutraliza-
tion of voicing in German final obstruents
is incomplete [3]. In subsequent experi-
ments ODelldd’ort [4] and PortdtODell
[6] reported that in words with under-
lying voiced stops the duration of the
preceeding vowel is significantly longer.
that ’voicing into closure' is also longer
on average. whereas occlusion and aspira-
tion are shorter in this case. Since their
results were gained in a reading task
Fourakisddverson i2] claimed that the
incompleteness of neutralization mea-
sured might be due to hypercorrection in
reading. Therefore they performed an
oral word coniugation test instead that
gave no hint in favour of an incomplete
final devoicing. Charles-Luce [i] draw
attention to the question of whether
neutralization might depend on the posi-
tion and context of the affectable word-
final obstruent in the sentence frame.
Although his results were not systematic.
in some cases of significant differences
between tmderlying voiced and voiceless
alveolars. position and context effects
could be detected. Pon&Crawford [5]

discuss the effect of speaking styles and
task conditions to approach the question
of whether incomplete neutralization is
artificial (e.g. orthographically induced)
or not. In their production experiment
they presented three words affectable
by neutralization and their counterparts
under different conditions (the words dis-
guised in sentences. the words directly
contrasted in sentences. and the words in
isolation randomly presented). Their re-
sults suggest a voiced/voiceless contrast

in the neutralization position when the
crucial word pairs were directly con-
trasted in single sentences. The contrast

they found for the isolated words in our
opinion seems to be due to the fact that
the word list was so small that Ss could
gain evidence of the experimental pur-
pose.
Considering as important the point
brought into the discussion by Charles-
Luce [l] we looked for a test design that
is (i) suitable to vary German stops sup-
posed to be affected by final devoicins
FD) systematically over the relevant

contexts and (ii) complex enough to hin-
der the Ss from recognizing the experi-
ment’s objective.

2. TEST summ. AND DESIGN
To meet both requirements in the exami-
nation of the range of neutralization in
German stops words were chosen that
allow the influence of final devoicing to
be tested in five different positions: The
final position representing the standard
case for final dcvoicing (FD), subdivided
into (1) the utterance- final and (2) the
word but not utterance- final position.
the morpheme- final but not word- final
position in compounds. subdivided into (3)
morpheme— final position with voiced and
(4) with voiceless continuation. The inter-
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vocalic position (5) was added as control
context which slnuld not be affected by

neutralization.

Therefore. words were selected which

can be arranged in pairs fullfilling the

FD condition in their rhymes and can

easily be used to build compound. with

voiced and voiceless continuation as well

as word forms with the FD- affectable

consonant in the intervocalic control

ition. Each place of articulation

labial. alveolar. velar) is represented by
three word pairs with at least two dif-

ferent nuclei. one containing vowel+lll

before the stop. All word forms are

shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Word Material
Words are arranged according to place

of articulation and position of the stop:

1.2) utterance- or word-final.
3 morpheme- final in voiced context.
4 morpheme- final in voiceless context.
5 intervocalic position

(1.2) (3) (4) (5)-
labial
Bub Biiblein Biibchen Buben
Hup l-luplaut l-lupverbot hupen

Hieb Hiebwaffe hiebfest hieben
Piep Piepmatz piepsen piepen

Kalb Kilblein K‘a'lbchen kalben
Alp Alpweide Alphorn Alpen

alveolar
Rad Radlager Radfahrer R'n'der
Rat ratios Ratschlag Rates

Ried Riedweg Riedkanal Riedes

miet Mietwagen Miet- Miete
vertrag

Wald Wald- Waldvogel Waldes
lichtung

alt Altmetall Altllöte alte

velar
Betrug Truglicht Trugschluh betriigen

Spuk Spuk- Spukschlofl spuken
mirehen

Berg Bergluft BergsteigerBerge

Werk Werk— Werks- Werke

meister fahrer

Bals Biilglein Balgtreter balgen

Kalk Kalklager Kalkfuhre kalken

In preparation of the test stinntli these
word forms were enbedded in a sentence
frame 'lch sage nochmal”. For the
utterance- final condit' ion the word
'nochmal" was omitted ("Ich sage...")
resulting in 90 test sentences (18 words
x 5 conditions).
To me that the stbjects have no
evidence of the experimental purpose
also words with fricatives. nasals or

liquids instead of the stop were used to
construct derivatives of a similar shape
andpresented in the same frames. These
sentences were read from cards contain-
ing the orthographic form of one sentence

each by two South German native spea-
kers (if/1m) three times in randomized
order.
Subjects were seated comfortably in a

chair within a soundproofed room in front

of a Neumann 11304-8 cardioid micro-
phone. The sessions were recorded on
audiotape (Telefunken M l5). The test
words were analyzed for durations] para-

meters by means of a Kay DSP Sona-

graph 5500 (wide band Bkflz). The para-
meters are the duration of the vowel. the

occlusion. the release and the word stem.

By def'mition, vowel duration is measured

from PZ-onset after the preceeding con-

sonant or consonant cluster to P2-offset

(including the liquid if present) before
the occlusion. Occlusion starts from that

point and ends at the beginning of the

release consisting of the burst and the

following aspiration (if present). If a
fricative followed the stop. then the re-

lease ends at the point with a clearly

visible change in the spectral structure

of the frication. Otherwise it ends when

no energy was visually detectable in the

sonagraph (at an input sensitivity of
45dB). Word duration is counted from
the beginning of the consonant or con-

sonant cluster which preceeds the vowel

to. the end of the release, thus covering

the word stem only.
Additionally it was registered whether

the stop was realized as voiced or voice-

less. whether the consonant following

the release was voiced or voiceless and

whether it occurred within 40 ms or

more.

3. RESULTS
Since the registration of voiced and voice-

less bursts showed that only 51.91 of the

phonologically voiced stops in the inter-
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vocalic control position were phonetical-
ly voiced and since only one case of a
phonetically voiced burst was found in
the remaining material. only durations!
parameters were statistically analyzed.
A 5x2-factorial ANOVA (5 positions and
2 phonation types) was calculated for the
durations of the word. vowel. occlusion
and release pooled over subjects. words
and places of articulation.
For the analysis morpheme- and word-
(but not utterance-) final cases were
omitted if the pause between the atop and
the following consonant was 40 ms or
more. Main effects and interactions are
shown in Tab. 2. as well as a posteriori
pair comparison results (Scheffe) for
significant main effects and simple
effects for significant interactions (a =
0.01). Position and phonation type are
always of significant influence. the inter-
action between both only for the vari-
ables occlusion and release. For word
duration the rank order of positions as
shown by the Scheffe procedure reflects
the fact that within a compound the tar-
get word stems are shorter than in the

Table 2: Analysis of variance results
PHON(1.2): Category of underlying stop
(voiceles/voiced)
POS(l,5): Stop position (utterance-final.
word-final. morpheme-final in voiced
context. morpheme-final in voiceless
context. intervocalic)

Main effects and interactin-
d.f. F p

Vowel
POS 4.464 16.638 p<0.001
PHON 1.464 11.757 .001
POSXPHON 4.464 1.478 S.208

Ocelulon
P08 - 4.464 78.292 <0.001
PHON 1.464 55.766 l‚20.001
POSXPHON 4.464 10.025 p<0.001

Release
P08 4.464 74.286 <0.001
PHON 1.464 36.017 ’p<0.001
POSxPHON 4.464 3.556 p=0.007

Word
P08 4.464 77.268 p<0.001
PHON 1.464 27.783 p<0.001
POSXPHON 4,464 0.926 p=0.449

Slqla effects within signified Has-
action

Deal-ion
PHON within
P08 l 1.422 11.348 p=0.001
P08 2 1.422 3.683 p=0.056
P08 3 1.422 2.853 p=o.o92
P08 4 1.422 3.851 p=0.050
POS 5 1.422 136.771 p<0.001 '

Releue
PHON within
POS(1 1.422 13.473 p<0.001
POS(2 1.422 6.943 p-0.009
P0823 1.422 1.493 p=0.222
P054) 1.422 o.oss p=0.770
POS(5) 1.422 33.990 ‚40.001

Sohoffoapostorbrlpalroom
(pûfilhorsinifiodnhofloots

Vowel 4 < 3 < 2 < 5 <1
x x

x x

Oeelmion 4 < 5 < 3 < 2 <1
x—x x—x

x—x

Release 4<5<3<2<l
x—x x—x

x—x

Word 4<3<5<2<1
x x x x

intervocalic control position while they
are-longer in word— and utterance- final
position. ‘lhe fact that word duration in
utterance- final position (1) is significant-
ly longer than in any other position might
at least partly be due to final lengthening
which should not occur in the other posi-
lions. On the other hand. in position (4)
bang. the only position in voiceless con-
text it ll significantly shorter than in all
positions with voiced context which are
statistically not different from one aa-
other.
S_cheffe pair comparisons for vowel thra-
tron separate the morpheme- final posi-
tion on the one hand from the utterance-
final and the control position on the other
hand. l’or occlusion and release pair
compansons show the sense «not».
Duration in word- and utteraacs- final
positions are significantly larger thn the
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others. The morpheme- final positions

differ from one another with the control

position in between. which can be ex-

plained with respect to the significant

interactions that were encountered con-

cerning occlusion and release. In both

cases the interaction is based on the pho-

nation effect which occurs as expected

for the control position and the fact that

as expected as well there is no effect of

phonation within the morpheme- final

positions. Interestingly. there is a clear

effect of phonation in the utterance- final

position and additionally in the word-

final position for releaae only (occlusion

and release are longer in the voiceless

case). The varying influence of phonation
on the occlusion and release durations in

different positions can be seen in Fig.1.

Especially. in the control position (S) the
durational differences between voiced

and voiceless stops are evident.

4. DISCUSSION
Taking the results overall. it emerges

that neutralization in final stops in
German is not simply final devoicing.

Even for the control word forms with

intervocalic non- neutralized stops
phonetic voicing plays no important role.

since only half of the realizations have
voiced releases. while the duration]

differences are distributed according to

phonation types under several conditions.

For morpheme- final positions in com-

pounds no effect of phonation type could
be found in terms of vowel. occlusion and
release durations. On the other hand,

there is a clear effect for release in

word- final and for release and occlusion

in the utterance- final position from
which the standard examples for final
devoicing in German stops are taken. so

that in these cases definitely no neutrali-
zation occurs.
As these results are taken from dura—
tional data in future work we will mea-
sure the distribution of spectral para-
meters over phonation types. Since the
data are taken from only two South
German speakers we plan to include Mid
and North German speakers as well.
Furthermore we intend to expand the
material to contain fricative pairs as
well.

POS VOW OCC REL

0 100 200 300 ms

Fig. l: Durations of vowel, occlusion and

release for positions 1 to 5

(lower bar.- voiceless; upper bar.- voiced)
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SOUND DISTINCTION: UNIVERSAL INVENTORIES
OP PHONIC SUBSTANCE OR LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC SYSTEMS?

Vulf Y. Plotkin

Siberian Branch, Academy of Sciences
Novosibirsk, Russia

. ABSTRACT
Since each language system
is a unique segmentation of
universal substance shaped
into its elements, ultimate
phonological units are not
items inuniversal inventor-
ies of so-called 'distinct-
ive features' to be incor-
porated into language sys-
tems. Each‘phonological sys-
tem segments the universal
human arsenal of sound-dis-
tinctive capacity in its
own way, forming a specific
set of neuromuscular impu1-‘
sea, of which each activat-
es a fully automized aggre-
gate of articulations.

Phonological theory experi-
ences today tremendous dif-
ficulties on account of its
growing isolation from the
needs of modern phonetic '
technology, which, finding
little response to its re-
quirements, has to rely on
its own groping solutions
of phonological problems.
his gap between theory and

practice is the inevitable
result of the failure to
work out an adequate answer
ä; the fundamentai question

e u ma e on l -
cal unit. p o 031
It is widely believed that
phonology as a linguistic
science started by assign-
ing that status to the pho-

neme - hence its other na-
me 'phonemics'. However, as
early as in I936 Josef Va-
chek showed that the phon-
eme was not the smallest
indivisible phonological
unit, because it could con-
tain smaller non-successive
simultaneous units, e.g.
sonority, palatality etc.
[13 . The idea was develop-
ed y Bohumil Trnka at the
3rd International Congress
of Pho etic Sciences in
Ghent I2]. Then Roman Ja-
kobson devoted four decades
of pioneering work to the
search for the phonological
quantum - the ultimate lan-
guage unit named 'distinc-
tive feature' [7; 8; 3].
The best-known result of
the quest is the universal
inventory of a dozen items.
of which phonological sys-
tems are built for all lan-
guages. The inventory was
later revised theoretically
and enlarged threefold byNoam Chomsky 4].
While fully recognizing the
great scientific and practi-
cal value of R.Jakobson's
achievements, we have to ad-
mit nevertheless that the
entities he discovered andcatalogued are not what hethought they were, i.e. theultimate phonological units.It stands to reason that noêââm: räîm a universal set

e rectly em lo ed asunits in a languagg system
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5]. n.0hamsky was there-
ore quite consistent in

stressing the language-in-
dependent natnre of his in-
ventory of 'features' ].
lhat R.Jakobson and I. one
sky really inventoried is

indeed universal, it is the
common human arsenal of
sound-distinctive capacity.
Naturally, all phonological
systems are based on it as
their substance foundation.
But no part of underlying
substance can be directly .
integrated into any system,
and language systems are
not exceptional in this re-
spect. The elements of the
universal anthropophonic
distinctive potential list-
ed in the above-mentioned
inventories are certainly
not ready-made units to be
selected by and included
into a concrete langu e
system. A language uni is
not a mere piece of sub-
stance,-but substance shap-
ed es an element to fit in-
to the unique structure of
the-given language system.
Consequently, elements of
different s stems cannot be
identical w th elements in
other systems, however clo-
se they might seem.in.sub-
stances This has long been
accepted for honemes, but
not for 'dist ctive feat-
ures', which; according to
R.Jakobson, coincide with
the same 'feature1 in other
languages - 8]. Regrettably
no theoret cal explanation
was offered-for this devia-
tion from the general prin-
ciple that precludes the
compilation of universal in-
ventorieszfor.phonemes,-more
phenes,»wordsgrunall.lan-
guages. '
The phonological syaem of
any language is a specific
way of segmenting the uni-,
versal potential of phonic
_distinotion and molding.the W

segments obtained into lan-
guage units - ultimate pho-
nological quanta. The seg-
ments are not produced by
selecting some 'features' 35
relevant and discarding the
rest as redundant; they are
rather aggregates of several
articulatory movements-toge-
ther with their auditory
correlates. In acquiring the
sound pattern of a language
a child achieves automatic
combination of the uniquely
aggregated movements, and
the whole aggregate is then
activated by a single neuro-
muscular impulse. The impul-
se is in fact the substance
vehicle for the realization
of the.corresponding ultim—
ate phonological unit.
In many lan ages (e.g. Ger-
man, French§uvowel labiality
and tongue position are se-
parate units, while in many
others (e.g. Russian) they
are parts of the same aggre-
gated unit; in the latter
case there is no point in
regarding one of them as re-
levant and the other as re-
dundant - they are Jointly
relevant within the same
unit in the given phonologi-
cal system. As for the part
which each of these phonic
actions plays within the ag—
gregate, its automatic regu-
lation is performed at a
lower sublinguistic level.
In French and English the
consonantal subsystems con-
tain ultimate units of post-
centrality combining in their
aggregates the phonic featu-
res of velarity. palatality
and alveopalatality [7; 8;
ii . But the features are

dif erently grouped and rea-
lized.in the two languages,

and despite their similari-
ty together with the unavoi-
dable common designation
each unit is unique in be-
ing an element of a speci-
ficrlsnguageaystem.
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Full recognition of the sta-
tus of language units for
the phonological quanta
calls for the creation of a
suitable term, the-customa-
ry designation as 'distinc—
tive features‘ being vulne-

,rable in its two components.
To begin with, the word_
'feature' is incompatible
with the status of a langu-
age unit in its own right,
as a feature-is a mere at-
tribute of a unit of high-
.er rank. Indeed, the.term
appeared when the phoneme
was regarded as the basic
phonological unit possess-
ing certain characteristic
features. Now, when that
notion has been replaced by
establishing the ultimate
phonological unit as belon-
ging to an independent tier
in the system, it must.be
given a designation that
would correspond to.the new
status and not be an adjunct
to the phoneme.
Secondly, the new designat-
ion should avoid a refere-
nce to distinction as the
primary function of the
unit in question. Units of
every language level fulfil
that function, and all lan-
guage units are equally
distinctive. At the same
time they are all constitu-
tive within higher units.
Consequently. language.syse
tems have no need for sepa-
rate distinctive units, for
all distinction is achieved
by the use of different con—
stitutive elements. The ul-
timate phonological unit is
no exception: phonemes are
distinguished by containing
different units of.this
level. Together with the
customary designation we
must therefore decline the
term 'merism' 2 .
The best tens for the unit
in question was suggested
by Jan Baudouin de Courte-
nay at the beginning of the

cent - the blend 'kinak.
emel ], containing the
Greek roots for'movement'and

‘hearingitogether with the
suffix -cme.
Like all the other language
_units of every level in_the
macrosystem. the kinakemes
are elements in a subsystem
of their own, which is natu-
rally not a mere inventory

. but a well-structured body.
Its structure displays two
principles. One is.thorough
binarism — all kinakemes
are paired into oppositions
of positive vs. negative.
Positive kinakemes are mate-
rialized as neuromuscular
impulses to perform the re-
spective movement or recog-
nize the respective auditory
signal; their negative coun-
terparts are.realized in the
absence of the impulse.
The other structural princi-
ple provides for a hierarchy
of tiers in the kinakemic
subsystem;.it always con-
tains two.categories (modal
and local) with possible
subcategories in them and
with a further division into
kinakemic oppositions. The
resulting variety of.struc-
tural patterns is vast,.so
that each language usually
has a very individual orga-
nization of its k nakemic
subsystem [10; iii.

The purely negat ve step of
discarding the obsolete.no-
tion of universal invento-
ries for ultimate phonolo-
gical units is obviously
insufficient..It;must.be‘
followed by constructive
steps in two directions:
first, the kinakemic sub-
systems are to be described
for as many languages as
possible; second, a typolo-
gy of kinakemic subsystems
is to be worked out to find
their common properties as
well as possible.diversit
in them. y
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MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN ENGLISH SYSTEMS OF
VOWEL ORDER: FROM ALPHABETIC T0 ORGANIC SCHEMES

Horst Weinstock

' Institut für Anglistik, Aachen, Germany

The aper traces the evolution of the
vocalic subsystem from its Classical,
Medieval, and Early Modern English
alphabetic but inor anic order a e z o u
to its organic ut nonal habetic
scheme i e a o u. The essenti s of the
calgginal-vowel system date0back to
1 .

Greek and Latin copied the alphabetic
pattern of Hebrew. All Hebrew letters
ormed a macroalphabet or pansystem

of names and meanings. Its purely con-
sonantal acrophones and acrographs
served as a microalphabetic ansystem
of sound- and number-v ues. The
practice of syllabography worked
without scripting vowels. Eventually,
sound-evolution vocalized acrophomc
Aleph, He, Waw, Yod,Ayin.
After the vocalization, the Phoenician
alphabet reached Greece. The Greeks
incorporated, complemented, and
regularized the vocalic subsystem.
They specified the new vowels as
epsilon, omicron, ypsilon, omega. The
compounded names signalized psilon
' plain, Simple ' , i.e. 'monophthongal ' ,

micron 'small, short', and mega
'large, .long'. The quantitative and
qualitative distinctions expanded the
Greek subcatalogue to seven vowel-
letters. Dionysius Thrax (2nd cBC)
rendered their linear sequence as
«6111-000. Roman usage up to Varro
(lst cBC) established the Latin scheme
a e i o u, standardizing the 'mega-
phomç'_ type of vocalic length and
canomzmg the graphic norm and o tics
of vowel-letters in spelling. In Ire and,
the. Roman Christian mnemonic
a e l o u soon ousted the Gaelic Celticorderaouei.l

An early breakthrough in anatomic,
organic, or phonetic letter-sounds of
the microalphabet occurred between
the 3rd and the 6th century AD. In the
cabbalistic Sepher Yetsira or 'Book 0“
Creation', an anonymous Talmud".
scholar classified letters accordin ~.o
the flow of their breathstream om
throat to mouth.2 He identified the
places of articulation as those stretches
of the oral tract along the comparat-
ively static or immovable speech-
organs which faced the protruding
back, front, blade, or tip of the dy-
namic or movable tongue. Describing a
purely consonantal alphabet, the
Sepher Yetsira quite naturally skipped
the (nonexistent) scripted He rew
vowel-scheme. Yet in spite of its or-
ganic transposition of dentals after
abials verbalized for consonants, a

merely hypothetical classification of
vowels according to the throat-to-
mouth arrangement would suggest
uoaeL
Although lingua as both 'tongue' and
'lan age' must remain of prime
signi 'cance for anything linguistic, sub-
sequent grammarians and comment-
ators of the Sepher Yetsira could not
fail to adjust the monocausal but poly-
factorial model of vowel articulation.
Dunash Ben Labrat (10th c) and Solo-
mon Ibn Gabirol (11th c) improved the
anatomical descri tion of speech-or-
gans and correctedJ the order of letter-
sounds to gutturals, lin als, tectals or
tectals, linguals), dentaLsL,l and labials.

The ways and habits of Roman
thinking as well as Patristic epistemo-
logy ignored the monocausal but 01y-
factonal considerations. Not only om
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Varro (lst cBC) via Tertullian
(2nd/3rd cAD) to Donatus (4th cAD)
and Priscian (early 6th cAD) 'did
Roman and Latin grammarians hold
on to the mnemonics of the vowel
scheme a e i o u. Taking on trust any
letter’s harmony within nomen-fi a-

otestas, the everyday practice o the
Latin Middle Ages managed to per-

etuate alphabetic aspects in both
fiomania and Germama. Apart from
the identical order of the vowels, the
growing neutralization of vowel-length
in Romania led to the alphabetic sub-
scheme and mnemonic attern
a ê’ ‘1’ ô’ ù’ as against the lengt 5 pre-
served à' ëîô ü in Germania. For the
phonemic and paradigmatic triad
nomen-figura-potestas, Boniface (8th
cAD) observed but underemphasized
the phonetic and syntagmatic tran-
sience of contextual vocalization and
coarticulation outside the micro-
alphabet.
Aelfric’s Grammar before 1000 pre-
sented the pansystem of the Latin
alphabet, expressly adding the un-
altered subsystem a e i o u.4 Byrht-
ferth’s Manual in 1011 appended a
column with a vocalic A I O V.S
About 1150, the First Grammatical
Treatise just inte rated the Germanic
umlauted tone- ours of Old Icelandic
into an otherwise stable Latin scheme.
Its alphabetic insertions followed
graphic conventions and largely ety-
mo ogical antecedents.6

man.an,6;:‚ä;ni;o‚d;t‚i:u‚ü;y‚fi.
Aelfric’s Grammar and Byrhtferth’s
Manual based their vowel schemes
upon the figarae or written shapes of
the letters. Clinging to the alphabetic
order, it must have dawned u on the
First Grammarian that ina vertent
teachers of a harmonious Latin nomen-
figura-potestas doctrine had been
neglecting nomen and potestas.“
An early insular attempt at considering
articulatory and acoustic aspects of vo-
calic order stems from mid-13th-
century Oxford. An Oxford Bodleian, a
London British Libr , and a Paris
Bibliothe ue Nation e manuscript
each ho] some pseudo-Grosseteste
treatise. Elaborating upon the Aristo-
telian differentiation of a vocalic sonus
in motu from a consonantal sonus in

potentia in the Bodleian Di by version,
the pseudo-Grosseteste de ed vowels
as szmpliciter and consonants as recan-
dum quid. A vowel's 'substantial'
motion (motus) flows without any ob-
struction, whilst a consonant’s 'acci-
dental' motion takes shape from an
obstruction at one or more of the
speech-organs. With all its inconsisten-
c1es, a further treatise by the Digby
phonetician (in accordance with the
pseudo-Grosseteste) construed the
table of vowels upon the particular
motions falong ttîe speech-organs and
points o articu ation , Iingua,
palatum, as, labia. fie phonetic
scheme a u i a euro rendered what the
pseudo-Grosseteste held to mirror the
spectrum of apertures within the oral
cavity. Diagrammatically, the types of
articulatory motions and acoustic gen-
erations resembled geometrical fi es
and concentric configurations (' es,
curves, circles, triangles, and columns).
Roger Bacon (1214-1292) in Lin-

arum Cgm’tio closed his mind to
obert rosseteste’s (1175-1253)

metaphysics of light, acoustics, or cos-
mology, and to their obvious echoes in
the pseudo-Grosseteste. Bacon prop-
agated the Latin scheme a e i o u and
their Continental pronunciation. His
essentials of Hebrew transliterated
s llabographic b as ba be bi b0 bu.

ven his supralinear equivalents for
Aleph and Ayin 'ust as his phono-
graphic guide to ebrew punctuati n
adhered to Latin alphabetic a e io u.
The 14th century yielded no vocalic
schemes in sources such as John
Mandeville or John Trevisa.

In the 15th-century" ”De Vigilia Pente-
costes", John Mir recalled the uni-
versal im ortance of the vowel letters
and the arronian an Donatian sub-
system A E I 0 V. In 1499, the
anonymous Promptorium Parvulorum
provrded no entry under vocalic or
vowel. The entry under vocalis m the
anonymous On‘us Vocabulorum of 1500
lacks complete schematic exemplifi-
cation and enumeration.
In the 16th century, the initial base of
the Great Vowel Shift mi t have
stimulated the grammanans’ and
phoneticians’ awareness to reconsider
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the hitherto unsuspected conception of
harmony in the roblematic nature,
correlation, coor ination, and inter—
dependence of nomen—figura-potestas.
Yet on the whole, insular Renaissance
humanists and Tudor scholars widely
studied written sources from a graphic
and alphabetic angle; they stabilized
the Classical Latin five-vowel subset.
Some 23 Tudor authorities went on ar-
rangin the vowels in al habetic
order. Smith differentiated etween
still alphabetic semivowel-plus-vowel
clusters and nonalphabetic digraphic
monophthongs or peak-and-glide
diphthongs. This practice, however,
failed to convince prompt imitators.
The 17th centu brought no funda-
mental change._ ome 35 publications
went on propagating the al habetic
schemesaeiou orAEIO .S or-
adically since about 1550, a nunor
change started taking firm ground:
17th-century honeticians used to add
the Greek al ograph y for i. As marks
of a major change, pretty regular in-
clu510ns of syllabophonic ba be bi b0 bu
(and ab eb ib ob ub),’ dual schemes of
ä ë z 6 ü versus ä è' 70 ii, and a supple-
ment "or e l o u silent" betray a growing
sensitivity to nonalphabetic aspects.
Realizing shades of timbre or duration
as well as a disharmony between
vowel-names and sound-values, the
corpus attracts attention to contextual
(allographic, phonetic, syntagmatic,
transient) views of the phonic struc-
ture. In principle, the sources did not
break Wlth. the raphic tradition of the
pansystermc alp abet.
Pre ared to some extent b Robinson’s
(16 7) "Scale of Vowels" uyo a e i from
back to front, by Price’s âlôôswlhroat
Vowels" u o e i a, an by ilkins’s
(1668) "Sound Chart" and "Organic
Alphabet", William Holder’s Elements
of_ Speech (1669) advanced the phon-etic sciences considerably.11 Conceding
a concurrent share of lips and throat in
the generation of vowels, Holder re-
cognized the free passage of "Breath
Vocalized" through the cavity of the
mouth. The shape and mechanism oftongue and oral cavity form the maincause of the number and the main
reason for a natural or organic order ofthe various vowels.

"... a_nd then the Series of the Vowels ac-
cording to their degrees of aperture, and
recess towards the Larynx, will be thus,
1 changer, o, 00; to which may be added u
an y.

Although Holder’s theory did succeed
in beating a ath to honetics, his (like
Price’s and ilkins’55 practice fell back
u on the old vice o alphabetic order.

e aphic schemes a e i o u (v) or
A E 0 U (Y) continued to surv1ve in
some 24 late-17th-century teachers.
18th-century documents carried on
alphabetic schemes and aspects in
some 42 arts of poetry, dictionaries,
dissertations, elementaries, essays,
grammars, guides, institutes, intro-
ductions, repositories, rudiments,
s .elling-books, and treatises. Again,
sighttlly more than one in four author-
ities ought fit to s ecify the morpho-
phonemic sound-v ues by means of
syllabographic ba be bi b0 bu (by) and
abebibob ub.
Confronted with notational needs in a
period of no adequate transcription,
1Sth-century phonologists resorted to
diacritical, numerical, or typological
devices. Some augmented the alpha-
betic order of vowels by supraposing
accents or figures above polyphonic
characters; others implemented an
etymological alphabet of historical
“representatives" or allographs for
phonemic transcription.
All in all, the tentative solutions in
marking, listing, and ordering the
spectrum of vocalic timbres got phon-
eticians nowhere.

In .1762, Henry Home (1763 Lord
Kaims/Kames) published his three-
volume Elements of Criticism which.
Within seven years, went into four
editions. Referring to Harris’s Hermes
(1751) and to the then contemporary
anatormsts, John Rice in 1765 rejected
Lord Kaims’s su estion that the five
vowels showed e same extension of
the Windpipe but different openings of
the mouth, and that the vowel scheme
formed a regular series of sounds
descending from high to low in the
organic order i e a o u.

"Neither a hiyier not lower Note can i211:-
eeed from the Lips of the Mouth, than t
proceeds from the Lips of the Glottis.'13

Rice compared the musical notation of
alphabetic a e i o u with the rise and
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fall of the syllabophones but be! bit bar
but. He produced evidence that 14

"... they are not all equally grave or_acute."

Sequencing the musical notation in a
steady series from high to low

M. let. lit, lat. lat.

lit. hl, fiat, 50!. but. ‚

the orthoepist concluded from the re-
verse bit bet bat bot but that

"... there must at least be Syllables of five
different 15:59:65: And this is what I mean
by the natur ngth of Syllables."15

Whatever John Rice’s "natural length"
and " ottal tone" may have meant
(duration, fundamental frequency, har-
monics, timbre, wave-length rather
than pitch), none of the celebrated
authorities after him seems to have
recognized the gigantic stride _of his
contribution. Rice’s doctrine failed‘to
gain acceptance with some 33 British
and American authorities before 1800.

Nevertheless, John Rice anticipated
Daniel Jones’s cardinal-vowel system ‘
as a standard invariable scale. For the
sake of a universal and uniform hon-
etic notation, Rice abandone _thc
alphabetic order and graphic onen-
tation of the vowel-scheme. The long
lost harmony of nomen—figura-potestas
had ended u in an uncontrolled
history of party etymological or allo-
raphic and partly contextual or sylla-
o honic inconsistencies. Rice promo-

te a nonal habetic method which
keyed one chief cause to several com-
anion factors. He integrated the static
irmament of the more or less im-

movable speech-organs into the
dynamic zeniths of the movable
tongue-positions, fixing the sound-
values of vocalic articulation and
modulation to a scale from "front high"
via "mid low" to "back high". Under. the
circumstances of the reverse directions
of thinking and writing, the new order
perfectly agreed with the old of the
Sep/1er Yetsira. John Rice’s phomc
model of 1765 as an oral alphabet con-
verted the alphabetic but inorganic and
unnatural order of the graphic sub-

system a e i o u into the nonalphabetic
but organic and natural scheme
ie a o u of the cardinal-vowel system.

1 PARSONS, .i. (1767/1968 Remains of Ja-
her, English Lin tics 500-1800 _No._64

{Aenstom Scolar , 412.- For a historical
introduction to "The Letters of the Alîlga-
bel” see MICHA];31..,I.(E1987}3 The Teac mg
ofE'nglish, Cambridge: .U. .,?5-32.

2 BACHER, w. (1892-95/1974), Die. Anfänge
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EVALUATION QUANTITATIVE DE L’ALTERNANCE PHONETIQUE DU la]
IMPORTANCE DE L'ENTOURAGE CONSONANTIQUE

J. VAN EIBERGEN

institut de la Communication Parlée, URA CNRS n° 368
Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT _ .
This study attempts to show the statistical
importance of the realisattons [i] of the
french voyell le]. It also brmgsput the
phonological rules of its obliteration on a
phonetic level. Finally, the influence of
the consonantical context on this voyell ts
brought out.

1. INTRODUCTION
La voyelle lo/ appelée couramment
”muette” ou " atente" et plus
spécifiquement "schwa" par les
p onolognes, constitue un des
particularismes du français. Elle se
caractérise ar une variation de
réalisations [i dans la chaîne parlée. A
cause de cette alternance vocalique unique
en français, nous qualifierons ce le] de
"bifide' four donner l'image de deux
unités. s arées dont chacune d'elles
âppament la même entité. L'élaboration

es règles d'effacement ou de maintien de
cette voyelle sur un plan phonologique et
phonéuque. est d'autant plus complexe

ue ‚les facteurs déterminant son
onctlonnement sont nombreux et ui plus

est, se srtuent à des niveaux di érents
‘(p ho_nét_1que, honostylistiqu e,
sociolinguisuques

2. EVALUATION UANTITATIVE
DE L'ALTERNANC DU le!
Nous nous pro osons de présenter tout
d'abord des r sultats statistiques [4]concernant la double réalisation du lo/ à
partir d'un corpus de fran ais
vernaculaire, à caractère spontan et
unplicatif, de l7 000 hones environ [3].
C'est dans ce e e fran ais ne les
effacements du 9/ sont les p us fr uents
en effet, le nombre d' occurrences de sa
réahsation [-] le classe au deuxième rang
après le [a], gar rapport à l'ensemble des
unités voca iques et consonantiques
recensées. D'autre part, parmi les autres
unités phoniques réalisées [-], le la]
représente, à lui seul, plus de 80% de ces

effacements. Le nombre _de /9/ réalisés [-]
ar rapport à ceux réalisés [+] est trois
ois supérleur. Par ailleurs, 65%. des

réalisations du la] sont en position
interconsonantique dont un uart
seulement se réalise [+]._ Son rôle de iant
ou d'isolant consonantique est bien un
des plus importants et cecr ex hque que la
majeure partie destravaux e recherche
porte sur la bifidrté du la/ dans cette
position. Le pourcentage des groupes
consonantiques résultant de l’effacement
du le/ correspond à 33% de l'ensemble
des groupes recensés. Le pourcentage de
chaque type de groupes augmente
proportionnellement en fonction du
nombre de consonnes contenues dans ces
groupes: le la! est responsable de la
réalisation de 30,4% des groupes de 2
consonnes, de 50,2% des groupes de 3
consonnes, de 90,5% des groupes de 4
consonnes et des quelques rares groupes
de 5 consonnes. Parmi ces groupes, 8 %
se situent à la frontière de mot.
Enfin, dans la mesure où le lo/ eut
tou ours passer du zéro phonique _sa
réa isation effective, il peut apparaitre
aussi pour gouer le rôle de processus
d'attente ou 'hésitation et cela re résente
statistiquement 37% de ses ré tsations
[+]. Il exrste d'autres pauses vocaliques
mais le /o/ représente de lorn le
pourcentage le plus élevé, soit 66,8% des
occurrences de ce type de processus
d'attente.

3. APPLICATION DES REGLES
PHONOLOGIQUES
D'EFFACEMENT DU /’-'I/ .
Nous avons ensuite testé la validité des
re les phonologiques d'effacement du [9/
[2 . à partir de notre corpus. Ces règles
concernent majoritairement le la! en
contexte consonantique et nous nous
lrmrtcrons à ce t pe de contexte
problématiquell exrste de nombreux
acteurs qui expliquent la bifidité du lo/

en posmon interconsonantique, tels que
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sa place par ra port à l'accent, par rapport
à la cou e syl abique. Intervrent aussr le
type de Franqais réalisé en fonction d‘une
situation de communication donnée.
F. DELL a retenu surtout la place du lo/
par rapport à la pause, .le nombre de
consonnes précédant ou suivant le lo/ et la
nature de ces consonnes. C'est le nombre
de consonnes précédentes qui détermine
principalement les_réalisations de la
voyelle bifidc. Intervtennent ensuite, dans
certains cas seulement, celles qui suivent
le lo/ en fonction du nombre de celles cqui
le précèdent. Enfin, la nature es
consonnes entre en jeu et leur place les
unes par rap ort aux autres. __
Nous ra e erons brièvement les règles
de F. D L en donnant pour chacune,
des exemples cités a: lut-même et les
résultats obtenus t' s de l'application de
ses rè les sur notre corpus.
3.1. récédé d'une consonne.
En début de groupe rythmi ue et en
syllabe initiale de mot "v e nez ici",
"d(e)van1 moi". La règle d'ef acement est
facultative et le lo/ tombe d‘autant plus
facilement qu'il est éloigné de l‘accent
princi al de oupe rythmique. Précisons
que . DE L considère que les Io/
appartenant à des monos llabes
fonctionnent de la même mani re ue
ceux en syllabe initiale de mot. Le le ne
s'efface pas, en revanche, dans un
contexte consonantique occlusif "te casse
pas la tête", " de quoi tu te plains". Nous
avons rencontré plusieurs contre-
exemples dans des monosyllabes, "j*
trouve", mais aussi dans des
polysyllabes, "d*puis". Dans ces
exemples, les deux consonnes en contact,
après effacement du le/ sont sourdes, de
nature ou par assourdissement. Le
caractère sourd du contexte semble
faciliter l'effacement du /9/ et nous
observerons ce phénomène dans bien
d'autres ositions. Retenons malgré tout
u’tl s'e face une fois sur cinq environ
ans ce type de osition sauf dans le mot

outil "je très ré uent dans le français
vernaculaire. En e et, plus de 77% de Io/
dans cette position se sont réalisés [-],
que ce soit dans un contexte assourdi
après effacement, "I“ prends”, ou dans un
contexte sonore, "j vois".
A l'intérieur du groupe thmique et
tou ours en syllabe initiale e mot, le la/
s'c face facultativement, "la s(e)crétaire".
Cette règle d'effacement est facultative.
Dans notre corpus, une forte majorité de
lQ/ se sont effacés dans cette position. Par
ailleurs. F. DELL parle d'exceptions à
cette règle, des mots tels que "guenon",
"peser", "vedette". Parmi les dites
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exceptions le lo/ se réalise [+1 pour éviter
des groupes consonantiques rares en
français,"guenon”,"guenille’ et inexis—
tants dans cette pos1tion. IL se maintient
aussi dans certains entourages
consonantiques tels que -— b + e + d - =
”bedeau", - l, s + e + vr — "levraut",
”sevrer" dans lesquels interviennent les
consonnes qui suivent. Dans de
nombreux mots dits "littéraires" et
souvent bisyllabiques le lo/ ne s'efface
pas non plus. "semonce", ledit". Enfin,
rares sont malheureusement les cas
d’o position phonologique du type
”be erre", "bleue".
A l'intérieur de mot. "ach*teur",
"marsiv*ment”, le lo/ s'efface
obligatoirement. F. DELL relève par
ailleurs des exceptions à cette règle,
“chu enois", "attenant", "dépecer", et
consi ère ces mots d'un usage peu
fréquent. Mis à part dans le remier
exemple, il y a la présence de p fixe; le
lo] fonctionnerait alors comme en syllabe
initiale de mot. Dans notre corpus, nous
avons rencontré le même phénomène
”enregistré", "démesure". EDEL].
précise aussi que le lo/ se maintient devant
un groupe [1j] même s'il n'est précédé que
d'une seule consonne "hôtelier". .Ceci
montre que les consonnes qui suivent
interviennent aussi dans le
fonctionnement du /o/.
En fin de polysyllabe, "une vieill"
courtisane”, le lo/ tombe obligatoirement.
F. DELL exclut évidemment les cas où les
mots qui suivent commencent par un "h"
as iré. Il écarte aussi les contextes où le
la est suivi du mot "rien", dans lesquels
sa réalisation est variable, "il mange)
rien". Dans notre corpus, la r gle
d’effacement s'est appliquée sauf lorsque
le lo/ était un processus d'attente car il
peut apparaître parfois, dans le groupe
B'thmi ue, "une pañe spéciale".

n fin e depolysy abe à la fin du groupe
thmique, elle est trop petifl‘", la rè e

“effacement est obli atoire. F. DE
propose de considérer es mots ”longue,
puisque etc." non comme des exce nous
mais comme des mots com sés ont le
deuxième terme est "que". I fonctionnent
alors comme des monosyllabes qui ne
s'effacent 'amais en fin de groupe
rythmique evant une pause. Hormis ces
mots outils, nous avons dénombré de
nombreux contextes dans lesquels le lo/ a
été maintenu. Il joue alors le rôle de
processus d'attente. A quel niveau dort-on
ormaliser des règles rendant compte de

cc type de réalisation [:t] ?



3.2. Précédé de deux consonnes
La chute du lo/ dépend essentiellement de
la nature des consonnes qui le réçédent.
En syllabe initiale de mot et _à 'rmtrale ou
à l'intérieur de groupe rythmique. lorsque
les deux consonnes appartiennent au
même mot le ls/ n'est jamais réalisé [-],
non as à cause de sa posrtron, mais parce
que es groupes consonantrques dans cette
position, sont des suites — occlusrve +
constrictive —. "prenez tout", sauf dans le
mot ”squelette", dans lequel le le/ sera
aussi maintenu.
En syllabe initiale de mot, lorsque les
deux consonnes sont séparées par une
frontière de mot, ’ji’arriv“ demain", le /9/
ne s'efface jamais sauf dans certains mots
qui seraient prononcés avec un débit très
rapide, "queII"f s*maln*". Nous avons
trop d'exemples dans notre co us dans
lesquels le /9/ s'est réalisé FE] pour
considérer qu'il s'agit d'exceptions,
" our d*main", "j'ai pas mal c“ marin".

on effacement dépend, dans ce cas, de la
nature du roupe consonantique le
précédant. n effet, si ce groupe
commence par un [R], il peut se réaliser
[—]. S'il commence par un [l], cette
liquide doit être suivie par une
constn'ctive; si au contraire elle est suiviepar une occlusive le /9/ se maintient,’ as mal de copains".

l'intérieur dun polys llabe, "sur el ","entretien". Pour F. ELL, le 9/ nes'efface jamais dans cette osition.Comme en syllabe initiale, tout dépend dela nature es consonnes. Dans nosexemples, le [9/ s'est effacé après unupe consonantique commençant par unR] dans des mots comme"gouvern*menral", "charg*ment","vers*ment" etc. On a des réalisations [+]du lo/ dans un même contexteconsonantique mais dans des mots peuréquents, "prosternement"."regorgement", ”ressourcement". On peuten conclure que le lc/ s'effacerait dans cecontexte à condition que le groupe deconsonnes qui le précèdent commence parun [R] et à condition que le mot soit trèsreagent.
En _m de groupe rythmique, le roblèmeest identique à celui du la/ préc é d'uneconsonne. La voyelle bifide peut seréaliser [+] et jouer alors le rôle derocessus d'attente.
.3. En syllabes contiguësF. DELL traite à tpar: les suites de lo/contenues dans es syllabes qui sesuccèdent. Il énonce un prmci efondamental ui régit sa réalisation [5:les règles d’ef acement peuvent supprimerautant de schwas qu'on veut tant que leur

effacement n'engendre pas de groupes de
trois consonnes dont les deux dernières
étaient isolées par un Isl. Autrement dit,
dans la suite — vom - le premier lo/ ut
s'effacer, le deuxième est alors é de
deux consonnes et doit être maintenu; seul
un schwa peut s'effacer dans cette suite.
D‘après lui, l'énoncé "il veut que ce
travail soit bien ait" n'a que deux
réalisations possi les: “veut qu" ce
travail" ou ‘ veut que c” travail". La
formation dc groupes de 3 consonnes dus
à l'effacement de cette voyelle est mal
tout possible si la distribution es
éléments consonantiques par rîgport
au(x) /9/ permet l'apphcation des gles
d'effacement. Dans l'exemple de
F. DELL "prenez 1* train", le Isl du
monosyllabe n'est pas maintenu car il
n'est précédé que d'une seule consonne.
Nous avons rencontré 16 contextes de /9/
en syllabes contiguës dans lesquels deux
effacements successifs se sont produits en
contradiction avec Ian-ind? fondamental
énoncé Par F. DE , "i faut que" j"
travail!" . Le caractère sourd par nature
ou ar assourdissement des consonnes,
a? s la chute du la/ semble faciliter son
e facement.

4. CONCLUSION
La fréquence des réalisations [i] du lo/est extrêmement élevée dans la chaîne
parlée et cette vo elle pose encore de
nombreux probl mes quant à son
fonctionnement Pour expliquer cette
variation de réalisation i1 faut tenir compte
des différents facteurs déterminant son
fonctionnement et tenter de les
hiérarchiser les uns par rapport aux autres
de telle sorte que l’on puisse trouver des
règles conditionnelles contextuellesd’effacement. Ces règles devraient
explrcrter d’une part, les exceptions aux
règles obligatorres, d’autre art, lecaractère facultatif des règles de . DELL.
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ABSTRACT
Syllabic languages where

the syllable is always a mi"
nimally meaningful unit and
represents one morpheme pos-
sess phonological features
which are common for these
languages irrespective of
their genetic relationships
(relevant syllable division,
monosyllabism, tones speci-
fic syllable structure with
syllable initials and finals
differing both in number and
quality). The subject of
this paper is to trace pho-
nological changes in Germa-
nic languages which increase
their affinity with syllabic
languages.

1. CHANGES IN CONTACT TYPE
AND SYLLABLE DIVISION
one of the most important
changes in history of Germa-
nic languages is the change
of the correlation between
vowel length and syllable
division within the world.In
old Germanic languages CVCV-
sequences had open syllables
irrespective of vowel quan-
tity and such free length is
preserved in some modern
High Alemannic, South Bava-
rian and Scandinavian dia-
lects. In modern Germanic
languages the syllable is
always closed after a short
vowel (close contact) and
open after a long one (loose
contact). Thus modern Germa-
nic languages show the deve-
lopment from CV-CV language
to CVC-V one. In the over-
whelming number of close

contact words of CVCV(C)
type CVC sequences repre—
sent a root morpheme and the
syllable and morpheme boun-
dary coincide Standard High
German is a typical example
of a language with the con-
tact correlation where the
type of contact reflects
chiefly the preceding oppo-
sition V:C-vc:.However in
many Germanic languages the
number of close contact
words increases at the ex-
pense of loose contact
words, thereby increasing
the number of words with the
coinciding syllable and mor-
pheme boundaries. The first
change that increases the
number of close contact
words and leads to the mono—
phonemisation of original
VC-sequances is the contact
shift in the combinations V:
+ j, w that occurred in Mid-
dle English (cf. 0E growan,
ModE grow), in Frisian,
Dutch and Low German dia-
lects. This trend is quite
obvious if we compare Middle
West Frisian which possessed
6 so called long diphthongs
(i.e. biphonemic combina-
tions of v+c) with the mo-
dern Frisian dialect of
Schiermonnikoog where 5 of
them were shortened and j
and w got incorporated into
the syllable nucleus [1]~
Though this change is not
often the case in High Ger-
man dialects it can be ob-
served even there (cf. Low
Alemannic /saua /, /sdeia /
standard High German sagen,
steigen)[2]. The same tYPe
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of change is now taking pla-
ce in Danish (cf. /bre'vad/>
/breu’ad/ brevet, /tlaPXon/
>/flai'an/ flagen. Not only
[j] and [w] are apt to chan-
ge the contact type and to
become a part of a monopho-
nemic diphthong but also the
resonants /r/, /1/ and /n/
can vocalize merging with
the preceding vowel. Such is
the development of the post-
vocalic /r/ in English, Da-
nish, Low and High German
dialects, the development
of/l/ in Low and High German
dialects, Dutch and English
(cf. modern trend to vocali—
ze /1/ both in filling and
feeling) and the incorpora-
tion of /n/ into the nasali-
zed vowel in various modern
Germanic vernaculars.
The other type of contact
shift leading to the increa-
sed number of close contact
words affects root morphemes
with voiceless stops and
high vowels. We know that
the vowel duration is depen-
dent on the vowel height and
on the quality of the conso-
nant (the shortest are nar-
row vowels followed by voi-
celess stops). The degree of
V + c contact seemes to de-
pend on the same factors
[3]. The change of the con-
tact type (loose>close) of
vowels (especially narrow) +
voiceless or tense plosives
can be observed in English,
Frisian, Dutch,Low German
and Danish dialects. In Fri-
sian this change affects
chiefly the combinations
which are most suitable to
be shortened (narrow vowels
+ voiceless stops). In many
words here the contact shift
is already completed (e.g.
dyk, bite, huh) in some
words it is still in pro-
gress (cf. free variations
of contact type in silk
/Si:k/ - /sik/ or broek -
lbruzk/ - /bruk/). If Sel-
kirk [4] and Kukolshchikova
[5] are right and the sylla-

bles with postvocolic tense
stops in English are always
closed irrespective of the
quantity and the quality of
the preceding vowel (words
like pity and peaty having
the same type of contact and
the same type of syllable
division), we can suggest
that the close contact ous-
ted the loose one in all
words with original long
vowels followed by tense
stops. In Dutch the contact
type changes in the combina-
tions of original /i:/, /y:/
and /u:/ with any consonant
exept /r/. Vowel length and
syllable division in the
words like gieten and boe-
ken are the same as in the
words pitten and putten In
both cases we have the same
type of closing command af-
ter the short vowel [6].

2. INCREASE IN DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN INITIALS AND FINALS
One of the most apparent
phonological features of the
syllabic languages is the
qualitative and the quanti-
tative difference between
initials and finals. This
difference coupled with nor-
phologically determined syl-
labification indicates a
particular manifestation of
the morphological boundaries
in a text. The number of
initials chiefly consisting
of released consonants,
glottal stop, /h/ and conso-
nant clusters exeeds consi-

derably the number of finals
which can vary from 13 in
Mon Khmer languages to 3 1n

eo (i, u and n). Consonant
clusters are intolerable as
finals. The processes resul-
ting in forming the same
type of correlation between
initials and finals are go-
ing on in Germanic langua-
ges. The simplification of
final clusters cc occurs
here according to two pat-
terns: vocalization and nuc-
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leation of the first conso-
nant or deletion of the se-
cond consonant. In both ca-
ses the pattern CVCC is ous-
ted by the pattern CVC. Vo-
calisation affects at the
first place the resonants
and it is characteristic of
English, Dutch, Afrikaans,
Frisian, Danish, Low and
High German dialects (cf.
the changes Vrc>vc. v1c>vc‚
VncSŸc). The second pattern
is the deletion of stops. In
Afrikaans two types of stop
final clusters were simpli-
fied chiefly by the deletion
of final stop /t/ after ob-
struents and all stops after
resonants {7]. The deletion
of final stops is a charac-
teristic feature of the Jut-
landic Danish [8], some Low
German and English vernacu—
lars.

3. TONES
Every morphosyllable in the
syllabic languages is cha-
racterized by a special to-
ne. Host typologically simi—
lar to the tones of the syl-
labic languages are tones in
Danish (Jutlandic) and Low
German dialects where they
occur exclusively in mono-
syllabic words. The tonal
distinctions reflect here
the original distinctions of
monosyllabic and bisyllabic
words (cf. Jutlandic Danish
/ huzs/ - / hu:s/ Standard
Danish hus,huse). In Franco-
nian dialects the tonal dis-
tinctions are also largely
characteristic of monosylla—
bics and reflect original
opposition of mono- and bi-
syllabic words but due to
the so called spontaneous
and combinatory accentuation
the tone of the apocope can
occur both in original mono-
syllabic and preserved bi-
syllabic words. Even though
the problem of the origin of
the tonal distinctions in
Germanic languages can not
be considered as finally

solved there is much eviden-
ce that the traditional idea
that the tones in Danish,Low
German and Franconian dia-
lects appeared in the period
of the apocope is valid.
Spontaneous and combinatory
accentuation in words with
original long broad vowels
and voiced consonants in
original monosyllabics and
preserved polisyllabics in
Franconian can be explained
as depending on their longer
duration connected with the
quality of the corresponding
vowels and consonants. The
tonal distinctions become
relevant in the period of
the apocope, one of the pho-
netic features of the apoco-
pated words being length. At
this moment phonetically
longer duration of the broad
vowels and of the vowels
before the voiced consonants
become apocopically accentu-
ated even in words which
were not affected of the
apocope. Thus the Low Fran-
conian dialects where the
longer duration is one of
the features of the apocope-
ted words and of the words

with spontaneous and combi-
natory accentuation reflect
the older stage of the deve-
lopment whereas the central
Franconian "Scharfung" in
apocopated and spontaneous/
combinatory accentuated
words is the result of meta-
tony.In English there is a
trend to an abrupt ("ente-
ring") tone to be formed in
the words with unreleased
tense stops. In West Jutlan-
dic dialects we can see two
types of the same kind of
abrupt tones.

All above mentioned changes
in spite of their seeming
differencies are the expres-
sion of one trend, the trend
of morphosyllabism which is
characteristic of the deve-
lopment of Germanic langua‘
ges.
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ABSTRACT
Similar and distinctive

phonetic and phonological
features of a number of

snguages of diverse types
(analytical English, syn-
heticel Russian and Ukrai-

nian, and agglutinative
Caucasian languages with
some touch of polysynthetio
characteristics in north-
western branch and fusion in
north-eastern branch) have
been ascertained.

The main methods used in .
the investigation were:
method of analytical compa-
rison and questionnaire
method.

t. INTRODUCTION
The choice for analysis

of the languages of diverse
types was conditioned by the
fact that their fundamental
characteristic features:‘
matter not only to the mor-
phological and word-building
levels, but also to other
ones, including phonetics
and phonology. For example,
the leading feature of the
agglutinative languages is
haplosemy that is the
attachment of one element of
the form to one element of
the content, which provides
a higher degree of stability
of the language system than
the availability in the in-
flexional languages of syn-
thetosemy (simultaneous
polysemy) creating asymmetry.
The latter involves fluctue
sting articulatory norms.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
If we compare such Indo-

Eurcpean languages as
English, Russian, Ukrainian
with the Caucasian langua-
ges, we shall observe more
advanced articulation of the
former set of languages. The
sound systems of the caucæ
sian languages contain ve-
lar, pharyngal and partly
leryngal phonemes. In both
English and Ukrainian there
is only one pharyngal pho-
neme (rendered by the letter
"h" in English and "p " in
Ukrainian). Russian has no
pharyngal sounds at all. In
all three languages there
are no laryngal consonants.

One may note some tenden-
cy for rapprochement of
Caucasian phonological sys-
tems to those of the
Germanic and Slav languages
under review. We mean the
advance of the articulations
of pharyngal and laryngal
series in the Caucasian
languages. The strong
glottalized affricates
turned into the correspon-
ding aspirate sounds this
way in Tindin.

Separate phonemes of the
Caucasian lan as are
articulated differentlygfor
example, lateral consonants
in some Caucasian languages
(Georgian, Zan, Rutul, Udi)
are similar to the corres-
ponding Russian and Ukrain-
ian phonemes (dental), insome (Lezgian, Lack, Dar 19Agul, Tabasaran, Tsakhur to
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ish ones alveolar), in
5:51: — different from the
corresponding phonemes of
the Indo-European languages
under review (front palatal
-— in Budukh and Hinflug;
noisy — in Kabardian) .

Besides the privative
binary opposition according
to a distinctive feature
”resonance/lack of resonan-
ce", inherent in consonan-
tal systems of all the lan-
guages under review, in the
Caucasian languages there
is one more opposition
closely interwoven with the
formergbreath consonants
can be aspirate and check-
ed. That equipollent oppo-
sition embrace only obstru-
ont sounds. It does not
a to spirsnts.
pl"gglish is vocalic,while

the Caucasian languages, as
well as Ukrainian and Russ-
ian, belong to a consonant-
ic type. The consonantal
system is especially devel-
oped in Ubykh so conson-
smts , Abaza ( 6 condom-91+
snts , Hinflug (59 conson—
ants , etc. The availabili-
ty of the small number of
vowels (Z - 3 vowels in
some Caucasian languages)
predetermines the absence
of restrictions in their
use and vice versa: the
availability of the large
number of vowels creates
prerequisites for such
limitation. For instance,
open syllables cannot be
concluded with short vowels
in English, where there are
many (21) vowels.

Accunmlation of a great
number of diverse conso-
nants is s. rare phenomenon
for all the languages. {Phil
universal is connected with
the tendency of effort eco—
now: it is difficult to
Pronounce the great number
of consonants without
vowels. But in a small
quantity of cases such
clusters are found even in
vocalic English. As to the

possibility of flowing sevb
eral diverse consonants
together, it is on the ave-
rage more- characteristic of
Caucasian languages than of
English, Russian and Ukrai-
nian because there are
fewer vowels in the former.
The location of adjacent
consonants and their high-
est possible number is in-
dividual for each language.
For example, consonants
clusters in the final posi-
tion are typical for Sven
and Tabasaran whereas ones
in the initial position and
inside the word are typical
for Georgian. Russian can
tolerate a cluster of four
consonants in preposition,
while English permits only
three.

Some Caucasian languages
(different sets) have oppo-
sitions: analogous to Eng-
lish —— short/long vowels
(Chechen, Ingush, Hunzib,
Lack), open/close vowels
(Chechen); analogous to
Russian and Ukrainian -—
hard/soft consonants (Kdyg,
Abkhazien, Abaza, Ubykh) .It
is necessary to mention that
the force of the opposition
"open/close vowels" is great
neither in English, nor in
CheChen.

Some Caucasian languages
different sets) have phono-
ogical oppositions absent

in English, Russian and
Ukrainian: s)palatalisation/
lack of palatalisation of a
vowel seven, ndi); Morality
nasal ty of a vowel (Bats-
y. Botlikh, Godoberin, Ka-

ratin, Hunzib); c)labiali-
ration/lack of labializa—
tion of a consonant (Abasa,
Abkhazian, Adyghe, Kabardi-

an ’Fggäkgàñraeegmental unit s
we shall dwell on accent.
The accent in all the lan-

ges under review, except
the Rutul language and the
mmib subdialect of An
characterized by tonic mu-
sical) accent, is d c.
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It is in Russian where the
accent is expressed most
strikingly, a little bit
leee —- in English, still
leee —— in Ukrainian, and
quite slightly —- in many
Caucasian languages.

Within the Caucasian
languages themselves, even
closely related, the accent
has different intensity.
For example, it is weaker in
Andy than in A'var (both
refer to Avar—Ando-Tsez
subgroup of Daghestan group
of languages); it is weaker
in Georgian and Zen than in
Sven (all three refer to
Kartvel group of Caucasian
languages). Weak stress of
Modem Georgian literary
language resembles the sea
after a~ storm /5,Tr1+/.

The degree of unstressed
vowels reduction is connec-
ted by direct dependence
with accent intensity. That
is at the bottom of inten-
sive reduction of unstress-
ed vowels in Russian. That
is the reason of stability
for phonetic changes in
Modern Georgian where there
is weak stress and, on the
other hand, frequent reduc-
tion of vowels (right up to
their falling out) in the
01d Georgian language, where
strong stress dominated. The
relatively strong accent of
Modern Sven, Abkhazian, Aba-
za, Lezgian also results in
the reduction of unstressed
vowels.

niglish prefers close
syllables, Russian and
Ukrainian give preference
to open ones. Caucasian
languages are not identical
in this respect. Even with-
in one south-Caucasian
branch the indices, accor-
ding to our calculation,
are quite different: close
syllables prevail in Sven,
whereas open ones dominate
in Georgian and Ian, share
of open syllables in Zen
exceeding their share in

Georgian. Note should be
taken that a close syllable
was typical for Georgian
historically 2, 29/. In
the course o the Georgian
language development the
quantity of open syllables
was being increased. For
instance, the number of
close syllables is greater
in “Hero in tiger's fell"
by Shots. Roostavelli than
in the Works of literature
by modern Georgian writers,
although even there the
quantity of open syllables
prevailed over close ones.

Vowels serve as syllab-
le-building sounds in Lack,
Russian and ukrainien, while
in English not only vowels
but also sonorous consonants
"n" and "1" can fulfil that
function: kagltn], oulld].

Let us well on iving
phonetic processes.

In contrast to English,
Ukrainian, and Kabardisn,
where the neutralization of
the opposition "voiceless—
nose/resonance" in the final
consonants does not take
place, in Russian, Budukh,
Lezgian the final voiced
consonants are devocalised.

The neutralization of
that opposition occurs in
an ultima in Ingush, but the
direction of the phonetic
process is opposite: voice-
less fricative affixal con-
sonants "c", “m". "x" are
sonorized.

. The notions "accomoda-
tion" and "assimilation" are
often mixed being used as
absolute synonyms. We con-
sider that accomodation
presupposes the adaptation
within the bounds of one
phoneme, while assimilation
presupposes the substitution
of one phoneme for another.

in the languages under
rev1ew one can meet both
regressive and progressive
assimilation. But their
proportion in various lan-
guages is different. In some
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Caucasian languages .( siiar
to Russian and Ukrainian)
regressive assimilation
prevails over progressive
(Beamtin, zan, Ady e,-
msez), and in some similar
to mglish) — quite the
reverse (Chechen, Tabasaran).

Vowel harmony — non—
contiguous assimilation of
affix vowels to root ones
— functionates in some
caucasian languages like in
Turkic languages (and often
under their influence). A
final vowel is liable to
likening in Am. Proverbs
receive vocalism depending
on a vowel in the root of
the verb in Tabasaran. That
phenomenon is not observed
in the Indo—Jguropearjr
langes. es un er rev ew.

Disgimilation is pecu-
liar to a number of. Cauca-
sian languages (Abkhazian,
Andy, Lack, Sm, 2311). It

is found comparatively
seldom in English, Russian,
and Ukrainian (English
"laurel" cameo from "lauer",
Russian " pep Jnm " came
from " BeJmn ", Ukrainian
" Jflmap " came from " pn—
nap v). _

In all the Inde-Euro-
pean languages under review
the speech of a male and a
female is less differenti-
ated than, for instance, in.
Hushtadin subdialec} 2f the
Bsgvslin language. 11 er-
vooalic "n " turns into "p?
in women's speech, while in
men's speech "J: "' is not
changed.

3. CONCLUSION
The comparative research

of the given languages is
interesting not only from
the point of view of typo-
logical theory but also
from the standpoint of
practical. application for '
the intensification of
education process.

Reference to the iso-
morphous phenomena in a

mother tongue will save
time on explanation, While
attention to the allomorph-
ous phenomena will help to
avoid interference.
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ABSTRACT
The study of speech communr
cation presupposes a preli-
minary segmentation involv-
ing the identification of
cues segments and their cha-
racteristics.The task of the
present investigation consi-
sted in the determination
and comparative description
of different speech segments
correlated in duration in
spoken utterances for Ger-
man, English, Swedish and
Danish.

1 . INTRODUCTION
The organization of spoken
connected speech implies the
selective extraction of lin-
guistic objects which is ins
possible without segmentatr
on.There are three principal
difficulties arising in the
process of solving a task of
speech recognition both inthe context of natural speed
communication and inkhe ap-
plication of automatic reco-
gnition devices: optimum se
gmentation of an object wh'
is very difficult for the
units to be recognized have
no clear-cut boundarieszac-
counting for the variabili—
ty~factor of object characte
ristics ( for instance,vari—
ability of articulation andacoust c characteristics of
a speaker);identification
of a set of key characteri-
stics.The orientation to —

wards key segments enables
us to differentiate between
micro-,medi- and macroseg-
mentation. In microsegmenta-
tion key segment we include
audial and acoustic intra-
sound/intersound transient
processes, occlussions,fri-
ctions, explosions,subsound
and soundsegments, syllabic
segments.The following can
be cited as segmentation u-
niversals at the audial le-
vel: segmentation at the ne-
uron level with the orienta-
tion towards changes on the
domain of F.; reaction onkhh
maximum values of spectrum
energy and changes in timing
of speech signal energy.Cer-
tain acoustical characteris-
tics of the microsegmentati-
on can also be defined as u—
niversels: presence/absence
of F.; instantaneous change
of F. at the transition from
a consonant to a vowel and
from a vowel to a consonant;
presence/absence of spectrum
noise; noise localisation at
the frequency scaled noise
intensity; noise duration;
presence of low and/or high
frequency spectrum energy.
The objects of macrosegmen-
tation are phrases, senten-
ces and fragments of spoken
text. Between the objects
of micro- and macrosegmenta-
tion is the phonetic word
(the accentual group with
proclitic and enclitic syl-
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lableg)‚ which makes it po—
ssible to separate mediseg-
mentation,where we are gu-
ided by the following cha-
racteristics: specific re-
alization of prosodic and
spectral characteristics of
juncture sounds: time cor-
relation between segments
within phonetic word: inte-
gral intensity of phonetic
word; qualitative and qu-
antitative characteristics
of stressed/unstressed vo-
wels within phonetic word.
In implementing the macro-
segmentation of speech pro-
sodic characteristics are
the principal ones as well
as an account for syntactic
and semantic information.

2 PROCEDURE
The investigation was ba-
sed on the German, English,
Swedish and Danish material.
We have recorded 20 speaker
male and female for each
language.The experimental
corpus contained a set of
interlingual identical word-
which were included into a
set of sentences having 1-
dentical rhythmic and syns
tactic structures. All aco-
ustical characteristics we-
re extracted at the first
stage by intonograph and at
the second stage by MICRO
SPEECH LaB-ver.3. One aim
of our investigation is to
systematically describe and
to define realizations of
duration of different speech
segments in connected text.
To discover correlation for
duration data of different
speech segments the correla
tion coefficient P was de
termined: Ê X; ‘—I-

.P— 616']
The H.-hypothesis of the
independence of relation of
data was tested by means of
t-criterion with p=5%.It
was necessary to determine:
a)the nature of the time

correlation between the ad-
joining subsound segments
within syllable of the fol-
lowing types:occlusion ( se—
parately for voiced/unvoiced
segments),explosion,friction
aspiration,pransition:b)the
nature of the time correla-
tion between adjoining so-
und segments within phone-
tic wordgc) the nature oflthb‘
time correlation between the
syllables within phonetic
word;d)the nature of the co-
rrelation in duration betwe-
en unstressed and stressed
vowels within sentence.

5.DIBOUBSIGN
In the course of the study
of speech behaviour it was
discovered that the tempo-
ral and structural organiza-
tion of speech movements
calls for a complicated spe-
ech programme in the brain.
It should be noted in this
connection that at present
the following problems are
being studied an the domain
of the temporal organizati-
on of spoken utterance:
-the determination of syn-
thesis algorithms ofbhyth—
mic pattern of the utterane
ce ( the problem which is
often referred to as prepro—
gramming of the temporal or-
ganization of speech signal
being part of a more general
problem of synthesis ( gene-
ration) of prosodic patterns
of an utterance;
-the determination of speech
signals used in the informa-
tion exchange between lingu—
istic and physiological 1e-
vels of speech analysis and
synthesis;
-the determination of the
rules for the conversion of
transformation of the rhyth-
mic patterns of an utterance
into real time intervals bee
tween articulatory positions
and movementsifl.

\As a result on the data pro-'
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csssing it was demonstrated
that the level of subsound „
segments allowed us to es-
tablish a specific temporal
correlation between such se-
gments as,for instance,a vo-
iceless occlusion and rolle.
wing frication. In Swedish
a tendency was observed for
establishing a statistical
relevant correlation between
the duration of a voicdess
occlusion of a tense occlu-
sive consonant and the dura.
tion of the following frica
tion segment.In Danish a re-
gular correlation was traces
between the duration of the
frication segment of a tens.
occlusive consonant and the
duration of the following
and the preceding vowelsEZL
It was demonstrated that the
consonant and vowel segments
are characterized by diffe-
rent degrees of a sufficierr
tly reliable temporal corre;
lation. Thus, for instance,
it was proved that in Ger -
man and English exists a ne
gative temporal correlation
between sound segments in
the VC - sequence.The Eng-
lish language was characte-
rized with the negative tem-
poral correlation between
the vowel and the follow-
ing consonant in the sylla-
ble and phonetic word irres-
pective of its position in
sentence.ln German the cor-
relation of the same type
was revealed for the seque-
nce “ vowel-consonant",but
it was mainly observed in
the final position of sen-
tence. it should be neted
that this data were gotten
for two-syllable words with
a short stressed vowel. For
the long stressed vowels in
German there exists tempo
rel correlation between a
long vowel and a preceding
consonant.No such correla-
tion was observed between a
long vowel and a following
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consonant. The temporal co—
rrelation established for
the "vowel-consonant" sequ-
ence underwent no substan-
tial change dependent on po .
sition,whish show a rela-
tive stability of the tem-
poral relations between the
sound segments which form
closed syllables in the lan
guages. The data obtained
indicate that the pattern
of temporal compensation at
the microsegmentation level
is not substantially modifi
ed even in those cases,when
the sound — and subsound se
quencc becomes part of a
rhythmic structure of a hi
gher linguistic order.This
rule is typical for connec-
ted speech_in German and
English.In'Swedish the si-
tuation is somewhat diffe-
rent, and the temporal cor-
relation may be registered
for sequences of sound se-
gments "consonant-vel",
as well as for sound segme-
nts "vowel-consonant".This
type of temporal correlati-
on was observed not only in
different words but also
within the same word. In Da
nish the temporal correla-
tion should be noted betwe-
en sound segments only in
the sequences "vowel-con-
sonant". It follows from
all that was said above "
that the temporal relation
at the level of microsegmen
tation within a syllable in

Vconnected speech is looser
in some languages and stron
ger in other languages.This
means, that the involvement
of sound segments into a sa
quence of the speech conti-
nuum may substantially no-
dify the type of the tempo-
ral relation between adjoi-
ning microsegments, or may
have no significant impact
leading to a temporal radi-
stribution.In the former

case, the temporal relation
between the constituents of

{a syllable is sufficiently
mobile, which brings about
new types of temporal corre
lation, while in the latter
case, the temporal relation
between the constituents is
sufficiently strong, which
preserves the relative in-
tegrity of the syllabic st
ructure in the connected
speech.This conclusion ap-
pears rather well-founded,
- which is an evidence of ’
natural flexibility of the
syllable as a fundamental
material quantum, on which
the whole speech "building"
places. For the medisegmen-
tation-positive temporal »„
correlation between sylla-
bles of different type wi-
thin a phonetic word is cha
racteristic of some langua-
ges. The temporal correla-
tion was observed between
CVO and CV-segments with-
in phonetic word.No corre-
lation was observed between
other types of syllable
combinations: CV -(c)c..v
within the same phonetic
words in utterances. The
comparison of duration da-
ta for vowel - sequences
in sentences in case of ma-
crosegmcntation'revealed a
positive temporal correla—
tion between them.The data
obtained suggest that the
duration or units of micro,
— medi-and macrosegmenta -
tion in connected speech
may be realised with diffe-
rent degrees of regularity
and hauihierarchic charac-
ter. It may be concluded
that the architectonic: of
a speech utterance does
not merely amount to a si-
mple sum of duration data
of a set of micro,-medi,-
macrosegments, but emer -
ges instead as a more cons
plex structure, comprisi-

ng some relatively autono -
mous units, the temporal or
ganization of which is pre-
determined by their own
micro,-medi—and macrosegme-
ntal properties, as well as
by the corrsponding proso-
dic properties of the who-
le speech structure in go-
neral 15].

4.00NCLUSION .
The variability of the pro
sodic organization 03 a ate
terance is brought about by
the interaction of the fol-
lowing factorszthe physio—
logical one as predetermi—
ned by the constitution of
human speech organs; the '
physiologically—linguistic
one as predetermined by the
laws'oficoartiCulation in
accordance with the'featu—
res of the pronunciation ba
sis of a given languagesthe
linguistic one as predeter-
mined by the phonemic,mor-
phemic and syntactic rules
of a languagesthe psycho -
linguistic one as predeter-
mined by the communication
act as a whole.The above
mentioned factors are over-
lapping in the process of
temporal programming and
all types of segmentation
of a spoken utterance.
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As the language is a system
connecting meaning and sound. the
connection itself must be syste-
mic. Hence. the complete typolo-
gical characteristics of the lan-
guage system should include in-
formation concerning the mode of
correspondence between sound and
meaning.

1.1mmnwr1m
The phonological typology of the
basic language unit - the word -
reflects its constitutive and pe—
radigmatic relations. its fun—
ctional-semantic and grammatical
characteristics and as such cor—
relates with the morphological
typology [1.2]. This makes it
possible in addition to morpholo-
gical and syntactic indices of
the quantitative typology sugges—
ted by J.Greenberg to introduce:
l)indices disclosing constitutive
hierarchical relations of the
units of different levels; 2)in-
dices reflecting the degree of
variability/mcertainty of the
units of different levels (in
their interrelation); 3)indices
characterizing the sound shape of
morphemes and words and not only
their syllabic and suprasegmental
organization (as suggested by
V.Scaliéka). but their phonemic
structure depending on functional
and semantic characteristics as
well. As different word groups
may not have similar typological
tendencies. all indices should be
determined both for the word as a
whole and for separate parts of
speech.

2.(XNSTI'IUTIVE RELATIGB' INDI-
In constitutive relations between
language units the frequency of
factual coincidence of the units
of one level with the units of
another one is of special typolo-
gical significance. 0:: the one
hand. the frequency of one-word
sentences. one-morpheme words.
one-phoneme (one-syllable) mor-
phemes essentially characterizes
the plane of expression of each
of the meaningful units. 0n the
other. the frequency of words se—

parately making up a sentence.
morphemes making up a word, pho—
nemes (syllables) making up a
morpheme indicates the degree of
autonomy of the lower-level units
towards the higher-level ones.'Ihe
higher is the frequency the less
is the degree of autonom. Taking
into consideration the last index
a phoneme nust be regarded as the
universal minimal functional sound
unit. Even in languages with the
high index of gramaticality in
the majority of usages a phoneme
functions as a purely phonologi-
cal entity. In classical aggluti-
native languages the degree of
autonomy of a phoneme increases
and reaches its maxim value in
isolating languages as being most
“lexemic”. The notion of a sylla-
beme seems irrelevant because of
neu-autonom of a syllable in re-
ference to a morpheme even in
syllabic isolating languages.

3.VABIABILITY/UKH1'AINTY INDIŒ
8.1.0: the Level of 'ords
It‘s been noted that typological
differences in the degree of
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extensim of lexical polysew

correlate with differences in the

degree of synthesis and the

length of a word: simple and

short words tend to have more

lexico-se-antic variants

(meanings) than derived and long

words. This tendency is apparent

in the opposition between analy-

tic and synthetic languages and

in synthetic languages in the

opposition between the underlying

members of derivational chains

and high—stage derivatives.

3.2. 01 the Level of Ion-phones

The degree of semantic uncertain-

ty (polysenw) of words and mor-

phemes is inversely proportional

to the degree of ' allomorphic

variability. It is extremely

limited in isolating languages

and more or less developed in

synthetic languages.ln accordance

with the principle of morphologi-

cal structuring of a word and mo-

nosenw or polysemy of inflexional

affixes in agglutinative languages

allomorphic variability occurs

mostly in affixes and is normaly

automatic, predictable.whereas in

inflecting languages it occurs in

roots and is mainly unpredictable.

Meanwhile inflecting languages

reveal clear parallelism between

semantic and allomorphic variabi—

lity between words of different

stages in derivational chain.

According to the data of Russian.

polysenw and polymorphism of a

root/stem in inflexional paradigm

(fusion tendency) is more typical

for the basic (non-derived) words.

The higher the derivational stage.

more limited are polysew and

allomorphic variability. High-

stage derivatives usually possess

one meaning and are characterized

by monomorphism of a root/stem

(agglutinative tendency).
3.3.01 the Level of ms

Due to a greater length in syl-

lables and in phonemes and thus

a greater occurence probability

of phonemes in positions of neu-
tralization. high-stage deriva-

tives differ from non-derived

words by a greater phonematic un-

certainty. It is not accidental

that the Russian scientific text

with the degree of synthesis of a

word eqml to 3.21 morphemes and

the average word length equal to

3.4 syllables contains 45% of weak

phonemes. whereas in the colloqui-

al speech with the degree of syn-

thesis equal to 2.47 morphemes and

the length equal to 2.8 syllables

the frequency of weak phonemes

decreases to 36%. .

Apart from phonologically condi-

tioned uncertainty ommic
identification of sound segments

in the analysis of variability on

the level of phonemes the fre-

quency of phonemes manifesting

themselves as marked (derived)
members of morphonological alter-

nations should also be taken into

account.
'lhis group of indices sides with

indices characterizing the degree

of preferable use of consonants

in a definite position within

morpheme/word and. respectively.

the degree of differentiation

between positions: within the

morpheme. at morpheme juncture

and at word juncture. The

coefficients of rank correlation

of consonants in comparable

positions may serve as the

abovementioned indices. Since the

position of morpheme juncture

(opposite to word juncture)

reveals good positive correlation

with within—the-morpheme position

the degree of positions differen-

tiation in consonantal structure

of a simple word and in the root

enables one to consider the type

of the affixation used and its

functional load. Positional dif-

ferences are weakened in the fol-

lowing order: root-isolating lan-

guages. prefixing languages. suf-

fixing languages. languages with

developed bilateral affixation.

4. IEANIMIFUL UNI'IS SXJND SHAPE

INDICES

The sound shape of morphemes and

words is indispensable to

meaning.Fundamental typologicelly

significant semantic difference

is the difference between lexical

and grammatical meanings .
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Contrasting of lexical and gram-
matical is reflected in constitu-

tive and distinctive functions of

sound units und in the degree of

phonematic uncertainty. For

example.in the Russian speech the
coincidence of a mnorph with a
syllable is more frequent in
prefixes and roots as more lexi-

cal units. the coincidence of a
morph with a phoneme -in suffixes
and inflexions as more grammati—
cal ones. The phoneme is quite
autonomous in respect to the
autosemantic morpheme. With les-
sening of lexicality and increase
of gramlnaticality of morphemes.
phonemes become less autonomous
and may not possess this quality.
if the given type of a morpheme
always or mostly expressed by one
phoneme as. for instance. is the
case with inflexions in Marathi
and Arabic.
Phonemes constitute a morpheme
not as an autonomous element but
as an integral purt of the word.
In line with the degree of auto-
sementicity of u word the phoneme
in the Russian language obtains
maximum autonomy in reference to
u substantive root. less autonomy
in reference to a verbal root and
still less autonomy in respect to
a prornmm root. The distinctive
properties of phonemes within a
morpheme go in line with the main
rules of segmental word structure.
Since the middle part of the word
as distinct from marginal posi—
tions is usually irrelevant to
distributive restrictions. the
distinctive possibilities of pho-
nemes in middle-of-the-word mor-
phemes prove to be more effective.
For example.in the Russian speech
the frequency of weak phonemes in
roots and suffixes amounts to
33-34% and in prefixes und
flexicms — to 62 und 59%. The
part-of-speech function of a word
is also significant for distinc—
tive function of phonemes. In
notional parts of speech perform—
ing nominative function the fre-
quency of weak phonemes is higher
than in pronouns performing
substitutive and demonstrative

functions.
Horphonological differences
between parts of speech are also
essential for sense discrimina-
tion. For example. in the Indone-
sian language the voiceless
consonants/nasals interchange
frequency in the root-initial
position amounts to 814351 in
predicatives. and to 51-53% in
nouns. The opposition between
lexical and grammatical greatly
influences the indices which
characterize the sound shape of
meaningful units.
4.1.Ihonmes‘ Inventory
In autosemantic morphemes making
up an open list all phonemes and
their combinatory possibilities
are realized on a larger scale.
In syntactic morphemes making up
a closed list the inventory of
phonemes is restricted: the more
so. the less the number of the
given morphemes and more gramma-
tical their meanings. For
example. in Russian and English
in derivetional suffixes the
number of generally used phonemes
amounts to more than Box. in
flexions it lessens to 33x in
Russian and to 18% in Englishflhe
degree of restriction as to the
phonemic inventory of morphemes
is differerent in different parts
of speech. In particular. the
number of phonemes constituting
Russian derivational suffixes
lessens in the consequence: nouns
(78.5%) „a - adjectives - adverbs -
verbs (31%).
4.2.Hxxnaes' iity
More or less strong tendency to
attach phonemes to certain
meanings first and foremost
manifests itself in preferable
usage of vowels to express
grammatical meanings. und conso-
nants to express lexical
meanings. The degree of lexicali-
zetion of consonants and the
degree of grammaticalization of
vowels as well as the degree of
lexicality/grammaticality of nor-
phemes themselves may be indi-
rectly observed in the emmenan-
tal coefficient. which reflects
the proportion of consonants and
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vowels in accordance with their

frequency of occurence within

different types of morphemes. In

the Russian speech inflexions

possess the minimum (0.43) and

roots — the maximum (2.13) value

of the given coeff icient.The more

lexical is the root the higher is

the coefficient. Consequently. it

is higher in noun roots than in

verb roots. In derivational

morphemes. combining lexical and

grammatical meanings. the propor—

tion of consonants and vowels is

more equal (consonantal coeffici-

ent in suffixes equals to 1.44.

in prefixes to 1.17).

4.3.1'he Ieaningful Units‘ Length

in Phonemes und fillables

It is already known that concrete

meanings are expressed by longer

than the abstract one elements.

The syllabic or non-syllabic form

of meaningful lower—level units is

determined by their free or bound

position within higher-level

units and finally by degree of

autosemant ici ty . In tendency

grammatical morphemes and words

are shorter than lexical ones.

For example. in isolating Yoruba

and in inflecting Russian the

syntactic root is shorter than

the autosemnantic root(respective-

ly 1.00 und 1.35 syllables in Yo-

ruba. 0.9 and 1.28 - in Russian).

the pronoun root is shorter than

the notional one(1.12 and 1.42 in

Yoruba. 0.7 and 1.4 in Russian).

the verbal root is shorter than

the noun root (1.13 and 1.57 in

Yoruba. 1.1 and 1.5 in Russian).
4.4.lorph Junctures and Syllable

Boundaries Interrelation

Strong coincidence of syllable

und morpheme boundaries in

syllabic (isolating) languages is
determined ' by lexicality of

morphemes and their possibility

to manifest a word. In non-sylla-

bic languages different types of

morpheme junctures in many ways

correspond to syllable boundaries

as the mode of combination and

Variability of morphemes depend

on their meaning. position within
a wordI and on whether they are

added to the stem or to the word

as a whole. For example. in

Russian in accordance with the

agglutinative character of

prefixes and fusional character

of flexions the coincidence of

morpheme and syllable division is

more probable at the prefix-root

juncture and very rare at

root/suffix-flexion juncture .

4.5.Iorphames‘ Supraseg-mtal

Characteristics

'Ihe frequency of mnorphemes (auto-
semantic morphemes in particular)
marked by suprasegnental means

seems also to reflect the degree

of lexicality/grammaticality of

the language. It is not by chance

that such prominence can be

observed more often in tone

isolating languages which are

most “lexemic”.

5. WIN

The language system integrity and

unity can be clearly seen in good

or average sufficient correlation

of monophonemic morphs' frequency

and the frequency of morpheme

junctures within a syllable with

indices of lexicality/grannatica-

lity ( +0.918 und +0.775 ).

agglutination/fusion (+0.898 and

+0.837) and synthesis (+0.716 und

+0.536) in 11 languages of diffe-

rent types. The lower is the

lexicality index and thus the

higher the index of grammnaticali-

ty. the higher are the indices of

synthesis and fusion. hence more

oftener occur in the text mono-

phonemic morphs and respectively

more frequent are morph junctures

within the syllable.

am

[1] Zubkova, L.G.(1987). "Aspects

of the Sound Form of the Word".

Proceedings XIth ICPhS. Vol.2.

Tallinn.

[2] Zubkova. L.G.(1990). "Fonolo-

giéeskaja tipologija slova".

Moscow.
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NEUTRALISATION DES VOYELLES NASALES CHEZ DES
ENFANTS D'ILE DE FRANCE

I.Malderez

U.F.R. Linguistique, Université Paris 7, France.

ABSTRACT
A tendency towards the neutralization of
oppositions between lä/ and /5/‚ on the
one hand, and /ä/ and lë/ on the other
hand, is observed in the speech of lie-de-
France and Parisian youngsters.This
phenomenon is also reflected in
children’s spelling.

1. APERCU DES TRAVAUX
ANTERIEURS.
La neutralisation de l'opposition lœ/ vs
lâl au seul profit de lâl. déjà men-
tionné en 1821 par le père
DESGRANGES [2] et un siècle plus tard
par H. BAUCHE [1], semble au-
jourd'hui en voie d'aboutissement en
français standard. H. WALTER [10] et
P. LEON [7] signalent la corrélation
positive qui s‘établit entre l'âge du locu-
teur et la distinction des deux voyelles
nasales.L'étude de O. ME’I’I‘AS, menée
auprès de locutrices parisiennes âgées de
18 à 35 ans. montre que le plus souvent
/cë/ “se confond avec/ ” [9].
A ce phénomène déjà ancien s'ajoutent
deux nouvelles tendances de neutralisa-
tion. En effet depuis 1972 certains
auteurs signalent des déplacements ou
des chevauchements entre les voyelles
lê/ et /ä/ d'une part et entre lä/ et
[5/ d’autre part. Pour O.ME’1‘I‘AS, le
“phonème lä/ tend à se rapprocher de
[5] du parler neutre [...] Cette dernière
réalisation est l‘un des indices les plus
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fréquents du sociolecte, dans cette géné-
ration”. De même lë/ est “identifié
comme une réalisation de /A/, oral ou
nasal" dans certains cas. H. WALTER
signale aussi le cas d'un locuteur parisien
prononçant lä/ “avec un arrondissement
qui peut compromettre la distinction de
l‘opposition /ä/ vs /5/.” I. FONAGY
étudie le traitement des nasales chez sept
jeunes parisiens [3]. “La tendance géné-
rale du déplacement de in vers an n'a pas
empêché un locuteur et deux locutrices à
s'opposer à ce courant, et de substituer
dans certains cas /5/ à /ä/." Pour un
des locuteurs, le 5 a été perçu “comme
lä/ par la moitié ou la plupart des audi-
teurs."
P. LEON attache à ce chevauchement une
valeur sociolinguistique "de certain parler
chic" [8]. I. FONAGY et G.
BOULAKIA supposent aussi cette valeur
stylistique.“0n a l'impression que les
variantes lë/ qui s‘approchent de lä/
font ‘plus jeune', ‘plus branché’, ‘plus
désinvolte‘.”[4].
Ce type de glissement est aussi réalisé
dans la parole des enfants d'Ile de
France.
" Tu aurais pu mettre que les chevals, ils
ont tous un nom (A.V., 10 ans).
- C'est pas vrai! Ils ont pas tous un an!
(S.B., 9 ans) "
Nous avons mené une étude systéma-
tique dans deux écoles primaires rurales
du sud de l'Oise où sont scolarisés des
enfants âgés de 5 à 12 ans.

2. TEST DE PERCEPTION

2.1. Test
Nous avons enregistré quatre enfants de

8 ou 9 ans lisant un corpus présentant 6

triplets minimaux en position finale. Un

test de perception à choix limité a été ef-

fectué auprès de l'ensemble de la classe

où étaient scolarisés les quatre locuteurs.

Ainsi nous avons calculé l'indice

d'audibilité IA 1 de chaque locuteur sur

chaque énoncé, chaque phoneme et sur

l‘ensemble du test.
2.2. Résultats
La locutrice A.T.C. se ditingue par 100%

de IA égal à 1. Notons que sur

l'enregistrement d'une saynete (style

moins formel) nous avons constaté que

A.T.C. produit des nasales ambigües.

Chez les locuteurs C.D. et V.H. les IA

globaux sont respectivement de 0,93 et

0,94. Chez ces deux enfants, la neutrali-

sation des voyelles est faible dans ce

style formel. De même la conservation

des oppositions n'est pas non plus effec-

tive à 100%. La moitié des énoncés chez
C.D. et 81% chez V.H. ont des IA infé-
rieurs à 1. Les indices tombent a 0,76
(C.D.) ou 0,80 (V.H.) pour certains

énoncés. De plus, bien que les écarts
restent faibles. ces locuteurs effectuent

des traitements différents pour les trois
phonèmes : les indices varient de 0,91
pour /5/ à 0,95 pour lë/ chez C.D. et de
0,93 pour lä/ à 0,96 pour [El chez V.H..
La locutrice P.M. obtient à peu près les
mêmes résultats que les deux garçons
pour les phonèmes /ë/ et I5]. Par contre,
le /ä/ dans la parole de P.M. est perçu
[5] 107 fois sur 131 dans le test, soit un

IA de 0,18 pour ce phoneme. Trois
énoncés obtiennent un IA égal à 0,05.

l.IA: indice de perception en accord avec
l'énoncé proposé au locuteur dans le
corpus.

Ainsi chez P.M. 1e déplacement obéit à

une règle pratiquement catégorique.

Néanmoins, elle perçoit correctement les

trois voyelles nasales lorsqu'elle participe

aux tests de perception. Un énoncé por—
tant sur le phonème lä/ atteint un IA de

0,65.
2.3. Statuts des oppositions
Ce test permet d‘observer que chez ces

enfants les oppositions entre lä/ et /5/
sont les plus fragiles, celles entre /ä/et [5/
les plus stables. Par ailleurs les déplace-
ments repérés sur d'autres enregistre-
ments ne concernent que la paire läl. /5/.

Ces résultats2 sont en partie en accord
avec les travaux antérieurs. En effet, si
des confusions de voyelles nasales sont
réalisées dans la parole des enfants et des

jeunes parisiens, il n'existe pas de loi gé-
nérale établissant une neutralisation plus
avancée qu'une autre, ni un sens privilé-
gié de déplacement."Le lä/ s'approche
de lä/ dans certain cas, dans tel mot
plus souvent que dans tels autres, dans la

parole de certains locuteurs plus souvent

que dans celle d'autres locuteurs” [3].

D'autre part il nous semble difficile de

considérer cette perte d’opposition

comme une variante stylistique. Les en-

fants qui se sont prêtés à cette étude ap-

partiennent ä des classes socio—profes-

sionnelles de type ‘ouvrier’ ou 'employé'

et habitent à la campagne dans des vil-

lages de moins de 1500 habitants.

3. CE QUE REVELE ‘
L'ORTI-IOGRAPHE
3.1.Données '
Nous avons été confronté à des fautes

d‘orthographe assez atypiques. M.R.

écrit 1mm pour "jambon"; P.M. écrit

5m pour "en" et inversement; P.C. dem

pour "dont"; L.A. mans. pour

._.———-——-—

2.’l‘ableau 1
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"versons"; G.C. mm pour "avant";
O.B. mm pour "ressemble" et je
munis pour "je m'ennuie"; A.V. elle
Wpour "elle sent..." etc...
A la suite d'l.FONAGY, on peut affir—
mer que “les fautes d'orthographe
d'enfants de 6-7 ans reflètent souvent
leur conception phonologique.” [3; 5].
Nous pensons pouvoir étendre cette
constatation à tout individu de plus de
sept ans, enfant ou adulte, en difficulté
vis àvis de l'écrit.
Les divers manuels de français issus des
derniers programmes officiels ne propo-
sent aucun travail quant à la discrimina-
tion orthographique des voyelles nasales
pour les enfants de 8-12 ans.Cct état de
fait souligne le caractère récent de la perte
partielle des oppositions entre voyelles
nasales.Les manuels s'attachent par
contre à faire acquérir les différentes gra-
phies jn,ain,un. Pour les élèves du
C1313, on trouve quelques rares exercices
concernant l'opposition Iä/ vs /5/.[6].
3.2. Test
Nous avons proposé la série de trois
exercices“ à 118 élèves (6—12 ans) d'une

3. Cours Élémentaire 1ère année.(7 ans).

4. 1 Complète les mots avec an ou
on.
Les hir...delles s...t mainten...t de
retour. Dès les premiers ray...s de soleil,
elles arrivent en volet...t, en ras...t le sol
et en cri...t. Qu...d il fait froid, elles v...t
en Afrique.
2 Choisis le mot qui convient.
1. Est-ce que les oiseaux ont une
{langue, longue]?
2. Il y a des {rongées, rangées)
d'hirondelles sur les fils.
3. Le faisan a brusquement disparu à
{ l'angle, l'ongle] du bois.
3 Complète les mots avec en ou on.
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école en mai 1989, à 71 élèves du même
établissement en mai 90, et enfin à 41 en-
fants (7-12 ans) d'une seconde école en
septembre 90.
Nous avons constaté des confusions or-
thographiques de nasales dans tous les
cours y compris chez les plus vieux.
Notons que P.M. n'a fait aucune erreur
au test; dans son cas l'orthographe est
bien fixée et ne révèle pas les déplace—
ments mis en évidence dans sa parole
lors des tests de perception.
Sur 4208 réponses exprimées apparais-
sent 368 "erreurs”, soit un taux global
de réussite de 91%. Dans le 3ème exer—
cice, nous avons acceptéWet
mum. Selon les mots en référence, ce
score varie de 76 ("angle") à 98%
("serpent"). Les lcxèmes les plus usités
n'atteignent pas systématiquement les
meilleurs scores: "sont" 92, "quand" 87,
"vont" 93. Par contre si on considère les
onze lexèmes entrant dans une paire mi—
nimale ("vont" vs "vent"), la moyenne
des scores est de 89% contre 94 pour les
autres.
L'appartenance à une paire minimale fa—
vorise donc les confusions orthogra-
phiques de nasales.
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Tableau l : Nombre d’occurences et

sont

Tableau 2 : Pourcentages d'erreurs
selon les mots en référence:
mots en réfé— nbre. nbre. % de
rence occu. erreurs erreurs

hirondelle 223 8 4
sont 225 17 8

maintenant 224 13 6
rayons 223 12 5
voletant 216 39 18
rasant 219 32 15

criant 222 28 l3
quand 226 19 13

vont 224 16 7

langues 220 20 9

rangées 223 7 3

angle 222 54 24

serpent 229 4 2

entrée 227 13 6

Jonder 228 10 4

jongler 228 16 7

enfoncer 210 21 10

menton 210 22 6

environ 209 15 7

des
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ABSTRACT
In this paper results are presented of an

extensive listening experiment on the
evaluation of male and female voice and
pronunciation charaderistim. 'Ihirty male
and thirty female speakers from three
profession categories were recorded
while reading aloud several texts. Three
main research questions were involved:
1. Are voice and/or pronunciation of
men and women evaluated differently?
2. Do listeners' judgments and subjects'
opinions about these characteristics
reveal similar results? 3. Can speakers
from different professions be distin-
guished by voice and pronunciation cues
only?

1 INTRODUCTION
Clear differences in acoustic characteris-
tics exist between male and female
voices. An interesting question in this
connection is which perceptual charac—
teristics would be related more to male
voices and which to female voices. A
study by Kramer [2] revealed that some
perceptual characteristics were more
associated with female speech (e.g.
gentle, melodious), while other charac-
teristies were associated more with male
speech (authoritative, loud). In the
present experiment, it was tested to‘
what extent male and female voice and
pronunciation would be evaluated
differently. Judgments based on actual
presentation of voices and subjects'
opmrons were compared. All evaluation
scores were collected by means of se-
mantic scales [3]. Another question was
whether voices of different professions
would be evaluated differently. If so,
thrs would imply that listeners are able
to distinguish voices with respect to

profession (see also [4]).

2 METHODS
2.1 Speakers and listeners
Thirty male and thirty female represen-
tatives from three profession categories
(nurses, managers and information
agents) were selected. These particular
speaker groups have been chosen, be-
cause these groups differ clearly from
one another with respect to the number
of men and women working in these
professions, and because speech is an
important aspect of the work in all three
categories. Twenty male and twenty
female students of the University of
Amsterdam (all native speakers of
Dutch) participated as listeners in the
experiment.

2.2 Stimuli and Recordings
The speakers were asked to read aloud
text passages taken from actual speech.
Three texts dealt with topics associated
with the three professions. An additional
text was included which dealt with a
neutral topic with respect to the speaker
groups. The sixty speakers were recor—

ded at various places. They were
allowed to prepare the texts in the way
they desired; also, they were free in
choosing their own tempo and
intonation. At the end of the recordings,
the speakers gave 'their opinion about
their own voice and pronunciation by
means of the already mentioned rating
instrument (results in 3.3). -

2.3 Perceptual evaluation ‘
Voice,“ and pronunciation were evaluated
by cans of the semantic 'twin scalcs'

en x pairs of related notions) as
developed for Dutch b‘y Fagel et at. [1]-

mi

In addition, four new scales were

included that were supposed to
differentiate between the profession
categories, if the professions would

differentiate at all. The English trans-
lations of the Dutch scales as used in
the present experiment are shown in
Table 1. The four scales at the bottom
of the table are the additional ones.

2.4 Experimental procedure
The listeners were instructed to evaluate
the voices by means of the eighteen
sales (results in 3.1). The seven texts
as well as the sixty speakers were ran—

domized. The listening sessions were

performed at the Language Centre of the

University of Amsterdam, where
listening facilities were available that
allowed for selective presentation to

listeners individually and simultaneously.

During the listening sessions, the forty

listeners were also asked to identify the

professionbf the speakers presented by
choosing from a list of six possibilities
(results in 3.4).
Apart from evaluating the voices, the
listeners were also asked to give their
opinion ab0ut typical voice and pronun—
ciation characteristics of men and wo—
men in six profession categories,

including the three already mentioned
(results in 3.2). This task was also
performed by means of the same rating
instrument.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Evaluation of speakers' voice and
pronunciation
Mean scale scores were derived for all
three speaker grou s for men and
women separately {see Table 1). It
appeared that the differences between
male and female voice and pronuncia—
tion are not very large, although except
for scales no. 1,9,11,12 and 18, the
scales appeared to be significantly diffe—
rent (t-test; sign. level was set to 0.003,
because of the repetition of t—tests). Not
surprisingly, the largest differences are
found for the scales 'high—low' and
'shrill—deep'. Smaller differences are
found for the scale 'dull-clear', with
female voices considered to sound
clearer than male voices. Furthermore,
female nurses and managers were evalu-
ated as more monotonous than male

nurses and managers. Some scales
differentiated the profession categories.
Managers were evaluated æ speaking in
a little more polished and cultured way.
Factor analyses were performed on the
correlations between the scales in order
to look for the underlying patterns of
relationships between the data. Analyses
performed on the male and female data
separately, revealed that four factors
explained about 50% of the total vari-
ance in rather well interpretable di—
mensions that can be characterized as
'Appreciation quality of the voice',
'Pcrsonality evaluation', 'Pronunciation
quality' and 'Pitch' respectively, with
some minor differences between the two
sexes. The scales 'broad—cultured' and
'pleasant—unpleasant' attained the highest
communality estimates, which implies
that these scales are responsible for a
considerable part of the variance.

3.2 Opinions about typical voice and
pronunciation characteristics
The mean scale scores obtained by the
non-auditively based judgments reveal
that there a smaller number of assumed
differences between the voices of the
two sexes exist in comparison to the the
voices of the three profession categories.

Only the scales 'higlr-low' and 'shrill—
deep' differed significantly for male and
female voices.
Most extreme scores were found for the
scales 'slovenly—polished' and the related
scale 'broad-cultured'. Managers (male

as well as female) were supposed to

possess the highest degree of culture
and polishment in their pronunciation.
Also, rather extreme mean scores are

found for attributes like powerful,

authoritative and business—like with

respect to managers. One more

appealing finding was the high mean

score for male information agents With

respect to melodiousness.

3.3 Evaluation of voice and pronun-
ciation by the speakers themselves

The mean scores as given by each of
the speakers with regard to their own
voice and pronunciation also tended to
the centre of the interval. Nevertheless,

female information agents judged their

pronunciation as more polished and

cultured than the other speaker groups.
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Female managers and information agents
scored their voices as more expressive
than the other speaker groups. Male
speakers regarded their own voices less
husky than the female speakers did.

3.4 Identification of profession by
voice cues alone
Most listeners reported that identification
o_f the profession of a speaker was a
drficult task. The alternative options of
'shop assrstent' and ’teacher' (categories
that were actually not t in the

er groups) „Mm options
were rather frequently chosen. It

appeared that female nurses were iden-

tified correctly more often than male
nurses. Moreover, female nurses were
scarcely confused with female managers
in contrast to male nurses with male
managers. Male information agents were
classified most often as teachers,
whereas female information agents re-
ceived most scores on the categories of
nurse and shop assistent. The
significance of the different scores was
tested in an analysis of variance.
The Anova analysis (mixed model with
repeated measures on the factors '
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Table 2.

Resuiuoftheuniysisofvuiance(minedmodel;npeatedmeunea)enfltemea

MideafifiadmmSl-SexoffinmenSsp-SexofapeakIp-Prm

of speaker.

FACTOR

a

'speaker sex' and 'profession of speaker')
gave rise to the results as presented in
Table 2. From that table it can be seen
that sex of er was one of the
differentiating actors.
Also, speakers with different professiom
were identified differently and the
interaction between sex of speaker and

fession of speaker also reached the
revel of significance, which implies that
male and female nurses, managers and

information agents received different
scores. From the differences in percen-
tages between the three speaker groups,
it appeared that the manager scores are
higher when manager voices had been
presented. The same holds for the nurse
scores. Although not tested in the
Anova, the influence of text condition
on the profession appointments
to be very clear as well. The scores on
each of the categories were increased
when the text content fitted with that
particular profession.

4 DISCUSSION
Although considerable differences existed
between the individual speakers of each
youp as evaluated by the listeners, in
general the differences between male
and female speakers as well as between

ers, nurses and information agents
appeared to be rather small. More diffe-
rences were appointed with respect to
male and female speakers if voice and
pronunciation characteristics were
evaluated without actual presentation of
voiœs. These supposed characteristics
were also more extreme. The finding
that the differenœs are considered to be

larger than were actually found, may
pointtotheexistenceofprejudices.1he
differences between 'high-low’ and
'siow-quick' were enlarged for male and
female managers. Differences in 'high-
iow', ’ugly-beautiful' and 'monotonous—
melodious' were enlarged for maie and
female information agents. The diffe—
rences between the three professions
were even more enlarged; managers are
supposed to speak e.g. very polished
and with authority in comparison with
the other groups. Evaluation by the
speakers themselves revealed not such
clear gr0up differences.
Identification of profession on the basis
of someone's voice was far from perfect,
but neither a random choice.
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ABSTRACT
This project examines differentiation in
voice quality setting across varieties of
English in urban Vancouver, Canada.
Two different techniques of long-tenn
average spectral (LTAS) analysis are used
to investigate extended samples of con-
tinuous text across groups collected in a
sociolinguistic survey. The first pro-
cedure uses smoothed spectra and can-
onical discriminant analysis. The second
procedure uses nonsmoothed spectra and
the SDDD dissimilarity measrn'e. Results
thus far suggest that overall SES effects
are greater than aging effects. particularly
for the MMC group.

1. THE VANCOUVER SURVEY
Data are drawn from the Survey of
Vancouver English, conducted in 1979-
80 [4] [5]. Analysis focuses on 192 ran-
domly-selected male and female English
speakers native to the Vancouver region,
in the three age groups of the survey: 0
(over 60), M (35-60) and Y (1684).
Four socioeconomic status (SES) cate-
gories, middle and upper working class
(MWC/UWC) and lower and middle
middle class (LMC/MMC), are com-
pared. -The sample text is drawn from a
reading passage with local content.

2. INITIAL LTAS PROCEDURE
2.1. Method
In the initial LTAS procedure, frames
below voicing threshold (silences and
voicelessness) are discarded. and FFI‘
power spectra of voiced speech with
smoothing applied are integrated over
successive nonoverlapping 20 ms
windows of the first 60 s of the survey
reading text [2]. LTAS distributions are
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compared using principal component and
canonical discriminant analysis to
compute the Mahalanobis distance. Initial
analysis focuses on the older and middle-
aged groups.
The relationship of SES-group spectra
with the LTAS of articulatorily modelled
settings (by the first author) are expressed
in generalized squared distance.
Categories of the phonetic description of
voice quality settings used to compare
and evaluate LTAS results from the
sample are those defined by Abencrombie
[l] and Laver [10]. Sets of models for
LTAS analysis based on these categories
have been assessed by Nolan [11] and
Harmegnies, Esling & Delplancq [9].

2.2 Results
Results of initial LTAS analyses are
summarized in TABLES 1 and 2. The
generalized squared distance measure of
intragroup variability in LTAS indicates
that SES groups are more homogeneous
for female subjects than for male subjects
in the survey in general. For middle-aged
males, only the LMC and MMC groups
are differentiated by the LTAS analysis of
voiced speech used in this study,
corroborating the significant separation
between LMC-MMC men found using
vowel formant data. .
Classification of each model setting by
group is inconclusive. The association of
the velar-ized setting with UWC males is
tentative.
Middle-aged MWC and UWC women
contrast in LTAS with middle-aged MMC
women, in conformity with the vowel-
formant distributions separating these
groups. Other LTAS relationships,
however, do not confirm over the long
term the more vowel-specific findings of
formant analyses [3]. LTAS peak

TABLE 1. LTAS relationships between middle-aged and older male groups.

Canonical Discriminant Analysis; Probability > Mahalanobis Distance.

(Figures in bold represent groups which are significantly separated.)

Older Middle-aged
MWC UWC LMC MMC UWC LMC MMC

MWC 0.76 0.59 0.46 0.38 0.07 0.33 0.45

Middle- UWC 0.12 0.39 0.01 0.31 0.35 0.004
aged LMC 0.15 0.84 0.02 0.12 0,01

MMC 0.42 0.06 0.94 0.23

MWC 0.31 0.40 0.65
Older UWC 0.12 0.37

LMC 0.39

TABLE 2. LTAS relationships between middle-aged and older female groups.
Canonical Discriminant Analysis; Probability > Mahalanobis Distance.

(Figures in bold represent groups which are significantly separated.)

Older Middle-aged
MWC UWC LMC MMC UWC LMC MMC

MWC 0.09 0.33 0.05 0.002 0.36 0.52 0.13
Middle- UWC 0.01 0.27 0.04 0.001 0.46 0.02

aged LMC 0.20 0.86 0.42 0.03 0.43
MMC 0.84 0.28 0.31 0.34

MWC 0.19 0.25 0.47
Older UWC 0.74 0.04

LMC 0.20

r
\

\ locations suggest a similarity between
older MWC women and middle-aged
MMC women. Middle-aged MWC
women, on the other hand, contrast with
the LTAS pattern of both older MWC and
MC speakers. as well as with the
middle-aged MMC distribution.
Older MWC women, where the formant
shift suggests tongue retraction as for
uvularization or pharyngalization, are
classified together with the faucalized.
uvularized and velarized models in
descending order of probability.

3. SDDD LTAS PROCEDURE
3.1. Method „
The second LTAS analysis procedure
adopts the SDDD statistical techniques
introduced by Harrnegnies & Landercy
_[6] [7] [8] to improve the reliability of
mterspeaker LTAS comparisons.

The 192 speakers in the survey were split
into categories according to three main
variables: sex (male, female), age

(younger, middle, older) and socro-

economic status (middle working class,

upper working class, lower middle class,

middle middle class). A full factorial
partitioning model was used, and
therefore resulted in 24 subsamples (2

sexes x 3 ages x 4 SES categories) of 8

speakers each. _
Interspeaker comparisons of the
speakers' LTAS were performed by
means of the SDDD dissimilarity index.
This was considered the dependent
variable of the study.
Age and SES were, in turn, each
considemd as the independent variable of

the study. Both these analyses were

performed separately in the male and in
the female group.
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TABLE 3. Average SDDD values for
intra- and inter-age comparisons (96 male subjects)

AGE
0 M Y

O 5.4 5.7 5.8
AGE M 5.7 5.8

Y 6.0

TABLE 4. Average SDDD values for
intra- and inter-age comparisons (96 female subjects)

AGE
0 M Y

0 6.3 5.9 6.4
AGE M 5.4 5.7

Y 6.0

3.2 Data Analysis - Age Effects
Both inter- and intra-age-class compari-
sons are considered. Each comparison of
one class to another involves 496
interspectral dissimilarity measures. Each
figure in TABLES 3 and 4 is therefore the
average of 496 values.
The intraclass dissimilarity is, on the
average, slightly less than the interclass
on (males: 5.69 < 5.78; females: 5.89 <
6.04), suggesting overall weak aging
effects: the LTAS drawn from a given age
group tend to be more similar to one
another than they are to spectra drawn
from other age groups.
The greater intraclass homogeneity is
nevertheless most sensitive for middle—
aged subjects (both males and females),
and older males: in those cases, the
intraclass value is less than all the
itliterclass values involving the considered
c ass.

3.3 Data Analysis - SES Effects
Both inter- and intra-SES-class
comparisons are considered. Each
comparison of one class to another
involves 276 interspectral comparisons.
Each figure in TABLES 5 and 6 is
therefore the average of 276 values.
The intraclass dissimilarity tends, on the
whole, to be less than the interclass one
(males: 5.65 <5.95 ; females: 5.69<
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6.14), suggesting overall SES effects
greater than the aging effects.
The relationship is particularly strong in
the MMC both for males and females,
and also for UWC females.

4. DISCUSSION
LTAS distributions are found to contrast
across social varieties of Vancouver
English for some SES groups,
particularly for middle~aged female UWC
and MMC speakers. These results
suggest that long-term voice quality
settings differ systematically between the
respective social groups, at least in
acquired oral-reading style.
These descriptive relationships will be
subject to further examination using
inferential analysis to determine probabil-
ities. The results and methodologies of
both the SDDD dissimilarity measure and
the initial LTAS procedure will also be
compared in relation to group-by-group
vowel formant class analyses [3] for age
and SES classes.
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OBSERVATIONS SUR LA CHUTE DU l DANS LE FRANÇAIS

DE NORTH BAY (ONTARIO)
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ABSTRACT
L-deletion in French clitic pronouns

and definite articles is studied here using a
corpus of adolescent speakers From North
Bay, Ontario, a town with a 17% minority
of Francophones. The variable is Found to
be socially stratified, speakers of working-
class background generally showing higher
rates of L-deletion. Speakers with lower
French language dominance tend in most
cases to delete Fewer Ls in object clitics and
articles. Male end Female speakers delete Ls
in equal proportions, except in "elle",
where males delete Fewer.
0. INTRODUCTION

On se propose ici d’étudier
l’effacement du /|/ des pronoms clitiques et
des articles déFinis den: le français parlé
par les adolescents de la minorité
francophone d'une ville du Nord de
l’Ontario, North Bay. Tout en analysant le
ieu des facteurs sociaux et linguistiques
traditionnellement considérés dans les
enquêtes sociophonétiques, on s'interrogera
sur le rôle que pourrait jouer le degré de
dominance linguistique, dont la variation est
considérable entre les individus de cette
communauté franco—antarienne, qui constitue
17% de la population de North Boy.
1. TRAVAUX AmÉmuns '

Le problème de la suppression du
/l/ dans ce contexte morphonologique a at-
tiré l’attention de nombreux chercheurs, dont
Bougai'eff 8. Cardinal [3], Laliberté [4], Léon
& Tennant [5] et Thomas [11]. Les études
empiriques sur la question, notamment
Poplaclt 8. Walker [8], reprenant SankaFF 8-

Cedergren [91 et Santerre, Noiseux & Osti-
guy [10], pour Montréal, ainsi qu’Ashby
[I], pour Tours, démontrent que l'élision du
/l/ des morphèmes grammaticaux est plus
avancée en français canadien qu'en

français européen, et qu’elle semble être so-
cialement stratifiée.

On se propose d’introduire dans
l’étude de la chute du /l/ une autre vari-
able sociale, celle de la dominance linguis-
tique, dont l’importance a déjà été bien
démontrée par Beniok & Mougeon [2] en
ce qui concerne la variation morpho-synta-
xique et lexicale chez les Franco— ontariens.
Chez les moins francodominants des
adolescents de cette communauté, étant
donné leur usage très restreint du français
en dehors du milieu normatiF que constitue
l'école, on pourrait s'attendre a trouver un
taux moins élevé d’élisions du /l/, un taux

élevé d'élisions étant -- les études citées ci-
dessus le prouvent -- un trait saillant du
vernaculaire franco-canadien.
2. CORPUS ET MÉTHODE

Le corpus utilisé pour cette enquête a
été gracieusement fourni par Raymond Mou-
geon. ll s'agit d’entrevues d'en moyenne
trois quarts d’heure conduites en champ
libre avec 36 locuteurs dans une école
secondaire française de North Boy. Les
suiets sont tous des élèves de cet
établissement, âgés entre 15 et 18 ans. Les
proportions des locuteurs masculins (19) et
féminins (l7) sont a peu près égales. Les
sujets sont groupés dons trois catégories de
classe sociale, selon le métier des parents.
On trouve une description détaillée de ce
corpus dans Mougeon et al. [71. Un indice
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de dominance linguistique basé sur la fré-
quence d'emploi du français a été calculé
pour chaque locuteur. Pour plus de
précisions sur cet indice, voir Mougeon 8‘
Béniak [6]. On a analysé environ 20
minutes de parole pour chaque suiet, en
éliminant le début de l'interview et en
choisissant ou hasard des intervalles de 4
ou 5 minutes. Toutes les occurrences de la
variable ont été codées dans une tran-
scription orthographique saisie sur ordina-
teur, selon la nature du morphème en ques-
tion et sa réalisation (L0 pour effacement du
/l/; LI pour prononciation du /l/), ainsi

que selon le contexte phonologique. ' Ce
codage a permis la quantification des
données a l'aide d’un logiciel de con-
cordance textuelle, WordCruncher. Les
scores ainsi obtenus pour chaque locuteur
ont été ensuite regroupés selon les catégo-
ries de sexe, classe sociale (3 groupes: I
Supérieure, ll Moyenne, lll Ouvrière), et

dominance linguistique (3 groupes de l2
sujets selon l'indice: Gl .01-.49; GZ .50-

.70; G3 71-100.].
3. RÉSULTATS ET DISCUSSION
3.1. Résultats globaux

Le tableau 1 montre les taux
d’effacement du /l/ des pronoms et des
articles den: le français de North Bay, oinsi

que les résultats obtenus par Poplack 8.
Walker [8] pour Ottawa-Hull. On constate
d’emblée certaines ressemblances. Le taux
d’effacement du "il" personnel est moins
élevé que celui du "il" impersonnel, pour
lequel le /l/ tombe de façon presque
catégorique. Cela confirmerait à nouveau
l'hypothèse de SankoFF & Cedergren [91
selon laquelle la quantité d'information
contenue dans le morphème serait un
facteur dans l’effacement du /l/. La
seconde constatation que l'on peut faire,
c'est que le patron observé par Poplack 8.
Walker [8] concernant l’ordre des mor-
phèmes par fréquence de syncope, est
reproduit a North Boy: pronom sujet >
pronom objet > article.

Ces résultats semblent au premier
abord indiquer que la suppression du /l/
est moins fréquente à North Boy qu’a
Ottawa. Cependant, vu la situation de dis-

Ë-IsblurJ
Elfeaementdu/l/danslelranoats‘ briard-Boy.
et d'Ottawa-Hul (selon Popledr 8| Walker [81)

Neath! mm
PRO SU] L0 N % %
il (pers) 378 416 90.9% 100.0%
il (imp) 369 374 98.7% 100.0%
ils 491 530 92.6% 99.0%
elle 91 136 66.9% 84.0%
elles 0 0 ... 33.0%
PRO OBI
lui 138 15 86.7% 91.0%
les 17 55 30.9% 50.0%
leur 6 21 28.6% 4.0%
la 2 14 14.3% 32.0%
le 1 1 ' I 17 9.4% 8.0%
I’ 4 1 16 3.4% 5.0%
TOTAL 53 338 15.7% 28.2%

ART DEF
la 142 560 25.4% 38.0%
les 76 510 14.9% 17.0%
Ie 55 558 9.9% 7.0%
l' 27 373 7.2% 18.0%
TOTAL 300 2001 15.0% 19.0%

cours plus informelle dans laquelle Poplock
8. Welker [8] ont recueilli leur corpus, il se

peut qu'il s’agisse la de divergences stylis-
tiques, au lieu d’une véritable différence
entre les réalisations de la variable dans les
deux communautés.
3.2. Facteurs Sociaux
3.2.1. Sexe

Le graphique 1 montre les taux
d'élision du /|/ des pronoms sujets ”il"
(personnel), "ils" (masc. et fém. dans ce

dialecte), et "elle", selon le sexe des locu-
teurs. On a éliminé le pronom ”il“ (imper-
sonnel) de l'analyse de la variation
sociolinguistique, l'élision du /l/ étant
presque catégorique pour ce morphème.
On constate que les différences sont très mi-
nimes pour les pronoms masculins: ”il“
(femmes: 93,3%; hommes: 89,1%), et

"ils" (femmes: 91,3%; hommes: 94,1%).

Quant au pronom féminin ”elle", on
remarque un certain conservatisme chez les
hommes (femmes: 70,4%; hommes:

57,9%), ce qui va àl'encontre de la

tendance observée dans d'autres études.
L’élision dans les pronoms objets

(femmes: 15,4%; hommes: 15,9%) et les
articles définis (femmes: 15,4%; hommes:

14,6%), comme on peut le voir dans le
graphique 2, semble n'avoir aucune
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3.2.2. Classe sociale
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4,0%; II: 12,4%; III: 21,196), et articles (I:
8,196; II: 13,9%; III: 18,6%). Le pronom
"ils" semble cependant faire exception,
mais les dilférences entre les groupes sont
peu importantes (I: 92,5%; II: 94,8%; I:
90,496). A North Bay comme ailleurs, il
semble s'agir d’un marqueur sociolinguiæ
tique stable.
3.2.3. Dominance linguistique

Les graphiques 5 et 6 illustrent le
rapport entre la chute du /|/ et l’indice de
dominance linguistique. Pour "il" personnel
(G1: 82,5%; G2: 90,7%; G3: 96,2%) et
;i19s" (’61: 85,2%; G2: 93,8; G3:

‚4%, ainsi que pour les pronoms '
(GI: 12,4%; G2: 11,6%; G3: 21,292):
les articles (GI: 9,0%; G2: 15,0%; G3:
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osavoir que les locuteurs dont le frottait “I
la langue la plus utilisée se rapprocher“
davantage de la norme statistique du ver.
naculaire. Cependant, les scores pour b
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pronom "elle" (G1: 76,1%; G2: 73,096;

G3: 54,7%) contredisent cette observation.
Cette contradiction serait peut-être attri-
buable ùla grande variation interindividuelle
que l’on a pu observer, les moyennes des
réalisations à l’intérieur de chaque sous-
groupe étant accompagnées d'écarts types
très élevés.
3.3. Facteurs phonétiques

Pour le pronom "elle", le contexte
/_C est très favorable a la chute du /I/
(84,6% de suppressions) par rapport au
contexte /_v (59,6%).

Quant aux pronoms obiets et aux
articles, le /l/ est effacé plus souvent
derrière voyelle (pronoms: 19,6%; articles
21,0%) que derrière consonne (pronoms:

7,0%; articles: 12,7%).
3.4. Facteurs morphosyntaxiques

Le /|/ des articles est elfacé le plus
souvent dans les groupes prépositionnels,
notamment suivant "dans" (39,7%), "sur"

(37,9%) et "à" (30,7%).
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FORIIGH ACCENT AID TEE IITIVI SPEAKER
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the re-
sults of an experiment in-
vestigating a) native
speaker reactions to common
non—native pronunciations
on the three dimensions of
perceived importance of er-
ror, perceived friendliness
of speaker and perceived
educational level of speak-
er, and b) the effect of
information about speakers'
ethnic origin on the react-
ions of native speakers
from two socially distinct,
but otherwise comparable
groups to non—native pro-
nunciations.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is important to disting-
uish between, on the one
hand, attitudes to ethnic
groups, which can evidently
be elicited using more or
less accented speakers as
stimuli (e.g. the classical
matched-guise work of Lam;
bert et al., [1] and on the
other hand, attitudes to
the non-native accents as—
sociated with these groups.
Here we are concerned with
the relationship between
the way native speakers of
Swedish see different immi-
grant groups and the way
they react to different
phonetic features of immi-
grants' pronunciation of
Swedish.
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2. EXPERIMENT 1
2.1 Hypotheses
In order to access phoneti-
cally conditioned attitudes
to foreign accent, we can
look at a number of non-na-
tive phonetic features
which crop up in several
different accents of Swed-
ish. Our hypothesis is that
different phonetic features
of a certain non-native
speaker's pronunciation
cause native listeners to
react in different ways
(HYPOTHESIS 1). This kind

of discrimination is clear-
ly independent of the lis-
tener's attitude to the
ethnic group he believes
the speaker to represent.

We know a good deal about
the way the Swedish popula-
tion views various immi-
grant groups from investi-
gations such as that re-
ported in [2]. Given this,
we would expect to find
that native speakers will
perceive non-native speech

.differently depending on
what they know, or believe

they know about the speak-
ers' linguistic, and,
therefore, ethnic, origin

(HYPOTHESIS 2).

Westin [2] reports that
blue-collar workers are, on
average, less tolerant of
immigrants than are other

groups. We hypothesize that

native listeners with a

lower educational standard

(for example, those 17—19

year—olds studying to be
blue-collar workers - el-

ectricians, mechanics,

builders etc) will be more

influenced by what they be-

lieve about a speaker's

linguistic origin than will
similar students on theore-

tical courses (directed at

university admittance to
subjects such as engineer—

ing) (HYPOTHESIS 3) .

2.2 Material

Prom non-native readings of
a short text, we listed a
large number of NNPs, from
which we chose five which
occurred in a number of
different accents. Five
versions of each of these

,non-native pronunciations
each taken from one of two
places in the text, produc-
ed by non—native speakers,
were chosen with the small—
est possible total number
of speakers, such that the
maximum number of compari—
sons between native react—
ions to a single speaker's
deviant pronunciations
could be made. This gave us
a total of 25 tokens from
11 speakers, with up to
three tokens from each
speaker.

In order to let us test hy-
pothesis 3 we used two
groups of native speakers:
(a) 72 native Swedish stud—
ents on three-year theoret—
ical courses at upper se-
condary school (T3), and
(b) 33 native Swedish stud—
ents on two—year practical
courses (P2). The only dif-
ference between groups P2
and T3 is assumed to be
their educational, and
therefore social status (of
[3]), in relation to the
employment they will be ex-
pected to have at the end
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of their studies. We have
performed extensive preli-
minary experiments on T3-
type listeners (c.f. [4],

[5]).

Previous work on linguistic
attitudes (for example,
[6]) has shown the need for
two basic dimensions to de-
scribe speaker characteris-
tics elicited from ling—
uistic stimuli. We have
used three dimensions re-
presenting the perceived

importance of eliminating

each NNP as uttered by a

particular speaker, and the

perceived friendliness and
educational level of each

speaker when he or she uses

particular NNPs.

2.3 Results
Hypothesis 1 predicted that

different phonetic features

of a single non-native

speaker's pronunciation

cause naive native listen-

ers to react in different

ways. The NNPs spoken by

different speakers were of-

ten found to be judged dif-

ferently from each other as

regards how important it is

to eliminate each NNP. This
is also true of the per-

ceived educational level of

the speakers, but the per—

ceived friendliness of a
speaker is only in one case

influenced by the various
NNPs he or she uses. It is,

however, clearly the case

that non-native pronuncia—

tions from a single speaker

can be judged very differ-

ently. This gives us corro-

boration for hypothesis

one.

Our second hypothesis was

that the same phonetic fea-

ture in different non-nat—

ive accents will elicit

different native responses.

We found that the variation

between judgements of dif-



ferent non-native speakers'
productions of single NNP
categories is usually sign—
ificantly greater than the
variation within speakers.
This means that our hypo-
thesis is supported. There
is no significant tendency
for similar non-native pro-
nunciations to be judged in
the same way.

The third hypothesis pre-
dicts that a speaker's pro-
nunciation will be judged
differently depending on
what the native informants
know, or believe they know
about the speakers' ling—
uistic origin. This was
tested by comparing the
judgements of stimuli where
the same NNP from the same
speaker is presented more
than once with conflicting
information about the
speakers’ linguistic back-
grounds). The fact that
the listeners accepted this
information is a reflection
of their limited capabili-
ties of identification of
foreign accents, as men-
tioned above. Hypothesis 3
is not corroborated for
either listener group on
any dimension. There are
very few significant dif-
ferences between the judge-
ments of the speaker
guises. This means that,
while the listeners were
not aware that they were
hearing the same speaker
more than once, they were
uninfluenced by the inform-
ation about the speakers’
backgrounds when making
their judgements.

2.4 Discussion
We have here a clear case
of distinct phonetically
conditioned attitudes to
different non—native pro-
nunciation features. A
single speaker’s NNPs can
be judged differently by
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naive native listeners as
regards the importance of
the NNPs used and, more
surprisingly, how friendly
(in one case) and highly
educated the speaker is
perceived to be. If a non—
native speaker is perceived
as having a lower level of
education when he or she
lets a final velar nasal be
followed by a voiced velar
stop than when he or she
inserts a vowel in a conso-
nant cluster this can have
serious social consequences
for the speaker. This has,
therefore, implications for
the teaching of Swedish as
a second language, and is
an important finding, since
it shows that impressions
of accent strength may
change while hearing a
speaker, and indicates that
these impressions may be
influenced by the systemat-
ic elimination of stigma-
tized non-native features
from the individual's
speech.

It would clearly be useful
for immigrants to learn to
avoid the stigmatized NNPs.
Our five NNP categories can
only give an indication
that differences exist
here. Obviously we must
have more NNP categories if
we are to investigate this
area in more detail. The
following experiment is an
attempt to establish which
kinds of NNPs elicit the
least favourable reactions
from native listeners.

3. EXPERIMENT 2
NNPs occurring in both the
readings of texts (once a-
gain, ”The North Wind and
the Sun") and in spontan-
eous speech (the speaker
was encouraged to tell the
'story of his life') were

-extracted from the data
base, along with as little

accompanying material as

was deemed appropriate. The

NNPs were divided into cat-

egories. All in all, 94

stimulus tokens were se-

lected, falling into 26 NNP

categories. 21 speakers of

13 languages were involved.

Only one listener group was
used for this experiment,
although they were tested
in smaller groups of 20—30.
This group was composed of
91 of the same kinds of up—
per secondary school stu—
dents of technical subjects
in the final year of a
three-year theoretical 0
course as the T3 group in
the last experiment, al-
though none of the students
took part in both experi-
ments. The same three
judgement dimensions were
used as in the first expe-
riment: NNP importance,
friendliness and education.

The second experiment show-
ed again that there was
more difference between the
judgements made by a new
listener group (similar to
the T3 group) of the speak-
ers than of the various
NNPs. A list of.the speak-
ers and a list of the NNPs
occurring in our material
were compiled in the order
of the judgements they eli-
cited from the listeners.
The NNPs associated with
the least favourable over-
all impressions would, na-
turally, be worth avoiding
for non-native speakers.
These results have obvious
pedagogical implications.
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ABSTRACT
A mini-survey of Southern

French pronunciation was
carried out in the Nice area
to determine to what extent
and on what points of the
system the local vernacular
is influenced by standard
French pronunciation.

Interviews with speakers
from three générations.
featuring both spontaneous
and formal speech. provide
useful information on the
evolution of nasal vowels-
the subject of the present
paper - and other features
of Niçois pronunciation.

1. IITRODUCTIOI
L'intérêt des dialecta—

logues pour les français
régionaux étant relativement
récent. nous sommes encore
mal renseignés sur les dif-
férences phonétiques entre
le français standard (F8) et
celui d'un grand nombre de
locuteurs. dont le parler
est encore marqué par les
substrats régionaux. Ceci
est particulièrement vrai
pour le français meridional
(FM), qui nous intéresse
ici. et sa variante niçoise
qui. a notre connaissance.
n'a fait l'objet d'aucune
étude phonétique. De plus.
parmi les travaux existants.
les préoccupations diachro-
niques font défaut. malgré
l'intérêt évident que pré-
sente l'aspect évolutif des
parlers régionaux.

C'est en partie pour
combler cette lacune que
nous avons constitué un
mini—corpus de français
niçois. où plusieurs généra-
tions sont représentées, de
manière à pouvoir observer.
en "synchronie dynamique"
[3]. l'évolution de certai-
nes caractéristiques phoné-
tiques du FM. Une analyse de
type labovien permettra de
déterminer si celles-ci se
perdent en milieu niçois et.
si oui. a quel rythme. et
selon quelles modalités
stylistiques et sociolin-
guistiques. On se bornera
ici a l'analyse des nasales.

2. PROTOCOLE D'EIQUBTB
Le manque d'espace nous

limite a une présentation
squelettique. Pour tous
détails complémentaires.
veuillez consulter [4].
2.1. Sujets
- Choisis a partir des
contacts personnels de
l'enquêteur. sans souci des
règles de représentativité.
- 13 sujets, répartis entre
trois familles et trois gé-
nérations. tous originaires
des Alpes-Maritimes (surtout
lice et environs immédiats).
- Age et condition sociale
relativement homogènes à
l'intérieur de chaque géné-
ration. 3e. génération: tra-
vailleurs manuels. 62—63
ans; 2e: petite bourgeoisie
(surtout enseignants). 35-43
ans; 1ère: lycéens ou étu-

1 ggiants. 16—22 ans.

2.2. Interview
- Conversations d'une demi-
heure en moyenne sur des

sujets d'intérét général. au
domicile des sujets. qui ont
été interviewés individuel-
lement (sauf un couple pres—
sé) et par le même enquêteur
non-méridional. mais connu
des familles ou présenté par
une personne de confiance.
- Atmosphère très détendue.
- Lecture, ”aussi naturelle
que possible". de phrases et

d'un article amusant de

Eigg;!gtig. Cette épreuve

était justifiée par notre

intention d'obtenir deux
niveaux de formalité verbale
et un énoncé commun a tous
les locuteurs pour faciliter
les comparaisons.
2.3. Choix des variables
- Celles ou 1e contraste est
normalement le plus marqué
entre PM et FS: voyelles a
double timbre. E muet. IR/
final et voyelles nasales.
— Pour ces dernières. on a
examiné l'épenthèse d'un
appendice consonantique (1)
en finale absolue ou devant
voyelle (sauf cas de liai-
son). et devant consonne <2)
dentale. <3) labiale et (4)
vélaire.
- Variables sociologiques
limitées au sexe et surtout
a l'âge, qui recouvre en
partie des distinctions
sociales (cf. ci-dessus).
2.4. Traitement des données
- Analyse auditive des tex-
tes lus et d'au moins 10 mn
de parole par sujet: nous
avons attribué une valeur
phonétique binaire a chacune
des occurrences préalable-
ment repérées sur les trans-
criptions <+ ou - épenthè'
se). les réalisations inter-
médiaires ayant été comptées
dans la catégorie dont elles
se rapprochaient le plus.
- Le nombre n de réalisa-
tions “méridionales" a en-
suite été rapporté au nombre
total N d'occurrences de la

variable. On a ainei obtenu
un ”degré de méridionalité".
c'est-a-dire un pourcentage
représentant l'écart entre
la prononciation du sujet et
la norme du FS (0%). utili-
sée comme point de référence
connu des Iiçois et commode
pour l'analyse.

3. RBSULTATS ,
3.1. Variation-phonétique

Tableau 1. Taux d'épenthèse
en fonction du contexte

Parole sp. Lecture
Contexte H x H 1

V. ## 566 14 169 l7
: c den. 1177 19 1001 16
__ c lab. 572 21 335 16
_ c vél. 283 23 234 21

Sur 4360 occurrences de
voyelles nasales dans
l'ensemble du corpus,
seulement 18% sont suivies
d'un appendice consonan-
tique. ce qui parait bien
peu en regard des observa-
tions de Detrich [1], qui en
trouve 47% (d'après nos
déductions) dans la lecture
des Lettres de mon moulin
par Fernandel. Mais cette
comparaison est douteuse,

puisqu'il s'agit 1a d'un

artiste âgé. probablement

peu représentatif du parler

local. limité au style de la

lecture. et lisant un texte

a forte connotation méridio-

nale. On ne peut donc rien

en tirer sur d'éventuelles

différences régionales entre
Marseille et Nice.

Quand on considère séparé-

ment les 4 contextes définis
plus haut. on constate que
les pourcentages s’écartent
peu de la moyenne (14 < n <
23%). surtout en lecture. On
pourrait donc avancer

l'hypothèse suivante. en
incorporant les résultats de
Detrich [1]: la probabilité
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d'épenthàse serait indépen-
dante du lieu d’articulation
de la consonne suivante (nos
données). mais dépendante de
sa nature (dures plutôt que
douces) et de sa position
par rapport au mot considéré
(interne plutot qu'externe;
Betrieb).
3.2. Variation stylistique

Le tableau 1 montre clai-
rement que les locuteurs
interviewés n'ont aucunement
modifié leur réalisation des
nasales en passant de la
parole spontanée a la
lecture. Il en est de méme.
d'ailleurs. pour les autres
variables méridionales
analysées a partir de ce
corpus. Cette uniformité
contraste avec les travaux
de Le Douaron ([2]; sujets
des Bouches-dusRhône), qui
suggère que cette variable
"est Conditionnée par 1e
degré de formalité de la
situation . de parole".
contrairement au E muet.

Plusieurs explications
possibles viennent a l'es-
prit: 1) l'insuffisance des
données; 2) une distinction
régionale Nicesfiarseille; 3)
un degré de formalité simi-
laire en lecture et en
parole spontanée dans notre
corpus; 4) "l'oro—nasalité
en syllabe atone serait la
composante méridionale que
les locuteurs auraient le
plus de mal a contrôler”
[2]. ce qui rendrait son
hypercorrection (dans le
sens labovien du terme)
difficile en contexte
formel; 5) l'absence de
besoin d'hyperoorrection.
d'ailleurs confirmé par les
commentaires des sujets eux-
mémes. qui acceptent aussi
bien leur prononciation
régionale que celle du PS.

Le choix entre ces expli-
cations ne pourra se faire
qu'au prix de nouvelles
enquêtes. plus vastes et
mieux contrélées.

3.3. Variation sociophoné-
tique

Les différences relatives
au degré de formalité et a
l'environnement phonétique
de la variable étant faibles
(cf. ci-dessus). on a rae—
semblé les pourcentages
partiels en un seul pourcen-
tage global d’épenthéee pour
chaque sujet.
3.3.1. LB SEXE

Etant donné la petite
taille du corpus et afin d'
éliminer autant de facteurs
que possible autres que 1e
sexe des locuteurs. on n'a
retenu ici que les quatre
couples disponibles, égale-
ment divisés entre la
génération des parents et
celle des grands-parente.

Les résultats (voir
tableau 2, ci—dessous)
indiquent que les hommes
réalisent l'épenthese au
moins deux fois plus souvent
que les femmes. qui se
situent beaucoup plus près
de la norme nationale que
leurs maris, illustrant
ainsi une tendance souvent
observée en sociolinguis-
tique labovienne.
3.3.2. L'AGE

L'écart entre maris et
femmes étant assez impor-
tant. on a du limiter les
comparaisons .diachroniques
aux sujets d'un neue sexe.
ce qui réduit grandement la
valeur des résultats. Deux
mesures ont été faites
comparant les pourcentages
obtenus par les pères et
leurs fils ou les mères et
leurs filles <8 sujets) et
d'autre part. par le.
grands—pères et leurs
petits-file (4 sujets: il
n'y a pas de fille parmi les
”jeunes”). Cela a potato
d‘observer en synchronie
dynamdque, sur une puie deux
générations. l'évolution
phonétique dans les trois
familles interviewées.
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Tableau 2. Taux d'épenthése
en fonction du sexe et de
l'age des sujets.

Variables z Ecart (z)

Sexe F 18
Sexe H 39 + 21

Enfants 8
Parents 28 + 20

Enfants 3
Gds-parents 45 + 45

Dans les limites de vali-
dité des chiffres proposés,
qui ne reposent dans le der-
nier cas que sur 4 sujets.
les résultats suggèrent une
nette diminution de l'épen-
thèse, qui semble s’effec-
tuer au rythme minimum de
20% par génération. L'évolu-
tion est particulièrement
frappante quand on compare
les grands-parents. chez qui
l'épenthëse est fréquente, à
leurs petits-enfants, qui la
connaissent a peine.

Notons au passage que
cette diminution n'est
probablement pas attribuable
aux différences sociales
existant entre nos sujets,
puisqu'on observe des diffé-
rences sensibles entre les
deux premières générations.
qui sont pourtant de même
condition sociale.

4. COICLUSIOI
Notre étude- de l'épen-

thèse consonantique nasale a
permis de documenter (du
moins pour quelques sujets
de la région nicoise et si
l'on accepte que 1a synchro-
nie dynamique est un substi-
tut acceptable de l'étude
proprement diachronique) une
rapide évolution vers les
formes non—épenthétiques du
PS. particulièrement chez
les sujets féminins. Cette
rapidité s’explique peut-
étre par le fait que les

facteurs externes (omni—
présence du FS dans les
médias, chez les migrants
internes et les touristes,
ajoutée a une régression du
nissart. ou l'épenthese est
la norme) convergent ici
avec la dynamique interne du
PH. qui suit le méme chemin
que 1e FS, mais avec quel-
ques siècles de retard
(chute des consonnes fi-
nales. et en particulier des
nasales, depuis le latin
vulgaire).

Ces conclusions - d'ail-
leurs similaires a celles
obtenues pour E muet (cf.
[4]) — sont évidemment su-
jettes a caution. étant
donné le nombre réduit de
sujets et les critères de
sélection appliqués ici.
Nous les proposons simple-
ment comme piste a suivre
vers une meilleure connais-
sance du français méridio-
nal.
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IDENTIFYING FOREIGN LANGUAGES

2. S. Bond and Joann Pokes

Ohio University, Athens, Ohio U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
This experiment examined

listener abilities to iden-
tify the language in which a
message is ,spoken. Short
samples in five languages
were presented to listeners
for identification. All
groups of listeners iden-
tified the samples at better
than chance levels. The re-
spective native languages
and English received the
highest identification. Con—
fusions among samples varied
according to native lang-
uage. '

1. INTRODUCTION
People who work in

environments where they
commonly hear foreign lang-
uages claim that they
develop the ability to
identify languages without
understanding any of them.
Surprisingly, whether people
indeed have this ability has
never been investigated in
spite of the fact that
anecdotal accounts are com-
mon- and claim considerable
sophistication.

House and Neuburg [7]
examined the possibility of
identifying languages from a
statistical distribution of
segment types. This work
dealt with feasibility
rather than human perfor-
mance.

The vast literature com-
paring the phonetic struc-
tures of languages has dealt

with similarities and dif-
ferences rather than with
information which identifies
a particular language. The
consonant and vowel inven-
tories have been investi-
gated from the point of view
of interference with lang-
uage learning [5]. Languages
have been compared according
to their phonetic imple-
mentation of a linguistic
process [4], the relative
timing of syllables [3] or
their overall use of funda-
mental frequency [1,6]. Con-
siderable effort has been
devoted defining the rhyth-
mic patterns of various
languages, [2]. Although
some of these differences
are undoubtedly responsible,
none of the work directly
addresses the question of
how listeners use phonetic
properties to identify lang-
uages.

The purpose of this
experiment was to determine
how well listeners of vari-
ous language backgrounds are
able to identify spoken
samples of languages which
they do not speak.

2. METHOD
2.1.Haterials.

'Two native speakers of
Chinese, Japanese, Spanish,
Arabic and English recorded
short paragraphs taken from
newspapers. These are lang-
uages commonly spoken by
students at Ohio University.
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All the listeners would have

had some exposure to them.

To prepare samples for

resentation, the speech was

digitized and four two-

second samples per speaker

were excerpted. The samples

were fluent without hesi-

tations or long pauses.

After normalization to the

same peak amplitudes, two

samples for each speaker

were digitally mixed with

noise at a S/N ratio of 3

dB. The noise condition was

included to examine the

contribution of vowel and

particularly consonant in-
ventories to the identi-

fication of the languages.

The samples were recorded

in random order for a lie-

tening test consisting of 4o

test items (5 languages, 2

speakers of each, 2 speech

samples from each speaker, 2

listening conditions).

2.2 Subjects.
Seven groups of listeners

were tested. First, 14

native English speakers,

undergraduate students at

Ohio University, limited in

experience with foreign

languages. Second, 13 native

English instructors in the

Ohio Intensive English Pro-

gram. These listeners are

very familiar with speakers

of other languages and each

had spent at least one year

in a non-English speaking

environment. Third, ten na-

tive speakers of each of the

other languages used in the

test: Arabic, Chinese, Ja-

panese, and Spanish. Final-

ly, ten native speakers of

languages other than the

sample languages, that is,

Korean (6), Bahasa Malaysia

(3), and Bukusu, a Bantu

language of Kenya (1). For

these listeners, all the

sample languages are fo-

reign, though they know

English well.

2.3.Procedure.

The listeners were tested
in a quiet room, in small
groups. They were a asked to

identify the languages in a
forced choice format.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Identification.
The percent correct iden-

tifications of the all four
samples of the language are
given in Fig. 1. The data
are combined for all lis-
teners. All listeners iden-
tified English samples at
very nearly 100% in quiet.
Arabic, Chinese, and Spanish
were identified at slightly

lower rates, while Japanese

was identified least accura-

tely. The pattern of correct

identification in noise cor-

responded exactly to the

pattern obtained in quiet,

simply with more errors

present.

3.2. Language background.

The identification scores

of each listener group are

given in Fig. 2. As might be

expected, the teachers

experienced with languages

had the highest scores, in

quiet. The Japanese lis-

teners performed best in

noise while the Spanish

listeners had the lowest

scores. Overall, all lang-

uage groups identified the

languages at above chance

rates. This was most clearly

true when the samples were

presented in quiet.

Table 1. gives identifi-

cation scores for all five

languages and all listener

groups. Each group identi-

fied its respective native

language and English at very

high rates. In the noise

condition, scores for all

groups and languages were

depressed.

The ranges of scores were

relatively consistent for

listeners from different

backgrounds. In all groups,

some listeners made perfect,
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or nearly perfect, scores in

quiet. In all groups, other

listeners made relatively
low scores. The lowest indi—
vidual score was made by a
Spanish listener, 8 out of
20 items correct in quiet.
The ranges of scores in
noise were depressed for all
groups of listeners.

Table 1. Percent correct

identifications of languages
by listeners from different
backgrounds. The top row
gives identification scores
in quiet, the bottom row
gives scores in noise.

EN AR CH JP SP

EN(s) | 100 88 91 78 73
| 79 59 34 31 46
I

EN(t) I 100 92 79 69 88
I 73 58 56 33 56
l

AR | 98 98 65 50 93
| 58 9o 43 25 53
I

CH | 1oo 65 1oo 85 65
| 68 53 93 48 53
I

JP | 93 73 98 85 73
| 8o 50 78 9o 58
I

sp | 88 63 45 45 95
| 50 38 20 1o 63
I

0THR | 95 78 9o 80 58
I 68 64 78 63 40

3.3. Confusion patterns.
The most obvious con-

fusion pattern affected
Chinese and Japanese. Lis-
teners who were not Asians
tended to confuse these two
languages, as if they were
operating with a broad cate-
gory Oriental Language. Asi-
an listeners, including
those from Korea and Malay-
sia, seldom confused the
two. The Spanish listeners
in particular, had dif-
ficulty identifying these
two languages. The Asian
listeners, in turn, tended

to confuse Spanish a
Arabic. nd

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Limitations.

There are two limitations
of the experiment. The first
is a lack of control of the
amount of experience the
different listener groups
have had with languages. The
language backgrounds of the
listeners are confounded
with experience hearing
various languages. At this
time, we do not know how
much and what kind of
exposure to languages allows
listeners to identify them.

The second problem con
cerns confounding of the
language samples with speak-
er characteristics. Each
language was represented by
only two speakers. Although
all the samples used were
different, it is possible
that listeners relied on
speaker characteristics in
making language identifi-
cations. A listener may have
adopted a strategy of
identifying, for example, a
relatively high pitched
VOice as a Chinese speaker
or a fast rate of speech as
Japanese.
4.2. Conclusion.

The conclusion is that
listeners are able to
identify languages which
they do not know. Since
n01se decreased the identi-
fication scores rather than
altering the patterns, it is
poss1b1e to infer that
listeners are relying on
suprasegmental properties of
languages as much as, or
more than, consonant and
vowel inventories.

histener experience with
various foreign languages
was a major factor in their
ability to identify lan-
guages. Asian listeners with
experience with Asian lang-
uages identified Chinese and
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Japanese accurately. Arabs

and Spanish listeners from
South America have had

little experience with Asian

languages and tended to

confuse them.
some listeners from each

group were very good at the

task while others made many

misidentifications. Whether

the differences in scores

are a result of individual

talent or experience is, at

this time, unknown.
How do listeners identify

a language? They may proceed

by a process of elimination:
'I don't understand it, so
it's neither English nor my
native language. It must be

.' Alternatively, they
may have developed proto-
typical auditory patterns
which characterize lang-
uages. »
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COMPREHENSION 0F VOCALIZATIONS
ACROSS SPECIES

Reljo Aulanko', Lea Lelnonen, Ilkka Llnnankoskl and Malia Laakso

'Department of Phonetics, University of Helsinki, Finland

Department of Physiology, University of Helsinki, Finland

ABSTRACT
This is a study of how well naive human
listeners can interpret the vocalizations of
stumptail macaques (Macaca arctoides).
The monkey vocalizations were recorded
in different behavioural situations. The
human listeners were asked to classify 18
vocalizations into one of 7 semantic cate-
gories. The listeners were quite unani-
mous in their judgements, which indicates
that they may have based their interpreta-
tions on some kind of common "feature
analysis" of the vocalizations. The inter-
pretations of the listeners were also mostly
"correct", i.e., the listeners were able to
infer the situation in which the monkey
had produced the sound. These results
may be taken to suggest a possible com-
mon basis for the vocal behaviour of all
primates.

l. INTRODUCTION
It is well known from everyday life

that people and their pet animals can
understand each other (or that they at least
seem to reach a consensus on certain
issues). The owner of a cat or a dog
should find it easy to make very accurate
interpretations (according to personal
judgement) of the behaviour of the pet,
e.g. of its vocalizations. Similarly, an
animal sometimes reacts to the speech of
its human companion as if it understands
the human language. These cases are not,
however, indications of language
comprehension in the strict sense. The
reactions of an animal are determined
primarily by all kinds of non-verbal cues,
and the most important phonetic aspects
of the human speech are its prosodic
characteristics — rather than the purely
phonological structure of the utterance.

To put it simply, comprehension of a
vocal message is an interpretation or un-
derstanding of the "internal state" of the
sender. The correctness of the interpreta-
tion can be inferred from the reaction of
the receiver. Humans can react verbally,
but in the case of other species we have to
deduce the interpretation of the message
only on the basis of other kinds of overt
(non—verbal) behaviour.

Because of their common evolutionary
history, the basic mechanisms of sound
production are similar in all mammals.
There are similarities in the vocal appara-
tus as well as in the neural control of be-
haviour. Vocalizations of non-human pri-
mates are taken to be mainly reflections of
their emotional-motivational state. In hu-
man speech, indications of such 'intemal'
states are often conveyed by prosodic or
paralinguistic features. There may be
enough acoustic similarity in the emo-
tional-motivational vocalizations of human
and non-human primates for comprehen-
sion across species.

In human speech, the various emo-
tional and motivational states are reflected
primarily in the general voice quality and
the prosodic characteristics of speech, i.e.
pitch, rhythm, and loudness (e.g. [4, 7]).
These auditory characteristics normally
co-occur with different kinds of facial
expressions and body movements, but the
auditory cues are usually sufficient for the
identification of the speaker's emotional
state.

Human beings are used to inferring the
emotional state of a speaker from the
acoustic characteristics of his/her speech.
An interesting question would be how
well these "inference rules" can be applied
to the vocalizations ofanother species.
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2. AIM _ _
In this study [3], we explored the abili-

ty of the representatives of one species to

interpret the vocalizations of another

species. More specifically, we tried to de-

termine how well naive human listeners

can interpret the vocalizations of another
primate species, viz. stumptail macaques

(Macaca arctoides). “Interpreting" rs here

defined as identifying the emotional-moti-

vational state of the monkey during the

production of different sounds.
The ultimate aim in studies like this is

to resolve the question of a possible com-

mon control of emotional-motivational vo-

cal behaviour in mammals. In other

words, we are looking for universals in

communicative behaviour.

3. RESEARCH MATERIAL
Sounds. Recordings of the macaque

vocalizations were made in many different

behavioural situations at the Department

of Physiology, University of Helsinki, in

the colony of stumptail macaques (Macaca

arctoides) at present consisting of 12

monkeys (Marantz CP430 tape recorder,

AKG C 568 EB microphone). On the ba—

sis of the situation and the total behaviour

of the monkey, the sounds used in this

study were taken to represent seven dif-

ferent categories of psychological states:

(1) aggression, (2) fear, (3) sexual

arousal, (4) dominance, (5) submission,

(6) contentment, (7) calling I informing

(contacting). The criteria used in this

classification were based on, e.g., the

posture and facial expressions of the
monkeys, as they are generally used in

primate behavioural studies [1, 2].
The vocalization sequences were digi-

tized and tapes for the listening test were
prepared, where the vocalizations oc-
curred in a random order. The vocaliza-
tions in the test material were analyzed
acoustically using sound spectrograms
and computerized FFT spectra (Fig. l).
The acoustic characteristics of the vocal-
izations are described elsewhere [3].

Listening test. Eighteen sound se-
quences ("whole vocalizations") were se-
lected from all the recorded material for
the listening test. The 18 sounds repre-
sented different behavioural situations.

A total of seventy—five subjects (50
women and 25 men) participated in the
listening test. They were 19—62 years of
age, most of them students (of medicine.

dentistry, and anthropology), but there
were also some speech therapists, medical.
doctors, technicians, and nurses. The
subjects were not familiar with the vocal-
izations of the Macaca arctoides, but 43 of
the 75 listeners had daily contacts with
domestic or pet animals.

In a forced-choice test, the subjects
were asked to classify each vocalization
into one of the seven response categories,
each of which was described by (the
Finnish equivalents of) the following ad-
jectives: fi

l. angry, cross, raging
2. frightened, timid, terrified
3. ecstatic, excimd,§orgasmic
4. commanding, threatening, domi-

neering “
5. submissive, pleading, begging
6. satisfied, satiated, delighted
7. calling, informing, addressing

The subjects were given two minutes

to become acquainted with the response

classes by thinldng about each adjective

momentarily.
The sounds were presented in a ran-

dom order. Five of the 18 sounds were

included twice in the test tape in order to

find out the replicability of the subjects‘

classifications. (Thus, there was a total of

23 sounds to be judged.) The subjects

heard a sound sample twice before a 10-

second response interval during which

they had to write down the number of the

response class that best characterized the

sound.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Listener agreement ‘

The responses were not distributed

randomly, i.e., the subjects were qurte

unanimous about the "meaning" of most

of the monkey vocalizations (Table. 1).

The most variable responses were ehcrted

by the vocalizations produced by aggres—

sive monkeys, whereas the listeners were

most unanimous in their responses to the

"dominance roar" of the leading male.

4.2. "Correct" interpretations .

On the average, 60 per cent of the 11s—

teners' interpretations were "correct". A

response was defined as correct when it

corresponded to the original behavroural

classification of the monkeys' vocaliza‘

tions. Somehow the listeners could infer

‘ the situation where the sound had been

produced.
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Ithastobenotedthatceminsounds
were originally taken to reflect at least two
behavioural classes simultaneously. For
example. one of the vocalizations was
produced b a female macaque in a situa-
tion where her non-vocal behaviour indi-
cated both aggression and fear. These al-
ternatives have not been taken into
account in Table l, where only the
responses falling on the diagonal are
considered "correct", on the basis of the
primary characteristic of the monkey's
behaviour.

There were no general differences
between the interpretations of men and
women, or between those of younger and
older listeners, although some individual
vocalizations were classified differently.
In contrast, daily contact with animals had
a significant effect: those listeners who
owned animals had more correct answers
thanthosewhodidnothavepetsathome
(61.5 % vs. 56.8 ‘5).

The sounds that were best identified
were a vocalization of a female monkey
associated with pleasure (85 % of the
subjects had the correct classification) and
a dominance roar of a dominating male
monkey (84 %). All meaning categories
included vocalizations that were classified
correctly by more than half ofthe listen-
ers. Most of the subjects gave the right
answer to l3 different vocalizations. One
vocalization (threat grunts of a female
monkey) was misclassified by all sub-
jects. The distributions of the classifica-
tions of the five vocalizations that were
presenwd twice remained stable.

5. DISCUSSION
The rather high general agreement

among listeners shows that human listen-
ers do tend to interpret monkey vocaliza-
tions that they have never heard before on
the basis ofsome common ideas about the
effects of different emotions on the sound
production of another primate species.

The high proportion of "correct" inter-
pretations shows that there are acoustic
characteristics in the vocalizations which
enable naive human listeners to infer the
emotional-motivational state of the vocal-
izing macaque.

The most plausible explanation of the
ability to interpret these monkey malin-
tionsisthat theeffectsofdifferentemo—
tional and motivational states produce
rather similar efi'ects both in humans and

in macaques. The possible similarity in
the acoustic cues of different affective
states in humans and monkeys is treated
in more detail elsewhere [3].

The present results suggest that there is
a common reference / interpreting scheme
with regard to the effects of emotional
states on vocal behaviour, according to
which the humans interpret all the animal
vocalintions they encounter.

Listeners who had daily contact with
animals as pets gave more correct
interpretations than the others, which
suggests that part of the ability to
comprehend another species is acquired
by experience. However, a proportion of
correct responses well above chance level
was reached even by those subjects who
did not have daily contact with animals.
This proves that such close contacts are
not necessary for a certain ability to
interpret correctly the sounds of another
primam species.

Evidence from this study lends support
for the hypothesis that there is a common
basis for the recognition of vocalizations
between primate species.
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SPEECH TYPES, SPEECH CULTURE
AND THEIR SEGMENTAL CORRELATES

N.Geilman

Leningrad University, Leningrad, USSR

ABSTRACT
The experiments with va-

rious segmental traits are
described.demonstrating the
advantage of a new method
of analysis of sociolingui-
stic variability. It is ap-
plicable to the languages
with strongly expressed de-
mocratization tendency and
consists in correlating a
set of linguistic traits of
spontaneous speech not di-
rectly to social character-
ristics, but to the types
of speech and speech cultu—
re levels of the speakers,
which are correlated both
with linguistic traits and
with social characteristics.

Nowadays for quite a num-
ber of languages, Russian
included. the main trend ofthe sociolinguistic develo-pment is their democratisa-tion. i.e. the rapprochmentof the substandard varieti-es with the standard oneThis process makes itseliapparent firstly, throughthe mastering of the speech
norms by former unnormative
speakers. secondly. throughthe penetration of substan—dard features into the norm-bearers'5peech. This trendbeing caused by auch socialprocesses as the mass-mediaspreading, the educational.level uplifting, both rural

and urban population’s mi-
gration‚has hard consequen-
ces for the linguistic de—
velopment. For Russian it
manifests itself through
the gradual erazing of the
distinctions between dia-
lectal, urban popular and
standard (literary) speech.
The Situation of the begin-
ning of the century. when
local dialects were typical
for peasantry, urban popu-
lar speech — for uneducated
towns—folk and the Standard
Russian — for intelligensia.
has greatly changed since
then.Therefore the link be—
tween definite speech cul—
ture levels and definite
social strata using differ-
ent varieties of Russian
has been partielly broken.
At present the speakers of
any language variety can be
met among any social strata
Just 13 the bearers of any
spe. n culture level can be
found among the speakears
of any variety. Thn" the
correlation between th. 3e-
finite linguistic features.
ocurring in spontaneous
speech and the sooial cha-
racteristics of the speaker
cannot be established dire-
ctly. The only profitable
way of sociolinguistic ana-
IYSis in this situation is
to correlate ‘the social
characteristics of the spe-
akers to‚their speech tyPe
(ST: standard or normative.
not quite normative, ünnor-
mative) and their speeoh
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culture level (SCL: from

high to low) and the latter

two to the set of linguis-
tic features, thus linking
the aocial belongings of
the speakers with definite
linguistic features in the
indirect way. Besides,the
social structure of the'li-
nguistic groups and the
linguistic structure of the
social groups should be es-
‘gablished.
It is exactly in this way

that the present study was
carried out. First1y‚it was
shown in the courae of the
auditory experiments that
auch social chracteristics
as the educational level,
the social status, the cha—
racter of profession etc.
are very poorely recogni-
zed by experts when listen-
ing to spontaneous texts:
the percentage of correct
recognition for 29, 44 and
70 speakers in different
series was accordingly 56.
36 mand 31 on the average.
On the contrary, ST and SCL
are unanimously ascribed by
a group of listeners to 88
and 98% of*speakers out of
206. Secondly. it has been
found out in the course of
the correlation analysis
bazed on 69 1.5—2 min texts
that out of 80 specific
traits of different lingui-
stic levels 42 eorrelate
significantly with ST and
56 with SCL; meanwhile only
37 correlate with social
position‚34 with educatio-
nal 1evel, 18 - with pro-
fessional usage of public
Speech‚ 10 - with social
Status etc.At last. it has
been demonstrated that the
Ilinguistic structure of va—
rious educational. profes—
sional and age groups dif-
fers to a considerable ex-
tent.
Having thus prooved the

rightfulness of methodology,
the question arose which
segmental features are sig-

nificant if all for the es-
timation of ST and SCL both
by the reseacher and by the
experts.
First, it was decided to

test the influence of the
segmental layer upon the
estimation of ST and SCL as
compared to the other lan-
guage 1ayers.For the purpo-
se 4 series of experiments
were carried out where 18
listeners had to establish
ST and SCL of the 6 infor—
mants (2 posessing high, 2
mid and 2 low SCL) by 1)1i—
stening to the isolated
words cut out from the ori-
ginal text (segmental info—
rmation preserved)‚2)liste—
ning to the text in noise
(prosodic information), 3)
reading the written version
of the text (lexico-syntac-
tic information), 4)liste—
ning to the original spon—
taneous text (integral es—

1
timation). The results show

that the significance of

different levels depends on

the SCL: with the bearers

of low SCL the prosodic le-

vel is the poorest since lt

has the lowest SCL marks;

next goes the lexico—syn-

tactic level which is so-

mewhat better organized Ju—

dging by the estimation;the
isolated words series hav-
ing the highest marks, the
segmental subnormal traits
influence the SCL estimat-
ion least of a11.The short-
comings of all the levels
being summed up, the inte—
gral SCL marks are the low—
est. On the contrary. with
the bearers of mid and high
SCL the integral estimation
is the highest Showing the
integrity of the natural

texts compared to the unna—
tural charater of the other

1 These experiments were

carried out together with

N.Bogdanova and P.Skrelin.
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series. The isolated words
and the written texts have
lower marks than the texts
in noise. That testifies to
non-importance of seEmental
and syntactio organization
for SCL estimation as com—
pared to that of prosodic
level, as the integral SCL
estimation grows up paral-
lel to the rising of the°r°äg2ä°2älät22äed 22mm
to find out the segmental
featurea which can help the
researoher to establish the
linguistic belongings of
the speaker. As we have de—
monstrated earlier [1] al-
though the list of peculiar
segmental traits present
in different varieties of
spoken Russian ooincides.
the frequency of their oc-
currence differs depending
on ST and SCL. For further
nnalysis four segmental
features frequently ocurr-
ing in spontaneous speech
were choosen: 1/ spiranti-
zation of stops (/ö/ taken
separately),2/pronunciation
of /ö/ es not enough pala—
talized [c'], 3/ vocaliza—
tion of consonants /l. l’,
r‚r'‚v‚v'/, 4/stronger /a/-
vowel reduction than pre—
scribed by the norm: pronu—
nciation of [t] instead of
PNJ in the 1st pre—stressed
syllable, at the beginning
and in the end of the worda.
4 texts (about 11.5 th pho-
nemes) were transribed, two
speakers (a linguist and a
worker) being the natives
of Moskow and thus the bea—
rers of the norm and two
others (a worker and a Jour-
nalist) - the natives of a
small Nothern City. The two
of them (the workers) -the
bearera o: low SCL. while
the other two - high SCL—
speakers. The results show
that a11 the ohosen traits
are typical for spontaneousspeech as they ooour in allthe 4 texts. But there

exists a clear cut tendency
to their different distri—
bution in the texts: two
features (E1„3) are more
typioal for high SCL—spes—
kers (the linguist and the
Journalist) while the other
two (E2.4)are more frequent
with the low SCL-speakers.
As for ST. the traits con—
nected with high SCL are
also linked with the norm.
as they are more Irequent
in the texts spoken by the
Moskovites, both with high
and with low speech oulture
That testifies to the faot
that SCL is still somewhat
higher with the normative
speakera. Still suoh traits
as spirantization and voca-
lization are more dependent
on the normative distinct—
ions while the other two
are influenced more by SCL
differencies. Although the
further research is desir-
able where both a range of
traits studied and a number
of speakers would be incre—
sed. these results Show
that there exist definite
segmental traits whose num—
ber of occurrence lets us
to distinguish between dif-
ferent ST and SCL by the
research analysis of spon-
taneous texts.

On the next stage of the
investigation it was deci-
ded to study whether four
of the desribed traits are
essential for auditory ana-
1ysis‚ i.e. whether their
presence in speech influen-
ces the estimation ot ST
and SCL by the experts. For
this purpose an experiment
was staged where isolated
words out out of 6 texts (2
high SCL. normative ST. 2
mid SCL. non-fully normati-
ve and 2 low SCL unnormati-
ve) were listened to by a
sroup of 10 experts in 5
series. Into the lst series
the words containinz no Pe-culiar pronunciation traits
were inoludedl The other 4
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contained words with voca-
lized sonorants‚ spiranti—
zed stops. /c/ not enoush
palatalized‚ the cases of
strenger /a/-vowel reduo-
tion.

The results of auditory
analysis oonfirmed the re-
sults desribed above, that
the SCL, when being estima—
ted by the isolated werde,
is almost equal to that
of the original text with
low SCL bearers and far too
lower with mid‘ and high
SCL bearers. That oonfirms
the closer link of various
linguistic levels with the
speakers of high SCL. Be—
sides. the results show
that the presence of spi-
rantized stops and vocaliz-
ed sonorants in the series,
being typical for normative
ST and high SCL almost does
not influence the estima-
tion of the first and even
rises that of the latter
with the speakers of low
SCL. As for /c/ not enough
palatalized and strenger
/a/—vowel reduction, being
both of dialectal origin,
they act quite in a diffe-
rent way. The presence of
the first turns'the former
normative speakers (by Ist
series estimation) into the
unnormative but only sligh-
tly lowers their SCL marks.
while the presence of the
seoond trait influences mo-
re SCL marks lowering them
and only slightly decreases
ST marks. This demonstratea
that /5/ not enough palata-
lized is oonnected in the
mind of the experts with
substandard (dialectal) va-
rieties the speakers of
whioh are not compulsory of
low SCL. The stronger 're-
duction is‚on the contrary,
linked with low SCL‚typical
fOr urban popular speech,
"hich‚being .aiägly spread
nOwadays‚ is not estimated
Es unnormative.

On the whole, all the
four pronunciation traits
are used by experts in the
process o! estimating both

1
ST and SCL.

To draw a conolusion it
is neoessary to underline
that for many languages
with blotted out sooial
differentiation the aooio-
linguistic variation can
not be described in any
other way but indirectly
through auch general lingu-
istic oharacteristisc of
te speakers as the type of
their speech and the level
of their speech oulture.
which have quite a definite
set of linguistio corre—
lates on all the levels of
linguistio analysis, the
segmental one included. The
existence of these linguis—
tic realities having been
prooved by auditory analy-
sis results, their correla-
tes can be used both by re-
searchers and by experts
t0 determine the linguistio
belongings of the speakers
in the course of sociolin-
guistic analysis, thus in-
directly correlating con-
orete linguistic traits to
the social characteristics
of speakers.
As for the significanoe of
segmental level for the es-
timation of speech, it is
different by various ST and
SCL.
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MORAIC NASAL AND TONAL MANIFESTATION IN OSAKA
JAPANESE: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE REPRESENTATION

OF MORA
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Lund, Sweden.

ABSTRACT
A moraic nasal and a CV mora were
compared as regards their tonal
manifestation. A moraic nasal in accented
and post-accented position was found to
have stronger energy than a moraic nasal
in word final position. A four-mora word
composed of either /CVNCVN/ or
ICVCVCVCVI, where IN/ represents a
moraic nasal, had almost identical
duration and F0 configuration within the
same accent type. However, a boundary
between /CV/ and IN/ was found to be
more ambiguous than that between /CV/
and /CV/ both in spectral pattern and in
the timing of the onset of F0 change. In
slow speech, the second mora (both CV
and N) tended to be prolonged regardless
of the accent type.

I. INTRODUCTION
Previous work on the perception of mora
and pitch accent in Japanese has shown
that in a bi-moraic word lamal, accented
either on the first or the second mora, a
shift of the original fundamental
frequency (henceforth F0) contour
caused a change in linguistic and
paralrnguistic categories within a certain
range [l]. In the same experiment,
however, listeners' response was
markedly different for bi-moraic words
composed with a moraic nasal. In words
like laN/ and /heN/, the acceptable range
of shift for the F0 contour was much
greater.

One possible explanation. phonetically
oriented, is that a moraic nasal may be
significantly different from a CV mora in
its pitch manifestation. Since a moraic
nasal in Japanese only occurs in syllable
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final position and preceded by a vowel. it
may form a coherent unit of accentuation
with the vowel in its acoustic manifes-
tation.

Further possibility may arise from the
difference in articulatory type. The Japa-
nese moraic nasal is known to vary
greatly in its exact phonetic nature. In
word final position, as it is in /aN/, it may
become more or less a nasalized vowel.
Since it has been reported that the tinting
of vowel articulation and phonatory
control is less constantly maintained
compared to that of consonant articulation
and phonatory control, the difference
might arise from a difference in
ameulatorytypes [2].

A phonologically oriented explanation
may be that the two types of test words
differ in their higher constituent. lama! is
counted as bi-moraic as well as bi-syllabic
while /aN/ is mono-syllabic. We may
expect that the relative timing of mora and
F0 .is less important within a syllable.

Very little is known about the exact
acoustic characteristics of the moraic nasal
m relation to pitch manifestation. In
Standard Japanese, only a syllabic-mora.
a mora that can form a syllable by itself,
bears pitch accent. In Osaka Japanese.
however, even non-syllabic moras such
as vowel mora and nasal mora can bear
pitch accent. I follow Kubozono.
adoptmg the terms ”syllabic" and "non-
syllabic" moras [5]. This is one of the
reasons why the independence of the
mora rs claimed more strongly for Osaka
Japanese. In the present paper we report
the results of a pilot study that has

compared the moraic nasal and the CV
mora both in accented and post-accented
positions using Osaka speakers.

2. EXPERIMENT
The following words served as test
words. They are all four-moraic words
with or without moraic nasals (_INI). In
this position, the first IN/ is said to be
realized as [m] assimilating to the
following consonant .

IkoNbaN/ "tonight"
[kaNbaN/ “signboard”
[kaNpaN/ "deck“ _
Ikomädon!‘ "kind of bird"
Mme, "Kamata's"

These words were embedded in a carrier
sentence "sorewa _ desu (it is _ )"
and read 4-5 times by two native speakers
of Osaka Japanese at two speaking rates
(slow and fast). The recorded data was
digitized and processed by Mac Speech
Lab and LUPP (Lund Prosodic Parser)
using a Macintosh II.

3. RESULTS
3.1. F0 and time dimensions
Typical F0 contours for lkoNbaN/ and
Ikomadori/ of a male speaku' are shown in
Fig. 1. When the utterances were lined up
at the onset of the vowel [o] in lkol, the
F0 contours for the two words were
found to be almost identical within the
same speaking rate. In fast speech, the
entire F0 except for the utterance final
position, was raised to a higher pitch
range. Within the same speaking rate, the
two F0 contours tended to have the same
duration, use the same pitch range and
have the same timing of F0 rise and fall.
Similar observations were made for
lkaNbaN/ and /kamatano/. There was a
tendency for the timing of the F0 rise in
lkoNbaN/ to come slightly earlier than that
of lkomadori/ in fast speech. In slow
speech, there was a tendency for the
second mora to be prolonged regardless
of the accent type. Note that the duration
of the second [a] in [kamatano/ is longer
than that of the first [a] which is accented
(Fig. 2).

3.2. Acoustic characteristics of the
moraic nasal
Usually the vowel that precedes a moraic
nasal was found to be longer than the
vowel that precedes a CV mora
irrespective of pitch patterns. This may
imply that even when the /N/is realized as
[m] due to the following consonant, the
unmarked quality of the moraic nasal
which is supposed to be articulated at the
uvular region is still there. The difference
in vowel duration was most eminent and
consistent before an accented moraic
nasal. When a moraic nasal was accented
(H) or when it appeared immediately after
an accented mora as in lkaN(baN)/, it was
articulated with more energy than in word
final position (see Fig. 2).

3.3. Relative timing of F0 and
articulatory event
The relative timing of the onset of the F0
rise/fall and articulatory events was
examined both from narrow band
spectrograms and F0 plotting. As for the
CV moras, there was a strong tendency
for the onset of F0 rise and fall to occur
around the CV-CV boundary both at slow
and fast speech.

As for the moraic nasals, the situation was
less consistent. There was a tendency for
a moraic nasal to use separate switch
points depending on whether it was
accented or post—accented. When it was
accented. the onset of the F0 rise usually
started during the preceding vowel. When
it was in post-accent position, the onset of
F0 fall started around the [V-m]
boundary. For the male speakers, the
onset of the fall tended to go into the
vowel as well. On the other hand, none of
our data included the instance in which the
onset of F0 change started consrderably
after the onset of [in]. When the morale
nasal is accented, and when it is spoken
with fast speaking rate, the onset of the
F0 rise started very early in the vowel,
sometimes right born the onset.

4. DISCUSSION
In the current theories of phonology, two
fundamentally different approaches have
been proposed for the representation of
the mora. One is the offspring of metrical
phonology in which mora emergesfrom
the branching syllable structure as m (a)
[3]. The other approach, proposed by
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Hymœkesamansa priornecessary
step tosyllabificationasin (b) [4].

(a)
°
-B 2
-3

m m
l I
a N5’

(b)

Àa5121'.k 0 0‘

Recent analysis of speech error and
language game showed that neither
syllable boundaries nor the notion of
rhyme played an apparent role in
JapaneseISHé]. The results of these
studies also indicated that the nature of
the mora in Japanese is like the one
proposed by Hyman in which an onset
and a nucleus are represented as
aflusively forming a coherent single unit

The results of the present study are also
favourable for such representation since a
CVmoraandamoraicnasalshowedclose
similarity in their tonal manifestation.
There was a strong tendency for the four-
mora test words to have the same duration
and same F0 configuration regardless of
their segmental and syllabic compositions
within the same accent type. It seems that
the mora is the most obvious unit by
which Japanese utterances are regulated.
The observation that the CV-CV boundary
rather than the C-V boundary tended to be
used as the switch point for F0 control,
may be additional evidence for making a
CV mon a coherent unit.

However, drawing clear boundary
between the moraic nasal and the

'gmoramaybelesseasyinsome
instances. While for a CV mora, the onset
ofFOchangetendedtobetimedwiththe
CV-CV boundary, the timing of the

,moraicnasalandtheFOonsetwasless

consistent 'l‘hiswasmostevidentinfast
speech when the moraic nasal was
accented In this position the onset ofthe
F0 rise often started ri t from the onset
of the vowel while the mon respected
their boundary. It may imply that the
association äînmorîlaïlld Âme is less
importantwi ' asy e. ternatrvel' ‚
itmaymean thatitisdifficulttomanifezt
pitch accent on the moraic nasal when
time is shortened.

Another observation was the tendency for
thesecondmora(bothCVandN)tobe
prolonged in slow speech regardless of
the accent type. This indicates that each
mon is not proportionately prolonged in
slow speech but rather that there is some
kind of temporal organization at a higher
level which takes place regardless ofpiwh
accent. Further experiments are in
preparation to test some of the findings in
the present study.
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Pig. 1. F0 contours of/kofibaN/ and Ikomadori/
in slow (above) and fast (below) speech.

' Pig. 2. Narrow band spectrogram of [(k)ofiiban], [ŒMŒÊÀÆIÆ‘ZIÊEWÏ’ and
[(k ]inslowspeechbydtefemalespeaker.

the onset of F0 change.
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DURATIONAL COHPLEMENTATION WITHIN THE SYLLABLE

IN CHINESE AND SUI
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ABSHŒCT
The present investigation is
based upon the citational form of

individual syllables in the
Suzhou and Guangzhou dialects of
Gainese, and Zhonghe dialect of
Sui. The duration of finals is
in a oanplenentary relationship
to that of initials. And the
long-start vowel distinction
manifests itself in a give-
and-take relationship with the
ending within the final.
The duration of stop endings is
confined to be a part of the
whole final although the closure
is silent.

1. INHKIXKEION
The Chinese and Kant-Tali languages
share many points regarding
syllable structure synchronically.
In both, each syllable has a
' sheng ' ( initial consonant or
initial), a yun'(the retaining
segmental material or final). and
a 'diao' (tone) which is a kind of
suprasegmental but its more
important distinction is as a
syllable feature. 'lhis is
illustrated as follows:

Syllable Pattern
Initial-Final—[Tbne]

They also have the same internal
structure for finals. The final
contains an obligatory main vowel
as its nucleus. Sanetimes a high
vowel appears in front of the main
one, serving as a nadial. It is
also called the 'final head'.
Sanetimes there is a consonant or
a high vowel following the
nucleus, serving as the final
exuding. Thus the typical structure
of the final is as follows:

China

Final Structure
(Medial ) -Nuc1eus- ( Ending)

The present investigation is
based upon the citational form of
individual syllables according to
the two-levelled structure we
introduced above.

2.0GGEEMENT BETWEEN INITIAL AND
FINAL
The data from the Suzhou and
Guangzhou dialects of Chinese,
and the Zhonghe dialect of Sui
were selected to investigate the
relationship between the
different ccmponents in a
syllable.
Concerning the relation between
initials and the final
constituent, instrumental
measurements of the Suzhou

dialect show that the duration of
finals is in a complementary re-
lationship to the duration of
finals. If the initial is short,
the final in the same syllable
will be longer.If the initial is
longer.then the final will be
shorter.

Table l. Syllable Duration
(Suzhou)

t k
Initial 143 129 113
occlusion 135 119 101
release 8 10 12

Final 262 243 279
Syllable 405 372 392

p I t l k l

Initial 204 179 160
occlusion 98 104 68
release 106 75 . 92

Final 226 185 211
Syllable 430 364 371m5

It is evident in Table 1 that
aspirated stops are much longer
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man unaspirated as regards ini-

tial duration whereas the finals
following aspirated stops are much
shorter than those following un—
aspirated.(Shi 1983) The same

conclusion was also drawn from

Pekingese.(Feng 1985)
It should be pointed out that
initial and final are not equal in
the canplementation. The initial

is the passive factor and the

final the active. The duration of
an initial is relatively stable
and the duration of a final is
easily variable. The cross-
match test shows a final may alter
its duration after different in-
itials while an initial duration
would only change a little before
different finals. The difference
between various initial durations
is mainly due to their mode of
articulation.

3.REPIACEABLE DURATION OF MEDIAL

AND ENDIm
Although there is a phoneme of
zero initial in phonological
analysis, it is in fact a glottal
stop or a slightly voiced frica-
tive at the beginning of the
syllable. In the structure of
finals, only the nucleus is
indispensable. Both the medial and
the ending are optional for sane
of the finals. And the nucleus
will fill up the vacancy by

' its duration when the
medial and/or the ending are ab-
sent in a final. Thus we call
medial and ending replaceable and
nucleus obligatory. As can be seen
in Table 2, the duration of finals
containing nucleus alone is appro-
ximately the same as those of
finals involving a nucleus and a
nasal ending.

Table 2. Duration of Finals
(Suzhou)

t t' k k'
Syllable 378 359 387 379
Final 245 180 274 219
(=r_h_xgleus) __ ___ ___

.Syllable 369 365 394 356
Final 242 190 284 204
(mucleus 91 61 72 68
+ending) 151 129 212 136m5

4.THE IDNG-SHORT DISI‘INCI‘ION 0F
VŒELS
In general,there is a long—
short vowel distinction in Canton-
ese as well as Kam-Tai languages.
However this long-short vowel
distinction does not result in a
durational distinction of syl-
lables as a whole. The duration of
main vowel, as the nucleus in a
syllable, is quite different fran
the duration of syllable. We can
balance the nucleus and the ending
in duration in the same final. In
the finals with a long vowel serv-
ing as nucleus, the ending is
short; in those with a short vowel
as nucleus, the ending is long.
Therefore the duration may be
either long or short for a train
vowel in a final. However, in
general, the duration of the two
types of finals tends to be the

same.(Ma & Luo 1962) The ending
can play the role of adjustment in
the duration of the whole syl-

lable . The following measurements
are from 10 pairs of syllables
containing durational distinctions
in the main vowel /a/ of Cantonese
and Sui.

Table 3. Duration of Finals

Cantonese Sui
t ms % ms

Vowel (L) 70 169 61 244
Ending 40 106 34 136
Final 110 275 95 380
Vowel($) 46 116 33 130
Ending 46 116 72 284
Final 92 232 105 414

Omparing the average duration of
the long vowels and the short

ones, the long is in the ratio of

3:2 to the short in Cantonese. and

the ratio in Sui is 2:1. The

complement of the ending to the
nucleus is obvious in Sui, but it

is not so evident in Cantonese.

5. SYILABLES WITH STOP ENDIm

There is another kind of syllable

in Cantonese and Sui, the entering

tone syllable, which ends with a

stop consonant such as /p/, /t/,

or /k/. The long-short vowel dis-

tinction of these syllables in

duration is as follows:
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Cantonese Sui
t ms % ms

Long Vowel 71 171 83 329
Short Vowel 44 112 25 126

The durational distinction is
generally the sane as those with
unstopped endings in Cantonese,
while in Sui the long vowels are
much longer and the short even
shorter. But what is the differ-
ence between the stop endings?
In general, the pronunciation of a
consonant is divided into three
steps: start, hold and release. It
is difficult to neasure the dura-
tion of stops because they do not
release in the ending. As a sub—
stitution for this, the silence
intervals frun three informants'
bisyllabic utterances were mea-
sured. This involved each entering
tone syllable followed by a
syllable with a voiced initial
consonant in Cantonesell‘he follow-
ing is the result:

Speaker A B C Average
Closure(with L) 106 124 107 112ms
Closure(with S) 123 153 109 128ms

Here are scme individual varia-
tions in different informants. The
closure duration following a short
vowel is longer than that follow-
inga long vowel forAandB, but
not C. However if we add the
closure duration to the nucleus
duration respectively, then the
result will be roughly similar to
that with an unstopped ending.

e.g. Final(L) ll2+171=283_275ne
Final(S) 128+112=240_232ns

Thus the closure duration of the
stop ending should be considered
as a part of the final duration
although it is silent. The
entering tone syllables are, thus,
those that are interrupted with a
period of silence.It is unreplace—
able in the final duration.
Concerning durational relation—
ships within the final, the long—
short vowel distinction manifests
itself in a give-and-take
relationship with the ending. The
final ending will be long if the
main vowel is short and vice
versa. Inthiswaytheyreducethe

difference between the two kinds
of finals in duration. Therefore
we can say that, in citational
forms, syllables of all types tend
to have roughly the sane duration,
while their internal constituents
vary in duration in a canplenent—
ary way.
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ABSTRACT
In order to interpret what is transcribed in
the various studies of tone in Bantu lan-
guages by finding some points of refer-
ence in the acoustic signal, and to investi-
gate the interaction between lexical tonal
patterns and phrase intonational patterns,
a recorded corpus of Kinyarwanda has
been processed with a signal edition soft-
ware, with which we canWJettcr interpret
the relationship between the patterns, us-
mg a sophisticated method to measure and
manipulate their respective features.

Pitch variations in so-called tone lan-
guages have generally been represented
by assocratrng segmental or autosegmen—
tal tonal features with particular syllables
or moras. By modeling F0 curves of
Kmyarwanda, we examine which acous-
trc var-rations, among the various repre-
sentations of the melody of this language
proposed by linguists, are considered
pertinent. Then, we can suggest a method
to reconstitute the structure of its prosodic
constituents and to sketch a productionmodel of F0 variations.

l. PROCEDURE

1.1 Corpus
We selected a set of nominal words withdrssyllabic radicals representing all of thesyllable and tonal patterns found in theprevrous literature on this topic. Theirmorphology is structured as follows:1-br-mtiga (the disabled persons)
a-ba-gaanga (the doctors)
pre-prefix + noun class prefix + radicalThese words were combined into utter-ances following the pattern : -
N1+ beéretse +N2 + N3

(Nl showed N2 to N3).

1.2 Informants and Recordings.
The language of informants was represen-
tative of the Kinyarwanda spoken in the
southern part of Rwanda. These infor-
mants were recorded in an anechoic
chamber with a professional recorder and
microphone. Utterances were typed on
cards following the cmrent Kinyarwanda
spelling, namely without any vocalic
guantrty or accent marks, and presented to
informants in a random order, except for
a set of utterances composed only of radi—
cals bearing no lexical H tone, to which
signs of pauses (if) were added. The
informants were told to group the words
according to these marks (which sounded
very natural to them. since these pauses
never out any tonal unit — see 2 -, but
rather organized the sentence into intona-
uve umts as they had naturally spoken
them before).

1.3 Operating and Modelling of
Data.
These recordings were transferred from
therr analogic support to a digital one.
namely the mass-memory of a MassComp
16 by_te minicomputer, with a 10 kHz
sampling rate. Using VES, signal edition
software designed by R. Espessct & 0.
Balfourier, we edited oscillograms and
sonagrams representing each sentence.
segmented and labelled them with syllable
1113115613. and validated the segmentation
by lrstening to each labelled segment
VEScanalsobeusedtoconstructFo
curves. We edited each curve into M0-
MEL (melody modeling software) and
drew a superimposed Po curve by inter-
polating a quadratic spline function be-
tween target points locaœd on Fo peak:
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and valleys. This procedure, described in
[2] enabled us to separate from the raw
curve the (prosodic) intentional variations
and the non-intentional variations, which
result from articulation and coarticulation
constraints — cf.[l]. Electromyographic
studies indicated that in two different
words showing the same stress structure
but different segments (e.g. French
[papa] and [mamä]). the vocal fold tensor
muscles are preprogrammed in the same
manner. Thus, the curve represents the
phonologically relevant variations and
gives an indication of the vocal fold con—
trol, where the inflection points corre-
spond to the maximum muscle activity.
To validate these abstract F0 curves, ut-
terances were recoded and played back to
the informants. They could not hear any
difference between the receded and the
original signals.

2. EXTRACTING THE
PROSODIC CONSTITUENTS

We labelled these F0 targets, assigning H
(High) to F0 peaks, L (Low) to valleys,
and D to downstepped peaks — cf.[2].
These labels should not be interpreted like
the ones in traditional tonological descrip-
tions as they are not tone features associ-
ated with any syllable or segment, but
relative pitches that describe contours of
prosodic constituents disregarding their
segmental structure. According to [3],
prosodic structure can be represented
using the following constituents: Syllable,
Tonal Unit (T.U.) and Intonative Unit
(I.U.). In accordance with the previous
studies on Bantu languages, we will treat
the syllable structure as: V, CV (one
mora) or CW (two moras): u-mu—saa-
mbi (an old mat).

2.1 Tonal Unit
We assume for now that the T.U. is
equivalent to the prosodic word, namely
the unit that bears a lexical tone pattern
(e.g. the radical and its extensions for
short words). Then, the utterances in our
corpus contain four T.U.: [abagaboh
[beéretse]; [abagoré]; [ibimtiga]4. We
first grouped the words according to the
seven possible tonal and moraic patterns
found in previous descriptions — [4], [6]
and others. By comparing them with the
acoustic realizations, we tried to find a
correspondence between the various

transcriptions and discover the acoustic
feature that was considered pertinent in
each study (see 2.3).

2.2 Intonative Unit
Pauses are the most obvious clue in the
identification of LU.. as the speakers
group the utterance in one, two or three
T.U. clusters. Moreover, in
Kinyarwanda, a word final vowel is
deleted when the following word begins
with a vowel: .
beéretse + abagabo = beérets’abagabo
(they showed the men)
beéretse + abagaanga + ibimriga =
befiets’abagaang'ibimriga
(they showed the doctors the disabled
people).
We mumed that the lack of application of
this rule between two T.U. implies that
there is an I.U. boundary. In order to
verify this and to find the possible LU.
patterns in our corpus, we proceed as
follows:
1) determine the pattern of I.U. bounded
bypauses; _
2) check that this pattern applies to any
unit not bounded by a final vowel deletion
(or any relevant segmental rule for other
languagcs).
3) use this template to determine possible
I.U. boundaries in the contexts in which
the final vowel deletion can not apply:
abageenzi + beéretse... (the travellers
showed...).
To segment the LU. when there is no
pause, we need to know both its tonal
template and its interaction with the U.T.
templates. T.U. with the [LL] pattern
(e.g. abagabo) never hear any F0 peaks m
the final position or when the final vowel
deletion rule applies (fig.l). But an F0
peak always appears on the last syllable
before a pause or the lack of apphcatron
of the final vowel deletion rule (fig.2).
From this, we induced that there are two
patterns for I.U. in this corpus: final
[11.], and continuative [LH].

2.3 Interaction between Levels of
Representations _ .
Any T.U. in an utterance rs necessanly
supported by an I.U. We observed the
realization of each word in our corpus m
the context of both types of I.U. The final
contour is dependent on three parameters:
the underlying (lexical) pattern of the radi-
cal, the LU. pattern, and some possrble
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interactional and contextual rules
(downaaep). Our observations led us to
enact only three 'ble T.U[.Lmtuu
for this corpus: l. [HL]. . The
most Manning interactions obca'ved are
theonesinvolvinganflinLU. and'l'.U.
amultaneonsly

w. [L H] [L m
T.U. [Ll-1] [HL]

W [mm mm
Dow-map: [LED] mm
Whine-n1) [L HD]

Ëäärmmùmthä‘næî
sionofthisFovalleyinrelationœthe
distanä) between the two smroundi(ng
peaks givesancgativecortelation I:
-0.609‚ a-0.01) and its value tends to
meettheoneofthesecondpeakaodis-

mæm"“333exp ' ' sœpand means that seems to be
triggeredby a physiological rather than

mm.
“bout any H-inmcfion. we have the

following llnenn' ‘m‘ ‚-

LU. [LL] [LL] [LL] [LH]
w. [LL] [un [HL] [LL]
Hm [Lu [um] [un] [Lu-1]
3. IDENTIFYING THE LEXICALTONAL PATTERNS.
The difference between the [LH] and
[HL] tonal patterns. which are both pro-
duced as [LHL] on isolated words, is
difl'Icnlt to evaluate because, according to
our own and all previous research, thereisnonlinimalpahillustmingsuchanop-position in Kinyarwanda. We the
wordsmordingto: a)thepattern ]or
[LH] of the radical; b) the glissando on
the first syllable of the radical (rising or
falling); and we analysed in both cases the
variance of the distance from the F0 peak
to the beg’nning of the word and ofthe
radical. Results are significant in bothcases. The difference based on the firstsyllable ghssando seems to be the most

prenons
podfionseemsnobethemarkedonc
perception. which is predictable since
glissandoon vowels is therelcvantfea-
mfwmmfimwfimxiteouu
bcjustaconseqnenceofthewotdpam
variationwhichmaybemorerelevantfq
apmduction model.Tofindoutwhichis
thetelevantdomainforthisoppogifim‘
weplantocollectacorpusofwosdshe.
ginningwiththesameclasspefixeua-h.
Vii-bihndpossiblywiththesannndial
initial mbhinmdertoavoidthevuia-
lions theinninsicandcoinn'insicdu-
rationsofsegmentswecompuesq-ig;
ofwmds grouped according to
dmntionandbearingthesame tem-
phmthevuiationsofthepositionofdie
peakwillreflectwhetherthisoneisdi.
tectly linked to a syllable (or mon) or
not.

4. CONCLUSION

Usingthis tation,wecanexnact
fiotntheaconstic shape whatshouldhe
nansetibedaslexicalvaluevariationand
asintonative variation. Thus, itcouldhe
usedfor transcription oftoneinfield in-
mtigations.Furthermore,theintra/inter
speaker variability and the adequacy of
thismodelforourcotpusleadustoqm-
tiontheassociationbctweenatoneanda
mandtoassuénethatthemllodictiet
is Independ' ent o the segmen tier, so
thatwemaynotneedassociationlinesin
phonological representations of tone or
aecentinthiskindoflangage.
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mm

The interaction between the fundamental
frequencies F0, the snob efforts and
the speech rats were studied in
different speech modes (laid, normalsoft, fast and slow ). It is shown that
1) boththemandthepitdirangeshowa
positive correlation with speech effort,
but a rather very weak correlation in
speech rate; 2) The onset F0 of sentences
are mainly depeaient ou the speech
efforts; 3) The declination rate of m is
related to both speech effort and speech
2:; 4) The lower boundary of pitch

moves inin slow up fast speech and down

Dummen

The interaction between the voicesauce and the vocal tract has beenstudied over and over again since thebegunnmg of this century. And somerecent work [1] has laid the theoretical
foundations for modeling of source-tractætæden order to get an insight intoneed 1 of speech production, we still

, homer, to incorporate moretheoretical knowledge and moremainate]. data in dynamic process
connected speech. of

We thus have a general interest 'the acoistic correlates of both seamen:[2] and suprasegmentals, because acousticdata-of speech are not only easy toacquirebut. alsonecessary todealwithin m Signal processing systens.
. paper aim at examnmg' '
interrelation between the fumlamenäle
frequency F0, the speech effort and thespeech rate, which are more important insuprasegmental level. And the declination
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Tot m in different speed-n m
studied in this paper too, "a"
Hmms

The speech material used in this
study is four diinese vowels la,i,u and
y( with four tones —level, raising.
dipping and falling. Each of the vowels
with tone vues, embedded in a frame
sentence "wo du _ zi" (I utter the
diaracter_). 'mospeakers (onemaleand
one female) who are native of Beijing
uttered the testing material in five
different speech modes and were recorded
ina listeningroom inwhich the
reverberation time is less than 0.5sec in
the frequency band of speech. The
speakers were asked to marne their
speech efforts in three levels—loud.
normal and soft which correspond to 75,
65and 55db soundpressurelevel
measured at 1 meter in front of speaker's
lips respectively. The speakers were also
asked'to speed up and to slow down the
speaking rate. The normal smch rate is
about 4 syllables per second. As for the
fast speechf the speakers uttered four
sentences, in each sentence a testing
vowel with tone was embedded, into one
utterance rapidly, in order to check the
relationship between the declination of
m and the utterance length. The recorded
material was digitized and analyzed using
the API program of the ILS package.

RESULTS

1- “Lawrod different 5
es

lhe pitch range is determined between
the highest and lowest fundamental
frequencies of the utterance. The highest

Fûnax and the lowest mm of the testing

vowels with tones and of the whole frame

sentences were measured individually. And

the average pitch range of a vowel over

four tones A E0=mnax-F0min (the upper

figures), and the relative pitch range

max/main (the lower figures) in

different speech modes are listed in

Table 1. îmax and mm stand for the
average highest and lowest F0 values of a

certain vowel over four different tones

respectively. The pitch limit which was

defined as the range fran the ceiling to

the floor of the voice which can be

reached in different speech modes by the
speakers is much larger than the average

pitch range and not given in Table 1.

It was a pity that the API program did

not work well and no data were given in

Table 1,3,5 for female loud speech.

homl‘able 1. itcanbeseenthat 1) The
pitch range is moved up and expanded as

increasing the speech effort; 2) The
pitch range is srmewhat shrunken as

Table 1. 111e agreaqe_pitch range of_testing vowels in different speech
modesinbothFOmax-mmin (Hz) “Mu/Min.

Vowel loud Normal Soft Fast Slow Ave.

in 244-101 171-94 143-94 171-104 172-90 181-96
a 2.42 1.82 1.52 1.64 2.12 1.91

f 299—148 218-128 327-173 271-139 278-147
2.02 1.70 1.89 1.95 1.89

m 280-105 199-102 143-97 183-113 193—95 199-103
i 2.67 1.95 1.45 1.62 2.03 1.93

f 330-150 222—128 329-204 287-146 293-157
2.20 1.73 1.61 1.97 1.86

m 291-116 193-96 141-97 182-110 209-96 203-104

u 2.51 2.01 1.45 1.65 2.18 1.95

f 340-149 231-122 348-179 294-139 304-148
2.28 1.29 1.94 2.12 2.05

m 288-122 194-100 141-95 190-113 196-93 202-105

V 2.36 1.94 1.48 1.68 2.11 1.92

f 315-150 234-126 362-187 294-148 . 301-154

2.10 1.86 1.94 1.99 1.95

m 275-111 189-98 141—96 181-110 193-91 196-102

Ave. 2.49 1.93 1.48 1.65 2.11 1.92

f 321-149 226-126 341-186 286-143 294-152

2.15 1.79 1.84 2.00 1.93

Note: in stands for male and f for female and Ave. for average.

Table 2. The average tone duration of vowels la/ and /i/ v and the

average frame sentence duriation s in different speech nodes (ms).

ToneImdNomal
vsvsv

Soft Fast Slow Average

3 v s v s v s

1127 179 589 352 1530 282 1084n 272 1062 310 1111 298
1 f 269 1168 250 1076 215 1053 144 599 365 1466 249 1072

Il 301 1059 298 1050 317 1095 196 615 448 1654 312 1095

2 f 314 1175 256 1114 253 1047 157 589 397 1536 275 1092

I 282 1040 288 1082 295 1079 167 634 455 1596 297 1086

3 f 317 1187 262 1097 256 1040 125 525 362 1581 264 1086

I 256 973 266 998 265 1031 154 627 375 1501 263 1026

4 f 263 1123 250 1066 205 1028 147 570 352 1456 243 1048

Note:1standsforleveltme,2fca‘raising,3fordippingand4for

fallim' .
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increasing speech rate; 3) me pitch
limitof aspeaker isaboutdwblewhat
thespeech rameinmmalvoice;4)'lhe
intrinsic pitch of vowels arewell kept
winmyspeedxufie;5)mpitdnm
ofmale voiceand offenale voice are
nearlythe sanein relative scale and
senitcmis agood neasureofpitdfcr

2-QMM“
frame sentences in different m nodes

The durations of the testing vowels and
the frame seltenes were muret! on
speed: waveform. m results show that
the duration ratio of testing vowel to
Iran sentence is nearly invariant in
different speed: modes. The average
durationof lcwvowel/a/andhighvwel
li/withthesametooetypsiscalledthe
taxe duration and listed in Table 2.

It is worthy to be noted that the
rank order of the tone duratims Im!
long to short is raising, dippim, level
andfallimanditiswellkepttlpinany
speed: made. In additim, the same
relation exhibited in seltene level too.
'l‘hefact thattcne durationsm sane
intrinsic feature is identical with the
results which were obtained im a
statistical analysis of a large
vocabularym.

3. The declination of F0 in differmt
swarms

The declinationof m is easy to
determine using the frame sentawe
designedin thispaven becauseof the
sentence initial syllable with dipping
tone and the final syllable with falling
tene.Both dippimandfallimtonescan
pronde a local minim: in pitch
contours.’Ihen thebaseline canbeeasy
drawnby connectingthetwoninima.lmat
isan exceptionto thieis thatwhena
vowelwith dippingtone isembedded in
theframe sentence, then the sentaloe
final?!) maybe higherthan the local
ninuunot precedingdippim tone.'lhat
isdue tothesharpeningndemmingon
sentence intonation. In this case the
baselinepassesthranahtlætwonininaot
dippmgtonee.

Tablea. slmsthe mdeclination
value APO and the sentence final
fmdanentalfregwwy m: in different
speech Indes. And the m declination
value of the four sentence utterances and

Table 3. 1he10declinatia: valueamm
the sentence final fundamtal
M fa differmt vowels indifferent
speechmdes (Hz).

Vow.l:oud m1 Soft Fast Slay
ANMMMJOMANM‘NM

11511031995 148826962782
f 3715221136 42142 27146

il 6310527102 8 96 18 90 25 95
2 4915925147 27146 23145

ul51116239679828922395
t 5215028139 4614029139

yl46124201œ79628902394
2 4215127150 59144 15149

17.35311222 9813 95 26 92 25 92
f 4515325143 43143 23145

Note: Av. stands for average.

Table4.1hemdeclinationva1ueamog
thefoursentewe utteranceandamot
the last smtence and the utterance
final fundamtal im rot (er
differmtvowels infast speed: (112).

Vowela i u y Ave.
If lfnfafnf

4064 40615810051814477
2642 18272846285925“
96142 9014692140 9014492143

utterance of fast speed:; 3) The 10
declinatia: values are speech Dds
amendant» Ioreefforthasbeennda
themmdeclinationvaluappearsn)
ltherein nodistinct differencebetwea:
nle and reale in relative value of 10
declinatim.

«a
different modes

Table5.showatheneas:mtrasultl
ofthe metro ofsmtenses in m
differmt vowels were M11!
diltermtspeednmdee.

Tahle5.1ndicetuthatthealet!0
of sadness eluted an obvious
melatimwithmeedleffwtshtitil
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Table 5. The œset F0 value of the sentences (Hz).

vowel lax! Normal Soft

mflfm

154 123 212 115
168 138 224 120
167 128 221 117
170 133 216 125

Ave. 165 131 218 119

independent of speech rates for both sale

andfenale. Thatmeans theonset mot
sentences are mainly controlled by the
subglottal me and laryngeal

tension.
'I‘heaverageometmvalueofsentaue

foracertainmloverdifferentspeech
nodeswere listedinlasttwocolumsin
Table 5.

K
a
n
-
n
:

DISŒSSICN

Fran Table l. and 5. it is indicated
thatthe speechefforts slowed a good
positive correlation with both the pitch

ranges and the met F0 of sentences,

whereas speech rates did not exhibit a

significant relation. me Funax of the
average pitch range for Immal, fast and

slow speech are nearly the same, because

the speech level of them are equal. It

appears that, speaka‘ can manipulate the

voice source and the vocal tract

independently. The Fana: of pitch range

andthe onsetFO ofsentmcearemainly

controlled by subglottal pressure

incorporated with laryngeal tension.
As for the m declination and the

plwsiological process uderlyim it, the
“band Potin different speech modes
stowedthat the sentence final F0 is
invariant but the sentence initial m is
speech effort dependent and speech rate
independent. So the declinatia: rate is
related to sentence length. In the case
of four sentence utterance in fast
speech, however, the m declined at
different rates in different parts of the
utterance. m declinatia: value of the
lastsentence isaboveSOpercentofthe
totalam of the four sentence utterance.
That means speaker can in sane degree
cmtrol the subglottal pressure to match
the syntactic structures of the
utterances. So that them declinatia:
uay be a passive phenom nixed with
some active speaker control process.

It is worth notice that the intrinsic

FastSlowAverage

fnfnfnf

185 135 221 124 198
182 135 209 136 191
174 130 229 138 199
176 126 225 136 195
179 132 221 134 196

pitch of vowels and the intrinsic
durationof tonesare well kept up in
different speed: nodes and shaved
mm: effect on sentence level.

§§
§E

§
ëë

ëë
ë

commons

l. -’l'he fundamental frequency and the

pitch range of speech show a strongly

positive correlation with speech effort,

but rather a very weak correlation in

speed: rate.
2. The onset F0 of sentences are mainly
dependent on speed: efforts and

indepeaient of speed: rates.

3. The sentm final F0 is invariant in

different speech modes, and the m

declination rate is closely related to

speech efforts and sentence lengths.
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DOWNSTEP ET DOWNSTEP

AnnIe RIALLAND

CNRS, URA 1027
Paris III

ABSTRACT

Downstep, a lowering of
successive high tones or tonal
accents, is often conditioned by
intervening low tones. This paper
discusses a second type of
downstep in which intervening low
tones are absent. We will show that
by recognizing this second type, we
can improve the analysis of certain
prosodic systems, in particular the
challenging example of Tonga (a
Bantu language). We will also show
that this type of downstep plays a
role in other types of prosodic
systems such as that of French.

Le concept de downstep est
habituellement associé a celui de
ton bas. En fait, il existe un
deuxième type de downstep que
nous avons qualifié d'intégrateur"
et qui rabaisse également des tons
hauts ou des accents tonals mais
sans ton bas intermédiaire. II
s'applique à des tons hauts ou des
accents appartenant à un domaine
donné et marque leur intégration à
ce domaine. L'identification de ce
deuxième downstep est récente
dans la recherche africaniste et sa
reconnaissance peut améliorer
l'analyse de systèmes prosodiques
de nombreuses langues, surtout de
langues à accent tonal. Nous
montrerons, dans cette communica-

tion, comment la substitution de
cette deuxième forme de downstep
à la première permet de mieux
comprendre des faits prosodiques
du tonga, langue bantoue qui a
déjà donné lieu à de nombreuses
analyses. Une fois ce downstep
”intégrateur” identifié dans des
langues à accent tonal, nous
verrons que le même downstep
peut être reconnu dans des
langues sans ton ni accent mais à
intonation comme le français.

1.UNE REANALYSE DU
TONGA

La première analyse de
langue africaine faisant usage de la
la notion de downstep sans ton bas
est sans doute celle du somali par
Hyman (1981) Dans le domaine
bantou, cette entité a été d'abord
introduite par Odden dans son
étude du kishambaa (1982) et
utilisée ensuite par E. Leeung pour
le Llogoori (1986). Nous verrons ici
comment elle peut transformer
l'approche des faits tonga.

Le tonga a donné lieu à de
nombreux travaux et notre analyse
sera confrontée avec celle des
auteurs précédents, en particulier
Goldsmith (1984) et Pulleyblank
1983) qui eux-mêmes doivent
beaucoup aux auteurs plus
anciens, en particulier à H. Carter
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(1962, 1971. 1972) et Meeussen
(1963). Nous considérerons
d'abord des formes verbales
(formes fortes et faibles du passé
récent), ensuite des formes
nominales.

1.1. Formes verbales "faibles"

et "fortes"

Les deux formes présentent des

différences prosodiques et.
"correspondent à des focalisations
différentes. Exemples:
forme forte du verbe

MW
"je PRENDS de la viande"

forme faible

I I m
“je prends de la VIANDE“
Tous les auteurs s'accordent

pour reconnaître des syllabes
déterminantes selon le terme de
Meeussen (1968) mais les analyses
sont soit tonales, soit accentuelles,

ou encore composites.

1.2. Comparaison entre les
analyses

Pour comparer notre analyse
avec celle des auteurs précédents
(Goldsmith 1984 et Pulleyblank
1983), nous utiliserons la deuxième
phrase citée précédemment, avec
comme objet focalisé, le nom
nyama, en lui-même dépourvu
d'accent ou de ton haut.

a) Analyse de Goldsmith (1984)
Goldsmith pose des accents

marqués par une mélodie HB et
propose une dérivation qui
d'accentuelle devient tonale.La
règle de formation du downstep est
tonale: le downstep résulte du
déliage d'un ton bas comme suit:

nda ka tola nyama

I I N l
RB H B H B

(' notant l'accent)

b) Analyse de Pulleyblank (1983)
Pulleyblank rejette tout niveau

accentuel et propose une analyse
entièrement tonale. Le downstep
est également engendré par un ton
bas devenu flottant en cours de
dérivation.

nda ka tola nyama
I I N I I

B H B H B B

c) Notre analyse
Notre analyse est

complètement accentuelle et la
forme faible avec son complément
d'objet sont traités comme un seu/
groupe accentuel.
Entre les accents tonals venus en
contact après l'application de règles
accentuelles,le downstep se forme
indiquant l'intégration des accents
tonals au groupe accentuel.

O Q

nda ka tola nyama

H H
réalisé donc avec downstep entre

les deux accents.

1.3. downsteps en cascade
Si un groupe accentuel

comporte plusieurs accents, chaque
accent sera rabaissé par un
downstep : on peut donc trouver
des cascades de downsteps
comme dans l'exemple suivant :

k' !t I Imü 'n
"j'ai pris un BOEUF'

qui correspond à un groupe
accentuel unique. _
Après application de diverses
règles, trois accents tonals.

viennent en contact.)

nda ka tola musune

I
H H H
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Les downsteps intègrent les
trois tons hauts à l'intérieur de ce
groupe accentuel et les organisent
selon une hiérarchie qui peut étre
représentée par l'arbre suivant :

nda katola musune

(oü h (haut) et b (bas) sont relatifs
l'un par rapport à l'autre : b placé
après h signifie "plus bas' que ce
qui précède).

1.4 La rencontre de deux
groupes accentuels

Un verbe à la forme forte
constitue. en lui-même un groupe
accentuel et l'objet qui le suit forme
un second groupe accentuel
comme dans l'exemple suivant:

W'i'Al DONNE un
boeuf“

Les deux accents successifs
n'appartenant plus à la même unité
accentuelle ne sont plus
hiérarchisés par le downstep : ils
sont réalisés sur la même hauteur.

1.5. Analyse de syntagmes
nominaux

Les composés forment aussi
une seule unité accentuelle, qu'ils
provrennent de reduplication
comme dans les exemples suivants:

Mm “un matin'
mm "un fou‚ un sot"

ou qu'ils soient des 'complex'
selon le terme de Carter:

"le bras d'un garçon'

:

'une maladie du bétail“
Chacun de ces syntagmes

constitue un 'complex' et une unité
accentuelle unique qui forme un
seul domaine pour le downstep. .

Faute de place. nous ne pouvons
ici montrer que l'analyse avec
downstep intégrateur fonctionne
pour l'ensemble du système du
tonga. mais le lecteur pourra se
reporter à A. Rialland. 1988.

1.6. Conclusion
L'analyse du tonga se trouve

donc fortement simplifiée par
l'utilisation de la notion d‘
downstep hiérarchisateur. Elle sa
trouve aussi éclairée: la formation
du downstep cesse d'étre aléatoire
mais prend un sens puisqu'elle
devient un processus intégrateur
permettant de former des unités
plus larges.

2.LE DOWNSTEP INTEGRA -
TEUR DANS D'AUTRES
LANGUES

Cette hiérarchisation des
accents par le downstep dans un
groupe donné se rencontre dans
d'autres langues. entre autres le
somali et le japonais.

En somali par exemple selon
Hyman (1981), tous les accents
tonals inclus entre certaines
frontières sont abaissés les uns par
rapport aux autres.

Ex: wiil - ka % ma dilayo
13 3 1 24 3

'le garçon ne (le) frappe pas"
où % représentela frontière et les
chiffres. les hauteurs respectives
des syllabes.

En japonais, langue également
à accent tonal et à plateaux tonals.
le downstep intègre les accents
tonals des groupes intermédiaires
(en angl. intermediate phrases).
c'est-à—dire des groupes qui se
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situent entre le mot et la phrase
(Beckman et Pierrehumbert,1988).

On retrouve donc des groupes
d'une dimension comparable à
ceux que caractérise le downstep
en tonga ou en somali et le
découpage de ces groupes est.
dans les trois langues sensibles au
focalisations.

Ce downstep intégrateur se
rencontre également dans des
langues à 'stress" telles que
l'anglais ou même sans accent
comme le français (Nous
considérons le français comme
langue avec allongement final de
constituant mais sans accent). ll a
été décrit en anglais sous les noms
de downstep ou de catathesis
(Pierrehumbert et Beckman. 1988,
entre autres). Il peut être aussi
reconnu en français où le downstep
s'applique non plus à des accents
mais à des tons hauts. marqueurs
intonatifs. Ainsi, le rabaissement
régulier des tons hauts. marqueurs
de continuation, indique leur
appartenance à une même unité
prosodique. Comme dans les
langues à accent tonal, la continuité
du downstep est remise en cause
par les focalisations.

3. CONCLUSION
Nous avons montré dans

cette communication que la
reconnaissance du downstep
"intégrateur" - que nous avons
substitué au downstep dû à un ton
bas posé par les analyses
précédentes— permettait d'améliorer
l'analyse des faits du tonga et de
les éclairer. Dans cette langue à
accent tonal. le downstep a pris un
sens puisqu'il est devenu le
processus intégrant les accents
appartenant à une même unité
accentuelle. Cette forme de
downstep. encore insuffisamment
reconnu dans les langues
africaines. peut aussi étre
rapprochée d'autres downstep ou

catathesis à valeur intégrative que
l'on peut dégager aussi bien dans
des langues à accent tonal (somali
ou japonais) à accent non tonal
(anglais) que dans des langues
sans accent comme le français.
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DEPHONOLOGIZATION OF SYLLABIC INTONATION
IN LITHUANIAN URBAN SOCIALEOIS

L. Grumadiené

Institute of the Lithuanian Language,
Vilnius, Lithuania

ABSTRACT
Under the influence of pre-
sent—day vowel length de-
phonologization the tendons
cy of dephonologization of
syllabic intonation - has
arisen in Lithuanian urban
socialects. The basis of
syllabic intonation reali-
zation is being lost. As to
the vocalic and mixed diph-
thongs they undergo essen -
tial qualitative changes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The tendency of dephonolo-
gization of vowel length in
Lithuanian urban socialects
is rather obvious, though
it is not typical to. any
Lithuanian dialect liI. The
results of the experimental
investigation show that
only 4-24% of unstressed:
long vowels in the word fi-
nal position are being rea-
lised in the fluent speech.
For instance, in the words:
vyru 'men' Gen. pl., kfipa
'dune' Acc. sng: k‘ndys
'mothfi Nom.p1., 1319 'd011'
Acc.sng. etc: The same phe-
nomena at the beginning and
in the middle of a word eqr
uals to 4-17%.ror instance,
aiuo asl'oak-wood' Nom.
s" ., rfikyti 'to smoke' ,
r; ymas 'writing' Nom.sng.
000 ÿ V
The most specific feature
of present-day urban Lithu-
anian is the lengthening of

short stressed final vowels
which ~was found in 9—24%
cases. This may be viewed
as phonetic specification
of approaching phonological
change, which is possible
in typological field of
long and short vowel' oppo-
s tion. For instance,‘ vai—
k .§"children' ' Acc. p ,
mai . 'small'Nom.pl., nam .
'in the house' Loc.sng.etc.
The substitution V' —) V./
[-stressed] as far as now
is not found in any Lithua-
nian dialect, nevertheless
it is predicted from the
phonological structure of
the Lithuanian language
Columnal morphemic accentu-
etion becomes more and more

'accepted. The reason of
this may be both the fac-
tor of analogy and unifor-
mity of syllabic intona-
tion /3/. For instance, ri-
siai 'relation' Nom. pl.,
St dard form - rysia1.;
id mus 'interesting’; ido-
mus;'spjuviu {spit'uzlnstr.
sng.; spjfiviu; 1- s sli '
'settled Aoc.p1.; sesli 3
pilka 'grey'Nom.sng.; 'Pilt
ka; mhses "fly' Acc.pl.;
musss; etc. Though, there
were only 11-18% of ' the
above mentioned cases, it
must be noted, that such
changes take place 1t°
of Saussure-Fortunate 8!.
which is based on the OPP‘
osition of syllabic into-,
nation. One should say that

2 3,4

hypercorrection becomes a.
rather common phenomena .
The extraneous factor in
this change is speakers or
their parents origin from
different dialects, who ca-
me into closer contact as
communication improved, es-
pecially in the second half
of our century. We must not
ignore the fact that langu—
age is a system of auditory
signs, and that language
learners acquire the phono—
logy of their language by
ear/1/. It would seem that,
when a learner becomes awa-
re of differences between
his speech and the speech
of the others, there are
two ways in which he can
adjust his grammar. He can
revise his analysis of the
linguistic units in ques-
tion so that his grammar
will naturally produce the
desired output. Or he can
devise ad-hoc rules to co-
ver up the inadequancy of
his analysis. The resulu
are difficult foresee. The
changes which undergo in
Lithuanian urban socialects
are greatly resulted by the
intertwining of representa-
tives of various dialects.
For instance, the syllable
intonation of western Lithr
uanian dialects is of dyna-
mic origin, while that of
eastern ones is ofiquanti-
tative origin/2, 6/.
As a result of the tendency
of dephonologization of
length of vowels emerged
the tendency of dephonolo -
gization of syllabic into-
nation. The main feature of
vowel length opposition of
some Lithuanian dialects is
tenseness, while of' the
other ones - duration. The
intertwining of representa-
tives of different dialects
in urban sphere allows some
of them to ‘accept the pro-
nuncation V. (half—long

guessed vowel) instead of
' (lens circumflex vowel;

and ' (long acute vowel
as a normal one. In this
way the basis of syllabic
intonation realization is
being lost. This is obviou-
sly seen in stressed mono-
phthongs. As to the vocalic
and mixed diphthongs they
undergo essential qualita-
tive changes, which greatly
differ under the influena
of dialects. Such variety
leads to rule generalizati-
one
That's why the realization
of syllable intonation is
more distinctive in the sy-
llables with diphthongal
nucleus. Though, essential
qualitative changes appear
in such diphthongs, they
may greatly differ as in
some dialects the first
component of diphthongs is
more important while for
other dialects - these-
cond component.

2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The Spectral pecularities
of acute and circumflex ;
diphthongs /ai/, lau; /e1/
have been investigated. The
experimental corpus consis—
ted of 8 similar word pairs
in which the diphthongs un-
der the investigation are
between oiceless 'co 0—
nants: i o — païäg tzßko
- kalto, k uso - kauéo, i-
k a - peik a,-auk,— afik, '
t iko - pa ko‘, keik -pe'ik,
k iké — pe ké. The spectral
analysis was made according
the computer programm com—
piled by prof. V. Undzenas
at Vilnius University. The
results obtained show that
a/ the quality of lst com-
ponent of stressed acuteand
circumflex diphthongs dif-
fers significantly,
b/ the durational differenr
ce of such diphthongs is
less significant.
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r and 1'2 characteristics
oflfirstv components of acu-
te diphthongs are more like
to r and r correspondingmonophthonsg/W. with cir-
cumflex being more diffe-
rent (tables 1-3). For ins-
tance, F and F2 of the lst
component of / in the
word 'kafto' (table 1) is
betweenloj (r =I+00 Hz, r

Hz; compare with rmÊÎ
J5 where F :400 Hz, 12:12:!)
z andfef] {1:600 Hz, 12:1800 Hz). "Karin" a‘Jhae

F =800 Hz, 12:12 Hz; com-
plare with the first compo-
nent of the word 't‘iko -
and r of 11331; componentof £337 (wit circumflex)1n
the word 'pe kia' resembles
to those of the monophth
M; [au7 (with circumflgxl?
in the wog; 'kafi'so' - resem-bles to [ .
The comparison of the re-
sults of present investiga-
tion with the ones of pre-
vious Lithuanian dialectal
investigations carried by
other linguists show that
qualitative difference of
the first componente cf acu-
te and circumflex diphthoxgs
is not a unique phenomena in
Lithuanian. There are some
changes of the same kind in
eastern dialects where syl-
labic intonationis of quan-
titative origin. This is
found especially in periphe-
rial dialects. For instance,the prongncation of 'kiaulé'
is k'qu.i£.] , but of thewor 'ki‘uras' - [k'igas] ,
or like tha from Any ciai
- a word 'k rtis' they pro-nounce [kSr'tis] but a
word 'vai‘gas' - même],
while int: word Eggkasithe
ron ca on s as ,in 'ïäuäas' it is fights].

The changes in was ern dia-
lects are of different cha-
racter: the vowels of the

second component of stres-
sed diphthongs in western
dialects are narrower than
those of eastern, for ina-tance, [u] in the word'dau—
tis' in western dialects itis pronounced like [Jagtisfl‘
wëile the pronuncation with[ 9], [a'] is met only ineastern dialects /5/.
Because of this speakers
from eastern dialects livirg
in urban sphere may take ac
acute syllables for circum-
flex ones. The opposition
of syllabic intonation is
realised not only by tone or
intensity modulation chan-
ges, but by the place of
stress contast too. The fact
that acute diphthongs are
longer than circumflex ones
in the urban socialect may
be explained by the qualita-
tive characteristics of
stressed diphthongs.

3. CONCLUSION
The tendency of columnal
stress, the qualitative
changes of stressed diph-
thongs and hypercorrection
show the tendency of depho-
nologization of syllabic in-
tonation opposition in the
Lithuanian urban socialect.
The dephonologization of
long and short vowel opposi-
tion is the main condition
for the above mentioned de-
phonologization. Due to it
the quantitative word stra
is being formed. There is
no opposition of stressed
short syllables in Lithua-
nian. It is typical only
for stressed long syllab—
les. Though at present time
this opposition is disappe-
aring in the long syllables
in the Lithuanian urban Bo-
cialects, what leads to the
disap caring of syllabic in-
ggnat on, the opposition of

em.
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BEATS AM) BINDING LAWS INSTEAD OF Tl-E SYLLABLE

Katarzyna Dziubalska-Koi aczyl:

Ada- liickiowicz University, Poznan, Poland

ABSTRACT
The paper constitutes a short
account of a proposal to
undereine the syllable as a unit
of speech organization in favour
of beats and binding laws.The
fraeework underlying the
discussion is Natural Phonology
(and Morphology) as originated
by Staape and Donegan and
developed by Dressler. A brief
critical discussion of the
syllable is conducted and
followed by a presentation of
the paper hypothesis.

1 INTRODUCTION
Both phonetics and phonology
assuoe soee way of existence of
the syllable. l suggest an
atteapt at detaching oneself
free a tradition,cherished for
centuries,to acknowledge some
fore of the syllable as useful
and indispensable in phonetic/
phonological description. When
looked at from outside and with
a sufficient distance to obtain
objectivity, what used to be
called a syllable aay turn out
to be an unnecessary and
eistaken coaplication of the
already necessarily complex
description of the speech chain.
The problee as set above does
not qualify for a paper-size
discussion. Basically, then, l
will shortly present here my
counter-proposal to the syllable.
2. Tl-E FRWORX '

The discussion is conducted in
the framework of Natural
Egonology (and Morphology) (cf.

1).
Thus, firstly, the criteria and
explanations I propose with
reference to the segmental,
prosodic, semantic/semiotic and
lexical/morphological levels of
language are of a functional
nature. Secondly, whenever terns
like "principle“, “law“ or
”rule" are mentioned, they are
to be understood as universal or
language-specific preferences,
and not (l) absolute
generalizations. I constrain the
existence of the latter (one
consequence of which is avoiding
the notion of exception) to
certain language-specific
"intensifications‘I of universal
preferences.
3. THE SYLLABLE ?
lf recognized as an identifiable
entity, the syllable needs to
possess some unity, constituent
structure and boundaries.
As to the unity of the syllable,
there exists phonetic evidence
for a certain stability at
consonantal transitions to and
from vowels rather than for a
stability of the whole (7)
syllable (cf. e.g. E5 1). Speech
error evidence seems to
demonstrate a greater
cohesiveness of a VC sequence as
opposed to a CV one (cf. t 2 J),
while CV is, at the same time.
generally acclaimed to be a
basic syllable structure.
No batter a great variety Of
types of constituent structures
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posited for the syllable,

constituents tend to get

organized according to the scale

of sonority. However, the

require-ant for particular

sonority slopes appears to be

often violated by the languages

of the world. To retain the

syllable, ”rescue strategies'

are then introduced, e.g. Rubach

and Booii (cf. I 7 1) would
aesuee that an edge consonant

(word-edge) does not count for a

eonority slope. Doesn’t this

eove eake sonority useless ? To

Sievers (cf. t B l) consonants

violating the expected gradation

of 'Schallfulle‘ foreed the so

called I‘Nebensilben" dominated,

however, by 'Hauptsilben'. Two

kinds of the syllable having

different status - isn't it a

coaplicetion 7
AI a unit, the syllable needs to
possess detereinable boundaries.
boundary placeeent, or, in other
herds, division into syllables

(of words or longer stretches of
speech), however, turns out not
to be a straightforward
procedure. Available hints coae
free, basically, two very
different sources: first,
speakers' ability to
'syllabify', second, the
application of soee phonological
processes in the 'syllable
doaain'. But are they really
hints for ”syllable boundary
place-ant"? As for the former
source, what speakers are able
to do is to distinguish in the
flow of speech those sounds
which are sore proeinent against
the less proainent background,
and the chunks that arise in
this way are listed in the fore
parallel to counting. The
problee with the latter source
concerns the circularity of
argueentation it introduces
khich entails arbitrariness of
boundary placeeentl one and the
ease process say both condition
and be conditioned by the
syllable boundary ( e.g. a tense
vs. lax vowel opposition in

English, or ‘syllable final'
devoicing in Ber-an).
Reliably enough, both speakers
and phonological processes have
access to words, on one hand,
and to feet, on the other.
Access to words is guaranteed by
the existence of a lexicon;
access to feet - by the fact
that it is iopossible not to act
rhythaically (cf. [ 1 l). A
functional unit of phonology
which is saaller than a word,
and which shows its
accessability better than a
syllable, is a beat.

4.|f¥FK>TlIESlS
I suggest that the notions of a
beat, word and foot as well as
eorpheee suffice to eake_ it
possible for the functions of
the syllable to be accounted for
without saintaining it as a
unit. A basic speech skeleton
consists of regularly recurring
beats. Beats are prieary,
(preferably) vocalic figures
against the consonantal ground.
They are preferably vocalic due

to the saliency potential

inherent to vowels, although

consonants sight take over a

beat function in a nueber of

circuastances (cf. below).

Inter-relationships between

beats and pre-beat and post-beat
consonants are specified by a

set of binding laws which look

both at a 'aicro—level' —

constituted by a single beat and

consonants surrounding it, and

at a 'eacro-level' - governed by

rhythe. Consonants clustering

between beats coexist according

to the preferred order as well.

A universal preference for

isochrony is rooted in universal

principles of huaan behaviour

which are reflected in one

statement: it is impossible not

to act rhythmically (cf. 3.

above). In speech, an underlying

organizational principle

predicts a default tendency for

equal tiee intervals between

beats. The latter tendency is

realized in different degrees
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and modified versions to give a
variety of typological and

language-specific distinctions
among particular tongues. From

this derives a continuum of
language types whose one end is
occupied by the so called
“iso-syllabic“ languages - i.e.
the ones in which, in the
extreme case, all beats are
regularly distributed timewise;
and the other end is occupied by
the so called "iso-accentual'I
languages - only stressed beats
count for rhythm. Parallel to
the typological hierarchisation
there exists a languageespecific
differentiation as to how
particular languages realize a
universal preference for even
beat distribution.
Universally, the inter —
relationships between vowels and
.consonants in a speech chain are
based on the following criteria:
sonority, segmental strength,
perceptual salience, ease of
articulation, and symmetry in
binding consonants to vowels in

the speech chain. The latter is
meant to signify a proportional
in numbers grouping of
consonants around beats which
supports an ideally regular heat
distribution tioewise. This
criterion, however, is easily
overridden by other preferences.
By means of the above criteria
one can account for the
universally preferred structure
of a foot i.e. a CiViCs with a
trochaic rhythmic pattern (cf.
[4 J for details). In a one-beat
content word there is a
preference for a CVC structure
or for a CVV one (i.e. a
consonant followed by a long
vowel or a diphthong) by means
of which stress on this only
beat is conveyed (at least
partly, beside a potential
change in pitch and loudness).
These structures are
traditionally called “heavy
syllables”. Thus, what used to
be called a "heavy syllable" is
the preferred structure of a

minimal content word. A "light
syllable" stands for “less than
that“I i.e. a single beat
structure not able to satisfy
the above minimal content word
requirements.
It is the number of vowels that
is indicative of the number of
beats in the first place.
There are two other sub-cases,
however. Firstly, the sequences
Vac and VCC(C)0..n , although
they involve one vowel, count
for more than one beat, i.e.
they form a category in between
a one-beat structure and a
two-beat structure. Secondly, a
consonant nay take up a beat
function.

5. CONSONANTAL BEATS
Preferably, a consonantal beat
is separated from the nearest
vowel by a consonant of a low
sonority (or,_ at least, lower
than that of the consonantal
beat itself).
Universally, consonantal beats
are assigned post-lexically:
they function as a real-time
resolution of a rhythmical
conflict. Thus, for instance, if
a vowel is elided in fast/casual
speech, one of the neighbouring
consonants may take over a beat
function (e.g.Eng.[‘tm], Pol.
[‘f{s(t)ka ], or, otherwise, a
cluster that results from the
reduction may get simplified
(e.g.Pol.(‘fIstko]--> t‘fskal).
Those clusters are originally,
i.e. immediately before vowel
elision, disfavoured by
universal word phonotactics as
well as, often, by language -
specific phonotactics. If such a
phonotactically disfavoured
cluster is legalized in a given
language (pre-)lexically (e.g.
Pol. t‘mgwa], [‘rtbptg), ['migl]
or [‘nastzmpstn), a post-lexical
resolution is either to weaken a
sonorous element (a potential
consonantal beat) or to reduce a
cluster of consonants (if their
sonority is levelled).
Language-specifically, however,
consonantal beats night arise in
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a different fashion i.e. they

either become lexicalized as a

result of a generalization of a

post-lexical rule (cf.

Eng.[‘lltll ) or they are

lexically assigned in the first

place (cf. Czech [krEmoval or
Barbe-Croatian [krka]).

In other words, consonantal beat

assignment is a process which

has reached different levels of

application in particular

languages, ranging froe full

lexicalization to phonostylis -

tics.

6. INTER-BEAT SEQUENCES
There is a preferred order of

consonants from one heat to

another with respect to their

sonority value. Specifically,

what is favoured is a constant

fall in sonority starting just

after a beat and finishing just

before another one (which

constitutes a rise). This

general preference can be most

obviously overridden by

morphology (a break in the

sonority fall enhances

morphological transparency),

but also, language-specifically,

within a morpheme.
Apart from the preference

concerning the inter—beat

consonants themselves, there are

certain regularities concerning

the way in which the consonants

tend to bind to beats. These

bindings derive from the

criteria discussed in 4.above,

as well as from the just
mentioned preference. And.
thus, in a vcv sequence, a C is

preferably bound to the

following V. This mirrors word

and foot-initial binding, but

notice also that in a VCV the

consonantal sonority fall is
impossible - there is only a
rise on the second V thanks to
the preceding C, which draws

them together. In a VCCV,
consonants bind to a respective
preceding and following V (cf.
symmetry in 4. above), unless
sonority or stress-assignment
criteria intervene (e.g. more

consonants are bound to a

stressed beat). If there are

more than two consonants in an

inter-beat cluster, a default
binding is as above, i.e. one C

is bound to the following V and

the remaining consonants are

bound according to: the

symmetry, stressed-beat and

sonority slopes principles. The

default binding, however, is

subject to a number of potential

modifications of a language -

specific and/or post-lexical

(phonostylistlc) nature.

Thus, generally, beat-counting

constitutes the basic

organizational principle of the

speech chain, while binding lin;

should be understood as a set of

universal potentials invoked in

a language-specific way by

particular languages.

The reader is referred to t 4 J

for a more comprehensive

treatment of the issue.
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SYLLABLE TONEMES IN LATVIAN

D.Markusa

Latvian university, Riga, Latvia

ABSTRACT
The present contribution
attempts to verifeg and
specify the analogous pho-
nological Opposition of the
two syllable tonemes accu—
rring in the North-East Vi-
dzeme and Latgale variants
of the High Latvian dia-
lect. The unification pro-
cess of syllable tonemes
which is under way in the
Latvian Standard language
has also been analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Latvian the initial syl-
‚lable bears the stress, as
a rule. It is only in some
caseapthat the stress may
rest on any other syllable.
The syllab e toneme is an
independent prosodic featu-
re in Latvian. It functions
irrespective of word-stress
In some cases the syllable
toneme has a semantic funcétion, for example, lubk
'spring onion', 12235 abow or shaft-bow', lu6ks
(-gs) 'window'. '

2.LATVIAN STANDARD LANGUAGEIn the Latvian Standard
language three types of
syllable toneme are conven-t onally distinguished:
falling(\), broken (glotta-lized) (A)and drawling (V),
yet the use of two tonemes:drawling and non-drawlin
is compulsory. It is lef ‘for a apeaker~te choose .u'

either one syllable toneme
(basically falling) or dis-
distinguish between the
falling and broken toneme
within the limits of non-
falling syllable tonemes.
Sometimes the choice of
theses tonemes has semantic
function, for example, when
distinguishing the adverb
k ( tu roc? 'How do you
d g?‘ rom e pronoun pg

ev nav? 'What do you
lac a vian linguistics
lacks experimental research
concerning both the systems
of syllable toneme in the
Standard language and dia-
lects, and the processes
proceeding in them. At pre-
sent the u n 1 f 1 c a -
t 1 o n of syllable tone-
mes can be observed in the
Standard Latvian language.
Formerly the attention to
this phenomenon was drawn
by J.Endzelins [3], V.Damv
be [2], S.Raga [6]. The
present research atests
hat the unification rece-

eds in several direct one:
I.Under the influence of
the Low Latvian dialect.
called Lejzemnieku the
drawling syllable oneme,as
a hgpernormal feature, may
be eard in some words, for

'example, matte 'bread'.1§$-
§3' people', I a 'etree .

.Rage [6] an . ambe [2]
had also noted the occasio-
nal”wreng use of the draw-_
18a; syllable toneme, in-
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inf fieficafief'uéi"Litvian Î
dia ecta. II. mere-us.
day‘standard Latvian the
use of the falling toneme
has'notably increased. In
the s eech of‘professional

gate, too. one can of-
ten hear the Ir; usage ofem z, .325. „o
rush' onion',

fhupa ‘(he saves'. (Spme
cases, for example, 32225.,
may also :er:; a; a revere;
reaction 0 e ypernorma
pronunciation of tgita).
Basically two reasons ac-
count for thisz-l) the im-
aot of the High Latvian

gialect (In this dialect
the falling toneme is sub-
stituted for the drawling
one. A great number of Let-
vian intellectuals are born
High Latvians); 2) the im-
pact of the Russian langu-
age: a) the drawling syl-
lable toneme that is marked
by the duration of vowels
is pronounced shorter. The-
refore it is quite credible
that duration marks the -
drawling toneme only in the
syllables containing o en
and half-open vowels; )The
specific features of a bro-

'ken toneme tend to disap-
"pear — there is a notable

decrease of glottalization.
The latter is more level,
and the increase of dura-
tion of the broken tonemes
is occasionally noted. Be—
sides, the falling toneme
is specified by stability
in the Latvian Standard
language. In general, wit-
hin the system of three
syllable tonemes which com-
prises two tonemes of l e -
v e 1 character, e.i. fal-.
ling and drawling, the fal-
ling toneme is effected mo—
re precisely (usually by
the level f a 1 1 i n g
duration of the intensity
and the fundamental pitch)

than-in that teatihera two
”ne!!! are.“ 94. In. the Ilatter they a at differ'for
examplefi‘ealyifrom the _ro-
ken enema which in its
turn, is marked by a c u-
t e intensity and the fun-
damental pitch changes. 'e
have already pointed out
the variations in the in-
tensity of the falling to-
nemes and the fundamental
pitch dirrection in the two
tonemes area [4]. In 1923
A.Abele wrote [1] that when
word-stress in the Latvian
was shifted to the initial
syllable, the drawling to-
neme turned into the fal-
ling one under the impact
of the East Slavonic neigh-
bours. In the Present-day
Latvian language the accen-
tuation of the initial syl-
lable has become fixed.You
need not go East in search
of the impact of the Russi-
an language. Consequently,
the shifting process of o-
neme is recurring.

3. DIALEGTS
The syllable tonemes in
dialects appear to be more
stable. The area of the ve-
ry singular High Latvian
dialect with two syllable
tonemes (\andfio in use, em-
braces the territory of two
Latvian regions: Latgale
and North-East Vidzeme. We
have made experimental mea-
surements of the syllable
tonemes used in Latgale,na-
mely, in the subdialects of
Baltinava, Berzgale, Sila-
j 1 and Preili. The obtai-
ne data have been compared
to the characteristics of
the syllable tonemes used
in the formerly explored
sub-dialects of North-East
Vidzeme, namely, Ziemeri
[4,5], Aluksne, Jaunlaice-
ne, Jaunroze, Karva, Vec-
laicene [5]. The sub-dia-
lects under discussion are
still used in daily commu-
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nication and farming. I ha-
ve analysed tonemes in the
syllables containing long
monophthongs and diphthongs
in both isolated words and
phrases. It may be conclu-
ded that the characteristic
features of the syllable
tonemes in isolated words,
as well as in phrases, are
identical irrespective of
the fact that the duration
of produced speech sounds
in isolated words of the
sub-dialects under conside-
ration at an average 1,3
times exceeds the duration
of the speech sounds fixed
-in phrases. The experiment
concerned with the investi-
gated Latgale sub-dialects
permits to conclude the us-
age of two phonologically
distinctive types of syl-
lable tonemes: l) the l e—
v e l toneme (conventional-
ly called falling and mar-
ked by§.This type of toneme
is specified by level in-
tensity and fundamental
pitch changes and longer
duration. The intensity and
fundamental pitch direction
can be specified as level
falling, level rising - fab
ling, or level rising; 2)
the a c u t e toneme (con-
ventionally called broken
and marked withA). This
type of toneme is specified
by the acute intensity and
fundamental pitch changes
and shorter duration. The
intensity and fundamental
pitch direction can be des-
cribed as acute falling,
acute falling-rising, or
acute rising-falling. In
the Berzgale sub-dialect
the oscillggram of the mo-
nophthong‘ghproduced by an
informant s ows a articu-
lar saw-shaped des gn with
a rising-falling -rising-
falling direction. This ty-
pe (A) of toneme is speci-
fied by glottalization,i.e.
a decrease in the regula-

rity of the vocal cords v1-
brations. Yet it is im_os-
sible to state the starting
point of glottalization on-
ly by oscillograms.
Both types of toneme are
centres ed to each other by
the presence or absence of
a specific prosodic dis-
tinctive feature - an a c-
u t e or 1 e v e 1 charac-
teristics of the intensity
and fundamental pitch chan-
ges. Yet it is indisputable
hat intensity changes is a

more precise toneme indica-
tor, for example, th mono-
phthongs ,__u, :1, , pro-
duced in p rases, differ in
the intensity of the second
part of mon0phthongs; in
the absolute distinction
between the intensity of
the first and second part
of a monophthong; they dif-
fer in the distance to the
upper limit of intensity
maximum; in the distance
between the maximum and mi-
nimum intensity; in the
range of the rise and fall;
in the rapidity of the in-
tensity of rise and fall.
The above mentioned indica-
tors have a credibility ra-
te of toneme distinction
which is) 97.0/. -99 9 ‘A(by
Student's criterion . Ac-
cording to the fundamental
pitch changes the same mo-
nophthongs differ only in
the average fundamental
pitch and that of the se-
cond part of the monophthmg
Besides these indicators
are only relative toneme e
distinctive features (85,34
and 86,4Ùédistinctive cre-
dibility by Student's cri-
terion). Other measurements
produce similar results.
Consequently, in Latgale
sub-dialects which produce
levzliand acute toneme op-
pos t on dynamics is the
basic distinctive feature
of these tonemes. I have
arrived at similar conclu-
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,tion the

sions from my former re-
search when investigating
level and acute toneme cp-
positions in North - Vid-
zeme sub-dialects 14,51.
So this _ermits generaliza-

î in the High Lat-
vian Non-selenian sub-dia-
lects, where two syllable
tonemes prevail, two types
of toneme - 1 e v e l and
a c u t e are phonologica-
lly distinctive in both
North-East Vidzeme and Lat-
gale. Dynamics serves as
the basic distinctive fea-
ture between them.
The High Latvian dialect
comprises another group of
sub-dialects, the so called
Selonian. However, I tempo-
rarily lack a sufficient
number of experimental
tests to offer the complete
specification of these to-
nemes. I may only share the
hypothesis advanced by
A.Sarkanis I7I to the ef-
fect that in Selonian sub-
dialects, the musical or
melodious EËEËEÏÎÏÏFËEomina-
tea as a distinctive featu-
re of tonemes.
It would be essential to
subject to experimental
test also some other pheno-
mena of the High Latv an
dialect, for example, the
usage of the rising syllab-
le toneme, characteristic
of the Selonian sub-dia-
lects, in the speech of the
Non-selenian (e.g. Izvalta)
native pepulaticn. The syl-
lable toneme, which occurs
in the result of contracti-
on and reminds of the draw-
ling toneme and some other
syllable toneme variations,
also deserve experimental
research.
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hasbeenachievedasaprimarystepinthe
devebpmentofanauttmticpitchconm
recognizer for Spanish. The use of the
obtainedrecultsinantomatictecognitionis
evaluatedinsection4.

2. STYLIZA'I‘ION PROCÈS

Prœeœofstylinfiminclndedvm
sages:

l)ExnactionofR)valuee.
2)0bentionofstylizedreprmtations,

bysavingonlydievaluescareepondingm
timeandmatbeginningmndandinflectim
points of each sentence. Inflection prints
cnnbedefinedaspointsinthemeonm
wa’eslopechangesitssign (fmmpositive
to negative. u’ vice versa). Straight lines
umedbetweenthenepointsfumthestylizcd
representationsfrreach contour

3)Ftnally,simpletimeandfrequency
namfinnonswmperfummurhrn
avoid variations due to intrinsic F0 and
speech rate ft! different speakfls. In
fiequemynamfinfiominitialmvahtes
ole-ch contour were set to 0, andvalnes
curespuxfingtothereuniningpdmsm
unbrelativetoml'nnenamalintionuts
m 0 and 1 time values carerpmding I)
beginningandendofmmcerespectively;
odiertinnvaluesinmerqneeentarirn-e
unrbrelativemtheeerefereneeprn‘ms.

"nimmt“
Wandmbeeasfly

inflection points

m
l (Milt
17W

'Ra MON 110 GO on a VION'
Infloctlon Points

Final

Final F0
Firstnlsing Haï

Segment ~

Segments.

FIGURE 1: AnexampleofmiginalPOMand
its carespondant stylized representation

antornatizedifdesired, although ithas been
appliedmanually inthis study. An example
of stylized representation, and its
corresponding F0 contour. is shown in
Figure l.

Someremarkscanbemadeaboutthis
method:

l)Awhole-sentence approach hasbeen
preferred to a syllable approœh in this
analysis procedure. The F0 trace is divided
inmmaalsegmentsfiefinedamhesuaight
lines that link two contiguous inflection
points. ObtainedFOpeakscan correspond
or not to stressed syllables.

2) Only F0 variations are analyzed.
Duration and amplitude of syllables are
consideredtobeimpmamforuansmission
of stress information, but they seem
secondary cues in intonation analysis.

3) Micromelodic variations are not
considered in this method. Segments

showingincreasesordropsinfiilessthan
10set‘weenitsbegmnm' ' ganditsendare
not taken account of.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The described procedure was applied
to stylize a set of F0 contours extracœd
fromsimple Spanish sentences. Theanalysis
of the obtained representations carried to
the definition of some typical P0 patterns
used in Spanish forexpression ofsententiall l'ty.

3.1. Design and RecordingofCorpus

A set of 54 sentences was constructed
representing six different modality types,
adapted from the traditional classification
of Navarro Tomas [2]: a) enunciative; b)
interrogative type I; c) interrogative type II;
d) interrogative type III; e) exclamative;
and f) imperative. Each subset inclmd
different tokens of sentences with changes
in numberandpositionofstressedsyllables.

Sentences contained each only one
intonative group, and were formed
exclusively by voiced sounds, to provide
the analysis ofcomplete F0 contours. They
were embedded into brief dialogues to
facilitate the production of a more natural
intonation while reading. Dialogues were
readby4Spanish speakers,2menand2
women, in a sound isolated booth. and
recorded on high—quality audio tape.

3.2. Analysis Procedure

Sentences to be analyzed were then
low-pass filtered, digitized at a sample rate
oflOtLandstoredFOconttmrs
calculations were performed by meansofa
pitch detector based on an autocmelation
technique, available in MacSpeech Lab II,
a commercial speech analysis software for

Macintosh.
The procedure described in section 2

wasappliedmeachmcontmrinmderto
obtain the stylized representations.
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Previous studies [5] showedthat initial
and final parts ofF0 contours contain most
intonative information. To take account of
this fact. slopes ofinitial andfinal segments
for each sentence were calculated.

3.3. Statistic Analysis

Two sub-groups of sentences were
formed for each modality type. according
wether the slope offinal segment was rising
or falling. A simple statistic analysis was
then performed to extract mean values of
the slope offirst and last sentence segment
for each sub-group. Means were also
calculated for F0 values at the first peak
(thatis, attheendofthefirstrising segment).
and at the end of the contours. Theresults of
this analysis are shown in Table A.

3.4. Pattern Classification

According to theseresults.theobtained
F0 stylized contours were classified into
three basic patterns (see figure 2):

1) A falling pattern. for all declarative
and some interrogative. imperative and
exclamative sentences, characterizedby the
presence of a final segment with falling
slope.

2) A slow-rising pattern. for some

imperative and exclamative sentences,
characterimdbyafinal segmentwithao-
0,5 Hzlms. rising slope.

3) A fast-rising pattern, detected in
most interrogative sentences, and
characterized by a rising final segment,
with slopes usually greaterthaaHz/ms.

Aseriesofsecondarycuesthatare
superimposed to these basic patterns to
enhance or complete the expression of
modalityinsentenceswerealsoestablished:

1) The heightoffirst F0 peak relative
to thebeginningofthecontour. This feature
is specially important in questions. where
P0 shows at this point higher values than
for the rest of sentence types. Only some
exclamative sentences showed values
similar to those found in questions.

2) The slope offinal segment, that can
be useful to distinguish between simple
declarative and imperative - exclamative
sentences: the second ones usually show a
more abrupt slope (less than -1 Hz/ms.)
than the first one.

3) The use ofsome special F0 contour
forms, as the"cireumflex final". or the
"wave-like contour" (see Figure 3). usually
to reinforce the expressive message in
exclamative and imperative sentences.

4) Variations in F0 range of whole

TABLE A: Mean values of Slope (in l-lz/ms.) and F0 Height (in Hz relative to the initial F0 value) in main
trace segments. calculated for each sentence type

_—— —

Sencence g ê FIRST RISING SEGMT. FINAL SEGMENT

type E F7- s1ope F0 Hggnt Slope F0 Height
Enunciativo - 0,36 59 -O'27 -29
int. Type I + 0,65 96 0'67 171
m. Type n + 0,57 123 1'06 146

- 0,75 00 -0'52 «:2
Int. Type 111 + 0,70 110 079 157
Human“ + 0,72 119 040 13

— 0,51 93 -0'49 -35
Imperative + 0'36 43 0'40 15

- 0,61 59 -0'42 -30

2 lo 8

a)

First FO
Peak\

Last. F0

b)

First F0 Last F0

Peak\ Valley

‘ First PO
A’ Peak. Last. F0

Valley

E /

FIGURE2:'i'ypical POpatteI'nsinSpanislua)
Falling: b) Slow Rising; :2) Fast Rising.

sentence. associated to the expression of
emotions by speakers.

4. APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO
AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION

This stylization method could be
adapted to automatic implementation. A
smoothingprocedurewouldbeintroduced.
to eliminate variations due to F0 detection
errors and to interpolate segments were F0
is not present. and a different time
normalization procedme would be used.
since the one applied at this study is not
useful with varying length sentences.

The obtainedmodels are being applied
to automatic labelling of sencence types.
Slope andrelative heightofinitial andfinal
segments of stylized contours seem
Sufficient cues for the identification of

a)

F0 Peaks

FIGURE 3: Special F0 patterns: a) "Wave-like"
Contour; b) Circumflex Final.

different types. „
Furtherresearch toverify theperceptual

salience of this schematic models and its
validityincontinuous speech sentences has
still to be carried out .

'l‘hisworkhasbeensupportedbyagrantofme
ClRl'l‘from the Catalan Govemment.
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INTONATION AND AMBIGUITY
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_ ‚ ABSTRACT
The cond111ons for an expression
to be amb1guons are the result of
a rule_v1olat1on. There 1s no
v1o1at1on of the nuclear stress
rule (NSR) but its substitution
for the compound stress (CSR), as
a result of transformations that
affect the semantic representa-
tion of a sentence. The ways of
cancelling ambiguity can be re-
garded as having a semantic sta-
tus, when there is a connection
with the alteration of a eontext,
or a change in the semantic
representation.

1. INTRODUCTION

l. l. The nature of ambiguity
The twofold aspects of ambiguity,
consisting of the diversity of se-
mantic description and singularity
of formal expression, is the
starting point 1n the understand-
1ng of this semantic device. Form
and meaning are to be considered
in an analysis of ambiguity, as
well as a disassociation of the
space relation, of what goes with
what, that affects word order and
agreement.
1.2. Types of ambiguity
The conditions for an expression
to be ambiguous are the result of
the vielat1on of a syntactic or
semantic rule, and such conditions
establish the kind of ambiguity.
1.2. l. Syntactic type
The violation of a syntactic rule
gives rise to a syntactic type of

ambiguity, and it could affect
d1fferent syntact1c aspects.
A. The space definition of a
word concerns its grammatical
category, because of its capacity
to be ascribed to more than one
category, when the adequate lex-
ical meaning is provided. (I)
They are visiting friends has two
different readings, according to
the double syntactic function of
visiting as a present participle
or an adjective: (a) they are
people who are visiting their
friends and (b) they are people
who visit their friends.
8. The delimitation of a word
space is related to a conflict of
agreement, due to the lack of in-
flections: (2) Old men and women
should be out of danger. Inter-
pretation (a) is based on the
restrictive agreement of an ad-
jective with the nearest noun,
when there are two Joined in co-
ord1nat1on: Old nen as well as
women should be out of danger,
and interpretation (b) concerns
the agreement of an adjective
with the two nouns: Old men and
old women should be out of dan-
ger.
C. The space assignment to a
word çan affect the modal aspect.
that is restricted to modal oper-
ators like quantifiers, with a
modality de dicto or de re. re-
earding the scope of influence:
3) Ruth wants a woman to stay.

The two readings are the result
of the application of a modality
de dicto: (a) Ruth wants any
woman to stay, or a modality de
re: (b) Ruth wants a particular
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woman to stay. In (a) a woman is
in the scope of want, and in (b)

wants is in the scope of a woman.

1.2.2. Lexical type

The violation of a semantic rule

brings about a lexical type of

ambiguity.

The cause of ambiguity is the

coocurrence in a syntactic context

of two types of mean1ngs that

refer_ to the same lexeme: (4)"!ty'

is going to have a baby. The dual

interpretation of the sentence is

due to the substitution of a con-

ceptual meaning for an associa-

tive one: (a) Mary expects a
baby, and (b) Mary intends to

have a baby.
I.2.3. Lexico—syntactic type

The border line between syntactic

and lexical ambiguity is not

clearly delimited, and a viola-

tion of a syntactic rule merges

with the violation of a semantic

one. In this type of ambiguity a

double granmatical category, and

a double mean1ng, is attached to
the same lexical item: (5) He
saw her duck.
As a general rule syntactic and

semantic ambiguity are based on
space arrangement, consisting of
the different scope of influence
9f a word, or of two words shar-
ing the same space. _
1.2.4.Lex1co-phone11c type
It' s a variety of the lex1cal
type of ambiguity, and it's per-
ceived only acoustically. A se-
mantic and phonetic aspect merge
in the violation of the rule, 1n
the sense that a one to one
correspondence between sound and
mean1ng should be kept: (6) That
kind of piece over there seems to
be adequate.
2. PROCEDURE

L1. Causes of ambiguity and
their occurrence.
There is an interdependence among

the causes of ambiguity, because
syntactic ambiguity relies on
lexical mean1ng, and lexical
ambiguity needs the help of>aspe-
cific syntactic arrangement (it
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is only in surface structure
that ambiguity takes place).
The 1exico-—phonetic variety is
also dependent on lexical meaning
and on a syntactic pattern. As a
result of these interconneetions,
it is inferred that ambiguity is
a syntactically dependent phenom-
enon..
The adjustment of two senses in a
syntactic structure creates,
basically, a problem of word
order, not being able to reflect
the dual spaçe arrangement that
takes place 1n a semantic repre-
sentation. The other source of
ambiguity concerns the select1on
restrictions that apply to the
components of a lexeme.
The word order cause of ambiguity
is manifested throu h lexical
words as in (l), (2) and (5), or
with the help of grammatical
words as 1n (3). This cause of
ambiguity implies a major occur-

rence. Pure lexical ambiguity
caused by means of a selection
restriction of components is

second in importance, with the

predicate being the main cause of

ambiguity. The occurrence of the

1ex1co-phone11c 1ype of ambiguity

is reduced when it doen' t concern

a purely lexical aspect. If we

consider ambiguity on the double

aspect of syntactic and semantic

concern, syntactic ambiguity is

more current than semantic, when

the source is not purely lexical.

2.2. The nuclear stress rule

The violation of the nuclear

stress rule (NSR) that takes

place in some syntactic types

of ambiguity, and 1n lexical

ones, cannot be considered as a

condition for a prosodic type of

ambiguity, and it 15 not the only

sign that distinguishes an am-

biguous. expression from its in-

validation.
On the other hand, the violation

of the NSR is only apparent. be-

cause if we take embedding, in

the form of a relative clause, as

a transformation of the surface



structure, the violation_of the
NSR does not occur, and it can
be considered the consequence of
the application of the compound
stress rule (CSR). The transfor-
mations on the different ambig-
uous sentences, taken as examples,
are: (I) They that are visiting
friends. There is no transforma-
tion in (a); (5) and (6), because
there is no Violation of the NSR.
(3) Mary that to have a baby is
gaing; (4) Ruth that to stay
wants a wouan.
The superficial violation of the
NSR 1s the result of a rewriting
of the aplication of the compound
rule to the embedded transforma-
tion: (l) They (that are) visit-
ing fr1ends; (3) A oing to have
a baby woman * ;- (4 A woman to
stay wanted * .The violation
of the NSR is explained through
the application of the compound
rule, that is lexically based,
once the embedding transforma-
tion, which 1s syntactically
rooted, takes place; we have two
main resorts on which the seman-
tic phenOmenon relies: semantics
and syntax._ _
An a1ternat1ve 1n the application
of the CSR and the NSR, in the
form of a compound word or a
phrase ('b1uebe11 and blue‘bell),
1s a way to invalidate ambiguity,
so that we can either confer the
ability to invalidate ambiguity
to the CSR or to the NSR, and the
.phrase can also be interpreted as
a relative clause: the bell that
is blue.
2.3. Other means to invalidate
ambiguity
Although the apparent violation
~of the nuclear stress rule occurs
in (l), (3)_and (4), 1t doesn't
take place in (2), (5) and (6).
1f the external stress placement
is taken as a sign of the invali-
dation of amb1gu1ty, another
means of acquiring it has to be
indicated. The specific way to
cancel ambiguity in (2) is using
a pause: Old men I and women
should be out of danger, and the
same applies to (5): He saw her I
duck. The acoustic confusion
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originated in (6) is solved by
making use of the context.
A pause seems to be a generalized
way to make clear which sense 1s
meant because even in (l), (3)
and (4) it helps to invalidate
ambiguity. (1) They are I visit-
ing friends; (3) Ruth wants I a
woman to stay; (4) Mary is going
I to have a baby.
Apart from the para11ngu1st1c de-
v1ces, there are non- prosodic
ways to cancel ambiguity, and
they can be c1ass1f1ed 1nto syn-
tactic and semantic means.
The syntactic means are expressed
in the form of embedding and
downgrading pred1cat1on, as it
can be the function of the ambig-
uous expression like a noun
clause, or the introduction of a
relative clause that determines
the subject or object of the am-

b1guous sentence. Another syntac-
tic device is the addition of a
prepositional phrase, which com-
pletes the meaning of the predi-
cate. Lexically, the substitution
of one grammatical word for an-
other (articles) can also cancel
ambigu1ty.
The most common semantic way to
invalidate ambiguity is context.
The substitution of the content
words, when the new ones don't
constitute part of their selec-
tion restrictions, or the ones of
the predicate, can be added as a

semantic device.
The distinction between a syntac-

tic type of invalidation and a
semantic one is relative, because
the selection restrictions of the
lexemes determine the success or
failure of a syntactic type of
invalidation.
If we consider the two senses of

an ambiguous expression as marked

and unmarked members, the invali-

dation is more frequent on the
marked member.
2. 4. Further classification
The application of the different

syntactic and lexical resorts for

the cancelation of ambiguity is
the reason for a subsidiary
classification, according to the

capacity of an ambiguous expres-

:son to take the different tests.
An open ambiguous expression is

easily invalidated, and a close

one takes more effort. The words

open and close have to be con-

sider in relative terms. The
degree of invalidation of am-
b1guity has no correspondence

with the general classifica-
tion of syntactic and lexical
types of ambiguity, so (I) is a
close syntactic ambiguous sen-
tence, and (4) a c1o5e lexical
one. When ambiguity is based on
sound perception, it is consider-

ed as open.
2.5. Semantic status
The non-prosodic means to 1nva11-
date ambiguity, consist mainly in
the addition of information that
concerns word meaning; the pro-
cedures are lexical, , adapted
to certain types of syntactic
structures. They are assigned a
semantic status, because there is
context variation, bringing about
a change in meaning.
2.5.1. Semantic status of into-
nation
Intonation and pause are prosodic
ways to dispel ambiguity, and the
question lS whether they have a
semantic status, or whether they
are rhetorical procedures that
have a rhetorical interpretation.
Assuming the fact that the
existence of ambiguity requires
the violation of a rule that
gives rise to a type of ambigui-
ty. and that there 1sn 't a real
violation of the nuclear stress
rule, there is no reason to make
it responsible for the distinc-
tion between the two senses of an
ambiguous expression. The surface
distinction is due to an applica-
tion of the compound rule after
an embedded transformation. Into-
nation has a semantic status if
we consider that there is a
transformative process that
applies to deep structure, having
a semantic representation, but
not if we make it responsible for
a change in meaning, concerning
the unmarked member of the am-
biguous expression, because the
external differences between

the two senses are the result of
the application of the compound
and the nuclear stress rules.
On the other hand the acoustic
perception of intonation doesn't
seem to be clearly distinctive to
the listener. and he has to have
other means to distinguish one
sense from the other. These means
are the intuitive knowledge that
the listener has of the Violation
of a syntactic or semantic rule,
apart from the fact that sentence
are inserted in a context, and
don't occur in isolation.
If we approach intonation as a
means of focus51ng new informa-
tion, it's dubious that, in the
same context, visitin is old
1nformat10n in (1) (a , and new
in (1) (b). It's more likely to
be thought of as in contrast to
something that has already been
sa1d.He can take the lack of
distinction between new and old
information as a proof of the
non-violation of the nuclear
stress rule.
A pause is a prosodic device that
can be used to determine the
sense of an ambiguous expression,
on the form of a space mark, used
as a rhetorical device that in-
validate ambiguity, mainly in
cases of conflicts of arrange-
ments, but it cannot give rise to

a change of meaning
2.6. Connections between condi-
tions and cancelations of ambi-
guity.
There is no strict connetion
between the conditions that make
an expression ambiguous and the
means to cancel ambiguity; among
these are 1nc1uded non-1ex1ca1
semantic means, the context, and
prosodic devices as stress and
pauSing. Lexico--phonetic means
are excluded, though there is a
fundamental correspondence
between the syntactic and lexical
aspects.
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. ABSTRACT
Unlike most other existing French

speech synthesis systems where prosodic
orgamzation depends mainly on syntactic
structure, _we adopt an approach where the
phonotactic criteria (syllable count, length
of stress group etc.) are take in account.
all: hypothesrze that secondary accent

es a rominent a 'sn'ugturatioit’. p rt m stress

ased on acoustic and e
analysrs of read corpus, we pr'esep nrtceptual
- a general description of secondary accentwhich includes: distibution rules
phonotactic constraints which rule its
occurrence. and acoustic description;
- the linguistic and phonotactic criteria for'.prosodic structure analysis;
- a model for sentence ros '. . 0dr
organization. p c

1. IrN'lc‘lliZODUCTION 1
ra tionally, French lan ua e isfiescnbed as having an accent at tghe egnd ofexrcal words (primary accent). Howeversome sporadic works done in the last twodecades mention the presence of asecondary accent wich is not on the lasttsly/11am; of lexrcal words and not relate toe r etoric or enunciative

(focgrhzation) [1, 2, 3, 4]. accentosodic and perceptual anal sis
400 read utterances (5 speakeis, :5sentences, 2 re titi 'out [6]. pe ons) has been earned

2. SECONDARY ACCENT
Secondary accent should be taken intoconsrderation in French accentualstructure: the analysis of 400 readutterances shows that, in polysyllabicwords, almost one accent out of three is asecondary accent [5, 6].

Secon accent di ' ' 'followingzdary smbution rs the

- on the first or second 5 llable often f
syllable starting with ayconsorgant) elf“:word; tlns__wo_rd_isno_t_necessarily marked
by final primary accent (stressed syllables
are coded I, unstressed syllables -);

un dia- mant gt: çon ‘
- - - I

- _n the antepenultimate of a word ending
wrthapnmaryaccent;

une doIse infinitlesimale
- - - - - I

- at the boundary of a morpheme in a
polymorphetmc word:

c'en mi/cons ti tutionnel
- - - - - - I

The secondary accent is located mainly
at the beginning of a word or of a group.
. The occurrence of a secondary accent
rgla word depends on various constraints

— the accentual context (among others the
number of unstressed syllables between
secondary accent and the preceding orfollowmg accent);
- the word position in the sentence;
- phonetic nature of word first segmental-
umt (consonantic or vocalic);
- 21522112112? of syllables of the word;
- .“.. strate ors aker' 'and mdtvrdual characgy terislt’iis. 5 regionalWe hypothesize that secondary accenthave a regulatory ‚_ function in theproduction of stress. Thus the stresspattern in a 'ven sentence would be
consistent With the biological and-psychological standards of the production?of rhythm [7. 8]: the secondary accentgenerally occurs so that a series of
unstressed syllables never exceed the
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count of 4, and is distributed to an average
of one accent (primary or secondary) per 3
syllables. ' -

In the following sentence, if solely the
final primary accents occurs, the series of
5 unstressed syllables would break the
perceptive-motor unit [7]. Secondary
accent on the word "désintoxiqués" would
allow avoiding this lengthy series of
unstressed syllables:

il voy ait dis (E sin to xi qua;
primaryacc.—-I-----l
secmdaryacc.--I -I--- I
secondaryacc.--I - --I- I

The secondary accent is acoustically
distinct from primary accent. The
secondary accent is best described by a
rising pitch movement (with medium
amplitude) and a short syllabic lengthening
(generally non significant); the primary
accent being best described either by a
rising or falling pitch movement (with
medium or large amplitude) and by a
variable syllabic lengthening (generally
significant). Focalization accent differs
from secondary accent by a larger
amplitude of the pitch movement and a
stronger intensity.

3. CRITERIA FOR PROSODIC
STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Almost all prosodic models developed
during the last two decades are originally
based upon a syntactic analysis to generate
accentuation or intonation: prosody is
Îtôllisidered to be congruent to syntax [9,

Recently, in work on prosodic models,
some importance has been given to
phonotatic (also called eurhythmic)
phenomena such as: principles of
accentual alternation (strong/weak) and
syllabic balancing, constraints on the
number of consecutive unstressed
syllables [11, 12, l3, 4, 14, 5]. However,
these phonotatic constraints are generally
considered only after having derived the
prosodic structure from the syntactic
structure, therefore compensating for the
weaknesses of these models [11, 13].

The main phonotatic constraints are the
following [5, 15] z '
:size ofstress groups: a stress group - i.e.
m French, one stressed syllable preceded
by one or more unstressed syllables - is
composed of few syllables: generally
about 2 to 5, on ‘an average of 3.

- number of consecutive unstressed
syllables: as a rule, we try to avoid more
than 4 consecutive unstressed syllables
(exception occur in cases of: bracketing.
rapid speaking rate...). The stress clash
rule is complementary to this one. '
- rule of thefirst accent in a sentence: this
one is realized as soon as possible, usually
on one of the first stressable syllable (often
the first syllable starting with a consonant
in the sentence first word).
- phonotaticfitnction ofsecondary accent:
refer to section 2 above.
- rhythmic structure ofthe whole utterance:
accentual or syllabic duration alternation
principles [12, l3]; recurrence of stress
groups, intonative patterns and temporal
sequences principles [7, 16, 5].

4. MODEL FOR SENTENCE
PROSODIC ORGANIZATION

This model has been tested in text-to-
speech synthesis (INRS-Télécom,
Montreal). This speech synthesis system
was dealing with a small among of
syntactic information: no syntactic analyzer
but a small grammatical words
dictionnary.

We define a three-level prosodic
structure (for more details refer to [6, 16j):
- rhythmic sequences: major intonation
groups; ' ’
- rhythmic words: minor intonation

gmups;
- accentual groups. -

The demarcation of prosodic groups
and the stress structuration are defined
with linguistic and phonotactic criteria. For
example, intonation units (such as
rhythmic words or sequences) can be for
phonotactic reasons:
- either, if they are too small, regrouped to
constitue a larger unit [17]; _ _
- or, if they are too long, divrded in two to
constitue smaller units. _

We present an exemple illustrating the
steps required to generate acceptable
prosodic structures for two sentences
having the same syntactic structure but
different syllables count.

(A) Determination 9f rhythmic

sequences and rhythmic words _

(Al) Sentence segmentation into

linguistic rhythmic sequences(_
Firstly, in text-to-speech synthesrs, we

used punctuation information to delimit
linguistic rhythmic sequences. Then, after
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linguistic and phonotactic rhythmic words
have been defined (refer to (A2». We
reconsider this segmentation (refer to
(A3)). As no ponctuation occurs inside the
following sentences. each of them consists
only of one rhythmic sequence.
l/lasourisestvueparunat‘heuxchatl
2/Lepelicanestdevoreparungigantesque
rhinoceros I.

(A2) Sentence segmentation into
rhythmic words ( [ ] )
(A241) Demarcation before the grammatical
wods
1/Lasouris[estvue[parun afheuxchatI.
2 lepelicat [est dévoré
[parun gigantesqe rhinoceros I.

(1421,) Grouping of two (or more) small
groups
Conditions :
- one is composed of 1* or 2* syllables;
- the grouping doesn't exceed the count of
7* syllables.
1 souris([)estvue[par mafiretnchatl.

1 2
123 45syllables

(AZC) partition of large group
Conditions:
- one is composed of more than 6*
syllables;
- the new group resulting from the
partition must be composed of at least 3*
syllables. (* These coefficiants can be
varied according with the speaking rate or
the speakers individual characteristics).
2/ Le pelican [est devote
[par un gigantesqr.[ rhinocéros

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
l 2 3 4 5 6 [ 1 2 3 4

Results from the segmentation into
linguistic ( [] ) and phonotactic ( (l)
rh thmic words :
l/}lasouris estvuellpar un aflieuxchat ]/‚
2 [Le pélican ] [est dévot]
ttpar un sisanœscpen minooe ms 11/.

(A3)_ _Linguistic rhythmic sequences
partmon into phonotactic rhythmic
sequences (//)
1' We ngä'mgegroup together two
ingursucr c uences.

Conditions: seq
- the new demarcation can only occurs
between two linguistic rhythmic words;

- each new group resulting from the
partition must be composed of at least two
rh 'c words (linguistic or phonotactic).
2[1e pelitm l [est (Ettore 1‘

2l
[[pm- un gigrimtesqre llthinocemslll.

2

(B)Autontatic positioning of accents
The intonation where the accentual

rules are applied is the rhythmic word
(phonotactic or linguistic). The accentual
rules define the distribution and the
occurrence of primary and secondary
accents. The secondary accent occurrence
inside the rhythmic word is based upon the
phonotactic constraints described in
sections 2-3 above.

The stress clash rule is valid inside
rhythmic sequences z each time an accent
occurrs, the preceding and following
syllables inside the same rhythmic
sequence cannot be accentuated.

Firstly. all unstressable syllables
(grammatical words. antepenultimate of
lexical words composed of at least 3
syllables) are defined.

(BI) Primary accents location
The last stressable syllable of each

rh 'c word gets a primary accent.
l[l.asouris estvue][par unaflietrxchat II.

- . . — I - - . - I
2/[1e pelican ] [est (eve-e ]/

[tin un nunmal: llrhinocérïnll-

(B2) Secondary accents location
(324) Application of the rule of the
semencefirst accent

First stressable syllable of the first
rh thmic word gets an accent.
I [la souris est vue ]

- l - - I
2/[le pelican 1...

- I - I

(82b) Secondary accent rules
These aim at effecting a secondary

accent in confomtity with the distributional
rules so that :
- a series of unstressed syllables never
exceed the count of 4*;
- the ratio of the total number of accents
(primary and secondary) to the number of
unstressed syllables in the sentence 18
included inside a range of 1/2 to 1/4
(average 13 : one accent per 3 syllables).
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- we approximate to the followed
breakdown of the total number of

secondary accent: _
- 80% of secondary accents on the

word first syllable;
- 20% of secondary accents on the
antepenuitimate of a word.
If we achieve differents results in

respect with the preceding rules (different
occurrences or distributions for secondary
accent). we choose at random or according
to regional or individual characteristics.
l/[lasouris estVIIreIIpar un all‘fieuxchlm ]/.

I[l.epelican][est œvoel/
z, -1-1 ---1
2b -l-I -I-l
2c -I-l ---l
74 -I-I_ -I-I
[lpa'untiisanmqfllminocénislll-
Ë..-I-I ---l
2c--1--I -I-I
2d--I--l -I-I

The accentual structure of sentence 2d
has the characteristics of the journalistic
speech style (systematic presence of a
secondary accent at the beginning of a
word). The accentual structure of sentence
2a will better match the characteristics of
slow speaking rate - reading for example -
(lower ratio of number of accents per
number of unstressed syllables).

This prosodic model takes into
consideration both linguistic and
phonotactic constraints and not only, as in
the past, linguistic constraints. Therefore
two sentences having the same syntactic
structure but composed of a different
number of syllables will not be given the
same prosodic structure.

5. CONCLUSION
Prosodic structure seems to be the

result of a compromise between universal
non-linguistic constraints (of biological
and psychological type) and linguistic
constraints relating to each language.

According to our hypothesis, in stress
production, secondary accent has a
phonotatic and linguistic function
(demarcation of units), whereas primary
accent has only a linguistic function.

However further research on other
aspects of phonotactic constraints in
prosodic structuration is required.
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ABSTRACT
Through the acoustic amlyses on

bornhries in telephme mmber utter-
ances (hereafter. T.N.U.) in Marxiarin
Chinese. Osaka Japanese and American
Ehglish<ee.l8-8333.188-333,wherethe
mulets denote boundaries). a stub was
maœ at some prosodic features which
appeared at the baniaries in T.N.U. An
observation was also made to determine
which prosodic parameters serve as the
perceptual factOrs for the boundaries in
T.N.U. by manipulating the F0 parameter
and the duration parameter including
pauses both of which are considered
primary prosodic features. From the
ewimental resrlts. it is concluded
that the speakers of each laœuage
anploy both the general and laœuage-
æecific prosodic features to mark the
required burridaries in T.N.U. This seems
to be based on the mique prosodic
characteristics of each language.

l. Hummer

Prosodic features indiœtiœ a major
syntactic borndary seem to be lum-
saecific [l][2][3].

In Japanese. the most important pro-
sodic feature to mark a smtactic bound-
ary is the F0 contour resettiru at the
borniary. Whereas in Marmrin Chinese
(also lawn as Modern Standard Chinese.
the term “Chinese" is employed in this
paper) and ErgliSr. pause and prebomd-
ary leruthening of a syllable before the
syntactic boudin.

The main objective of this study is
to investigate if the æme prosodic
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features markirg the syntactic bomba
are also employed to mark the bornhries
fornd inasequemeofnrnnberssums
T.N.U.. which has stable experiœntnl
conditirm without semantic and svntac
tic influences.

2.TESTMPIKS(FMIEIS

TABLE 1. Two Gratuites of flowers Used
in the Experiaents

[arm Exalined A B

Win Chinese 18-8333 188-333
(sake Japanese 47-5333 475-333
American English 89-8333 898-333

Chinese monosyllabic words have four
lexieal toms and Japanese two-morn
words lave four pitch patterns in their
phomlogieal inventory. Both the
numbers "yao" for 1 and “be" for 8 in
Chinese carry a high-level tone. ln
Japaneseboththenumbers'ym"for4'
and “nana” for 7 carry a high-low pitch
pattern. and “goo" for 5 and “son" f0r3
carry a high-high pitch pattern. _

Thegroupingoftwoandfourrs
called A, while that of three and three
is called B for the sake of convenience-
Thus. the hyphers denote boundaris in
the sequence of numbers.

3. EXPRIENTAL W

The test numbers written in Ardoic
mmrerals were uttered by the native
seekers of their respective law
in declarative intonation.

TABLE 2. Details of the Subjects

[arm Exalined Sex Age Birth Place

hndarin Chinese «î- 37 Beijim
(bake JapaDeSe 8' 36 Osaka
Alericm Eœlish c?‘ 48 New York

Five tokens were selected from ten
repetitias of A and B of eadr grouping
and analyæd with the acoustic analysis
system mire IE-PCQBOIRXZ . The typical
mastic traces of T.N.U. are grown
next.

4. AIDIO SIGNAL All) F0 CONTŒRS

FIG. l. Grouping A in Grinese

FIG. 2. Grouping B in Chinese

FIG. 3. Grouping A in Japanese

FIG. 4. Grouping B in Japanese

FIG. 5. Grapiœ A in Fœlish

FIG. 6. Grouping B in BJish

5. Puma-mm SI'IILI Im! ms:
IANIHLATTGI

In order to investigate to what
extent the pause, the stretched duration
and the F0 contour resettirg at the
bornhry can contribute to the correct
location of the boundaries in T.N.U.. a
perceptual experiment was carried out.

Using the editirg function of the
accrstic analysis system. a parse form
in grorpings A was oomletely removed in
every larguage. The stretched vowel
duration before the bourxhry as a rewlt
of prebourmry lergthening was also cut
by 100ms and 200ms in Chinese and
Delis]. 0n.the other hand. pauses of
200ms and 400ms were inserted between
the numbers where there was no pause
origimlly in every larguage.

6. FAKIR-MIE!) SI‘IILI IITH F0
All) PAIE IANIHLATIŒ

It is knovm as a physiological fact
that resettire the phrase compaient
takes place after a pause or syntactic
bomba. This. the F0 parameter was
manipulated in every 1mm studied.
The F0 values after the bounrhries in
the grorpims A were lowered.

The combination of manipulated F0
and parse (including preboundary length-
enim in Chinese and Erelish) was ade
to examine an interrelatiorship am
these prosodic features.

*PARmR-svnthesis (frame: 25.6ms - 256
sample/træmidwindtw/lz bit- lOld-iz
samplim /LPF 4.5KHz) for this study was
comma by the Speech Wim
W developed by Prof. Miyoko Sugito
of Omka Shoin Women’s Collage

7. PEIŒPÎUAL EXPERIEJT

The PAM-synthesized stimuli were
randomimd and presented over a œæe‘t’œ
taperecordertonativespeakersofeadr
language for the perceptual tests. The
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abjects were adned to Jute wbidi of
the twogrowims. A or B. each stilults
wasintemiedtobe. lhede ilsofthe
abjectswhoparticipated in theexperi-
lmts are as follows:

TAKE 3. Details of the Stbjects

may Age Total Birth Place

TAKE 7. Results of Perceptual
Ebcperilent in Japanese

(with lanipulated F0 & Pause)

Gninæe a? 20-50 75 Beijim
Jæmese 5F 18-19 122 “9080
Eœlish «7'? 25~55 34 Oregon

8. m13 (rm EXPERIEIT

Bmerinental data were nlyæd by a
liamter and a Binomiml Test was
oornrcted on the difference between the
juments of each stimulus mira.
Themsntsoftheamlysesaresiom in
TAKE 4~ 9.

TAKE 4. Results of Perœptual
Bcperinent in Chime

(with Irnipulated Pulse)

|m|fll r- “Haws-fin :æï'
I. 438. l I II. I. '4 I P<I.Il

ævnu- I-IIII. I. II ll P<I..I

'0— I-IIII- I. II II I...

7.- I.IIII. I. Il II I...

T'I. °.IIII. III. II ll I...’

VII. D-IIII- 400- Il ll '<I.II|

man 41/ m IIIIPI-I - IN-
Irvin-sealant up {lauIra-vu. rangs“)

u-m III. III. III. I.
OIŒIÙJIICC‘IÎI. III-III.) III ÛP<I..I

5—... Ill- no- ICl-e b-
(lll-I7.. II- II.) III IP<I.'|

CY'IIII'I I ICI I. III. D.
(III-I'll. II- III) IIII'<I.I|
III. 0. III- III)-

(lll-I’Ù. II Il.) IIIIIP<I..|
Ihm-VIII. I. III. III-

[III-III. II- II.) IIII’<I..I

TAKE 8. Results of Perceptual
Experilent in Emlish

(with hnipulated False)

[m- w =- un w... was;
ßmiubIIl. III. ll- Il I P<I.“I
”'u'l III. I. 0- I! I P<I4II
ml III. 0- I. II I '<I..I
*IIII-I‘Il. I. 0. II l4 I...

—. Il- 0. III. IIO- II I P<'.-
Il. I. III. ‘00. I ll I...

TAKE 9. Results of Perceptml
Experilent in Erglish

. (with Ilanipulated F0 ll: Pause)

ImI-nu/ I- uu man?”
(UNII.IIOIIIII.NNI5==).A

m III. IIImmuum-m-m-fln'q'g - n- n I Hun
u-mr-mu. m - . - n n I...

wuss-reu-
' . 8 il ’<O..l

TAKE 5. Results of Perceptual
Kiwi-ant in Chinese

(with Ianipulated m a Pause)

I'm-‘- in": fiefirSIIIHA e Îc'a'n'i'
motif-Eat“: 1123.1“, °" n I «0.-:

Un'flaug' {ti-‘5... "' u n nun
"""“.'.'.°.'!n.2.'13855.3" u u u...

«'a’.°u‘!„a&"1ä2.‘r'u.‘‚°" I u "an

TAKE 6. Rants 01' Perceptual
Ewerinent in Japanese

(with lhnipulated Pause)

mu! :- nun-I nun-.I-III A I I“
Oll— III. III I. Il: -I'<I<.l
III. I. III IP<I..

Il... III. II 'I'<I..
IIII. I. II. III. II I7 n.“

Tau-I . o u um"
.... . .u

“II-Im. I4 I U I

u- Iair-mu. - - . - I I u un...

È

‘ E:

Penn—eves“
“MIMI“

FIG. 7. Rachr Chart of Perceptual
Effects of Four Prosodic Features
in Chinese. Japanese and mlish.

From the above TAKES and FIGURB.
the followim observations are made for
each language. _

Giinese: the boundaries in T.N.U. in
Chinese dm the followirg two diararr
teristies; placing a pause at the bound-
ary, leœthening the syllabic vowel of
the last digit before the pause as an

effect of preboundary lengthening. The
perceptual experiments prove that these
two prosodic features are found signifi-
cant. whereas the F0 parameter does not

aocomt for the presence of the bound-
aries in T.N.U. for listeners of this
lamuase in comparison with Japanese.

Japanese: the boundaries in T.N.U.
inJapanesearemadewiththesametwo
daracteristics as in (minese. Moreover.
resettim the F0 contour after the
banhry is also prominent in this lan-
guæe. However. the lengthened syllabic
vowel of the last digit before the parse
is rare in Japanese. From the resilts
of the perœptual experiments. both a
parse insertion and an F0 contour reset-
tim account for the presence of the
bomhries in T.N.U. for listeners in
this larguage.

Bulish: the boundaries in T.N.U. in
BuliSialsomthesamethreediarac-
teristiœ as in Chinese. In addition.
the mique F0 risim of the syllabic
vowel of the last digit before the
bomdary is observed in this language.

9. mm

Fad: laœuase mentioned above em-
plays the three prosodic features in its
own way remectively in expressim the
bursaries in T.N.U.. which sæms to be
based on the unique prosodic character-
istics of each lamuage.

In other worœ. as Chinese is a tone
langmge, the F0 parameter cannot be
manipulated. which makes its duration
parameter an important prosodic feature
for the bomdaries in T.N.U.

In Japanese. as it is a mora-timed
language. its duration parameter cannot
be manipulated. Thus. an F0 parameter
fmction as an important prosodic fea-
ture for the Wries in T.N.U.

In Baum. as it is a sues-timed
181m. its duration parameter (both a
pause itsertion and the 91'6m
lacthmim) is wed as in Chinese to
link the bomdaries in T.N.U. Wer.
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as the F0 parameter in Englim is less
exlmstively employed to make semantic
differences um in Oiiriese. both the
duration parameter and the F0 parameter
are used for the bursaries in T.N.U.

However. it should also be noted
um for listeners of every laœuage we
studied. all of these three prosodic
features as an interactive effect could
aooomt for the presence of the band-
aries in T.N.U.

These ecperiments also æem to prove
that the prosodic characteristics for
the bombries in T.N.U. coincide with
those for ordinary sentemes in each
larstasellllzll3].

[l]AZUMA.J.andTSKUMA,Y.(1990).‘Pm-
sodic Features Determining the Compre—
hersion of a SVntactioally Ambiguots
Japanese Sentence: In the Case of the
Kirki Dialect." Syntactic We and
Prosodic Feabwes, 24-33. (Report on
“Prosodic (Features of the Japanese
Lammge"- Grant-in-aid for Scientific
Reæarch on Priority Areas. the Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture of
Japan)
[2] ŒIISTEJ. (1975).‘RoleofDuratim
in Diæmbiguatiœ Syntactically Ambia-
uorsSentenoes." JASA60.5.1199-1202.
[3]TSUKUMA.Y.andAZUMA.J.(1990).'Pro—
sodic Features Determinirg the Compre-
hersion of amtactioally Ambiguous Sen—
tences in Manrhrin Chinese." Proceed-
ings of ICSLP 90. 505-508.

*This work was spported by the Ministry
of Emcation, Science and Culture of
Japan (Grant-in—aid for Scientific
Research at Priority Areas "Pmœdig
Features of the Japanese [am
represented by Prof. Miyoleo Smite:
Grant Nos. 01642504 and 02224204).
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ABSTRACT
Preliminary results show
some influence of sentence
length and focus related
accent position on Fo-decli—
nation in read German decla-
rative utterances. For the
declination line linear re-
gression lines have been
computed. An additional mea—
surement was made on the
first Fo-maximum of each de-
clining contour. The slope
of the regression line de-
creases with increasing
utterance duration, and the
first Fo-maximum of long
sentences is lower when the
focal accent has been placed
on the second Fo—maximum.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade
special attention has been
paid again to a phenomenon
of pitch behavior on sen-
tence level, the so—called
declination of the fundamen—
tal frequency contour and a
Simultaneous lowering of the
peaks of accented syllables
towards the end of declara-
tive sentences. Depending on
different types of investi-
gations two general models
explaining the phenomenon
have been put forward. One
refers to the underlying
physiological mechanisms and
thus tries to explain the
phenomenon of declination by
the decrease of the sub-
glottal pressure [1], where-

as the other model - mainly
found in acoustical and per-
ceptual investigations -
often assumes a "pro-plan-
ning" strategy of the
speaker, which would explain
the finding that at least in
read sentences of different
length in some languages,
e.g. Danish, the Fo-onset
increases and the steepness
of the slope decreases with
the duration of the utter-
ance [4].
similar relations are expec-
ted for German. Using varied
utterance duration and focus
related accent position, va-
riations of the slope and of
the first Fo-maximum as one
starting point of Fo—con-
tours are expected.

2. MATERIAL AND INFORHANTS
The material consisted of 36
simple sentences, divided
into four blocks of utterw
ance triples of different
length (6, 10, and 14 sylla-
bles). Each block consisted
of one short sentence
amended twice with addition-
al information at the end.
This will be shown in the
following:
1: Mbrgen kommt Maria. ...
2: ... mit dem Auto. ...
3: ... ... nach Hannover.

Additionally different focal
accent positions (let, 5th.
9th. and 13th syllable l
were posed on the utterance
triples, contextually con-
trolled by appropriate quee-
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tions, e.g.:

q: Hahn kommt Maria?

a: Mbrgen kommt Maria.

Four tokens of all sentences

were read aloud in random

order by each of three male

native German speakers who

were students.

3 . PROCEDURE

The recorded material was

acoustically analysed with

respect to the Fo-variation

by means of an LPG—analysis.

Best-fit all-points linear

regression lines have been

computed, as well as the

mean F0 of each intonation

contour. Additional measure-

ments were made on the first

Fo—maximum and the intersec-

tion between the regression

line and the y-axis. The

actual duration of each sen-

tence in ms should give

further information, and the

offset was expected to keep

a speaker-dependent equal

level.

Tab.1: FACTORS AND VARIABLES.
_________._.——-—-—————-

Pl: sentence length
(short, medium, long)

P2: accent position
(2 in short, 3 in medium,

4 in long sentences)
1: slope of the regression

line
V2: first Fo—Iaxi-u-
V : intersection of the re-

gression line with the

y-axis

V4: lean Fo of the intona—

tion contour

V5: sentence duration

4. GENERAL RESULTS

Tab.1 shows the two ‘factors

and the five dependent vari-

ables used for the analysis.

First a survey of overall

means, illustrated by the
figures, is given to show

general trends. Then the

factors have been statisti-

cally computed for each
speaker separately. While

the general behavior of the

three speakers is quite

similar, there are some
differences in detail.
The design of the material

required a ”ONEWAY"—ana1y—

sis. Since the analysis was

calculated twice over the

same data set. the signifi-

cance level was lowered ac-

cording to the "Bonferroni"

procedure to a=0.025. An a

posteriori—test ("SCHEFFE")

followed to find the signi-

ficant differences between

each of two variables with—

in the same factor. Here the

significance level was also

lowerd to the value a=0.025.

EI int

fig max

Eæ slp

—1o 2 3
Fig.1: SENTENCE LENGTH

means of intersection,

first Fo—naximum and slope :

3 types of sentence length /

1 accent position on the 1st

syllable / all speakers

4.1. Varied sentence length

Here the accent position was

always on the first syllab—

le. As expected, Fig.1 shows

a substantial decrease of

the slope with increasing

utterance length. There is a

main effect for all infor—

mants:

M: F(2‚47)=61.2813; P<.001:

J: F(2,47)=27.4799; p<.001;

R: F(2,45)=54.3722; p<.001.

But there is only a weak in-

crease of the first Fo-max1—

mum as well as in the de-

crease of the intersection.

The mean Fo of the intona-

tion contours is not remark—

able. and the duration in ms

just illustrates the actual
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duration of the linguistij
cally varied sentences.

4.2. Varied accent position
The slopes on Fig.2 to Fig.4
also decrease as the focal
accent is moved towards the
end of an utterance. But in
the long sentences on Fig.4
a significant difference can
only be detected between the
earlier and the later accent
positions:

M: F(3‚62)=11.6998; p<.001:
_ J: F(3,63)= 3.6151; p<.025;

R: F(3,61)-36.4458; p<.001.
Accordingly to the decreas-
ing slope the mean Po of the
declining contours increases
significantly for each in-
formant and ends up on a
speaker-individual but equal
level in all sentences.
The first Fo-maximum of
Fig.3 and Fig.4 shows a pe—
culiar, acre or less speaker
dependent lowering, when the
accent has been placed on
the 5th syllable (the second
position). And it increases
again as the accent is moved
towards the end of an utter-
ease.
The intersection does not
‘show any notable variation,
while the sentence duration
in Is increases feebly with
the accent at the end.

‘5. sons INDIVIDUAL assume

5.1. Speaker H
Regarding the first Fo-maxi-~
nun speaker M does not show
any main effect neither on
the factor "sentence length“
nor on the factor "accent
position". Just when he pro-
duces the long sentences
with focal accent on the se-
cond position the first Fo-
Iaxinun aproaches a signifi-
cant lowering
_}»F(3.62)=3.2015; p=.0297).

|5.2. Speaker J
'speaker J does show signifi-'
cant differences on the
first Fo-naxinun when the

£19.23 ACCENT POSITION (2)
means of intersection,
first Fo-laxilun and slope :
short sentences / 2 accent
positions Z all speakers

II int

ga max

BE slp

W W

-100
1 2 3

Fig.3: ACCENT POSITION (3)
leans of intersection.
first Po-laxilu- and slope :
medium sentences I 3 accent
pgsitions [ all speakers

,//
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âÿ/¢ÿ
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é
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u
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u
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Fig.4: ACCENT POSITION (4)
-

leans of intersection.
.first Fo—naxilun and slope t
îlong sentences / 4 accent
‘ppsitions L all speakers _
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accent position is varied.

In short sentences the first
Fo-maximum increases signi-

ficantly when the accent is
placed on the second and
thus on the last position

( F(1,31)=9.4327: p<.025 ).
and in long sentences the

first Fo—maximum decreases

extremly significant when
the accent is placed on the

second position -

( F(3,63)=9.2232: p<.001 ).
Medium sentence length does
not show any effect.

5.3. Speaker R
For speaker R both factors
“sentence length” and ”ac-
cent position" show a high
influence on all variables.
That is not valid for
speaker H and J.
Concerning the first Fo-
maximum, it is significant
low with the accent on the
second position in medium
and long sentences

( F(2,47)= 6.9829; p<.025;
F(3,61)=14.7907; p<.001),

and there is, contrary to
speaker J, a lowering ten-
dency in short sentences
with second accent position

( F(1.30)=5.2496; =.0294).

6. DISCUSSION
So far as has been tested in
this investigation, sentence
length and focal accent pos-
ition exercise influence on
some parameters relating to
the declination‘ phenomenon.
One of them is the slope of
the declining contour, com-
puted as a global all-points
linear regression line. It
decreases significantly with
increasing utterance dura-
tion. and with varied accent
Position towards the end of
an utterance. The first Fo-
maximun only shows some sig-
nificant effect with varied
accent position. This means

that, if the accent has a
medium position the first
Fo—naxinum is lower than in
the other cases. Concerning

varied sentence length the
first Fo—maximum increases
weakly but not significantly
in longer utterances.

This investigation is a pre—
liminary study which has not
been totally completed yet.
Hence one should be cautious
about interpretation. It
seems more important at this
stage to point out problems
remaining in this kind of
analysis. One of them is the
discussion about the use of
an all—points linear regres-
sion line rather than a top-
line or a baseline. The
global regression line can
be affected by a late focal
accent and thus increases,
while the declination con-
tour decreases [2, 3].

Furthermore concerning this

investigation. at the next
stage all the focal accents
must be cut off before com-
puting linear regression

lines, and then be measured
separately. In this way one

could obtain better informa-
tion about the influence of
varied accent position on
the declination line.
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THE REPRESENTATION OP INTONATIOII HI
MANDARIN CHINESE

Jialing Wang

Tianjin Normal University. China

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a three-

dimensional model for the re-
presentation of intonation in
Mandarin Chinese. In this model, I
use two different types of fea-
tures, which appear on different
planes. Hierarchically-related tonal
features [Upper] and [Raised] are
used to represent tones. Pitch
range features [Expanded Range]
and [Raised Range] deliver the
intonational meaning. [Expanded
Range] is related to Focus; [Raised
Range] has to do with expressive-
ness, such as questions. The paper
discusses the representation of the
neutral tone, focus, and questions
within the framework of this model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mandarin Chinese is a tone lan-

guage with four lexical tones.
These distinguish lexical meaning
and are specified in the lexicon,as
shown in (1):

(1) Tone Pitch Ex. Gloss
Value

1 H}! mal mother
2 MB maz hemp
3 LLH' mas horse
4 HL ma‘ scold

Since lexical tone and intonation
are both characterized by pitch,
their relationship has been a con-
stant issue in the analysis of Chi-
nese intonation. In this paper I
use two different types of features
m a three-dimensional model
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sent tone and intonation. ......
2. ms MODEL „ . ‚

I follow Yip(1989) in 'assumin
two coplanlar features on the to
plane: the register feature [Upper]
and the sub-register (sauna
[Raised], which are hierarchicallya
related, as in (2): '

(Halle & Vergnaud 1987) to rapt-j

(2) ' +Raised 3......
+Upper

-Raised ll’

+Raised M
-Upper a.

-Raised L

I differ from Yip in taking th
more as the tone-bearing unit
1:511 as a timing unit,as shown'l'd

(3)
syll
/\

Il Il

[Quin

m'm'u -.
I follow the application

underspecification theory 1’
Pulleyblank (1986) in‘
that the universal default
for the two tonal features are (‘U
and [+11]. 80 these two features
not. specifeid in the 193190!!-
the underlying represented”

the four tones are Tone 1: [+U],

[+U]; Tone 2:I—R]‚ [+U]; Tone 3:
[-R], [—R]; Tone 4: [+U], [-R].

The above four tones occur only

with stressed syllables. Unstressed

syllables do not bear any of the

four tones, but are said to have a

neutral tone.In underlying

representation, the neutral tone is

represented as having one mora

and no tonal features. as shown in

(4):

(4) s'y!

1..

In this model I recognize a pho-

nological component and a phonetic

component on the tonal plane. The

phonological component consists of

a set of phonological rules which

bring about a change in tonal ca-

tegory. These are the Tone Ssndhi

Rule ( which change Tone 3 to

Tone 2 when it occurs before ano—

ther Tone 3) and the Tone Deletion

Rule (which changes the tone of

unstressed syllables to neutral

tones). The input to the phonologi-

cal tonal component is the se-

quence of underlying tones with

stress assigned. Stress is repre—

sent on another plane (stress

plane) by metrical grids. The out-

put of the phonological component

is the phonological tonal represen-

tation, which is the input to the
phonetic component. This com-

ponent contains a set of allophonic
rules deriving the phonetic tonal
representation. This is shown in
(5):

(5) Underlying Representation
I

Phonological
Component

I

Phonological Representation
I .

Phonetic
Representation

I
I

Phonetic Representation

The phonetic tonal representation
constitutes the basic pattern upon
which pitch range features (which
deliver intonational meaning) in-
teract. Pitch range features in-
clude [Expanded Range] and
[Raised Range], which are on a
separate plane, and linked to the

relevant syllable by association

lines. They expand or raise the

pitch range of the tone linked with

that syllable via the more.

3. Neutral Tones
The above model can adequately

resolve the issue of the repre-

sentation of the neutral tone,

which has been largely ignored or

oversimplified in previous litera-

ture.
Traditioanlly, the pitch value of

the neutral tone is said to be sole-

ly determined by the tone of the

preceding syllable: it is H’ when it

is preceded by Tone 3, M when

preceded by Tone 2 and L when

preceded by Tone 1. But this has

not taken into account the full

range of positions that the neu—

tral tone may be in. First, it does

not take into account the distinc-

tion between the prepausal and

non-prepausal positions of the

neutral tone. Secondly, it does not

take into account the fact that

neutral tones can occur consecu-

tively in a sequence. And lastly,

neutral tones can sometimes appear

in initial position.

Taking the above facts into con-

sideration, we get the following

data:

(6)
a. Neutral tone in prepausal

position

Preceding Neutral Tones

Tone 1 2 3

Tone 1 L ML MLL

Tone 2 L ML MLL

Tone 3 3' WI. H’ML

Tone 4 L Ll. LLL

b. Neutral tone in non-prepausal

position
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Preceding Neutral Tones
Tone 1 2 3

Tone 1 M MM MMM
Tone 2 M MM MMM
Tone 3 H’ H’M H'MM
Tone 4 M MM MMM

c. Neutral tones in initial position
bear the pitch value M

All these values for the neutral
tone can be obtained in the phone-
tic component through the interac-
tion of the default rules (which
supply the universal default va-
lues mentioned above) with the
language-specific rules in the com-
ponent. I will not go into detail
here for lack of space. Interested
readers are referred to Wang
(forthcoming).

4. Focus
Intonational meaning is usually

divided into two parts: the ex-
pressiveness part and the informa-
tional part. In the informational
aspect, the distinction between new
and given information is related to
that property called Focus.
Roughly speaking, what is focussed
in a sentence is new information,
what is not focussed is given
information.Focus is not related to
syntactic structure and is not
represented by metrical grids (or
trees) on the stress plane.
Following Selkirk (1984), we
represent it by means of the (F)o-
cue-label device in the focus
structure. Consider the sentence
in (7): (As we are concerned here
only with the presence or absence
of stress and not with its varying
degrees, we represent stress with
an asterisk over the stressed syll-
able).

(7) F
t a: * at

qing3 ni3 geia woa mai3 lianga
please you for me buy two

*

bas Bana
measure umbrella
word
(Please buy two umbrellas for me.)
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Now with this sentence we will
consider what consequences focus
has on stress and tone in Mandarin
Chinese and how we represent
them in our model.

1. A focussed syllable always
receives stress. For instance. in
the sentence in (7), m does not
have stress on the stress plane,
but since it bears focus, so it is
stressed. We can represent this by
a focus rule, stated as in (8):

(8) Focus Rule'"
A syllable which has the F-label
is stressed.

2. Focus destresses all the syl-
lables following the focussed syl-
lable. The syllables preceding it
are not destressed. Thus in (7),
the stressed syllables mg; (buy),
liang (two) and m (umbrella) are
destressed, because they follow
the focussed syllable 19.This can
be captured by a focal destressing
rule. stated as in (9):

(9) Focal Destressing Rule
A11 syllables following the F-

labelled syllable are destressed.

The above two rules apply to the
stress pattern of the sentence
before it is inputted into the pho-
nological component. Thus the same
sentence with F on different syl-
lables will result in different
stress patterns and consequently

derive different phonological tonal
representations.Take again the
sentence in (7). Applying the Tone
Sandhi Rule and Tone Deletion Rule
to it, we get the derivation in (10).

(10) F
a: a: at

qing ni gei wo mai liang ba san
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

TSR 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3
TDR 2 O 2 2 0 O 0 O

However, if the focus is on hang.
we would get a different stress

pattern and a different phonologi-
cal tonal representation, as shown

in the derivation in (11).

F
(11)* s s at

qing ni gei wo mai liang be san

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

TSR 2 3 2 2 3 2 2

TDR 2 O 2 O 3 2 O 0

3. When the focussed syllable is

Tone 1. Tone 2 or Tone 4, the pitch

range is expanded in that ll be-

comes extra high.This can be taken

account of by positing an [Expand-

ed Range] feature on a separate

plane, the pitch range plane.Focus-

sed syllables in the phonetic tonal

representation are linked to that

feature([+ER]) by an association
line.

4. When the focussed syllable is
Tone 3, if it is in prepausal posi-

tion. L becomes still lower and the

final H’ rises higher. If it is in

non—prepausal position and is fol-

lowed by neutral tones, then the L

becomes lower as in the above

case, but the H’ of the following

neutral tone gets higher. In the

latter case, [+ER] spreads to the

syllable to the right, which has the

feature [+U], as in (12).

(12) < [+ER]
l \

syll syll
I I
I I

[-U][+Ul
From the above we can see that

Focus plays a twofold role. It
determines the stress pattern of a
sentence together with the metrical
structure on the stress plane be-
fore the application of the phono-
logical rules and it also is related
to the [+ER]feature,which interacts
with the phonetic representation.

5. THE INTONATION 0F QUESTIONS
Concerning the intonation of

questions, there is general consen-
sue that the tones and pitch con-
tours of all the syllables except
the last one are the same as in
statements (Ho 1977, Wu 1982).
There is difference in opinion.how-
ever, about the pitch contour of
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the last syllable: whether it makes
a rise thus changing the pitch

contour or whether it retains its
pitch contour with only a rise in
the pitch range.Ma(1988) found in
his acoustic studies that there is a
raising in the pitch range for
questions rather than a change in
the pitch contour of the last
syllable. Ma also observed that the
question was it raining?)
has been mistaken for a statement.
I have on more that one occasion
found that isolated yes-no ques-
tions without the question marker
m has been mistaken by listeners
for statements. This can serve as
evidence that questions have basi-
cally the same pitch contours as

statements. The difference effected
by the raised pitch range can not

be discerned when the question is
asked alone with no previous

utterance to serve as a reference

point. Thus we can represent the

intonation of questions by linking

a [+Raised Range] feature. which is

on the pitch range plane, to the

last stressed syllable of the ques-
tion. ’
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PROSODIC ITALICS:
FUNCTIONS AND PHONETIC REALIZATION

A.Panasyuk and I.Panasyuk

Leningrad State University, USSR

ABSTRACT
A phonetic study of italics in
English language literary texts has
shown that this graphical means of
expressing emphasis is very useful in
making intonationally unambiguous tho-
se utterances which may have more than
one interpretation in respect of the
nucleus placement and type of tone used.

Traditionally, studies of graphical
means of emphasis used in a given
language have not been included into the
field of phonetics, but rather regarded as
part of stylistics [15,18,19,23]. Since
graphical means, such as italics, carry a
lot of valuable information about the
intonational structure of an utterance,
they may be as well regarded as subject
matter of intonology, a branch of
phonetics dealing both with the sound
form and the semantic load of speech
utterances.

It is not surprising that the English
language which makes enormous use of
intonation in rendering various meanings
should favour the use of italics much
more than any other language. It was
Maria Schubiger who first pointed out
that italics are often found in English
sentences (in literary texts) where the
placement of nuclear stress is determined
only by context and is not signalled
either by the syntactical construction or
by a modal particle, as is the case in
French and German [16].

Despite their frequent use by
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authors of novels and stories, italics are
not approved of by many stylists. For
example, in "The King's English" by
H.W.Fowler and F.G.Fowler we come
across a point of view that "italics are a
confession of weakness“ and are
emloyed mostly by those writers "who,
regarding the reader's case as desperate,
assist him with punctuation, italics and
the like" [6]. A more realistic opinion of
italicization is found in "The ABC of
Style“ by R.Fleisch who states that "if
you don't use italics, you're missing one
of the best resources of writing; if you
use too many, you spoil the effect
you're after. The basic rule is to
underline (for italics in print) the words
that would get heavy natural stress in
speaking - and not to shy away from the
colloquial sentence pattern that calls for
such stress" [5].

It seems to be worth mentioning
that not only scholars stress the
intonational significance of this graphical
means of emphasis but creative writers
themselves, who make practical use of
italics, often comment on this subjectln
I'1984" by G.Orwell we find such a
commentary: "... Meanwhile I shall
send you a copy of W" even
O'Brien, Winston noticed, seemed l0
pronounce the words as though they
were in italics" [14,p. 146].

Another author, L.M.Montgomery.
describing her heroine as a sweet-souled
lass, states that " she could instil some
venom into innocent italics when

occsion required" [12,p.88].
From the given above examples we

can see that italics are used for
emphasizing a particular word which has
a special meaning in the context as well
as for showing that a special kind of
intonation is to be chosen when
pronouncing the sentence.

Thus, italics may be said to possess
two prosodic functions,namely, the

function of indicating an unusual
position of the sentence stress, and that
of showing that the nucleus ( even
though in its predicted position) is to be
realised with an unusual (emphatic)
intonation. In most cases, however, both
functions are combined and the italicized
word is located in an unpredicted
position and marks an unusual tone.

Very often, the use of italics is
accompanied by an author's remark on
the unusual position of stress ,e.g.
"There was the unusual mellifluous
murmur‘ from the loudspeaker about
seatbelts, emergency exits, oxygen
masks. He wondered why stewardesses
accented such unlikely words: "m our
flight this evening we m be offe—
ring..." [l7,p.3l]. '

Another example of the author's
commentary on the use of a "special
tone" italics is given below. "In tones of
loud and hearty excitement Miss
Pilchester, who had forgotten to close
the door, confesses that she literally
didn't know. It was all such a Mm
absolutely unexpected. Had she been an
age. ”[1.p-70 1-

Sometimes, capital letters are emp-
loyed in place of italics:"Lenore talked
haut~American, a fast anglicized gabble
which lit on one word now and then for
emphasis. In the Brompton house she'd
said to me:"It's so PEACEFUL here.
D'you know,Peeder, for many years we
stayed at Brown's Hotel because it's so
ENGLISH" [13,p.l74].

Unusual placement of an italicized,
word often points to a contrast between
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two or more elements within the nearest
verbal or situational context. Contrastive
italics may be placed on a normally
unstressed word(function words),or even
a prefix, or any other word which is
capable of carrying a contrastive
meaning. Consider the following
example: "I thought you said it was all
very formal." "Yes.She's not usually
formal.Why should she be like that?
She's so direct as a rule: not exactly
informal,ever, but absolutely direct"
[9,p.82].

Here a complex contrast is made
possible with the help of italicization.

Much more often, however, italics
are used with function words, such as
auxiliary verbs, pronouns,etc.ln order to
find out parallels to this phenomenon in
other languages, we analyzed a number
of translations into English and selected
those sentences which contained
italicized auxiliaries ( in the English
version).

The following example has been
taken from "Lillebror och Karlsson pa
Taket" by Astrid Lindgren and its
English translation.

"Mellanmal forstor aptiten" sa
hon."l-Iar blir inga bullar". Och ändà
hade hon M bullar.Det stod ett helt
fat i det Öppna fönstret för att svalna.
[10,p.48].

"Snacks between meals ruin your
appetite," she said."There will be no
buns here". She mg baked buns.There
was a whole dish of them on the
window-sill.[l 1,p.38].

In the Swedish sentence italics are on
the meaningful part of the predicate
(participle). Additionally, there is an
intensifying particle and the inverted
word order which contribute to the
strenghtening of emphasis on "bakat".
The corresponding English sentence
lacks any other means but italics on the
auxiliary to bring forth the contrast
between the actual existence of buns and
their unavailability for the boy.



Another example is from the
Russian book " The Golden Calf "
by MK and E.Petrov. 43“ ye lam-am:
Bnefinepa? - cnpocun Kan 10mm
ynmenno. - l'losnonsre. no KaxuM
axe marepnanau nu roronunncs?
[29. 3623.

“You haven't read Bleyler?’ asked
Caius Julius in surprise. I'Excuse me,but
with what material did you prepare
yourself?" [8,p.l89].

As can be seen, there are no italics
in the original Russian text. The logic
stress is on the word " ma-repnanaM '.
This position of the stress is determined
by the presence of the particle "me". In
the English variant, there is a shift of the
nucleus onto the auxiliary "did”, which
is an equivalent to the Russian particle.

Putting italics on pronouns is also
quite frequent. We'd like to give here an
illustration from ”Alice in Wonderland"
by Lewis Carroll,an author who is
known to have used italics abundantly.
The following example contains
contrastive italics on a personal pronoun:
'I can't help it," said Alice very meekly:
"I'm growing“. 'You've no right to
grow Leg,“ said the Dormouse. I'Don't
talk nonsense,'said Alice boldly:"You
know you're growing too‘.'Yes, but 1
grow at a reasonable pace,” said the
Dormouse. [2,p.144].

We've analysed the translations of
this book into a number of languages,
including French,Russian, and Estonian.

In the French translation, the sentence
in question has no italics,but it contains
a stressed pronoun"moi" preceding the
unstressed one: -Oui, mais moi, je
grandis a une vitesse raisonnable...
[4,p.168].

The translation into Estonian gives
evidence to a similar tendency, i.e., a
stressed form of pronoun is used(which
is normally omitted). Additionally, the
final word, an adverb of manner, is in
italics: "Soda küll, aga mina kasvan
m'éistlikult" [3,p.9l].

The two Russian translations analysed

reveal two different tendencies. In the
translation by V.Nabokov the pronoun is
omitted altogether. In the translation by
N.M.Demurova the place of italics is
preserved.
-Ila. HO paayMHuM 06pa30M. noapaann
Conn. - He paanynalocs. Kalt au.
[22. .186]. -Ila. no a pacry c

npmmv-Inoü CKOPOCTblO. - noapaama
Conn. - He 1'0 trro neKo-ropue...
[21,c.90].

Perceptual and acoustic analysis of
English sentences containing italicized
words which were spoken by English
speakers has shown that in most cases
they had an emphatic tone,either a Rise-
Fall or a High Fall. Such words were
easily identified by trained Russian
phoneticians as nuclei carrying one of
these tones. The intonogram in Fig.1 is
an illustration of a well perceived
emphatic tone on the italicized word

9.599
[kHz] __
9.499 _ fimi,

f" l.
ff i

9.399 ‚ F Ä
I 1 J i

- J . .
9.299 is

8.198 \l
X

9.999 __\
9.9 299.9 499.9

{ms}
Fig.1 Intonogram of the word fthere'

"there“ from the sentence "What lies
Over m: [7],
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There are some cases, however, when
the italicized word is not perceived as a
nuclear one. For example, the word
"only" in the sentence "It's the only
thing" (see Fig.2) is perceived by all
listeners as stressed while the final word
"thing" is identified with the nucleus.

8.468 x
[kHz]

0 .368

5
.
;
-

0 .280

0.166

9 .9 299'. 9 4991
1ms}

Fig.2 Intonogram of the word "only"

In conclusion, it should be said that
use of italics reflects a very complicated
system of accentuation which is
characteristic of the English language.
Italics are effective means of signalling a
shift of the sentence stress which
otherwise may be overlooked by the
reader.

An extensive study of italicization
may be very valuable in understanding
the semantic functions of intonation.
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LOCUTIONS PHRASÉOLOGIQUES INTONATIVES
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ABSTRACT
It is common to describe intona-
tion différences using sentences
of the same or seemingly the same
lexico—grammatical structure
However there are many characte-
ristic intonation contours which
exist only in combination with
peculiar. sometimes irregular. or
odd structures. A distinguishing
feature of Russian intonation is
its abundance of intonational
stereotypes,the prosodic structu-
re of which can be described only
in conjunction with their unique
lexico-grammatical structure. The
study of these Russian intonatio-
nal idioms reveals the importance
or special prosodic means,such as
different phonation types.length-
ning and shortning o: vowels and
consonants, level tones etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Les auteurs de presque tous les
écrits sur l'intonation essaient
de montrer son autonomie et ses
propres moyens distinctifs. On le
fait généralement en pretant des
contours intonatifs différents a
une méme séquence de mots. Il est
facile a voir que les séquences
de mots dans les exemples qu'on
cite ne sont homonymes qu'au pre-
mier abord: leur structure synta-
xique n'est pas' la mémé. les ac-
ceptions des mots diffèrent aussL
Des exemples ”purs” sont diffici-
les a trouver, mais ce fait ne
prouzî point que le rOle de l'in-

ona on soid1m1nué. t en quelque sorte

Ln russe c'est l'intonation qui
est principalement chargée de di-

stinguer les types ae phrases et
de segmenter la pnrase en tneme—
rnéme. Cela s'explique par l'em-
ploi facultatif des moyens lexi-
caux et grammaticaux (particule
interrogatives. mode du verbe
l'ordre des mots): l
<1) OH aeAET?-OH aeneT.— Est-
ce qu'il va venir? - Il va venin
(2) HHTaTb! - Hurarb?

Lire! - Dois-Je lire?
<3) noesn npnmén. - uôesn npnmen
Le train est arrivé. - C'est le

train qui est arrivé
Il y a aussi des faits qui lais-
sent voir une certaine sélectivi-
té de l'intonation envers les mo-
yens lexicaux et grammaticaux
Une des particularités de l'in-
tonation consiste en ce qu'en mé-
me temps elle ne dépend pas des
mots et de la syntaxe et en de-
pend. En intonologie les faite
qui témoignent de l'autonomie de
l'intonation sont beaucoup plus
exploités que les faits opposés
Je crois que cela est do a l'ori-
entation vers la fonction distin-
ctive et non pas constitutive des
unités intonatives. Une pareille
orientation dans la phonétique
segmentale vers la fonction dis-
tinctive du phonème a freiné les
recherches sur les rapports entre
le sens et la forme phonique des
unités de langue. L'école phono-
logi ue de Leningrad (école de
L.V. 5erba) prévoit qu'on consi-
dére comme principale la fonction
constitutive des unités phonéti-
ques et non pas la fonction dis-
tinctive, ce qui fait voir sous
une autre optique les rapports
entre le son et le sens.
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Le russe offre, comme peut-étre

toute autre langue, une grande

quantité d'exemples où certaines

intonations ne sont combinées

qu'avec certaines classes de le-

xèmes ou des constructions synta-

xiques. Quelques cas sont décrits

dans le cadre des fonctions pro—

prement linguistiques de l'into-

nation. Ainsi.dans la classifica-

tion des constructions intonati-

ves (IK) par E.Bryzgunova la con—

struction émotionnelle-apprécia-

tive IK-7 et, en partie, IK-S

montrent une distribution limitée

[1]. D'autres cas de sélecivité

sont liés è d'autres fonctions de

l'intonation, p.ex. a la fonction

figurative. Tel est l'emploi d'un

ton bas pour rendre l'idée de ce

qui est grand et d'un ton haut -

de ce qui est petit: l'accéléra-

tion du débit pour rendre l'idée

d'une action dynamique etc.

2. Locuuous PHRASÉOLOGIQUES
INTONATIVES

Le russe parlé possède un grand

nombre de formules-réactions de

typés différents qui sont caracj

térisées par une structure gramma

ticale incomplète. irrégulière.

sont sémantiquement appauvries et

quelquefois même vides de sens.

Cependant dans la communication

orale ces formules acquièrent une

signification bien déterminée

grace a l'intonation. Leur sens

intègre et stable que l'on ne

peut pas déduire des mots qui les

composent.leur caractère métapho-

rique. expressif et émotionei

fait classer ces formules parmi

les unités phraséologiques [21.Le

rôle particulier qui revient a

l'intonation dans leur fonction-

nement permet de les caractériser

comme des locutions phraséologi-

ques intonativee (LPhI).
Ce type de formules et, en par-

ticulier. leurs caractéristiques

intonatives n'ont pas été suffi-

samment étudiées (voir cependant

[3.4.5.61L
l. Il y a des substituts pro-

soniques de quelques interJec-

tions et adverbes; ces substi-

tuts peuvent étre classés parmi

des LPhI qui ne sont rendus dans

les textes russes que d'une façon

approximative comme ”yry“, ”un”,

”xu“ etc. Par exemple:
(4) l- ‘l yry = na (oui)
(5) [=?-] He-a = He? (non)

Ils sont pareils aux gestes (de
consentement, de refus. de per-
plexité etc.) par leur fonction-
nement et leur caractère non-ver-
bal, ce qui permet de les consi-

dérer comme des gestes phoniques
ou bien des gestes intonatifs

2. Des clichés intonatifs sont

des complexes dans lesquels des

séquences de mots. qui sont sou-

vent sémantiquement appauvris.

n'existent qu'avec une intonation

spécifique. Les exemples ci-des-

sous n'ont pas de sens.sinon avec

une intonation particulière qui

leur donne un sens effectifl
<6) Hy H Hy! - l'étonnement

l'admiration (Ça. par exemple!)

(7) BOT Tax pas! - la réaction a

qch d'inattendu (En voilà une

affaire! Quelle tuile!)

(6) Kax ou He Tax! -

(Compte la-dessus!)

Des séquences de mots pareilles

peuvent étre potentiellement po—

lyvalentes,maie gréce a l'intona-

tion elles reçoivent l'unique in-

terprétation possible dans une

situation communicative donnée.

Ainsi, la formule un peu vulgaire

(9) Hano xe! peut selon l'intona-

tion signifier l'étonnement. le

reproche, la réprobation. l'indi—

gnation. l'admiration. [5l

3. Outre les clichés intonatifs

il existe des idiomes intonatifs

(au sens strict du mot). Ces con-

structions ont une structure syn-

taxique régulière et peuvent être

prononcées avec une intonation

neutre. non—empnatique. Mais en

tant qu'idiomes. dits avec une

intonation emphatique, ils reçoi-

vent une autre signification. qui

ne découle pas du sens propre des

mots composantsÿ L'intonation em-

phatique agit de sorte que le

sens propre est remplacé par un

sens figuré- appréciatif.relatifl

le refus

(10) Paccxaausan! - la demande.

l'ordre (Parle! Raconte!)

(il) Paccxa-a—suman! - la méfian-

ce (A d'autres!)

(12) He rosopu

parler (Ne parle pas!)
_ la defense de
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(13) He roaopu! — la confirmation
d'une opinion.d'une appréciation.

Dans ces cas-la c'est l'intona-
tion qui différencie les homony-
mes: elle distingue les structu-
res neutres régulieres des locu-
tions figées syntaxiques.

Le russe est particulièrement
riche en formules expressives-ne-
gatives 13.41. Comparez:
(14) Tax s rade u cxaaana.
(C'est ainsi que Je t'ai dit.)
(15) Tax s rede u cxasana!
(Je ne te 1e dirai pas!)
(16) “page? ou. - 11 va venir.
(17) npumeî oui-il ne viendra pas
'On connait bien des cas où l'in-
tonation permet de donner au mot
pn sens diamétralement opposé:
K18) Monomeul-la louange (Bravo!)
:(19) Manage-eu! - la désapproba-
tion. l'ironie (Tu as gagné!)
(20) Xopom! -1a louange (Ce qu'il
est beau!)
(21) Xopom!- le blâme. l'ironie
(Un Joli coco!)
En général. si le sens primaire
et l'intonation se contredisent,
c'est toujours l‘intonation qui
prend le dessus.

t. Il y a encore un groupe
d'exemples intéressants dont le
caractere spécifique est d'aug-
menter le sens ou. en d'autres
mots. de combler une ellipse.
(22) den! - Il y a tant de choses
a faire!
(23) Fonoc y Hee! - Elle a une
voix ravissante!

Une montée mélodique haute rend
dans ces exemples l'idée d'une
grande quantité en combinaison
avec le génitif singulier ou plu-
riel du substantif et l'idée
d'une haute appréciation — avec
le nominatif. En cas de contact
visuel entre les interlocuteurs
le sens de l'intonation est sou-
vent confirmé par des gestes (par
exemple le hochemant de téte) et
une mimique appropriée.

Un autre cas où l'intonation
comble une ellipse a lieu dans
des répliques incomplètes.inache-
vées. qui sont typiques de lalangue russe parlée:
(24) Hy ru madone."
(25) Hy msvno Tll.. — En ces cas
l'intonation de la continuation

remplace le‘prédïëat manquant et
ne laisse pas de doutes sur le
sens de la réplique (généralement
l'appréciation négative).

Malgré les distinctions consi-
dérables,il y a dans tous les cas
qu'on vient d'examiner, un trait
commun. notamment, le caractère
stéréotypé de la séquence de mots
et de l'intonation.

Les LPhI:
a) sont générées comme des unités
toutes faites.
b) sont grammaticalement indivi-
sibles.
c) ont un sens stable et intégré
qui ne peut pas étre déduit des
significations des éléments qui
les composent.
d) étant polyvalentes sur le plan
explicatif. elles sont monovalen—
tes quant a l'aspect expressif et
appellatif.
e) fonctionnent dans la langue
comme des répliques-réactions.
f) sont caractérisées par une ex-
pressivité prononcée.
g) sont typiques de la langue
parlée et de son imitation dans
les oeuvres littéraires.
h) sont intimement liées a 1a mi-
mique. a la pose. aux gestes,
i) souvent ne peuvent pas etre
traduites littéralement en d'aut—
res langues.
3. CARACTÉRISTIQUES PIDNÉTIQUES

Dans la phraséologie intonative
on emploie des moyens phonétiques
typiques de la langue emphatique
1) allongement des voyelles - une
des particularités les plus frap-
pantes de l'intonation russe em-
phatique qui sert a rendre l‘i-
dée de l'étonnement. de l'enthou-
siasme. de la douceur, de la per-
plexité, de l'indignation, de la
méfiance, du reproche etc.
2) allongement et renforcement
emphatique des consonnes. ‚ com-
pression des voyelles, typique de
certaines émotions négatives (dé-
pit.irritation.refus catégorique”
3) écarts de Fo augmentés a l'in-
térieur de la syllabe accentuée
et entre les voyelles voisines
4) utilisation des registres ex-
tremes: trés bas et tres haut;
_5) tons complexes, modulés et en-
'trecoupés par un coup de glatte;
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6) ton plat.absence de mouvements
mélodiques pendant des périodes
bien longues;
7) divers timbres. types particu-
liers de phonation (voix aspirée.
rauque. grinçants. tendue etc.)

3. PERCEPTION
Notre expérience linguistique

témoigne d'un large emploi des
LPhl dans la langue parlée.0n les
comprend dans une situation don-
née d'une maniere suffisamment
univoque, surtout accompagnées de
gestes et de mimiques. On peut
supposer que les formules intona-
tives seraient bien reconnues mé-
mé privées de leur contexte et du
contact visuel des interlocuteurs.

Pour étudier le rôle de l'into-
nation dans la reconnaissance du
sens des LPhI on a élaboré une me
thode spéciale nommée “méthode
des remarques d'auteur".
Les auditeurs doivent situer des
répliques isolées. c'est-a-dire
imaginer des situations où elles
pourraient étré employées et en
caractériser l'intonation ait
moyen des remarques d'auteur du
type: “a-t-il dit d'une voix cal-
me. s'est—il écrie d'un ton sur-
pris etc.“ A t1tre d'exemple on
leur cite quelques fragments
d'oeuvres littéraires avec des [5'
marques d'auïëEF_îüthentiques.
Le corpus expérimental est constr
tué par des oppositions du type:
(26) OH e ropom? Kyna any? - ll
part pour la ville? Où donc?
(27) OH cnpaenrca? - KyAa-a any!
- Il va se débrouiller? - Il
s'en faut de beaucoup!
(26) Xneda s xynnn. Eme Hero? -
Du pain. j'en ai déJa acheté. Et
quoi encore?
(39) XneOa xynnms? - Eng uero! -
Tu achetés du pain?- Quoi encore:

Les fragments avec des éléments
segmentaux identiques sont dé-
coupés du contexte. Les personnes
qui suivent le cours de la thé-
orie de l'intonation ont pris
part aux expériences. Les répli-
ques ont été présentées en paires
(intonation neutre-intonation em-
phatique). Les auditeurs ont bien
reconnu les différents types in-
tonatifs et les ont décrit au mo-
yen des remarques.

Les répliques des deux types
sont décrites de différente mani-
ere.En caractérisant les répliqu-
es neutres les auditeurs se bor-
nent généralement aux verbes dé-
claratifs communs et trés fréqu-
ents (dire, demander. répondreL
Quant aux LPhl, on y constate un
choix beaucoup plus large des ver
bes et l'emploi plus fréquent des
adverbes spécificateurs. Les audr
teurs non seulement désignent une
émotion. mais décrivent leurs
impressions auditives (a-t-il dit
d’une voix trainante. d'un ton
tranchant). Il y a des auditeurs
qui ne caractérisent pas l'intona
tion a l'aide des remarques, mais
techent de rendre le sens de la
réplique. Ainsi. la réplique
'Cnenaeî ou!" (au sens "Il ne le

fera pas“) peut provoquer non
seulement la réaction 'a-t-il dit
d'un ton sarcastique", mais aussi
la réaction “fleures xenon!" (Quel
paresseux1); la réplique “Kyla
euy!“ (au sens négatif) - la ré-
action ”0n Ha Taxoe ne cnocooeH“
(Il n'en est pas capable). On emf
ploie aussi les descriptions des
gestes et de 1a mimique. Ainsi.la
réplique “A xro ero anses!" (Qui
sait?) a provoqué.entre autres.la
réaction 'a-t-il dit en haussant
les épaules!
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INTERFERENCES PHONETIQUES AU COURS DE L’APPRENTISSAGE
DU FRANÇAIS (GROUPE LINGUISTIQUE SLAVE)

N.Evtchik, G.Roudzit

Institut des langues étrangères, Minsk,;
Union Soviétique

The paper deals with the
study of phonemic and proso-
dic interference en Byeloru-
ssian-French "class-room'
bilinguism. The study is ba-
sed on the theoretical con-
trastive analysis of French
and Byelorussian phonetic
systems.The experimental re-
search of French utterances
produced by Byelorussian le-
arners made it possible to
reveal typical diviations
from the norms of French
pronunciation.

Il est de notoriété généra—
le que la perception et la
production des phonèmes ain-
si que des structures accen-
tuelles et intonatives d'une
langue étrangère sont condi-
tionnées par le système pho-
nétique de la langue mater—
nelle du sujet parlant. Les
étudiants etrangers perçoiv-
vent et interprètent la pro-
nonciation de la langue qu’
ils étudient à travers "le
cryble" phonologique de
leur gropre langue (6). Cela
entra ne de multiples fau-
tes de prononciation et de
nombreuses déviations de la
norme/admise dans la langue
etudiee.
Dans le domaine de la pro-
nonciation il existe deux
types d‘interférences:inter-
ferences phonologiques et

interférences phonétiquesu+
Les interférences phonologis
ques liées à la différenoisd
tion du sens des unités lin'
guistiques ont une occurënî
ce plus faible que les in!
terférences phonétiques quiè
creent 'cet accentfng psrtiä
culieg étranger à la langue
étudiee. 1
Les interférences se produid
sent au niveau de la prononq
ciation des sons et desk
faits prosodiques. Ce sont
les structures prosodiques;
(rythme et intonation) qui;
sont les plus difficiles a:
assimiler (4). Les fautes!
au niveau prosodique "“sôhîî
particulièrement lourdes de!
conséquences car elles en-
pechent d’acquérir de bonfi
nes habitudes aux étudiant;
étrangers. ' E
C'est à l'aide de l'utilisa1
tion de la méthode d'analyse
contrastive des systèmeq
phonétiques de ses deux lent
gues, que nous sommes parvej
nues à établir la zone des
interférences. Notre but
était d'étudier les interféq
rences phonétiques dans-id
parler des étudiants. biélo-
russes qui aprennent lel
français. Le corpus expéri
mental contenait des phrase
énonciatives, interrogit
(questions totales et 91:3}
elles) et des phrases
ratives, réalisees par deux;
sujets français (phrases:ln=
dèles -Ph.-M.) et quatre su
jets biélorusses apprepsna
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le français depuis trois

ans ä la faculté de fran-
ais (variantes - Ph.-V.).

ies résultats des analyses
aux niveaux acoustique et
perceptif ont permis de
dégager un certain nombre
de caractéristiques speci:
fiques dues aux interfe—
rences. Parmi ces traits
il y a ceux qui se rappor-
tent ä tous les types
communicatifs et ceux qui
sont conditignnes par les
particularites propres au
type communicatif détermi-
né. Ainsi, toute phrase
française se caractérise
par l'isochronismé des
syllabes inaccentuees re-
lativement brèves, tandis
que les syllabes accen-
tuées sont marquées avant
tout par l'augmentation de
la durée.Cette duree peut
être deux fois plus grande
que celle des syllabes in-
accentuées(2).Dans le lan-
gage des étudiants biélo-
russes cette tendance ry-
thmique n’est pas toujours
observée. D’une part, l'in-
fluence de la langue mate-
rnelle se révèle dans la
perturbation du principe
de l’isochronisme des syl-
labes inaccentuées. Il y a
même des cas ou la durée
des syllabes inaccentuées
dépasse celle des syllabes
accentu es.
Une des fautes la plys ty-
pique observée dans la pro-
nonciation des étudiants
revient au contraste trop
marqu des syllabes accen-
tuées et inaccentuées.Cela
a pour résultat l'hyper-
proéminence des syllabes
toniques par rapport aux
syllabes atones. Cette fau-
te chez les sujets bielo—
russes s'explique par l’ab-
sence dans le biélorusse de
tension musculaire constan—
te qui doit être maintenue
en permanence sur toutes
les syllabes au cours de
l'émission de 1a phrase

française (2).Très souvent
les etudiants biélorusses
n'arrivent pas a répartir
cet effort musculaire et
nerveux en réservant un lé-
ger supplément d’énergie
pour la dernière syllabe.
Puisque la succession des
syllabes n’est pas pronon-
cee avec, une force sensi-
blement egale,necessaire en
français (5) nous , voyons
appara tre une deviation
tres répandue chez les bie-
lorusses etudiant le fran-
gais qui est la reduction

es voyelles atones: p. ex.
professeur, manifestation.
Les sujets biélorusses se
trahissent par l'absence du
savoir-faire de déplacer
l'accent du mot essentiel
au mot auxiliaire et inver-
sement. Dans de nombreux cas
nous avons constate la pro-
éminence de deux syllabes en
contact, due a l'accentua-
tion des mots non-accento—
gènes (adjectifs possessifs,
prépositions, verbes auxili-
aires).
Ph.-M.: Il vous attend dans
le vesti ule.
Ph.-V.: Il vous ättend'dans
le vestibule.
Dans ses articles P.Delattre
(1,3) a souligné à plusieurs
reprises que l’accentuation
du mot français dans la
phrase varie dans les limi-
tes:accentuation-désaccentu-
tion-inaccentuation. C'est-I
à-dire les accents se re-
partissent [au minimum en
trois degres différents.Les
diglottes biélorusses ne
réusissent pas prononcer
ces éléments rythmiques de
la phrase tenant compte de
l’hiérarchie des accents. ‘
Cette interférence propre a
la prononciation biélorusse
ne peut entrainer confusion
de sens,car l’accent tonique

n’a pas de fonction distin-

ctive en français. Mais la
simplification des rapports
hiérarchiques entre\1es‘syl-
labes accentuées amene a un
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certain/changement de rap-
ports semantiques,en parti-
culier de rapporta modaux.
Pin-14.: Pensez a lui 'rendre
le dossier de l‘effedtif du
persdnnel de l'entrébrise.
Ph.-V.: Pensez a lui'rendre
le dossier de l'effedtif du
personnel de l’entrébrise.
Tout ce que nous avons dis-
cuté jusqu’ici concerne es-
sentiellement l’accent.
Il est a noter que ces in-
terférences accentuelles se
combinent avec celles de la
mélodie et englobent le ni-
veau tonal, les écarts mé-
lodiques, les registres.
Il est connu que la phrase
française énonciative com-
mence au niveau moyen. Lor—
se qu’on parle sans emotion,
sans affection l’attaque de
la phrase est douce (4).
Chez les sujets biélorusses
l’attaque de la phrase est
très souvent assez forte et
le niveau du debut de la
phrase est plus élevé.En ce
qui concerne le niveau fi-
nal de la phrase informative
il faut dire qu'il n'atteint
pas toujours la finalité
complete.La phrase énonciati-
ve est alors percue comme
inachevee,en suspens.Dans la
phrase interrogative (ques-
tion partielle) nous consta-
tons la réalisation du ton
toujours ascendant qui est
tres marqué dans 1a partie
finale.Au niveau de la per-
ception cette phrase est
comprise comme trop émotio-
nnelle ce qui\ne correspond
pas toujours a la situation.
Ph.-M.:Comment 1a mal die de
Claire s'est-elle annonc e?
Ph.-V.:Comment la maladi de
Claire s'est-elle anno cée?
Nous venons de décrire les
fautes les plus fréquentes
dans les parties initiale et
finale de la phrase,mais il
arrive souvent qu’au milieu
de la phrase les sujets hie?
lorusses baissent le ton à
la fin des groupes de sens
au lieu de prononcer la der-

nière syllabe sur un ton
montant. Ces interférences
s'expliquent partiellement
par la présence dans 1.
biélorusse de syllabes
gost-toniques qui doivent
tre réalisées sur un ton

ascendant.
Ce qui est indispensable de
souligner c’est que les
étudiants biélorusses n'ar-
rivent pas réaliser les
écarts mélodiques nécessai-
res a la jonction des uni-
tés rythmiques (4) ‚c'est-ä-
dire la première syllabe de
lcunite qui suit est pronon-
cee sur le même niveau que
la syllabe finale de l'uni-
té précédente.
Ex.: Vous avez un seul chan-
ge'ment ils sta‘tion sui'van-
te:
4

3
Z _
J

Outre les déviations rele-
vées au niveau prosodique il
y a un certain nombre d'in-
terférences au niveau de la
prononciation des sons.Parmi
les cas les plus répandus on
peut mentionner les sui-
vants:
- assourdissement des con-
sonnes finales: cage-[kaS],
rose -[ros l;
- palatalisation des conson-
sonnes t,d devant les voye -
les i,u: tu dis;
- nasalisation des voyelles
orales devant les consonnes
nasales: Seine - [ 8E I;
- la non—differentiation
des oppositions distincti-
ves des voyelles telles que
[oe - e]:[je di - je di],
[ÿ-o]: [radis—radio],
[a - o]: [blâ -b18],
[a - o]: [pom -p0m]‚
Les déviations typiques men-
tionnees ci-dessus sont pris
ses en considération par les
enseignants lors de la créa-
tion des exercices portant
sur les voyelles, les conson-
sonnes et l’intonation.
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F0 AND THE PERCEPTION 0F DURATION

Nim A. van Dome'len

Institut far Phonetik und digitale Sprachverarbeitung
Kiel,Germany

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the influ-
ence of fundamental frequency (F0)
contour on the perception of seg-
ment duration in isolated German
words. It is shown that the estab-
lished opinion concerning an
increase of perceived segment
duration due to a dynamic vs. a
flat F0 contour must be modified.
The effect appears to be dependent
on word structure: While for mono-
syllables the lengthening effect
of dynamic F0 was confirmed, a
shortening effect was observed for
disyllabic words.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the experimental work of
Lehiste [Z] there seems to be a
common opinion concerning the
influence of the F0 contour in a
vocalic segment upon the segment’s
perceived duration. A dynamic as
against a flat F0 contour is gen-
erally regarded to lengthen sub-
jective vowel duration. Other
investigations [1, 3] showed that
the perception of a word-final ob-
struent as fortis vs. lenis, too,
is biased by the character of the
F0 contour in the preceding vowel.
Here, the increase of lenis judge-
ments due to a moving F0 contour
is explained by the subjectively
longer vowel duration, biasing in
turn phoneme perception towards
more lenis.

In previous - hitherto unpublished
- experiments I investigated the
influence of a varying F0 contour
on the perception of vowel quanti-
ty in German disyllabic words.

Besides the main cue of vowel
duration, phoneme perception was
found to be influenced by the F0
pattern of the first syllable’s
vowel. The direction of the
effect, however, was the opposite
from what was expected, a moving
F0 contour causing a subjective
shortening of the vowel. Looking
for a possible explanation it was
noticed that all previous experi-
ments on this issue used either
isolated vowels [2] or monosylla-
bles [1, 3]. Two experiments were
therefore set up to investigate
word structure (monosyllabic vs.
disyllabic) effects.

To investigate the influence of
segment duration and F0 contour,
the German vowel pair /a:/ - /a/
was used, since this is the only
vowel quantity opposition which is
mainly cued by duration. All the
other long/short oppositions are
associated with large differences
in vowel openness. The monosylla-
bles were represented by the word
pair 'Aas' (/a:s/, 'carrion') -
'As' (/as/, 'ace'). As a maximally
similar word pair containing two
syllables 'aBen' (/a:s:n/, "[we]
ate') vs. "Assen" (/as:n/, "acesfl
dative case plural) was chosen.
Variation of actual vowel duration
should induce listeners to identh
fy the vowel as being phonologi-
cally long vs. short. In addition,
the vowel’s FO contour was modi-

fied (flat vs. flat-fallingL
According to the findings reportEd
in the literature up to now. a
dynamic F0 contour should lengthen
subjective vowel duration and
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thereby shift the phoneme boundary

towards shorter durations. This

was taken as a working hypothesis

for both monosyllabic and disyl-

labic words.

Also, to aid interpretation, the

duration of the postvocalic frica-

tive was varied. It was expected

that the listeners would interpret
a shorter fricative as a momentary
faster speech rate. implying a
subjective lengthening of the pre-
ceding vowel. This should apply to

mono- as well as disyllabic words.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Test 1
A token of the German word 'Aas',

spoken on a monotone by a trained

male speaker, was used for stimu-

lus generation. Prior to electron-

ic splicing, the word was low-pass

filtered at 5 kHz and digitized at

a sampling rate of 10 kHz. The

subsequent manipulations involved
the F0 contour and the temporal
structure by manipulation of the
synthesis frame rate. First, fol-
lowing an LPC analysis two differ—
ent F0 contours were created. The
first one was “flat'I (slightly
falling from 115 - 110 Hz to avoid
an unnatural vowel quality). the
second one was initially flat and
fell linearly during the second
half of the vowel (115 - 113 -
75 Hz). Subsequently, using these
two F0 contours the vowel (origi-
nal duration 285 ms) was synthe-
sized with eight different dura-
tions (varying from 110 - 250 ms
in 20-ms steps). The fricative was
synthesized with its original
duration (373 ms) and shortened by
approximately one third (250 ms).
Each of these two fricative: was
spliced with each of the eight
tokens of the vowel duration con-
tinuum. In total, this test com—
prised 32 stimuli (8 vowel dura-
tions x 2 fricative durations x 2
F0 contours).

Test 2
For the second test, the same
speaker from Test l produced the

word 'aBen' on a monotone. The
manipulations of the test word
closely followed those from the
first test. Two vowel F0 contours
were generated, which were identi-
cal with those described above.
The /on/ part received a low F0
contour, which fell from 70 to
60 Hz. Its amplitude was attenuat-
ed by ca. 13 dB to be auditorily
coherent with the falling F0 con-
tour. Furthermore, the duration of
the /a:/ vowel (originally 211 ms)
was varied from 85 - 190 ms 1n
eight 15-ms steps. As for the
monosyllables, the fricative was
synthesized with its original
duration (211 ms) and a shortened
one (141 ms).

For both tests, the stimuli were

replicated five times, recorded on

analogue tape in a randomized

order, and presented to the lis-

teners via a high-quality loud-

speaker. The listeners were seated

in a sound-treated room and

responded by marking one of two

alternatives ('Aas'/'As' and

'aBen'/'Assen', resp.) on a pre-

pared answer sheet. Twenty-four

phonetically naive subjects took

part in Test 1 and twenty-two in

Test 2. Eight subjects participat-

ed in both tests.

3. RESULTS
The results from the first test
are presented in Figure 1. It can

be seen that the categorization of

the vowel as phonologically short

vs. long is mainly cued by its

physical duration. ,Second, the

effect of F0 contour confirms the

finding of Lehiste [2]: A dynamic

contour leads to an increase of

'long vowel" judgements. Note that

this effect holds for both frica-

tive durations. Third, following

the expectations, a shorter frica-

tive duration causes an increase

of subjective vowel duration.

The results for Test 2 partly

parallel those for Test 1. As far

as the influence of _temporal

structure on vowel quantity per-
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5“ F0 contour fricative

‘ o—o flat original
‘ o- —o dynamic original

I—- —m fl at shortened
. 5-- -4: dynamic shortened

0‘ . . . . . . . . .
no m ISO m M 220 - M W [ls]

Figure 1
Percentage of /a:/ responses for the monosyllables as a function of
vowel duration (V0) for flat and dynamic F0 contours in the vowel am
two fricative durations. At each data point n- 120. Vertical bars at
the left indicate 95% confidence intervals at 25, 50, and 75%.

u‘m'räo u'o'rio

Figurez '
Same as Figure l, but for the disyllabic words. n- 110.

. r
1'9 V0 [Is]
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caption is concerned, the results

are fully comparable (cf. Figure

2): Ihilst phoneme identification
primarily depends on actual vowel

duration, shortening of the post-

vocalic fricative biases the loca-

tion of the phoneme boundary to-

wards shorter durations. In this
case, too, perception is addition-

ally influenced by the F0 contour

in the vowel. The direction of the

effect is, however, exactly the

opposite. Here, the presence of a

dynamic vs. flat contour causes a

decrease, rather than an increase

of 'aBen' Judgements. This occurs

consistently for both fricative

durations.

4. DISCUSSION
lith the results of the test on

monosyllables the findings from

the literature have been replicat-
ed: There was an increase of I'long
vowel' Judgements due to a dynamic
vs. flat F0 contour, which cer-
tainly reflects the impression of
a longer vowel duration in that
case. A possible explanation may
be the assumption of a production-
perception link for voiced seg-
ments in absolute final position.
This is supported by data from
Lyberg [4], who found a positive
correlation between segment dura-
tion and extension of the F0 fall
for a Swedish [dag] syllable in
sentence-final position.

The results of the second experi-
ment have clearly falsified the
second part of the working hypo~
thesis: The vowel in the disyllab-
ic words was auditorily shortened
by a dynamic F0 contour, and not
lengthened. Since the experimental
conditions (speaker, processing,
and test conditions) were identi-
cal for both tests, it is highly
improbable that the effects are
artifactual or due to different
perceptual behaviour of the lis—
teners. This is supported by the
observation that the effect of
varying the fricative duration is
identical in both tests.

Further investigations are re-
quired to find an adequate expla-
nation for the different interac-
tions of F0 and perceived segment
duration in mono- vs. disyllabic
words. At the moment, it might be
speculated that the crucial fea-
ture of the disyllabic word in
this respect is the global intona-
tion contour. F0 information in
the context surrounding the sylla-
ble in question could provide a
reference for the listeners. Iso-
lated monosyllables, in contrast,
lack this reference. This specula-
tion is supported by the results
of preliminary experiments using
monosyllables in carrier phrases.
It seems therefore that the exper-
iments reported before focused on
an exception, rather than the
rule.
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DURATIONAL SHORTENING AND ‚
ANAPHORIC REFERENCE

W. N. Campbell

ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan.

ABSTRACT
A tendency for the durational short-

ening over time of nominal heads and
pronominal referenœs to them was con-
firmed in a twenty-minute radio broad-
cast of a short story. Lengthening was
calculated by comparing durations pre-
dicted by the timing algorithm of a. com-
puter text-to—speech program with those
measured from a. recording of the story
after factoring out global changes in rate
of speech. Considerable variation was
noted in the residuals thus formed, and
resetting was found to correlate with
events in the narrative of the text.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fowler 8a Housoum [4] have shown that
speakers distinguish words that are new
to a monologue from those that are as-
sumed given, by shortening subsequent
occurrences of the latter. More recently,
for Dutch, Eefting [3] constructed ex-
periments to compare the effects of in-
formation value and accentedness on the
duration of words but found only a weak
effect for the former, compared to that
of the latter, and questioned the value
of given-ness as a predictor of duration
in itself.

This paper looks at the durational
correlates of anaphoric reference in a.
long passage of naturally occurring pro-
fessionally narrated text and shows that
the durations of both antecedent nom-
inal units and subsequent pronominal
references to them can be seen to re-
duce as the utterance progresses, but
with resetting occurring after an inter-
val of time and at major breaks in the
narrative of the text.

2. MATERIALS
A twenty-minute radio broadcast of a
short story was analysed for anaphoric
reference, enumerating all nominal units
and tagging pronominal references to
each with an identifying code. These
codes were linked using a text editor to
a list of the syllables with measures of
the lengthening undergone by each. In
this way every occurrence of a nominal
unit or any of its referring pronouns can
be associated with a value representing
the degree of reduction in the duration
of its syllables.

2.1. Measuring length
The passage was digitised and measured
for duration at the syllable level. The
timing component of a computer text-
to—speech system was optimised for the
passage and used to predict the dura-
tions from input that had been manu-
ally coded to describe each syllable in
terms known to control a. large portion
of the durational variance. The out-
put from the program was compared
with the original durations, and a set
of residuals produced (residual (%) =
(predicted duration/observed duration X
100) — 100) which can be taken to rep-
resent the amount of over- or under-
prediction, which in turn can offer clues
to the identity of significant factors not
being suficiently taken into account by
the prediction algorithm [2].

The strongest of these factors is pre-
sumed to be variation in speech rate,
which is clearly evident on perceptual
evaluation and can be visualised in I

. graphical plot of the residuals as a slowly
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changing, low frequency offset. The

supsmu smoothing function of the Splus

statistical package [l] was used to model

this offset and the smoothed representa-

tion then subtracted from the residuals

to factor out, in a. simple way, that part

of the variance that can be assumed due

to changes in speaking rate. The new

residuals thus obtained indicate whether

the speaker was rendering each sylla—

ble faster or more slowly than the 10—

cal norm. If the program predicts a du-

ration greater than that observed, then

the residual will be positive, reflecting

a presumed reduction in the duration of

the spoken syllable, and vice versa.

Such data are by no means perfect,

and results for individual samples are

subject to considerable uncertainty due

to measurement errors etc., but if trends

can be observed from large numbers of

observations then appropriate rules to

describe the trends can be formulated

and incorporated into the model to im-

prove the quality of future predictions.

Some loss of certainty is inevitable when

working with large numbers of samples,

and the method lacks the controls that

experiments with laboratory-produced

sentences‘may have, but this is felt to

be a small price to pay for insights into

the more delicate timing processes of

naturally-occurring speech data.

3. RESULTS
Seven nominal units were repeated more

than ten times in the passage:

nominal: freq: references:

Gerry 18 he 174, him 44,

you 12, I 4

the tunnel 14 it 4, there 1

the rock 14 it 5

the water 14 - -

his mother 12 she 29, her 17

his head 12 it 1

the boys 11 they 16, then 11

No unit was monosyllabic, and some
references contained adjectives or were

homonyms, as in a well of blue sea, the

stinging salt water, the blue well of wa-
ter, etc. for the water. In such cases the

mean value of lengthening for all sylla-
bles in the group was taken to represent

the lengthening of the unit.
The duration prediction algorithm

accounted for 86% of the variance, with
a correlation of r = 0.93. After deduc-

tion of the smoothed fit, the standard

deviation of the residuals was reduced
from 20ms to 7ms, and the range re-
duced from 138ms to 58ms. Values of
lengthening were in the range of i20%.

In very few cases was there a simple

linear reduction in duration over time.

The overall trend was towards a reduc-

tion in syllable duration, but there was

considerable oscillation about the reduc-

ing mean. With the exception of the

hero’s name, Gerry, for which the slope

was —0.12, robust regression lines fitted

to the samples showed a positive slope,

the steepness of which (0 = flat = no

change) indicates the rate at which later

syllables are reduced in duration.

If we look, for example, at references

to the rock (Figure l), a. slope of 1.29 fits

in the overall case, but there is a major

change of direction in the narrative after

ref. 4, and a new sequence can be consid-

ered to begin from ref. 5. The resulting

slopes for the two groups thus formed

would become 7.8 and 3.6 respectively.

Figure l: Residuals for rock.

For occurrences of the water (Figure 2),

the overall slope was positive at 0.035,
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but not significant. Again there is a ma-
jor break in the theme of the text after
ref. 7, and a line fitted to the first 7 oc-
currences shows a steeper slope of 6.14,
from the percentage values -16, -12, -1,
7, 5, l8, and 20. The next three occur
closely in time at 6m 403, 6m 503, and
7m 40s and if a reset is assumed to have
occurred between these and ref. 11, oc-
curring much later at 10m 25s, corrected
slopes for the next two groups thus dis-
tinguished become 10.83 and 1.41.

slope - 10.8
I a . . _ I I

I-

Figure 2: Residuals for water.

Time alone is not a sufficient cue to re-
setting; references to the bays show a
similar pattern, and resetting after the
first four would change an overall slope
of -1.9 into a slope of 9.2 for the first
part. However, although refs. 4 & 5 are
very close together (at 5m 55s and 6m
10s), during these 15 seconds of narra-
tive, Gerry goes swimming underwater,
exploring, comes back to the shore, and
then sees the boys once again in the
same place as he first saw them. Not
only is the location reset, but also art-V
parently the syllable timing.
. Pronomial reference too, shows sim-
ilar reduction in duration with time. A
robust regression line fitted through the
12 references to ‘Gerry’ as you (Figure
3) had a slope of 1.76 to fit the percent-
age values (-l2, 22, 10, 7, 34, 24, 10, 22,
6, 24, 31, 24) measured for each occur-
rence.

Figure 3: Residuals for you.

If the first six tokens, which occur to-
gether in the first 1m 50s of the story
are considered separately from the next,
which does not come until 11m 29s,
steepness of the two groups becomes 6.2
and 3.2 respectively.

References to Gerry as himfit a slope
of 0.6 (Figure 4). It seems that the first
few group separately, and the last, too,
may be an exception.

Figure 4: Residuals for him.

References to his mother as her (Fig-
ure 5) show less variation about the re-
gression line, which has a slope of 2.79.
The first three points here, too, ap-
pear exceptional; no explanation has yet
been found for why these tokens should
be spoken faster than the subsequent
ones, but it is possible that the smooth-
ing algorithm used to factor out global
changes in speaking rate coped less well
with the edge samples. However, such
local details are beyond the necessarily
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general scope of this paper and would re-

quire more sophisticated statistical and

linguistic analyses.

_.._._.._"!

r’

slope - 2.79

a I n
'-

Figure 5: Residuals for her.

5. DISCUSSION
It would be unwise to draw strong con-

clusions from such a small study, but a

clear trend has been shown, with regres-

sion lines drawn through selected groups

of the data having a positive slope of

around 5, indicating a 5% difference in‘

the fit of each subsequent occurrence af-

ter factoring out the most obvious ef-
fects on duration by a predictive model.

This notional line describes the best fit

to the distribution of the points, but

there is considerable scatter around the

line and it would be difficult to predict
the degree of fit for any one token from
it. This difficulty is compounded by the
difficulty in knowing where to allocate
a reset. Clear separation in time ap-
pears to be one factor, and in retrospect,

with the aid of the difference measures,

marked changes in the flow of the nar-
rative can be found that correlate well
with resets in the cycle, but work has yet
to be done to determine whether such
resetting points could be determined a
priori, from knowledge of the text alone.

On the other hand, the data do show
that such work would be of use to the
prediction of timing in speech, and con—

firm that there is a tendency to shorten
the duration of items in a narrative

When those items can be assumed to be

known, or shared information. The sam-
ples were taken from a long passage of
naturally occurring professionally nar-
rated text and the measuring of their

length made use of a differencing be-
tween observed and predicted durations

using the timing algorithm developed
for a computer text-to-speech system.

This one-step—removed form of measure-

ment introduces a degree of uncertainty
of its own, but allows a finer view of
the effects on speech timing by factoring
out the grosser, more predictable com-
ponents.
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ABSTRACT
A recent theoretical proposal to enrich
the traditional fixed hierarchy of prosodic

domain types (foot, phrase, etc.) by
allowing the possibility of ”compound
phrases”, has been tested with a model

of syllable duration for English. By
marking the input text to identify both

subordinate and superordinate major and

minor tone—group boundaries, a. finer

specification of the durations of phrase-
final syllables can be achieved. The new

description explains significantly more
of the error in the predictions for these
syllables in the duration model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rules for segment and syllable duration
remain one of the least satisfactory as-
pects of most speech synthesis-by-rule
systems. Empirical studies [3] have es-
tablished many of the factors that af-
fect duration, including both segmental
differences (manner and place of articu-
lation, vowel height, etc.) and prosodic
factors such as degree of stress and posi-
tion in phrase. However, current models
still fall well short of accurately repro—
ducing the timing of natural speech.

There is reason to believe that part
of the difliculty in modelling duration
stems from theoretical shortcomings in
the identification of the prosodic factors
involved. A number of current issues
in phonological theory concern the na-
ture of prosodic structure and the re-
lationship among different prosodic fea-
tures. Obviously, if the definition of e.g.

‘phrase’ is open to debate, then this will
affect-the way ‘phrase boundaries’ are
marked in any given corpus or text sam-
ple, which in turn will affect any em-
pirical findings about the influence of
phrase boundaries on syllable and seg-
ment duration.

The study reported here is an at—
tempt to assess whether such theoret-
ical issues are of any practical signifi-

cance for empirical models, and more

specifically to evaluate Ladd’s theoret-
ical claim (Ladd [4] [5]) that there is no
principled limit to the depth of prosodic

structure. We do this by comparing

the durational effects of phrase bound-
aries within and between what Ladd calls
‘compound’ phrases, i.e. phrases that

are themselves composed of two or more

phrases. We report two kinds of re

sults: first, whether there are signifi-
cant differences on this comparison, and

second, whether inclusion of the dis-

tinction makes possible a significant im-
provement in the amount of variance ac-

counted for. If the answer to both ques-

tions is yes, it will illustrate the poten-

tial relevance of these issues in phono-
logical theory for practical applications

in phonetics and speech technology.

2.MATERIALS & PROCEDURES
2.1 Modelling syllable duration

Our starting point is the model of sylla-

ble duration reported by Campbell [l]-
and its application to a sample text-

3959 syllable durations were measured
from a twenty-minute passage of speech
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recorded (with permission) from a BBC

Radio broadcast of a short-story. The

passage was prosodically annotated by

two British—trained phoneticians to indi-

cate stress, accent—type, and both major

(maj-tg) and minor (min-tg) tone-group

boundary locations‘. Each syllable was

then tagged with a number of identifiers

(e.g. stressed syllable in one—syllable

foot, final syllable in maj-tg, etc.) and

a neural network was trained to predict

the durations from the annotated input.

In this study we concentrate on the

model’s predictions of the effects of po-

sition in the phrase. Five categories of

syllable are defined with regard to two

types of prosodic phrase: initial in maj-

tg (1), initial in min-tg (2), medial (3),

final in min-tg (4), and final in maj-tg

a.
Figure l: Durations of syllables

factored by position in phrase.

The boxes in Figure 1 are drawn with

horizontal lines indicating the 25th, 50th

and 75th percentiles of the durations

of these syllables in milliseconds; the

notches indicate significance at the 5%

level in the difference of the distribu-

tions if they show no overlap. Analy-

sis of variance of the durations factored

in this way yields [74,3954 = 529.4(p <

0.001), showing that the effect of posi-

tion is highly significant.

’Maj-tg corresponds roughly to Pierrehum

but and Beckman‘s ‘intonational phrase‘ and

min-(g to their ‘intermediate phrase'.

However, the model’s predictions, as
suggested in the introduction, are only

as good as the transcription on which
they are based. The transcription is
a traditional ‘British school’ analysis in

which utterances are composed of major

tone groups, and major tone groups are

cOmposed of minor tone groups. This

categorisation of prosodic phrases con-

forms to the ‘Strict Layer Hypothesis’

(Selkirk [8]), according to which the

prosodic structure of any utterance con-

sists of a hierarchical arrangement of a

fixed number of prosodic domain types.

The Strict Layer Hypothesis is what is

challenged in Ladd’s work: specifically,

Ladd has argued for the existence of ‘su-

perdomains’ or ‘compound prosodic do-

mains’, in which two or more adjacent

domains of a given type are gathered to-

gether in a larger prosodic constituent

which is itself of that type. Evidence for

this proposal includes studies of acoustic

cues to ‘boundary strength’ (e.g Cooper

and Fascia—Cooper [2], Ladd [6]), in

which considerable depth of structure is

reflected in segmental duration and F0

properties in the vicinity of boundaries.

2.2. Refining the model with an

enriched prosodic structure

With Ladd’s proposal in mind, one of us

(DRL) retranscribed the phrase bound-

aries in the corpus to allow for both

compound maj-tgs and compound min-

tgs. That is, we assumed that at least

the following depth of structure is pos-

sible. HajTG'

/ \
14;c Haj'i‘G
/ \ / \

HinTG’ Hin'l'G’ HinTG’ HinTGç’

/ \ \ \ / \

Hin'l'G HinTG MinTG [etc.]

We thus have four hierarchically ar-

ranged types of tone group boundary

rather than, as in the original traditional

transcription, two.
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It is important to note that there is

no regular mapping from the traditional
transcription onto the new one: the
new one is based on a richer categori-
sation of the data. For example, many
boundaries that were marked as min-tg
boundaries in the original transcription
became subordinate maj-tg boundaries
in the new transcription, but so also
did many of the original maj-tg bound—
aries. On the other hand, other bound-
aries marked as mimtg in the original
transcrption were ‘demoted’ rather than
‘promoted’, becoming subordinate min-
tg boundaries in the new transcription.
In addition, there were many places at
which no boundary was marked in the
original transcription but where a sub-
ordinate min-tg boundary was marked
in the retranscription.

Space does not permit any discussion
of the kinds of phonetic cues that mo-
tivated the choice of boundary type in
the retranscription; to some extent, as
with the original transcription, choices
were made on partly intuitive or impres-
sionistic grounds. However, the point is
not to argue in detail for one impres-
sionistic transcription over another, but
rather to show that, given a transcrip-
tion that permits richer distinctions of
boundary type, we can make more ac-
curate predictions of syllable duration.

In the re-annotation, 174 new min-
tg boundaries were inserted, 33 min-
tg boundaries were demoted to subordi-
nate, 190 min-tg boundaries Were pro-
moted to subordinate maj-tg bound-
aries, 37 original maj-tg boundaries were
demoted to subordinate maj-tg bound-
aries, and 27 new subordinate maj-tg
boundaries were inserted. 191 min-tg
boundaries and 233 maj-tg boundaries
remained unchanged.

8. RESULTS
Examination of the durations of the
new ne-group-initial syllables (Figure
2) showed no significant difi'erence be-

tween the sub-minor (4), minor (3), and
sub-major (2) classes, although all three
were significantly shorter than those in
medial position (5), and major-initial
syllables (l) were significantly shorter
than any other group (F4395. = 40.8).

'èèèà .
Figure 2: Durations of initial syllables.

Better separation is found in the length-
ening of syllables in phrase-final posi-
tion, i.e., those immediately preceeding
a tone-group boundary, based on the re-
annotation (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Durations of final syllables.

Clear and significant difierences that
correlate well with boundary strength
can be found between those in subor-
dinate min-tgs (1), superordinate min-
tgs (2), subordinate maj-tgs (3), and su-
perordinate maj-tgs (4). All are signif-
icantly longer than those in medial (0)
position (F4395; = 610.5) and it can be

concluded that the adoption of the finer
classification provides better discrimina-
tion of the syllable durations.
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8.1. Improving the prediction

In order to quantify the improvement

that can be expected from incorporation

of tone-group subordination in the syn-

thesis model we can examine the residu-

als from a prediction. The best current

prediction accounts for 86% of the vari-

ance in the durations, and by computing

predicted duration/observed duration x

100, we have a percentage measure of the

degree of fit for each syllable . Many fac-

tors contribute to the prediction error,

and much of it may be randomly dis-

tributed. If a significant portion can be

associated with any one factor, however,

then retraining of the model with im-

proved factorisation should account for

that part of it.
The following table shows the per-

centage error that can be attributed to

each class under both types of annota-

tion.

Percentage error

error neasure: old new

aedial (unchanged) 3.7% 4.4%
ainor -> sub minor -- 14.71

medial -> sub minor -- -5.3%

minor (unchanged) 5.17% 6.1%

nedial -> sub major -- 44.9%
ninor -> sub major -- 2.7%
major (unchanged) -3.4Z 42.4%
najor -> sub major -- -9.5%

For example, there was a 3.7% mispre-

diction distributed among the syllables
that had originally been classified as

medial; those that are now classed as

subordinate—major-tonegroup—final syl—
labes form a small subgroup of that set
which account for 14.9% of the error.

By focussing the mispredictions in this
way and retraining the network with
data tagged according to the compound
model, an improvement of up to 14%
can be expected in the durations of that

subgroup of syllables, which should sig—
nificantly reduce the error in the group
of medial syllables as a whole.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study we have compared two arr

proaches to modelling position-in-phrase
effects on syllable duration. The model
previously employed defined such effects

in terms of two levels of phrase, maj~
tg and min-tg. This was replaced by
a. model distinguishing four levels of

phrase (subordinate and superordinate

groupings of phrases at both maj-tg and

min-tg levels), to test the independently
developed theoretical notion that there

is actually no principled limit to the

depth of prosodic structure. The sec-

ond model gave a significantly better ac-

count of the distribution of syllable du—

rations. This suggests that the notion of

indefinite prosodic depth has merit and

may be of practical empirical relevance.
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ON VOWEL QUANTITY AND POST-VOCALIC CONSONAN’I‘
DURATION IN DUTCH

Allard Jongman‘ and Joan A. Sereno‘

MnPlarflInstimteforPsycholinguistics,TheNetherlmds

ABSTRACT
InDutch,CV:Cenwordsoontaina
long vowel in syllable-final position
whileCVCanwordscontainashort
vowel followedbyanambisyllabic

thatthedur‘ation oftheintervocalic
consonant is not affected by the
WOftheprecedingvoweloriu
drffemfialstatusasatautosyllabicor

duration ofthesecondsyllableis
u"WEINIlfi"t=<:tlat‘ll.’vytlltl:dumtionof
thevowelinthefirstsyMleM
resultsarediscussedintennsofme
drfieruttialmoraicrepresmtiouof
words containing long and short

l. INTRODUCTION
Qumtional propel-fies of the W11

818981 hçve been well-studied for a
may 0 languages, including English
Swedish. Estonian. and Dutch. Factors
known to influence segment and word
durations range from phonetic and
ph°“°1°8i°‘1 fœtus “P t0 syntactic
and semantic factors. In this paper, we
wrll concentrate on some phonetic and
phonological factors influencing
Segment durations in Dutch. In
lfilllar. we will focus on the
dllranonal pmperties of minimal Wm
pans We long and short vowels.
Dumb has a phonemic vowel length
90mm, as illustrated by the nouns
_uak' (imkl. ’task’) versus ’tak’ (um,
branch )- In Dutch, long vowels can

whereas short vowels occur only in

closed syllables. When these now are
pluralized by adding the suffix ’-en’‚
'taken’ ([tazkanJ) is said to consist ofa
first Open syllable [w], containing the
Ions vowel [2.-] and a second syllable
[hn] with a tautosyllabic [k]. On the
other hand, ’takkcn’ ([takanD m
of the closed syllable [tek], containing

theshonvowel [alandisclosedbya
so-called ambisyllabic [k]. In metrical
phonology, these words would be
represented as shown in Figure l.

AA
ivvii
t k nd)

—
—

—
<

/>\/>\
CV

II
K

FIGURE l: Memcal mm
’taken’ (top) and ’takken‘ (bottom).
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I
t m

—
<

2
3
—

0

9

ai.

The10"8lllilin’raken’ls
btovowelslotsorntheCV ' .For
'mkken'dhortlalisrepresentedbyone
vowelslotwhiletheambisyllabicityof
{flesh-lurlisremaedbythenana
n II. washed to both the first and
secondsyllable,

E
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Given this difference in

phonological representation between

untosyllabic and ambisyllabic medial

consonants, one could ask whether this

phonological contrast would surface as
a phonetic difference in terms of

consonant duration. In fact, our interest

was triggered by a figure in the

standard textbook on Dutch phonetics
([3]), reproduced here as Figure 2.

129 91

mot a

64156

->— TIJD (ms)

FIGURE 2: Waveforms of ’mate’ (top)
and ’matte’ (bottom) and the relevant
segment durations. (Figure taken from
[3], p. 126, with permission from the
authors).

This figure shows the waveform of
’mate'lmaztflinthetoppanelandthat

of 'matte’ ([mata]) in the bottompanel.
The ambisyllabic [t] in ’matte’ is much
longer in duration than the tautosyllabic
[t] in ’mate’. In fact, this
suggeststhatthetotaldurationofv
plusCisconstantforboththeshort
and long vowel word, indicating a
compensation whereby the consonant is
lengthened by the same amount that the
vowel is shortened. Nooteboom’s
dissertation [2] also reported differences
in Dutch nonwords of the type
'papapap’ versus ’pazpazpazp’.
Nooteboom found that the ambisyllabic
consonant following the stressed short
vowel was significantly longer
(approximately 10 ms) than the

tautosyllabic consonant following the

stressed long vowel.
Given these intriguing findings, we

felt that a closer look at these mots

was warranted using additional minimal

word pairs.

2. METHODS
Thirty-two test words (16 minimal

pairs) were selected. These word pairs

contained four long-short vowel pairs

which haveminimal differences

([a:]-[a], [o:]-[o], [cil-[l]. and Ind-[03])-
These words were embedded in a

carrier phrase in randomized order. Five

speakers (three males, two females)

were then recorded on a DAT-recorder.

The test words “were digitized at 10

kHz, and segment durations (initial

consonant ’Cl’; stressed vowel; medial

consonant ’C2’; and second-syllable

’-en’) were then measured from a

graphics display terminal, using

standardvisualandauditory criterinAll

segment durations represent average

values across all speakers and test

words.

3. RESULTS
No srgmfi' ‘cant differences in the

duration of the medial' consonant were

found between long and short vowel

word pairs. Contrary to earlier findmgs' ,

there was no difi‘erence in duration

between the ambisyllabic consonant

following a short vowel (99 ms) and

the tautosyllabic consonant followrn‘ g a
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longvoweluOlm).
8m there was no difference

betweenmedialconsonants,onemight
expectthatthedifferenceintotalword
duration between words like ’taken’
and'mkken'wouldsimplyamountto
thedifierenceindutationbetweenlong
[a:] (176 ms) and short [a] (82 ms).
Interestingly, however, this turned out
not to be the case: The mean
difference in vowel duration is 94 ms,
whiledredifiermceinwordduration
is only 68 ms. Thus, there is a
discrepancyofsomezomswhichhas
tobeaccourmedfor.’l‘hequestionthen
iazwheredidthis26msgo?

There was a small but reliable
dim-mace between long and short
vowel wordsintheduration offixe
initial consonant. Initial consonants
fmcedinglongvowelsweresomewhat
onger(1ms)thanthose pmdmg'

short vowels (77 ms). However, this
onlyincreasesthediiferenceintotal
word duration between ’taken' and
'takken’, so that we now have to
accountforaSOmsdifferenoe.Theonly .. 'lil' was

I cvccvc - cv:cvc

the second-syllable portion ’-en’. 11.,
duration of ’-en’ turned out to
stgnrficantly differ, ' on
whether the first syllable contained a
longorashortvowel. 'l‘hedurationof
'fl‘l’ (179 m8) was longer when
preceded by a first syllable containing
a short vowel as compared to the
durationof'-en’whenpi-eoecleaby,l
long vowel (147 ms).

4. DISCUSSION
What can we conclude from the W
findil1837'1'0 Summanze' ,wefounda
small drfference' in m' itial consonant
duration, an obvious difierence in
vowel duration, no difierence in medial
consonant duration, and a substanti;
difference in the duration of the second
:yllable ’-en', as summarized in Figure

It seems that some type of
compensation is going on, where the
duration of the second syllable is
negatively correlated with fixe length
ofdaevowelinthefirstsyuable.m
what level does this compensation or
articulatory reorganisation take place?

M
S

Z
O

H
H

P
N

G
U

FIGURE3:Segmemdnrationsin

8 ä ä
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Worthwhhlongvowelaand Wmmwd

Onewaytogainsomeinsightinto
these data may be to look at the
moraierqnesemationofthesewords.
mmoraisessentiallyaphonological
unitirrvolvedindredeterminationof
syllable weight. such that lisht
syllablesarerepresemedbyonemora
adheavy syllablesbytwo moras. This

distinction in terms of syllable weight
plays an important role in fixe
assignrmntofwordstreasinlanguages

sachasDutchandFJiglilAlthough
whatcounts as aheavy oralight

syllable varies across languages, it has

beenarguedthatinordertoaccormt

for Dutch word stress, one has to
aastmethatcloxd VC syllablesare

heavierthanopenlong vowel syllables
[1]. Within this frunewoflr, fixen,
’takax’ and ’takken' would be
rqareaentedasfollows:

FIGURE 4: Morale representation of
fulgnn' (top) and ’nkknn’ (bottom). M
Indicates ’mora’, F indicates ’foot’.

The long vowel in ’taken’ is
WbyonemomTheaecond
syllablecontainingschwaisalso
Wbyonemoaa'l‘ogethfi
fileaetwomoraseombineintoone

Foot. For 'takkm’, the first syllable is
repreaemed by two moras. and the
secondsyflablebyonemomThetwo
morasofthefirstsyllablecombineimo
oneFoot,andthesecondsyllableforms
aFootofitsown.(Whilethereissome
controversy about the moraic
representafionofschwaitisimportant
tonotethatunderanyanalysisof
schwa,’taken' and’takken’wouldatill
differintermsofmoraic structure).At
thislevel of representation,then,me
difference between wordslike ’taken’
and 'takken’ becomes obvious: ’taken’
consists of one foot, while 'takken’
consistsoftwofeet.’l‘hepummgeffeet
of’cn’durafioncannowbedescribed

as follows: the stressless Foot of

‘takken’islongerinduran'onthanthe
weakbranchofthel’ootin’taken'Jn
other words, the longer duration of

’-en’ when followmg' a first syllable

wilhashortvowelmaybeduetothe

fact that in this case ’-en’ forms an
mdependent‘ Foot.

Atpresent,verylittleisknownabout

theeffectofmetricalfootstr‘uctureon
' segment duration, sinceitis

mm: to find minimal" word
pairsintennsoffoot strucmrewhile
keepingthephoneticcontextthesame.
The present results, where the same

syllable is longer in duration when
byaheavy syllable relativen

aligbtsyllable,atleastseemtosuggest
thatfootstructure may systematically
afl‘ectsegmentdurations.

REFERENCES
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Syllable weight and quantity In Dutch
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RHYTHMIC CATEGORIES: A CRITICAL
EVALUATION ON THE BASIS 0F GREEK DATA

Amalia Arvaniti

Department of Linguistics, Cambridge University, U.K.

ABSTRACT
This paper endeavours to show, on

the basis of Greek data, that accent
organises rhythm in all languages that
have accent, irrespective of its exact
acoustic manifestation and the
rhythmic category a language is said to
belong to. A formalisation of this idea
can be achieved by means of a
hierarchical abstract representation of
rhythm. Such a representation can
account both for the rhythm of Greek,
in which stresses are sparee, and for
the alternating rhythm of English by
showing that they are both based on
the same principle, grouping created
by accent. Thus rhythm is shown to
have an acoustic basis (Le. accent)
rather than a purely perceptual one.

1. INTRODUCTION
. The validity of 'the stress/syllable-

timing distinction has often been
questioned, due to the well-known lack
of acoustic evidence in its favour (for
a revrew see [5]). Several efforts have
been made to rescue the notion of two
rhythmic categories from oblivion,
usually by appealing to the perceptual
rather than acoustic basis of the
distinction [5].

One of the latest efforts is that of
Pauer_[4_] who proposed a system of
quantifying” rhythm on the basis of

phonological and phonetic criteria,
such _as syllable weight and the
acoustic conelates of accent. A
language's “score" in this system is
meant to show its rhythmic tendency
towards either stress- or syllable-
trming. Dauer’s system is not accurate
however: the “score" of Greek
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indicates that in this language accent
(manifested as stress) is bearly
perceptible; hence Greek has a
tendency for syllable-timing. Yet
Greek stress has a high functional
load. Moreover, phonetic research on
Greek has shown first, that stressed
syllables in running speech are easily
identified both by native speakers and
non-native phoneticians [3]; second,
that the acoustic and perceptual
conelates of Greek stress are F0,
duration and amplitude [2].

I believe that the problem with
Dauer’s system is that it attributes the
same weight to factors which are
relevant to the description of speech
rhythm and others which, in my
opinion, are not, such as the acoustic
implementation of accent. Dauer’s [4]
insistence on phonetic correlates seems
to be related to her opinion that the
abstract phonological representation of
rhythm, which is based on accent
grouping, “tends to make all languages
look [rhythmically] alike” (p. 447). I
would like to suggest, instead, that this
is an advantage of the phonological
representation because it captures the
fact that the main contributor .to
rhythm is always accent, irrespective
of its acoustic correlates. Furthermore.
I would like to propose that. the
differences between languages he m
the precise way in which accent
achieves rhythmic grouping. My
hypothesis is that the difference
between Greek and English is that tn
Greek stresses are less frequent than m
English, and that this is due to the
lack of rhythmic stress in Greek. The
latter part of my hypothesis disagreqs
with the proposals of Malikouu-

Drachman & Drachman [6] and
Nespor & Vogel [7] who suggest that

rhythmic stresses are used in Greek to
create alternating rhythm. An

experiment was conducted in order to
test the above hypothesrs.

2. METHOD _
The experiment's material consisted

of two sets of test words, although due
to space limitations only the data from
one set are presented here; there were
no differences between the two sets.

The tetrasyllabic test words of each
set were phonemically identical (see
Table l), but while (a) had
antepenultimate primary stress, (b) had
penultimate stress and (c) final stress.
The differences in the carrier phrases
resulted in different possibilities for
rhythmic stress on each test word's
first two syllables: (a) cannot carry
rhythmic stress; (b) may have rhythmic
stress on the initial syllable, while (0)
may have rhythmic stress on the
antepenult. Within a set, the initial
syllable of (b), /.xa/, is compared to
the unstressed initial syllables of (a)
and (c). Also, the antepenult of (c),
/.mo/, is compared to the antepenult of.
(a), /’mo/, and to the unstressed
antepenult of (b), /mo/.

Table 1: The recording material.

(a) /’ele‘ye xa’mo'yela ka’la/
She/he used to say smiles (n.) well.

(b) /’ipe .xamo’yela kaea’ra/
She/he said smile (imper) clearly.
(c) lea ’po xamow’la kanoni’ka/
l will say she/he smiles properly.

The test sentences were read 6
times each by 4 native speakers of
Greek, from a randomised list typed in
Greek. The speakers were in their
twenties, spoke standard Greek and
were naive as to the purposes of the
experiment.

The material was low-pass filtered
at 8 kHz and digitised at 16 kHz. F0.
amplitude integral (Al), average
amplitude (RMS) and duration
measurements were obtained. F0 was
measured using a signal-processing
package which performed F0
measurements every 10 ms over a
32 ms Hamming window. Al was
calculated automatically between
specified points of the waveform

which included the syllable nucleus.
The original AI measurements, which
were in arbitrary units given by the
signal-processing package, were
normalised; the values presented in
Figures 2 and 3 are ratios of syllable
to word Al expressed as percentages
(for details ' see [1]). Two-way
ANOVAs (stress type it speaker) were
performed on the Al data.

RMS was measured and normalised
in the same way as AI. Duration was
measured from spectrograms. Although
duration and RMS were analysed
statistically, they will not be discussed
here as their effect is reflected in AI,
in which durational and average
amplitude information are combined.

3. RESULTS
There is no evidence that syllables

said to carry rhythmic stress are
associated with F0 perturbations.
Figure lshows that the F0 contour is
determined solely by the position of
primary stresses; F0 starts rising on a
stressed syllable, reaching its peak on
the beginning of the following
unstressed one; at this point F0 starts
falling until the next stressed syllable
is reached.

AI yields very slim evidence for
rhythmic stress. Figure 2 shows that
the unstressed /xa/s and /.xa/ have the
same AI (F(2,40)=0.23, n.s.), while
Figure 3 shows that /.mo/ has lower
Al than /’mo/ (F(1,20)=189.23). In the
comparison of /.mo/ with /mo/ there rs
interaction between speakers and type
of stress; while in VK’s and SC’s
speech [.mo/ has the same AI as /mo/,
in AA’s and DT's speech /.mo/ has
higher AI than ImO/ (VK: F(1‚20)=0.99
n.s.; SC: F(l,20)=0.04 n.s.; DT:

F(l,20)=20.89 p<0.000; AA:
F(l,20)=5.22 p<0.03). DT's and AA s
data are the only ones to show
evidence for rhythmic stress. _

In short, only in 2 out of'8 possrble
instances, does rhythmic stress

materialise as high Al. These two

instances are due to high RMS rather

than duration.

4. DISCUSSION _ _
The empirical evrdence _is very

slim: rhythmic stress appears m a few
cases in the speech of some speakers
only, while its single acoustic correlate
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Figure 1: Typical F0 contours
(smoothed) of /xa'moryela/,
glamo’wlal and Ixamoye'lal; speaker

\

is amplitude which Bofinis [2] has
shown to be the least reliable
perceptual cue to stress. Moreover. the
native speakers of Greek are not aware
of the presence of rhythmic stress.
Thus, there is no justification for
representing phonologically stresses
other than the primary stress of each
word.

The fact that there is only one
stress per.word in Greek, combined
With the high number of syllables per
word, leads to the conclusion that
stressesnn Greek are indeed sparee.
Does this, however, justify classifying
Greek as _havmg a tendency for
syllable-timing? I believe that such a
classrfication is irrelevant, and also

300

% of word’s AI
50

30'.

10—

Figure 2: Mean values of am li
integral of [ml for all subjects.pCl%
bars represent A1 of the unstressed
/xa/s of /xa'mo'yela/ (left) and
Ixamoye’la/ (right), dark shaded bar
represents A1 of /.xa/ of fixamo’wlal.

60 % of word's AI

50—

30..

20 _

Z: :25 ._.;- re

DT VK SC AA
_Figure 3: Mean values of amplitude
-rntegral of _/mo/ for each subject
separately. Light shaded bars represent
A1 of /’mo/ of /xa'moryela/, clear bars
AI of /mo/ of /.xamo'}ela/, and dark
shaded bars AI of /.mo/ of
Ixamo'ye’lal.

incorrect because it ignores the
Importance of stress in Greek rh

The rhythmic features of can
be more adequately represented by an
abstract formalisation which takes the,
form of may branching trees. A!

$33"l (”à ""3? "in?“ 5"yer ypo esis 00%
only 4 prosodic levels: the le
(0). the phonological/word x8(1)) (l'
compound domain which includes

clitics), the phonological phrase (o), 4

and the intonational phrase (1). Thus,
Greek has a “flatter” rhythmic
structure than English, i.e. fewer
degrees of stress. In particular, Greek
has no foot structure. The lack of foot
structure explains why the Rhythm
Rule does not operate in Greek; as
English examples show, this rule does
not operate when there is no strong
position within a word to which a
stress may move; e.g. *maroon jumper.
As Greek has only one strong syllable

word, the stress cannot move from
this syllable.

(1)

c“w

kitaza ton enastro urano
l was looking at the starry sky

This structure captures the fact that
in Greek stresses, without being as
frequent as they are in English, are
still the prominences around which
rhythm is organised. In addition, this
structure shows that Greek rhythm is
not based on binary patterning, since
long sequences of unstressed syllables
are not eliminated by means of
rhythmic stress.

The fact that the rhythm of Greek
is not binary has important
consequences for the phonology of
rhythm, as it has often been assumed
that rhythmic patterns are universally
binary. I believe that this superficial
disagreement between theory and
empirical data stems from the
confusion between the phenomena
linguists attempt to describe (and if
possible explain) and the
representations used for this purpose.
While the phenomena, such as the
rhythmic organisation of speech, are
universal, formalisms need not be. As
the present data suggest, binary
branching. which successfully
represents the alternating rhythm of
English. is not adequate for the
representation of Greek rhythm as

well. If, however. the constraints on
the formalism are relaxed so that
binary branching is not the only
option, both languages with binary
rhythmic patterns and languages with
n-ary ones will be adequately
represented by abstract structures of
the form presented in (1).

Relying on an abstract
representation does not mean that the
search for the acoustic manifestation of
rhythm is not a legitimate target;
indeed there are compelling reasons
for such as step, like the
implementation of spœch synthesis
and automatic speech recognition
models. However, using the acoustic
features of rhythm as a means of
describing languages as stress- or
syllable-timed (or as having a tendency
for either) does not serve any purpose

apart from classifying languages
according to the impressions of non-
native speakers.
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AND ARTICULATION DISORDERED 4-YEAR-OLDS
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ABSTRACT

Aspects ofsound durationwere lon-
gitudinally investigated in the speech
of two groups ofpreschoolers, children
with normal speech/language develop-
ment and children with articulation
disorders. Results included increased
longitudinal dissimilarities between
the groups.

1. INTRODUCTION
The importance ofsuprasegmentals

within the speech/language develop-
ment of children has recently been em-
phasized [3], [5]. This prevailing ten-
dency revives the old question of seg-
mental duration which has been exten-
sively investigated for well over 100

Years [6], [4]-
Speech sounds not only vary in in-

trinsic duration, they also influence
another durationally in regular ways.
The possibility to establish frequently
reconfirmed durational rulesbearswit-
ness to this fact.

Comparable findings in speakers of
many difierent languages suggest com-
mon physiological properties behind
these relational manifestations.
Vowels seem to be generally longer
before voiced than before voiceless
stops, for example. Durational
peculiarities between languages, on
the other hand, point to simultaneous
language dependent learning effects.

More recently several- investigators
have examined consonant and vowel

duration in the speech of childrenwith
specific articulatory deficits [8]I [1], [7].
These studies have shown a greater
durational variability in the children
with articulatory difficulties. However,
certain durational contrasts such as
voicing appear to be maintained by
children with disordered articulation
as well.

When and how do children acquire
the durational standards of their native
language, whether they are based on
physiological maturation of ar-
ticulatory timing events or on learning
processes? Are there differences inthe
acquisition of these standards between
children with and without certain
speech/language deficiencies? In anat-
tempt to procure initial results, this
studywas designed to investigate sound
duration longitudinally in the speechof
two groups of preschoolers, children
with normal speech/language develop-
ment and children with disordered ar-
ticulation.

2. METHOD
2.1. Subjects

Twelve children (7 boys, 5 girls) be-
tween the ages of 4,0 and 4:11 served
as subjects. A11 subjects had passed 8
hearing screening test and had no
reported history ofneurological. PhYSi'
cal, psychological or behavioral im-
pairment.

Standardized tests, the Test ofBarly
language Development (TELD) and
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theWeiss Comprehensive Articulation

Test (WCAT), established the two

groups of subjects (N =6/group): The

NORM Group, childrenwho achieved

age appropriate scores onboth, the lan-

e and the articulation tests, and

the ARTICULATION DISOR-

DERED group, children who per-

formed within one standard deviation

of the norm on the language test but at

least four points below age on the ar-

ticulation test.

2.2. Data Collection/Analysis

The material consisted of 42 CVC

contructs with initial Ip/ plus either /i/,
Nor lu], followed by all voiced and

voiceless stops and fricatives of

American English.
These stimuli were presented orally

and repeated three times in three

month (10-13 weeks) intervals. At each

test time all stimulus items were

modelled by the same person. Misa:-

ticulafions of a stimulus item in any

part resulted in repetition of the

logatom by the investigator. After 3

incorrect responses, the child’s final

production represented his/her

response to that particular item. The

responses of the subjects were
audiorecorded and later analyzed from

oscillographic displays utilizing the

Micro Speech Lab computer program,

Kay Elemetric Corp., 1985. To ensure

comparability of the measurements,

certain segmentation principles were

established and strictly adhered to.

3. RESULTS '-
For the statistical analyses, the data

were organized in two ways: absolute

and relative duration. The absolute

duration consisted of the real time

measurements of each acoustic sound

representation: initial [p], medial

vowel, and final consonant. The rela-

tive duration is a calculation devised to

minimize rate differences between

speakers and consists of the sound

length/average sound duration of the
entire word [2].
Imam' 'The first question

addressed was: Do the two groups of

subjects adhere to the durational

standard that vowels preceding voice-

less consonants are shorter than those
preceding voiced consonants? Ab-

solute and relative durations were

analyzedbymeans ofa two tailed t-test.

An alpha level of .05 was established

for significance.
For all three testing times both the

Norm and the Articulation Disordered

group produced significantly longer

durations when the vowels preceded

voiced consonants. This held true for

the three vowel qualities, regardless of

whether the vowel preceded stops or

fiicatives, and for both absolute and

relative duration. Therefore, although

the group of childrenwith an articula-

tion disorder often misarticulated the

final consonant, the durationalcontrast

of the preceding vowel was observed.

This is especially interesting in light of

the fact that clearly over half of the

misarticulations represented devoicing

of the final consonant.

' ' The second ques-

tion addressed was: Do the Norm ver-

sus Articulation Disordered subjects

demonstrate group specific variations

in sound duration for each of the three

testing times? To answer this question,

a multivariate analysis of variance was

used to test for interactions among

groupby absolute and relative duration

of the 1) initial [p] (IP), 2) medialvowel

(MV) and 3) final consonant (FC) for

Time 1.2, and3 (Tl,T2,T3).

As can be noted in Tables l and 2

there was always a statistical sig-

nificance between the Norm and Ar-

ticulationDisordered groups for all ab-

solute and relative durations at T3.

From these results there appears to be

a change over time with the two groups
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of subjects becoming more dissimilar
during this testing period.

Table 1: MANOVA Results for the
Absolute Durations of Initial-p (IP),
Medial Vowel (MV), and Final Con-
sonant (FC) X Group forTime 1, 2, and
3 CT1, T2. T3)

F-Ratio df(1,11) p

IP-Tl 7.29 .007
IP-TZ 17.22 .0001
IP-T3 5.20 .02
MV-Tl 2.42 .122
MV—'I2 12.67 .0005
MV-T3 5.07 .027
FC-Tl 2.51 .116
FC-T2 3.60 .06
FC-T3 8.93 .004

Table 2: MANOVA Results for the
Relative Durations of Initial-p (IPR),
Medial Vowel (MVR), and Final Con-
sonant (FCR) X Group for Time 1, 2,
and 3 (TI, T2, T3)

F-Ratio df(1,11) p

IPR-T1 11.40 .001
IPR-TZ 5.35 .02
IPR-T3 11.64 .001
MVR-Tl 2.26 .135
MVR-TZ .16 .69
MVR-T3 6.48 .01
FCR-Tl 10.00 .002
FCR-TZ 3.51 .06
FCR-T3 13.26 .0005

' The third question
addressed was how each individual
child manipulated segmental duration
throughout this testing period. It was
also important to determine whether
or not the children in both groups
varied from known norms. To establish
this theoretical norm, the means of the
Norm group forboth absolute and rela-
tive durational measures were utilized.
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An overall mean for each context con-
dition (the three vowel qualities,
voiced and voiceless stops and fries.
tives) was calculated from the Norm
group. A 95% confidence interval was
set around these means. Each child’s
performance was then compared to
this confidence interval. A percentage
was determined based on how many
means of the individual child were
found within this 95% confidence in-
terval. As is to be expected, the Norm
group had a much higher percentage of
means within the 95% confidence in-
terval. However, individual variations
could be seen, for example: Subject
3 = 37%, Subject 5 = 46%, Subject
1 = 89%. Thus, not all members of the
Norm group reacted durationallyin the
same manner. For the group of
children with articulation disorders
percentage scores were lower as well as
less variable (range =39-69%). While
three of the children fell clearly outside
the Norm means (Subject 8=42%,
Subject 9=39%, Subject 12=,45%),
the overall range of percentages was
clearly reduced when compared to the
Norm group.

4. DISCUSSION
This investigation supports previous

findings [1], [7], [8]: even children with
articulation disorders adjust the vowel
duration preceding voiced consonants
although they produced in fact
devoiced final consonants. However, in
this respect group variations were
found. In addition, more incidences of
significant differences could be noted
between the two groups at time 3. One
feasible hypothesis is that the subjects
of the Norm group did develop fairly
fast during the testing time interval
while the Articulation Disordered
group showed little or no durational
maturation. According to our findings,
then, it is not that the children withm
the Articulation Disordered gr01_1P
were developing durationally in a dif-

ferent direction, but rather that their

pace of change was drastically (hf-

ferent. Finally, a fair degree of in-

dividual variation was noted in both

groups of subjects, although the range

of variability found was wrder Within

the Norm group.
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LES CONTRAINTES TEMPORELLES DES TYPES CONSONANTIQUES
SUR LE TIMING MANDIBULAIRE DE LA QUANTITÉ

en arabe tunisien

BOUSSAFFA F. JOMAA M. SOCK R.

Institut de la Communication Parlée
URA CNRS n° 368 Grenoble France

ABSTRACT
_'1‘he general aim of this study is to

examine the effects of consonants on the
timing of the Jaw in producin length
contrasts (of the type [CcCËa] vs.
[CeeCaD in. Tunisran Arabic. More
specrfically imtial consonants [3] and [ z]
test the possible influence of the
protrusron gesture at the lips on the u
down movement of the jaw. Our resu ts
show that the influence of consonantal
protrusion tends to enhance length
contrasts and that — among measured
cycles - the “Vocalic" velocity one should
offer the bestftlgililipoml domain to run
com sons o a e variation in the
fieldPSPArabic dialeältlolgogy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Notre recherche a ur but de

comprendre l'organisation es gestes qui
gouvernent la production de la quantité
phonologique et celle des s
consonantiques en arabe. Etant donn que
lor anrsation temporelle ou timing
imp ique, en énéral, des contrôles
temporels fins à s finalités sémiotiques,
nous essayerons de mettre en évidence les
stratégiesmotrices, propres à nos tâches
phonologi ues comp exes.

y Les _ tudes antérieures portant sur
lorganrsation temporelle de la parole et
plus spécifiquement sur le timing de la
quantité phonologique en arabe, nous
montrent qu il est plus efficace
d examiner les stratégies articulatori-
acoustiques, en dé geant les
structurations obales patrons de

bases, au heu e se livrer exclusivement
6111m recherche d'invariance (cf. [5], [1],
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Notre étude analyse les
caractéristiques temporelles de la
mandibule pour des gestes à buts
linguistr ues defänisg cet articulateur
pouvant etre consi ér commela eusc
rythmique des articulateurs pom, l,
langue et les lèvres. Nous nous
focaliserons sur. deux cycles
mandibulaires _— initiation des gestes et
Vitesse vocaquc” — comme champs
d’observation des deux tâches
linguisti ues. L’augmentation de la
vitesse ’élocution, nous rmettra de
tester les degrés de sistivité de
l'opposition.

2. METHODE
2.1. Corpus
Dans le cadre de notre étude [2]

nous avons élaboré un corpus qui, non
seulement appartient à une série de mots
linguistiquement pertinents, mais qui
pemiet aussi d'examiner les différents
degrés de couplage de la mandibule avec
la angle et les lèvres. Ce couplage langue
et lèvres présente des coordinations
interaniculateurs différentes selon la tâche
hngurstique à accomplir. Notre corpus est
conçu pour examiner les effets des
couplages enue la lame de la langue [3, z]
ou encore sa masse [5, a] et la mandibule
Les consonnes initiales [3, z] nous
permettent de tester l’influence possible
du este de protrusion des lèvres sur le
dép ement mandibulaire vertical. Amst
les mesures recueillies sont révélamcœ.
des couplages linguo— et/ou labio—
mandibulaires. Pour un test sur la
cohérence structurale des phasages emit
13s niveaux articulatoire et acoustique, Cf.

_ _ Les items choisis forment une pane
minimale : [sezza] (variante [æzzaD ‘_ll 8
tondu" vs. [sesza] (var. [zcczaD “il a
récomünsé”, ou bien “ça suffit".

locuteur choisi (pour une
comparaison avec d’autres locuteurs, Cf-

[3]) sédait les variantes dialectales [3]

et [219°s . . .
.2.2. Acquisrtion _ .

Tous les items ont été introduits
dans des hrases rteuses affumatives. -
Chaque ase a té répétée 12 fois, en
ordre al toire, en chambre sourde, par
un locuteur tunisien, à deux vitesses
d'élocution. La première série a été
réalisée à la vitesse normale d’élocution
du locuteur. La deuxième a été obtenue
avec un débit rapide. .

Les siËnaux de déplacement vertical
de la mandi ule ont été recueillis à l’aide
d’un kinésiogra he mandibulaire (K5AR)
etéchantillonn sàlôOHzpour édition en
synchronie avec le signal acoustique
numériséà8kHz.

2.3. Mesures
A l’aide des événements qui

peuvent être repérés sur .les srgnaux
articulatoires des items chorsis (cf. [3]),
nous avons pu retenir deux clcles,
initiation des gestes et vitesse “voc que"
quivflsg 20m révéllés étie des domaiäes
ri' gis ur a programmation es

EgyllabesVCI.)o _
- le cycle d’initiation des

gestes, peut être repéré par la
âproduction de l’événement VCO

ocalic Cycle Onset), soit le remier
signe d’abaissement de la mandibu e pour
produire le cycle vocalique. Dans ce
c cle, l’arrivée de l’événement .CCO
( nsonantal Cycle Onset) - sort les
premiers signes de l’élévation de la
mandibule pour le c cle consonantique —
nous donne la p ase “vocalique”
(VCO—CCO).

— le cycle de vitesse
“vocalique” est défini comme la
reproduction de l’événement MW
(Maximum Vocalic Velocity), soit le pic de
vitesse dans l’abaissement de la
mandibule pour roduire la voyelle. Dans
ce cycle l'ariiv de l’événement M_CV
(Maximum Consonantal Velocity) — sort le
pic de vitesse de l'élévation de la
mandibule pour produire la consonne —
nous donne la phase “vocalique”

3. RESULTATS _
3.1. Opposition de quantité

dans le contexte initial [3]
gezza] vs.[3eeza]

ans 1e cycle d’initiation des gestes
YCO (fig. 1), la séparation des deux
taches lin istiques est possible en débit
normal. ous observons une différence
d_e phase entre 1es deux tâches
linguistiques. En outre, la catégorie VVC
est plus longue en cycle que VCC.

L'o position repose donc sur une
difiPérence de phase et dans une moindre
mesure _de cycle. En débit rapide
l'opposrtion a tendance à être neutralisée

Dans le cycle de vitesse maxrmal' e
MW (fig. 2), la séparation des deux
taches se réalise encore mieux par la
phase, que dans le cycle VCO. Par contre
il n’y a plus de différence significative sur
le cycle : nous assistons à un hénomène
(älinssoclhmniel (VVC = V . Comme

e e précédent cette o ition
est neun-332a avec l'augmentatrgiiiosde la
vitesse d'élocution.

3.2.0pposition de quantité
dans le contexte initial [z]

[zezza] vs. [zeeza].
Dans le cycle d’initiation des gestes

VCO (fi . 3), l’o position entre 1es
classes V et W ne Käse aussi
nettement sur la phase que s e cas des
items avec [3]. Par contre, l’opposition se
fait encore plus nettement sur le cle.
Comme dans 1es cas précédents e e se
neutralise avec l’augmentation de la
vitesse d’élocution.

En ce ui concerne le le de
vitesse “v ique" MW ( ._ 4),
l’o sition entre les classeâgihon tiques
V880et WC relpose, en bit nmnal,
autant sur le cyc e que sur la phase. En
augmentant le débit, nous assistons, là
aussi, à une neutralisation des différences
tem lles entre les tâches linguistiques.
4. ONCLUSION .

En conclusion. nous pouvons dire
que ces résultats montrent qu’en dél?“
normal, l’opposition de quantité se réalise
dans les deux cycles aruculatmres
retenus, me soit par la phase et/ou par
le cycle. 's elle se neutralise toujours
en débitrapide. _ _ „

Le cycle de Vitesse ‘firocaque
MVV reste le plus discnrmnant pour
mettre en évidfnce les ltäiposîtions de

uantité hono ogique. . ppc ons que
geci a été)confirmé par ailleurs (cf. [4])

ur d’autres dialectes de l'arabe et pour
e fran ais. _

En ce qui concerne l’influence des
es consonantiques sur l’opposrtion de

quantité, nos résultats montrent que les
types choisis ont un effet_ caractéristique

sur les cycles. Un effet qui n est pourtant
pas énéral pour toutes les taches
phonoîogiques l'influence de la

protrusion consonantique a tendance à
au nter la durée des cycles d initiation

(VgClôe) ou de vitesse (MVV)_, mais

essentiellement pour la catégorie avec
vo elles brèves. VCC. Notons que cette
dem“ de durée entre les items avec
[3—] et [z—] n'existe plus en débit rapide.
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Une possible explication de
l’influence intrin ne de chaque type
consonantique sur e patron temporel,
serait que le recrutement multi-
articulateurs de la mandibule (langue et
lèvres), demandant plus de réçrsron de
contrôle, pourrait etre à ’ongrne de
gestes amculatoim plus lents et, par
conséquent, de cycles beaucovcè) us
longs pour les classes de brèves, _

Ainsi une approche relative
s’avère rentable pour oo _ la
grogrannnand 'on des gestes deflating? en
onction es sconsonanuques ous

nous proposotgspâonc, dans le cadre de la
dialectologie arabe, de nous baser sur le
cycle de vitesse “vocahque” (MVV) -

domainc temporel—pourétabhrla
ogie des stratégies de réalisation de

lopposition de quantité. Dans ce sens,
une h se pourrait être que les
dialectes qui présentent des ‘reflexes’f ]
(comportant une composante l )
pourraient renforcer les contrastes.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of This study is trying
to search the durational patterns of
syllables in Standard Chinese by
observing their variations in dif-
ferent contexts and exalining what
the Iain control factors are and how
the syllable’s duration is affected
by these factors. The results show
that the telporai realization of the
syllable in connected speech ls gov-
erned by Iultlple factors. In which
the selantlc requirelent is the lost
active and powerful one, the others
lust act under its control, so all
these factors are hierarchically
worked on different speech levels in
top—down way.Therefore, the patterns
offered here is a relative dynaaic
range. rather than static invariance.

1. INTRODUCTION
individually. segaents’ or syllabis’
duration in natural speech has wide
range of elasticity. it is typically
true In Standard ChlneseISC). Never-
theless. the speech telpo is still
kept in a regular range. it see-s
that there lay exist sale relational
invariance In teaporal distribution.
by which the speech teapo is con—
trolled.
Considering of the ilportance of the
syllable In SC. the present investi-
gation is concentrate on the control
of syllable duration. Against this
target. two sets of aaterials were
tested in this study. The first set
consists of 14 pairs of trisyllablc
words, and the second set contains 6
pairs of sentences. all of then were
designed according to the backgroundas follows. Firstly. syllable.as one

of the basic units in Chinese speech,
is usually running in soae relative-
ly fixed groups. along then. the li-
nilal one is bisyllabic word. This
kind of words inherently includes
tvo types of stress and the corre-
sponding teaporal patternsiZl. Hora-
over,the bisyllabic words In SC con-
structionally has relative stability
and strong power In constituting new
words,so all of the other polysyila-
bic structures in SC are essentially
different coabinatlons biult froa
Ionosyiiablc and bisyllabic words.
Therefore,the durational realization
of a syllable In larger structures
lay be not only deter-ined by their
position In the sequence,but also by
the Iorphologicai constraint of the
structure. To silpilfy our analysis.
we Just take trisyllablc word as the
test exaaple. Secondly,syllable as a
basic conveyer for the syntactic and
selantic inforlatlons,its durationai
variations lay be closely related to
syntactic and selentlc constraint of
sentences. Thus. the test sentences
were designed. in addition. for the
convenience of discussion. the dura—
tional leasurelent is also extended
to the acoustic record of Ionosylla-
bio and bisyllabic words which were
lade In our prevIous investigations
[7.21.

2. EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
2.1. Average duration
Generally. it is very hard to assign
an average value for syllables’dura-
tion, since in natural speech, It IS
contextual-dependent. However. our
test results do show a tendency that
the nulber or syllables uttered per
second is regularly between 5-6 for
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tA A(1)L A(2) 'B- 0(1) B12) B(3

Figure 1 Durational patterns of syllables sullarized froa vorlous

. I s ilablc words: .

i:°|:;egygg älëyll. word: A11) 2+1 un type trisyll. word.

. A12) 1+2 NH type trisyll. worg.

. word' Btl) 1+2 NT type trisyll. wor :

.B. NT type bisyll ' 8(2)l(3) 2+1 type trisyll. words.

for syllables. Avera e duration (as) of different variations
Table l luau/f IJIeI, and lshi/ in noraal stress utterance

in aoderate speech in faster speech
DOSltn ldan/ IJIe/ lshI/ Idanl IJIe/ lshl/

final 332.5 357.5 390 245 290 260

initial 267.5 268.8 222.5 263.3

lnter- eta) 193 175 185 135

vocaiic 0(0) 187 148 161.3 122.5

t(a) 2nd syllables In trisyllablc words:
atb) 3rd syllables In quadsyllablc words.

Ioderate speech and 6-7 for faster
speech. This tendency seeps not to
be an accidental event.soae previous

studies have provided evidence fro-
either production 131 or perception
14.61.Based on these findings coning

froa different languages. we would
suppose that the larginal seven or

less of syllable nulber uttered per
second light be one of the rela-
tional invariance In speech teapo

existed throughout the languages in
the world. Thus, Il lay be served as

a relative scale for the coaparison

in this aspect.
2.2. inherent difference
Soae inherent difference of syllable

duration in sc is observed fro: the
isolated syllables. The Iain control
factors for this difference,as it is
universally acted in Iany languages.
includes articulatory aanner of the
initial consonants and the opening
of celponent vowels. in addition to
these in SC. this kind of difference

is also closely related to the tonal

distinction and stress type.6enerai-

1y, a syllable with the third tone

Is usually longer than that with

other tones ceterls paribus; and a

syllable with norlaltull type stress

is clearly longer than that with

neutraliNT) type's. Sone previous

studies have reported that the dura-

tlonal ratio of NT to NH type sylla—

bles is about 1:2 151 to 3:5 iii.and

it is contextually dependent, when

neutral type bisyllabic words are

uttered in connected speech, the du-

rationai difference between NT and

NH type syllables becoaes even lore

har eriZi.
3.3.DCOntextual variability d

2.3.1. Variations in isolated wor s

Figure l. gives specific variations

of syllable in isolated polysyilablc

words. The dark bar on the far lef

in the figure represent a relative

scale for the conparlson along the

variations, Its value is taken fro-
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sentence level: Zhe shuang xie bu Jie shl.
(This pair of shoes is not durable)

phrase level: I I I
vord level: L__.__....J L_J LJ
syllable level: L_J L____J L_J LJ LUJ L-J

L..0_..J
a I stateaentil):

a general description
to'thls pair of shoes'.

syil. duration: I90 220 230 ll0 330 230(Is)

phrase level: I I I
nord level: L______...J L.J L‘J L.____J
syllable level: L_J L__..J L_J LOJ L.J LJ

a J state-ant (2):
eapheslze on ‘tnis pair

Syll. duration: 200 240 250 270 310 180(15)

pnrase level: L e I I
vord level: L_________J L‘J LJ L______J
syllable level: L_J L____J LOJ LJ L_J L-J

I state-ant (3):
eaphesize on 'NHAT ls
not durable'.

syll. duration: 260 230 380 80 320 230(ls)

phrase level: I a I l
vord level: L___Ù__._.J L_J LJ L....._J
syllabie level: LÜJ L__._J L.J LJ L-J L.J

I statelent (4):
elphesize on'HHiCN pair
of shoes is not durableh

syil. duration: 280 240 210 [00 280 200(ls)

Figure 2. The schelatlc digral for the relationship between syllable
duration and seaantic requireaent of the sentences.

the average duration or the vord-
inltial syllables; The bars next to
the dark one represent those pat—
terns sunnarized froa blsyllablc
vords tested in our previous inves-
tigation (2|; and all or the rest
are the patterns occured in differ-
ent type of trisyllabic words. Here
the bars vlth oblique lines are the
NH type tokens. and those with cross
lines are the NT type tokens. In
each case. the shadoved part of the
bar shows a scope that a syllable's
duration is exactly llikely reached.
and the part vithln dotted lines Il-
Iustrates the extent that possiblly
reached.
Fron figure 1. sons effects could
be clearly observed. (alPosltion ef-
fect: Syllable duration in SC does
follov position-effect rule, which
is universally acted in Iany lan-
guages,such as vord—lnitlal shorten-
ing. nord—final lengthening, and the
intervocalic ones are often shorter
In average. This effect also can be
seen froa Table l: (b)Constructlonal
constraintzAs one of the basic units
in SC. the durational patterns or
bysiilablc vords are often appeared
in global. Look at the cases of Bil).
Bi2)and Bia)in Figure l.it's obvious

that the long-short duration Iode!
ror NT type's blsyllablc structure
is kept in any position within the
trisyllabic vords.so the second syl-
lable in 8(1) and the first sylla-
bles in 8(2) and 8(3) have not been
shortened as expected, but obviously
lengthened instead. though all of
then occur at the intervocallc posi-
tion or word-initial position. This
phenoaena illustrate that the pover
of position-effect is lillted. and
it lust be played under the control
of Iorphological restriction.
2.3.2.Varlatlons in connected speech
(a) Syntactic effect
The influence cones froa syntactic
aspect has been observed in our pre-
vious study l2l.lt lay be helpful to
present an example here: vhen the
test nord in a sentence is relieved
by an independent syntactic elelent.
the average duration of last sylla-
ble in these words is around 292 Is:
vhile it is coapressed to 254 as
vhen it is foiloved by an auxiliary
vord, since this kind of vords is
usually not an independent eielent
and has to be attached to its pre-
vious vords. consequently,resuits in
a illltation to the last syllable of
the test vords.
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(b) Units' length and speech rate
if us look at back to the situation
shovn In Table i. and cake a slaple
conparlson between the first row and
the last two rows respectively or
that between last tvo rovs.it can be
seen that syllable duration does de-
crease vith the increase of syllable
nulber in certain unit. At the sale
tine. the relationship on inverse
proportion betveen syllable duration
and speech rate is also found fro-
the cases in 'aoderate' coluan and
'faster’coluan in the Table.Hovever,
that is not a sllple and linear
relation, because speech telpo is
also adjusted by presence / absence
and longer / shorter of the possible
pauses occured at phrase boundary.
and syllable’s elongation or con-
presslon perforaed in either case
is only a tendency in gross.
(c) Selantlc influence
Speech sound is the surface output
represented the underlying selantic
input. so the surface realization of
a syllable duration in real speech
is reasonablly related to selantic
content. Our observation indicates
that this role is usually carried
out through the difference in accent
stress. Figure 2 gives one of the
axe-pies, in which. four different
state-ents are lade iron the sale
syllable sequence but represent dif-
ferent selantic contents,and results
in different distribution of syl-
lable duration.

3. CONCLUSSION
Based on the illited observation
taken in this study. the durational
patterns of syllables in Standard
Chinese could be sullarized as
follows:
(a) Syllables as Ionosyilabic words
uttered Iodarately in isolation is
around 500 Is.SOIe intrinsic differ-
ence is existed along thea.and it is
conditioned by sone inherent factors
related to syllable itself. However.
all of these tokens will be short-
ened when they ocuur in connected
Speech. the average ratio between
this two cases is around 100:70.
(b) The durational realizations for
individual syllable in real Chinese
speech have a vide dynaaic range.the
lover threshold is around I00 Is.and

the higher one's is about coo-s. The
contextual variations are shovn In
Table l or the text.
(c) The durational patterns sullari-
zed above in SC is governed by lul-
tiple factors acted in the different
levels. The Iain factors. besides
those inherent ones related to syl-
lable itself, are canins froa speech
rate, syllable's position in the ut-
terance, units' length in vhich the
syllable appeared, Iorphological
constraint of speech unit. differ-
ence in syntactic contexts. and the
selantlc requirelent of certain
sentences. horeover, it seals that
the last factor is the lost active
and poverful one, all of the others
lust be acted under its control.
Therefore, these factors are hier—
archically worked on a top-dovn way,
the elongation or colpresslon for a
syllable is perforaed non-linearly
through the lecbanisls of coepensa-
tion and adJustIent, rather than In
average or couplets proportion.
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THE RHYTHM 0F TANKA, SHORT JAPANESE POEMS-
READ IN PROSE STYLE AND CONTEST STYLE

Yayol Homma

Osaka Gakuin University, Osaka, Japan

ABSTRACT
In Tanka read as prose, the duration of
each line including pauses was fairly
regular. In the contest style, however, the
duration of each line was not regular, but
the durations of the first group of 5-7-5
lines and the following group of 7-7 lines
were fairly regular, with a great amount of
prepausal lengthening before each pause.
The mora in Japanese as an isochronous
unit of timing seems to be abstract, but it
is a basic rhythmic unit. This basic unit
coexists with larger rhythmic units, such
as the poetic line read in the prose style or
the group of lines read in the contest style
of Tanka.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper attempts to observe the rhythm
of Tanka, short Japanese poems, produced
in two different styles: prose and contest
styles. According to Lehiste (l990)[3],
"the prosodic system of a language is
crystallized in the metric structure of its
traditional poetry." Tanka, basically
composed of 3lmoras in 5-7-5-7-7 lines,
is the most traditional Japanese poetry
handed down since the Seventh Century.
In Homma (1985)[2], I investigated why
this traditional type of verse sounds
rhythmic, measuring the duration of each
segment, mora, pause, line, and whole
poem read as prose. I found that although
the duration of each segment and mora

’ had a greater range of difference and the
number of moras of the lines was different,

the average durational differences of lines
and whole poems were small.
The purpose of this paper is to confmn
the results of my previous experiment and
to compare the two different styles
producing the same Tanka poems.

2. EXPERIMENT OF THE PROSE
STYLE READING
2.1. Methods
I selected fourteen poems from the One

Hundred Poemsfrom One Hundred Poets
(13th Century). Three of them have the
regular 31-mora form, and the others have
one hypermeter line in one of the five lines:
one extra mora is added to one of the lines
The poems read as prose by five native
speakers of Japanese were recorded on tape
in the phonetic laboratory of the Ohio State
University.
2.2. Measurements
Wide-band spectrograrns of 70 poems (14
poems x 5 speakers) were made with a
Kay-Sonagraph (5500). In the present
experiment, I measured the duration of
lines, pauses, and whole poems, becausel
thought that the units in which moras would
be manifested in Japanese must be larger
than a line in poetry (Homma,1985[2]). I
got the average duration of moras by
dividing the duration of the lines by the
number of moras. The duration of initial
stop consonants after pause was impossible
to measure. All the values were rounded
to the nearest 5 milliseconds.
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Table I. Average duration (î, ms) and standard deviation (SD) of moras, pauses, lines,
and whole poems of Tanka read in the prose style

' 1 5- 2 7-mora (3)5-mora (4)7-mora (5)7-mora whole poemr
hnes ( )1mora ( ) 136 l4 137 138 -—
noça x 8.4 7.2 3.6 7.5 ...

pause i 223 41 437 59 -_ _-
SD 55.5 29.0 46.8 26.6 -.. _.
line î 1017 1018 1200 1035 994 5264
SD 74.7 87.2 64.4 54.0 64.4 149.4

2.3. Results style was a unit of temporal programming
Table I shows the average duration (it, ms) in Japanese (lehiste, l990[3]).
and standard deviation (SD) of moras,
pauses, lines, and whole poems of70 Tanka 3. EXPERIMENT OF THE CONTEST
read in the prose style. STYLE READING
From Table I, the following points were 3.1. Methods
observed. . .
(l) The duration of each line mcludrng

The same fourteen poems from the
experiment of the prose style reading were

prose style

lines (1) (2)
regular 156 136
irregular 146 135
average 155 136

Table II. Average duration (ms) of moras of regular and irregular lines as read in the

3) (4) (5)
1(50 137 139
141 133 133
149 137 138

pause was fairly regular except for the third
line, at the end of which the speakers took
a breath.
(2) The adjustment for equidistant lines

was achieved in two ways: first by changing
the duration of pause, and secondly by
changing the duration of moras by means
of the speech rate.
Longer lines, especially irregularly longer
lines, were read a little faster; thus the
average duration of moras became shorter.
Table II presents the average duration of
moras of regular and irregular lines with
hyperrneter.
These results supported Homma,l985[2].
The poetic line of Tanka read in the prose

studied. This time I used a tape which
was made by a publisher for the people
who would like to participate in the time-
honored contest played with these hundred
verses on cards. The tape was recorded
by one of the authorized speakers who read
the poems in the contest style. The speaker
made no pause between the lines, but took
a long 9-second pause between 5-7-5 and
7-7 lines in accordance with the rules of
the contest.
3.2. Measurements
Measurements were taken in the same way

as in the first experiment.
3.3. Results _
Table III shows the average duration (11,

moral—t 208 2 8

Table III. Average duration (71, ms) and standard deviation (SD) ofmoras, pauses, lines,
and whole poems as read in the contest style

' - - - 47-mora (5)7-mora wholepoehnes (1)5 mora (2)75mora (3)231201'11 ()388 454

SD 19.9 19.2 92.1 38.6 42.3 I:
pause î 0 0 g 122 7 “' _
D o o . —-
' ‘ 232lmex 1073 1853 2221 2820 3265 11

SD 141.6 88.2 435.7 278.8 211.6 788.4
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Linea) =10"
Linea) Élus
Line (3) 2:1 1200
Line (4)=1035
Line (5) Z: 994

Line (l)=1073
Line (2)=1853

Prose style

um (3) ‚ 2221 Contest style
Line (4) î 2820
Line (5) fi 3265

contest styles

o ' ' 560 ' ‘1'ooo' '1506 ' "2'000" '2506' '3'0'66 '3'560
Figure l. The comparison of the average duration (ms) of lines as read in the prose and

ms) and standard deviation (SD) of moras,
pauses, lines, and whole poems of the
fourteen Tanka read in the contest style;
9-second pauses after the third line were
excluded. .
Figure 1 compares the average duration
of lines as read in the prose and contest
styles.

9-second pause was put between the groups
of 5-7-5 and 7-7 lines. Extremely long
prepausal lengthening was observed before
pauses. At the end of the lines without
pause, however, some amount of
preboundary lengthening was observed.
(5) The average duration of moms of 5-
mora lines was not longer than of 7-mora
lines as in the prose style, although the

Table IV. Average duration (ms) of moras of regular and irregular lines as read in thecontest style

lines (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)regular 207 265 446 394 470irregular 216 231 362 348 396average 208 258 434 388 454
From Table In and Figure l, the following average mora duration of regular lines W”
points were observed. longer than that of irregular lines. Table-
(1) The speech tempo was much slower
in the contest style. The average duration
of whole poems excluding 9-second pauses
was about twice as long as that of the prose
style.
(2) The values of SD were smaller in the

prose style. A great regularity existed in
production of the prose style.
(3) The average duration of lines in the
contest style was not equal; the duration
of lines gradually increased. This means
that in the contest style the unit of temporal
programming was not a line.
(4) There were no pauses after the first,
second and fourth lines, but instead a long

IV shows the average duration of mores
of regular and irregular lines as read in the
contest style.
The two kinds ofefforts to keep equidistant
lines in the prose style, the adjustment of
the duration of pauses and moms, were
not effectively made in the contest style.
(6) Tanka lines read in the contest style
were divided into two groups: 5-7-5 and
7-7, before and after the long pauses. The
average duration of the first and the second
groups was 5,147 ms and 6,085 ms.
respectively. Table V presents the average
dtuation of each group in percentages. The
whole duration of the poems excluding the
long pause was measured as 100%.
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Table V. Average duration of each
group in percentages

5-7-5 group 7-7 group
46% 54%

Although the ratio did not show perfect
isochrony, there was a strong tendency for
the speaker to read the two groups
isochronously with prepausal lengthening
at the end of each group. It seems to me
that the group of lines larger than the poetic
line emerged as a unit of temporal
programming in the contest style reading
of Tanka.

4. CONCLUSION
The basic rhythmic unit in Japanese is a
mora. [To attest the existence of "a foot
consisting of two morae" suggested by
Poser (l990)[5] is beyond the scope of this
paper.] The mora coexists with larger units
such as a word in prose (Homma, l981[l];
Port et al., l987[4])‚ and a poetic line in
the prose style (Homma, l985[2]; Lehiste,
l990[3]). Moreover, a much larger
rhythmic unit was found in the contest style
reading of Tanka. T0 what extent the
temporal programming works in Japanese
is yet to be resolved at the moment, but as
far as this experiment is concerned, the
rhythmic unit was larger than the poetic
line in the contest style reading of Tanka.
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LATERAL CONSONANT PRODUCTION IN BILINGUAL SPEAKERS
LEARNING A THIRD LANGUAGE

J. Llistcrri and G. Martinez-Daudén

Departament de Filologia Espanyola - Laboratori de Fonetica
Universitat Autbnoma de Barcelona, Spain.

ABSTRACI‘

The degree of velarization of the lateral
consonant [l] is studied in three Catalan—
Castilian bilingual subjects reading texts
in Catalan, Castilian and French. It is
suggested that language dominance for
each subject may be related to the use of
an alveolar or a velarized variety of this
consonant.

l. INTRODUCI'ION

Although the problem ofphonetic transfer
has been frequently treated in the second
language acquisition literature, transfer
phenomena arising at the phonetic level
when a bilingual speaker acquires a third
language have been hardly approached.
Previous work by Llisterri and Poch [4]
[5] describes the vowel system of French
and English as produced by monolingual
Castilian and by bilingual Catalan-
Castrlian speakers, showing a different
pattern of distribution in the Fl-F2 plane
for each group of subjects. However, the
analysis of the long-term averaged
spectrum of Catalan-Castilian bilinguals
carried out by Bruyninckx at alii [1]
reveals the need to introduce the notion of
language dominance when bilingual
subjects are studied. This paper aims at
presenting some preliminary data on the
pattern of phonetic transfer found in third
language learning by bilingual speakers
according to dominance in one of the two
languages tn which they are proficient.

In order to carry out this investigation, we
havechosen to analyze the degree of
velanzatron of the lateral consonant [l] in
the French spoken by Catalan-Castilian

bilinguals. In an early work comparing
lateral consonants in Castilian and in
Catalan, Navarro [7] established the
velarized character of Catalan [l] in front
of the alveolar point of articulation
characteristic of this consonant in
Castilian. Further experimental studies
have confirmed Navarro's remark by
showing the existence in Catalan of the
lingual retraction common to the so—called
"dark" varieties of [l]. This is one of the
more prominent features of the Catalan
accent when native speakers of this
language speak Castilian.

Since French is a language with a "clear" (
i.e. alveolar ) lateral consonant, the
production of this sound should not be
difficult for a monolingual Castilian
subject having this variety in his native
language. However, one may suppose
that some transfer from Catalan may occur
in the case of bilingual speakers, and that
this will result in the use of a velarized
variety of [1] when speaking French. On
the other hand, it is also possible to
hypothesize that this transfer will be
stronger for a bilingual with linguistic
dominance towards Catalan than in a
speaker with Castilian dominance.

2. PROCEDURE

2.1. Subjects

A large group of students at the
Universitat Autbnoma de Barcelona were
asked to answer a questionnaire aimed at
determining their use of Catalan and
Castilian and requesting information about
their knowledge of French. The
questionnaire addresses four skills:
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' nin , akin , reading and writing,

bf): it? sCpaetalang and Castilian. The
subjects had to answer with apercentage
of use of each language in a wide range of
situations, together with questions about
their geographical origin and about the
language spoken with each member of the
family.

In this a er we will present the data
obtained) far 3 male bilingual speakers:
FC, a bilingual subject who always uses
Castilian at home and speaks Catalan
around 20% of the time when he is at the
University; II, also using Castilian as_the
only language at home, but With a fairly
balanced use of Catalan and Castilian
(50% each ) in other environments; and
11‘, who uses only Catalan at home and
speaks Castilian around 40% of the time
when he is at the University and no more
than 30% of the time in other situations.

As far as their knowledge of French'is
concerned, it may be considered quite
homogeneous: they have all been studymg
French at primary and secondary school,
with no further contact with the language .
after this period.

2.2. Corpus

Three texts in Catalan, Castilian and
French were selected from contemporary
fiction. They contained between 770-550
words and a large number of tokens of the
lateral consonant [I]. For the purpose of
the present study, only sequences of
vowel + [1] + [e] have been retained; this
offers a suitable environment for inter-
language comparisons. since [Vle]
sequences are found in the three
languages. A total number of 296 lateral
consonants have been measured ( 104 for
Catalan, 93 for Castilian and 99 for
French ).

2.3. Recording and acoustic
analysis

The speakers read the texts at their normal
rate in one single recording sessron. _It
took place in a sound isolated room_rn
semi-anechoic conditions at the Phonetics
Laboratory at the Universitat Autonoma
de Barcelona. A Sennheiser MD 441N
directional cardioid microphone and a
Revox A77 tape recorder were used.

The signal was digitized at 10 KHz
sampling rate. and a 13 pole LPC model
was used in the acoustic analysis; a pre-
emphasis of 6dB was also applied. Tlns
was done using the routines implemented
in the MacSpeecli Lab II software package
by GW Instruments running on an Apple
Macintosh SEI30.

The boundaries of the lateral consonant
were determined using changes in the
waveform as the main criteria; perceptual
checking was also applied listemng to the
segmented consonant when necessary.

Lingual retraction can be related to the
frequency of the second formant; a low
F2 corresponds to a high degree of tongue
retraction and to 9. raising of the posterior
part of the tongue towards the velum.
Then, F2 frequency was measured at the
center of the lateral consonant in order to
assess whether our speakers were usrng a
"clear" or a "dark" variety.

3. RESULTS _.
Results for each language are shown in
tables 1, 2 and 3 below.

Table 1: F2 mean values for Catalan [1]
for each bilingual subject

F2

mean S.

As far as Catalan is concerned, second

formant frequency values for [1] are

significantly different for the three

speakers ( t-test p = 0.000 between FC

and JT and p = 0.001 between FC and JJ
and JJ and JT ).

Table 2: F2 mean values for Castilian [1]
for each bilingual subject
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However, for Castilian values, si ' cant
drfferences ( t- test, p = 0.000 )gairuefionly
found between 1‘1‘ and the two other
subjects.

Table 3: F2 mean values for French [1] for
each bilingual subject

F2

mean

French values for the lateral consonan
exhrhrt hrghly significant differencest
between JT and the other two subjects ( ttest, p = 0.000 ): nevertheless, differences
between FC and H for French are moresrgnrficant than those found whencomparing their values for Castilian ( tagitifianriddf: 58, p = 0.803 for

t o s = . = -
140 for French ). l 5‘ d.f. 60’ p - 0.

On the other hand, intra-scompansonsbetween the three luggage:show very Significant differences in allcases but one: differences between Frenchand Casulran values for Speaker JT are notsrgmf'rcant t = =0.288). ( obs 1.1, d.f. 23, p:

4. DISCUSSION

Inordertoassessthelin isti
our subjects, the values olrutaingcipf'rzyi{etli’efanalysrs of their productions of the lateralconsonant ma be comp
values for moriolingual mmference
Quilis et alii. [9] obtaivalue of 1534 Hz for F2mir‘tl ÆJJÊÂËÊ32:12:: folr; .filonolingual Castilian; er er of ’approaches this value, aggrsizrlirtfizgrtr:

differences between this mean
all the values obtained are r3313?”
between 0.000 and 0.002 for the Ihre:subjects ). This fact may be explained bythe influence of Catalan in the Castilian[Simeon of.our bilingual subjects asm vrous re 'Dauden [are search by Mam'nez—

Catalan [l] is given a mean value of 1
Hz by Panyella [8]. Observed Studengîgtvalues are greater when comparing resultsfound for speakers FC and .U ( t obs s18.1 and 18.3. d.f. = 33 and 35. -
0.000 _) than those obtained w encompanng this population mean with F2values for _JT ( t obs =11.1‚ d.f. 34. p -
0.000 ). It rs clear then that values found
gr ä’I‘ are moee t.«i‘ilmilar to those re

r onut a an eakers than
observed for the two ostfier subjects. those

For native French, Chafcouloff 2
values between 1461 Hz and [ISIËWHÎ
depending on the vowel context; average
value rs of 1656 Hz; the only subject
approaching this value is FC, but the
difference between the population mean
for natrve French and the sample mean
produced by FC is still significant ( t-test
p= 0.002 ). This shows that none of our
speakers are producing a French native
lateral consonant, at least as far as F2 is
concerned. This result is in agreement
with the analysis of a different group of
bilingual speakers previously carried out
by the authors [3], although differences
appear more clearly in the present study.

However, there is a stron difference
between FC and II on the oie hand and
JT on the other. As will be seen later, this
has to do With their linguistic dominance.

The values observed so far are coherent
wrtlr the results of the initial test dividing
the speakers in terms of their linguistic
dominance: FC exhibits an F2 frequency
for. the lateral consonant in Castilian
which. rs intermediate between the native
Ems: 81:1?t the ones found for

_ _ speakers when speahn'
Castilian; on the other hand. they at:
significantly different from his values for
Catalan. which are themselves higher than
the F2 values found for Catalan dominlmspeakers; he may be then considered I
bilingual with dominance towards
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Castilian. JJ shows a very similar pattern
for his Castilian productions, but his
values for Catalan are intermediate
between those found in Catalan dominant
speakers when using Castilian and the
values encountered in the Castilian
dominant subject. He may then be
classified as a more balanced bilingual.
Finally, 11‘ shows Castilian values which
are different from his Catalan ones, but
which are also significantly different from
the values found for native Castilian
speakers; this corresponds to the pattern
usually found in bilingual speakers
showing a strong Catalan dominance.

The next question one may ask is how
linguistic dominance is related to transfer
henomena in the French texts produced

By our subjects. A general trend in the
differences between subjects can be
observed: a high F2 in French seems to be
correlated with a high degree of Castilian
dominance. Anyway, the fact that the
Castilian values for the speaker FC - a
Castilian dominant subject - and also for
JJ - a balanced bilingual - do not attain the
F2 frequency of a monolingual Castilian
has not to be disregarded. A comparison
with the performance of monolingual
Castilian subjects speaking French would
be needed to clarify wether knowledge of
Catalan in exerting some influence in the
spoken French of these individuals.

A strong case for transfer from Castilian
could be made observing the lack of
significant differences between the mean
for French and the mean for Castilian in
speaker JT ( p = 0.288 ); however, one
has to take into account the fact that this
speaker may be trying to approach a target
value for F2 higher than the one found in
Catalan - his dominant language -.
attaining equal unsuccessful results in
Castilian and in French; this second
hypothesis will favour the idea of a
transfer from Catalan.

5. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the degree of
velarization of the lateral consonant in
Catalan-Castilian bilingual speakers using
French is influenced by their linguistic
dominance. The study of phonetic transfer
Il! third language learning reveals then that
brhngualism is a notion that embodies

different degrees of language competence
for different speakers. However, more
research is still needed in order to
formulate an adequate model of transfer in
third language learning by bilinguals.
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Pour que l'enseignement des langues étrangères
donne les moyens de les comprendre à l'étranger

Regina LLORCA

Université du Queensland, Australie

ABSTRACI‘. This paper shows that
methods of learning a language do not give
the ability to deal with it in a country where
it is spoken because they only develop
phonological memory. Suggestions are
proposed for exercises to complement
methods which are based on the process of
acquisition but apply it to the class context
and do not give general skills.

1. L'ÉCOUTE CONDITIONNÉE
Pour l'enseignement traditionnel des langues
étrangères, la perception de la parole est
d'abord la reconnaissance des éléments
appartenant à la langue et le message est
considéré ' indépendamment du sujet
parlant:
- l'élocution privilégiée est celle qui efface
les caractéristiques individuelles au profit du
message transmis : elle est claire. neutre et
sans accent :
- les exercices favorisés sont les exercices de
reproduction : l'étudiant doit substituer sa
voix à celle d'une personne entendue pour
reconstruire le texte dit par celle-ci.
intégralement ou dans son contenu global.
Les conséquences sent les suivantes :
-le type d'élocution privilégié en classe
conditionne l'écoute de l'étudiant. Lorsqu'il
se rend à l'étranger, l'ex-apprenant compare
les réalisations qu'il entend au modèle de
référence. c'est-à—dire à "‘sa propre
prononciation : il ne perçoit et ne comprend
strictement rien dès qu'elles s‘en éloignent
sensiblement (1e locuteur a un accent, crie.

mannonne. parle très vite, etc).
-dans les exercises pratiqués en classe,
l'étudiant développe un certain mode de
mémorisation de la parole : il ne mémorise
pas les sons qu'il a entendus mais les mots
qu’il a reconnus d travers les sons entendus
et pour lesquels il donne mentalement une
nouvelle réalisation, marquée du mode de
prononciation qu'il a appris. comme il le fait
oralement dans les exercices de
reproduction. La mémoire auditive est
réduite à la capacité de retenir l'information
recueillie par l'écoute phonologique mais ne
s'appuie pas sur la mémoire phonétique ou
musicale qui enregistre les sons tels qu'ils
sont produits par le sujet parlant dans une
séquence donnée. Quand une séquence de
parole a été enregistrée par la mémoire
musicale. on peut la réentendre mentalement
(comme on peut réentendre par exemple une
séquence célèbre de cinéma avec la voix et
l'accent de l'acteur qui l'a dite).
En fait, l‘apprentissage traditionnel traite la
parole comme on traite l'écrit. En présentant
une référence de prononciation. il donne à
l'étudiant les moyens de représenter les sons
qu'il entend. L'étudiant peut alors mémoriser
cette représentation au lieu des sons
entendus et donc réduire la parole au
message exprimé, sans la voix du sujet
parlant. Ainsi. le souvenir qui reste d'une
production orale est comparable à celui qui
reste d'un texte lu.

2. L'ÉCOUTE INNOCENTE
Examinons maintenant le mode d'écoute et
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de mémorisation qui est celui de “l'étranger

innocent" qui acquiert la langue dans un

pays qui la parle et qui n'en a aucune

connaissance préalable.

Etant incapable de comparer les réalisations

diverses des natifs à un modèle de

prononciation. l'étranger innocent ne peut

que s'efforcer de mémoriser les sons qu'il

entend; la seule stratégie qu'il peut adopter

est d'accumuler en mémoire des faits

sonores marqués d'une voix et d'une façon

de parier individuelle. Cette mémorisation

s'effectue d'abord pour des séquences

entendues des dizaines de fois et qui

deviennent de ce fait musicalement

intelligibles: elles cessent d'être perçues

comme des amalgames confus de sons

inarticulés pour éue perçues comme des

suites intonées de syllabes.

Dans chaque séquence. l'étranger innocent

peut alors comparer les sons entre eux et les

différencier dans le cadre de la suite de sons

produits par Le sujet parlant dans cette
production.
En comparant des séquences de parole
produites par des locuteurs différents.
l'étranger innocent peut déterminer les traits
sonores qui sont communs à des groupes

géographiques ou sociaux. En comparant
des séquences produites par un même
locuteur dans des situations différentes. il
peut déterminer les transfonnations que les
sons subissent : lorsque 1e locuteur s‘adresse
à des personnes de statut différent ou
lorsqu'il change d'attitude.
Après détermination des traits communs aux

sons produits dans un pays ou une région et
des règles qui régissent leurs
transformations. toute séquence de parole
devient intelligible.
Dans une première étape. l‘étranger innocent
acquiert les éléments qu'il entend le plus
souvent; a partir du stade d'intelligibilité
générale. tout élément est susceptible d'être
acquis puisqu‘il apparaît sous une forme
sonore perceptible et mémorisable.
En résumé, l‘écoute innocente consiste a
percevoir chaque séquence de parole comme

un fait sonore nouveau et unique. même si

elle contient des mots déjà connus, parce
qu'elle est produite par un être humain qui
ne ressemble à aucun autre et dont l‘humeur
change d‘un moment a l'autre. Cette attitude
d‘écoute permet la compréhension de tout
individu parlant dans une communauté car
elle conduit a établir les rapports structurels,
non pas entre les unités abstraites de la

langue (phonèmes ou, pmsodemes) mais
entre les sans concrets réalisés par ceux qui

le parlent et ceci grâce à la mémoire

musicale qui établit des comparaisons entre
les éléments successifs d'une même chaîne
sonore et entre des façons de parler
différentes.
Ainsi, l'auditeur innocent acquiert la langue
en même temps qu'il élabore les systèmes de

variantes de réalisation: variantes
expressives. stylistiques. sociales.
géographiques. Cest d'ailleurs ce qui lui

permet d'acquérir les éléments de la langue

avec leur valeur culturelle: on sait qu‘un

mot appartient a un registre de langue

familier ou soutenu parce qu'on l'a mémorisé

avec une façon de parler relâchée ou

soignée; on sait qu'un mot appartient au

jargon politique parce qu'on l'a mémorisé

avec la voix des leaders politiques: en

France. on sait que "peuchere" est un mot du

Midi parce qu'on l'a mémorisé avec l'accent

du Midi. et aucun autre.
Pour l'auditeur innocent. la parole n‘est pas

d'abord emploi de la langue. elle est en

premier lieu le produit d'une activité vocale

et par là. l'expression d'une identité

(physique, sociale. géographique). La

séquence de parole est alors une suite de

sons particuliers à un individu avant d'être

une suite d'éléments phonologiques

communs au groupe culturel et la perception

de la parole est un acte de connaissance des

sons particuliers avant d'être un acte de

reconnaissance des éléments communs. Cet

ordre se justifie ainsi : l‘intelligibilité. qui est

le résultat de l'acte de connaissance des sons

particuliers, permet leur mémorisation

musicale et c‘est par comparaison entre les

sons mémorisés que l'on découvre leur

valeur fonctionnelle puisque cette valeur
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n'existe que par opposition a celle des autres.
L'auditeur innocent s'intéresse donc aux
différences phonétiquement ou
musicalement pertinentes avant de les
réduire aux différences phonologiques 3 par
exemple. la différence entre [R] et [r] en
français ou entre les réalisations du phonème
/p/ par un Alsacien et un Parisien n'est pas
phonologiquement pertinente mais elle est
phonétiquement pertinente puisqu'un
Français perçoit les deux sons comme
différents. Les traits phonétiques sont
pertinents non pas pour la signification mais
pour l'identification du sujet parlant. Or, on

_ne peut pas comprendre le message si l'on
est incapable de comprendre la structure du
système de sons dans lequel il est transmis.
C'est ce qui anive à l'étranger conditionné
qui cherche immédiatement les mots dans
les paroles qu'il entend. sans s'intéresser au
sujet parlant. souhaitant même que celui-ci
n'existe pas car il "déforme" les sons. En
l‘empéchant de comprendre. ledit sujet
pariant ne fait que lui retourner l‘insulte.
L'auditeur innocent s'efforce de percevoir les
sons réels au point de les mémoriser
musicalement avant de les interpréter
linguistiquement. Les situations où l'on peut
deviner la signification des formes sonores
étant rares. l'étranger innocent détermine la
valeur de 1a plupart des expressions qu'il
acquiert en comparant les situations
mémorisées où elles ont été entendues.
Lorsqu'il commence à comprendre. il
mémorise a court terme des séquences de
sons plus ou moins longues avant de les
décoder en mots (décodage qui se fait en
méme temps que la séquence suivante est
enregistrée dans le cas de la parole suivie).
A mesure que sa connaissance de la langue
s'élargit. l'auditeur développe des capacités
d'anticipation et reconnaît les mots l'un après
l'autre mais il continuera d'appliquer sa
première stratégie pour comprendre la parole
à débit très rapide et les séquences
totalement imprévisibles qui existent dans la
plupart des conversations. Cette démarche
s'oppose aux pédagogies qui recommandent
de deviner les éléments manquants d'après
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un certain nombre de "mots—clés" (sans
qu'on sache comment ces mots-clés som
identifiés et compris) et qui développent
chez l'étudiant l'habitude d‘entendre en
fonction d'attentes, du fait qu'elles favorisent
les discours prévisibles et construits sur les
acquis antérieurs.
Enfin, l'étranger innocent construit sa
prononciation sur celle des natifs qu'il
réentend parler en mémoire alors que
l'étranger conditionné entretient
constamment l'articulation qu'il a adoptée
tout au début de l'apprentissage.
Bien sûr, les avantages de l'écoute innocente
ne sont donnés qu'à ceux qui ont
suffisamment de contacts avec la population
du pays.
Cependant. il apparaît que la possibilité de
traiter une langue à l'étranger ne requiert pas
seulement des conditions favorables ; elle
requiert aussi une aptitude à mémoriser la
parole avec la voix du locuteur et la façon
exacte dont ont été prononcés les sons dans
une situation donnée. l] s'agit de mémoriser
la parole par la mémoire sensorielle des
sons. comme on mémorise les bruits. avant
ou en même temps que par la mémoire
intellectuelle du sens et des mots reconnus.

3. APPLICATIONS
Les nouvelles pédagogies des langues créent
des conditions d’acquisition. En paniculier.
elles retardent la phase où les étudiants
parlent eux-mêmes [l]. [2]. ce qui est un
facteur déterminant pour qu'ils mémorisent
ce qu'ils entendent et non une représentation
marquée de leur voix. Cependant. il ne s'agit
de conditions d‘acquisition et de
compréhension que dans la classe. Pour
préparer les étudiants aux conditions de
l'étranger. il faut aussi leur donner les
moyens de traitement de la parole en général
et dans le cadre de l'enseignement à des
adultes. cet objectif signifie le plus scuvent
redécouvrir l'écoute innocente et rééduquer
la mémoire musicale. En effet, les strtttégies
décrites plus haut sont reconstituées à partit
de l'observation d'enfants à l'étranger : les
enfants utilisent la mémoire sensorielle de la

parole dans une langue étrangère parce qu'ils

l'entraîne!!! constamment dans leur propre

langue ; on diminue cet entraùrement a

mesure que l'on développe la maîtrise de

l‘écriture, en particulier lorsqu‘on accède au

stade de 1a prise de notes qui développe un

type de mémorisation où les propos

entendus sont réduits a leur contenu lexical.

Cest ce modèle que reproduit le processus

d'apprentissage d'une langue : il consiste à

prendre des notes mentales, au moyen des

représentations phoniques que l'on apprend à

aniculer au départ.
Nous proposons ici un ensemble d'exercices

destinés à développer la mémoire musicale

d'une langue étrangère et à favoriser un

mode d'acquisition où la découverte des

invariants phonologiques et de la

signification se fait par comparaisons entre
les données de cette mémoire. Ces exercices

exploitent les résultats d'une recherche sur

les facteurs favorisant la mémoire

sensorielle du son [4] et sont appliqués au
Français Langue Etr'angère ; certains ont été
expérimentés a l'Université du Queensland.

grâce a la collaboration des enseignants et
étudiants du Département de Français et sur
l'initiative de Dr. Jacques Montredon.

responsable du programme de première
année.
L‘approche propose d'abord une activité
appelée "Théâtre Rythmique". Le professeur
interprète des discours marqués d'effets
expressifs et phonostylistiques tout en
faisant effectuer par les étudiants une suite
de mouvements construite en combinant les
trois critères suivants : les mouvements ont
une valeur illustrative du contenu du
discours. visualisent ses qualités
prosodiques et s‘enchaînent de façon a ce

que chacun amène le suivant. Il s'agit de
proposer une chaîne kinétique qui

“déclenche" le souvenir des sons entendus
sur chacune de ses portions. d‘autant plus

que son exécution par les étudiants est le
prétexte à ce qu'ils entendent la chaîne

sonore plusieurs dizaines de fois. Le Théâtre
Rythmique s'apparente avec la méthode

Total Physical Response [l] par sa Fonction.

avec certaines approches musicalistes [5] et
avec les langages de signes par ses formes.

Dans une phase ultérieure. les étudiants

interprétent les discours eux—mêmes (comme

dans la démonstration vidéo présentée. où le

Théâtre Rythmique est appliqué à
l'interprétation de poèmes modernes choisis
par Jacques Montredon).

Parallèlement, on travaille sur le cinéma et
les feuilletons télévisés. qui présentent la
plus grande variété de réalisations. Les
exercices proposés conduisent les étudiants
a analyser la structure phonique de

séquences diverses. accédant ainsi a leur
intelligibilité et à leur mémorisation
musicale. lci. il s'agit de développer une
technique générale de traitement des
variations individuelles et régionales.

Dans les deux types d'exercices. la phase de

mémorisation est suivie d'une phase de

comparaisons entre les données mémorisées.
où les étudiants sont amenés a découvrir les

mots communs apparaissant sous diverses

réalisations sonores. Dans le Théâtre

Rythmique. cette découverte se fait par

l'intermédiaire des éléments gestuels

récurrents. dans les documents filmés, elle

se fait par les éléments situationnels

communs aux scènes comparées et que le

professeur doit choisir en conséquence.
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A COMPARISON OF ENGLISH AND GREEK
ALVEOLAR FRICATIVES
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates a
production problem faced by
Greek speakers of English
involving the English al—
veolar fricatives. It seeks
acoustic evidence support—
ing a physiological hypo-
thesis. The hypothesis is
confirmed.

i.INTRODUCTION
In Panagopoulos (1985) the
problem was examined by
reference to physiology and
was attributed to a wider
'swing' of the tongue for
the Greek alveolars. Greek
speakers.like all users of
a foreign language. go
through training for the
acquisition of English by
trying to extract the
properties of the new
phonological system through
the knowledge of their own
native system. The Greek
inventory of consonants in-
cludes an alveolar pair.
[syz]. but lacks a palato-
alveolar opposition. This
lack of opposition allows
for a wider 'swing' of the
tongue in Greek. which
presumably includes the ar-
ticulatory area allotted to
the English palato-alveolar
fricatives. As a result.
the pronunciation of anEnglish ls] by a Greek

speaker. often sounds unac-
ceptably retracted, verging
on a [I].
The aim here is to provide
acoustic evidence for or
against the physiological
liy;)o tlie si s nnad e in
Panagopoulos 1985.

2. METHOD
Two native speakers of
English and Greek produced
spectrograms on a Kay
Sonagraph. Frequency.
amplitude and duration
measurements were made on
appropriate parameter con-
figurations, often with the
help of a calibrated
transparent overlay. and
the results were normalized
and processed statisti-
cally. The alveolars were
embedded in phrases in in-
tervocalic positions with a
stressed vowel preceding
them and an unstressed
vowel following them.

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Spectral peaks and
amplitude
The spectral distribution
of energy for the al-
veolars. bands of fricative
noise as well as voicing
for the voiced segments are
as follows:
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8 - 8kH2
6 8kHz

7kHz.— l

is]: 3.0 - 8kHz
[z]: 3.0 - Bkfiz
The lower bottom range for
the Greek [s] became even
lower, 2.6kHz. when the al-
veolar was followed by a
voiceless velar plosive.
This difference is at-
tributed to less amplitude
of noise rather than to the
transitions (Harris 1958)
which are less prominent
features than the centre
frequencies. In creating

synthetic stimuli the tran—
sitions were omitted in May
“976). The same source
reported that noise fre-
quencies for (English) [s].
varied with vocal tract
size,male vs female, so
that the lower energy limit
was raised for a female
speaker, from 3.5kHz and
1.6 for [s] and [I] respec-
tively (Hughes and Halle
1956) to 5.1kHz and 2.6 for
the same fricatives. Such
sex-specific differences
can be safely assumed to be
universal though and any
amount of shifting applying
to English should apply to
Greek under the same cir—
cumstances. Amplitude. as
expected. was higher for
the voiceless set than for
the voiced set. in both
languages by about 8dB. The
sPectral energy of the
Greek voiceless alveolar
fricative lies between the
English alveolar and
Dalato-alveolar. The
English values are close to
those by Strevens (1960)
and Behren a Blumstein
(1988). As far as the Greek
alveolar articulation goes

it is definetely retracted
by comparison to the
English ls].

3.2. Durational measure-
lents
The distribution of dura-
tion for the alveolars in
the two languages was:

n 'sh:
[s [z] [Il

mean: 170 ms 54 ms 172 ms
s.d. 3.5 4 3.6
variance:12 18 10
range: 7 8 8
Greek:

[s] [zl
mean: 73 ms 61 ms
s.d.: 8.5 9.8
variance:16 17
On the basis of these
data.the duration of the
English [s] was almost
three times as long as that
of the Greek [s]. Together
with reduced amplitude (see
above), the reduced dura-
tion of the Greek fortis
articulation was much less

energetic than the cor-

responding English ar-

ticulation and reduced

energy supports retraction.

In addition. the higher

statistic figures for stan—

dard deviation, variance

and range associated with

the Greek alveolars under-

line their instability.

which in our opinion is due

to the lack of a palato-

alveolar contrast in Greek.

An interesting indication

is also the fact that the

voiced fricatives. in the

two languages. apart from

the higher instability for

the Greek [zl. are more
similar than the voiceless

fricatives. This in-
stability of the Greek [zl
is reflected in the

remarkably higher percent-

age of devoicing for this



sound than for the English
[2] (Panagopoulos 1975). a
fact that can be attributed
to higher intraoral pres-
sure.

4. CONCLUSION
The acoustic data support
the physiological hypo-
thesis mentioned in the
beginning of this presenta-
tion.
Although there are dif-
ferences in the acoustic
analyses of the sets of the
alveolar tricatlves in
English and Greek, the com-
mon articulatory parameters
they share place them in
the same phonological
class. which incidentally
consists of the same number
or oppositions in the two
languages (with the addi-
tion of the single voice-
less glottal fricative in
English) because the lack
of a palate—alveolar pair
in Greek is balanced by the
inclusion of a velar pair
of fricatives.
The measurements of the
spectrograms revealed
stable patterns of spectral
activity for the English
fricatives. This stability
is probably due to the
restricted freedom of move-
ment of the tongue which is
a consequence or language-
specific phonological or-
ganization.
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LA VALEUR ET LES FONCTIONS DE LA PAUSE DANS LE PARLER
ORAL MONOLOGIQUE SPONTANE DANS LA LANGUE ETRANGERE

ET DANS LA LANGUE MATERNELLE

M.AVDONINA

Université Linguistique de Moscou, URSS

ABSTRACT

The present study concerns pause‘s status
as semiotic sign and experimental analysis
of its functions. We chose for material oral
spontaneous monological speech in native
and foreign languages. The comparison
lead to principal conclisions: l) pause's
functions in foreign language have quali-
tative difl'erence with the native language
ones; 2) quantitative individual diiferences
correlated in our experiment with progres-
ses in speach in foreign language

l. INTRODUCTION
Les approches à l‘étude de la pause sont

nombreux et varient selon les buts de re-
cherche. Dans le cadre des études que nous
poursuivons depuis plusieurs années et qui
portent sur les particularités du parler en
langue étrangère il s'est manifesté un pro-
bléme, assez peu étudié, de la caractéristi-
que comparative de la valeur et des fonc-
tions de la pause dans le parler oral mono-
logique spontanné dans la langue étrangère
et dans la langue maternelle.

Nous partons du fait que la pause pré-
sente d’une part un élément de l’acte de la
parole et, d’autre part. un signe sémiotique
de nature particulière (signe zéro) qui se
prête difficilement a l'analyse comme à l‘in-
terprétation. Nous la considérons comme
un des universaux de la langue. surtout
dans sa fonction du démembrement de la
parole. L‘interprétation de la pause peut dé-
pendre des facteurs de nature difl'érente. co-
textuels et contextuels. C'est une des unités
qui. dépourvues de valeur nominative, assu-
rent la communication et qui, étant faculta-
tives, sont marquées par l’individualité du
sujet parlant. Nous proposons de faire en-
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trer la pause dans une catégorie pragmati-
que particuliére, ensemble avec d‘autres ca-
ractéristiques individuelles de la parole. tel-
les que répétitions mécaniques. corrections
de sens, corrections de forme. mots et pro-
positions intercaiés. Stan: des signes sémio-
tiques de nature complexe, ces composantes
de l‘acte de la parole participent non seule-
ment au démembrement syntagmatique du
texte. mais a la communication proprement
dite, influant a l'expressivité et au caractère
performatif du texte.

Cette étude a pour but d'établir les corré-
lations entre: I) la valeur et l'emploi de la
pause; 2) certaincs qualités de la person-
nalité du sujet parlant (autoévaluation. re-
flexion) et 3)ses progrès en langue étran-
gere.
2.PROCEDURE.
2.1. ENREGISTREMENT DES TEXTES.
Nous avons proposé a 40 étudiants en

français de l'Université Linguistique de
Moscou (étape avancée: 3‘ année d‘étude)
de développer un des trois sujets à leur
choix en limitant le temps à lS min. Après
la fin de l'enregistrement les étudiants écou-
taient la cassette et répondaient aux ques-
tions (préalablement élaborées a la base des
conversations avec des professeurs et des
étudiants) qui portaient sur leurs impreus-
sions du texte et leur réflexion pendant la
production du texte. Les étudiants répon-
daient en langue maternelle sur la mémé
cassette.

22. ANALYSE QUANTITATIVE DES
TEXTES. .

Les textes en français étaient soumis à
l‘analyse psycholinguistique élaborée par
nous qui comprenait une quarantaine de pa—



rainettes ayant pour but de relever les par-

ticularités du parler en langue etrangere.
Les textes en ruSse (les comptes-rendus)
étaient analysés apres, chaque fais que la

comparaison s‘imposait. Cette analyse com-
prend seulement les pauses qu on pouvait

mesurer (plus de 3 secondes).

2.]. EVALUATION DES PROG RES EN
FRANÇAIS.

Cinq professeurs ont écouté les enregis-
trements et . appréciaient le parler des
étudiants (anonymement) sur 7 caractéristi-
ques chacun selon l'échelle de trois niveaux:
“bon“ (100 points). “moyen” (50 points),
“mauvais“ (0). La moyenne arythmétique de
ces 35 notes a acquiert la valeur d'évalua-
tion des experts. A partir de cette moyenne
nous avons subdivisé les étudiants en qtia-
tre groupes: l) 0-24 points: les “mauvais",
6 pers.; 2)25-49 points: les “mauvais-
moyens", 7 pers; 3) 50-74 peints: les “bon-
moyens”, l7 pers; 4) 75-100 paints: les
“bons“, 10 pers.

2.4. ANALYSE QUALITATIVE DES
FONCTIONS DE LA PAUSE.

Cette fois nous analysions toutes les pau-
ses. y compris les pauses audibles, mais trop
courtes pour être mesurées. En nous basant
sur les réponses des comptes- rendus nous
tâchons de relever les fonctions des pauses .
en les liants aux particularités de la re-
flexion et de l'autoe‘valuation de. chaque
groupe d‘étudiants. _
2.5. Toutes les informations ont éte' soumi-
ses au traitement par ordinateur pour con-
firmer la fiabilité des corrélations obtenues.

3. RÉSULTATS. _
3.1. LES FONCTIONS DE LA PAUSE
DANS LA LANGUE ETRANGERE ET
DANS LA LANGUE MATERNELLE.

L‘analyse des 40 protocoles du parler oral
monologique spontanné en russe et en fran-
çais permet de constater l'absence dans le
parler en français - langue étrangère d‘éle-
ments qu'on trouve sans peine dans le par-
ler en russe de ces même étudiants: compo-
sautes allusives, humour, implications, pro-
cédés rhétoriques, valeurs autonomes de
l’intonation. etc. décrits dans nos articles -
ce qui am'ene à l’absence des écarts entre les
aspects sémantique et pragmatique du texte,
à la pénurie de moyens (l’expressivité, à la
réduction de la valeur performative du texte
français.

L'interprétation de la pause peut dépen-
dre des facteurs de nature difi'érente. y corn-
nris ceux extralinguistiques: les connais-

sauce de_fon_d de l‘auditeur. la situation decommunication, l'attitude du destinateur àlégarddu sujet parlant et de la charge in-formative du texte.

La pause d‘_un monologue spontanné dansune communication normale dans la langue
maternelle peut servir l) pour faire com-prendre ce qui est dit (l’interlocuteur a letemps pour coder l’information dans son
code individuel de la parole intérieure); 2)
pour fasciner, pour préparer l'auditeur EA
la perception d'une information importante
qui va suivre; 3) pour provoquer la réac-
tion de l’auditeur (approbation, rire, etc.);
4) pour adhésion; 5) parcellisation; 6) pour
répondre a sa propre question impliquée.

Nous avons trouvé des exemples de tous
ces types de pauses dans les comptes-ren-
dus autoevaluatif de nos étudiants (faits en
russe).

Entre les pauses d'hésitation nous avons
pu distinguer deux types: l) certains étu-
diants ne croient pas possible de se faire des
louanges (le parler spontanné en russe con-
tenait un compte-rendu, l‘impression de
l’étudiant après avoir écouté le texte en-
registré de son allocution en français): 2)
d'autres ne peuvent pas exprimer une im-
pression négative sur eux-mêmes et sur leur
parler en français. Les premières ont a
l‘origine des tabous sociaux et moraux, les
deuxièmes sont dues aux particularités de
I'autoévaluation et de la réflexion de l'indi-
vidu.

Dans les textes en français toutes les pau-
ses portent le caractère d’hésitation. En em-
ployant la méthode du compte-rendu des
sujets parlants et l’analyse du texte, nous
avons pu y distinguer certains sous-types:
_l) pause pronostique, prospective: a) due
aux difiicultes femelles, b) due à celles du
contenu; 2) pause rétrospective: a) de cor—
rection. surtout grammaticale; b) de recher-
che des bifurcations du contenu dans un
fragment distant; c) de réaction émotion-
nelle, alîective sur sa propre activité langa-
gière.

La pause comme un des éléments pragma-
tiques est directement liée à la transforma—
tion de la parole intérieure à la parole
extérieure. en assurant et en exprimant
explicitement le dialogue du_sujet parlant
avec lui-'méme (qu'est—ce que je vais dire et
comment? qu'est-ce que j'ai dit et comment?
est-ce que je parle bien? m’écoute—t—on at-
tentivement? que pense de moi mon interlo-
cuteur?, etc.). Nous avons suppposé que
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les particularités de la reflexion de chaque
groupe d'étudiants peuvent changer son
rôle dans la structure du texte.

3.2. LE ROLE DE LA PAUSE DANS LA
STRUCTURE DU TEXTE EN LANGUE

ETRANGERE.
Chaque énoncé en français a été traité

avec une procédure spéciale de comptage
des éléments du texte. Le tableau l repro-
duit une partie de ces résultats. qui. d'une
part. donnent l’idée générale de la longueur
du texte. de la durée de la production et de
la vitesse de la parole et. d'autre part, dé-
montrent lee différences quantitatives d'em.
ploi de la pause et d'autres composantes pri-
vées de valeur nominative entre les qualree
groupes d'etudiants (voir 2.3.)

Le tableau l fait voir que l'évaluation
subjective des experts est confirmée par les
différences réelles des caractéristiques des
textes: la longueur, la durée et la vitesse
augmentent du groupe I au groupe 4. Les
deux groupes des faibles emploient moins
de mots et phrases intercalés (le groupe l
les réduit presqu'a zéro). On peut supposerque leurs fonctions sont réalisées dans oe
cas par les répétitions mécaniques et les

pauses qui sont sensiblement plus nombreu-
ses. En plus, remarquons l'absence presque
totale des corrections de sens dans legroupe l.

D'après leurs comptes-rendus les étu-
diants du groupe l au moment de produotion de la parole pensaient qu'a leur échec.
les pauses nombreuses étaient donc cour-
blées par des réflexions sur leur personne.lité, le produit de leur activité n'y était pas
reflété. Les étudiants du groupe 2 nonce.
vaient leur échec eux-aussi, mais. parallèlement. se cherchaient des excuses dans lesconditions de l’expérience. ils faisaient non
seulement des pauses nombreuses, mais ils
étaient sûrs de bien parler (tree peu de ré»
pétitions mécaniquœ et de corrections deforme); 3) le groupe .3 se caractérise par
une approche formelle a l'execution de ce
travail. ce qui amenait aux dilficultés de dé.
velopper l‘idée (un très grand nombre de
repetitions méœniques); 4) enfin. les bons
étudiants du groupe 4 pemaient surtout! la
qualité de l‘execution. a la qualité de leur
produit (texte). cela amenait a un bon con-
trôle et réglement de leur production: très
peu de pauses. mais le nombre sensiblement
plus grand des mots intercalés et de correo

Tableau I
CARACTÉRISTIQUES PSYCHOLOLINCUIUSTIQUES DES TEXTES EN FRANCAIS(LANGUE ETRANGERE)

33:52:“ Groupe l Groupe 2 Groupe 3 Groupe 4Caractéristiques lcs “mauvais‘lcs“mauvais- les bons- les“bons“des textes 17,596 moyens“ moyens“ 25%
I596 42,596I. Longueur du texte

(nombre de mots) 294 493 864 l 0142. Durée de la
production (min) 4,l 5,7 9,6 7.63. Vitesse
(mots/min) 7] 89 ll6 1334. Pauscs (scc.) I3‚0 I4‚3 3,2 1.75. Répétitions mécaniques
(96 de longueur) 4,4 I‚9 4,5 2.46. Corrections de sens . '(96 de longueur) 0,2 1,4 1.3 L67. Corrections de forme
(96 de longueur) 1,2 l,l l,3 0.78. Mots intercalés
(96 de longueur) 3,6 3,2 4.0 4.1
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lions de sens.

A notre avis cela permet aux bons étu-

diants. d'une part, de concevoir les idées et
de choisir la forme sans s’arreter et en gar-
dann toujours le rythme de la parole et,

d'autre part. de vérifier la oonstrucuon l'or—

mulee où ils ont senti une drfllculté.

L'analyse du texte prouve que la valeur

et le: fonctions de la pause dans la langue

étrangère sont apauvries par l’absence de

l'intention de l'emploi de la pause dans un
but autonome, tandis que les même: sujets
parlants l'emploicnt dans la langue mater-
nelle avec toutes sortes d'effets pragmati-
ques. En même temps chaque groupe d'étu-
diants en fonction de leur: progrès en lan-
sue étrangère a de: particularité: qualitati-
ves et quantitative: de l'emploi de la pause
due: au unmet: de leur réflexion et de leur
autoevaluation.
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LEARNING ENGLISH SEGMENTS
WITH TWO LANGUAGES

Mohamed Benrabah

Institut des Langues Etrangeres
Université d'Oran, Algérie

ABSTRACT
To discover the extent to
which the bilingual's both
native languages influence
the sound system of English
we have made a phonetic
analysis of the errors made
by Algerians at the
segmental level. It appears
that for Algerians, the
native language with the
most complex sub-system will
have a major influence on
the corresponding sub-system
of the target language.

1. INTRODUCTION
The phonological
an average
so firmly

system of
adult speaker is
rooted that any

attempt to alter it may
encounter resistance. In
the production of the sounds
of another language, thisresistance is expressed as
phonic interference whichmainly consists of the
transfer of somephonological habits of the
first language(s) into the
one being learnt.
Is the expression of this
phonic interference the samefor the monolingual as well
as the bilingual? Evidence
exists to support theinfluence of the native
language of the monolingualon the target one [4], whilestudies concerned with whathappens in the case of thebilingual do not abound.

The present paper is an
attempt to shed some light
on the influence of the
bilingual's two languages on
the sound system of the
target language. In dealing
with the errors made by
bilinguals at the level of
segmentals, we will try and
show the extent to which
each native language
influences these segments.

2. METHOD
Twenty four balanced
bilinguals in Algerian
Arabic and French were
recorded speaking English
spontaneously. These
advanced speakers had just
graduated or were about to.
Conversational-like speech
has the advantage of
revealing the influence of
the native language(M
because of the strains that
result from the conditions
due to conversation [2]-
The material recorded for
each speaker was edited and
administered later as.a
dictation task to ten native
British listeners. Thus,a
total of 240 listeners took
Part in the various
listening sessions during
which they wrote down as
accurately as possible what
they had heard. These
British informants were
selected on the grounds of
their performance with an
R.P speaker using a similar
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but shortened version of the

material used with the

Algerians.

3. ANALYSIS 0F THE RESULTS

In the final analysis of the

listeners' responses, we

considered only instances
where miscomprehension
occurred between each

Algerian speaker and the ten

native listeners. ‘
The actual utterances which

led to miscommunication were
analysed phonetically and

the causes classified along
a small number of error-

categories.
Segmental substitution
proved the most important in

the distortion of the speech
of . Algerians. Vowels

accounted for the majority

of the mispronunciations.
The following pure vowels
(in rank order) were the
most commonly mispronounced
segments: //\ D
Note that all these vocalic
sounds are lax and this
tends to support the claim
that R.P lax vowels are the
most difficult sounds for
the non-native to make [1].
When we consider the various
misarticulations of the
above vowels, we notice that
Algerians tend to replace
them with a certain
regularity.
For the vowel [A/ , speakers
produce either of the
following:
- quality in the general
region of secondary cardinal
vowel No.11; e.g. "studies",
”summer", "sudden“.
- quality in the general
region of primary cardinal
vowel No.6: e.g. "young".
"gther", "mgnth".
From the above data we can
state that wheneve 'u'
occurs in the spelling

speakers would usually
.produce [ce]. orthographic
'0', on the other hand,
incites subjects to produce
[3]. These mispronunciations
are the result of a negative
transfer from French as well
as spelling.
R.P/D/is regularly realised I
as [au] and occurs when
speakers try to give an
English 'flavour' to certain
lexical items which show in
their spelling certain
similarities with French.
Words of this kind contain
an /D /-type of sound spelt
as 'au' or 'o' (as in e.g.
“Maurice", "mosque" and
”cgst"). These inaccurate
qualities may stem from an
initial awareness of the
presence of diphthongs in
English and their absence in
French. ' The realisation of
words like "gone" and

"knggledge" with a diphthong

represents a typical error

due to overgeneralisation;

that is, since both "go" and

"kngg" contain the diphthong

in question, the same

vocalic glide is maintained

in "gone“ and "knowledge".
The different incorrect

realisations of the schwa
vowel by Algerians do not
show any general tendency.

However, the majority of the

words involved were

structural items pronounced

in their strong form based

on spelling and without any

vowel weakening.
R.P /e/ tends to be realised

as a vowel in the general

region of cardinal No.2 in

items such as "better",

"embassy" and “definite".

This could result from a

confusion with the French

vowel of "été" ('summer')

which is negatively

transferred into English.
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The mispronunciation of some
R.P diphthongs is also a
common feature of the spoken
English of Algerians. Out of
eight English diphthongs,
lea au eI/and to a lesser
extent /13/ were the most
difficult.
Asa/is commonly realised as
a monophthong with a quality
in the general region of
cardinal vowel No.2.
Among the usual inaccurate
articulations of /8U/ we can
mention a monophthong which
fluctuates between cardinal
vowels No.6 and No.7,
especially when the sound is
spelt 'o'.
As to the mispronunciation
of /€I/ monophthongization
also tends to be the rule. A
typical realisation varies
between cardinal vowels No.2
and No.3. .
The substitution of [l:] for
/Ia/ in words such as "here"
and "really" could be
related to the presence of
'e' in the spelling.
In the production of R.P
consonants, six segments
proved most problematic with
the plosives /t/ and /d/
being among the most
difficult. These are given
a dental articulation as in
French and Arabic, although
an affricated alveolar [t']
exists in a number of
Algerian Arabic varieties.
The misarticulation of R.P
/t/ and /d/ also lacks
aspiration which is neither
present in Arabic nor in
French.
One of the striking features
of the spoken English of
Algerians is - the
substitution of /t/ and /d/
by the corresponding
emphatic plosives. These
typical realisations occur
in the context where /d/,

and particularly /t/. are
followed by an open and/or
back vowel as in e.g. "time'I
and "talk".
Three R.P fricatives proved
particularly difficult for
Algerians. Subjects usually
replace dental /6/ by [t] or
[f] but never by [s] as in
the case“ of French native
speakers. As for the lenis
dental l3 /, it .is almost
always realised as dental
[d] and never as [2].
The mispronunciation of /h/
fluctuates between the lenis
glottal fricative J and the
fortis laryngeal[fi with the
former being the most
widespread.
Finally, the approximant /r/
is typically realised as an
alveolar tap in the spoken
English of Algerians.

4. DISCUSSION
The above analysis of the
various sound substitutions
allows us to make a number
of observations. First, in
the case of mispronounced
vocalic segments (pure and
diphthongal) the negative
transfer seems to result
from the French language.
The produced vowel either
exists in French or is
derived from the influence
of spelling based on the
Algerians' knowledge of the
sound/letter correspondence
in this same language.
Second, the inaccurate
articulation of certain R.P
consonants seems to find an
answer in the effect that
Arabic consonants have on
the Algerian speaker. The
non-use of [s] and [z] for
dental fricatives, the use
of emphatics and the tap are
evidence to support this
point.
It thus thatappears
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interference does not occur
haphazardly but seems to
express itself in a specific
way. That is to say, most
of the vocalic errors and
consonantal errors were
attributed to the influence
of French and Algerian
Arabic respectively.
Compared with Arabic, French
has a more complex vowel
system, whereas Arabic has a
much more complex consonant
system. It appears, then,
that for the Algerian
bilingual, the native
language with the _ most
complex sub-system will have
a major influence on the
corresponding sub-system of
the target language. Hence,
because the French vowel
system is more complex than
that of Algerian Arabic,
speakers are more likely to
be influenced by French in
their mispronunciation of
English vowels. On the
contrary, the Arabic
consonant system being more
complex, it is more likely
to affect the articulation
of ' certain English
consonants.

5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion we will
exercise a word of caution.
Our attempt to explain
certain phonetic errors made
bY Algerians does not take
into account all the
processes involved in second
language learning. In the
present paper we dealt with
only one such process which
13 language transfer from
the two native languages.
But we do realise that
language transfer on its own

s not enough to explain the
various deviations from the
norm made by the non-native
in the process of learning a

foreign language [3].
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PROBLEMATIOUE DE L’ENSEIGNEMENT
DE LA PROSODIE DU RUSSE AUX FRANCOPHONES

M. BILLIERES

Laboratoire Jacques-Lordat, Université de Toulouse Il, France

ABSTRACT
The errors of pronunciation made by
French speakers in Russian are
caused by an inadequate temporal
perception of the phonetic
particularities of the language, by the
phonetic correction method
employed and by the choices made
by the learner.

Les erreurs de prononciation des
Français en russe sont dues entre
autres à une mauvaise perception
temporelle de sa matière phonique.
Le temps n'est pas une donnée
physique : c'est une notion, un
concept, une donnée abstraite. Le
développement de la notion de
temps est lui-même une forme
d’adaptation à la réalité. ‘
Un rythme langagier dépend de la
périodicité subcrdonnee à la
temporalité. La périodicité n’est elle
même possible que si elle est
structurée. Une langue étrangère.
c'est d'abord un rythme étranger. Il
est constitué par des contrastesfierçus en termes de durée. de

auteur et d'intensité sur les syllabes
successrves d’une suite sonore. En
français /F/ comme en russe /R/ il
exrste une dizaine de rythmes "de
base" ou les phénomènes accentuels
ont un rôle clé dans la perception de
la périodicité en tant que
proéminences rythmiques
constituant autam de points de
repère possibles.
Dans les 2 langues où ils reviennent
à Intervalles réguliers, toutes les 4 à 5
syllabes en moyenne, il existe :

- un accent de groupe: en /F/ il a la
durée pour parametre premier, en
/R/ l’intensité est le trait physique
dominant;
- un accent secondaire : en /F/ c'est
un relief mélodique et/ou d'intensité
en /R/, il dépend de la durée,
toujours inférieure à celle de la
voyelle accentuée ou de_ la
pretonique mais toujours supérieure
a celle des autres voyelles atones. La
voyelle porteuse de cet accent n'est
jamais perçue comme étant réduite.
L'intonation se déroule sur la trame
rythmico—temporelle. En ”Z“ les
unités intonatives sont caract nsées
par l’égalité de durée des syllabes
non accentuées et l'allongement
notable (x 2 en gros de la voyelle
affectée par l’accent e groupe. II en
va tout autrement avec les
"constructions intonatives' (IK) du
russe. Ainsi, IK—4 provoque
l'allongement de la vo elle accentuee
et de la dernière sylabe atone du
syntagme. Dans certaines
réalisations modales, lK-5 et lK-7, lK-
2 et lK—5 se distinguent par_ des
différences de durée et de débit. En
syntagme non terminal, IK—2 a un
tempo plus rapide que lK-1 dans des
phrases affirmatives.

Au niveau des voyelles et
des consonnes, la durée est fonction
dela longueur intrinsèque des sons,
de leur combinaison dans |a_sy|labe.
de la nature de cette dernière, du
débit, etc. En /R/ la quantité
vocalique dépend en outre de la
dureté/mouillure des consonnes
avoisinantes et de l'influence de
l'accent lexical .
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L'accent lexical, neutralisé en /F par
l'accent de grou e, affecte au

contraire en R chaque mot
significatif à l'int rieur du syntagme.
Son trait dominant est la durée,
soumise au phénomène de la
réduction vocalique : habituellement,
la durée de la voyelle accentuée est
supérieure à celle de toutes les
autres voyelles du mot, la longueur
des voyelles préaccentuées étant
elle-même plus importante que celle
des voyelles postaccentuées.

En /R/, le rythme est
constitué par l'inégalité quantitative
des syllabes internes d'un syntagme,
contrairement au /F/. La réduction
voœlique constitue un obstacle
perceptif majeur car certaines
voyelles ont des durées très brèves -
entre 40 et 50 ms- auxquelles l'oreille
française n'est as accoutumée. Un
handicap supp émentaire est dû à
l'accent lexical que le Français tend à
ramener vers la fin du mot. Cette
déstructuration rythmique déclenche
un dérèglement en chaîne de la
structure phonique au niveau de
l'intonation et à celui de la réalisation
des phonèmes. Une source
supplémentaire de difficultés est liée
à la erception globale de la hauteur,
de 'intensité et de la durée qui
caractérisent tous les types d'accent.
Les rapports entre ces 3 paramètres
posent encore de nombreuses
énigmes. Le Français a tendance à
accentuer les mots du /R/ en
pnvrlégiant la hauteur et l'intensité,
ces 2 corrélats étant intimement liés.
En /Fl/. l'intensité et la durée
caractérisent l'accent de groupe. et

eIa duré_e l'accent lexical. ernier
toutefors a été endant très
longtemps qualifi d'accent
d'intensité. 0r, en règle générale,
une augmentation d'intensité peut
être perçue comme une
augmentation de durée. De même,
une élévation de la hauteur peut être
ressentie comme un renforcement de
lintensité. Quoiqu'il en soit, la durée
est toujours le paramètre le plus
fragile et le plus difficilement
décelable. En fait l'oreille est un
Instrument de mesure acoustique
bien imparfait.

La méthodologie soviétique de
correction phonétique se fonde sur la
conscrentisation. La comparaison
des “bases articulatoires' du /R/ et
du /F/ s'effectue par le biais de
cours de phonétique articulatoire
privilégiant le visuel -schémas, miroir
devant la bouche. lecture- et le
tactiIo-kinesthésique grâce à de
nombreux exercrces de
“gymnastique articulatoire". La
prononciation étant directement
reliée au contrôle neuro-musculaire,
un bon entraînement sensori-moteur
{oint à la connaissance précise de
‘articulation d'un son donné
constituent un préalable au
développement de la 'base
perceptive”.
Cette approche intellectualisante,
axée sur le sens et l'écrit, négligeant
la perception auditive, perturbe la
composante prosodique et entrave la
mémoire à court terme /MCT/. La
MCT, dite aussi “mémoire de travail“
est extrêmement volatile : les
informations qu'elle capte s'effacent
au bout de quelques sec. Elle est très

rapidement saturée, ne pouvant
contenir plus de 7 à 8 items. Plus
spontanée et phonétique que la
mémoire à long terme, ses
performances sont améliorées par

les répétitions et freinées par les
interférences. Son rôle est capital en

situation de production et de

réception d'un énoncé.
En production, l'élève doit écouter et
répéter en ayant souvent le texte
sous les yeux. Le processus de
lecture s'acccomplit ainsi : l'oeil est

fixe pour déchiffrer les mots, puis se

déplace, s'arrête à nouveau, repart
etc. Pour un lecteur normal, le temps

de pause de l'oeil est de 1 4 de sec,
le temps de déplacement e 1/40 de
sec.. Le cerveau opérant une
reconnaissance globale du mot et
non un découpage lettre par lettre

pour l'appréhender, 'antlcrpe l_e

déchiffrage de l’oeil. L'elève français
débutant ou faux débutant est
souvent un lecteur lent en /R/ en
raison de:
1) l’hésitation provoquant un_ contrôle
oculaire inadequat se traduisant par
des régressions et des rectifications
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rendant la lecture pénible ; 2) la
subvocalisation, incitant au mot. à
mot, entravant la compréhenSion
globale et nuisant à l'anticipation. La
lecture laborieuse est fondée sur la
saisie d'une dizaine de lettres au
maximum -MCT- et aboutit au pire à
du mot à mot. Ce ris ue est aggravé
par l'élaboration et a présentation
des exercices dans les manuels. Ils
vont du simple au complexe : listes
de mots isolés éparfois de syllabes
logatomi ues), e 2 mots (nom +
verbe, ad. + norn, etc.), de phrases
mono pUlS bi-syntagmatiques... Les
composantes de ces listes sont
séparées par des virgules, des tirets,
voire des points de suspension.
Tout ceci incite le Français à
déplacer l'accent en fin de mot et à le
placer souvent sur sa dernière
syllabe. Les gammes d'exercices (1
mot, 2 mots"? mettent en vedette
l'accent lexica au détriment des
accents secondaire et de groupe.
L’élève est également obnubile par le
poids sémantique de la désinence
qu'il souligne par l’intensité et
l'élévation du ton ; il est impatient
d'atteindre la fin du mot ou une
pause virtuelle est possible ; enfin, il
obéit à la rè le accentuelle 'à droite
toute' du /F .
En réception, la fonction d'écoute
suppose l’interaction de 2 systèmes
fonctionnant simultanément. Le 1er
extrait du continuum sonore des
éléments servant à élaborer des
hypothèses ; Ie 2ème vérifie ces
hypothèses perceptives et/ou
lingmstiques en comparant
continuellement les éléments perçus
et les éléments 'attendus. La
compréhension résulte de la
concordance entre les différentes
hypothèses. Les enregistrements
des manuels cProposant un rythme
aux envrrons e 3 syllabes/sec.(soit
entre 10 et 12 honèmes), ralenti par
des pauses dé imitant les roupes de
mots. Ce rythme assez ent facilite
théoriquement l'écoute mais peut
provoquer à terme la monotonie et
donc un relâchement de l'attention. Il
y a de plus, hiatus complet avec lesactuelles méthodes de russe où le
débit des enregistrements estgénéralement rapide.

Toutes ces données affectent la
MCT. Elle ne peut conserver un son
au-delà de 2 sec.‚ après il se
volatilise. Elle intègre également les
pauses sur le temps temporel ; il en
va de même pour les blancs et les
signes de ponctuation en lecture. En
outre, l'oreille perçoit globalement et
non son par son, de même que l'oeil
ne lit as lettre par lettre. L’élève
habitu à entendre ar les yeux est
soumis à des interf rences visuelles
et motrices. La subvocalisation
provoque des phénomènes de
coarticulation sur la base de la
langue maternelle et engendre des
articulations tendues anihilant le
rythme du /R/. Une MCT non
entraînée à la perception des
sonorités du /R( et reposant
essentiellement sur a lecture ne peut
accroître ses facultés de
discrimination auditive et entretient la
surdité prosodico-phonologique de
beaucoup d'élèves.
Ceci est flagrant lorsque l'élève
devant répéter, par ex. , "moloko'
prononce 3 [o] ou produit un cgrou e
sifflante + chumtante au lieu e [ '2]
dans 'priezZaet' : il lit le mot dans sa
tète avant de le prononcer. Ceci nous
amène à nous interroger sur les
stratégies qu'il met en oeuvre
pendant son apprentissage du /R/.
Nous n'entrerons pas dans les
classifications certainement
réductionnistes et probablement
abusives distinguant des apprenants
"globalistes' ou 'sérialistes' ou
considérant des élèves à dominante
visuelle, auditive ou kinesthéSIque.
En fait. l'élève doit _traiter
simultanément diverses
composantes de la langue _en
interrelation étroite ; ses capacnés
d'analyse n'y suffisant pas, il effectue
forcément des choix, focalise son
attention sur tel ou tel aspect de la
structure du si nal. Au fur et a
mesure de 'apprentissage. I|
automatise certains processus qui au
départ étaient contrôlés. plus
particulièrement ceux qui se
rapportent aux aspects formels de la
langue -prosodique. phonologique.
morphologique, syntaXique...-.
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Par contra, il ne peut automatiser
certains processus plus complexes

qui varient sans cesse -lexrçal,

sémantique. La _ déstructuration
prosodico—phonologrque évoquée en
supra est une conséquence directe
de cette gestion : elle constitue Pour

l’élève une sorte de régu arné
rentable (économique) lui permettant
de se concentrer sur les opérations
de haut niveau au détriment de celles
de bas niveau. Un enseignement de
type 'grammaire-traductnon‘ fondé
sur l'écrit ne peut que l'encourager
dans cette voie. II en va de même
avec le recours à une méthode de
correction phonétique très analytique
qul ne favorise pas une approche
globalisante. structurante _ et
dynamique de la matière phonique
de la langue.
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Contrastive Phonetics and Teaching Foreign
Language PronunciationzTheory and Practice

Mukhamedjan K.Isaev

Teachers Training Institute of Foreign
Languages, Alma-Ata, USSR

ABSTRACT ‘ '
Foreign language tea-

ching especially in class-
room conditions can be
effective if its methodo-
logy is based on solid
scientific grounds. Prac—
tical needs of teaching
languages have given rise
to theoretical contras-
tive study of languages
that come into contact.
Experimental investiga-
tion of the development
of phonetic characteris-
tics of bilinguals in L2
makes a significant
contribution into the
theory of contrastive
studies as well as into
the applied aspects of
this problem.

It is evident that con-
trastive studies of lan- ,
guages came into being
and developed in many
countries of the world as
a reaction to practical
needs of teaching foreign
languages(L ). Contras-
tive analysis of two lan-
guages with the aim to
predict pronunciation er-
rors in L are defined as
Applied gontrastive Stu-
dies. Theoretical Contras-
tive Studies involve va—
rious methods and models
of contrastive analysis

send is a part or typologi-
cal linguistics.

VThe aims of these two
studies are so tightly
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interpenetrated with each
other and are so interde-
pendent that it is diffi-
cult to find the border-
line between them. Any con-
trastive study is supposed
to be theoretical. Its
theoretical status is high
provided the results of
such studies are of some
practical use. it the same
tmeweflmuflmam
linguistic analysis of pro-
nunciation errors of bi-
linguals in L2 belong to
the sphere of theoretical
linguistics.So, we shall
use the term"Contrastive
Phonetics"(Lingustios)only.
The data obtained form the
foundation of the theory
of interference. The lat-
ter is capable of explai-
ning the nature of each
error. In this paper an
attempt is made to suggest
the principles and models
of the wider application
of contrastive studies in
linguistics.

The necessity to work out
the principles of contras-
tive studies relevant both
for theoretical and par-
ticularly for practical
purposes of teaching L
made us carry out multi-
step experiment. The pro-
cedure of the experiment
is the following. It con-
sisted of five steps‘ and
lasted for five years.
The subdects(n-45) 70?.



the students of English at

the Teachers Training Ins-

titute of Foreign Languages
in Alma-Ate, USSR. Their

native language is Kazakh.

When the experiment began

(step 1)the subjects were
at the age of 17. Recor-
ding of the test material

took place in a special

studio at the end of the

academic year during five

years. Step 1 corresponds

to the end of the first

year of learning English;

Step 2-to the second year;

Step 3-to the third year;

Step 4-to the fourth year;

Step S-to the fifth year.

The test experimental ma-

terial was compiled on the

basis of the data of the

contrastive study of the

phonetic systems of English
and Kazakh. It consisted

of English isolated words,
sentences of different
communicative types, texts
ïr various functional sty-

OSe

The staff of subjects and

test material remained un-
changed throughout all
the five steps of the ex-
periment. In order to ob-
tain the most natural and
objective data no correcr
tion of the subjects' er-
rors in the process of re-'
cording was allowed. The
same test experimental ma-
terial was recorded by
native s eakers of Eng?
115b. (11:43 .

The recordings of all
subjects of each step were
listened and transcribed
by non-native speakers of
English-teachers of Eng-
lish Phonetics(n=5).

Slightly shortened versib-
on of the test material
was listened and analysed
by native speakers of Eng-
lish-non-linguists(n-10).
and, finally, rather short
test recording was liste-
ned and analysed by a na-
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tive speaker of English-
professor of English Pho-
netics.

For the acoustical experi-
ment still shorter test ma-
terial was selected. The
experiment meant to study
such prosodic properties
as duration, intensity,fune
damental frequency. A spe-
cial study of spectral che-
racteristics of English vo-
wels was carried out.

Procedure and Results
of Contrastive Phonetic
Study of the Development
of the English Speech of
Kazakh-English bilinguals
1. Contrastive study of
the phonetic systems of ‚
English and Kazakh, thelan-
guages that are in contact“
in classroom conditions.

The results of the contras-
tive study are used in two
ways: a) practical— the
list of potential orrors—w
is the starting point for
compiling teaching mate-
rial for the incipient bi—
linguals, in our case for
the students of the tir ‘-
year; b) theoretical- the
list of potential errors

is the starting point for

compiling test language”~
material for the experimesfi
tal investigation of the

development of phonetics

of the bilinguals' English

speech. ._

2. Auding Analysis of the

recordings of each step of

the experiment helps us to

obtain the data of reel ;
(actual) pronunciation er-x
rors (or real interference .
Contrastive study of the

data of each step and the
data of the potential er- -

rors are valid in tuc’iizgj

l)practical-the results .

taken into account when

compiling teaching esteri

for the second. t .__„.
fourth, fifth year student |

b) theoretical-linguistic



analysis or the data ob-
tained makes a considera-
ble contribution into the
theory or interference.
Phonetic errors are clas-
sified and tabulated ac-
cording to the types of'in-
terference mistakes(U.Iei-
nreich):underdirferentia-
tion, cverdifferentiati-
on, reinterpretation,sub-
stitution, plus segmenta-
tion, minus-segmentation.
L certain amount or pro-
nunciation errors are be-
yond these types, forming
specific groups or errors.
Types or errors by U.Ie1n-
reich are rather easily
classified in Steps 1,2,
3. At the advanced steps
no definite types are to
be round.
3. contrastive study or
the data or auditory ana-
lysis or all five steps
or the experiment und the
data or auditory analysis
or native speakers' record-
ings revealed the points
or coincidence and the
points which to this or
that extent differenciate
the pronunciation or the
subflects from that or the
native speakers.
a) Practical application
ot_the results or this
study is in supplying the'
teachers with recommenda-
tions on how to prevent
gîîîäzciîtign eräîä; or

as s open on
the stage or acquiring
English. '
bigTheoretical-contrastive
description or bilinguals'
errors and the model pro-
nunciation-ct the native
speakers contributed into
3 or errors, prob-
lem or the development or
phonetic interference(seg-
mental and prosodic) thro-
ughout the five steps or
thtmerperdment.
4. Contraative study or
the data or the two neigh-

bouring steps or the ex-periment which made it
possible to form a gene-
ral view or the phonetic
characteristics or the

-lish speech or the bilin-guals in the process of
acquiring L .
6. Contrastgve study of
the data or the acoustic
experiment and the data
or theauditory experiment.
3 Cbntrastive phonetic

study ended with the eve-
luation or the recordings
or euch step by the native
speakers or English(non-
linguists and linguists).

CONCLUSIONS
The procedure or contras-

tive study presented in
this paper is worth accep-
ting because:
1. Thorough contrastive
study or two languages in
contact is necessary for
linguistics in general,
and in particular-it sup-
plies the teaching process
with the proper language
material specially proce-
ssed and selected for this
very stage or teaching L2,
for this very group or L2
learners in classroom
conditions. The data ob-
tained stimulate prepara-
tion or textbooks,manua1s,
tapes.
2. The term"contrastive
phonetics" may have a
wider sphere or applica-
tion. The principles or
contrastive analysis pre-
sented here enrich and
develop the theory or lan-
guage contact, the theory
or interference, contras-
tive linguistics and type-
logical studies.

3. The procedure or con-
trastiwe analysis presen-
ted in this paper can be
used und development fur-
ther on the material or
otther languages in con-
tact.
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LES MODELES RYTHMIQUES ET LA FRÉQUENCE
DES SUBSTANTIFS AVEC L'ACCENT MOBILE EN RUSSE

E. Jasovâ

Cours du soir pour adultes, Finlande

_ ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of
our reseach of Russian nouns with
a mobile accent on the basis of
Frequency Dictionary [1]. From the
point of view of a declension of
nouns and in accordance with their
frequency we specify 15 types and
10 subtypes of rhythmical patterns
In the declension we determine the
folloving rhythmical patterns:
1) fundamental, 2) reduced and 3)
extended. In the same type or sub-
type can be situated: a) an iso-
syllabic and b) polysyllabic rhy-
thmical patterns. The isosyllabic
rhythmical patterns may exist with
an identical or an inidentical ac-
cent, but a difference in the
grammar.

1. INTRODUCTION
La place de_l'acçent du mot russe. n'est lie ni_a une syllabe, ni
a_un morpheme déterminés. Il est
libre. Cette proprieté rend diffi-
c11e l'enseignement de la langue
russe comme langue étrangère. La
recherche de la place de l'accent
a deux différents principaux point
de vue. L'un examine l'accent sur«
les morphemes l'autre sur les syl-
labes.
Du point de vue syntagmatigue, ho—
rizontal, en extention, "debut -
milieu - fin“ du mot, on examinela distribution de l'accent ä des
places différentes seulement au
nominatif des substantifs.
Du p01nt de vue paradigmatique
l'accent russe peut être constant
et mobile.
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Constant: il se trouve sur la même
syllafie, ou sur le même morphéme
a toute la declinaison du mot.
Ex.: po-go—da f pogöd/a (le temps)
po-gg-dy f pogçd/y (du temps),
po-go-de f pogod/e (au temps) etc.
Mobile: il peut se déplacer; avan—
cer (progresser), ou reculer (re-
gresser) d'une syllabe ou d'un
morpheme. Ex.: Sg. Nom. go-ra ä
gor/â (le mont), Sg.Ac. gô-ru g
gör/u (le mont), Pl.lnstr. go-ra-
mi f gor/âmi (avec,par les monts)
etc;
La syllabe est l'unité de la pa—
role et le morphéme est_l'unite
de la langue. Ils sont etroite-
ment unis et, ä notre avis, il
faut les étudier ensemble.

2. PROCEDURE
Nous avons examiné les 3 935 sub—
stantifs du Dictionnaire Frequent
f1] des deux points de vue: syn-
tagmatique et paradigmatique.
Sur la base de la distribution de
l'accent aux formes fondamentales
(au Nom. Sg.) nous determinons
les types des modéles rythmiques
dans les classes des substantifs:
I - monosyllabiques, II î dissyl—
labiques. Le premier modele est
avec l'accent sur la premiere syl'
labe du mot et l'autre avec l'ac—
cent sur la deuxième syllabe.
lII - trisyllabiques etc. Sous 1a
notion de modèle rythmique nous
comprenons le nombre des syllabes
du substantif et l'accent sur la
”syllabe déterminée [2,3]. Nous
indiquons l'accent des substantiÈ
d'apres le dictionnaire—manuelt4l

Tableau 1

Classes Types de ‘des subst. modèles ryth. Nombre % Frequence %

I : 411 10,45 42 512 16,92

II : - 712 18,09 51 270 20,41
_ : 683 17,36 49 961 19,89

: -

-

202 5,13 12 561 5,00

III — 3 — 552 14,03 30 054 11,97

- - 1 317 8,06 18 820 7.49

: - - -12 0,31 521 0,21
IV _ : -

-

251 6,38 14 721 5.86
_ _ 2 - 200 5,08 6 667 2.66

_ -

-

; 57 1,45 2 339 0,93

Le tableau 1 montre que la plupart
des substantifs russes sont dis-
syllabiques et trisyllabiques. En
général entre les deux types de
modèles rythmiques il y a tres peu
de différence en nombre et en fre—
quence. Ex.: ï — = sf-la (la for-
ce - 20,411) - ï = na-rod (le peu-
ple — 19,89 %). Mais on observe

des différences remarquables entre
les genres masculin, feminin et
neutre. Entre les trois types de
modèles rythmiques des substantifs
trisyllabiques {voir tableau 1,
III) le type - î - = pa—go—da (le
temps) monte tres nettement au
premier plan (11,97 %). Mais il y
a beaucoup de differences entre
les genres.

Tableau 2

Substantifs Nombre % Fréquence 1

Dèclinês 3 917 99.54 250 648 99.77

ägfigtgggccent 3 245 82,46 159 352 67,41

ÊËËÎià'acœnt 672 17,08 81 295 32,36
Indèclinés 18 0,46 591 0.23
Au total 3 935 100,00 251 239 100,00
Le tableau 2 montre que la plupart
des substantifs russes ont l'ac—
cent constant dans la déclinaison.
Mais les substantifs avec l'accent
mobile ont une très haute frequen-
ce relative. Le nombre de substan-
tifs avec l'accent mobile est_ap—
proximativement cinq fois infe—
rieur en nombre de substantifs
avec l'accent constant, mais leur
frequence relative l'est seulement
gîux fois 32,36 1 (voir tableau

Ainsi nous distingons les modeles
rythmiques des substantifs d'apres
leur fréquence:
1. fondamental, sur la base de la
supériorité numérique au paradigme
Par ex.: Pour toutes les formes
des 7 cas il existe un modele ry-
thmique — ï , qui se compose
d'une 1ère syllabe atone et d'une
2éme syllabe accentuée (v.figu.1).
2. réductible, sur la base de la
disparition au nombre des sylla-
bes au paradigme. Ex.: Gen. Pl.
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rük ï {des mains) se compose
d'une sy labe accentuee et d'une
syllabe annulée.
3. extensible, sur la base de l'
augmentation du nombre des sylla-
bes au paradigme. Ex.: Instr. Pl.
ru-ka-mi = - - - (avec, par les
mains). se compose de trois syl-
labes. une premiere syllabe atone,
une deuxieme syllabe accentuée et
uneiroisieme syllabe atone. ajou-
tee.
Ensuite nous remarquons qu'il
exâste pour le même paradigmîldes
mo e es rythmiques: a sos a-
bi ues et b) ol s llaBî ues. Le
même type ou le sous-type peut
gpresenter des modeles rythmiques
isosyllabiques avec des accents
identiques ou non identiques. mais

une différence grammaticale. Ex.:
Nom. Sg. ru-kâ (la main), Gen. Sg.
ru;ki de la main) etc. (7 cas)
presente 1e mogele rythmique dis-
syllabique - - avec l'accent
identique. mais une différence
grammaticale (voir figu.1). Mais
par ex. le Gen. Sg. ru-kf (de la
main) - - et le Nom. Pl. rû-ki
(les mains) - - presentent des
modeles rythmiques dlssyllabiques
avec l'accent non identique. Le
deplacement d'accent â l'Ac. Sg.
et aux Nom. et Ac. Pi. est re-
gressif [51. Les modeles ryth-
miques polysyllabiques sont ca—
racteristiques de la déclinaison
flexible en russe (voir figu. 1);

Segmentation des substantifs

V,

Cas

Sg.

Nom.

Gen.

Dat.

Ac.

Loc.

Instr.

P1.

Nom.

Gen.

Dat.. ru -

Ac. rü - k
Loc. ru -

D
éc

lin
ai

so
n

de
s

su
b

st
a

n
tif

s

\f
Instr. ru - kä -

Modèles rythmiques

Figure 1 Type de modèle rythmique F3
Le_modêle rythmique fondamental
a-..présente_les fermes des 7 cas
Nom. Sg. ruka (la main). Gen. 59
rçkï (de la main), Dat- Sg. ruke
(a la.m81n)‚„Loc. Sg;crube (sur,
dans la main), Instr. Sg. rukôj

(avec. par la main) et aussi Dat.
' Pl. rukam (aux mains). Loc. Pl.ru-

kâkh (sur, dans les mains);
Le_type de modèle rythmique F?
presente seulement 8 substant_fs
feminins: rukâ (la main). pora
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(le temps). nggä (le pied). stenë
(le mur), reka (la riviere). gora
(le mont), sreda (le mllieu),mais
leur fréquence est tres haute.

3. CONCLUSION
Dans l'ensemble des substantifs
avec l'accent mobile (672) nous
limitons les types et sous-types
Igplggu 3

de modèles rythmiques d'après leur
fréquence.
Notre recherche montre que l'ac-
cent mobile en russe est caracté-
ristique avant tout des substan-
tifs monosyllabiques et dissylla-
biques.

Substantifs dissyllabique
avec l'accent mobile

Modèle rythmique 3 - Modéle rythmique - 1

Gen. Nombre Fréquence Nombre Fréquence

abs. 1 abs. abs. æ abs. i

Masc. 63 57.80 6 855 35.18 134 57,27 7 594 32,31

fem. 18 16,51 1 625 8,32 75 32.05 12 231 52,04

Peutr. 24 22.02 9 103 46.74 25 - 10.68 3 679 15,65

EH: t. 4 3.67 1 902 9.76 - - - -

Tot. 109 100,00 19 477 100.00 234 100,00 23 504 100,00

Nous limitons cinq types et qua-
tre sous-types de substantifs mo-
nosyllabiques. En premier lieu en
nombre et en fréquence il y a le.
type M; 1 ‚ qui présente les sub-
stanti s masculins: nos (le nez)
avec fbpposition d'accent Sg. f
P .
Nous limitons dix types et six
sous-types de substantifs dissyl-
labiques. En premier lieu en fre-
quence (voir tableau 3) il y a le
type F4 - 1 a qui presente les
substantifs feminins: rukâ (la
main), bien que le nombre soit
tout petit (g). En general. les
types de modeles rythmiques des
substantifs masculins les plus
frequents sont ceux avec l'oppo-
sition d'accent. Au singulier
l'accent se trouve sur la pre-
miere syllabe, mais au pluriel
sur_la terminaison. Les types de
modeles rythmiques des substan-
tlfs feminins les plus frequents
sont ceux avec l'accent regressif
a l'accusatif Sg. et au Nom.. au
Gen= et a l'Ac. Pl. Les types de
modeles rythmiques des substan-
tifs neutres les plus fréquents

sont aussi les types avec l'oppsi-
tion d'accent. -
A notre avis cet index de frequen—
ce est très important pour l'en—
seignement de l'accent mobile rus-
se a aide de modeles rythmiques.
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TOWARDS DESIGNING AN INTONATION TRAINING
DEVICE BASED ON SPEECH SIGNALS CLUSTERING

Leonid A. Kanter, Alexander V. Savin
and Ksenia G. Guskova

Dept. of Phonetics (English), Lenin Pe-
dagogical State University, Moscow,USSR

ABSTRACT
The paper proposes a

technique for automatic in-
tonation type recognition
for the purpose of design-
ing an intonation training
device to facilitate the
acquisition of prosody by
foreign language learners
as well as to promote into-
nation improvement of those
who have a speech or he-
aring disorder. The techni-
que is applicable to any
utterance with a fixed num-
ber of syllables and was
initially tested for di-
syllabic speech samples of
Russian and English.

1. INTRODUCTION
Broadly stated,the object

of this study is to provide
a means for computer-assis-
ted phonetic instruction
through which sound effects
produced b a spoken voice
or voices of a‘ strictly

standardized character,
free of regional accents,
may be visually compared
with more or less related
sound effects, produced by
another speaking voice of
a non-standardized charac-
ter, i.e. a voice of a fo-
reign language learner or
a verbally/perceptually
handicapped patient. Com-
paring the user's pronun-
ciation with the stored
pronunciation makes it pos-
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sible to measure a simila-
rity or likelihood degree
between the two types of
speech patterns. More spe-
cifically, the paper propo-
ses a technique for automa-
tic intonation type recog-
nition for the purpose of
designing a visual display
device for intonation trai-
ning. The technique is app-
licable to any utterance
with a fixed number of syl-
lables (initially it was
tested for disyllabic utte-
rances of Russian and Eng-
113h).

2. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATION
As a conceptual foun-

dation the zonal principle
of basic intonation types
realization is adopted. In
accordance with this prin-
ciple,manifestations of a
given intonation pattern
are not Just one-to-one re-
productions of the underly-
ing archetype. They are re-
ther variants within the
range of tolerance set by a
particular invariant in the
space of acoustic parame-
ters (Po, I, T) and in the
perceptual space.

3. GENERAL DESIGN
Intonation contours clus-

tering results,reporte for
Russian and English in -Ë.
were used as source data
for the present project.

With implementation of
the training device in ques-
tion visualization of into-
national zones is attained,
thereby enabling the lear-
ner not only to hear into-
nation but also "to see“ it
without being tied to a
specific intonation curve
or a set of curves. In this
case the language learner
has to deal with points
representing the curves on
a display. A cluster ana-
lysis algorithm, proposed
in [4] , is used to re-
duce every curve to a point
which is mapped on a plane.
In order to make the ini-
tial cluster more conveni-
ent-for teaching all extra-
neous data (i.e. points be-
longing to other clusters)
are eliminated. As is shown
in Fig. 1, the remaining
points of each cluster are
linked up in straight
lines. It is assumed that
the interpoint distance
within the cluster does not
exceed an empirically found
fixed value. The procedure
helps the learner to as-
sess the cluster structure
for the reference samples
storage zone. When a new,
prosodically distorted re-
alization is mapped on a
display, a decision as to
which cluster it belongs
is made, judging by the
two neighbouring points
between which it is\located
The method is known as ”the
nearest neighbour strategyfi
Some possible results are
exemplified in Fig. 2. The
learner can modify his in-
tonation realization as
many times as required un-
til the point on a display
reaches the right cluster,
that is to say, until the
learner's point is located
between two reference points
of the target cluster.

This sort of a technical
aid for teaching intonation
may be PC-based.

4. CONCLUSION
Displaying- visual infor-

mation for speech training
purposes, as reported here,
will enable the learner to
make a selection from a se-
ries of options available
in the reference storage
zone for a particular into-
nation type with due ac-
count of the individual
range of the learner's vocal
performance.
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, CROSS-SECTIONAL TONGUE MOVEMENT AND TONGUE-
PALATE MOVEMENT PATTERNS IN [8] AND U] SYLLABLES

Maureen Stone; Alice Faber,‘ and Marc Cordaro*

tNational institutes of Health, *Haskins Laboratories,
'*Johns Hopkins University

ABSTRACT
This study examines C-to-V movement
patterns to determine the predictability,
of cross-sectional tongue movements,
seen in ultra-sound images, from the
movements in tongue-palate contact pat-
terns, observed with EPG. Results indi-‘
cate that tongue shapes are redictablei
for consonants, but not or C-to- .
movement patterns, due to the confoun-I
ding effects of jaw and tongue lowering.'
1. INTRODUCTION ‘‚

The tongue is one-third of the vocal.
tract and it is the major contributor to:
vocal tract shape. Measuring tongue!
movements, however, is very difficult,i
and real-time three-dimensional recor-'
ding of such movements is not possible'
at present. One technique, ultrasound.
imaging, is able to provide two-dimen— ,-
sional scan sequences of tongue surface
movements during speech. Scan sequen-
ces of the tongue can be imaged in mulv,
tiple sagittal and coronal planes, and
then temporally and geometrically al-

maximal [s]

msec O 30 60
Figure 1: EPG and ultrasound sequences tor the [s] to to] movement. The e uence begins at maxim [3.]
and ends at minimal (z). Samples are presented at every 30 ms and the tw.:date sets are not axed h
scale, as the ultrasound images do not include the most lateral margins oi the tongue. The ultrasound lm-
agee show that the anterior tongue lowers as the dorsal tongue elevates. Jew lowerlng (not WW“)lowers the tongue so that row 7 on the palate does not relied dorsal tongue raising.

igned into a time—varying, multi-section-
al composite of the tongue [1].

In addition to tongue movement, the
present study examined the relationship
between tongue movements and tongue~ .
palate contact. Electropalatography pro-
vides important information about how
the tongue uses the palate to create va-'
'rious movement patterns. The hard pal-
ate is generally ignored in vocal tract
models because it does not move. How-
ever, it is, in fact, quite important in'
tongue dynamics. The palate provides
the tongue with a solid base of contact
for sensory feedback, for light support
during rapid or complex movements,.'
and for resistance. When‘the tongue tip
pushes against the palate, various tongue
shapes and movements are facilitated.

The tongue is a boneless, jointless,
structure, yet it can elevate, depress, wi-
den, narrow, extend, and retract. It also
can create leverage, torsion, a midsagit-
tal groove, a midsagittal arch, and move .;
differentially, both laterally-to-medially

voice on minimal [e]
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and left—to—right. These feats are remar-
kable, and are possible largely because
of the tongue's exceedingly complex
musculature, the support of the jaw, and
the support and resistance of the palate.

Some ultrasound data already exist
describing cross-sectional tongue shape
[5] and movement patterns [6]. We also
know quite a bit about tongue-palate.
contact patterns (e.g.,[2,3,4]). The pre-
sent study investigates whether patterns
seen in coronal tongue movements dur-
ing CV syllables are reflected in tongue-.
palate contact patterns.
2. METHODS

The subject was a normal male spea-
ker of American English (New York
City dialect) in his mid-40’s. The sub-
ject’s palate has a noticeable but normal
degree of post-alveolar asymmetry.
Maximal asymmetry occurred 30 mm
behind the incisors: The right side was
2.5 mm higher than the left. The hones
[s I e u] were embedded in [eCV e] nt-
terances, with the same C preceding and
following the V. These phones were.
chosen because of their variety of tongue
shapes, positions, tongue-palate contact
patterns, and C-to-V movement patterns.
2.1 Ultrasound Recording/Analysis

Ultrasound images of the tongue were
made in real time at the NIH, using an
.established recording procedure [5]!
Each image was a 90‘ sector repre-
senting a 1.9 mm thick slice of tissue in
the coronal plane. Scan sequences were
produced at 30 scans per sec.

The ultrasound transducer was placed
under the chin 20 mm posterior to the
mental symphesis, using a specially de-
signed holder. The beam angle was 110'
posterior to the long bone of the man-

maximal [s]

'row7-

dible. The subject wore the electropa-
late. to create the same oral morphology
as in the EPG recording session. The
speech materials were recorded 10 times
at this scan angle, and then 10 times
with the transducer repositioned at 120'
posterior, to provide anterior and dorsal.
coronal scan sequences of the tongue.

The ultrasound and audio signals were
recorded on- a videotape recorder. and

' analyzed on Macintosh not and Compaq
386 microcomputers, using custom soft-
ware [1,7]. For each coronal scan se-
quence, the video fields containing the
movements from maximum C to mini-
mum V position were entered into the
computer. The tongue surface profile
was extracted for each field and stored
as xy coordinates for later use in gra-
phics and other software applications.
2.2 EPG Recording and Analysis

EPGdatawerecollectedatalaterdate
at Haskins Labs, using a custom fitted
RION artificial palate containing 63 e-
lectrodes. The sweep rate for the palate
was 64 frames/sec, and the electrodes
are c. 4 mm apart. The speech materials
were repeated 20 times, while the EPG
and audio signals were recorded on an
FM tape recorder. After the EPG data
had been digitized, tokens of each utter-
anee type were identified from the audio
signal, and were aligned at the onset of
the stressed vowel. A software generated
composite containing electrodes contac-
ted in 80% of the repetitions was created
for each utterance. The pie-stress C and
the stressed V were selected on the basis
of maxima or minima ofpalatal contact,
as approprta' u: for each sound.

The ultrasound scan sequences and the
EPG frame sequences for each C-to-V.

voice on minimal [a]
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Figure 2: EPG and ultrasound sequences tor the [s] to [a] movement. A small amount oimbegin

|°W°rin9 and dorsal tongue elevation can be seen. Jaw opening (not pictured) further lowers the argue. . ‚
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utterance were aligned using a time-war-
ping algorithm that referred to the
speech signals from each of the two da-
tasets. The aligned C-to-V sequences
appear in the accompanying figures.
2.3 Movement Patterns

In the ultrasound scan sequences. two
patterns of C-to-V movement were ob-
served and defined. The first, midsagit-
tal lowering. was the fall of the mid-
tongue to a greater degree than the la-
teral tongue, either creating a deeper
groove or changing a convex (arched),
tongue contour into a concave (grooved)
one. The second pattern, groove narrow-
ing, was the inward movement of the.
lateral sections of the tongue by at least
one mm. Groove narrowing changes the.
the width of the groove without neces-
sarily deepening it; the two patterns can
co—occur.

In the EPG frame sequences, two
movement patterns were also defined
during the C-to-V movement. The first,
medial contact decrease, involved the
loss of medial tongue-palate contact dur-
ing the C-to-V transition. The second
pattern, anterior contact decrease, was a _
decrease in the number of tongue-palate
contacts in the four anterior rows of the
electropalate. Also of interest were chan-
ges in medial contact and symmetry at
rows 5 and 7 of the electropalate, the
calculated location of the anterior and
dorsal ultrasound scans. '
3. RESULTS

All EPG frames showed asymmetry,
reflecting the subject’s palatal shape.
EPG patterns showed bilateral tongue-
palate contact during both [s] and [1']
(Figs. 1-4, frame 1). At maximal [s].

maximal [fl
.I"-\.

‚ f":

/"--
rows - 'r’rrlm, 7_ 19 l t!
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/"\ ’-’/"—\ . -' '7'»tr.‘ 9 -’-’ "3A.will limit} jl’imfi

contact was symmetrical. At rows 5 and
7 tongue palate contact was approxi-
mately 8 mm wide on both sides. At
maximal [I], contact was asymmetrical.
At row 5 contact was 8 mm wide on the
left and 19 mm wide on the right. At row
7, contact was 13 mm wide on the left
and 18 mm wide on the right. Ultra-
sound images showed that at maximal
[s] the tongue was grooved midsagittally
both anteriorly and dorsally (Figs. 1-2,
frame 1, bottom). During U] (Figs. 3-4,
frame 2, bottom), the tongue was arched
and oblique with a higher right contour.

Movement into the following vowels
was accompanied by a decrease in ante-
rior and medial EPG contact, indicating
anterior and medial tongue lowering,‘
with retention of lateral contact. For mi-
nimal [e] and [a] (last frame) there was
more asymmetry and greater medial
contact following U] than [s] and more.
contact at row 7 than at row 5. During'
[s]-to-V movement. anterior-to-posterior
tongue rotation was evident in the ultra-
sound scan sequences. Groovenarrowing
and deepening appeared anteriorly
during both [sl-to-V movements. During
,the [fl-to-V movementg-the tongue ro-
tated left-to-right. Midsagittal lowering
changed the arched shape into a groove
during both vowels.

There is a fairly direct relationship be-
tween tongue-palate contact and cross-
sectional tongue shape during the conso-
nants for this subject (frame l). Lateral
tongue-palate contact 18 mm wide on
the right accompanied the arched tongue
shape seen in U]. Thc lesser, more later-
al contact observed during [s] accompa-
nied a lower tongue and a midsagittal

voice on minimal [2]
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figure 3: EPG and ulruound sequences torthe [I]-to-[e] movement. The dorsal tongue lowers to e gree-
ter extent than the enteriortongue. The tongue grooves mldsegltally as I lowers.
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ve. Tongue movement features like
groove onset, narrowing, deepening, and
increased symmetry were not Visible tn
the EPG data. Nor was anterior-to-pos-
terior rotation.
4. DISCUSSION

The EPG patterns predicted the ultra-
sound cross-sectional tongue shapes, to
some extent. Beyond some degree of
medial tongue-palate contact, sibrlants
no longer used a grooved coronal tongue
shape, as during [s], but rather an arched
one, as during U]. Fewer medial EPG
contacts reflected a checking of the up-
ward force of the tongue and_a midsagit-
tal groove. Palatal asymmetnes were re-
flected in tongue shape when the tongue
approximated the palate more medially.
[I] used a wide area of tongue palate
contact at the location of the asymmetry.‘
[s]’s narrow. lateral tongue-palate con-
tact occurred where the palate was level. _

It was proposed earlier that tongue-
palate contact provides the tongue both
with sensory feedback and with resrs-
tance to help it assume various shapes.
The correlation between tongue shape
and EPG pattern for the consonants sug-
gests that a high tongue/jaw posrtron al-
lows great force in the tongue-palate
contact. This would facilitate maintain-
ing a precise sibilant airstream. Dunng
movement, however, the jaw removes
the support from the base of the tongue.
EPG contact then may serve more for
sensory feedback than for resistance,
and, as such, reflects tongue shape to a
lesser degree.

In conclusion, tongue-palate contact
predicted cross-sectional tongue shape

' mafia: fl—
/
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during sounds that used a high jaw posi-
tion. During vowels, tongue shape was
not ‘as predictable because jaw opening
made tongue shape less directly a func-
tion of palatal contact. Finally, tongue-
palate contact patterns did not reflect ei-
ther overall tongue movement pattems'
like anterior-to-posterior tongue rotation
or midsagittal movement patterns like
groove narrowing and deepening be-
cause local tongue lowering and jaw o-
pening removed these activities from the
sphere of the palate.
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AN EXAMINATION OF THE JAW‘S ŒNTRIBUTION 10 LINGUAL
STABILITY

Eric Vatilciotis-Bateson 1, Maureen Stone and Michael Unser t'r
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ABSTRACT
Analysis of ultrasound, elec-

tropalatography, and jaw motion data
for production of VCVCa sequences
has shown the coupling among the
tongue, jaw, and maxilla to be quite
different for /sJ/ and N [6]. In the cur-
rent study, two sensors are used to
transduce jaw motion affording better
distinction among the“ rotational and
translational components of the move-
ment; and a new technique for extract—
ing tongue surface contours [5] is used
to correlate loci of curvature with jaw
motion and palatal contact patterns.

_ [Supported in part by NIH grant DC-
00121 to Haskins Laboratories]

1. INTRODUCTION
In speech production, we try to make

quantifiable observations of complex
structures and events without trading
scope for precision. The tongue is cer-
tainly the most interesting and compli-
cated articulator structure to observe
because, while difficult enough to ex-
amine alone, it continually interacts
with other structures. Production of
alveolar consonants, for example, en-
tails interaction among the tongue —
the whole tongue — the jaw, and the
maxillary arch. Unfortunately, no single
transduction method affords simultane-
ous observation of all the major compo-
nents of this interaction. Tongue-
palate contact is largely non-sagittal
and often asymmetrical [2] and the
jaw's motion is not a trivial rotation
around a pivot [1]. ' '

In recent studies we have tried to
improve our understanding of tongue
behavior and its interaction with the
jaw and maxilla during alveolar produc-
tion by combining data from a varietyof
sources. Examples are the combined
use of ultrasound (US) imaging and x-
ray microbeam [3] or US, elec-
tropalatography (EPG), and jaw mo-
tion, [6]. Although mixing such tech-
niques makes data analysis more elab-
orate, especially since the data cannot
all be recorded simultaneously. it has
given us insight into tongue behavior
and its functional coupling with other
stuctures. In what follows, we further
consider these issues aided by two
technical improvements: extraction of
tongue surface contours from digitized
ultrasound and the use of two position
sensors in tracking jaw movement.

2. METHODS AND PROCEDURE
In this paper, we discuss a small

sample of ultrasound (US), elec-
tropalatography (EPG), and jaw motion
data taken from a much larger set of ut-
terance types and speakers. The
sample consists of one speakers's
VCVCa utterances, where C is s, I. orl
and V is a. Each utterance type was
repeated 10 times in succession at a
rapid, but unprompted rate.

Ultrasound images were recorded at
NIH using an ATL ultrasound unit and
30 msec sector scanner transducer.
The transducer was mounted under the
subject's chin so as to maintain a pre-
cise angle of tilt and to minimize trans-
duction of jaw motion (For details, see
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[4]). The ultrasound images were dig-
[and and apatially smoothed using
Wayne Ruband's IMAGE program
maingonaMacintoshllequipedwith
a Data Translation Quick Capture
Board (or 2255). Tongue surface con-
tours were extracted using software
Wby Michael Unser [5].

law movement, EPG. and acoustic
data were recorded at Haskins
Labia-amiss. Vertical and horizontal
Anterior-posterior) movement of the
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RESULTS
Tongue Surface

Jame l, extracted tongue surface
boum corresponding to maximum
positions achieved during the c1. v and
CZportionsofanutteranoeareshown

_ gonagnant. The fricatives, s
tu . behave in similar fashion.
M blade is high and forward for

jaw was transdueed from two infrared
LEDsplsced4cmapartonarigid
splint attached to and extending mid-
sagittally from the jaw. Tongue pflate
contact was transduced at 64 frames
per second via a Rion flexible palate
and electropalatograph. Movement
data were digitized at 200 Hz. numeri-
cally smoothedat40Hz,cor-recwdfor
head movement, and differentiated to
obtain instantaneous velocity.
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Figure 2. Top traces: overlayed time _
series measures for anterior blade (sohd)
and dorsum (dashed). Bottom: radius of
crrcle' fit to tongue surface over time.

Cl, lowers during the CleV transition
as the dorsum raises and retracts, and
then reverses the process in the V-C2
transition. Thus, the tongue surface
rocks back and forth around an anterior-
postericr pivot. This is also shown in
the top two panels of Figure 2, where
measures of blade and dorsum height.
calculated by the curvature extraction
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program, are overlayed for the CVC
time series. For I and despite the fact
that the jaw is raising and lowering, the
scans show little change of position for
anterior blade and the extreme poste-
rior of the tongue. Finally. tongue cur-
vature is greater during the vowel for
all 3 utterances. The bottom panel of
Figure 2 shows an example of how the
radius of the circle that was fit to the
tongue surface decreases for the vowel.
ThelargerradiiforCl andC2suggesta
flatter tongue surface for the conso-
nants, but much greater curvature dur-
ing the vowel due to the raised and re-
tracwd dorsurn. A

1 Flame 3
‘ .

-"~.\ r"\ m
m. mt firms.

Figure 3. Averaged contact patterns for
each I, s, l. Filled squares and dots show
contact or nowt for more than 80%
of the trials. Hollow squares show
contact between 20-80%.

3.2 Palatal Contact
The tongue-palate contact patterns

complement the tongue surface data
provided by ultrasound; partly because
EPG transduces a non-sagittal surface.
but also because US imaging requires a
well defined air/tissue boundary, which
is lost during palatal contact. Figure 3
shows averaged contact pattern framesfor s, I, and l. Several characteristics
are noteworthy. First. there is less
contact along the sides (parasagittaiiy)
for s than I. This could be due to the
more grooved sagittal channel of l.
Second, there is more anterior. includ-ing midsagittal, contact for s than I .
This suggests that the tongue tip for Iis angled down and/or retracted more
than for s. Third. contact for l is re-

we have suggested that the tongue tip
may serve as an anchor for the lateral
post-alveolar release. However, in this
speaker's case. it could indicate du
the tongue tip is angled upward relative
to the rest of the blade. Finally. these
patterns are very stable across
repetitions as shown by the small
number of hollow squares,
that a given electrode is eithu' m tr
for more than 80% of the repetitions.

mantras";
Figured. Ensemble totals (9 tokens)
fospdatalcontact. plottedovertime.
FrameOrnarlrs vowel onset.

Figure 4 shows ensemble totals C
palatal contact for 9 repetitions of each
utterancetypeplottedasa timeseries.
The fricative patterns are quite simili
to each other and have a much M
degree of contact over a longer time
than the utterances containing l. Tiis
corresponds to the rapid raising of tb
tongue tip roughly from the middle d
the vowel (Figure 2), possibly followed
by the tongue blade sliding forward I
the jaw raises into position. Uniib
contact for Iwhich has substantially
less contact for C2 than C1, the great
precision required for production ü
fricatives might explain why there it
only slightly less contact for post-tonic
Q. Finally. the relatively abrupt onset
and offset of contact for I may result
from articulation of the more agilestrictedtothe anterior portion orme lonzuelip.hencetheabœœeinlofù6artificial palate. Although this spea- ”WN'MW pivotingMI“ker's contact pattern is more bilaterally I MUMM 2)-symrnetricai than many we have seen,the absence of extensive posterior 3.3 Jaw Motionbilateralcontact is typical. Previously,

3 6 0

e1v C:
Figure 5. Averaged jaw position
over time for each utterance type.

As shown in Fi re 5. utterances
containing s and are produced in
roughly the same vertical region, while
thou containing lare produced much
lower. Average onsets of palatal
contact for C2 are marked in the figure.
Although contact for s occurs earlier
than for , it occurs at roughly the same
vertical position (diff < .4 mm). I con-
tact occurs 40-50 msec later and at a
much lower jaw position. The jaw's
lowered postion for alala may be nec-
essary to accommodate the more
bunched tongue with raised tip and rel:
atively high and retracted dorsum.

Flgun 6

Posterior Anterior

Figure 6. Lissajous plots show 2
al motion of the jaw for

each utterance type.

When two dimensional motion of the
l“! is examined (Figure 6), we see

thejaw also is more retracted for l
lBlltive to s and I. and that there is
Incl: less jaw rotation — i.e., the jaw

vertically. Analysis of the
l"! kinematics corroborates the'quali-

tative differences seen here. When jaw
displacement measures (Cl—V. V-C2)
are compared for the two position
sensors, the displacement difference
(sensor 1 - sensor 2) was reliably less
for I than the two fricatives, indicative
of a greater degree of vertical trans.-
lation. Furthermore, comparing the
sensor displacement difference for C1-
V and V-C2, there was even more
vertical translation during the raising
V-C2 movement for l. Finally, the jaw
moved with fairly constant average
velocity for the fricatives, but there was
no linear relation betweeen
displacement and duration for I.

4. SUMMARY DISCUSSION
Automated extraction of tongue

surface curvature greatly facilitates
analysis of digitized ultrasound images.
More data can be analyzed quickly and
the venue‘for measuring known tongue
parameters as well as the identification
of new ones is enhanced. Transduction
of jaw motion which can be more reli-
ably analyzed in two dimensions not
only corroborates the tongue tongue
data but also clarifies some of the dif-
ferences in jaw movement control be-
tween lateral and fricative production.
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AN ARTICULATOHY INVESTIGATION OF
FRONT ROUNDED AND UNROUNDED VOWELS

P. Heels and H.G. Tlllmann
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Munich, FRG

ABSTRACT
Using electromagnetic and palatographlc
techniques stable differences In lingual
articulation for the pair of German front
rounded/unrounded vowels III and N]
were found. This result was related to
S. Wood's hypothesls that the
articulatory adjustments for such pairs
help to maintain each vowel In reglons
of acoustic stability and enhance their
distinctiveness. A second aim was to
test the hypothesis that German's
complex set of front vowels leads to
less variabll In the articulation of III
compared wit the other polrrt vowels /u/
and /a/. This expectation was also
confirmed.

1. mmooucnou
Many languages, including German,

contrast front rounded and unrounded
vowels. Yet there Is evidence that the
distinction me also Involve differences
In tongue con guration [3]. Of particular
interest ls Wood's [6] study In which In
a large number of languages he typically
finds that lyl has a ower tongue-body

ltion than Ill. He a ues that the
bial, lingual and aso laryngeal

manoeuvres for such pairs represent a
balanced set of adjustments that
maintain each vowel In regions of
acoustic stability and enhance their
distinctivenss. Wood’s evidence Is based
largely on radiographlc data with. of
necessity, a restricted range of
utterances. In this study we focus on
just one aspect of the W contrast,
namely the potential lingual differences,
but examine It In a wide variety of
consonantal contexts In order to
determine how robust the distinction Is.
This would'then make It possible to
assess the relative importance of the
lingual adjustments within the bundle of
features contributl to the rounded-
unrounded distinct on. Ultimately, In
combination with studies of the other
aspects of the distinction. this work
should give a better understanding of
the extent to which articulation actually
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takes lnto account considerations of
acoustic stability derived on the basis of
acoustic theory.

The second aim of this study Is
do andont on the first one: If stable
d srences were found this would mean
that German may make up to an 8-way
distinction In tongue position for front
vowels. It then becomes eriinem to ask
whether this complexfig results In
reduced contextual varia Ility for front
vowels compared with back vowels.

Electromagnetic articulogragh
(EMA) and eiectropalatogra hy (E G;
were used to collect the re avant data
on ilngual configuration. Both techniques
readily allow recording and analysis of a
large number of utterances.

In order to be able to use EMA
and EPG as com iementary sources of
lnfonnation, wh ch seemed highly
desirable, the main part of this
investigation was restricted to high
vowels since EPG provides only
negligible information on low vowels.

2. PROCEDURE
The material analyzed here

toms part of a larger investigation of
coarticuiatory processes in VCV syllables
using EMA and EPG. To date two
subjects have been analyzed usln EMA
and two using EPG with one suolîîoct In
common; the will thus be referr to as
Ëgläocts CO (= 'common"), EMA2 and

2.

2.1 EIIA recordings
A commercial available

system for electroma netc movement
transduction (Carstens edlzlnelektronlk)
ras use; to Imonitor[rlrio1\_len‘1ll1ainte"cg
onguea w4, ‚2. o s

3 receiver galls H5] mounted on the
mldllne of the tongue at locations
ranging from 1 to 5 cm from the tongue
Ill). together with one on the lower
Inclsors (jaw) and u per Inclsora
moron”). The x/y eoord notas at these

positions were recorded by a
dedicated PC at a sample rate of 193.5

Hz Ior COM and 250 Hz for EMA2.
Audio and synchronization Information
were recorded on OAT tape and all
sl nais were then transferred to a
la tory computer for further
processing.

Fort e purposes of this experiment
the data were placed In a coordinate
system whose ori In Is at the average
jaw position for t e high from vowels
examined here, and with the principal
component of jaw movement oriented
vertically.

2.2 EPG recordings
The EPG recordings were made on

the Reading University multichannel data
acquisition system. the EPG sample rate
being 200 Hz The EPG and
accompan lng audio signal were also
transterr to the lab computer for
further analysis together with the EMA
data.

2.3 Matar'nl
A large co us of VCV nonsense

Items was r ed. The corpus for the
EMA recordings consisted of words of
the form l1CV2I, the consonants
beln /p.b.m.i.V.t.d n.|.s.sh.k.
g, and the vowels Ii, y, u. al. All
combinations of /l, u, a/ were used but
M was only combined with Isl. givi
154 forms In all. The corpus for the EP
recordings was basically the same but
without the consonants /m, i, v, g, ill
and also without the Initial lb]. The EMA
corpus was sgoken with a carrier phrase
"sage —— itto“ whereas the EPG
recordings were not.

For both techniques 5 repetitions of
each item were aimed for, which was
slightly overachleved tor EPG and
sil htly underachieved for EMA due to
co ls becoming detached prematurely.

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A waveform editor was used to

locate the beginning and and of each
vowel In the audio signals. All
articulatory anal ses were carried out at
the mid-point o the vowels so defined.

Since the EPG results are rather
gigs clear-cut they will be discussed
r .

3.1 EPG
The electrodes on the artificial

fights can be regarded schematically as
lng arranged In a rows and I columns

A measure of the location of the
articulation on the front-back dimension
can be derived by summing the number
si“ oorltialctsmlr each olèow and thon

arm n centre rs
of this ve'ctgor of a values. (2”d
pharamstor proved sufficient to capttle

e difference between III and «I.
namely the grand total (”TOTAL“) of 0

number of contacts. For similar values
of CG different values of TOTAL will
indicate differences In tongue hel ht.
The results are accordingly present in
Fig. 1 with CG on the x-axls and TOTAL
on tho y-axls. This figure shows ail V1
tokens of II/ and / with V2=/a/. the
data for each vowe being enclosed by
a 2-sigma ellipse. The W distinction Is
obvious clear-cut for both
subjects. COM distinguishes the vowels
solely on the basis of TOTAL Indicating
a lower tongue position for lyl. whereas
EPG2 also dlstln ushes In terms of CG.
In fact, the shit of CG to a more
rsarwsrd value is probably also the
reason for less overall contact (an
increasing number of anterior rows
becoming devoid of contact), so that In
contrast to COM the primary mechanism
In the W distinction can be assumed to
be tongue reiractlon for lyl.

3.2 EMA
The EMA results for the two

subjects are shown In Fig. 2, each plot
showing both subjects at one tongue
measurement position. In parallel with
FIg.- 1 larger values on the x-axls
Indicate more posterior tongue position.

Although the distinction
between /I/ and /y/ la less sharp than in
the palatogra hlc data clear tendencies
remain. CO shows overall a lower
tongue position for /y/, thus reinforcing
the Int tation placed on his
mistogrsp c data, while a ker EMA2

s a more retracted pos Ion for this
vowel, thus pattemlng like the second
EPG speaker. The distance between the
centres of the III and / ellipses,
averaged over the three col s, amounts
to 1.15 mm for COM and 1.85 mm for
EMA2. Although the main purpose of
this study was to delerrnlne whether the
I/y contrast is stable over ma contexts
we nonetheless examined to t extent
the contrast Is enhanced in a more

- restricted context. The tongue position
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was accordingly re-evaluated In labial
consonantal contexts (p. b, m, f, v). The
average distance between [V and [y]
Increased to 2.3 mm for COM and 2.2
mm for EMA2. Oi greater significance
was a Eduction in t2: size "of :t’he if;
s mapsesaverag over a co
aligd 2 vowels) Item 15.1 to 7.1 mm2 for
COM and 14.5 to 11.8 mm2 Ior EMA2,
the net agil/"bei ‚c’tuiflllly no overlap
between a e pses.

““ W“ ”"ï arm":whether the srences u
position are a passive effect of
differences In jaw ltion. Both
speakershadfor/y/asi htlyhlghsfgby
0.4mmforCOMand yo.7mm or
EMA2) and more retracted 0.0 mm
for COM and 0.8 mm for E ”au
position. Thus the low tongue pos n



In COM cannot be explained by jaw
Influence, but the more retracted tongue
position for EMA2 might be partly
explained In this way.

Comparison of the EMA and
EPG results Ives some Indication of the
robustness o the I/ distinction. As seen
above, the separat on Is sharper In the
EPG data. One possible reason Is that
the EPG recordings were spoken without
a carrier phrase, thus encouraging a
more deliberate style of speech. T ls
was certainly the case for COM whose
EPG vowels were almost 100 ms longer
than the EMA vowels. On the other hand
the vowels of EMA2 roved somewhat
longer than those of P62 so speaker-
speclflc traits may also play a role as
well as Influences of the carrier phrase
not reflected In vowel length.

3.3 Overall vowel variability
Accepting that there are consistent

differences In tongue position In ll/ and
ly/ and thus otentlally a large number
of lingual lstlnctlons to be made
among German front vowels we aimed
to determine whether this is reflected In
different ranges of contextually inducible
variability for different vowels.

As a first approach to this question
we simply measured In the EMA data
the areas of the 2-slgma ellipses for
each of the point vowels /I u, a/ in the
corpus over all consonants and vocalic
contexts. A highly consistent picture
emerged. Both subjects showed a
variability order of I < u < a at back
and mld coils and l < a < u at the
front coil. The results averaged over all
cells are given In Table 1, clearly
fshowing the lesser degree of variability
or

The aim of this paper was toprovide a foundation on which to
enerate hypotheses for future work.

Is woul be gained from a more
comprehensive investigation of the frontrounded vs. unrounded vowels If the
lingual differences proved hl hly
unstable. But this was not the case. ne
Important point that emerges from thisInvestigation Is that speakers a pear todiffer somewhat In the art culatory
adjustments they use to distinguish the
rounded/unrounded airs. In particular,
the tendency towa s retraction In two
of the three speakers was slightly
unexpected as this pattern was not
found by Wood, and In fact he suggestson the basis of his modelling studies
that It Is a pattern that Is not conducive
to maximum acoustic distinctivenessbetween /I/ and /y/. Acoustic analysisthat Is In preparation, and lip-movementrecordings that are planned, should help
throw more light on this Issue.
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It also remains to be
demonstrated that an 8-way distinction
In front vowel tongue position actually
occurs In German. Based on the results
found here for the effect of vowel Ie h
on the distinction one spec flcexpectation Is that these potential
oppositions will be effectively neutralized
inI the short, lax rounded/unrounded

rs.
Finally, support was also found

for the suggestion that the crowded
front vowel space will constrain the
amount of contextual variation for these
vowels. However, there may well be a
bias towards low variability n III In this
experiment. Firstly, none of the cells
were mali; placed very far dorsally.
Secondly, has been suggested [1] that
high vowels tend to benefit from the
proximity oi the hard palate to reduce
the range of variability. These Issues
could be easily resolved in future work
with a more comprehensive sample of
the German vowel system.
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Fig. 1: Results for the two EPG
subjects. Higher values of CG
Indicate more posterior tongue
ositlon. COM: N = 70;
P62: N = 48.

Table 1

/|/ /u/ /a/

COM 14 31 34 N = 167
EMA2 14 32 33 N :210

2-slgma area of variability In
mm2, averaged over the 3
tongue cells.
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TRACT SHAPES OF TENSE AND LAX VOWELS: A
COMPARISON OF X-RAY MICROBEAM AND EMG DATA
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ABSTRACT
X-Ray microbeam data for simple
lop/ utterances for a single speaker
were compared with EMG measures
from muscles of the tongue and jaw. For
the six vowels [1,1, e, æ. u, u/ pellet
displacements at vowel center were
roughly proportional for front tongue X
and Y pellets and a rear X pellet. The
rear Y pellet showed somewhat different
relationships among the vowels. The
relationships between several of the
pellet displacements and normalized
EMG appeared to be monotonic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although there is a tradition of

classifying the tongue shapes for vowels
along the dimensions of high vs low,
back vs front, it is well known that these
dimension labels do not accurately
mirror any conventional geometrical
space (see c. g., [4]). Furthermore, as has
been pointed out by Wood [8] these
dimensions do not mirror the dimensions
of vocal tract shape as it is set primarily
by the anatomy of the tongue muscles.
While these dimensions have been
modelled at least twice [5 ; 7], the
empirical information necessary for the
refinement of such models is lacking.
The present experiments are a modest
beginning towards filling this gap, and
are a continuation of the work of Baer,
Alfonso, and Honda [2] and Alfonso and
Baer [l] on the same topic.

'2. METHODS
The experiment was done in two parts.

The talker for both was TB, an author of
the previous papers in this series. The
speech consisted of isolated utterances

of the form /ep/. While the total set
was larger, data from the vowels li, r, ‚e,
æ, u , u/ only will be reported here. In all
cases, multiple tokens were averaged
with respect to a common lineup point at
consonant release.

For Part One of the experiment,
hooked wire recordings of the
electromyographic signal were made
from the muscles anterior and posterior
genioglossus, (GGA and GOP).
hyoglossus, (HG). styloglossus (SG),
geniohyoid (GH), mylohyoid (MH), and
orbicularis oris (00). Simultaneously,
acoustic recordings were made. as were
recordings from jaw movement in the Y
dimension, using an optoelectric
movement transducer. These data have
been previously reported [2].

For Part Two of the experiment. x-ray
microbeam data were taken on the same
subject for the same inventory. Pellets
on mid- and rear-tongue, lower lip and
jaw were analyzed with a system then at
the Institute of Logopedics and
Phoniatrics at the University of Tokyo.
[6]. An effort was made to keep the
utterance rate similar across the two
experiments. Success in obtaining
comparability could be assessed by
comparing audio recording and jaw Y
tracings.

3. RESULTS
3.1 X-Ray Microbeam Analysis

Pellet tracings for the averaged tongue
from movement in the X dimension is
shown in Fig. 1'. The results conform
fairly well with expectations, in that the
extreme vowels fan out forwards and
backwards from the initial neutral
syllable.
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Figure 1. Averaged Front X pellet movement as a function of time. The line up point,
/p/ burst release, is indicated by a solid vertical line.

The trajectory shape for the lower-lip
Y pellet was used to locate vowel
midpoints. Midpoint values were then
used in comparisons with the EMG data.
The overall relationship of the vowels to
each other at midpoint is quite similar
for X and Y front pellets, and X rear
pellet. Relative positions for the extreme
vowels are different for the rear Y pellet.
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Figure 2. Tongue pellet position at
vowel midpoint for X and Y dimensions
of front and back pellets.

3.2 Comparison of EMG and x-ray
data

In order to compare vowel midpoint
positions and EMG data, we assumed a
mechanical response time of the muscle
of 100 msec, a value calculated in an
earlier study [1]. A point in each EMG
files 100 msec earlier relative to the
lineup than the vowel midpoint was
located. The EMG values were
normalized so that the largest value
observed for that muscle was treated as
100%. These values were used for
scatter plots relating (front X, rear X,
front Y) or rear Y position to the tongue
muscle value. or Gl-l value to jaw Y
position. Because the tongue pellet
positions have not yet been corrected for
jaw position [3], nor have we attempted
to adjust the files for the small
differences in speaking rate over the two
parts of the experiment, as we intend
before final presentation, we will present
only partial results at this time.

The sole muscle in the experimental
set concerned with jaw opening, Gl-l,
correlates quite well with jaw Y
position.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of Jaw Y position
as a function ofGH EMG activity.

With respect to correlations with the
tongue X position group, the strongest
relationship is with SG EMG activity.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of Front Tongue
X position with SG EMG activity.

The strongest relationship to rear Y
position is that of GGP EMG.
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Figure 5. Scatter plot of Rear Tongue
Y position with GGP EMG activity.

The activity of MH relates moststrongly to Front Pellet X EMG acu'vity.
However. a more quantitative
assessment must await file correction.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a cross-linguistic
articulatory model of vowels based on
sagittal plane x-rays of vowels from
Akan, Arabic, Chinese, and French. The
model gives a mapping from a universal
space of articulatory parameters to the
specific vowels of each language. It con-
tains an explicit parametrization of
speaker variation, based on data from 13
speakers. We show here that the model
also generalizes to certain consonants.
The results suggest that the phonological
description of these consonants can be
changed profitably.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to present an
articulatory model of vowel production.
Vowel articulation is simpler than con-
sonant articulation because there is
relatively little contact—related defor-
mation in the shape of the tongue and
other articulators and so measurements of
tongue position in vowels do not show
non-linear “ceiling effects” due to the
contactofthetonguewiflithehardpalate.
Several articulatory models have been
p sed (e.g. [9], [ll], [12]). but few
are on mum-speaker data, and even
fewer are based on cross-linguistic data
([15]_and [16] are exceptions, see [6] for
arevrew). Thismodelfillsthegspwith
an articulmry model bmed on multi-

sabject, cross-linguistic data from vowels
in four unrelated languages. With a
cross-linguistic articulatory model, we
may discuss cross-linguistic differences in
vowel articulation quantituively.

1.1 Measurement of articulators
Thisisamodelofthemid-sagittalpmfile
of the vocal tract during vowel
production, since vowels only involve
central articulations. Furthermore, there
are algorithms for approximating the
shape of the tongue given the mid-sagittal
profile ([5], [8]). The scheme used to
approximate the mid-sagittal profile of the
vocaltractisdescribedfullyinm. 34
meßuxes of articulator position are used:
twooftheepiglottis,50fthedorsalwall
ofthepharynx, l3 ofthe tongue, lZof
thevelumanduvula.andthex-andy-
coordinates of the lower incisor.

1.2 Speech Materials

The data used in this study were
measured from x-rays in the literature.
The data used to construct the model as
from Akan (described in [10]). Arabic
[1], Chinese ([13], [17]), md French [4].
The Akan vowels used are fluorescent]
(one token of each vowel from four
s akers), the Arabic vowels -

gealized and non-
allophones of/I: a: a: o: u:/ (two
tokens, two speakers), the Chine”
vowels -/Iyaauo/ (one, three), Il.

__F F 17—1“|®L®LÖI©-
Final. (1)1‘hepuœ oflticuluorydmmbymm(”Bach-Lowering. (c)1'mmmmnm —
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French vowels - lleryatauoaa‘tp'oa/
(me, four). Further details are given In
[7]. Overall,themodelaccoumsfor85fb
ofthevarianccinarticulatorposrtronsm
these vowels.

1.3 Parameters of the model

The articulatory model has four para-
meters, called From-Raising (FR), Back-
Lowering (BL), Tongue Root Advance-
'ment ('l‘RA), and Nasahzati' 'on (N). The
articulatory effects of these . four

tersareshowninFigure 1,1nthe
vocal tract outline of the second Akan
speaker in [10]. The mean articulatory
mition is plotted with a medium' -weight

the articulatory configuration given
by a negative displacement is plotted wrth
a fine line, and the articulatory
configuration given by a positive
displwement is in bold.

The vowels of Arabic and French ï
cited in the r space defined

git, BL, mdm Figures 2 and 3
(am nomtalized to unit variance). The
left-hand plots show the vowels projected
into the FR/BL plane, and the nghbhand
plots showthemintheFR/TRAplane.

1

Articulatory PR is similar to traditional
. The pharyngealized vowels

(open symbols) of Arabic and the low
vowels of French tend to positive
contributions from BL, whereas non-
pharyngealized and high vowels have
small contributions from BL. BL is thus
similar to acoustic height. 'l'RA patterns
similarly to height in Arabic, but does not
show a clear pattern in French. At best, it
tends to separate nasalized and/or lax
vowels from their oral and/or tense
counterparts. In Akan, this parameter
separates the [+ATR] vowels Aeou/ from
the [-ATR] vowels Am 30/ (see [7]).

This model embodies various articulatory
and phonological constraints which we
will not discuss here. [7] shows that PR
and TRA involve no velum displacement,
butthereisanappmalyirreduciblecor-
relation between BL and velum

' ter is not

difi’erently in Akan and Arabic.

2.0 GENERALIZABILITY

Datafromcomonmtsisusedtotestthe
generalizabilityofthemodel. X-ray

2-1- 2-1-
} i l :9!

—><— 4- — -+ —><‘ v; Ir; v; ,. ‚ z
I I

-24- —2
l I

V pharyngealmd' allophones' open
owels’ L ; ' m

Fm.%ïmnmuvowels in the mmplane.

1
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Ecin s of velar and uvular stops in
oornexts were MM md fit to

. Arabic uvular and velar stops
2]& [3] intheoontexts/ka kl ku

a ql qu/ (two speakers), Arabic uvular
fi'icativesinthecontexts/na n1 nu xa
x l x u/ (one), and French velar stops
and uvulsr fricatives in the contexts lku
ky gu gy nu nt/ (four) were used.
Speaker normalization factors were
determinedby fitting the articulatory
modeltothevowels/aa: II: uu:/forthe
two Arabic speakers; for the French
speakers. speaker normalization was
determinedearlier (see [7]).
lf the model generalizes well to these
m, then it should describe them
as well as it describes vowels. Quan-
titaively, itshouldaocountforthesame

rtionot‘vatianoeasitwcountsfor
the vowels.

2.1 Arabic back consonants
When fit to the vowels from the two
thrabicspeakersin[2]and[3],themodel
accounts for 87% of the variance in
articulator position. It fits 90% of the
vxianoe in the velar and uvular stops, but
only about 80% in the uvular frieatives.

l

“g? "ê

Thepolygonsoutiinethearea

V

’4' 24-

<- -+ —><— _ME 2672 >
.24- _2

I l
V

The parameterization of the st in
shown in Figure 4. The stops fall tin
outskirts of the articulatory space
occupied by vowels. The fricatlves, h
Figuæ 5, although towards the whiny,
generallyliewithinthevowelspaoe.
2.2 French back consonants
InFrench,themodelaecmntsfor72%of
thevarianoeinthevowels. Thisisrlhsr
low,butontheotherhand,thesevowels
arepartofthesanplewhichwasusedto
oomtructtheoriginalmocblinm. The
modelalsofits72%ofthevariancehths
velar stops, but only fits 56% of the
variance in the uvular fricatives. The
articulatory pararneterization of these
consonants is shown in Figure 6.
3.. DISCUSSION
Uvular and velar at are well-cheated
by the model in Arabic and nm
Their articulation is vowel-like, bin nuns
extreun.

The uvular fricatives m ' .
The French ones ave substantial
individual variation (see [4], p. 229).
Since the speakers did not pochen “h
same" fiioative, tiny mot be und“ ’

l
24’ 24-

4- -+ -+ —><— —{à sïÿ: ~
-2

l
VFlametArabicvelar-Iduvularetug. SWWWM

whichtlnluodeledvowelalb.

i

Emammmm.
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Mbythismodel.

mmmm use anode
dvehundisplaoelnemtlflisnotfomdn
maman lnthex-rays.tlnvdum

to“bulge”mddeaoend(_see [3],
p.100 fi.) 1hismodeofvelumdlsplace-
nient cannot be modeled by the N

ofthe model. lfdædtïeasmes
vdunposmon” areexcluded, model

a 87% of the variance in articulator
W.“ - tothefittovowels.

eoonclude that tongue. etc., positions
in the uvular fricatives should be

'tbaeribed with the same phonetic and
WWuusedforvowels.

. v . . inthe . l .

Whom' indifieran' vowel
'eorneatsisclearlyv‘uibleinFigures-t-o.
hinab! gwes' us amethoddfororticu-
W1! tifyins 00mm 000mm-

'llion. ' chspîte its mme has usually
been masured acoustically.
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WHAT DOES THE LARYNGOGRAPH MEASURE?

D. Miller(l), S. Nevard(2), R. Brun(2) and AJ. Fourcin(2)

(l) Laryngograph Ltd (2) University College London

ABSTRACT
A review of the literature reveals, in the
case where the electrodes are placed on
the wings of the thyroid cartilage, that '
this question has been investigated and
broadly answered on several levels:
electrically, physiologically and
acoustically. We note results obtained
from the laryngograph at a new site: the
nose. We focus on the boundaries of the
Laryngographs use in order to highlight
areas of possible improvement to the
Laryngograph. We try to focus on
questions of acoustic/phonetic (and to a
lesser extent clinical) relevance.

l. ELECTRICALLY
The Laryngograph was originally
developed as a means to accurately and
non-invasively measure and- display, in
real time, the fundamental frequency of
voicing, the acoustic correlate of
intonation. Developed on the basis of an
impedance measuring technique
pioneered by Fabre its rather different
electrical characteristics were shaped by
this application.
The laryngograph is an admittance
variation sensor. It is self adjusting and
is capable of displaying very small
variations of admittance at frequencies
between 10Hz to 20kHz. The phase
response is linear from approximately
50Hz to 20kHz. Low frequency phase
distortion can be corrected in subsequent
processing. Versions are available with a
phase and frequency response down to
d.c.. Admittance variations ocan be
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caused by resistive and reactive effects
and the relative importance of each
depends on what is between the
electrodes e.g. simply holding the
electrodes in air and shaking them will
give a "waveform" but here the very
high resistive path between the electrodes
will ensure the capacitative effect
dominates; when the electrodes have a
relatively low conductive path between
them (such as' on the neck) the resistive
component will dominate. The current
laryngograph is not designed to
distinguish resistive and capacitative
effects, nor is it able to make absolute
measurements.

2. PHYSIOLOGICALLY
When applied to the body our question

can only be answered in relation to a
knowledge of what is physically,
physiologically and where applicable,

phonetically possible between the

electrodes at a specific site. Some
possible artifacts which have been
suggested are: tissue contact, vibration,

tissue compression, muscular contraction,

electrode/skin contact variation.

2.1 PLACEMENT EITHER SIDE OF
THE LARYNX AT THE LEVEL OF
THE VOCAL FOLDS.
2.1.1 Direct evidence that vocal fold
contact variation modulates the electrical
conductance across the larynx was found
in a study of the transglottal impedance
prior to the development of the
Laryngograph: there was greater

conductance across the larynx in a static

closed glottal state than when the folds

were apart (contrary to Fabres

observations). The percentage change

was increased when a three terrrrinal

(guard ring) electrode system was used

to reduce the effect of skin conduction.

The most conclusive evidence that the
Laryngograph measures vocal fold

contact area variation is provided in an

experiment by Gilbert [6]. A 5mm wide

insulating polyethylene strip was slowly

withdrawn from between the vibrating
vocal folds during phonation; the

simultaneously recorded laryngograph
output waveform (Lx) increased as the

area of obstruction to vocal fold contact

decreased, the speech waveform

remained relatively constant throughout.

This experiment effectively eliminates all

other variables except those which relate

. to the nature and area of vocal fold

contact variationr for a steady state vowel
in normal conditions, it falsifies Smith's

[10] claim that tissue compression

consequent on the acoustic pressure wave

and the relative tenseness of the

contracted musculature are the sole

causes of Lx; these factors obviously can

produce waveforms but all explanations

must be site specific.

2.1.2. Correlations between the

'laryngographic (waveform and direct

observation of the detail of vocal fold
contact cycle have been made.

Viewing down on the vocal folds:
Fourcin, Donovan and Roach using a
cine camera and stroboscope

synchronised to the Lx waveform;
Childers [2] using synchronised ultra
high speed laryngeal films and
Laryngograph waveforms.

Viewing the vocal folds from the front
Noscoe et. al.[7] used X—flash imaging
with a specially developed high voltage
x-ray technique.

The results of these analyses broadly
confirm the schematisation made by
Fourcin [5] and, in a slightly different
way, by Rothenberg [8]. Childers [2]
cautions that the model’s features tend to
be inferred from research observations
rather than from a compilation of
statistical data extracted from
experimental measurements, but their
own work reaches the same broad

conclusion.

Computer simulations of the vocal fold
area contact (VFCA) variation have

produced waveforms similar to Lx, and
enable the effect of various features of

vocal fold action to be modelled

independently Tim: [1 l], Childers [2].

2.2. ELECTRODES ACROSS THE
BRIDGE OF THE NOSE
If the electrodes are placed either side of

the bridge of the nose a larynx-periodic

waveform can be observed which varies

in amplitude dming phonation according
to the degree of nasalisation [1]. We

currently have no direct evidence of the

physiological cause of this waveform. It

would be reasonable to suggest the

amplitude is modulated by the opening

of the velum, and that the coupling of

the nasal cavities causes them to respond

and change their geometry.

3. ACOUSTIC CORRELATIONS OF

LX
Correlations have been made with the

inverse filtered flow waveform by

Fourcin and by Rothenberg. These

confirm an approximately antiphase

relationship between lar and the glottal

flow waveform. Acousfically the abrupt

cessation of the airflow is of primary

significance and this is clearly correlated

with the rapid closure of the vocal folds

evident in the Lx waveform.

4. BOUNDARIES OF LX

APPLICATION
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Vocal fold vibration is a complex three
dimensional wavelike motion in response
to which the laryngograph can only give
an integrated two dimensional
representation of the varying effects of
the nature and area of vocal fold contact.
This sets the limits to any physiological
and acoustic interpretation of the Lx
waveform although for some analyses its
simplicity is a positive advantage. In
addition the vocal fold element has to be
extracted from other gross physiological
movements such as of the larynx as a
whole.

For its original purpose of
providing an accurate means to measure
and display the fundamental frequency
(Pit) of voiced speech on a period by
period basis the Laryngograph has
become a reference. The limitations of
Lx as the basis for a measure of Fx and
voicing appear in cases where an
oscillatory volume velocity flow is
observable but Lx is not. This can occur
in laryngeal co-articulation (e.g. [ehe])
where the vocal folds adduct to such an
extent that they no longer actually
contact although they still produce an
oscillatory airstream.

It is generally agxœd that closure
is one of the most clearly defined events
in the lat waveform [5][8], although it
must be emphasised that an Lx peak
does not necessarily denote full closure
along tlte length of the vocal folds. A
."chink" may remain in breathy voice.
There is interest in the measurement of
vocal fold closed phase (or some related
ratio to open phase, or related duty
cycle): for closed phase formant analysis;
in the study of the structured variability
of voiced excitation (for analysis and
synthesis of more natural speech [4]; in
the related study of relative vocal fold
abduction [9]; in the study of voice
quality and pathology (Fourcin 1990);
and in the study of vocal efficiency in
trained singers (HowardD 1990).

The problem here is the definition
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of vocal fold opening. By its nature this
is a less well defined event: typically the
vocal folds peel apart from the bottom
up and then split along the upper edge.
Correlations have been made with the
"knee" which is sometimes apparent in
the opening edge of the waveform and
the breaking of the mucus bridge on the
upper edge of the folds and with the
onset of airflow. This is the justification
for one of the practical measures that
have been applied to the measurement of
opening [4]; (l) the maximum rate of
change on the opening edge. Other
measures chosen are: (2) when the
voltage on the opening edge reaches the
same level as existed when the closure
point was chosen; (3) the point where the
opening edge falls to some fixed
percentage of the peak voltage or (4)
some average level [9]. Given the
indeterminacy of this feature, decisions
are necessarily pragmatic. Generally a
percentage fall from a peak value is
more reliable on the opening edge titan
the differential.

In pathology all problems are
likely to be compounded. Fourcin [5]
suggests five key features of the Lx
waveform, useful when using Int as an
analytical tool .‚ in the physical
interpretation of aspects of voice:
Uniformity of peaks = uniform output;
Sharply defined Lx contact n good
excitation of vocal tract; long closure
duration = well defined formants;
regular, sharply defined contact
periodicity a: well defined pitch:
progressive change in sharply defined
period lengths s smoothly changing.
pitch.

Childers [2] appears to be investigating
moreofa"template" approach. Theuse
of computer simulation is obviously
attractive here. Cohen and Couture [3]
warn of the dangers of interpreting
pathologicaldataonthebasisofamodel
of normal vocal fold vibration. All

waveform interpretation must be based
on a knowledge of the phonetically
structured variability which is a property
of normal speech.

5. CURRENT WORK
Our original intention, prompted by the
nasal results and a desire to quantify
effects at the larynx, was to review what
the Laryngograph was measuring by
making some comparisons of its
sensitivity to factors which can affect the
impedance between the electrodes at
various sites on the body. This could be
seen as a quantitative version of Smiths
experiments. It is evident that the
following factors nœd to be taken into
account:
1. All explanations must be site specific.
2. Gilberts experiment and the X—flash
observations show the overwhelming
effect of vocal fold contact.
3. Further consideration of the problems
of using signals in the existing
Laryngograph circuit to measure absolute
or even relative impedance would make
intersite comparisons difficult.
We have therefore decided to concentrate
on the neck and nose.
At the neck the main limitation to
Laryngographic measurement is that in
some cases the signal to noise ratio is
poor. We are conducting a series of
measurements relating the output of the
Laryngograph on the neck to absolute
impedance measures on a range of
subjects in order to determine the
correlations between larynx size, the
effects of varying amounts of
subcutaneous fat and the effects of
different current levels.
Measures on the nose can similarly be
made to clarify the result here.
Results of these and related studies will
be presenwd at the conference.
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ABSTRACT
A method for calculating the parameters of
an articulatory model [6] is presented This
method takes the formant values and data
of labial articulation as its starting point.
The method proceeds via the minimisation
of the "articulatory effort" under the
constraints imposed by articulatory and
acoustic data. The expression of these
acoustic constraints is based on a
variational formulation of the relation
linking the resonace modes (formants) to
the area function [5]. This formulation
takes account of the dissipative effects of
the tract and of the lip-spread. Four
variants of the procedure are evaluated,
with articulatory profiles published in the
literature serving as references. In most
cases it seems that the simplest version
gives the most stisfactory results.

1. INTRODUCTION.
Un modèle articulatoire qui rend compte

de la position des principaux articulateurs,
présente, vis-à-vis de la fonction d'aire,
une redondance de degrés de liberté
nécessaire pour produire les phénomènes
de coarticulation et de compensation entre
articulateurs. Un calcul fiable des
paramètres du modèle à partir du signal de
parole ne peut se concevoir sans disposer
d'informations complémentaires de nature
acoustique ou articulatoire. Dans quelle
mesure l'usage d'une stratégie générale de
coordination articulatoire autorise-il un tel
calcul, lorsqu'à côté du signal de parole, la
donnée - de l‘articulation labiale est
également fournie?

Nous avons développé une procédure de
calcul des paramètres d'un modèle
articulatoire à partir des trois premières
fréquences formantiques, de la donnée
optionnelle des largeurs de bande des 2ème
et 3ème formants. de la donnée de
l'ouverture labiale, ainsi que d'un principe

de moindre "effort articulatoire". Le
problème est posé en ces termes: satisfaire
le principe de coordination articulatoire
(moindre effort), les contraintes imposées
par les données acoustiques et articulatoires
étant au mieux respectées. Noue méthode
de calcul fait un usage direct des données
formantiques. Outre la donnée de
l'ouverture aux lèvres, la protrusion labiale
et l'ouverture de la mâchoire peuvent
également être fournies, auquel cas la
procédure se limite à la détermination du
profil lingual. La distance glotte-incisives
est supposée connue. Le modèle
articulatoire choisi est celui de Maeda [6].
Il c0mporte 6 paramètres: le degré
d'ouverture de la mâchoire, les degrés
d'ouverture et de protrusion labiales. et
trois paramètres contrôlant l'articulation
linguale, à savoir: la position (avant/arrière)
du corps de la langue, la forme
(arquée/plate) du dos de la langue, et la
position (élevée/abaissée) du sommet de la
langue.

2. C ALCUL DES PARAMÈTRES
FORMANTIQUES.

Le modèle acoustique adopté est celui du
conduit vocal dissipatif proposé par Sondhi
[10]; il est caractérisé par une admittance
des parois proportionnelle à la fonction
d'aire et un facteur de forme constant. La
distribution d'amplitude V et la fréquence
a) d'un mode de résonance satisfont
l'équation suivante:

(1) 94.4.9”) + 52m3. witty: o.
avec A(x): la fonction d'aire, c: la vitesse
du son dans le conduit vocal, et (up: la
fréquence de vibration des parrors
(2 7:.200hz environ). A l'exrémité
glottique, nous imposons la condition:

a
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(2) 3x111: 0, en x=0,
qui correspond à une impédance infinie à 1a
glotte. A l'extrémité labiale, soit en x=L, le
traitement classique consiste à calculer une
correction de longueur AL:

(3) AL =â\l_1rA(L)
et à imposer à l'amplitude Il! du mode, la
condition:
(4) WL’) == 0 , avec: L' = L+AL .
Cette condition est bien fondée dans le cas
du premier mode. Un traitement différent,
fondé jusqu'au troisième mode, consiste à
imposer la condition suivante aux lèvres
[5]:
(5) Aaxty+ My: 0, en x=L,
avec q une constante de l'ordre de 2,1 .

Le calcul des fréquences a) et des

fonctions wqui satisfont à l'équation (1),
sous les conditions (2) et (4) ou (5),
représente un problème aux valeurs
propres classique. Ce problème peut
recevoir une formulation variationnelle
équivalente [4],[5] qui présente certains
avantages. Etant de nature intégrale, cette
formulation variationnelle conduit à des
solutions qui sont liées plus au caractère
général qu'au comportement détaillé de la
fonction d‘aire. Elle permet l'usage des
méthodes directes du calcul des variations '
[3] --telle la methode de Rayleigh-Ritz
utilisée dans ce travail", qui substituent au
problème initial, un problème de valeurs
propres de l'algèbre linéaire, de dimension
généralement faible, plus simple à
résoudre. Enfin, la formulation
variationnelle permet d'approcher
analytiquement le lien qui uni la fonction
d'aire aux fréquences des formants. Dans
le cadre de la méthode de Rayleigh-Ritz. et
pour un modèle articulatoire donné, ce lien
prend la forme d'équations algébriques
non linéaires reliant les fréquences
formantiques f" aux paramètres
articulatoires {a} [4],[5] 3

detl K({a}) -' 1,,V({a})1 = 0:
”=10-0N

avec: 1h: (2Uc)2.(/i-f;)

où f" désigne la fréquence du nième
formant, et où K et V, sont des matrices
carrées, symétriques, ne dépent que

des paramètres articulatoires. La définition
e_t le calcul de ces matrices sont exposés
ailleurs [5]. L'ordre M de ces matrices peut
être relativement faible: M=8 dans nos
calculs, pour chacun des trois premiers
formants. Une fois construites les matrices
K et V ‚ la détermination des premières
fréquences propres se ramène au calcul des
premières racines de l'équation:
(6) derlKLm - ÂVLm] = 0.

Le calcul des largeurs de bande exige de
connaître non seulement la fréquence, mais
aussi la distribution spatiale du mode
considéré. Une fois calculée la racine in
de l'équation (6), le calcul de yin ne fait
guère de difficulté [5].

3. CALCUL pas PARAMETRES
ARTICULATOIRES.

Désignons par aok les premières
approximations (ou valeurs initiales) des
paramètres articulatoires, par fn({a}) et
B n({a}) les paramètres formantiques
calculés pour un profil articulatoire {a}, et
parf'n et 3*" les données formantiques.
Désignons encore par K le nombre de
paramètres articulatoires à calculer, et soit,
finalement, pk et q]; (k=l,...,K), des
pondérations convenablement choisies. La
methode consiste à minimiser une
fonctionnelle E des articulateurs ("l'effort
articulatoire"), de la forme:

K
Eda» = kzl(Plclak'“°k I + qklak I)
sous les contraintes acoustiques suivantes:

(fn({a}) -f“n)/f"„ -0‚ n=1‚2‚3
(swan - 8*" ) I85. ~ 0. n=23

et sous les contraintes articulatoires:
-3 S a]; S 3 k=1‚..‚4
02cm $05 $2.40»
Ami): > 0.30»:2

La procédure adoptée pour résoudre ce
problème d'optimisation sous contraintes
repose sur une méthode de minimisation
séquentielle sans contrainte, faisant usage
de fonctions de pénalisation [1]. Sort :

' r = (0.1)e , (j=0‚l‚...‚l )‚ une séquence
'ssante de nombres positifs (r0 - 5),

telle que rJ > ’min ('min - 0.001).

Nous construisons une suite de J+ I
systèmes de K équations non linéaires à K
inconnues, à résoudre séquentrellement, de
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manière optimale au sens des moindres
carrés. L'algorithme de Powell [9]. utilisé
à cet efl'et, s‘est avéré rapide et robuste. La
solution obtenue au terme de cette
procédure, optimise le respect des
contraintes, tout en minimisant l'effort
articulatoire E. Des exemples de résultats
sont illustrés par les figures l à 7.

4. ÉVALUATION.
Une évaluation informelle de la

procédure a été réalisée en utilisant les
données (fonctions d'aire et fréquences
formantiques) publiées par Fant [2] (6
voyelles russes) et par Mrayati [7] (11
voyelles françaises). En l'absence de
données fiables relatives aux largeurs de
bande, nous utilisons comme données, les
largeurs de bande calculées pour les
fonctions d'aire publiées. Les données des
fréquences formantiques sont celles qui
sont publiées par les auteurs: mesurées sur
sonogrammes pour Fant, calculées selon le
modèle de la ligne de transmission pour
Mrayati. Les tableaux I' et II résument les
résultats obtenus selon que l'une ou l'autre
des conditions (4) et (5) est appliquée aux
lèvres et selon que les largeurs de bande
des formants 2 et 3 sont prises ou non en
compte. Quatre versions de la procédure
sont ainsi obtenues; leurs résultats sont
comparés en fonction de leur degré
d'accord entre les fonction d'aire calculées
et les fonctions d'aire données. La
première colonne indique la version de la
procédme, soit:
- Version 1: la condition (4) est adoptée
aux lèvres et les largeurs de bande ne sont
pas prises en compte.
- Version 2: la condition (4) est adoptée
aux lèvres et les largeurs de bande sont
prises en compte.
- Version 3: la condition (5) est adoptée
aux lèvres et les largeurs de bande ne sont
pas prises en compte.
— Version 4: la condition (5) est adoptée
aux lèvres et les largeurs de bande sont
prises en compte.
La colonne 2 indique la moyenne sur
toutes les voyelles v de l'écart
logarithmique moyen entre la fonction
d'aire calculée Av et la fonction d'aire de
référence Avr:

1 NV NW2 ripällogmvaüHoswxiM:v:

Nv désignant le nombre de configurations
et Np le nombre de sections par
configtn‘ation. La colonne 3 indique l'écart
absolu moyen, en hertz, pour toutes les
voyelles, entre les valeurs calculées et les
valeurs données des 3 premières
fréquences formanti ues. La colonne 4
indiqueunecartrela' moyenpondéré,en

ur-cent, entre les mêmes valeurs
ormantiques.

Tableau I: données de Fan: [2].mm
sur 6 voyelles russes.

Version: Bean log. Fréqueœer:
aires Eabs(hz) Erel(%)

1 0.41 87.3 5.30
2 0.46 98.4 7.83
3 0.41 87.1 6.92
4 0.42 95.0 7.40

Tableau II: dam de Mrayati [7],
moyennes sur II voyellcsfrançaiscs.

Version: Ecart log. Fréquences:
aires Eabs(hz) Exam»)

1 0.44 71.6 4.
2 0.37 88.1 6.83
3 0.44 59.6 4.95
4 0.47 58.8 4.83

On ne constate pas difi'érenoes nettement
significatives entre les différentes versions.
La version l réalise l'une des meilleures
performances. Etant la moins coûteuse en
temps de calcul. et ne demandant pas la
connaissance des largeurs de bande, elle
semble devoir s'imposer.

Les résultats présentés appartiennent au
cas où l'aire d'ouverture et la protrusion
labiale: sont données; le nombre K de
paramètres articulatoires calculés est donc
égal à 4, soit l'ouverture de 1a mâchoire et
les trois paramètres de la langue. Des
résultats similaires ont été obtenus lorsque
seule l'aire de l'ouverture aux lèvres est
donnée (K=5), et lorsqu'en plus des
paramètres labiaux, l'ouverture de Il
mâchoire est donnée (K=3).

L'influence de la première
ap roximation sur la fonction d'aire'
c culée a été testée. en adoptant.
sytématiquement, comme première

' ' del'artrculauon' ' Runde.“
unduprofilneuue.bee

moyennes observées ne sont W
gxfifmnivement '

sac

. CONCLUSION.
5 Nous pensons avoir développé une
methode robuste et relativement
économique en temps de calcul pour
estimer les paramètres d'un modèle
articulatoire, à partir des fréquences des
trois premiers formants et de la donnée de
l‘articulation labiale. Appliquée augods};

Maeda. elle permet une estrma on
de ètres de l'articulation linguale. La
donnée des largeurs de bandes
formantiques ne semble pas utile, et peut,
dans certains cas, avoir un effet

ur. La condition aux lèvres (5),
lus complexe à traitée que la condition
4), ne conduit pas à des performances

supérietues; la versionl de la procédure
semble donc pouvoir s'imposer.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a functional model
to generate dynamic characteristics of
formant trajectories at various speaking
rates. The formant u'ajectories are mo-
delled as the sum of two kinds of tem-
poral functions: a second order delay
function which represents vowel-re
vowel transitions, and two first order
delay functions which represent the ef-
fects of surrounding consonants on the
vowel formant trajectories. Using this
model, VCV speech samples were syn-
thesized at slow and fast speaking rates.
and their intelligibility tested. Results
suggested that the model works very
well, although some additional strategies
are needed to improve the intelligibility
of the consonants at fast speaking rates.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are still numerous differences
among the conclusions of studies on
the effects of speaking rate[3, 5, 6, 7, 8,
lO, ll]. Some studies indicate the occur-
ence of "vowel reduction"[10]. Some
others claim that such "vowel reduction"

' does not always occur at fast speaking
rates[5, 11]. Other studies claim that ad-
justments in speaking rate are achieved
by strategies which differ among
speakers, and on the carefulness of their
articulation[3, 6, 8].
One approach to arrive at correct con—
clusion for this issue is to construct a
model, by which we can test if under-
shoot or reorganization is nwessary or

not to generate high quality speech at
various speaking rates. Although some
models have been proposed to generate
formant transitions[l,2,7,9],there are still
problems remaining to be solved to gen-
erate natural formant trajectories.
In this paper, we proposed a functional
model which describes the formant
transitions as the sum of two kinds of
temporal functions: one represents
vowel-to-vowel transitions, and the
otherrepresents CV or VC transitions.
The model was assessed via an intelligi-
bility test.

2. METHOD

2.1 Formant Transition Model
The trajectory of nth formant, flu), in a
vowel segment is assumed to be ex-
pressed as
Fn(t)=U.(t)-Cn,(t)—Cnp(t) (l).
Here, Un(t) is the step response of a sec-
ond order delay function which repre-
sents vowel-to-vowel transition, C„(t) is
the first order delay function which
represents the effect of a preceding eon-
sonant, and Cn,(t) is the first order delay
function which represents the effect of a
following consonant.
To generate Un(t), the putative target fre-
quency Rid of each vowel in the sequence
V,C‚V2C‚V„ (i=l‚ 2, 3, j=l, 2, 3) is as-
sumed to be set at t. as a step input. The
suffix i represents vowel number, j form-
ant number. For the back vowels /a,u.0/.
j represents jth lower formant frequency.
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For tlte front vowels /i,e/. R.” is the
lowest. Ru the third. and K, the second
let W’(t) represent the step response of a

second order delay function, Wj(t) can be

expressed as
W,(t)=Ru+a,(tXRu'Ku-)- (2)
a,(t)=l-{ l+b,-(t) }¢XP(-b,(t))II(I-t,).
b,(t)=(t-t,)/g,-.
u(t-t,)=l for t>ti, =0 for t<t,, . _
s’aime constant representing transition

For transitions from a back vowel to a

front vowel or vice versa, W20) and

W,(t) intersect each other. Such intersec-
tion never occur in actual speech due to

the coupling between two resonance fre-

quencies' . Therefore the firesonance lEre-

quemres' W0) are modi e accoun ng

for the coup’ling between W10) and w,(t)
as follows [4].

U|=W„U‚=CW‚W;)‚U,=J(W2W‚)/c,
HEW1W1+W,W,)/W,W,. (3)
œd-(dd-Ml-kmmu-kk), k=0.2.
Two functions representing the effect of

a preceding consonant Cm“) and of the

effect of a following consonant C„j(t)

upon the formanttrajectories in the seg-

ment Vi are assumed as follows.

CJ‘hqfiXPKt-w/gl ‚ for “or“, (4)
Cfl(t)=c.,_iexp{-(tu-t)lg,). for t‚_i<t>t„‚ (5)

a.

ê
b
I

Ë
l.

Mio). An example of formant trajec-
tories Fn(t), and those obtained by analy-

sis fn(t) for a slow' utterance of labrbal.

: initial time of vowel Vp
tn: final time of V,,
g,,g,:time constant representing the decay

speed.
In this paper, only the temporal para-
meters. tzonset time of the targets for
vowel Vi, tpi: initial time of Vi and t“:
final time of Vi are changeable depending
on the speaking rate. This means that this
model does not take account of possible
changes or "reorganization" in the vowel
targets or other parameters such as g, and

Sr

2.2 ModelParameters Estimation

The speech material used here consisted
of V,C‚V2C‚V, samples, where V,, V2
were one of la, i, u./, V,=V,, and Cl, or Cr
was one of lb, d, g, p, t, k, rl. Those
samples were recorded from two male
speakers spoken at slow (S) and fast (F)
speaking rates. The original utterances
were lkorewa V‚C„V‚C‚V3 desul, that
means, "this is V,C‚V‚C‚V‚". Among five
Japanese vowels, only three vowels la. 1,

u/ were used as the typical examples of

low-back, high-front, and interrnidiate
vowels.
The details of recording, analyses, para-

meter estimation method were reported
I.
n

h.
(k

t-t
a)

A

iv
y.
Z
<
I
I
O
IL

Fig.1(b). Same as Fig.1(a), but for a fast

utterance of labibal.
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in other place [6,7]. The formant trajec-
tories were estimated mainly using the
closed phase LPC analysis.The estima-
tion of the model parametrs was carried
out based on a least square error method
and interactive modification using only
speech uttered slowly and clearly.

2.3 Intelligibility Test
To assess how well the model could gen-
erate formant trajectories, an intelligibil-
ity test was can’ied out for two kinds of
synthetic speech (G and M), and the orig-
inal speech samples (O) from which
model parameters were extracted. Here,
synthetic speech samples G were gener-
ated using the formant frequencies f(t)
obtained from SO by the analysis and the
glottal source obtained from the poly-
nomial glottal source model. Synthetic
speech samples M were generated using
the model formant trajectories F(t) and
the model glottal source. The speech
samples were synthesized or recorded at
two speaking rates, slow (S) and fast (F).
Each group consisted of 84 VICV1
samples, where V,, V2 were one of la, i,
u,/, VI=V2, and C was one of lb, d, g, p,
t, k, r/. For SO and F0, V,C„Vz and
v,c,v, parts were extracted from the
original utterances /korewa VlCl‚V2C‚V3
desu/. For the synthetic speech SM and
FM. V,CI,V2C,V3 was synthesized to
simulate effects of articulately under-
shoot, and then the segments of
VlC„V2C‚V3 and VlVZCN3 were ex-
tracted.
Hearing subjects were five adults with
healthy hearing who were not familiar
with this study.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average intelligibility of three vo-
wels /a,i,u/ for six speech groups were
SO:100.0%, SG:100.0%, SM2100.0%,
FO:92.7%, FG:91.7% and FM:93.8%.
The intelligibility of FM is 93.8% which
is better than those of F0 and FG. Con—
ceming the vowels, it is suggested that
the formant model maintains or even

slightly improve the intelligibility com-
pared to the original speech in slow and
fast speaking rates.
On the other bands, the average intelligi-
bility of the consonants /b.d,g,r/ were
SO:91.7%, SG:81.3%, SM:83.3%,
F0:79.2%, FG:68.8% and FM:62.5%.
For the consonants, the use of model
voicing source without plosion decreases
the intelligibility about 10%. The use of
the formant model slightly increases the
intelligibility by about 2%(SM-SG). For
the consonants in the slow speech, the
formant model works well on average.
and even slightly improve the intelligibil-
ity comparing with that of 86. However,
for the fast speech, the formant trajec-
tories predicted by the model for the fast
speech decreases the intelligibility by
about 6%.
There were, however, some differences
among the intelligibility of the conson-
ants, or the goodness of the model. Fig. 2
shows the intelligibility of the consonants
lb,g/ for the six speech groups. The box-
whisker graph in this figure shows the
minimum, 25%-ti1e, median, 75%-ti1e,
and maximum of the intelligibility
scores.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the intelligibility
of /b/ for SM and FM is higher than that
of SG and FG respectively, which indi-
cates that the model formant trajectories
give higher intelligibility than those ob-
tained by the analysis. The formant
model may improve the intelligibility be-
cause it does not make the formant tra-
jectories unclear around the lbl closure.
which are sometimes unclear in the fast
speech.
For /g/ in the fast original speech (F0).
as shown in Fig. 2(c), the intelligibility is
41.7% which is quite low comparing
with other consonants. The decrement in
the intelligibility of /g/ seems to be ac—
counted for mainly by the shortening of
segments due to the speaking rate. Be-
cause the fonnant transition of lg is
slower than that of other stops, the speak-
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ing rate change may affect largely the in-
telligibility of lgl.
In this model, only the timing parameters
are changeable depending on the speak-
ing rate. It shoud be noted that the intelli-
gibility of the consonants at fast speaking
rates might be improved by taking ac-
count of possible changes in some para-
meters such as those representing
transient speed which are set constant in
this report. ‚

4. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a model of formant
trajectories at various speaking rates, and
reports on the intelligibility of VCV
speech samples synthesized based on the
model at two speaking rates, slow and
fast. The model works very well for the
vowels at both rates. For the consonants
at the slow rate, the formant model works
well on average. However, at the fast
rate, the formant trajectories predicted by
the model for the fast speech decreases
the intelligibility by about 6%.
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ABSTRACT
Recently a Predictive Transform

Coding (PTC) scheme has been pro-
posed. This is a transform coding
scheme with a strong link to the LPC
model of speech production. In this
paper several unitary transfomtations
are studied within this scheme. These
are the Discrete Cosine Transform, a
unitary trang’ormation resulting from
applying the Singular Value Decomposi-
tion to the impulse response matrix of
the LPC filter, the identity transforma-
tion and the recently developed
Modified Hermite Transformation. We
determine the number of parameters
needed in this scheme for each Vansfor-
mation, in order to have a high quality
synthesis and make both objective and
subjective measures.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years residual speech

coders have had a great development. In
these kind of coders the speech signal is
represented by the LPC filter and by the
LPC residual as the excitation. Different
representations of the LPC residual lead
to different schemes, such as multipulse,
CELP and others which attempt to
represent the residual in a simpler
manner [3].

Recently a unified framework for
LPC excitation representation in residual
speech coders has been presented [3].
Within this framework a new scheme
has been proposed called Predictive

This work has been supported by
ClCYT (project TIC 88-0774).

Transform Coding (PTC). which is a
transform coding scheme with a strong
link with the LPC tnodel of speech pro-
duction.

In this scheme we are going to
study the performance of several unitary
transformations, among them the
recently developed Modified Hermite
Transformation, and to determine the
number of parameters nœdcd for the
excitation in order to have a high qual-
ity synthesis.

2.» VECTORIAL EXPRESION
OF THE LPC EXCITATION

Let’s consider the excitation x(n)
of the LPC filter as a linear combination
of a subset of vectors L taken from a
[given set V of M vectors of length N

l
r

x = zum, vieV, I <N (1)
i=l

and in matrix form .
x = Lb (2)

We have for the synthesized signal fin)

un): Ëh(n—k)x(k)+r(n) (3)
là)

where h(n) is the impulse response of
the LPC filter, x(n) the excitation and
r(n) is the contribution to the present
frame of the excitation in the prevrous
frames. The error is given by

e(n) = s(n) - r(n) -x(n)*h(n) (4)
Weighting e(n) with a filter of the form
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1 + îakZ-k

W(z)=__*il—_=_A& (5)

1+ far/‘14 Aal?)

k=l

we can tolerate larger errors in the for-
mant regions than in the in-between for-
mant regions. Finally we have for the
weighted mean squared error

Et=Nil(U(n)-x(n)1*h..<n))’ (6)
n=0

where f (n) is the signal resulting from
passing s(n)-r(n) through the filter
A(z)=1/H(z) and hw(n_) rs the
impulse response of the weighted LPC
filter. Substituting. (l) in (6) and
expressing it in matrix form

E..'=<t — mutant —Lb) (7)
Let’s now minimize E, with respect to
the excitation. For a given subset L the
coefficients b that minimize E, are
given by [3]

bm=(L‘H,',H,,L)‘1L'H“,H.,f (8)
and replacing (8) in (7) we have the
minimum value of E, for a given L

E,z'=r‘rr:,rr.,t—[(t'rr:,rr.,r.)

(L‘H,*‚H„L)"(L'H.‘‚H.f)l =

f ‘H ‚ßfl v f -AE.':‘ (9)

As V is known, we still have to deter-
mine which subset L of V is the one
that minimizes ES. From (9) it is clear
thatitwillbetheonethatmaxrmtzes
ABS.

So the excitation is characterized
by the indexes of the vectors of V that
belong to L and by the values of the
coefficients bm. <

Let's take now HJ‘T as V, being
TaunitarymauiLAsLisaeolumn
submatrix of V then

L'H,‘,H,,L =1, (10)

where I, is the identity matrix oforder
lXl. Substituting in AB: we have

AE‚:‘=(f‘H‚‘‚H„L)(L'H“‚H.‚f)
= II 1)n II2 (11)

We will maximize AE: by choosing as

L those vectors of V whose indexes
correspond to the l biggest magnitude
elements of the vector

q = v‘n;n,,t =
'r'n„t =T‘y (12)

where y is the signal s(n)—r(n)
weighted by the filter W(z). The
coefficients b. are given by the values
of the elements of q chosen.

lAs itthcan be seen 1;: (12%twe {Ihre
appying euni transorm to e
weighted speechmggnal s(n)—r(n ), and
considering equal to zero the smallest
magnitude elements as common in con-
ventional transform coding. However
this schemealis dii’ferl'1eréti gecagsemthe
speechsign isweigt y e ter
W(z) and it is considered the contribu-
tion of the previous frames to the
present frame. Due to this link with the
LPC model of speech production, this
scheme has been called Predictive
Transform Coding (P'I‘C) [3].

We are interested in studying. the
performance of different unitary
transforms and , specially, in determin-
ing how many elements can be con-
sidered equal to zero in this. new
scheme for each transformation wrthout
degrading speech quality.

3. SEVERAL UNITARY
TRANSFORMS

We are going to study four
difierent unitary transforms: the rdentr
transform, the unitary transform
resulting from applying the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) to the
matrix H... the discrete cosrne
transform (DCl') and, finally, the
recently developed [2] Modified Her-

mite Transformation

3.l Identity transform
Making T = I results in

q = T‘y = y (13)
' this case we ‘ust take the biggest

rsrrzgitude element; of the weighted
speech signal. and reconstruct the Signs]
by passing these elements throu the
inverse weighting filter l/W(z and
adding the signal r(n ).
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3.2 Unitary transform resulting from
SVD

Let’s weight (3) and express it in
matrix form

y=s„—r„=H„x (l4)

If now we apply the Singular Value
Decomposition to the matrix 1-1,,

H, = UDK' (15)
where U and K are unitary mauixes and
21s a diagonal matrix. MakingT =U
we finally have

q =U‘y =DK‘x (16)

3.3 Discrete Cosine Transform
The Discrete Cosine transform of a

data sequence .r(n ), n = 0.1,...‚(N-l) is
given by [l]

N-lcowggm (17)
_ lN‘l !2n+1E1I:c‚(k)- Nngflnkos 21v (18)

k = l, 2, ..., (N-l)
’I'hieâ dtransform lhas been traditionally
us uetOitscose ormancetothat
of the Karhunen-Lcemansform.

3.3 Modified Hermite Transformation
This unitary transformation has

been recently developed by [2] from the
binomial and discrete hermite families.
It is defined by the unitary matrix A

112A(rx>=m°—*2%°—’LHM)<19>
where W111

B(r.k)= [2'] 20(4)" [131%
-301!)”('15)— N

k

k=0,1,..,N-l

r=0,l,...N-—1
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It has also been developed an al 'thmfortheMH’l‘whichisver'ye‘agto
implement. We are interested in
evaluating the performance of this new
transform in a PTC scheme.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For get-formance evaluation we

used four111a sentences pronounced
by two e speakers and two female
speakers. The sample was low-passfiltered at 4 kHz cut-off frequency Ind
digitizedbya 12 bitA/Deonvu'terats
kHz sampling.
The .length of the analysis frame was
consrdered of 15 msec. 120 samples,
and it was divided into 3 sub-blocks of
40 samples each. S thesis filter out:
wfas eàuàbhshed to 10 and the value
o 7= . .

We have studied the performance
of the four transformations in three
different cases:
A- We consider different from zero 5

values in each sub-block.
B- We consider different from zero 10

values in each sub-block.
C- We consider different from zero 15

values in each sub-block.
In all the cases without quantization.

For objective evaluation we have
used the Segmental SNR. In fi la
and lb the NRseg is plotted or male
and female sentences respectively. We
evaluate the four transformations at the
three different cases A, B and C.

For subjective evaluation we have
used the Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
scale With five categories, ranging from
_1 (Unacceptable) to 5 (Excellent). Opin-
ion rating was by ten listeners
over the four Spanish sentences. In
figme2wehavetheMOSfcrtlieforl
transformations at the three difl'erent
cases A, B and C.

_ The results obtained show a close
objective performance of the DCX' w141d
of U. Their SNRseg is 15 db ‘

is
getaMOSot’Bto4forDCl'.
MH’l‘ifweconslda-difl'erent

10 to 15 elements. A score of 4.0 on the
MOS scale signifies high-quality and 3.5
is an acceptable quality for telephone
communication. As it can be seen the
MHT also has a worse subjective per-
formancewithrespecttotheDCI‘and
U, however this difference diminishes as
the number of elements different from
zero increases, being the performance of
these three transforms quite close for
around 15 elements.

There is another point to take into
account when evaluating the different
transforms and it is the amount of cal-
culation involved. The quickest _to
implement is, of course. the identi
transform but it gives worse results.
implies a large amount of calculation as
we have to do the SVD of the matrix
H, for every frame. For the DCI‘ and
the. MI-l'l‘ there are fast algorithms
developed, being the one developed for
the MHT easier to implement than any
of those developed for the DCT [2] to
the authors knowledge. So the MHT is
more advantageous in this aspect.

The results obtained are without
quantization of the different parameters,
what would evidently introduce a cer-
tain amount of degradation over this
results.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the ormance

of four unitary transforms in a predic-
tive transform coding (FTC) scheme.
The identity transformation is very easy
to implement but it gives poorer results.
The DCl‘ and U have a better ObjCCflVe
and subjective performance over the
MET, but for around 15 elements
different from zero, the subjective per-
formance of these three transforms is
very close, with a MOS of about _4
without quantization. As the Ml-lT 1s
easier to implement. this transform can
be a good election when implementation
reasons dominate in the development of
PTC coders.
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ABSTRACT

Up to now, little is known about the
glottal flow while phonated speech is
produced. We derive a model of the
glottal flow which includes nonlinear
flow, the dynamic generation of
sound waves by the vibrating vocal
cords and the interaction of those two
phenomena. Results of a numerical
simulation based on this model and
the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations are given and compared
with theoretical values.

1. INTRODUCTION

Up to now, most models for speech
production represent the vocal tract
by a linear filter with the glottal
excitation as source. Nonlinear
phenomena like energy dissipation
and noise creation by vortices are not
taken into account. A crucial point of
speech production is the sound
generation at the glottis. So far only
very crude glottal models are used
showing great deviations from
reality, as these models do not
include nonlinear time-dependent
flow and its interaction with the
glottal excitation [l]. For investiga-
ting the behaviour of the elastic vocal
folds, Ishizaka and Flanagan
introduced a basic mass-spring model
[2], whose driving force is the
estimated pressure of the flow.
Another approach is, to get insight
into the nonlinear flow connected

with speech generation. Since
measurements of the flow are
difficult and have to be based upon
simplified mechanical models [3],
numerical simulation is needed. As a
first effort, T. Thomas simulated the
flow in a two-dimensional model of

' the supraglottal vocal tract with a
coarse grid and steady equations [4].
Recently, Iijima et al. computed the
two-dimensional flow at the glottis in
different but time-invariant stages of
glottal opening [5]. They have shown
that complicated vortical flow
develops causing pressure variations
which may acoustically affect the .
glottal flow. As sound waves result
from the compressibility of air,
phonation can not be represented by
their incompressible approach.
Connecting both approaches, our
model of the glottal flow and glottal
excitation for the first time includes
the dynamic generation of sound
waves and their interaction with two-
dimensional vortical flow. It is based
on the Navier—Stokes equations for
compressible viscous gases in a
domain with moving boundaries.
Due to the high computational effort,
we presently restrict our simulation
to two space dimensions.

2. A MODEL OF THE GLOTTAL
FLOW

The glottal excitation is generated
by the unstationary flow of moist air
bounded by the moving vocal cords.
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This flow is governed by the compres-
sible Navier-Stokes-equations, which
are based on the balance ofmass

a—"+v- (pV)=0, (1)
at

and the balance ofmomentum [6]:

îtpvnv- (pVV+P1-I)=0. (2)
at

(t: time, V: gradient in space, p: den-
sity, V: velocity vector, p: pressure, t:
viscous tensor for air [6], I: unit

matrix; bold letters: vector-valued

functions). The equations describe
that no mass can be lost (1) and how
mass flow, density fluctuations,
pressure and viscosity interact (2).
An adiabatic relation between
pressure and density is used:

pl pY = const. (3)

Although the flow at the glottis is
slow compared to the velocity of
sound, we cannot neglect compressi-
bility (by assuming constant pressure

- in (1)), since the generation of sound
waves is basically connected with

. density fluctuations.
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Fig. l: Time-dependent transform

The geometry of the simulation is a
simplified model of the glottal region.
To treat the moving boundaries, we
use a time—dependent coordinate
transform from the physical domain
to a rectangular geometry (see [7]).
The transform should not distort the
grid too much, otherwise the trans-

formed equations and the numerical
method get unstable. Thus a
simplified geometry neglecting the
false vocal folds (fig. 1) is presently
used. Our computational domain
contains solid wall boundaries (fat
lines in Fig. 1, here the air moves
with the walls of the vocal tract) and
artificial boundaries (dotted lines in
fig. 1), where absorbing boundary
conditions are used. Table 1 gives the
values of constants used in our
computation. ‘ ‘

The glottal excitation is induced by
the pressure of the flow. A model
comparable to Ishizaka‘s model with
one mass and one spring characteri-
zing the movement of the elastic
vocal cords [2] can simulate this ef-
fect. It leads to a differential equation
based on the balance of inertia,
friction, the nonlinear elasticity of

the vocal cords and the pressure of
the flow. Presently, a sinusoidal

movement of the vocal cords is
imposed from outside, the model .for
flow-induced excitation is being
developed.

Table l: Values of some constants

W
initial density of air p = 0.15 kg/m8

dyn.viscosity ofair: )1 = 0.19 10-4 kg/(m lee)

ratio ofspecific heat capacities : y =1.4

volume flow: Vv.| '= 50 to 500 cmalsec.

lenght of the constrictions: l = 1,2 cm

depht of the glottis: la = 1.2 cm

glottal opening: h = 4.0 to 6.7 mm

(realistic: 0 to 3 mm)

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

The compressible dhiavierStokes

e nations are very eicate nume-

riqcally. We have adapted the ASWR

(Asymetric Separated Weighted

Residuals) -method for solvmg the

transformed equations gained from

(1), (2) [8]. Although we use. an

efficient implicit method for tune-

integration, the computational

expense is immense, in the current
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implementation a Tera-FLOP-
computer would be necessary for a
realtime calculation. The results
have been verified by simplified fluid
dynamic considerations and by
comparing the calculated pressure
loss for a steady geometry with an
approximative theoretical value [2].

mm ldyn/cm'l — laminar theory
150 -- turbulenttheory

I computed

100

50

0

0.2 0.3 0,4 0,5 0,6

glottal widthIcm]

Fig. 2: Translaryngeal pressure loss
in the glottis compared to the
approximate theoretical value [3].

4. RESULTS

By the vibrating glottal model, the
generation of sound waves can be
modeled. The constriction moves
with a frequency of 100 Hz from a
slightly to a maximally constricted
tube. The pressure in space and time
and the velocity have been watched
during several oscillation periods.
Results are shown in Figures 3 to 5.
Alter the initial value of zero flow,
the flow increases, causing the initial
pressure rise in fig. 3. The pressure in
time shows a steeper rise and a setter
decline than the sine, which governs
the movement of the constriction.
This is an effect of the finite speed of
sound, it agrees with experimental
results also using a sinusoidal
excitation [4]. The defamation of a
sound wave by the flow pressure can
be watched in fig. 4. In fig. 5, the
vertical flow caused by the moving
constriction is depicted. The stron-
gest nonlinear efi'ects develop while

the glottis opens (right).

5. CONCLUSIONS

This simulation is only the first step
towards a nonlinear dynamic glottal
model, but it already includes
substantial effects. A fully nonlinear
dynamic vocal tract model is beyond
the reach of today's computers, but by
coupling a usual linear model of the
vocal tract with the nonlinear model
at the glottis, simulation of the
generation of voiced speech including
nonlinear effects can be accom-
plished.
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ABSTRACT

The apparent irregularity of speech
signals is generally considered the ef-
fect of pure randomness or of inten-
ded time-varying control. This paper
presents a new explanation in terms of

' chaos which origins from deterministic,
time-invariant, nonlinear systems. Ex-
periments with sustained German vo-
wels support this model for the tempo-
ral fine structure of speech.

1 INTRODUCTION
The present study is devoted to an

ezperimental investigation whether the
chaotic paradigm is useful for speech
production modeling or not. Strange
enough, only little research is reported
in this area [3,4,6] although the variabi-
lity of the speech signal suggests itself
to an explanation in terms of chaos.
This is further motivated from three
observations in speech acoustics:

o If speech sounds are produced un-
vozced the primary source consists in
turbulent air flow originating at con-
strictions of the vocal tract [1, pp. 53-
58]. Turbulent flow is one of the most
extensively studied patterns of chaotic
behaviour in fluid mechanics. '

o If speech sounds are produced
voiced there exists a nonlinear coupling
between the sound source and the vo-
cal tract [1, pp. 41-53, pp. 246—259].

0 There is some experimental evi-
dence that the standard linearized
acoustic theory of speech production
may not be fully adequate as the ac-
tual air stream mechanisms are much
more complicated than generally belie-
ved [7].

2 ANALYSIS OF CHAOTIC
SIGNALS

While conventional analysis resorts
to the assumption of an underlying
stochastic process to explain the ir-
regular behaviour of observed signals,
chaos is an inherent property of pu-
rely deterministic, nonlinear systems.
Rom that, analysis of chaotic signals
requires to a. certain extent knowledge
of the system producing the observati-
ons.

Reconstruction of Attractors
from a Signal. Following a theo-
rem by TAKENS [5, p. 191], it is pos-
sible to reconstruct the attractors of
the underlying system from a simple
procedure using a single output signal
s(t). To this end, equidistant samples
s(t+kT),k = 0,...,N—-1 are collec-
ted into an N-dimensional vector and
the trajectory of this vector is plotted
in Ndimensional state space.

Measurement of Fractal Dimen-
sion. There are various definitions for
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the fmctul dimension of a geometrical

object [5, pp. 167—191]. We have im-

plemented an estimator for the corre-

lation dimension of the reconstructed

attractor.

Measurement of Information Pro-

duction Rate. The unpredictable be-

haviour of chaotic systems corresponds

to a steady production of new infor-

mation which is related to its Ljapu-

nos exponents [5, pp. 73—81]. We fol-

low an independent approach develo

ped by FRASER [2] which computes the

mutual information between a signal

sample and a vector of delayed sam-

ples. This quantity defines the margi-

nal redundancy R(T, N) of the sample,

' i.e. how many bits of the sample are

predictable from the past N samples

with delay T. It exhibits three distinc-

tive properties for chaotic signals:

0 An increase of N makes the redun-

dancy R(T, N) reach a saturation line.

0 This saturation line decreases with

increasinf delay T. Its slope is the in-

formation production rate of the un-

derlying system in bits/sec.

o The delay T can be chosen such

that the information conveyed by the

reconstructed attractor is maximized.

3 EXPERIMENTS WITH

SPEECH SIGNALS

Our experiments cover long vowels

' [a:, e:, i:, 0:, u:] spoken by three male

native speakers of German, of age 24

to 30. Although the vowels were em-

bedded in carrier sentences, they were

sustained over several seconds to pro-

vide sufficiently long stationary data

for further analysis. The recordings

were made in an anechoic chamber and

digitized with 16 bit resolution and
32 kHz sampling rate. The analysis

software is implemented on 'an IBM

PC-AT 286 for testing and visualiza-

tion purposes while the more extensive

batch-mode analysis runs were done on

a MicroVax II minicomputer.

Results. Figure 1 shows a two-

dimensional projection of the attrac-'

tor corresponding to the vowel [i:] by

speaker ‘F’. The optimal delay time

T = 0.94 msec. The graph displays

three periodicities: (1) the trajectory

almost replicates itself after every pitch

period; (2) the first formant frequency

is roughly twice the pitch frequency,

so the overall structure of the graph is

similar to a folded 8 (two cycles per

‘pitch orbit’); (3) the second formant

frequency is about 23 times the pitch

frequency, so their are 23 small loops

superimposed on the pitch orbit. From

the reconstructed attractor, the corre—

lation dimension is estimated as 1.7.

This fractional value reflects the obser-

vation that the signal is almost peri-

odic (otherwise it would be 1).

The overall structure of the attractor

is maintained for other speakers. Fi-

gure 2 displays the attractor of vowel

[i:] by speaker ‘B’. It is characterized

by the same looping structure while the

amplitude of the second-formant loops

is significiantly reduced due to power

differences in the respective formants

of the two speakers.

Figure 3 explains the importance of

the right choice for the delay time T.

While Figure 1 is obtained with the op-

timal T-value, this figure shows again

vowel [i:] by speaker ‘F’ but with T =

1.88 msec. The optimal T-value produ-

ces results which are easier to read and,

most interestingly, this value is rather

independent of the individual speaker

or vowel under consideration. The'ap-

timal delay time is on the order of 1

msec. .

Redundancy analysis of the attrac-
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tor of Figure l delivers Figure 4. On
display are the marginal redundancies

R(T, N) for N = 1,2,3 and T between
0 and 500 sampling intervals (i.e. 0 to
15.6 msec). The curves saturate al-
ready for N = 2 so that N = 3 does not

increase the predictable amount of in-

formation significantly. Prior to satu-
ration (for N = 1), unmodeled periodi-
cities are still visible as local maxima
of the curve, note e.g. the pronounced
peak due to the pitch at T = 7.9 msec.
The slope of the saturation line is 0.94
bit over one pitch period. This is the
information production rate of the un-
derlying system.

Figures 5 and 6 show as a further ex-
ample the reconstructed attractor and
redundancy plots for the vowel [a:] by
speaker ‘G’. While differing slightly in
the numerical values, the general pic-
ture found in the previous figures is
corroborated. For comparison, the per-
taining measurement values are listed
here: correlation dimension 1.5, opti—
mal delay time T = 0.94 msec, infor-
mation production rate 0.9 bit over one
pitch period.

4 CONCLUSION
Albeit the experimental basis is still

rather limited, preliminary conclusions
may be drawn:

0 The investigated vowels can be
interpreted in terms of deterministic
chaos. This is supported through the
positive information production rate of
roughly one bit per-pitch period and
the fractional value of the correlation
dimension between l and 2. V

0 As only sustained vowels with con—
stant pitch have been investigated, the
observed chaotic behaviour can only be
related to the temporal fine structure
of speech that changes from pitch pe
riod to period. No claim about the dy-
namic behaviour of spectral or articu-

latory parameters is made.
0 The gross shape of the recon-

structed attractors can be interpre-
ted in terms of standard phonetic
theory. Their ‘strangeness’, however,
goes beyond such theory which of-
fers only explanations in terms of ran-
domness or time-varying control.
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Figure 1: Attractor of vowel [i:] by

speaker ‘F’ (T = 0.94 msec).

Figure 2: Attractor of vowel [i:] by

speaker ‘B’ (T = 0.94 msec).
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Figure 3: Attractor of vowel [1:] by Figure 4. Marginal redun ancy

speaker ‘F’(T = 1.88 msec). R(T, N) of vowel [i:] by speaker ‘F’.
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SUMMARY

The paper is aimed at
determining whether the
language spoken by the speaker
exerts influences on his or
her voice quality. The
investigation involves 24
bilinguals (12 males and 12
females) spliced into two
subgroups of linguistic
dominance (Catalan or
Castilian). The Long Term
Average Spectrum (LTAS) is
used as an acoustic cue to
voice quality. The inter-
language variability is higher
than the intra—language
variabilities, irrespective of
thesexandlanguagedominance
categories. The data moreover
exhibit a tendency towards
greater intra-language
variability in the dominant
language than in the non-
dominant one.

1. INTRODUCTION

Various experiments have
dealt with the idea that the
language spoken by a subject
could influence his or her
voice quality. Studies using
Long Term Average Spectra
(LTAS) in order to objectivate
voice quality have
nevertheless resulted in -at
l.e asit ag>p artexlt 1y'-
contradictory results (Nolan,
1983).

In order to by—pass the

contradiction, Harmegnies a
Landercy (1985) have
developped a specific
methodology, aimed at
differenciating subject- and
language related
variabilities. Analysing
utterances from bilingual
speakers(French/Dutch),they
confirmed the existence of
language effects on long-term
spectral variability but also
revealed that these effects
are smaller than individual
ones. '

Harmegnies et al. (1989)
have confirmed these findings
on the basis of recordings
drawn from languages even
closer one to another
(Castilian and Catalan, that
belong to the same Romance
group).Theirinvestigations,
together with others
(Bruyninckx et al., 1990)
nevertheles showed that a
more refined assesment of
bilingualism could be of some.
use. On the other hand,
splitting the samples into
sex groups might be more
convenient, given the
generally important
differences between within-
subject variabilities in
males and females
(Harmegnies, 1988, a).

This paper is therefore
meant as an extension of
previous research, putting
emphasis on the kind of
bilingualism, and involving
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both male and female subjects
in a balanced proportion.

2.EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

A sample of 24 bilingual
subjects (12 ~ma1es, 12
females), with a fairly good
knowledge of Catalan and
Castilian was selected. Each
of them nevertheless exhibited
dominance either in Catalan or
inCastilian; their assesment
was performed by means of
classical sociolinguistic
methodOIOgy (Viladot, 1981).

Each speaker was asked to
utter 5 times both a balanced
Castilian and Catalan text.
The recordings and analyses
were performed thanks to the
experimental setting
previously used, i.e. 0-5 kHz
LTAS (Harmegnies et al.,
1989). The spectra were
compared by means of the SDDD
dissimilarity index
(Harmegnies, 1988, b).

L COMPARISON PROCEDURE

Two types of intra-speaker
comparisons of the stored LTAS
were performed for each
subject: inter-language
comparisons and intra-language
comparisons.

‚In the case of the inter-
language comparisons (Catalan
11‘ Castilian) each Catalan
LTAS of each subject was
matched against each Castilian
LTAS of the same subject; in
intra-language matchings (i.e.
both Catalan gs; Catalan, and
Castilian is; Castilian). for
each one of the 24 speakers,
One comparison was performed
for each possible non-
redundant pair of his or her
5 LTAS in each language.

Thewholeprocedureresulted
in a total of 1080
comparisons (480 intra—
language and 600 inter-
language).

4. RESULTS

As shown in Figures 1 a-b,
which summarize the results,
the SDDD values derived from
inter-language comparisons
tend to score higher than
those drawn from intra-
language matchings. This
relationship can be observed
for the average values in
each sex/dominance group.
This tendency moreover
appears to be very strong,
since the relationship holds
true for each one of the 24
speakers in the sample.

A specific statistical
analysis (Bruyninckx et al.,
forthcoming) confirms this
observation. It moreover
shows that in 2 out of 4
subgroups (Catalan dominant
females and Castilian
dominant males), the intra-
language comparisons exhibit
results significantly
different one from another.

5. DISCUSSION

At first sight, the results

seem in partial agreement

only with those previously

reported by Harmegnies et al.

(1989): in the present

research, inter-language

differences also appear to be,

significant; however, the

systematic superiority of the

inter—language dissxmilarity

values is no longer to be

regarded as the only one

source of variation in -the

design: the differences

between intra-language

dissimilarities suggest that

in some cases, the intra—
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A NEW HIGH RESOLUTION TINŒ-BARK
ANALYSIS METHOD FOR SPEECH

UntoKLnine

HelsinHUnivulflyof'l‘eehnology,AmflaIab,
OtakaaribA, 02150 Espqinland

ABSTRACT
A new complex auditory filter bank
based on a new class of orthogonal func-
tions called FAM functions [2] is devel-
oped. The filter bank is used to produce
time-Bark spectrograms where both the '
magnitude and the phase variations of the
speech sample in the channels are seen.
The temporal resoluion is of high quality:
even phenomena inside one pitch period
can be monitored. An analyzer is imple-
mented with the TMS320C30 digital
signal processor, which is programmed
in a Macintosh IIci / CLOS Lisp
environment [1].

'1. INTRODUCTION
Auditory based representation of speech '
is proven to be an effective way to
compress, code, enhance, analyse,
describe, and visualize speech signals.
Auditory analysis and compression
seems to have many promising applica-
tions in digital audio, communication
technology. and in audiology. The
methodology provides also new tools for
basic research in the fields of speech
acoustics and production as well as
speech‘perception and automatic speech
recognition.
The auditory representation of audio
signals is typically achieved by a filter
bank with each filter having a bandwidth
equal to one Bark (one critical band)
which forms the limit for the auditory
spectral resolution around the frequency
in question {5]. '\
Typically, one of the following methods
is used to construct an auditory filter
bank: a standard linear filter design
method is used, modifying the short timeFourier transform (STFI'), or applying
quadrature filter (QT? techniques [3]. In

thecaseofthemodifiedsmaproper
frequency dependent window function is
included in the Fourier transform in order
to achieve the nonuniform frequency
resolution in the uniform frequency (Hz)
scale. Note that this is the same case as if
we had a uniform resolution in a
nonuniform frequency scale (in Barks).
In the QF—approach a uniform resolution
filter bank is first designed according to
the highest frequency resolution, and the
narrow channels are then combined at the
higher frequencies to reduce the
resolution according to the Bark scale.

This paper describes a new type of
auditory filter bank, which is designed
by applying the FAM-method [2]. The
method is based on orthogonal functions
of a PAM class, which leads to an
auditory bank with complex and
orthogonal one Bark bandpass
channels. Each channel consists of two
filters which form a Hilbert pair and give
a complex signal as the channel output.
This allows to define the channel energy
at every sample as the magnitude of the
complex output and to formulate a phase
measure within each critical band

\ (auditory phase modelling). The
orthogonality between the channels
means that the impulse responses of the
channels do not correlate. In fact, such a
bank performs an Orthogonal Audit
Transform (OAT) from the time domain
to the Bark domain.

l The magnitude calculation improves the
time resolution of the bank since
magnitude can be calculated immediately
at eyery sample instead of rectification
and low-pass filtering the output of one '
(real) channel. The latter introduce a
delay _and some unprecision and
uncertainty alongthetimeacale.
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2. FAM-METHOD
The new class of orthogonal FAM
functions which are formed from the
circular functions by Frequency and
Amplitude Modulation has been earlier

ublished by Laine and Altosaar [2]. In
EAM functions the frequency and
amplitude modulations of sinusoids are
combined in a way so that a set of
orthogonal functions are produced. A
generative function. g(co), which defines
the frequency modulation, defines the
propa'ties of the PAM function set.

Fig. 1 describes briefly the FAM-method
used to form a complex, orthogonal
auditory one Bark bank. The method and
its use for computation of auditory
rpectrograrns proceeds through the
following steps:
1° The desired frequency resolution, or
the new warped frequency scale, is fixed
by the choice of the generative function
3(a)). In the case of the auditory bank
the choice equals to a Hz-to-Bark
conversion [4,5].
2° The orthogonal sets of FAMsin(-)
and FAMcos(~) functions e.g. FAMexpG
n g(tn) ) are generated in the frequency
domain in order to describe the complex
spectra of the signal with the new
resolution in the linear (tr-scale, or with a
uniform resolution in the new warped

(co)-scale.
° The FAM functions are inverse

Fourier transformed into. the time
domain. The inverse Fourier transform
retains the orthogonality, thus we get an
orthogonal set of real time functions.
Channel responses of this bank resemble
phase distorted impulses. So, we could
call the set as the Bark pulse bank
(BPB) to emphasise their correspondence
with the frequency domain (Bark-
Warped) FAM functions.
4°. The speech signal can be convolved
With the BPB to get the coefficients for
the corresponding FAM-functions for
EPW111111! composition.

° The spectral picture in the
Bark-domain is produced by Fourier
tansforming the outputsamples from the
BPB. Note that this part of the spectrum
com utation can be avoided by forming
the al one Bark filter bank as linear
combinations of the FIRs in the BPB.
Instead of the Fourier transform we can
mace the final one Bark FIR filter

by fuming a cos(nx) weighted sum

oftheBPBl-‘ltoproducetherealpart
of channel n, and sin(nx) weighted to
produce the imaginary part of channel a.

3(00) 3 In: : o-u

' R5 ra- domain
0 m „v:

1' Hz-to-Bark 2° FAMexplj n g(m)]

3o f-l

rime-
domain n-th Barkclmmeleh.

4° Barkpulsebank

8(1!)
—-) w

6° Barbdtxnain

Fig.1. FAM - method for nonuniform
resolution spectral analysis.

6° The Fourier transform of the outputs
of the BPB gives the desired complex
spectra in the Bark-domain. The same
information is available from the one
Bark bank made in 5°.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
The one Bark auditory FIR filter bank
designed by the FAM-method is
implemented by using the TM8320C30
digital signal processor in a Macintosh
IIciI CLOS Lisp environment [l].
The C30 processor takes the speech
samples in and performs the numerically
intensive filtering, magnitude and phase
computations, and finally, sends the data
to the MacII for displaying the
spectrogram and plotting with a laser
printer.
The filterbank covers the frequency band
from about 5 Hz toll kHz having one
DC—type (real only) channel and 21
complex one Bark channels.
The magnitude and phase are processed '
for every sample in every channel. The
prototype realization is relatively slow.
However, we have estimated, that a real
time implementation of the one Bark
bank is possible by using all-pass
structures for the filters.
The phase information from the one Bark
channels can be processed in different
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Fig. 2. Vowel lœ/ analysed by the auditory bank (see text).

ways in this audi spectro h: in
each channel the ptlgyse informastäl: ova
timeisfirstdewarpedinordertocaneel
the 21: steps. Then the more or less linear
ramp (corresponding to the time flow) is
differentiated to remove the linear part
and to emphasise the variations in

3. SPEECH ANALYSIS WITH
THE AUDITORY BANK

Pig. 2 depicts results of the analysis
made for the vowel lœl. The waveform
is shown in the topmost panel. Below it
can be seen the time-Bark ener
r am a I '

phase. In_ another method a trivial .vmgfogägeg‘ganghfrlfifflfgfm
pmcuonrslmadetrzhzsnmaremeeouang pmsedbymeuivialpredicmris
wfrom of . 8 sampbs. shown in the next panel. In the

and the erence e esunmed value fouowing frame a graphically processed
truevaluersformedandplotted. mœmwmmomi‘

l. 0 l.

Someoftheflgu'os
ofthls docunert

Fig. 3. Spectrum of syllable Ail.

shown. The difl'erentiated auditory phase
is displayed in the lowest frame.
Some pitch-synchronous effects can
clearly be seen: the higher formants will
be primarily excitated at the closure of the
glottis. In some cases a clear secondary
excitation appears at the glottal opening.
Note also the frequency modulation of
the first formant
Fig. 3 demonstrates a transient analysis
of the syllable /li/. Typically a clear
transient effect can be perceived in this
syllable eventhough the steady state
spectraof/l/andfi/dodifferonly vay
little. The arrow in the figure points to
the lace where the second formant
su enly appears at the moment the
tongue opens the mouth cavity. The
formant moves up very fast, about 2
Barksin12msl Notethatthecontrastd'
the left hand side is improved by
graphical postprocessing.

4. DISCUSSION
l’reliminary results from the first
mgllementation of the PAM-based
III 'tory filter bank was presented.
Mallydetailscanandmustbeimpmved.
The way the phase information is
processed is not yet robust enough.
After a better processing it may
much more detailed and relevant
information of the complicated

calledspeech

have been -
ocessed mm

mage 1.35 a
pub to domain

rogram for the
aclntosh
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EXTRACTING NASALITY FROM SPEECH SIGNALS

Henning Reetz

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Psycholinguistik, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Nasality in this paper refers to voiced
nasal consonants, nasal vowels, and
nasalized vowels produced by non-
pathologic speakers. An algorithm is
presented, that segments the speech
waveform into nasal and non-nasal
parts. The decision whether nasality
exists is based on two features of the
speech signal: (1) Presence of vocal
cord vibration (voicing) and (2) presence
of a resonance in the range 200 Hz -
400 Hz. The frequency of this resonance
may vary between speakers but is
constant for a single speakers. The '
algorithm is validated by comparing it to
results of a perception experiment. The
problems to define and measure nasality
are sketched before the algorithm is
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nasality is defined in difierent ways in
different fields. It can be determined by
underlying or surface structures of the

-speech material, it can be deScribed by
‘ articulatory movements or physiological

data, it can be related to signal
characteristics that are expected on the
basis of theoretical considerations, and it
can be determined in perception tests
where subjects use their native or
experience listening skills. Each field
defines nasality within its system and
the definitions must not necessarily
coincide. For example, [10] reported
velar opening on (phonetically) non-
nasal sounds and [6] found coupling to
the nasal cavities even if the sound was
not perceived as nasalized by listeners.
Inadditiontotheproblemhowtodefine

nasality comes the problem how to
measure it. In articulatory experiments it
is a complicated task to determine the
position of the velum that lies hidden in
the back of the mouth. Physiological
experiments have to measure (nasal) air
flow accurately without effecting normal
articulatory behavior. Acoustical analyses
have to separate properties of the nasal
system from the oral and pharyngeal
system. In perception tests it is not
trivial to create listening conditions that
are similar to everyday speech
perception situations. If in any field
indirect measurements are performed, it

‘can happen that the coherence between
the measured quantity and the related
quantity does not exist in the expected
way. For example, nasal airflow is not
necessarily a measure for the size of the
velar opening and it has been reported
that changes in velar heights occur even
though the velar port is closed ([2]).
In this paper an acoustical measure will
be used that intends to be related to
perceptual nasality. First we will brief
some acoustical properties of nasal
sounds and ways to measure them. In
the following chapter an algorithm to
extract low-frequency resonance will be
presented. After describing a perception
experiment the relation between the low-
frequency resonance and the perception
results is demonstrated and discussed.

2. SOME ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
AND MEASUREMENTS
Acoustic theory predicts extra anti-
resonances and resonances for the
additional shunting branch of the nasal
cavity system ([3]). These effects can be
found in the speech signal, though they
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arenoteasytoidentify([3]).Comrnon
acousticalfeaturesfoundintheliteramre
are low-frequency energy and
brosdeningoftheoverallspectralpattem
([4]).Theoccurrenceofalow—frequency
resonance can be explained by a
Helmholtz resonating cavity. [7]
observedaresonatingfrequencyofthe
sinusmaxillaresintherange of200-
800 Hz. [1] computed a '
cavityofabout800cm’fora2501-Iz
resonanceandproposed(partsof)the
scalp as possible resonator. ‘lhe
flattening of the spectrum can be
explained by the complicated nasal
cavity structure inducing many partial
resonatingmdshuntingcavities([7]).
Spectrographic (or FFT) analyses have
theadvantagetopreserveallinfonnation
oftheacoustical signal.Thiscanbea
handicapbecausethegmundfrequency
(andthewindowsizefisapparentinthe
spectrogram. Smoothing these spectra
reducestheappearanceoftheseefi‘ects
bruslsoreducesthespectralresolution.
Source-filter models separate the
propertiesofthesourcesignalGOHmm
the oral and nasal tract, but add
Issrunptions about the model to the
esfimatedspecnaAll-poleIPCdoesnot
include shunting cavities in its model
tndthereforeseemstobeinadequate.
Fitting the model to the analyses
purposes (i.e. detenniningthenumber of
poles) is done by rules of‘thumb.
Specnalestimationmethodsthatinclude
zeros in their models (like analyses-by-
synthesis schemes or ARMA models)
inherit the problem to estimate the
number of poles and zeros. A problem
tintisnon—deterministicbecauseazero
canbeapproximatedbyalargenumber
ofpoles([8]). .
In this study the low-frequency
resonance will be used as'a gross
mdicatorforaphenomenonthatlisteners
would call nasaliry. This feature is
Nportedinmanyarticles studyingthe
lcoustical properties of nasaliry and
seems to us‘more obvious in the
sPectmrn than the theoretically more
fonmledexistenceofzeros.Wearenot

mterested' in Mathg zeros at all and
choose LPC analyses as the spectral
mm‘on method. This has several
advantages: it is easy to compute, it is
commonly available, and it suppresses
theeffectofthegroundfrequencyinthe
estrmat' ed spectrum.

3. ALGORITHM
In a pre-processing step the speech
signal is separated in voiced and
unvoiced parts using a pitch extraction
algorithm ([11]). This reduces the
amount of computing to be performed
in the following steps and excludes
background or friction noise that might
show low-frequency prominence.
In the next step high order
autocorrelation LPC analyses with
parabolic interpolation is carried out on
the voiced parts (25.6 ms Hamming
window, 12.8 ms step rate). The order
of the LPC must be adjusted manually
to the recording and voice quality. For
a 10 kHz recording, values between 14
and 28 poles were found to practical.
In the last step a low-frequency
resonance is searched that lies below

' 400 Hz, is constant in frequency, and
lastsforatleast40msec. Constantin
frequencymeansherethatthecenter
frequencyoftheresonance does not
vary more than 10% inthe adjacent
frames.

' 4. ÉVALUATION
The performance of the algorithm is
compared to the results of a lexical
decision experiment canied out by [5].
The study included a gating experiment
on British English monosyllabic words
of the form CVC and CV'N. Listeners
were presented gradually incrementing
intonation (gates) from word-onset
until the entire word was heard. The
listeners’ task was to write down the
word they were hearing.'l'he length of
the gates were incremented by about 40
msfromsteptostep.0negate ofeach
word were set at the offset of the
vowel. 20 minimal CVN-CVC pairs (40
words) sp0ken by one male speaker
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were presented with 9 to 13 gates giving
a total of 441 gates. Details of the
experimental procedure can be found in
[5]-
The responses of the subjects were
classified in the following manner (this
classification was not part of the
experiment of [5]): If more than 50% of
the listeners wrote down a CVN word
for a gate then it was called nasal,
otherwise oral. Because the listeners
heard gates with increasing length, it
happens that a gate was judged oral,
while the next, longer gate, was judged
nasal (or vice versa). By this it is
possible to make a statement about the
40mincrementalpartofagate
whether it were or were not perceptually
nasal. Wewillnarneanincrementalpart
ofagateandthefirstgateofaseries
segment from now on.
The speech recordings used in the
perception test were analyzed by the
described algorithm as well. If the
bandwidth of the low-frequency
resonance as found by the algorithm was
below 150 Hz the sounds were classified
as nasal. otherwise as non-nasal. If the
results of the perception test and the
algorithm for a segment did not coincide
it was counted as an error.
Of the 441 segments, 322 were
perceived as nasal and 119 as oral. 67
(15%) of the segments were mist-labelled
by the algorithm. 50 segments perceived
as oral were classified nasal, in 17 cases
a perceptual nasal segment was
classified oral by the algorithm. We will
first characterize the errors of the 50
false alarms then the 17 missings.
Of the 50 false alarms, 10 were
segments where the algorithm classified
them too early as nasal in front of
perceptually nasal segments. 9 segments
were clustered in 2 cases were a vowel
infrontofanasalconsonantwas
perceived as oral by the listeners. 29
times classified the algorithm the pre-
voicing of voiced stops as nasal. And 2
segmentsof/l/inCLADwereclassified
by the algorithm as nasal.

Of the 17 Missing; were 4 segments,
where the algorithm classified them too
late as nasal at the beginning of
perceptually nasal segments. The other
l3 nasal segments 'were missed in 4
clusters inside oral or nasalized contents:
in [U in CLOWN, and in the vowels of
BRAN, VAIN, and TRADE.

5. DISCUSSION
The errors made by the algorithm can
be grouped in 4 categories: (1) too early
or too late indication of nasality, (2)
judgment of pro-voicing as nasal, (3)
mis-classification of III. (4) and mis-
classification of nasalized vowels.
The first category of errors can be taken
into account as jitter between perceptual
and acoustic segmentation.
The second category 7 the classification
of pie-voicing as nasals - is an
interesting result. Airflow measurements
have observed nasal airflow at the
beginning of pre-voicing, either due to
insufficiem velar closure together with
oral closure and increasing intra-oral
pressure,orduetoanupwardpushof
the uvula extinguishing air from the
nasal tract. Whether a nasal coupling
existsandinhowfaraperceptiontest
without context information will yield
nasal responses in these cases stays
unclear.
The third category - nus-classification of
Ill-appearsinbothdirections.'l‘hisis
a frequently mentioned effect ([9]).
The mitt-classification of nasalized
vowels reflects the more complicated
structure of these sounds. It should be
taken into account that 50% of all words
contained (phonetical) nasalized sounds
and that in most of these cases the
resultsofthealgorithmwent alongwith
the results of the ' test: When
the listeners heard a word as nasal from
an early stage of the vowel. the
algorithm did so. When the listener!
perceived the‘nasality at the end ofsuch
a vowel, so did the'algorirhm. Only in
4 cases we found a nus-labelling.
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6. CONCLUSION
The algorithm uses a very gross feature
to identify nasality ignoring context
effects and formant transitions as used
by [9]. He found the mean centroid
frequency below 500 Hz to be the most
useful conu'ibutor to the total
categorization score. He observed further
that a value for the first resonance near
250 Hz is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for the existence of nasal
murmurs (because this property is shared
by the first formant frequency of high
vowels). Most of his false indications
result from the confusion of liquids,
glides and semivowels with nasals.
The simpler algorithm used here shares
obviously some of these results. But to
come to a stronger statement about the
behavior of the proposed method and to
get more evidence for the applicability
of the algorithm as a valid nasality
classificator more investigation will be
performed. A larger set of words of
different speakers including a significant
set of nasal vowels must be tested. An
open question is, whether the algorithm
measures a low-frequency resonance
originated by the coupling of nasal tract,
or whether F0 or a harmonic of it is
detected. [4] and [1] observed this
resonance independent of the F0
frequency and informal tests with the
proposed algorithm yielded the same
result. Analyses of high pitched voices
have given mixed results: some voices
showed good results, while other voices
were classified as nasal for most of the
voiced segments. Whether these are only
artifacts of the algorithm or whether
those voices are nasal has not been
proved by perceptual tests. Application
to ninning speech gave the impression
that nasal consonants and voiœd stops
are consistently detected by the
algorithm.
Weareawareofthefactthatthe
algorithm does not have any n ' '
mechanisms and does not perform any
analyses of transitions. To some extend
thesefeaturescouldbemodelledbyan
adaption strategy for the number of

poles and an investigation of the
development of the bandwiths in time.
But we first want to study the algorithm
at the present state and collect
experience about its behavior before
extending it.
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OF SPEECH ARTICULATION

N.Degtyaryov
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ABSTRACT
The present report suggests
and consistutes a hierar-
chical model for obtaining
an acoustic description of
speech articulation. The
primary description of
speech articulation can be
given by the parametres of
two—formant model spectrum.
A secondary, more precise
articulation description is
achieved by means of for-
mant parametres of subme-
dels, conditioned by diffe-
rent manners of speech so-
unds formation. A two—for-
mant model of acoustic spe-
ech articulation descripti-
on is suggested.

1 . INTRODUCTION
In spite of the great ef-
forts made, the problem of
reliability in automatic
extracting of formant para-
metres from speech signal,
is far from being solved.
The situation makes us
think over some new approa-
ches to the problem of for-
mant speech analysis. The
extracting methods of for-
mant analysis of speech
signals are based, as a ru-
le, on a nonbcomplete model.
of speech signals generati—
on1 the latter extracts am-
pl tudes and frequencies of
the first three-four voice
formants /1,2/. That is why
the most stable results of
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analisis can be obtained
only on the segments, match-
ing with the given model.
The reasons and character
of the mistakes found here
(loss of the 3rd and 4th
formants because of their
low level as compared with
noises, loss of the 2nd fore
mant because of its shunt-
ing during nasalization or
low resolving power of
spectrum analyser, etc./2/),
demonstrate structural li-
mitedness of the formant
analysis models used as the
result of that different
characteristics of speech
signal for different speech
sounds, as regard the man-
ner of their formation, are
not taken into considerati-
on. This brings us to the
problem of an acoustic

eech articulation descrip-
t on which considers struc-
tural characteristics of a

‘formant model of speech
signal generation.

2. STRUCTURAL MODEL 0F
SPEECH SIGNAL GENERATION
The universal thee of
speech generation / .4/
suggests an acoustic or
equivalent electric subme-
dels for each manner of
speech sounds formation.
The structure of each of
the submodels is specific
as it reflects articulation
(speech organs shape, place
and type of the excitation

source) of one particular
manner. That's why each
submodel can be described
by means of its particular,
different from the other
submodels, set of signifi-
cant formant characteris-
tics. The necessity of con-
sideration, while analysing,
of these structural speech
signal characteristics pro-
duced brings us to the fol-
lowing important conclusi-
ons.Firstly, the complete
model of speech signal for-
msnt analysis must be strmr
tural and must include the
submodels of speech sounds
formation manners. Secondly
during the formant analysis
process there must be a
controlled commutation of
submodels correlating with
the nature of articulation
manner of an analysed spe-
ech sound. Obviously such
information can be obtained
only be means of phenetic
context hypothesizing.

3. HIERARCHY MODEL OF
SPEECH ARTICULATION ACOUS—
TIC DESCRIPTION
Thus, the main conclusion
we've come to, is that we
can solve the problems of
formant analysis of a spe-
ech signal only on the bar
sis of a complete structu-
ral analysis model by means
of synthesis using the in-
formation on the current
phonetic context, hypothe-
sizen from the upper levels
of a perception model. Some
information on the problem
can be found in /1,5/. Be-
sides, the attempts to make
a more or less complete ma-
thematic speech signal mo-
del also result in aocont-
rolled structure /6/.Accor-
ding to our conception we
must accept that the noti-
on~of a formant is conditi—
oned by a definite phonetic
context. So detailed for»
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mant description can be gi-
ven in symbolic and para-
metric representation and
thus is secondary by natu-
re. Then there must be a
certain generalized, but
unconditioned and in this
sense primary acoustic des-
cription of articulation,
which forms an initial sta-
ge in the process of speech
analysis and recognition.

4. ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTION
OF ARTICULATION BY MEANS
OF GROUP FORMANTS CHARAC-
TERISTICS
'To create a system of para-
metres of the primary arti-
culation description. let's
cosider some general cha-
racteristics of speech
formants that can be found
on the spectrum envelope.
It happens so that we can
extract four types of the
spectrum envelope; they
reflect the main formant
characteristics of articu-
lation (See Fig.1.)In /5/
a system of integral para—
metres A, F, B reflecting
the formant characteristics
of the speech spectrum en—
velope is presented. There
is also an evaluation algo-
rithm of the parametres.
The main point of the al—
gorithm that in two spect-
ral regions with the adap-
tive boundary separating
them, the formant groups
are described by moments
from spectrum counts,group-
ing around the maximum one:

an

I)fl=; ana/m
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2)f7== a; fäaCIv‘/’€? €19
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5) B =2('Fv—Fv-t) aY/mf’aj
d5 - counts of the instan.

taneous power spectrum_g§
frequencies F3 g Jar-1.11.8
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-h mu: a”; n<h413 m-
the n ber of counts, above
the threshold [1 mm: as .
Here is the physical mean-
ing of the parametres evalu
ated by (I)-(3): they ex—
press the integral amplitu-
de, frequency and band va-
lues of the spectral counts
a9 , representing this
formant group. The main
qualities of the suggested
parametres system and the
algorithm of their extrac-
tion (separation) are:
I)the possibility of sepa-
rating of the two first
formants even in the case
of their mutual (recipro-
cal) masking /5/; 2) the
possibility of reflecting
different formant characte-
ristics (See Fig.1b and 1c)
without se arating the up-
per fornan s, that is ofcourse, the most difficult
problem; 3)equa1 efficiency
for reflecting formant cha-
racteristics of different,
from the point of view of
their manner of articulati—
on, sounds.
Fig.2 presents A,F paramet-
re tracks for the words
“ a dzn'and ”Sa‘se‘.

5. CONCLUSION
The suggested system of
A,F,B parametres of the
speech articulation prima-
ry description is a good
basis for the upper level
analysis of the speech re-
cognition model. Firstly,
the parametres precisely
reflect the speech spectrum
formant characteristics.
Secondly, the meet the de-
mands of the inear model
of parametre approximation
/6/, which is a way towards
the solution of the speech
recognition problems. Third-
ly, the suggested. model
provides the basis for des-

cribing some topologic in-
variants and, thus, contri-
butes to the solution of
the multispeaker recogniti-
on problems.
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ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTION OF SPANISH NASAL
CONSONANTS IN CONTINUOUS SPEECH

Marla Jesus Machuca Ayuso
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The aim of this paper is to compare some
acoustic cues of the Spanish nasal
consonants in two different speaking
styles: Continuous speech versus
laboratory speech.
The items analized in continuous speech
have been obtained from an hour
recording of speech produced by a male
native Spanish speaker. In order to obtain
the items in laboratory speech, the same
subject was instructed to read the set of
analized utterances in citatibn form.
Broadband spectrograms were made with
a MacSpeech Lab II programme to
analyse the consonant duration and nasal
formant frequencies. The results suggest
that between the analyzed speaking styles,
differences in drn'ation are more important
than in formant frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

There_ _is an agreement among
phonetrcians on the relevance of the
followmg features that characterize the
nasals as a class (Delattre[l]; Fant[2];‘
Fujirnura [3]): a low first formant at about
3OOI-lz, with higher intensity than the
upper formants, the existence of the
antrformant and a set formants which
have a lower intensity level than those of
nerghbouring .vowels. Furthermore. Fant
(1960) states than there is a relationship
between nasal and vowel formants. There

is a correspondence of N1 to F1. N3 to
F2. and in some instances N4 to F3. This
correspondence is a matter of continuity
since a formant may be equally dependent
on the nasal oral cavities.
Fujimura (1962) distiguishes between
variable and invariant formants.
According to this author there are some
formants that remain relatively unaffected
by the context: The secondformant of the
[n], for example, is located always
around 1000 cps. for all samples of [n]
(p.246).
In our work. we have taken into account
the consonant duration and nasal formant
frequencies.

PROCEDURE

We used for this experiment an hour
recording of speech produced by a male
native speaker of Spanish. Natural
continuous speech was obtained by
asking questions about the subject’s
work. military service, his village and his
family.
"Laboratory speech" refers to utterances
read in citation form by a speaker.
In order to obtain the items in laboratory
speech. the same subject was instrucwd to
read the set of- utterances that appear in
continuous speech corpus as naturall as
possible at a normal speech rate.
order of these utterances was
The recordings were made in a sound
proof room at the phonetics laboratory at
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the Autonomous University of Barcelona,

using a Revox M7 tapc_1ecorder and a
Share 515 Sb Unidyne mrcrophone.
Formant frequencies were made of nasal

consonant in intervocalic context. In some

of the cases, the vowel that followed the

consonant was stressed and in other cases

it was unstressed. The number of rtems
was ei ht hundred and thirty: three

huh and seventy samples of which
to the first context and four

hundred and sixty to the second
one.’l‘able I shows the number of
analyzed cases for each consonant.

Tablel: Number of analyzed cases for Spanish
aasal eonsmants in both contexts.

CV

The recorded speech material was
digitised at 10 KHz and analysed by
means of spectrograms using a
MacSpeech Lab II programme. In the
selected sequences the duration and the
formantfrequencies were meas

RESULTS
1

The data obtained from the acoustical
analysis were subjected to a statistical
treatment. The mean values of the gtven
parameters (X) as well as the standard
deviation (sd) are shown in the followmg
tables. Table II correspond to laboratory
speech value of nasal formants 1n the
context VC and VCV in laboratory
Speech and Table III shows the same
values in continuous speech.

Table II: Nasal formant values in laboratory
speech when the nasal consonant is followed by a
strewedorbyanunstressedvowel.

vcv x sd vcv x sd

[m] 351 33 [m] 3413 28
1071 74 1070 43
1038 282 783 116
2194 6a 2239 69

[n] 361 29 [n1 370 21
1032 45 1039 28
1606 172 1599 183
2318 51 2323 51

[p] 37s 24 [n] 375 20
1062 29 1064 3o
2001 134 2076 141

Table Ill: Nasal formant values in continuous

speech when a nasal consonant is followed by a

mmdorbyanunstressedvowel.

vcv x 11d vcv x sa
55 414 64

[m] 13.60 99 [m] 1022 70
1309 151 1118 417
2123 96 2177 90

54 [1 _430 54
[“1 “.332 a “ 1042 54

1562 167 4500 192 ..
2261 90 2287 77

45g 44 ] 433 44

"‘1 1048 28 [P 1048 4o
1943 130 2009 126
2334 28 2455 67

If we com are these results, it can be
observed thgt the first formant frequencres

in continuous speech are hrgher than 1n

laboratory speech. In the second formant
frequencies there are _no stgntfrcatnt

differences in both Speaking styles. In the

third formant , the frequencres are h1gher

in laboratory speech. except to the-

consonant [m]. It can be noted that m

laboratory speech N3 of the consonant

[tn] has values below N2. Thrs finding 1s

due to the influence of the vowels.

The fourth formant frequencies have

similar results for [m] and [n]
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consonants, if we com are both speakm'
styles.Nevertheless, inqaboratory speechg.
t1_us_ formant is impossible to be
distingmshed in the palatal consonant.
On the other hand, standard deviation
values of the N3 (Fables II and HI) show
an important dispersion in our data.For
tlus reason, the results of the third nasal
formant have been separated depending
on vowel contexts. Tables IV and V show
these results in continuous speech
_(CS)and m laboratory speech (LS) taking
1nto account the vowel stress.

Table IV: Values of N3 when the consonant is
followed by an unstressed vowel ('pal' and "vel'
grubtalandvelarcontextsandtlemmm

e precedin vowel to 1h 's . g e consonant 1s

‘ŸCV cs 1.5

pfllmlvel 1378 834
pällmla 1651 _
pâllmlpal 1253 1275
vellmlpal 1348 1203
v61 [m]a __ 797
vcl[m]vel 735 727
I [m] vel __. 749
l [m] I _.. _
l [ml pal —- __.
“——

Pfllnlvel 1565 1643
Mithin 1616 1695
pfi[n]pal 1740 1712
3:113:11” 1431 1485

l 12
V61 [11] vel _31 1.2.69
4 [n]vel 1299 1340
1 [n] a 1290 1388
l lnl pal 1475 1477 l

1141111 ve1 1981 2192
pâlir]! 2162 22411411111141 ._. J
Välrïpal —_ _.
V I
v61 Elva ÿ 22—12
: five! 1943 2044

a a 2003 2111
‘ [P1 pal —.. ._

It can be observed in table IV
laboratory speech results are lower than?
continuous speech ones for the consonant
[m], but in the other nasal consonants
they are similar. In some contexts, there
are not_any’data because the number of
cases is insufficient for a statistic
treatment.

TableV:Valueaof N3whentheconsonant
followedbyastreuedvowelnl'and'vel‘ui:
palatalandvelarcontextsandthesueumeau
that the following vowel to the consonant ls

vcv cs Ls

paltmlvet — —-
pal[1n]a . — —.
pumps: 1339 1271
vellmlpfl -— 916
vel [m]! — 776
vel[m] v61 -—— 700
a [m] vel -—- 745
a [ml I — ——
a [In] pal —. 1246

1111111111161 1697 1722
palms 1464 1599
putnlpa 1630 1705
vellnlpfl 1327 1436
vellnli — —
vel[n]v61 — 1222
a [1111161 1357 1261
a [n] a 1419 1359
a [n] pal 1469 1497

WWW! 2088 2061
palma 2094 2118
Pflfillpfil —. 19851:61i .... _
velu“ . —— —venplvel —-— —
a 111ml -—' —
a un] s 1917 2000
I [11111111 1926 2013

in table V. the continuous speechresulu:
are usually lower than the results 1111
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On the other hand, very different results
are shown in both tables if we compare
velar and palatal context. N3 goes down
in velar context and it goes up in palatal
one.

The duration results are shown in table
V1. We have separated the cases
depending on the vowel stress and the
speaking style.

Tabtnatbnofnasaleonsonamsaccording
tovowelcontext.

Context 1.s s1) cs so
I [m] v 92 16 55 16

[n] v 64 12 41 11
v [,1 v 98 13 64 16
v [111131 66 11 61 13
v [n] 4s 9 37 12
v [.117 69 12 59 11

It can be noted in table V1 that the
duration is much smaller in continuous
speech. But when the consonant is
followed b an unstressed vowel the
duration ' erence between both styles is
greater (47 ms for [m], 23 for [n] and 38
for [p] ). In these cases. it ican be
obserlved that [|1] > [m] >[n] in all
samp es.
Nevertheless, when the nasal consonant
is followed by a stressed vowel [m]
>[p]>[n] in continuous speech and

[|11>[m]>[n] in laboratory speech.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in the tables above
show the relevance of the duration when
we compare continuous speech versus
laboratory speech. The difference is more
significant if we take into account the
vowel stress.
The frequency results show differences in
the first formant: in continuous speech it
is higher than in laboratory speech. But
we don’t observe ' t differences in
N2, N3 and N4. Only , the third formant
frequency in [m] consonant goes down

in laboratory speech with relation to
continuous speech results.
On the other hand, in both styles, the
frequency of N1, N2 and N4 formants is
relatively constant while the N3 frequency
varies considerably with the context,
having a high frequency before the
vowels [i] and [e] and a low frequency

before the vowels [o] and [u].
This fact could be explained following
Fant’s assumptions about the dependence
between formants and cavitieszN3 could
be dependent on the oral cavities.
Future research would be necessary in
order to decide if this dependence on the
oral and nasal cavitiy is related to the
speaker.
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ABSTRACT

Prosodic information can provide cues to syn-
tactic structure to help select among compet-
ing hypotheses, and thus to disambiguate
otherwise ambiguous sentences. We show that
some, but not all, syntactic structures can be
disambiguated via prosody. The phonological
evidence relates the disambiguation primarily
to boundary phenomena. Phonetic analyses
indicate the importance of both absolute and
relative measures. Finally, we describe initial
experiments involving the automatic use of
this information in parsing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The syntax of spoken utterances is frequently
ambiguous, yet communication generally suc-
ceeds. This success may arise from a variety of
sources; we address here the role of prosody. A
clear understanding of the mapping between
prosodic and syntactic structure would reveal
significant aspects of the cognitive processes of
speech production and perception. In addi-
tion, it would yield more natural sounding
speech synthesis. Further, prosody should be
particularly helpful in spoken-language
understanding, where lexical and structural
ambigiiircities of written toms are compounded
by di ulties in finding word boundaries and
in identifying words reliably in automatic
speech recognition. Here, we study the map-
ping between prosody and syntax by minimiz-
ing the contribution of other posible cues to
the resolution of ambiguity.

With few exceptions (e.g., [7]), previous stud-
ies have focused either on relating phonologi-
cal aspects of prosody to syntax (e.g., [5], [l2],
[2], [9]), or on relating phonetic/acoustic evi-
dence to syntax and perceived differences (e.g.,
[151. [3]. [16b [6]. [3]. [4], [17])- A few Studies
e.g., [l3], have considered the mapp'g from
phonology to acoustics. The more phonetic]
acoustic studies typically used a -all number
of minimal pairs of utterances in order to
facilitate the acoustic measurements and to
control parameters more precisely. In con-
trast, the more phonological studies have
focussed either on illustrative examples’ or on
text to which prosodic markers have been
assigned on the basieofthesyntaxofthesen-
tence. These studies have typically ignored the

fact that there are several possible rosodic
choices for a given syntactic structure. file focus
in recent theoretical linguistics on human com-
petence for language production, has resulted in
neglect of actual language production and
neglect of an area required for speech under-
standing (by human or by machine): the map-
ping from acoustics to meaning. Clearly, speech
communication involves both production and
perception, and it mvolvee performance as well
as competence.

The work presented in this paper extends previ-
ous work, including the important contribution
of [10], in several ways: (l) we investigate the
ability of listeners to disambiguate sentences for
different types of syntactic structures, using sev-
eral instances of each type; (2) we consider both
production and perception; (3) to increase reli-
ability without asessin a large pool of subjects,
we used professional F radio announcers; (4)
we have investigated the possible use of promi-
nence associated with pitch accents, in addition
to prosodic phrase boundary cues; (5) to com-
pare durational structures am the various
sentences used, and to facilitate generalization
beyond the specific sentences used, we present
results in terms of relative, rather than absolute,
durational patterns; and (6) we consider the
aromatic use of prosodic information in pars-

g.

2. CORPUS

We used 35 sentence pairs, ambiguous in that
members of each pair contained the same string
ofphones, and could be amociated with contrast-
ing syntactic bracketings. Sentences represented
5 instances each of 7 types of structural ambigu-
ity: (l) parenthetical clauses vs. non-parentheti-
cal subordinate clauses, (2) appositions vs.
attached nonn or prepositional phrases, (3) marn
chases linked by coordinating conjunctions vs. u
muin clause and a subordinate clause, (4) tag
questions vs. attached noun phrases, (5) far vs.
near attachment of final phrase, (6) left vs. right
attachment of middle phrase, and (7) particles
vs. Impositions.

Each pair of ambiguous sentences was preceded
by a disambiguating context. For structural cat-
egories 1-4, sentence A of the pair involved a
larger syntactic break than sentence B. For the
attachment ambiguities $7. sentence A of the
pair had the larger syntactic break later inthe
sentence than drd sentence B. When sentences
wererecordedbythe4FMaewscesters,con-

1.18

trasting members ofa pair did not occur in the
same session. Speakers were not told there
were target sentences, and recording sessions
were separated by a few days to several weeks.
Our goal was to create segmentally identical
but syntactically different sentence pairs.

3. PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENT

The target sentences were presented in bola-
tion. The 35 sentence pairs produced by each
speaker were presented to listeners in two ses-
sions; only one member ofeach pair was heard
in each session (analogous to the strategy used
for recording the sentences). The answer sheet
included both disambiguating contexts fol-
lowed by the target sentence. listeners
marked the context they thought best matched
what they heard. Subjects were all native
speakers of American English, naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment. The
number of listeners who heard both sessions
ranged from 12 to 17 for the different speak-
ers.

In scoring, we assume speakers produced the
intended version, and a correct response iden-
tifies that version. Accuracy is the percentage
of correct listener responses. Table l summa-
rizes accuracy for the different structural
types. Averages are over the 4 speaker aver-
ages, so as not to more heavily weight the
utterances that were heard by more listeners.

Typo A B Overall

1. Parenthetlcal or not 77 96' IG
2. Apposlllon or not 92' 01' 02
3. M-M ve. Il-S 80' 54 71
4. Tags or not 95' B1 au
5. Far/near attachment 70 63 71
6. Left/right attachment 04' 95' 95
7. Particle/Proposition 82' 01' 82

Average 87 00 84

Table l. Perceptual results, averaged over 4
speakers. Version AIB figures are based on 285
observations of each class. An asterisk marks
A and B responses with high listener accuracy,
where high accuracy k when (average accu-
racy minus Standard Deviation) > 50%.

Table 1 shows that subjecm could reliably dis-
ambiguate many, but not all of the ambigu-
ities. On average, subjects did well above
chance in assigning sentences to appropriate
contexts. Main-subordinate (3B) sentences
and near attachments (SB) were close to the
chance level; parentheticak (1A), far attach-
ments (5A) and non-tags (4B) were recognized
at levels greater than chance but not reliably;
all other sentence types were reliably disam-
biguated.

4. PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
The perceptual experiments show that speak-
ers can encode prosodic cues to structural
ambiguities in ways that l'steners can use reli-
ably. This section attempts to find a phonologi-
cal answer to the question: How do they do rt?
To approach this question, we labeled d'screte
phenomena that could mark structural con-
trasts phonologically. We then analyzed the
relationship between these labels and patterns
in the perceptual study.
We used 7 levels to represent perceptual
groupings (or, degrees of separation) between
words. These levels appeared adequate for our
corpus and also reflected the levels of prosodic
constituents described in the literature. We
used numbers to express the degree of decou-
pling between each pair of words as follows: 0
- boundary within a clitic group, 1 - normal
word boundary, 2 - boundary marking a
grouping of words generally having only one
prominence, 3 - intermediate phrase bound-
ary, 4 . intonational phrase boundary, 5 -
boundary marking a grouping of intonational
phrases, and 6 - sentence boundary.
Break indices of 4, 5, und 6 are major prosodic
boundaries; constituents defined by these
boundaries are marked by a boundary tone
and are often referred to as ‘intonation
phrases’. Boundary tones were labeled using 2
types of folk (final fall and non-final fall), and
2 types of rises (continuation rise and question
rise). Prominent syllables were labeled using
P1 for major phrasal rominence; P0 for a
lesser prominence; and for contrastive stress
(which occurred on fewer than 1% of the total
words).The prosodic cues were labeled percep-
tually by 3 listeners using multiple passes.
Correlation across labelers was 0.96.

In general, we found prosodic boundary cues
associated with almost all reliably identified
sentences. A break index of 4 or 5 was often,
but not always, a reliable cue, and was most
often observed at embedded or conjoined
clause boundaries (often marked by commas
in the text). A difference in the relative size of
prosodic break indices, or in the location of the
largest break, was frequently the only disam-
biguating cue for smaller syntactic commu-
ents (i.e., where fewer brackets would
coincide). By and large, larger break indices
tended to mean that syntactic attachment was
higher rather than lower. Prominence seemed
to play a supporting role, and was the sole cue
in only a few sentences. Details of these results
analyzed by structural types appear to [l4].

The main exception to this picture was the
main-main (A) vs. main-subordinate (B) sen-
tences. The A versions were typically well.
identified, whereas the B versions tended to be
close to the chance level. This could be the
result of a syntactic response bias. The differ-
ence is interesting since the bracketmgs differ
for the 2 versions of the sentence, and yet they
are apparently not well separated perceptu-
ally. The prosodic transcriptrous suggest a rea-
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son: both versions have a major prosodic
boundary in the same location.

5. PHONETIC ANALYSIS

We have presented mneptuai evidence that
naive listeners can re bly use prosody to sep-
arate structurally ambiguous sentences, and
phono] cal evidence that suggests how lis-
teners m ht use prosody to select among syn-
tactic hypotheses. In this section we consider

honetic evidence that might be responsible
or the prosodic disambiguation. We examine

duration and intonation, although we
acknowledge that other cues, such as the
application or non-application of phonological
rules, contribute to the perception of prosodic
boundaries. We tried to minimize such effects
by asking speakers to reread sentences in
which overt segmental cues were produced.

Se ent duration was determined automati-
cal y using an HMM-based speech recognition
system, the SRI Decipher system [18]. Each
phone duration was normalized according to
speaker- and phone-dependent means as
described in [11]. We observed longer normal-
ized durations for phones preceding major
phrase boundaries and for phones bearing
majorwrominences compared to other con-
texts. e measured average normalized dura-
tion in the rhyme of word-final syllables and
found that higher break indices are generally
associated with greater normalized duration.
Pauses are also associated with major rosodic
boundaries, occurring at 48/212 (Bigband.
tries marked with 4 and 17/75 (67%) bound-
aries marked with 5. No pauses were found
aær a g, 1, or 2, and only one pause occurred
a r a .

Analysis of normalized duration of vowel
nuclei revealed: (1) major prominenten (Pl, C)
tend to be longer than unmarked or minor
(P0) prominences, although the effect is small
before major prosodic breaks (where duration
is already lengthened); (2) word-final syllables
tend to be longer than non-word-final sylla-
bles; (3) syllables are longer in words before
major breaks than in words before smaller
breaks, especially for word-final syllables; and
(4) the effects seem to be somewhat indepen-
dent: _the longest vowels are those with a major
prommence, in word-final position, before a
major break.

Intonational cues included boundary tones,
pitch range changes and pitch accents. Bound-
ary tones are involved for break indices 4 - 6.
Sentence-final boundary tones are typically
either final falls or question rises; level 5
boundary tones were usually labeled non-final
falls; and level 4 boundary tones were most
often continuation rises, but occasionally non-
iinal falls. Another intonational cue was a drop
in pitch baseline and range in a parenthetical
phrase, hrelative to themm This pitch
range c ange was not ys apparent for
appositives. Though Intonation is an impor-
tant cue, duration and pauses alone provide
enough Information to automatically hibel

break indices with a high correlation (greater
than 0.86) to hand-labeled break indices [11].

6. AUTOMATING DISAMBIGUATION
We have shown that listeners can pay atten-
tion to prosodic information, and we have
shown phonological and phonetic evidence
bearing on how this might be done. The next
step is to be explicit enough about the use of
the phonetic evidence that it could be used
automatical to select the appropriate parse.
In our ini ' attempt, since there was a good
correlation between normalized rhyme dura-
tion and the hand-labeled break indices, we
used a 7-state Gausian HMM to convert auto-
matically estimated duration values to break
indices [11], and pmsed to the parser a break
index between every pair ofwords. This proce-
dure required modification of the existing
grammar to handle the new break index cote
flan and to allow for empty nodes and their

teractiou with the break indices. The gram-
mar before and after these changes yields the
same number of parses for a given sentence.

In order to make use of the prosodic informa-
tion an additional important change is
required: how does the grammar use this
information? This is a vast area of research. In
this initial endeavor, we focussed on preposi-
tional phrases, and made very conservative
changes. We chan ed the rule N -> N link PP
so that the value 0 the link (break-index) must
be less than 3 for the rule to apiply. We made
essentially the same change to V -> V link PP,
:hxzepzt. that the value of the link must be less

n

After setting these two parameters we parsed
each of the sentences in the 14 sentences in our
corpus containing prepositioual phrase attach-
ment ambiguities or particle-prepodtion
ambiguities, and compared the number of
parses to the number of parses obtained with-
out benefit of prosodic information. For half of
the sentences, i.e., for one member of each of
the sentence pairs, the number of parses
remained the same. For the other member of
the pairs, the number of parses was reduced,
on average to half the previous number. The,
the incorporation of the prosodic information
resulted in a net reduction ofabout 25% in the
number of parses, without ruling out any cor-
rect parses. In many cases the use of prosodic
information allowed the parser to identify a
unique parse. More details on these proce-
dures and results appear mu].

7. DISCUSSION

We have confirmed that, for a variety of syn-
tactic classes, but not all, naive l'steners can
rel'utbly separate meanings on the basis of dif-
ferences in prosodic information. We have fur-
ther shown phonological and phonetic
evidence bearing on how they might do the:
by the tendency to associate relatively larger

rosodic breaks with larger syntactic breaks.
hough evidence relating to boundary phe-

nomena appeared to be most important, there
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were some structures for which phrasal prom-
inence either was the only cue or played a sup-
porting role in distinguishing between the 2
versions. Further, we have presented initial
evidence showing how extracted phonetic
information (normalized duration) can be
automatically extracted and communicated to
a parser to reduce ambiguity.

Our results have both theoretical and empiri-
cal implications. In speech generation applica-
tions, the relation between syntax and prosody
is important since different prosodic markers
will affect the interpretation of a sentence.
Prosodic cues are particularly important in
computer speech understanding applications,
where the semantic rules available to the sys-
tem are limited relative to the capabilities of
human listeners. In addition, in those applica-
fionsprosodiccuescanbeusedpriorto

semantic analysis, to reduce the number of
syntactically acceptable parses by eliminating
those inconsistent with the prosody [1].

The results reported here provide evidence for
systematic relationships between prosody and
syntax that should be explored further in sev-
eral ways. First, u larger number of syntactic
structures must be examined in order to make
the prosody/syntax relationship more explicit.
Second, we note that some sentences were suc-
cmfuily disambiguated with cues that were
not represented in our labeling scheme. Since
prominences were not differentiated as to type
of pitch accent, a more detailed classification
of Intonation in such contexts could yield more
information. Finally, for computer speech
understanding applications, it will be impor-
tant to investigate the extension of these
results to spontaneous speech by non-profes-
sional speakers, where hesitation phenomena
and speech errors will affect the prosodic
structure.
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SIGNALISATION PROSODIQUE DE LA ST
INFORMATIONNELLE DANS LE DISCOURlEUlEnIgE

PHONIQUE EN FINNOIS ET EN FRANÇAIS

Veijo V. Vihanta

Université de Tampere, Finlande

r _ ABSTRACT
This paper studies some aspects of the
prosodic _s1gnalling of the information
structure in aish and French based on
radio news reports. The investigation is
carried out on two levels, perceptual and
acoustic. In Finnish the focalisation is a
hnd of intensified accentuation process
whereas m French it is an autonomous
process not depending on accentuation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Le rôle de la prosodie dans la signalisation
de la structure informationnelle du
message parlé a fait l'objet d'étudesdiverses à parur de l'École de Prague pour
fournir une meilleure explication de
l'interaction des faits prosodiques et syn-
turques dans l'organisation des énoncés.Dans _un texte récent (Vihanta 1990). j'ai
examiné l'organisation du message dans
les informations radiophoniques finnoises
et françaises du point de vue de la structu-
ration externe, c'est-à—dire les moyens
utilisés pour diviser le message ainsi que
les relations entre les unités résultantes,
paragraphes, phrases, propositions, syn—
tagmes et mots. Je continuerai sur ce
thème lCl en examinant certains aspects de
la structure informationnelle interne, no—
tamment sa signalisation par les moyensfirg‘saä‘àueâ sous forme de focalisation.

_ e eux an es olo '
très différentes din potiyifi dÎqÏÊÏ°ËËlorganisauon et de la structuration du
message, que _ce soit aux niveaux syn-
taxique, morphologique ou phonétique.En ce qui concerne les moyens proso-diques, les deux langues semblentrecourir à des procédés assez divergents.En finnors, langue à accent fixe sur lapremière syllabe du mot et à dynamisme
prosodique général descendant, on a la

possibilité d'accentuer, ou de focaliser
n importe quel mot selon l'importance qui
lui est accordée dans l'énoncé. En cela, le
finnors se rapproche des langues germa-
niques comme l'anglais.
lîar contre, on a traditionnellement nié
lexistence d'un procédé uniquement pro.
sodique de ce genre en français en préten-
dant que ce que l'anglais réalise par
laccent de phrase, le français le réalise par
des moyens syntaxiques. On a pourtant
vu, ces dernières années, une réinterpré-
tation intéressante de Rossi sur ce point de
la prosodic française. Le phénomène

' connu sous le nom d"‘accent d'insis-
tance", terme utilisé our dési ner les
différents procédés dep"mise engrelief',
consrdérés comme expressifs, émotion-
nels, intellectuels, rhétoriques etc., c'est-
à-dire des procédés ne faisant pas partie
du code linguistique proprement dit, vient
d obtemr un rôle de première importance
dans _la hiérarchisation de l‘information.
Rossr l'a rebaptisé "accent énonciatif“
(AE) (1985 et 1987). La façon d'inter-
préter le système accentuel du français est
en effet cruciale pour rendre compte du
role de la_prosodie dans l'organisation de
linformation des énoncés français.

2. CORPUS ET MÉTHODES
Le corpus s_ur lequel est basé l'analyse
présentée ici est formé de deux bulletins
d informations, d'une durée de 8'20" tous
les deux. Dans ce type de discours il
s'agit presque uniquement de la lecture
d un texte_rédigé à l'avance, dans lequel la
structuration syntaxique a déjà été effec-
tuée au préalable, et qui est formé princi-
palement sur le modèle de la langue écrite.
La seule liberté, toute relative, qui reste au
locuteur, au moment de 1a production du
message, est celle d'utiliser les moyens
prosodiques, dans le cadre syntaxique
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donné, pour hiérarchiser l'information.
Une combinaison d'analyse perceptuelle
et d'analyse acoustique est adoptée pour
découvrir et analyser les proéminences
perceptuelles dans le message. Les syl-
labes ou mots proéminents sont d'abord
repérés et classifiés a l‘oreille, après de
nombreuses écoutes attentives. Ce n'est
qu'après une décision perceptuelle qu‘ils
ont été examinés au niveau de la réali-
sation des paramètres prosodiques, ou
indices acoustiques, tels que l'utilisation
de pauses et de glottalisations, de la Fo et
de l'intensité, ainsi que de la durée des
segments phoniques. L'analyse est
effectuée au moyen de l'ISA (Intelligent
Speech Analyzer), un système numérique
de traitement de signal de parole déve-
loppé par Raimo Toivonen.
De toutes les proéminences perçues, ne
seront traités ici que celles dont la fonction
est liée à la structure informationnelle; le
terme retenu pour désigner ce phénomène
est la focalisation, le terme proémi-
nence étant utilisé ici uniquement comme
catégorie perceptuelle indépendamment de
sa fonction. De plus, ont été repérés tous
les accents initiaux, dans le corpus
français. Par accent initial j'entends
l'accentuation perçue, sur la syllabe non
finale, normalement sur la première,
quelquefois sur la deuxième syllabe d‘un
mot, mais qui elle. est inférieure à la
proéminence, sauf dans le cas de la
coïncidence des deux.

3. ANALYSE PERCEPTUELLE
Dans le bulletin d'information finnois le
nombre total des proéminences est de
135. La grande majorité, 123 en tout, a
comme fonction principale ou unique
d'organiser l'information, c'est à dire de
focaliser un élément important à l'intérieur
du rhème ou du thème. 9 peuvent être
qualifiées de démarcatives et 3 de
continuatives. Le ton neutre et objectif
exclut pratiquement 1a fonction
expressive.
Dans le bulletin d'information français, le
nombre total des proéminences percep-
tuelles est de 102. De ces proéminences,
43 coïncident avec l'accent initial, 46 sont
réalisées sur un mot d'une seule syllabe,
les 13 restantes étant réalisées sur la
dernière syllabe d'un mot à deux ou trors
syllabes. Le nombre des accents initiaux
sans proéminence est de 69, ce qui donne
en tout 112 accents initiaux.

Parmi les proéminences. 35:00: comme
fonction principzle ou uniquendbrguiiä
l'information. reste des proéminen
ont des fonctions démarcatives, continua
tives ou expressives. L'expressivité peut
se superposer a toutes les fonctions.

4. ANALYSE ACOUSTIQUE .
A défaut de présenter une analyse exhausé
rive des différents paramètres acoustiques
utilisés pour signaler l'organisation des
énoncés, je devrais me contenter d'il—
lustrer certaines tendances centrales à
l'aide d'exemples typiques. Les figures la
et 1b présentent une phrase entière, initiale
d'un sujet, des informations finnoises
Unkarin parlamenm' hyväksyt' tdndän.
maalle tiukan säästôbudjetin, joka avaa
tien kansainvälisen valuuttaraharton mil-
joonien dollarien Iainojen virtaamiselle
Unkarii'n ('Le parlement de la Hongrie a
approuvé aujourd'hui pour le pays un
strict budget d'épargne qui ouvrira la vme
à l'afflux des prêts de millions de dollars
du fonds monétaire intemational'). Les
focalisations sont marquées par une
double barre. _
La première focalisation est en réalité le
résultat de l‘accumulation de deux fonc-
tions: premièrement, le signal du débutde

aragraphe, c'est à dire un nouveau sujet,
et donc démarcatif vis à vis du paragraphe
précédent, et deuxièmement la présen-
tation du thème. Elle est réalisée par une
hauteur initiale très élevée de la F0 et par
une intensité forte (cf. Iivonen 1_990).
C'est un cas très typique pour les infor-
mations, où il est important de marquer le
changement de sujet d'une part et de foca-
liser l‘attention de l'auditeur sur le sujet

suivant d'autre part, puisque le passage se

fait d'une manière brusque e_t sans

progression thématique. Les focalisations

sur tiukan et säästä- n'en font en réalité

qu'une seule; c'est la partie 1a plus imper.

tante du rhème de 1a première proposmonz‘
Dans la proposition subordonnée, qui

forme le rhème vis à vis du thème . nté
dans la première proposrtron, apport

d'information principal est signalé par la
focalisation de tien et miljaonten. Ces

focalisations sont réalisées par une montée

rapide et importante de la F9 et une
montée simultanée de l'intensité. Elles
sont normalement réalisées sur la première

syllabe, sauf dans quelques rares excep-

tions dues à la structure syllabique du mot
en question.
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Outre les focalisations, les énoncés
finnois dans ce genre de discours pré-
sentent très peu de variation mélodique ou
dynamique. La plupart des mots séman-
tiquement pleins sont pourtant signalés
par un accent de mot sur leur première
syllabe en utilisant les mêmes paramètres
que pour la focalisation, avec toutefois un
dosage beaucoup plus modeste. La place
de ces montées peut être retardée, prin-
cipalement pour des raisons rythmiques
dues notamment à des mots composés
extra—longs.
Les figures 2a et 2b présentent deux
extraits à l'intérieur d'un sujet des infor-
mations françaises. Dans le premier extrait
Pour le ministre, en efi‘et, la santé de notre
économie s’améliore, la première focali-
sation, santé, est réalisée sur le thème et la
deuxième, s’améliore, sur le rhème de la
phrase. Dans les deux cas, il s'agit de
l'accent initial renforcé qui se manifeste
par une augmentation importante et
abrupte de la F0 et de l'intensité, la
première également par la durée de tous
les segments du mot en question. On
pourrait interpréter ce dernier paramètre
aussi comme ralentissement du tempo,
mais la réalisation reste la même, la
fonction aussi; il sert à présenter le thème,
où plus exactement à le représenter, car il
a déjà été évoqué dans le même para-
graphe. C'est également une partie du
thème, le mot cours, qui porte la première
focalisation dans le deuxième extrait. La
deuxième focalisation, en deux parties, se
fait sur les chiffres treize et huit qui
représentent l'apport principal d'informa-
tion dans la partie rhématique. Quant aux
trois accent initiaux, notés par des barres
simples dans la figure 2b, ils ne diffèrent
des focalisations que par le degré
d'augmentation de la Fo et de l'intensrté.
Par contre, l'accent initial et la focalisation
sont tous les deux réalisés d'une manière
très différente comparé à l'accent final.
Ces. différences ont bien sûr déjà fait
l'objet de plusieurs descriptions détaillées
sur lesquelles je ne peux pas m'attarder ici
(cf. p. ex Rossi 1985 et 1987). Ajoutons
que souvent la focalisation peut être
renforcée, en français, par une pause qui
la précède; elle peut même être isolée du
reste de l'énoncé par une pause des deux
côtés. La pause fait donc partie des
paramètres de la focalisation au même titre
que les changements de la Fo ou de
Intensité.

5. CONCLUSION
En finnois, la focalisation se fait en
appuyant sur la syllabe normalement
aœentuée et en utilisant les mêmes para-
mètres acoustiques que pour l'accent,
mais avec un dosage plus fort. En fran—
çais, la focalisation est, dans le cas de mot
de plusieurs syllabes. réalisée le plus
souvent sur une syllabe autre que celle ui
porte l'accent normal et en utilisant äes
paramètres acoustiques différents.
les paramètres utilisés pour la focalisation
semblent êtres les mêmes en finnois et en
français. Par contre, l'accent normal, dont
le domaine déjà est différent dans les deux
langues, est réalisé différemment au
niveau des paramètres.
Mon interprétation des facteurs proso-
diques jouant un rôle dans la structuration
des énoncés français diffère de celui
présentée par Rossi (1985 et 1987) sur un
certain nombre de points. 'L'accent énon-
ciatif de Rossi devrait correspondre à ce
que j'ai appelé focalisation, c'est à dire la
ptoéminence perceptuelle à fonction infor-
mative. 'L'ictus mélodique' de Rossi
semble être à peu près identique à mon
accent initial sans proéminence percep—
tuelle. Rossi considère pourtant l'ictus
mélodique comme le résultat d'une con-
trainte physiologique et rythmique (1985:
139). Pour moi, l'interprétation de
l'accent initial est basé sur sa fonction
linguistique et énonciative qui semble être
de signaler l'identité et l'importance des
mots sémantiquement pleins, dans les cas
où il n'y a pas de raison informative de les
focaliser dans le cadre de l'énoncé.
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L'organisation rythmique du discours d’une
personne—bilingue (russe - turc)

L.V.Ignatkina. L.P.Shcherbakova

Leningrad State University. USSR

ABSTRACT
The report deals with the

rhythmic structure of a
Russian word and the pansa—

tion of the speech continuum

in the speech of the Turkic

languages bearer.
En règle générale, le mot

russe est composé d'une
suite déterminée de sullabes
accentuées et inaccentuées.
On reconnait dans le mot 1a
syllabe accentuée parce
qu’elle est est prononcée
plus nettement avec une
augmentation de la durée et
de l'intensité. si l’on
compare avec une syllabe
inaccentuée. La syllabe
inaccentuée n'est pas arti-
culée nettement et par
conséquent on constate. une
réduction des voyelles dans
les syllabes inaccentuées.

La place de la syllabe
accentuée dans le mot et la
présence de voyelles inac-
centuées et qui sont rédui—
tes en fonction de leur
place par rapport à la
voyelle accentuée sont des
facteurs essentiels, cont—
ribuant à l’integrite du mot
russe.

Pour un travail donné.
nous entendons, par organi-
sation rythmique du discours
russe. d'un côté une déter-
mination correcte de la
place de l’accent du mot et
une prononciation corres—
pondante à la norme des
syllabes accentuées et non

accentuées dans le mot
(entre autres correspondant
à 1a norme phonétique, et
d’un autre côté, une divi—
sion objective du flux du
discours en groupes séman-
tico—intonatifs minimaux).

Les description des 1an-
gues turques qui existent
dans la littérature ne font
pas apparaître nettement (et

de façon identique) la pro-
sodie et y compris les

caractéristique rythmiques
du discours par les- gens
parlant de ces langues la.

Ainsi par exemple. dans

la langue kazakh il existe
trois points de vue essen-
tiels en ce qui concerne

l'accent de mot.
Certains linguistes con-

sidèrent que la présence de

l’accent est indiscutable et

affirment qu'il tombe sur la

dernière syllable. En outre

on a observé qu'il y a un

accent principal et un

accent secondaire. ce der-

nier déterminant la première

syllabe. A.A. Djounisbekov

suppose que l'harmonie

vocalique est le facteur
principal, contribuant à la
formation du mot—kazakh.
A.M. Cherbak affirme que
dans le mot il y a autant

d‘accents que de syllabes et

que l'un d'entre eux est

plus fort que les autres

mais cela n‘a pas une grande

importance. ce qui mène à
l'bsence de fonction séman—
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tico-différentielle de

l’accent. Sur le plan arti-

culatoire, les syllabes

inaccentuées sont prononcées

aussi distinctement que les

accentuées.

Dans le discours. en

langue kazakh, les mots se

regroupent en unités signi—

ficatives, faisant appa—

raître des mots qui fai-

saient une altération, des

mots composés. des coordi—

nations syntagmatiques de

lexèmes et de motsvoutils.

de déterminants avec les

déterminés, de compléments

circonstanciels avec le

prédicat et autres. De tels

groupes de mots ont un

accent unique que l'on

appelle accent rythmique. La

durée est l'un des compo-

sants principaux de l'accent
rythmique. A.A. Djounisbecov
affirme que le changement de
ton n’est pas grave, quoi
qu’il change dans une cer-
taine mesure en même temps
que la durée. En ce qui
concerne la division
rythmique le plus important,
c'est la pause. Nous notons
un point de vue analogue en
ce qui conserne l'accent en
langue kirghize dans les
recherches de A. 0rousbaieva

"L'accentuation en langue
kirghize".

Ainsi, il y a des diffé-
rences considérables en ce

qui concerne l'organisation
rythmique du mot et du dis-
cours en langue russe et
turque.

Une étud a été consacrée

à l’examen de la réalisation
des syllabes accentuées dans
le mot, au rôle de la pause
lors de la lecture de textes
russes par des gens parlant
le turc (le kazakh ou le
kirghize).

40 informateurs dont 20
kirzhizes et 20 kazakhs
natifs de Frounzé et
Alma-Ate omt été enre-
Bistrés. On a ensuite com—

paré l’enregistrement du
discours de référence nor-
matif de l’inforateur avec
la transcription phonétique
idéale de ce même texte.
Cette analyse phonétique a
été effectuée au L.Ph.E. (à
l'université de Léningrad).

L'analyse acoustique du
discours en russe des gens
parlant le turc a montré que
la place de l'accent dans le
mot était le plus souvent
déterminé par les informa-
teurs.

Les résultatets de l’a-

nalyse acoustique montrent

que lorsqu’on remarque une
accentuation non correcte du

mot ceci ne dépent pas du

nombre de syllabes. ni de la

structure rythmique du mot:

dans les mots de 2 syllabes

la détermination incorrecte

de la place de l'accent est
d'environ 50%, autant de cas
en ce qui concerne les mots
de 3 syllables et les
structures plus compliquées.
On avait supposé que la

faute d’accent se produirait

le plus souvent sur la

syllabe finale parce qu'en

langues turques l’accent

tombe sur la derniére

syllabe. Mais il s'est avé-

re, que l'accent non norma—

tif tombe à peu prés tou—

Jours avec la même régula—

rité à la fois sur les pre-

mières et les dernières

syllabes du mot. Dans les

structures du type ‚z .. _. ou

_ .— L il y a une erreur

d'accents le plus souvent

sur la deuxième syllabe.

Les principales erreurs

des kazakh et des kirghizes

lors de la prononciation des

syllabes non accentuées

peuvent être ramenées a

cela:
1.Une accélération outre

mesure ou un ralentissement

de l'articulation des

syllabes après l'accent. ce

qui ompt l'équilibre entre

la durée de la voyelle
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accentuée et des voyelles

inaccentuées dans le mot.
2.L'absence de réduction des
voyelles inaccentuées qui
sont prononcées aussi

clairment que les voyelles

accentuées.
3.La diminution ou l'aug—
mentation du nombre de
syllabes dans le mot (y
compris dans le mot phoné-
tique).

La diminution ou l'aug—
mentation du nombre de
syllabes a été également
constaté dans 1e syntagme.
Cela se produit lorsque
l’informateur a introduit
dans le texte ses proppres
variantes dans le syntagme.
un nouveau mot a été ajoute
ou les mots présents dans le
texte expérimental non pas
été prononcés.

L'organisation rythmique
du discours des kazakhs et
des kirghizes s'est diffé-
renciée par des pause par-
ticulières dans 1e discours.

Comme nous le savons. la
pause est 1e seul moyen qui
permet de découper 1e dis—
cours en groupe ou syntagme
tant sur le plan de la
sémantique que de l'intona-
tion. étant donné que le
syntagme minimal peut être
égal un mot (ou mot phoné—
tique). Ce qui signifie que
dans ce cas la pause est le
signal de la fin d’une
structure rythmique déter—
minée.

Le discours russe des
kazakhs et des kirghizes à
la différence du discours
d’un informateur normatif se
caractérise par beaucoup
plus de pauses. Ainsi dans
un seul et même texte les
informateurs peuvent faire
Jusqu’à 293 pauses. alors
que l’informateur de
référence russe en fera
180.ce qui signifie qu’il y
a 1,6 fois plus le pauses
dans le discours d,une per—

sonne parlant le turc. que
dans celui d'un informateur
russe. La differénce entre
le nombe maximal de pause
dans le discours d'un turc
et d’un informateur russe de
référence est égal à 113.
66% des pause peuvent être
expliquée par le fait que
les kirghizes et les kazakhs
lisaient un texte "mot-à--
mot“. ce qui produit une
impression de fragmentation
et de monotonie.

17% des pauses des
informateurs kazakhs et
kirghizes qui ne correspon-
daient pas celle de l'in-
formateur de référence ont
été faites là où la norme
russe de prononciation ne 1e
permetait pas, par exemple:
après une conjonction ou une
particule et après les
syntagmes nominaux suivants;
entre le déterminant et le
déterminé; entre le verbe et
le mot qui en subit la rec-
tion.

Dans 1e discours des gens
parlant le turc, il y a eu
des cas de pauses permises
par la norme. mais diffé-
rentes des variantes de
l'informateur de référence.

Une des particularités de
1a fragmentation du discours
des kirghizes et des kazakhs
est l'abondance des pauses
dûes à l'hésitation, qui en
règle générale témoigne de
la difficulte de l'informa-
teur lors de la lecture du
texte. Dans le discours de
quelques informateurs, on a

noté remarqué Jusqu’à 20
pauses dües à l’hésitation
alors que l'on n’en remar-
quait pas dans le discours
de l'informateur de
référence.

Ainsi, les résultats de

l'analyse accoustique

témoignent du fait que

l’organisation rythmique du
discours en russe Par des
gens parlant le turc se

distinque considérablement
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de l’organisation rythmique
du discours d'un russe

natif. Principalement beau—
coup de cer écarts peuvent

être expliqués par les

différences de systèmes (de

discours) russe et turc dont

11 est indispensable de

tenir compte dans les con—

ditions d’un bilinguisme

russe-turc lors de l’etude

de 1a prononciation du rus—
se.
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LES MARQUEURS ACOUSTIQUES DE L’ÉNONCÉ
EN FRANCAIS QUÉBÉCOIS

C. Ouellon, C.Paradis et L. Duchesne

CIRAL, Université Laval

ABSTRACT
We intend to identify some acoustic
parameters involved as sentence
boundary markers in spontaneous
speech. The function of the
subsequent pause as a marker is
emphasized as well as particular
aspects of the energy curve and
comparison of F0 values calculated
on the vowel nucleus before and
after pauses which appear to be
important in the perception of
sentences, at least in the idiolects
considered in this study.

l. INTRODUCTION
Les travaux de recherche que nous
poursuivons dans le cadre du projet
PROSO visent à mettre en évidence
les facteurs d’ordre acoustique qui
caractérisent les énoncés du discours
oral spontané en français québécois.
Nous faisons l’hypothèse que la
variation des facteurs acoustiques
favorise la variation des taux de
perception de la frontière d’un
énoncé.
L’analyse des marqueurs acoustiques
nécessite, dans la perspective
retenue. que le discours soit au
préalable découpé en énoncés. Dans
une première étape, nous avons
donc procédé à la délimitation
d’unités théoriques, en retenant une
approche inspirée de Nespor et
Vogel [3] selon lesquelles le discours
s’organise en un ensemble fini
d’unités phonologiques organisées
hiérarchiquement. De ces unités, le.
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syntagme intonatif (SI) et l’énoncé
(E) nous intéressent tout
particulièrement. Le SI est formé
par l’assemblage de groupes
phonologiques; il est le domaine
d’un contour d’intonation et ses
limites coïncident avec les positions
où peuvent intervenir des pauses.
L’unité de niveau supérieur E est
constituée d’un ou plusieurs SI et
occupe habituellement la longueur
de la chaîne dominée par le plus
haut noeud de l’arbre syntaxique [3].
D’autres approches de définition du
SI ont été considérées [6].
Comme nous voulions dégager les
facteurs d’ordre acoustique
susceptibles de favoriser la
perception des frontières d’unités en
discours spontané, nous avons en
second lieu soumis le corpus au
jugement d’un groupe d’auditeurs, ce
qui devrait permettre de dégager des
unités comètes du discours oral
spontané et de les mettre en rapport
avec les unités abstraites issues de
l’application du modèle prosodique
de Nespor et Vogel [3].

2. MÉTHODE D’ANALYSE
2.1 Le corpus
Le corpus d’analyse contient dix
extraits tirés de deux entrevues
réalisées dans la région de
Chicoutimi-Jonquière (Québec-
Canada) à l’occasion d’une enquête
sociolinguistique [5]. Les deux
locuteurs (cinq extraits pour chacun)
sont de sexe masculin et

appartiennent à la classe moyenne.
Chacun des extraits a une durée
moyenne de dix secondes et ne
comporte aucune interruption de la
part d'un tiers. Le corpus a ensuite
été numérisé à partir du logiciel
d'analyse CSL de Kay Elemetrics.

2.2 Le test d’audition
La bande sonore soumise au test
d’audition présentait trois
enregistrements de chaque extrait,
les deux premiers ayant été filtrés
(résidu LPC) de façon à rendre
inintelligible le message, le troisième
étant la sortie numérisée originale
de l’extrait. Vingt-trois juges, des
étudiants de niveau universitaire, ont
reçu la consigne d’indiquer par
marquage électronique le moment
qu’ils jugeaient correspondre à un
début d’énoncé. Le protocole était
inspiré de celui proposé par Lehiste
[2] et Kreiman [1]. Au résultat, le
corpus a été découpé en S7 énoncés,
avec des taux d’accord sur la
perception de frontières variant de
4.3% à 91.3% selon l’énoncé. Une
procédure de normalisation a été
appliquée pour tenir compte des
divergences de temps de réaction
des divers juges.

3. LE RAPPORT ENTRE
ÉNONCÉS PERCUS ET UNITÉS
PHONOLOGIQUES
Malgré le nombre relativement
restreint de juges (23) et la taille
modeste du corpus (10 extraits de 10
secondes chacun), certaines
tendances ressortent de l’analyse. En
premier lieu, on constate que les
débuts d’énoncés perçus (dorénavant
EP) coïncident toujours avec des
débuts de SI, mais pas
nécessairement avec des E (unités
phonologiques de niveau supérieur).
En second lieu, on peut noter une
certaine hiérarchie. entre les-SI, en
lien avec leur statut par rapport à
E. Ainsi, le taux moyen de
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perception décroît lorsqu’on passe
d’un EP qui correspond à un SI
constituant à lui seul un E (51.7%),
puis à un EP coïncidant avec un SI
qui occupe le premier rang d’un
groupe de SI formant un même E
(43.1%) et enfin à un BP
correspondant à un SI de rang n
dans le groupe de 81 relevant d’un
mème E (16.4%). Comme les écarts-
types sont relativement élevés, il ne
peut s’agir là que de tendances qui
sont de nature à appuyer l’existence
d’une interaction entre données
perceptuelles et modèle
phonologique.

4. L’ANALYSE DE FACI’EURS
ACOUSTIQUES
4.1 Procédure
Les extraits numérisés ont été
analysés à l’aide du logiciel CSL.
Après avoir délimité les unités
phonétiques sur les tracés
oscillographiques et
spectrographiques et sur les listes
numériques, nous avons analysé les
paramètres suivants:
- la durée des pauses
- la courbe de Fo
- la courbe d’énergie.
Nous avons tenu compte de la
variation des valeurs de Fo et
d’énergie à l’intérieur même d’un
EP et entre deux EP. Ce choix
s’explique par l’objectif que nous
nous sommes fixé, ce qui impliquait
qu’il faille porter une attention plus
grande aux phénomènes qui
surviennent aux frontières de cet
énoncé.

4.2 La fréquence
On admet communément que les
énoncés se caractérisent, en contexte
énonciatif, par la décroissance de la
valeur de Fo en finale [8]. Nos
données confirment cette
observation et concordent avec
celles que nous avons présentées au
cours d'une recherche antérieure [4].



On calcule une chute moyenne de
2.1 tons entre le F0 maximal de
l’énoncé et le Fo du dernier noyau
vocalique. Toutefois, dans la
perspective où nous nous plaçons, il
ne semble pas que ce facteur suffise
à marquer la frontière de YEP; il ne
parait guère exister de lien entre
l’importance de la décroissance des
valeurs de F0 et le degré de
perception de la frontière d'un EP
(r=.085), dans les corpus filtrés et
non filtré.

‘ D’un autre point de vue, la mesure
de la pente de F0 donne, comme
attendu, une pente négative (-2
tons/sec.) sans qu'il y ait de relation
significative entre la variation de
pente et la variation du taux de
perception (r=.06).
Enfin, l’analyse des relations entre
frontières de deux énoncés successifs
fait voir une hausse de fréquence
moyenne de .05 ton, qui confirme
l’hypothèse de la réinitialisation de
Fo en début d’un EP dans des
énoncés consécutifs. On ne note
cependant pas de relation entre les
variations de F0, dans ce contexte,
et le taux de perception (r=.02).

4.3 La courbe d’énergie
Nous avions déjà signalé [4] que la
variation de la courbe d’énergie
semblait jouer un rôle dans la
perception des frontières d’EP, en ce
sens que les frontières d’énoncés à
haut taux de perception étaient
marquées par une chute d’énergie
plus forte; cette chute correspond à
la chute d’énergie en dB entre la
voyelle affichant la plus haute valeur
de l’énoncé et la dernière voyelle. Il
existe peu d’études sur la variation
d’énergie en discours oral, a fortiori .
en discours oral spontané. Nous
avons quand même voulu vérifier la
validité des résultats présentés dans
Ouellon 90 [4].
Il semble effectivement exister une
relation entre les valeurs de chute
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d’énergie dans un énoncé et le taux
de perception de la frontière de cet
énoncé. Pour chacune des deux
versions du corpus (filtrée et non
filtrée), le calcul de la régression
linéaire permet d’obtenir des
données comparables, avec r=-.3061
et r=-.3829 respectivement. La
droite résultante fait voir une chute
d’énergie qui va de -5.2 dB à -8.8 dB
pour des taux de perception qui vont
de 20% à 100%. De telles variations
d’énergie paraissent significatives,
une variation de 1 à 2 dB par
rapport au signal naturel étant
auditivement détectable [7].
Comme la finale d’énoncé semble
marquée par une chute d’énergie, on
peut faire l’hypothèse qu’il y aura
augmentation d’énergie entre la
finale d’un énoncé et 1e début de
l’énoncé subséquent, ou
réinitialisation de law courbe
d’énergie. Nous avons donc examiné
les valeurs d’énergie de part ‚et
d’autre de la frontière d’EP. Au
résultat, nous pouvons observer, en
premier lieu, un écart positif
important entre les valeurs d’énergie
mesurées sur la voyelle finale de
I’EP puis sur la voyelle initiale de
l’EP suivant; cette augmentation est
de l’ordre de +2dB pour les
frontières d’EP à 20% et de +8dB
pour celles d’EP à 100%. Donc, à
une forte chute d’énergie en finale
correspond une forte augmentation
d’énergie en initiale d’EP'
subséquent. .
En second lieu, le calcul de la
régression linéaire fait voir une
relation (r=.47) entre le niveau
d’augmentation de l’énergie entre
deux EP et le taux de perception
des frontières.
On peut donc estimer que la
variation de la courbe d’énergie
dans un EP et entre deux EP
favorise 1a perception des limites
d’EP, du moins dans le style de
discours et dans les idiolectes du

corpus analysé.

4.4 La pause ‚
L’importance de la fonction de
marquage de la pause a été maintes
fois signalée, dans Vaissière 1988 [8]
entre autres. Dans Ouellon 1990 [4],
nous posions l’hypothèse qu’il y avait
également une relation entre durée
de la pause et taux de perception de
l’énoncé. Notre recherche valide
cette hypothèse. En effet, la durée
des pauses varie entre 122ms et
980m5 dans nos exemples et il existe
une forte corrélation (r = .7264) entre
la durée des pauses et 1e taux de
perception des frontières d’EP dans
les corpus filtrés et non filtré. La
pertinence de la fonction marquage
de la pause est confirmée, mais 11
semble aussi que l’allongement de la
durée des pauses favorise un
meilleur taux de perception de la
frontière d’EP.

5. CONCLUSION __
Nous avons fait ressortir
l’importance des facteurs que sont la
chute de la courbe d’énergie dans un
EP, l’augmentation des valeurs

d’énergie au passage d’un EP à un
autre, de même que la durée des
pauses pour le repérage des
frontières d’énoncés. Les facteurs
liés aux variations de Fo ne
paraissent pas, curieusement, j0uer
un rôle particulier dans la
perspective que nous avons
privilégiée d’analyser les marqueurs
acoustiques de frontières d’EP en
regard du taux de perception des
énoncés.
Il serait sans doute intéressant de
vérifier si nos observations peuvent
s’appliquer a d’autres idiolectes
français en contexte de discours oral
spontané. D’un autre point de vue,
nous pensons qu’il faudra
solutionner le problème du
découpage en unités du discours
spontané et approfondir les

connaissances sur l’interaction entre
perception et grammaire.
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L’ACCENT EN FRANÇAIS QUÉBÉCOIS SPONTANÉ:
PERCEPTION ET PRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT
The present work seeks to examine
the relationship between the
perception of stressed syllables in
spontaneous Québec French with
the acoustic parameters of length,
intensity and F. as well as the
position of the syllabe in . the
metrical structure of the sentence.

1. INTRODUCTION
Notre projet de recherche vise à
décrire le système prosodique du
français québécois spontané et à
dégager des schémas de variations
Intra- et inter—individuelles dans une
perspective variationniste. Avant
cependant d’aborder le problème de
la variation sociale au plan proso—
dlque, nous avons été amenés a re-
vorr certaines questions de base,
dont celle de la place et des corré-
lats phonétiques de l’accent tonique.
En effet, mis à part quelques
recherches [1] [7], 1a majorité des
travaux effectués portent sur des
corpus obtenus dans des conditions
Idéales, valant souvent uniquement
pour le français de France. En
outre, les modèles proposés ont étépeu confrontés au discours oralspontané, lequel contraint souvent
les chercheurs à revoir certains
postulats proposés à partir dedonnées plus contrôlées. Dans ce
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cadre, nous avons mis au point une
série de tests de perception dont les
résultats ont été mis en rapport avec
un certain nombre de paramètres
On trouvera dans [4] une présenta
tion de l'influence de certains
facteurs linguistiques sur la per-

. ception de l’accent. Dans cet exposé,
les résultats d’un test de perception
de l’accent seront mis en rapport
avec les données de l’analyse
acoustique des phrases testées.

2. PROCÉDURE
2.1 Test de perception
Le ‘test de perception dont il sera
question ici est constitué de 20
énoncés tirés d’une entrevue socio-
linguistique faite _ à Chicoutimi A
auprès d’un locuteur de 32 ans
appartenant à la classe moyenne [3].
Les énoncés sélectionnés de façon
quasi aléatoire ont été extraits de
l’entrevue et numérisés. Une fois
ceux-ci numérisés et segmentés, le
test a été mis au point a l’aide du
logiciel MsL AUDIO: chacun des vingt
énoncés était répété 7 fois et chaque
répétition était séparée de la suivan-
te par une pause de 2 secondes; la
pause entre chacun des 20 énoncés
était de 4 secondes. Les sujets rece-
vaient une feuille-réponse sur la-
quelle apparaissaient les 20 énoncés
écrits en alphabet conventionnel et
découpés en syllabes à l’aide_ de
barres obliques. Les sujets devaient
accomplir deux taches: on leur de-

mandait d’abord de maligne; les
syllabes qui leur semblaient
marquées ou mises en relief par
rapport aux autres et ensuite
am la syllabe de la phrase
qui leur paraissait la plus marquée
par rapport a toutes les autres. Ce
test a été administré a deux groupes
d’étudiants universitaires: le premier
groupe était composé de 16 étudi-
ants ayant de bonnes connaissances
en phonétique (groupe averti), alors
que le deuxième groupe comprenait
40 étudiants n’ayant aucune forma-
tion en linguistique (groupe MIT).
2.2 Analyse linguistique des énoncés
Un certain nombre de facteurs lin-
guistiques susceptibles d’être liés à
la perception de l’accent ont été
identifiés pour une première analyse
sur la base de résultats de recher—
ches antérieures portant sur le fran-
çais et l’anglais. Sept groupes de
facteurs ont été choisis afin d’en
vérifier l’effet sur la perception de
l’accent, à savoir: 1) la nature du
mot, lexical ou grarnrnatiœl; 2,3,4)
la structure syllabique [attaque

gauche. Ainsi, pour l’énoncé 3 du‘
test de perception, nous obtenons la
représentation suivante, où S corres-
pond ä «strong» et W à «weak»:

/\/\
IL deuxiL aplra In a 1. tlinen

La position de chaque syllabe a été
codifiée en tenant compte des trois,
premiers niveaux d’insertion dans
l’arbre métrique, à partir du noeud

u—

' terminal: par exemple, la syllabe ml

noyau, coda]; 5) la position de la -
syllabe dans le mot; 6) le degré de
sonorité du noyau voœlique; et 7) la
position de la syllabe dans la struc-
ture métrique, facteur que nous dé-
crirons plus en détail, compte tenu"
de son importance dans les résultats
de la première analyse:
- ce groupe de facteurs identifie le
degré de proéminence de chaque
mot dans la structure métrique de la
phrase, laquelle correspond grosso
modo à la structure syntaxique de
celle-ci. Les' relations de
proéminence ont été établies sur la
base de la règle d’assignation des
coups rythmiques, telle que présen—
tée par [2]: cette règle stipule que,
pour n’importe quelle catégorie
phrastique, l’élément le plus à droite
est plus proéminent que l'élément à
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de misère a été codifiée SSS, alors
que la syllabe -xlème de deuxième a,
reçu la codification SWW. '

3. RÉSULTATS: FACTEURS LIN-
GUISTIQUES ET PERCEPTUELS
Les résultats de cette analyse ont
fait ressortir l’importance prépondé-
rante de la position de la syllabe
dans la structure métrique, compa-
rativement à tous les autres facteurs.
Le programme de régression logisti-
que VarbRul a sélectionné la struc-
ture métrique comme premier groupe
de facteurs lié à la perception de x.
l’accent dans les tests de souligne-
ment et d’encerclement chez les
deux groupes de sujets. Les résultats
concernant ce groupe de facteurs
sont présentés au Tableau 1. Les
autres groupes de facteurs chOlSlS
comme pertinents dans la perception
de l’accent variaient quant a leur
degré d’importance selon les .quatre
série de données et nous n’msiste-
rons pas davantage sur ceux-a.
Mentionnons seulement que, pour la
syllabe finale, la probabilité de
perception d’un accent allait de .62



Tableau 1: probabilité de perception
de Imead: structure métrique

A.S.‘ u. u.s. u.
input ‚zu .04 .24 .os
degré de
ugmnuuon .ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo

STIŒTIIE Mm!“

rang 1 1 1 1

SSS... .72 .02 .69 .75
SH. . . .60 .73 .58 .64
SSV... .62 .41 .58 .34
vs... .35 .10 .37 .26
W... .34 .32 .36 .38

' L! I groupe avant. sultan-ans
LE. I groupe averti. moral-lent
u.s I groupe ne". soulignement
IL! I groupe naïf. ana-relatant

à .68, ce qui démontre le caractère
variable de la règle voulant que
l’accent tombe obligatoirement sur
la syllabe finale [4]. Compte tenu de
l’importance de la position de la
syllabe dans l’arbre métrique, nous
avons inclus ce facteur dans la mise
en rapport des données acoustiques
et des données perceptuelles en dis-
tinguant trois catégories principales:
forte (SSS), moyenne (SW, SW) ct
faible (WS, WW).

4. PROCÉDURE D’ANALYSE
4.1 Analyse acoustique
Les valeurs de durée, d’intensité et
de F. ont été extraites à l’aide du
logiciel CSL de Kay Elemetrics.
Pour la durée, nous avons tenu
compte de la durée totale de la

syllabe, alors que les valeurs
- d’intensité et de F. ont été prises sur
la tenue de la voyelle (moyenne
d’intensité et de F. de la tenue
vocalique).
4.2. Analyse statistique
Sur la base des résultats obtenus
dans la première série d’analyses
statistiques, nous avons d’abord
regroupé ensemble les deux caté-
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gories d’étudiants et nous avons
considéré seulement les données
issues du soulignement des syllabes.
De plus, en vue de comparer chaque
syllabe avec les autres du meme
énoncé, les mesures acoustiques ont
été ramenées en pourcentage de la
manière suivante: la durée de la
syllabe a été divisée par la durée
moyenne des syllabes de l’énoncé et
multipliée par cent; pour l’intensité
et F. la valeur de la voyelle d’une
syllabe a été divisée par la valeur la
plus haute de l’énoncé et multipliée
par cent. Ces résultats en pourcen-
tage ont pu ainsi ètrc mis en rela-
tion avec le pourcentage de percep-
tion du trait accent des syllabes à
l’aide d’un programme de régression
multiple. Dans le modèle de régres-
sion multiple, nous avons vérifié
l’effet de chacun des facteurs pris
isolément ainsi que les combinaisons

4 de tous ces facteurs sur la variable
dépendante (perception de l’accent).

s. RÉSULTATS
L’analyse de régression multiple ap-
pliquée aux données acoustiques et
aux données de perception a retenu
le modèle reproduit dans le Tableau
2. 11 est d'abord à noter que le très
haut seuil atteint par le coefficient
R’, soit 0.9148, indique que la quasi
totalité des données est expliquée
par le modèle. Le premier facteur
retenu concerne le rôle combiné de
la hauteur (F0), de l’intensité (E) et
de la durée (D) dans la perception
de l’accentuation, quelle que soit la
position de la syllabe dans la struc-
ture métrique: plus l’énergie est
forte, plus la fréquence est élevée et
plus la durée de la syllabe est lon-
gue, plus cette syllabe aura de chan-
ces d’ètre perçue comme accentuée.
Ce résultat semble donc confirmer
le rôle prépondérant, mais non indé-
pendant, de ces trois facteurs

TabkælZEfletdelasnucMemétrique,deladtaéedel’intmsitéetdel’.mr
la perception de l’accentuation.

Variable Number Partial Model
Step In a»: R":

1 F0*E*D 1 0.8025 0.8025
2 E'f 2 0.0574 0.8599
3 E 3 0.0280' 0.8879
4 E*D*b 4 0.0203 0.9082
5 E*F0*f 5 0.0046 0.9128
6 D*b 6 0.0020 0.9148

*No other variable met the 0.05 level

60)) F Prob>F

273.6359 861.6074 0.0001
134.8443 86.3968 0.0001
68.0894 52.4866 0.0001
20.3693 46.1088 0.0001
11.1363 10.9111 0.0011
8.1343 4.9509" 0.0272

acoustiques dans la perception de
l’accentuation. Outre ce résultat, le
modèle fait ressortir clairement le
rôle de l’intensité dans la perception
de l’accent; en effet, pour une syl-
labe en structure forte (E‘f) et pour
tous les types de structures (E), soit
forte, moyenne et faible, plus l’inten-
sité est forte et plus la syllabe a de
chances d’être perçue comme accen-
tuée; l’intensité liée a la durée pour
les syllabes en structure faible
(E‘D'b) et l’énergie liée à F. pour
les syllabes en structure forte
(E‘FO‘f) contribuent également à la
perception de l’accent. L’énergie est
donc le facteur acoustique qui res-
sort comme le facteur dominant lié
à l’accentuation, bien que la durée
et P. y jouent également un rôle. De
plus, la prise en compte de la posr-
tion de la syllabe dans la structure
métrique s’est avérée pertinente
pour mieux comprendre le rôle vari-
able, mais fondamental, des paramè—
tres acoustiques dans la perception '
dc l’accent.

6. DISCUSSION
Si certains auteurs ont pu penser
qu’aucun paramètre acoustique n’é-
tait pertinent dans la détermination
de l’accent [6], les résultats présen-
tés dans cet exposé démontrent leur

importance surtout en ce qui a trait
aux syllabes qui n’occupent pas la
position «canonique» normalement
associée à l’accent tonique. L’oral
spontané ofi're donc un cadre idéal
de vérification d’un certain nombre
de propositions avancées à partir de
données plus contrôlées.
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MODELLING 0F RUSSIAN INTONATION:
A ”CONTOUR INTERACTION” BASED ALGORITHM

E. Meister

Institute of Cybernetics, Tallinn, Estonia

ABSTRACT
The paper describes the
algorithm of modelling of
Russian intonation based on
the theory of ”Contour
Interaction”. As the basic
units the algorithm uses
four intonation patterns of
syntiagma and one pattern of
war.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are two opposite theo-
ries to characterize the
structure of intonation con—
tours: the theor of Tonal'
Sequence (TS) an the theo
of Contour interaction (C
/1/. The theory of TS sees
intonation contours as bein
composed of an inventory 0
abstract tonal elements.
According to the theory of
Cl an intonation contour can
be Viewed as the composite
result of a set of
hierarchial patterns. The
classical approach to the
Russian prosodic system / 2,

is 'ust based on the
theory o CI. The basic
cate ory. of prosodic system
in usSian is ”s ntagma”. It
is defined as ” he phonetic
whole expressing one unit of
meanin ’ /3/. The minimal
unit o intonation is into—
nation contour of synta ma
which could still be diVided
into the three functional
parts: precentre, centre and
postcentre. A special role
in a syntagma is played by a

centre because the chan es
of the pitch in the cen re
are the most important
feature in distinguishing
different intonation t pes.
The inventory of basic
intonation tpes according
to /2/ inclu es seven diffe-
rent intonation patterns of
s ntagma.

e other essential cate ory
of Russian prosodic sys em
is a word stress. In the
algorithm introduced in
this paper both categories
are used as two interacting
levels: intonation pattern
of syntagma as a higher
level and word stress as a
lower level. Definitely, the
number of interacting levels
should be greater (for
example the levels of
sentence and phoneme should
be added) but in the first
stage the realization of
this sim le al orithm has
fulfilled wo main goals of
this work: first, the
theoretical goal — to test
the validity of intonation
patterns of syntagma
described in /2,3/ and to
find suggestions for further
work, second, the practical
goal — to get the real
pro ramm o intonation
mo elling for theRussian
text—to—speech synthesizer.

2. THE ALGORITHM
2.1. Basic Patterns ‚
in the algorithm four into—-
nation patterns of syntagma
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described in /2/ have been
realized: the declarative,
the interro ative, the non—
terminal an the exclamatory
patterns.

PRE- CENTRE POST-
CENTRE CENTRE

Fig.1. The intonation
patterns of a syntagma:

—-—— a declaration,
------ an interrogation,
—--— a nonterminal,
-——-— an exclamation.

To model the word accents
one sha e of pattern is
implemen ed which is charac-
terized by pitch level
before accented phoneme, by
rising pitch during the
accented honeme, by fallin
pitch uring the nex
phoneme and by level durin
he rest of a word. The pea

value of t1 “igrdo colntrflur I?
a roximae ig er o
tËË value Ë: itc‘li level at
the beginning 0 a word.

_/\__
Fig.2. The word pattern.

2.2. Input Text _
it is assumed that the 1n_ut
text is manually suppied
With the marks of word—
stress and main-stress
because in Russian it is not
possible to find correctly

the location of the word-
stresses without semantic
parsmg. The mark of main-
stress (”) is used once er
synta ma and it is loca ed
on te most im ortant word
of a syntagma on a centre
of a syntagma. All other
words are marke with a mark
of word—stress ('). In order
to distinguish between diff—
erent intonation patterns
the followin unctuation
marks are use at he end of

[.] - a declara-
tion, [‚] - a nonterminal

- an interrogation, [Ü
- an exclamation.
These punctuation marks and
also conjunctives are used
as cues in dividing the
input text into syntagmas.

2.3. Contour Generation _
The generation of an into—
nation contour is the third
step of the whole‘ algorithm
of s eech syntheSis. It is

rece ed by the rapheme—
o— honeme trans ormation

an by the speech timin
model. The minimal uni
processed by the intonation
algorithm is a syntagma. The
in ut specification for the
in onation algorithm con-
tains the phoneme durations

enerated y the speech
imin model and the string

of s ress— and unctuation
marks. The algori hm works
in three steps: _
- determination of the into—
nation pattern of a
s nta ma,
_y de ermination of the over—
all contoar of a s ntagma
according to the urations
of the precentre. centre and

tcentre, -
£05 superimposing of word
accents into the overall
contour.

e intonation contours are
Tgnerated within the range
tom 80 up to 200 Hz.
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3. TESTING
In order to estimate the
validity of the intonation
patterns used in the
algorithm two methods were

- auditory estimation,
— comparison of the funda—
mental frequency contours
derived from natural and
from synthetic speech.

3.1. Auditory estimation
A set of short sentences
consisting of one and two
syntagmas with four types of
intonation patterns were
synthesized usmfiI the expert
system /4/. e listeners
were asked to recognize the
type of intonation and
location of the main stress.
In most cases the type of
intonation and location of
the main stress were dis—
tinguished correctl. But in
several cases te excla—
matory contours were recog-

1.! II 2.0

The. declarative

nized as the declaration. It
IS due to the similarity of
the contour shapes of the
declaration and the
exclamation.

3.2. Comparison of contours
In order to ‘ compare the
fundamental freguency con—
tours of natura and synt—
hetic s eech the sentence
”MAMA bIJlA MEHSI MbIJIOM"
(”The mother washed me with
soap”) was synthesized and
also pronounced by the
native speaker as the
declaration and as the

uestion with location of
e main stress on different'

fundamental
contours k .wfire
y pea -pic er

/5/. The visual comparison
of natural and synthetic
contours exhibits the
similarit of the contours
(Fig.3, ig.4).

words. The
fre uenc
extgacted’

O-u—— _—

l la is is un u
contours of the sentence;Fig.5. intonation

MA’MA MbI’JIA MEHfl' MbWIOM.
left - natural, right - synthetic.

;_ m ‚m m
Ü .-

II: ”IA; ”5

' = ' Zahn. . .;. :2 An W *" ä__ m " M
S .4

" F. .. -_ .. 0-.— ———"'

Fig.4. The interro ativ-e intonation contours of the
sentence: MA MbI'J'IA
left - natural,

MEHSI' MbI’J'IOM?
right - synthetic.
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4. DISCUSSION
The experiments with short
sentences showed that the
patterns of declarative,
nonterminal and interroga—
tive contours described in
/2/ are valid for the use in
synthesis algorithms. In
order to express the
exclamation with synthetic
voice it is not enough to
model the intonation contour
correctly. The problems
occur with longer 5 ntagmas
(more than 5 words where
he intonation contour

sounds monotonous. On the
one hand this may be caused
b the fact that the current
agorithm is based on the
in eraction of two .hier-
archial levels only: the
level of synta ma and the
level of wor . lntroducin
info the algorithm the leve
of sentence and segmental
perturbations the qualit
of synthesized speech wi
certainlyl improve. On the
other and the problem of
monotonous intonation of
long syntagmas can be over-
come by manually dividing
the long syntagmas into
smaller ones (by inserting
into the input text addi—
tional marks of punctuation
and . main—stress) although
this 15 not always correct
nor theoretically motivated.
Accordin to the experiments
the op imal length of a
syntagma is 3—4 words.

5. SUMMMAR '
The results obtained in this
work on intonation modelling

ascan be formulated
follows: ‘
- some of the intonation
patterns described in /2,3/
are valid to practical use
in synthesis systems,
- n order to ”express the
exclamation it is not enough
to model only the intonation

contour correctly, the other
prosodic features should
controlled adequately.
In .order to better modelling
of intonation:
- the levels associated with
sentence and phonemes should
be introduced,
_— the rules dividin the
input text into syn mas
with otimal len h Id
be a pligd, gt s ou
— te number of intonation
atterns of syntagma should

increased.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN PAUSES AND
SECONDARY WORD STRESSES IN THE RHYTHMIC
SYSTEM OF AN ARCHAIC BULGARIAN DIALECT

P. Vodenicharov

Blagoevgrad University

ABSTRACT
The present paper deals with
the interaction between both
word and phrase accents and
syntactic boundaries in an
dialect with very strong enclitic
connective tendency. Secondary
word stresses and connective
phrase stresses in the dialect of
Nevrocop are concedered as a
rhythmic stresses, results of
this interaction. An attemp has
made stressing and pausing to
be concedered in terms of the
theory of metrical grid.
l INTRODUCTION
In the»’Sclkirk' s theory of
metrical grid silent syllables
have important syntactic
function, they delimit words,
phrases and other syntactic
units in the speech[3] Silent
syllables are supposed to
coincide with pauses and other
delimitative contrasts in the
speech.Syntactic units are
considered to be able to change
the rhythmic units.Final
sentence lenghtening ,according
to Lehiste, is due to the
superimposition of the syntactic
structure upon the rhythmic
structure of the phrase [2] Our
observations on the dialect
speech suggest that both word
and phrase boundaries often
are not well differentiated
prosodically because of

existence of very strong enclitic
connective tendency in the
speech.Pauses have more
rhythmic function than
syntactic one.Sccondary word
stresses delimit often rhythmic
units then words. As though
rhythmic units influence the
syntactic units.
The dialect has the following
word accent rule. In the basic
word forms the accent could not
stand on the fourth or further
syllables from the end of the
word when the final syllable is
opened or on the third or
further syllables from the end
when the final syllable is
closed.The basic accent does not
shift backwards when some
morphemes or clitics subjoin
the word but a second or even
third stress occur according to a
trouchee metrical scheme:
e.g. l'kut;e/ ’a dog‘+ Ital > I'lmtjI
eta/ ’dogs’ + Ital > l'kutj' e'tatal
’the dogs’ + /ni/ > / 'kutjétatavni/
’our dogs’ + Isa/ > Arutfe‘tatab'ni
sal’our dogs are’.
Enclitic joining is often stronger ‘
than words boundaries.Even
some prepositions and
shortened adverbs can subjoin
words.ln basic word forms
accent has both phonological
and delimitative function.ln
derivatives and rhythmic units
primary stress has only
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phonological function while
secondary stress has a
delimitative one. A
One experiment has been
carryed out to reveal the role of
both primary and secondary
stresses in rhythmic
organisation of
phrase[l].Experimental data

suggest that the dialect has
stress-timed rhythm.ln terms
of the theory of metrical grid [2]
the primary stresses coincide
with the beats of basic metrical
level. Secondary stresses
function on an intermediate
level which can be supposed to
exist between the semi-beats
and the basic beats level
lExperimentl
In order to reveal the
prominence relation between
the primary and the secondary
stresses we analysed
acoustically 25 group of
words,each consisting of one
basic word and two
derivatives,pronounced by two
native speakers Analysis
shows that‘in all cases the
words have most prominent
primary stress.The primary
stressed vowels are longer
(87%), on a higher pitch and
intensity level (78% and 71%
respectively), and have a rising
pitch (81%). Secondary stressed
vowels are longer than the non-
stressed ones (84%) they have
rising pitch (72%),and mark
second, less prominent, i and f,
peak (54% and 69%
respectively). V

Subjoining of morphemes to
the words changes its

prominence patterns in such
way:
e.g. l'kiitjzl Î £3] >I'kiitjgtgl
+ Ital > I 'kut; à]
The figures refer to the
prominence level of the
syllables in relation to its f, ,i
and duration values.The
prominence contrast between
stressed and non-stressed
syllables increases subjoining
new syllables to the words. In
this way increases the rhythmic
prominence of the syllables
sequences in generated units.
Secondary stressing can be
considered as a results of the
function of enclitic mechanism
which integrates rhythmically
words in a phrase. This
mechanism is often stronger
than the word bounding.
The question of rhythmic
organisation of syntactic units
larger than sentence is very
interesting sinse the reality of
sentence in spontaneous dialect
speech is under discussion.

Interesting questions arise.Does
integrative mechanism similar

to the secondary word stressing

functions on a higher speech

level? Do the phrase stresses

and delimitative contrasts

influence the word stresses?We

carried out the following

experiment to throw any light

on these questions.
2.EXPERIMENT2
2.1.We analysed acoustically

one dialect text, a story told by

one old illiterate, to reveal the

prominence relation between

primary and secondary word

stresses in connective speach.
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The analysis shows that there
are some secondary stressed
words which do not fall into
the considered pattern. With
these words the secondary
stresses are more prominent
than th rimary o e '
e.g. l'sänäü; /, liitjsilijtltgl.

The primary stresses are like
shifting backwards . Very often
the post-stress vowels are
elided :
e.g. /'kñty5'tâtà*/ , Nah/in.
In these 'cases lowering of f.
and pitch fall is observed on the
primary stressed vowel and
lenghtening of the secondary
stressed vowel.The primary
stresses are like deleted by the
secondary ones.
We traced the phonetic context
of these words.They occur
mostly in the middle of the
phrases and are regularly
followed by pauses.It is
interesting that these words
have a pitch pattern different
from the one tipical for mid
sentence clause breaks.The
pitch falls after peak on the
secondary stressed syllablc.We
have to answer to the question
which type of pauses change
the prominence of the
secondary stresses and why.To
reveal the function of the
pauses in the considered text
we carried out the following
test. <
2.2.A groupe of 50 native
speakers (17-19 years old
pupils) were asked after
having listened to the text to
note the perceived pauses and
their lenght on the transcription
forms ,listening to it a second
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time. This time the text was
listened to in pieces for making
easier the marking of the
pauses.. Each piece was
recorded together with its
proceeding one .We transcribed
the text without using capital
letters and punctation
marks.After having noted the
pauses listeners were asked to
put down the punctation
marks.ln Bulgarian
orphography commas indicate
phrase boundaries in sentences.
Some of the results we shall
discuss.
-The text consisting of 52
predicatives was devided into 5
to 25 sentences.. Only 3 full
stops are noted by 45 listeners.
-The number of noted pauses is
quite great.It vary from 31
t0108.38 listeners note short
pauses which does not exist in
reality. The position and the
number of these pauses vary
.Most of these pauses coincide
with commas or full stops.
-The noted punctuation marks
are less than the noted pauses.
Most of the punctuation marks
do not coincide with pauses.
The comparison of the test data
with the data of the acoustic
analysis shows the following.
-21 of 57 objective pauses.are
proceded by pitch tipical for
mid sentence clause
breaks.,17of them are proceded
by secondary stressed words
with most prominent second
stress.28 of objective pauses do
not coincide with punctation
marks .These pauses will sign as
Pr.

-15 of the objective pauses and

almost all non-existing in
reality pauses are proceded by
steep i and f. fall,tipical for
phrase fina1.They usually follow
the f and i peaks of the phrase
accent .The final position is

tipical for it.These pauses will
sign as Ps.
The syntactic analysis of the
text shows that the phrases are

connected usually without
conjunction or with the
compound conjunction /i/
andtThe string of compound
connected phrases follow the
time sequences of the
predicative actions.The
syntactic relation between such
connected phrases often are

complex but they are not
manifestated 1exica11y.This is_

may be the reason the listeners
to run into difficulties deviding
the text into sentences.The
other reason is may be that the
phrase boundaries are not well
diferentiated prosodically.38 of
52 phrases are not limited by
objective pauses.Pr pauses
interupt the phrases. They
occur periodically, in most cases
after the verbs or some adverbs
indicating the time sequence of
phrase actions.These pauses
have more rhythmic function
then syntactic one.The
periodical alternation
phonation:pauses (objective and
only subjective) integrate
rhythmically the phrases in the
text.When Pr pause follow
secondary stressed word it
increases the prominence of the
second stress depressing
usually the prominence' of the

primary one by causing the
elision of post-stressed vowel
‚In terms of the theory of
metrical grid Pr pause can be
considered as a group of syllent
syllables. It make secondary
stress more prominent than
some primary ones subjoining
secondary stressed word .The
rhythmic role of this second
stress is change.It probably
function not only on a basic
beat level with or instead of
primary word stress but on a
higher metrical level.The final
syllable of non-secondary
stressed words,proceding Pr
pauses,is -a srart of an upward
glide of pitch.In these cases Pr
pause can be consedered as
point of expected pitch change.

The words can be supposed to

get a silent secondary stress.The

secondary stresses proceded Pr

pauses have a connective

function.They probably function

on at intermediate metrical level

which can be supposed to exist

between the main word stresses

and the main phrase stresses

levels.
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ANALYSE NUMERIQUE DES TONS DU VIETNAMIEN.

Ngoc QUACH TUAN

Institut de la Communication parlée de Grenoble, France (1982-1986)

Institut National Polytechnique de Hanoi, Vietnam (1987-...)

ABSTRACI‘:

The ton plays a very important
role in the Vietnamese language and
manifests under form of 6 accents.
So, for example, from the vowel a,
there are the pronuciations marked as
follow: a, à, â, à, à, a. We have
realized the digital analysis for theses
tons: the analysis by the synthesis
and by the inverse filtering. Theses
analysis gives the mesures of tons’s
parameters in the the most exact
manner.

l. TONS.

Les faits prosodiques de variation
de hauteur en Vietnamien sont utilisés
non seulement comme intonation mais
aussi comme agent différenciatif de
la syllable, ayant la meme fonction
distintive qu’une voyelle ou une
consonne. Dans cette fonction, on
parle de "ton". Les tons jouent un role
très inportant dans la langue
vietnamienne et se manifestent dans
l’écriture sous forme des 6 accents.
Ainsi, par example, à partir de la
voyelle ’a’, il y a des prononciations
dérivées marquées comme suit: a, à, à,
à, a, a.

Dans la realisation des tons, la
valeur absolue de la fréquence F0 varie
avec le sexe ou l’âge du locuteur, mais
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l’écart, la valeur relative entre plusieurs
tons successifs restent les memes d’un
individu à un autre.

De nombreuses études sur les
tons vietnamiens ont été faites par
plusieurs auteurs du monde au point de
vue phonétique et par des moyens
électroniques analogiques; (ainsi ces
moyens ne donnent pas les résultats
exactes). Parmi eux, c’est le problème
de mesure et de mis "en image" des
paramètres (les formants, les bandes
passants et F0), c'est à dire de rendre
visible de 6 tons. L’implantation
logicielle sur un système de traitement
du signal numérique à l’Institut de la
Communication parlée de Grenoble,
France [l] nous a permis de
développer des mesures beaucoup plus
performantes. Pour avoir de "bonnes
images" des paramètres des tons, la
méthode de "l’analyse par la synthèse”
avec le synthéstiseur de formants
numériques fonctionnant en temps
réel a été choisi [1]. Ce synthétiseur
a 5 résonateurs connectés en
paralèlle. Nous pouvons donc éditer

leur paramètres pour que les spectres
du son naturel et du son synthétique
soient assez identiques. D’autre part,
la source vocale du synthétiseur a la

forme assez proche de l’onde

glottique de l’homme [1, 2, 4] doncla
forme du signal synthétique est aussi

assez proche celle du signal naturel.

Un filtre inverse composant de

4 filtres anti-résonateurs (F1, F2, F3

et F4) avec les fréquences et les

bandes passantes correspondant aux
paramètres du synthétiseur ont été

appliqué au signal naturel. F5 (en

haute fréquence) n’est pas

nécessaire. A la sortie, nous pouvons

obtenir le signal glottique dérivé qui
est caractérisé par un retour à zero

de manière rapide (figure 2). Ce

retour brusque joue un role important

non seulement dans la source et dans

la perception mais aussi dans la

de la fréquence fondamentale F0
d’une manière très exacte. Rappelons
que la mesure des para- mètres du
signal glottique (naturel ou non
derivé) devient difficile car le signal est
proche de zéro aux moments
significatifs acoustiques.

La figure 3 (voir les 2 dentier:
pages) se compose de signal: (en haut),
des formants et des bandes passantes
(au milieu), et de F0 (en bas) en
fonction du temps, du résultat
d’analyse de 6 tons pour la voyelle 'i’,
sur l’écran de l’ordinateur. On fait les

Source vocal signal synthétique

dérivé Synthétiseur à formants b: D:

“QT-Ar Fl F2 F3 F4 F5

Signal de son signal glottique deriv!

naturel Filtre inverse

F1 F2 F3 F4
:aq—aï—

Wcr
Figure 1: L’analyse par la synthèse et le filtrage inverse.

mesure

FILM mas: M956

“A
..-

”

A

l 3 e uçLorr rets-as

LIV \l
35 '00"

Figure 2: Le signal glottique dérivé

du son naturel (en haut) et celui
synthétique (en bas).

remarques suivantes:

+ les formants et les bandes

passantes des tons sont assez

identiques, cela veux dire aussi qu’ils

ne decident pas de l’effet des. tons. q

+ le changement (relatif) de W est

tout à fait différent de tons. On peut

dire que F0 joue le role décisif pour les

tons.

+ l’allure de F0:

- le ton 0 ou le ton neutre (i):

R) change tres peu.

- le ton bas-descendant (i):

F0 decend

- le ton haut montant (l):

F0 monte
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-btmidccenshnt-montant (i):

F0decendant-monœnt

Jeun G):
F0 de ce ton est le plus

complexe.

demnbugloml (1):
sudebut, F0 descende légèrement et
ensuite, elletomberapidement.

2. TESTS PERCEI’IIFS.

Enfonctionnement en temps
réel. nous avons réal'né des tests
perceptifs pour les tors.

Teeth

Unsignal deton neutres été
synthétisé avec F0=constant. Ensuite
nous l’écoutons et trouvons qu’il est
tout a fait marqué ’synthétique’. Cela
veut dire que pour le ton neutre
(t'on 0), malgré des changements ne:
légers (environ 4-5 Hz), le
changement de F0 joue un rôle
importantpom' garder l’effet naturel.

Testz:

Nous trouvons que le ton i a
deux periodes de F0: F0 decendant et
F0 montant. Une question se pose:
Est-ce qu’on obtient le ton i en
juxtaposantle signal de ton i et le
signal de ton i. La repense est
positive. Cela montre reißt de
masquage entre les tons: il faut avoir
un temps nécessaire pour séparer
deux tons. Si- non, avec deux tons
differents,onobtient le troisième ton.

Test 3:

Er décalant la fréquence
fondamentale F0 d'un constant pour
chaque ton, nous écoutons le méme
ton mais la perception du sexe se

change. Nous trouvons que dans la
réalisation des tom, la valeur
absolue de la fréquence F0 varie
comme le sexe ou l’âge du locuteur et
c’est l’écart, la valeur relative qui
decide leton.
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LA PROÉNINENCE ET LA PERSPECTIVE FONCTIONNELEE
DE LA COMMUNICATION lPCE/

Jan Sabräula

Cercle Linguistique de Prague

mam .- ABSTRACT: FUNCTIONAL
COMMUNICATION PERSPECTIVE
AND PROEHINENCE
— Ehe present paper attempts
to show that the word order
/W0/ is not determined by the
order of thought. The theory
of Topic-Comment Articulation
is not relevant to the theo-
r; of FCP /Given-Nev dis-
tinciionl. The syntax
schould not be excluded
from examination, but first
and foremost attention
schould be paid to PROEMI-
NENCE, to various types of
"stress”, emphasis, rhythm,
pause ..., characteristic
tonal structure ... trunca-
ted utterances, ellipse ...
l. yd PFC ET LA SYNTAXE
- L énoncé se réalise dans
un cadre contextuel /la lin-'
guistique "structurale” ou
générative.s étaient édifi—
ées à partir de 1 idée chi-
méri ue qu il était possible
de d crire.les phrases indé-
pendamment de leur contexte
d actualisation/.
-.La plupart des générativia—
tes et la msaorité de nos
précurseurs pragois ont coup
sidéré, 1e plus souvent, des
énoncés réalisés par une pro-
position è deux ou plusieurs
membres /cf., après H. weil,
1844. [8], 1?], [IQ]. On en—
visage une division biparti—
te /thèma — rhème, point de
départ — terme d aboutisse-
ment, qet logique - prédi-
cat logique, thème - prédi—
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cat, etc., v. [2], [IQ] ...
ou tripartite: thème - élé-
ment de transition - rhème
[Z]; attitude ingénue.
-_L ordre des "mots" ou,
mieux, 1 ordre des fonctions
syntaxiques ou syntaxico-eé-
mantiques [167,111], est sou-
vent considéré comme une con-
struction syntaxique privilé-
giée susceptible de s gnaler
le thème et la rhème de l é-
noncé. Ainsi en fr., p. ex”
les mots re résentant le su-
Jgt grammat cal, lacés en
tete de la propos tion, ex-
priment souvent le thème, a—
lors que le rhème devrait
figurer è la fin de 1a pro-
position. c est une tendance,
non pas une.lei /7/.
- On évoque aussi les con—
structions comme c est ...
}‘Li/ ne: [16]. 9715T"- 108.

a dia ocation: ibidem p.
108 - 110, les constructions
impersonnelles: [lo] p. 111,
le geu dea.prédéterninants
nominaux articles, posses-
sifa: ibioem p. 112; [37;
les pronominalisations [117,
p. 9 92 ...‚ le présenta-
tif [is], p. 110, 114, la
diathèae et les variantes
de la voix passive: 116] p-
102 - 106, Ice constructions
avec le sujet 23: [la] p.233.
235, certaines oppositions
ou implications sémantiques:
1167, p. 110, 114 ..., les
oppositions indicatif vs.
subjonctif: [32 ...
- Rappelons qu il peut y a-

voir des épisémions entière-
ment rhématiques /qui réponp
dent a la question ”Que se
passe—t—11?" : [167, p. 1024

2. u PROÉMINENCE
2.1. Il est assez étonnant
de voir combien les auteurs
traitant de la PFC négligent
le facteur suprasegmental.
- En_réalité, dans 1 ordre
de 1 oral /pourtant cher aux
Pragois/, 1e rhème est mar-
ué par un indice privilégi-

2, la proéminence.
- La PROEMIEgLNCE /terme de
D. Jones, d H. Rigault .../
est un phénomène complexe:
intensité, accent d insistan—
ce, courbe mélodique, modifi-
cations articulatoires /quan-
tité et zualité des sons .../
- La pro minence porte en
principe sur une unité_SIG—
NIFICATIVE /v. quand meme,
infra, 204/.

- Elle est toujours présen-
te, alors que 1 ordre des
”mots” la position “gauche"
/du thème/ ou "droite" /du
rheme: cette terminologie,
très en vogue chez les dis-
tributionnalistes et, par-
tant, chez de nomoreux au-
teurs prsgois ou français
contemporains et autres, ‚
n est pas adéquate pour 1 or-
dre de 1 oral où il s agit
d une succession, présenta-
tion de la matière sonore
dans le temps, et ne con-
vient pas_pour les considé—
rations d ordre général, é-
tant justifiagle our cer—
tains types d écr ture seu-
lement/ - peut TOUJOURS
etre revalorisé par un indi—
ce privilégié, la mom-
CE, toujours pertinente.
Dans cette fonction, 1 or:
dre des Fmots' peut donc e-
tre redondant. 5
- Les auteurs qui voudraient
conférer à 1 ordre des mots
1e privilège absolu, comme
facteur quasi unique de la
PEU. en viennent jusqu a af-
firmer que le fr. ou 1 an-
glais ne soient pas sensi—
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bles aux exigences de la PFC

- Les slsvisants exagèrent
souvent 1e caractère “libre"
de 1 ordre des mots en tchè—
que..Après H. Paul, F. Trav-
niéek,avait pourtant montré
que l'ordre des mots en tchè-
que n est pas ”libre“ sans
limitations [la]. .
2.2. Proéminence et texte
versifié
-,Dans un texte versifié,
l accent, en contradiction
avec les règles de 1a métri-
que régulière, peut frapper
la syllaoe initiale ou plu—
sieurs sylisoes succesSivea
en fr., si ces syllaoes sont
le support physique de la
îroéminence, réclamée par _

a PFC: 15, SERS, et mg lais-
se en re os 7ËEË./Ï—v. [1577
ï-Un seuE pied est quelque-
fois réservé è 1 intérieur
d un vers pour les éléments
mis en relief, en particu—
lier pour le rnème: C est
ainSi que peut etre isolé,
p. ex., un'substantif en
fonction d apostrophe ou une
apposition: v. [15], . 20.
La proéminence se manifeste
ici souvent aussi par la ca-
dence relativement plus len-
te, avec laquelle on lit 1a
séquence mise en relief
dans un vers court. . _
- Dans un texte versifié, 1e
thème peut etre détaché du
rhème par un enjambement,
donc par une PAUSE. L oppo-
sition entre 18 syntaxe et-.
la métrique est tranchée ici
au profit de 1a métrique et
de.le.PTC par la pause_
2.3“Lc‘cas de la négation
- En français familier, on_
voit s'affaiblir et meme dis
paraître le segment antépof
sé et non accentué du signi-
fiant /dénotant/ discontinu

de la négation /par lequel

la négation a exprimait en

latin: 2% > Ln {ö l.
c'est 18 constitution des

groupes rythmiques dans les-

quels la dernière syllabe de



cheque groupe est forte,.qui
explique en partie d abord
la double négation, uis la
réduction du signifiant an,
téposé de la négation: mais
avant tout, c est le caracté—
re thématique de son second -
élément, qui a permis un é-
crasement phonétique de la
partie redondante du signi-
fiant discontinu de la né-
gation dans le langage popu-
laire et familier. V. 37.
2.4. Le cas du zéro 1 - '
guistique
— Dans certains cas le zé—
ro entre dans la relation pa-

‘ radigmatique. Dans une ré—
pînse affirmative a 1; ques-
t on Tu ne ma es pas/7le rhèñï est/“aîçirmation".Il suffit de dire QBÈ ou
Si. Dans 1e réplique asi-

e g3 me e, le no e
"action e er' est re-dondant, il est thématique,
et c est uniquement “affir-nation“, “exprimée" par le
désignant zéro /par opp. àES - as qui est rhémati-que . Herbe Je man e Asert ici de suppärt 5 I'ef—firmation impliquée. Le rhé-me de la rép ique est désig-n: par un zéro dans la
s rue ure sonorel Manger adans ce type de ré ique, u:ne fonction commun cative im—propre, gg ma e est doncdans le ces onné le "sub-stitut“ de 1 "affirmation”,la proéminence est portéepar le support physique dusubstitut du rh met, dans lamesure ou ce substitut per-met la réalisation de 1 ac-

Seg“ 111. . E se asillonet la PCP p ’ phr
- Dans le cas limite, lapreeminence contribue a con-server dans la structure su-perficielle l essentiel /1edésignant du rhèmel, les é—léments facultatifs pouvantetre supprimés, à savoirquand ‚ -2.5.1 1 élément rhématique

non lié contextuellement, p.ex. un.énoncé exclamatif, uneinterjection,..., constituea lui seul 1 épisémion lélé—
ment non propositionnel,
phrasillon marqué par 1a pro-éminence/ - ou,
2.5.2 quand l élément rhéma-
tique est lié contextuellementdans un discours, texte alter.né produit collectivement:
[6 ‚ p. 197, p. ex. dans une
r plique. V. [117, p. 56, 57.
3. CONCLUSION _
3.1. Notre enquete dément
donc 1 opinion répandue, sim-
pliste et erronée, basée sur

e principe de la syntaxe li-
néaire,,sur le role primordi-
al de 1 agencement syntaxique
/ordre des ”mots“, etc., per-
mutations linéaires des élé-
ments/'dans la signalisation
de la EFC.
3.2. L auteur de ces lignes
a été très sensible au pro-
pos de M. Peter Blumenthel-
[1], p. 3, selon lequel à ès—bräula ”revient le mérite
d avoir le premier appliqué
les principes des linguistes
prsgois à la syntaxe du fran—
cais'. Mais une petite recti-
fication e impose: l auteurde cette contribution récla-
me le mérite de s etre o po-sé à l application dogmati-
que et r gide du principe de
linéarité, à l explication
de 1e PFC par des orgies syn—
taxiques, auxquelles se 11-
vrent certaine générativis-tes /leur'initiative, dans
ce domaine, est assez tardi-
ve/ et, dans le cadre d un
structuralisme de l "expres-sion", très linéaire, cer-
taine auteurs de Prague et
d’ailleurs. — La phrase
n est pas le niveau privilé-gié de l analyse. La fonction
l emporte sur la forme. Les
moyens PROSODIQUES désambi-
guisent les fonctions commu-
nicatives des segments liné-
aires /et du zéro linguisti-
que/.
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SYMMETRY AND ASYMMETRY IN MUIŒI-DIMENSIONAL PRO-
SODIG SYSTEM AS CUES OP TEXTUAL EXPRESSIVENESS

E .A .Nushikyan

Odessa State Univeristy, Odessa, USSR

ABSTRACT
The paper presents the re-
sults of experimental pho-
netic research carried out
with the purpose to examine
symmetry and asymmetry in
the multi-dimensional proso-
gigtstructure of expressive

e 3o

1. INTRODUCTION
Research in discourse

analysis and text linguis—
tics during the last decade
has shown that information
is rendered and received in
real speech acts-texts. The
text is a well organized
linguistic system contain-
ing conceptual and expres-
sive meaning. The polyse-
mantic term "expressive" is
used here to denote the
author's intention to port-
ray speakers emotions with
different language devices.

A textual level of in-
vestigation enabled us to
treat prosody as a system.
One of the main properties
of any system is its struc-
tural symmetry /2. 3. 4/.

Symmetry is understood he-
re as the general feature
of material world reflect-
‘ing the symmetrhal arran-
gement of the parts of the
structure, balanced propor-
tions, correspondence in
size, shape, and relative
position.

Asymmetry is the opposi-
te of symmetry. However, it
is important to understand
that the one cannot exist
without the other. This is
so because in every exist-
ing object, during its
growth the balance of its
parts is violated.

The present paper dis-
cusses some new aspects of
intonational theory: sym-
metric and asymmetric fea-
tures of multi-dimensienal
pgosodic system are explor-
e o

2. SPEECH MATERIAL AND
SUBJECTS
Textual prosody was stu-

died here on the statistic
data obtained from phonetic
experimental‘investigation
of more than 100 expressive
and corresponding neutral
texts recorded by 20 sub-
Jects who were na ive spea-
kers of English ssian
and Ukrainian. These texts
expressed the fourteen most
frequently observed positi-
ve and negative emotions:
Joy, sorrow, anger, fear,
despair, threat, surprise,
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shame, offence, contempt,
suspicion, irony, approval,

rebuke.—The original speech
signal was instrumentally
anal zed with the hel of
the isi-Pitch and I spe-
ech rogranm, Sena-Graph of

the gay Biometrics Corpora-

tion. For evaluating the
average data standard mea

thods of mathematical sta-
tistics were ap lied (t ra-
tio, Student's and corre-
lation coefficients; calcu-
lations were done with the.
help of IBM program ”Lotus!

3. DATA ANALXSIS AND
RESULTS
This report generalizes

from the results of a long-
term investigation carried
on by the author. Our pre-
vious investigation /1
proved that information
about emotions comes over
multiple channels: by le-
xical cues, grammatical
structures and prosodic in-
dicators. These levels of
linguistic analysis are ,
closely interconnected. Exp
pressive speech prosody is
described as mmlti—dimeny
sional system characterized
in terms of symmetry and
asymmetry of its variable
components : fundamental
fre1uenoy, intensity, dura-
tion and spectral composi-
tion. .

The statistical analysis
of these main acoustic.cha-
raoteristics shows that a
Greater symmetry is observ-
ed within a temporal frame-
work of the given texts. An.
act of speech is regularly
time-oriented. Speech arran-
Sementmin'time.is related
to the specifically regulat-
ed nature of acoustic si-
anale. The regular symmet-
ric feature of the temporal
structure of expressive
texts can.be observed in
the equality of the mean

syllabic duration of e on-
ing and final phrases-{see
table 1). to

Table 1

The mean syllable dura-
tion of.opening and final
phrases in expressive
exts in English

Emotions Nisan, Mean
expressed syllabiesyllabic
in the dura-.. duration
texts tion of final

of open— phrases
ing. ihn—- (ms).
se ms -

Joy 230 225
sorrow 240 225
anger 159 151
fear . 221 228
despair 203 193
threat 273 264
surprise 230 225
shame‘ 198 188
offence 185 200
contempt. . 221 239
suspision 230 240
irony ‚ 254 242
approval 236 241
rebuke 246 256

This regularity is bro-
ken in highly emotional
texts. For example,_tho me-
an syllabio.duration of an
opening phrase, expressing
hi h degree of des ir is
35% ms‘while in al the.
other phrases it varies
from 150 to 240 ms.

Symmetry of the temporal
structure of the text can
also be found in the pro or-
tion between total text u-
ration and pauses. Table 2
presents the volume of
pauses in 5 in the texts
expressing the above-men-
tioned 14 emotions and the
corresponding neutral ones.
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Table 2
The volume of pauses

(5) in expressive and cor-
responding neutral texts

Emotions Volume of pauses
expressed-
in the emo ion— neutr-
texts al texts al

texts

do: 42 40
sorrow 42 40
anger 48 33
fear 45 36
despair 46 41
threat 41 27
surprise 41 39
shame 38 14
offence 49 41
contempt 44 14
suspision 47 28
irony 4 45 30
ap reval 41 32
re uke 43 33

- The figures in the table
show that the regular sym-
metric feature of expressi-
ve texts can be also obser-
ved in the equalit- of the'
volume of pauses. he cor-
responding neutral texts do
not reveal such symmetry.

The obtained data sug-
gest that there is a prin-
ciple of symmetric compen-
sa ion in speech prosody:
when the degree of symmet-
ry decreases on one struc—
tural level it increases
on another. Spectregra hic
measurements of forman
frequencies support this
principle. L shift of Fa,

r3,and F4 into higher re-

gions along with the more
complicated structure of
their.harmonics, a cons—
tant increase of the total
formant energy of the nuc-
lear vowel occurs at the
expense of the decrease of
formant energy of unstres-
sed syllables. Spectre-

grams of neutral texts re-
vealed more symmetric regu-
larities: wel -definied „
formant structure during
the vowels was observed.

The quantitative ana-
lysis of the intensity of
expressive text prosody de-
monstrates this principle
toe: a decrease of energy
in one section of the text
is accompanied by an in-
crease in another. These
changes of energy in ex-
pressive texts are closely
connected with the changes
in the degree of emotional
tension. A gradual increa-
se of the total energy to
the end is observed in the
texts, expressing active
emotions, i.e. anger,
threat, irony, suspicion,
rebuke. For example, in the
emotional text expressing
all shades of auger - from
irritation to rage - the
relative intensit of the
utterances is: 1, 4; 1,39;
1,83; 2,06; 2,41. The
decrease of total energy
occurrin the texts expres-
sing passive emotions, i.e.
sorrow, offence, shame. It
appears probable that the
asymmetric distribution of
energy in expressive texts
have to he often specified
for certain changes of emo-

tions in them. In contrast,
the unexpressive texts are
characterised by symmetric
distribution of energy.

The symmetry of the me-
lodic structure of ex ressi—
va texte is found in he

similarity of its shapes.
However, in highly emotio-
nal texts numerous asymmet-
rically arranged variants

are observed. This is due
to the dynamic changes of

emotional tension, which

in turn lead to changes in
pitch movement. "

r
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CONCLUSIONS

The textual level of
analysis has revealed the
multi-dimensional nature
of the symmetric prosodic
space in which the compen-
satory distribution of pro—
sodic features is taking
place. However, the obtain-
ed results seem to demons-
trate that symmetry of the
multi-dimensional prosodic
system is no more than an
ideal form of the actual
asymmetric acoustic featun
l'es.
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Vincent J. van Heuven 5 Peter J. Scharpff
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ABSTRACT

We know from previous studies that
inserting speech pauses at the end
of coherent word groups, but not
in any other positions, improves
the intelligibility of low quality
speech. The present study examines
the effect of several pausing
strategies on the acceptability,
rather than intelligibility, of
low quality speech for listeners
who either did or did not know the
verbal contents of the message
beforehand.

1. mm

Our research started from the
assumption that speech pauses may
help the listener to decode the
incoming message. In earlier
reports [5,6] we studied the
effects on word recognition in
connected speech of four different
speech pausing strategies applied
to low quality diphone synthesis
of Dutch sentences. Melodically
and temporally well-formed pauses
had been inserted in long senten-
ces at more or less regular
intervals. Subjects listened to
each sentence twice (in order to
reduce memory load), and were
asked to fill in all the content
words they had recognised on their
anser sheets. In the answer sheets
all the function words had been
printed beforehand, interspersed
with underlined blanks, one for
each content word to be filled in.
About 50% of the blanks were
filled in correctly after listen-
ing to a sentence once, another
30% was added after hearing the

sentence for the second time. At
first sight, the effect of syn-
thesizing pauses in the utter-
ances facilitated word recognition
only marginally: when taking the
condition without any pauses at
all as a base line, percent
correctly filled in blanks was
raised significantly, but no more
than by 4 percent on average, as a
result of inserting pauses at
prosodically motivated boundaries
(I and Phi-domain boundaries, cf.
[1,3]). However, when pauses had
been inserted before important
content words (mimicking a speech
pausing strategy of certain
experienced broadcasters) , no
significant improvement was
obtained relative our baseline
condition. When speech pauses had
been inserted by a fixed rule
after every sixth word, irrespect-
ive of grammatical structure or of
the communicative importance of
the word, the subjects' perform-
ance was significantly poorer than
in the baseline condition.

The differences between the
conditions were larger (8 percent
improvement re. baseline), how-
ever, when we considered the
effects for monosyllabic words
only. The results revealed that
the recognition of monosyllabic
words, but not of longer words,
was facilitated by the insertion
of grammatically motivated pauses
(3 to 4 percent improvement re.
baseline).

This interaction between
pausing and word length is pre-
dictable from what we know about
word recognition in connected
speech (cf. [4]). Longer words are
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usually recognized before the
final sounds belonging to the
word's acoustic make—up have
reached the listener. For in-
stance, the word elepflt can be
recognized when on y the sound
sequence corresponding to eleph
has been heard: there is no other
word in the English lexicon than
ele hant (and its derivations)-
EEtLnns with this sound se-
quence. The final portion of
longer words is lexically redun-
dant. This means that, in con-
nected speech, the listener can
predict exactly where a new word
will start, thus reducing the
number of competing recognition
hypotheses. Short, monosyllabic
words, however, cannot be recog-
nized with certainty until at
least some of the following
context has been heard: mono-
syllables can very often be the
first syllablle of a longer word
(cf. gap - captain; _c_a__t_ - cater—
pillar, etc.). Therefore the
number of competing parses for a
sequence of monosyllabic words is
typically greater than for sequen—
ces of polysyllabic words, with
better word recognition perfor-
mance for the latter type [5]. The
difference between monosyllabic
and polysyllabic words will
increase when the average number
of competing parses is raised, as
happens in poor quality speech. In
such cases, word segmentation am—
biguity can be reduced by insert-
ing speech pauses, which always
occur at word boundaries. More-
over, if the pauses are inserted
at grammatically motivated posi-
tions, they contain not only
information on word boundary
location, but also reveal part of
the grammatical structure of the
input sentence.

In the present experiment we
wished to study the influence of
the various pausing strategies on
acce tabilit , rather than on word
recognition. Conceivably, frequent
interruption of the utterance by
conspicuous and time consuming
Pauses - even if conducive to
better intelligibility - may be
disruptive, and annoying to the

listener.
mrthermore, we reasoned that

one may expect different accept-
ability results when the listener
knows the text beforehand, than
when the text is new to him. If in
the latter case the pauses do
indeed help the listener to
resolve ambiguous word boundaries
and recognise the grammatical
structure of the sentence, he will
gladly pay the price of having to
put up with the time delay.
However, when the listener is
familiar with the message, pauses
are not needed, and will sooner be
felt as a nuisance. We therefore
predict that frequent pauses,
especially when they do not
contribute to word recognition,
will be negatively valued by the
listener. However, in novel utter-
ances, which are difficult to
understand, pauses that increase
intelligibilty will be positively
valued. =

2.PIE'ŒD

Seven Dutch sentences, each 36
words and 68 syllables long, were
selected from the stimulus mater-
ial used in the earlier intel-
ligibility test [6]. These senten-
ces had been concatenated from
severely quantized diphones with a
resulting speech quality that was
equal to that of the Philips
MEABOOO formant synthesis chip,
and were given appropriate inton-
ation contours. Pauses were 200 ms
long, marked by a pitch fall 8
(cf. [2]), and preceded by a 40%
lengthened syllable. This means
that sentences with pauses lasted
longer (by some 250 ms for each
pause) than sentences without any
pauses. We took the precaution of
creating ah extra stimulus condit-
ion without pauses with a slower
speaking rate so that the overall
duration here was equal to that of
a sentence with pauses inserted.
Suspecting that a melodically
marked boundary could be counter-
productive in the middle of a
coherent phrase, we added a sixth
condition in which speech pauses
before important content words (as
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in condition 4 below) were not
accompanied by the boundary
marking pitch movement. The six
different boundary marking condit-
ions are listed below:

1. No pauses, no adaptation of
speaking rate.

2. As condition 1, but with Speak-
ing rate slowed down so as to
make the duration of the
utterance equal to that of
versions with pauses.

3. Six pauses inserted at fixed
intervals (after every sixth
word), disregarding any struc-
tural considerations.

4. Six pauses inserted at more or
less regular intervals, But
always iumediately preceding
important content words; these
pauses did never occur at the
end of an intonation domain (I)
or of a phonological phrase
(Phi).
As condition 4, but with pauses
marked temporally only (no
boundary marking pitch move—
ments were executed).

6. Six pauses interserted more or
less regularly, but always at
the end of an I or Phi domain.

5

The full set of 7 (lexically
different sentences) * 6 (pausing
conditions) - 42 stimuli, preceded

6 practice stimuli, were
presented to two groups of 60
listeners. The first group had
taken part in the intelligibility
test described in section 1,
immediately prior the present
test. Each of these listeners had
heard the sentences twice before;
also, they had printed versions of
the stimuli before them. The
stimulus material should therefore
be perfectly intelligible to this
group of prepared listeners.

The material presented to a
second group of 60 unprepared
listeners who had never heard the
sentences before. In» this group
each listener heard each of the 7
lexically different sentences only
once, with maximal variation of
pausing conditions within sub-
jects.

All listeners heard the stimuli
over headphones, and rated each
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sentence along a 7-point accept-
ability scale, where 1 stood for
'very unpleasant to listen to’ and
7 for 'very pleasant to listen
to'.

3. m15

The results are presented in Table
I.

Table I: mean acceptability score
broken down by type of listener
(prepared vs. unprepared) and
pausing condition (1 through 6,
see text); in parentheses the
number of reponses.

LISTENER TYPE

PAUSING cDrrIou prep. unpr .

1. no pauses 4.7 4.4
(120) (10)

2. as l, but 4.6 4.2
slowed down (120) (10)

3. pauses after 2.7 3.5
every 6th word (120) (10)

4. pauses before 2.6 3.3
imp.cont.words (120) (10)

5. as 4, but no 3.1 3.7
pitch movement (120) (10)

6. pauses at word 4.1 4.3
group boundary (120) (10)

When the listener knows the text
beforehand (prepared), the condi-
tion with no pauses at all, no
matter whether speaking rate is
slowed down (cond. 2) or not
(cond. l), is rated most favor-
ably. Pauses at the end of word
groups (cond. 6), though still

above the middle of the scale, are
rated less favorably. Considerably
lower ratings are obtained for the
three remaining conditions.

When the listener is unfamiliar
with the message and intelligibil-
ity is therefore poor (unprepared)
the results are rather different.

The differences between the 51X
pausing conditions are less
extreme, although the relative
ordering of the six conditions is
hardly changed. Crucially however.

the condition with pauses at
grammatically motivated locations
(cond. 6) is now rated in between
the two conditions with no pauses
at all. Moreover, condition 6 is
rated more favorably in an ab-
solute sense by unprepared listen-
ers than by prepared listeners.
since condition 6 was already
rated above the middle of the
scale by the prepared listeners,
the improvement runs counter to
the general tendency of unprepared
listeners to regress towards the

middle of the rating scale.
A classical ANOVA with listener

type and pausing condition as
fixed factors shows significance
for pausing condition and for the
pausing*listener type interaction.
Newman-Keuls tests for contrasts
(p < .05) show that conditions 1
and 2 do not differ from each
other with prepared listeners;
conditions 1, 2 and 6 do not
differ from one another with
unprepared listeners, as do
conditions 3, 4 and 5.

4. WIŒ

Listeners evaluate the presence of
speech pauses differently depend—
ing on the intelligibility of the
stimulus. When they do not need
the speech pauses in order to
decode the message, all pauses,
whether placed appropriately or
not, are considered a nuisance.
However, when the listener is not
familiar with the text, and
therefore needs the speech pauses
in .order to decode the message,
one type of pausing is evaluated
a: positively as not pausing at
a 1.

We now know that in the normal
situation when the listener is
unfamiliar with the message, 8.9-!
When hearing a news broadcast,
pauses inserted at the end of
coherent word groups. and only
these, help word recognition in
continuous speech of low quality.
Moreover, listeners do not judge
the presence of such pauses
unpleasant, even though the input
speech is interrupted q'uite fre-
quently. We therefore generally
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recommend pausing at grammatical
boundaries (but nowhere else) as a
means of improving the intel-
ligibity of low quality synthesis
of continous speech.

We thank 5.6. Nooteboom for
contents and discussion. This
research was partly supported by
the Foundation for Linguistic
Research, which is fmded by the
Netherlands Organisation for
Research, NWO, under grant Æ 300—
161-035.
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ABSTRACT

This contribution illustrates applications for
a structured analysis method of phonemic
transcriptions. The analysis method is
based on a morpho-syllabic automata
which models the language word structure,
and identifies a set of phonological units on
a functional basis. Statistical analysis of the
structured transcriptions permits definition
of a Stochastic Phonotax, representing the
phonotactical constraints strength, and
allowing a probability value to be ascribed
to phonemic sequences, to be related to
their articulatory complexity and the
information they carry.

1. INTRODUCTION _
Phonemic transcriptions usually account
for the representation of phonotactical
constraints only from a contextual
variations point of view, quite disregarding
the timing and microprosodic aspects of the
phonetic realization. A proper description
of these phenomena should account for
their relationships with the syllabic
structure and constraints of the language.
The results illustrated in the rest of the
paper rely on a structured phonemic
transcription method [1], [2] which
explicitly accounts for the syllabic, stress
and inflectional structures of words.
Analysis of these transcriptions allows
investigation of the phonotactical
constraints embedded into the considered
structures.-
As a first result, the structural analysis
defines a set of phonological units given by
the original phonemic labels plus a set of
three indexes reflecting their functional role
in the model. These units will be indicated
as Structured Phonemic Units (SPU). The

acoustical correlates of the SPUs can be
investigated by automatic analysis of a
speech corpus for which the structured
transcription is available [3].
Acquisition of the inducted phonotactical
constraints, together with their strength, is
accomplished by gathering the statistics of
the SPU pairs occurrence within a
collection of structured transcriptions. The
SPUs transition probability matrix define a
Markov Source which has been called a
Stochastic Phonotax [4], and which is an
automaton whose states deal with the SPU
phonemic label and are connected by a
probability-weighted set of transitions.
The applications of the stochastic phonotax
as a powerful phonotactical representation
level are various. It can act as an acceptor
autornata for known phonemic sequences,
ascribing them a probability value without
any knowledge of the existing words
frequency, only on the basis of the
frequency of the SPU pairs it contains. In
this sense, it can give some insight about
the relationships between consonant
clusters articulatory complexity and their
frequency of occurrence. This relation can
be further evidenced if the information
carried by each phoneme of a string is
evaluated, so that its periodic fluctuations
due to the morphosyllabic structure of the
language is evidenwd.
A short review of the practical applications
of the phonotactical knowledge acquired
through the model is given at the end of the
paper. as for automatic speech recognition
and speech synthesis segmental quality
evaluation.

2. THE SYLLABIC MODEL
As the steps required to obtain an SPU
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Fig. 1 -_Traneit|on Diagram for the

lntrasyllabic Index donnlng SPU and FAUe

Eanscription of texts have alœÎdy been '
fully exposed earlier [1H4], only a short

review is made here.
The SPU transcription process starts from
a syllabified phonemic transcription of
texts, which is parsed according to the
states of a morpho-syllabic automaton,
resulting in the labeling of each phoneme

with a set of three indexes which indicates
their functional role within the considered
structure. Fig. 1 shown the transition
diagram for the intra-syllabic index, it
being improved with respect to previously
adopted ones [1]. ' _

A vowel falling in state number 2 is the

first phoneme in the syllable to which it

belongs, and states 4, 7 and B indicate

respectively that the syllable begins with

one, two, or three consonants. In this way,

the nature of the final consonant cluster of

closed syllables will depend on the length

of the initial consonant cluster. The other

two indexes considered are related to the

stress and intersyllabic structurezrepomnz

_if the syllable follows the lexical. word

stress (or not), and about the ordinal

number of the syllable to which the

phoneme belongs. .
An SPU transcription has been obtained

over a 12543-word long text corpus.
OOVering several areas. such as novels,

newspapers, and textbooks. After. a

statistical analysis of the SPU pairs

frequency of occurrence, a Stochastic

Phonotax made of 780 states and 3773
finitions has been built, on which the

applications described in 4 and 5 are based

3. Kennnumm—
The fin: two funcuonal' indexes" which
make the SPU definm'on, namely the intra-
syllabic and the stress ones, naturally
identify a set of Functional Allophonic'
Units (FAU) [S] for the phonemrc‘ alphabet
considered. The effects of the functional
role of a phoneme on its phonetic quality
can be investigawd by automatic
Inparticnlar. [3]reportsaboutanacoustic-
phonetic decoding system, in which

vowels are differentiated, on the basis of
theirFAUclass,asstressedcrnot.inopen
or closed syllable, or at word end; the
consonants are mainly differentiated as
being pre-vocalic or pre-consonantic.
Someofthephoneticcorrelatesmhas
duration andtypical spectrumoftheFAUs
are given in [3].

4. PHONO‘I'ACTICAL EXPLOITATION

In the following will be reported some
evaluations of the phonotactical knowledge

by the Stochastic Phonetax. First
of all, let us examine Fig. 2, where its

conditional entropy {2] is reported. as

function of the syllable ordinal number and

stress relative position, representing the

logz of the average number of ongoing

transitions for the equal-indexed

phonotactical states. As expected. word

endings are much more predictable than

word roots, and post-stress syllables bring

a quite constant (small) amount of

information.A similarplotisgiveninfig.

3, where the conditional entropy isploited

as a function of the inns-syllabic index.

Final] ,fi .4 'cstheoonmmIIIgpower.

of phznengies 31c they follow the lexical

stress or not.
As the Stochastic Phonon may also serve

as an acceptor automaton for unknown

words,eachphonemepairofnewwordsrs

scored with a probability value. so that

their product is an estimate' of the word

probability. The -lo_g2_ of the word

probability, once divrded _by the

(phonemic) word lenv‘gl‘tuh",l gives .an

' 'cation of the average .

ghfig. Sashortlistofwmds_ _ isranked

according to these two criteria. Moreover,

fig. 6showsthebehaviotnofthe 409°C

the SPU conditional probability (es. the

informative value of the new SPU) for the
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samelistofwordsAsitcanclearlyseen,
the information carried by phonemes varies
with a cyclic behaviour, with a ratio given
by the stress and the syllabic structures.
Moreover, the more informative phonemic
events are clearly associated with the more
articulatorly complex realizations,
characterized by a quite low frequency of
commence
Once the Stochastic Phonotax has accepted
a whole word, its average amount of
information can be evaluated on the basis
of the the information carried by its
constituent SPU, giving a measure of the
average complexity of the word. At the
same time, a global probability value for
the word can be computed, without usingany knowledge about estimated word
frequencies, but only on the basis of theoccurring SPU pairs frequency. These arethe quantities recorded in Fig. 5.

5. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
The phonotactical knowledge acquiredthrough the morpho-syllabic model and onwhich the Stochastic Phonotax definition isbased is mainly quantitative, thus allowing
correct representation of the streng: ofthese constraints for a language. Someearly experiments [6] dealt with recognitionofcontmuous speech, and in that case theStochastic Phonotax helped in segmentingspeech mto words, thanks simply to the

morphological knowledgeam
experiment continued in [3], in which the
microprosodic aspects tied up with the
syllabic modelling are exploited.
The capacity of the Stochastic Phonotax to
act also as a generator autonmon allows its
use for the automatic constuction of well-
formed nonsense words [4], which have
been proposed as good material for
evaluating the segmantal intelligibility of
speech produced by synthesizers.
As a final remark, the method is applicable
to any language for which a syllabified
phonemic transcription is available. For
this reason, the author encourages -
inwrestedresearchersinothercountriesto
lethimknownoftheirevenntalintenticncf
cooperation.
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ABSTRACT
The principles of automatically
generating a large transcribed
word corpus for German in a TTS
environment, its extension to
transcribed texts and the subse-
quent recording of an acoustic
data base to be segmented and
labelled are discussed.

1. SYMBOLIC, ACOUSTIC AND LABELLED
ACOUSTIC SPEECH DATA BASES
In text-to—speech systems (e.g.,
RULSYS at KTH/Stockholm [1], a
grapheme-to—phoneme module trans-
forms orthographic text into
phonemic transcription by rule.
Since these rule-driven conver-
sions are usually not optimal, a
lexicon has to supplement the rule
component, listing the exceptions
that cannot be generated correct-
ly. In order to be able to con-
struct such a lexicon it is
necessary to have a large repre-
sentative corpus of words, linking
orthographic forms with correct
phonemic transcriptions. It is
against such a corpus that the
grapheme-to-phoneme output is
evaluated: (1) the discrepancies
between corpus and rule trans-
criptions have to be treated as
exceptions and go into the
lexicon, (2) the size of this
leXicon, as a percentage of the
total corpus, dete mines the
efficiency of the rule system, (3)
on the basis of the error types
contained in the lexicon, an
attempt can be made to improve the
grapheme-to-phoneme rules and to
reduce the exceptions lexicon, in

a series of cycles, until an
optimal balance is struck between
lexicon size and number as well as
complexity of the grapheme-to«
phoneme rules, i.e. between t?
demands on storage and computi g
time, respectively.

Such a transcribed word corpus
constitutes a symbolic speech data
base, which - apart from being
useful in TTS lexicon construction
- can also be the basis for a
great variety of phone statistics:
frequency of phonemes, of phoneme
sequences and clusters, of syl-
lable types, of words containing a
particular number of syllables, of
simple and compound words (of
various degrees of complexity),
etc.. With the help of a powerful
text-to-speech system it is
possible to supplement the trans-
cribed word corpus by a trans-
cribed symbolic text data base
(single sentences and whole
texts), generated semi-
automatically from orthography.
The same type of statistics can
then be carried out on running
transcribed text, e.g., to estab-
lish the transitional probabili-
ties in phonemic dyads, triads
etc. through sentences.

Statistics at the symbolic phonet-
ic level can guide the selection
of word, sentence and text mate-
rial for recording by a number of
speakers, chosen according to a
set of criteria (sex, age, social
background, dialect etc.), to set
up a representative acoustic
speech data base for various
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purposes (basic research, improve-
ment of the phonetic rules in a

TTS system, training speech recog-

nisers). To be optimally useful

the acoustic data base needs pro-
cessing: (a) segmentation, (b)

alignment of transcription symbols

with the demarcated signal sec-

tions, (c) various signal analyses
(e.g. FFT) whenever necessary

(labelled acoustic speech data
base). Then a new type of statis-

tics becomes possible which com-

bines information about the sym-
bolic and signal aspects of

speech. We may, for instance, want

to collect all the instances of

the signal portions corresponding

to a particular phoneme in the
labelled acoustic speech data
base.

2. SYMBOLIC SPEECH DATA BASE FOR
GERMAN
2.1. Generating a
Transcribed Hords
At the Kiel Phonetics Institute, a
corpus of 23986 orthographic words

was compiled from two frequency-
ordered word lists. One contained
the just over 9000 most frequent

words from a computer survey of

the newspaper ’Die Welt’ carried

out at the German Department of
Lund University. As a newspaper

style lacks many common words,

such as Ist and 2nd pers verb

forms, and therefore does not

provide, e.g., ’bin, bist’ ((1)

am, (you) are), it was necessary
to supplement this corpus to get a
more comprehensive and representa-
tive coverage. So a second list
was compiled from all the words in
a wide spread of literary texts
(fiction at different levels,
various forms of journalism, legal

administration texts, user in-
structions, but not scientific
texts), available in ASCII format

in the German Department of Kiel
University, amounting to appr.

24000 frequency-ordered items.

They were edited: spelling errors
were corrected and most personal
and topographic names as well as

Corpus of

foreign loans excluded, except for
very common ones, resulting in

just over 21000 words. With the
help of RULSYS support programmes,
each word list was arranged in
lines of five words and the lines
consecutively numbered in steps of
5, starting with 0. Then the two
lists, which had 6250 words in
common, were combined to the total
corpus of German words in freqency
order. (Rolf Carlson at KTH
carried out this amalgamation.)

This combined corpus was automati-
cally transcribed by the grapheme-
to-phoneme conversion module with-
in the German TTS in the RULSYS

environment, marking lexical

stresses (’ before the stressed

vowel) and word boundaries in com-

pounds (#), as well as affixing- a

general word class marker (w). The

output was then manually corrected

with regard to errors in phonemes,

stresses, and word boundaries; at

the same time function words were

marked by + after the segmental
string, and the general word class

indicator changed to various sub-

categorisations in function words.

This function word marking and

classification is important for a

syntactic analysis component with-

in TTS. The corpus of German words

thus has two related _files, an

(orthographic) text file and a

(phonemic) transcription file,

with identical item arrangements.

The following examples illustrate

the principle of corpus organiza-

tion.TX
CORP.

0 DER,DIE,UND,IN,VON.

110.SONDERN,IHRER,BUNDESREPUBLIK,
NEU,HIER.

0RP.F0
C 0 D’E:R+de,D’l:+de,’UND+bc,

’IN+pp, F’0N+PP-

110.2’0NDERNw,’I:RER+ns,I
B’UNDEZ#REPUBL’IKw,N EUw,

H’I:Rw. _ _

As can be seen the transcription

is very close to conventional
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spelling and quite abstract, i.e.
morphophonemic rather than phonem-
ic or phonetic, in that it keeps
final voiced obstruents in order
to preserve the relationships
within inflectional paradigms,
e.g, ’Haus’ and ’Hauses’ are both
transcribed with Z at this level
of abstraction although the former
is [’haus], the latter [’hauzas]
at the phonetic realisation.
Similarly, [a] and [a] are repre-
sented as E and ER, because the
former can be derived from the
latter by a lower-level phonetic
rule. By applying these phonetic
rules other, more-phonetic corpora
can be derived, as, e.g., in
CORP.FON

0 0'E:r+de,D'I:+de‚’UNT+bc,
'IN+pp,F’0N+pp.

110 Z’ONDe,'I:Rr+ns,
B’UNDEOS#REPUBL'IKw,N’EUw,
H’I:rw.

(Note the use of ' for secondary
stress and r for [2].) By a simple
conversion programme the phonetic
notation can also be transformed
into SAM-PA [5]:
CORP.SAM

0 d’e6,d’i,’Unt,’In,f’0n.

110 z’Ond6n,’ir6,
b’Und@epUbl'Ik,n’0Y,h’i6.

2.2. Generating an
lexicon
The machine output from the TTS
grapheme-to-phoneme module (CORP.
MA) and its manual correction
(CORP.F0) differ in those items
that are not generated correctly
by rule. They have to be included
in the exceptions lexicon of the
TTS system. This lexicon is gener-
ated automatically with the help
of another RULSYS support pro-
gramme that compares CORP.MA and
CORP.F0 (in relation to CORP. TX)
and lists all the non-congruous
items together with their ortho-
graphic versions in a new file,
which is brought into alphabetical
order by SORT. The following is an
excerpt, providing, in each line,
the orthographic word, the'correct

exceptions

transcription, the machine trans-
cription and a number referring to
the frequency rank of the item in
the corpus.
LEX.GE
AM 'AM+pp * 'A:Mw ## 45
AMEISEN ’AzMEIZENw * AM'EIZENw

if 6452
AMERIKAREISE AM’E:RIKA:#R’EIZEw

* AMERIKAR’EIZEw ## 6454
AMERIKAS AM'E:RIKA:Zw

* ’A:MERIKAZw ## 2655

At present, this comparison yields
4150 errors, i.e. a rule efficien-
cy of 82.7%. Changes in the
grapheme-to-phoneme module can be
quickly tested in their power of
reducing the lexicon size by
running the automatic programmes
of corpus transcription, compari-
son and lexicon generation with
reference to the transcribed data
base CORP.F0, which is thus of
fundamental importance for TTS
development. But the procedure
described so far has a serious
flaw in that it includes all the
items of an inflection or deriva-
tion paradigm in the lexicon, when
there is a discrepancy between
CORP.F0 and CORP.MA, although the
listing of a root would be suffi-
cient to cover the exceptions of
the whole paradigmatic set. This
optimisation can be achieved by
generating a corpus with suffix
markings and root forms, applying
a TTS suffix stripping module to
CORP.TX and putting the result in
the same format, as in
CORP.1N .
150 MÜB‚MÜB-EN,IHR-EN,FRAG,FRAG-E.

The generation of this inflected
corpus is semi-automatic through
further RULSYS support programmes
and with manual correction ,of
wrong suffix markings. Expanded
CORP.TXR and CORP.FOR, containing
the added roots, are also generat-
ed semi-automatically. The result
is a corpus of 29183 items, i.e.
5197 roots have been added. The
creation of the exceptions lexicon
is then again fully automatic and
yields 3754 entries at present,
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i.e. a reduction of 9.5% compared
with the original base not con-
taining roots. This also means
that the rule efficiency has been
increased and that the TTS system
has been made a great deal more
general, allowing the correct
generation of many more exceptions
than are actually contained in the
original data base. All that is
necessary is the application of
the same suffix stripping module
in TTS processing of orthographic
text input and subsequent lexicon
look-up procedures, followed by a
root modification module making
phonemic adjustments in morphemic
composition.

2.3. Generating corpora of
transcribed texts
Hith the help of the German TTS
system, developed and improved on
the basis of an extensive word
corpus, it is now possible to
enlarge the symbolic speech data
base for German and incorporate
phonetically transcribed texts in
addition to isolated words.
Because the combined rule and
lexicon efficiency in grapheme-to-
phoneme conversion is very high,
manual correction is minimal, and
new transcribed texts can thus be
generated from orthography more or
less automatically. I have done
this, starting with the standard
sentences for German speech tests
(Berlin (Sotschek) and Marburg,
[4]) and two standard texts (The
Northwind and the Sun; The Butter
Story), illustrated in the follow-
ing excerpt in adapted SAM-PA
transformation (Q - [7]):
001 h’OYtO QIst S'Znes

fr’lNsv'Et6.
002 di z’0n@ l’Axt.
003 QAm bl’AU@n h’Imel ts’ien di

v’0lk@n.
These transcribed data were then
searched by appropriate programmes
for all the phoneme dyads in
German (including the transition
to the first and from the last
phoneme of a sentence). Frequen-
cies of occurrence were entered
into matrices, and empty cases

that resulted from phonotactic
restrictions and low phonotactic
probabilities disregarded. For the
remaining empty cases further
sentences were constructed to
cover all the 1308 most likely
phoneme dyads in German by at
least one instance. This resulted
in a corpus of 398 sentences plus
the two texts.

' 3. ACOUSTIC DATA BASE FOR GERMAN
The text materials in 2.3. were
DAT recorded by 25 male and 25
female speakers, one in each group
reading the whole corpus, the
others various subsections of
appr. 80 sentence equivalents, on
average. The total recorded corpus
comprises 4836 sentence equiva-
lents, available in computer-
readable form (16 kHz, 16 bit) on
cassettes, with headers providing
information about speaker, sen-
tences etc. It will be segmented
and labelled following the prin-
ciples in [2,3]. The aim is to
progressively automatise the
processing.
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1. ABSTRACT
A formant data base representin ca. 20
languages has been collecwd. e main
purpose is to use this data base for a
comparison of language specific vowel
qualities and vowel systems, but it also
can be used as a research tool to avoid
sources of errors due to research methods
audmaten‘als.
For comparison of vowels, an FI/FZ-plot
on a Bark-scale has been utilized. This
representation can be considered to be an
approximation for psycho-acoustical
vowel space. The vowels are presented as
I Bark-sized circles in order to show the
auditive distances between them (cf. [3]).
2. APPROXIMATION OF THE
PSYCHO-ACOUSTICAL VOWEL
SPACE
Several studies have indicated that the
simulation of vowel space using the first
two formants F1 and F2 on a Bark scale is
a strong approximation of vowel
perception. Fig. l shows a gliding vowel
series [i-e—e-æ-a-o-o—u], produced as a
continuous utterance by the author
according to the Finnish articulation base.
The glide was analyzed in 20 ms steps,
and it forms a trajectory on the Fl/FZ-plot
which correponds well to the traditional
location of vowel qualities on a vowel
quadrilateral. FFI‘ spectra (with a 30 ms
time window) were used. The first
Iaii'iprtiximation of the glide is presented in

ig. .
The power of the F1/F2 representation
might be explanable on the basis of motor
perception theory: motor facts
totheperceptualonesinthesensethatthe
listener 'hears’ an Fl/F2-pattern as a
corresponding tongue/lip gesture. A vowel

quality is ptesaated as a freely mobile, 1-
Bark-sized circle on the Fl/FZ—plot. Its
position is calculated from its measured
Hz—values. A Bark circle can be
understood as a point that scans its
sunoundingspacetocheckifthereisper—

FIG. 1. Continuous vowel series lie-e"
o-o-u]Wby the nahm. The ciels rqallut
theFl/P’Zpoimsin20mslimeintuvals.

ceptually distinct psycho-acoustic dis-
tance from other vowels. In most cases a
circle covers an area smaller than the
distribution of the single occurrences of
the same phoneme. It can be assumed that
if two circles overlap. the listener may
have difficulty distinguishing the vowels
considered. Fig. 2 shows the East Central
Bavarian vowel means measured by
Traunmilller [11]. The rounded. front
vowels represent earlier lateral sounds in
the dialect. According to Traunmtlller‘s
auditive judgement, it is difficult to
distinguish the vowels of the pairs [e‚ cl.
[0, c], and [0. o]. This effect has the
correspondence in Fig. 2: The circles of .
these vowels overlap.

Lindblom [6] calculated the firstfpln‘
formant values of 19 "quasi-cardinal
vowels" representing psycho-acoustically
equal quantization steps. Fig. 3 presents
diese vowels on an Fl/Fz-plot. It can be
seen that the vowels are mainly
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Weatheplotconeemingeaeh Hence,theexplanationforthemaximal
wwz.bntthedimnces° are numberdvowelqualitiesmustlieinthe

. human auditive capacity. When the
articulatorily possible F1/F2 vowel space
is filled with 1 Bark-sized circles, the
result is 46 circles (Fig. 4). This number
corresponds well to the number of the
possible vowel qualities (quoœd above) (if
height, frontness and rounding are
considered; cf. [5]).
A di hthong can be depicted as a
Fl/F -glide from beginning to
end (excluding the transitions).

2. Cum, B d The glide can be measured in 10
' East avarian vow s. - .

from [11]. Means of three speakers. ins intervals (Fig. 5)
du: me mid-vowels overlap which

wads to auditory confusion.

t

ï?

FIG. 5. One possible way to present a
diphthong. The glide of a single
occurrence has been displayed in 10 ms
steps with the speaker's long vowels
(-means) as the background. A North

German male speaker. [au] inlaurclten.

FIG. 3. Theoretical quantizing of a vowel
space. formant data from Lindblom [6].
The positioning of 19 quasi-cardinal
vowels.

Fig. 3 also illustrates that an empty space
remains between the vowel circles. This is
understandable if, for example, we
considerthe total numberofthe possible

F10. 4. If the articulatorily possible
Vowel space is filled with 1 Bark-sized
circles. the result is 46 circles. This
miter seems to be near the amount of

universally distinguishable vowels.

Phonetic vowel symbols. The newest IPA
chart (1989/1990) contains 25 vowel
tint. the Stanford phonological archive
has even more: 37. Articulatorilynthe
number of possible vowels is nnhmited.

' considered,

3. LANGUAGE DATA _
Most of the formant data inclu-
ded in this study have been
collected from the literature. The
following are the main features
that were included in the data
base: a) author(s), b) vowel
phonemes (allophones, types)

c) utterance type
used (isolated words, list of
words, the carrier sentence, etc.)

plus the consonant context of
vowels, d) number and sex of the

informants, e) language (dialect,

regiolect, sociolect): f) number of

occurences, g) equipment utilized
for analysis, h) formant measure—
ment principles, and «1) formant

values. Figures 6-9 illustrate four
language examples. Consrdering
the research features, it can be
argued that very few languagI
comparisons can be made wrt -
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out a bias that is a result of the
differences in research methods.

4.CRl'l'lCAL REMARKS
In some cases, the representation
based on Fl/F2 proves to be
problematic. The areas of concern
are (1) the non-phonemic factors
influencing the vowel positioning
on the Fl/FZ-plot and (2) the

FIG. 6. AMERICAN ENGLISH
a) Peterson A: Barney 1952 [8]
b) 10 vowel types
c) isolated monoayllahies. [ls-d]
context
d)themeansfor33malespeakers
e) majority General American
1') occurrences
g) spectrogram sections.

FIG. 7. POLISH
a) Jassern 1964 [4]
b) 6 vowel types
3 4"; 'items'l in a word list

means for 3 male speakers
e) "educated Polish'
0 132 (7) occurrences
g) Kay El. Sonagraph 661. broad band
”Mm broad and narrow band
sections

role of formants in vowel quality
characterization.
3.1. Non-phonemic factors
Fl/F2 positioning is influenced
by vowel reducuon (due to the
stress degree), vocal tract length,
larynx height, allophonic
variation, several voice quality

types, pure chance, and formant
measurement princi les. Special
attention must t erefore be
payed to these factors to avoid
sources of errors.
For a language-specific descri -
tion. it is necessary to use e
mean values of several speakers
to avoid the bias of the diffe-
rences in the personal vocal tract

"Ode" IAl’AgElf‘l:o
Graf pmans- Helm

99am: m “n
b) 5 vowel types in [bk] context
e) isolated bisyllabic words, 5 series
d; :he means for 3 male speakers
e
f) 75 occurrences
g) LPC-analysia

no. 9. DANISHLONovov/ms
I) Hacher-Joueuse!) 1972 [2]
b) Il vowel types, including [a]

before /-r/. [in-l] or [ll-dental
consonant)

c) list of words
d) the means for 8 male spontan
e) rel. conservative standard Danish
f) 88 occurrences
3) narrow and wide band
spectrograms

length. The means are .also
necessary, because the sin le
occurrences show considers le
variation.
3.2. Difficulties in formant
approach
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In langua es like Swedish, Danish
(cf. Fig. ), and Chinese (Fig. 10),
the corner of the front, close
vowels is crowded, so that
parameters other than F1 and F2
may be needed for distinguishing
the qualities.
According to the data in
Svantesson [9], the following mean

Ë
E

E
Ë

E
‘F

Q
8

B

P10. 10. Shanghai Chinese vowels,
dominant and allophonic qualities. Data
from [9]. The means of three male
speakers. 230 occurrences. Note that the
Fl/FZ-points of [i] and [y] overlap. and
do the [l] and [I], [o] and [u]. Vowel [a] has

an extremely high F1.
values of formants (Hz) characte-
rize the Shanghai Chinese [i] and
[y] by three male speakers:

FI F2 F3
i 274 2442 3387
y 270 2455 3465
diff. 4 13 78

The differences of the formants are
obviously not great enough to render
the qualities perceptually distinct.

A study of Beijing Chinese vowels I
have made with Dr. Li De-Gu
revealed the following systematic
relationship between L2 and L3: the
intensity level of F2 (=L2) is strong
in [Y]. but supressed in [i], and on the
contrary L3 is very strong in [i] but
weak in [y] (cf. also the discussion in
[l] and [10].
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ABSTRAŒ

This paper describes a prototype

language idmtifimtim system

LANIS based on hidden Markov mo-

delling (PM!) of the way in which

sounds combine tœether in a par-

tiwlar language. The remit: of

LANIS performance in closed iden-

tification tests comprising four

languages (English, French, Ger—

man, Russian) are presented and

discussed. The speech material

used in the tests was of two

kinds: transcribed texts and oral

speech. An attempt is made to

assess the effects of the length

of the unknown speech sample and

the structure of HIM (the

number of hidden states and sound

classes) on identificaticxn score.

1. INTRODUCIION
It is a well established fact that

frequency distributims and pat-

terns of occurence of phonemes va—

ry from language to language.

House and Neuburg 81! have shown

that this information can form the

basis of a powerful language re-

cognition tool even if the phme-

tic inventory is reduced to a very

snall number of gross phmetic ca—

tegories such as stop. fricative,

nonvocalic smorant. vowel. and

silence. To model the ptmotactics

of the broad phonetic categories

the authors applied an HP“ tech-

nique. The devised procedure for

automatic language identification

goes as follows. During training

session reference me are genera-

ted by means of a maximizatim te-

chnique for the languages of mu.»

rest. Then, using the constructed

[Mia a set of maximum likelihood

functicns is calculated for the

unknown input utterance. To cope

with the inputs of different

length the obtained values of the

likelihood functicn are "normali—

zed", Le. the natural logorithms

of the function values are divided

by the number of elements in the

utterance. According to the

decision rule the mnlmown

utterance is assigned to the

language whose [Md has produced

the highest score. It follows from

the above that the identification

takes place within the limits of a

closed trial in which it is

predetermined that the input

utterance is spoken in one of the

languages from the fixed set.

Due to the fact that the spæch

material was restricted to trans—

cribed texts and the performance

testing of the identification

procedure was rather sketchy, the

results obtained by House and Neu—

burg are primarily of methodologi—

cal significanoe.

The present work is designed to

develop and evaluate a prototype

language identification system im-

plementing the two main features

of the approach suggested by House

and Neuhirg: broad phonetic clas-

ses and am technique. Two more

issues are addressed: the deter-

mination of the optimal structure

of the HM?! and the mininum length

of the unknown utterance

sufficient for its reliable

recognitim.

2 . SYSTH DESCRIPTION
The basic structure of the LANIS
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systanisstminFis. 1. Thelm—
planentatian strategy. was strangly
influenced by research needs.
The wstancandealwithtmtwpes
of input: a string of phmetic
symbols or the speech signal. It
cansists of four program modules

and a database.

DATAWmm. The fu—
nctim of this nndule is to ex-

tract from the input data set the
informaticn needed for the genera—

tion of an RN. Firstly, the
frequency of ocmrnanoe of
phmetic elements is camted and
the average duratim for each

class of speech segnmt is
determined. Secondly, the expert

specifies the stnicture of m1:

there can be up to 5 states and

10 phmetic classes. Thirdly, the

initial values of the [Md
parameters are either computed

using a standard formula or set by

the expert. Thai, the input data

set and the information obtained

become available either for HWI

construction or language identifi—

cation.

Elli GENEBATIŒ man: AMD DATABASE
Theparameters foreachofthela—

nguage models are estimated from

the training data. set (maximum

size — 2000 elements) using the
Baum—Welch algorithm There is a
special mnode of the algorithm ap—

plication (chosen by the expert)

where the parameter variances are

evaluated as well. The resulting

WM with the associated value of

the maximum likelihood flmction
are stored in the database. For

the present the storage capacity

of the database is limited to 5

Wesand 10 m13. If a lan-
guage is represented by more than

cne HMH, then an average HEM can

be calculated and stored. For any

pair of languages marked by the
expert the significantly different

[“1 parameters can be discovered.
um IDMIEICAIIŒ mm.
The identification program tests

the unknown utterance against the

reference me. Then, judging from
tir-2 outlawed values of the
likelihood functim the program
decides the language of the test
utterance.

The seamtatim module is de—
uibed in a separate section
below.

3. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
ON TRANSCRIBED TEXTS

To master the identificatim pro-
cedure and to evaluate its effi—.
ciency we used transcribed texts
in four languages: Ehglish, Ger—
man. French. and Rnssian. The
length of the texts varied from
2.0 to 3.5 thousand prmetic sym-
bols. Two types of transcription
were used. (he had a phonetic in-
ventory of 6 classes: 1) vowels
and amer-enta, 2) voiced plosives
and affricates, 3) voiced frioa—
tives, 4) voiceless weak friœ—
tives, 5) voiceless strong frioa—
tives, and 6) voiceless plosives
and affricates. The other repre-
sented the speech stream with 4

categories: they were the same as

in the previous inventory, except

for the first three classes that

had fallen into me category.

For the generation of reference

[Ms we used as training data

either 1000 element extracts or

the whole texts. The size of the

test samples was 100 and 300 seg-

ments. Before reporting the re-

silts of the recognition tests, we

want to discuss the data shown in

Table 1. For the two types of the

test samples Table 1 presents to

the left of the sloping line U)

the average frequency of ocwrence

of the phonetic classes (multi-

plied by 1000) , to the right. —

the corresponding variation coef—

ficient (the ratio of the stan—

dard deviation of the frequency

score to the mean, expressed in

percent). Each mean was derived

frcm 10 to 12 measirernen' ts. It is

apparent fran this data that the

reduction in the size of the test

utterance from 300 to 100

elements brings about on average a

two-time increase in the disper-

sion of frequency of occurence.

There were a few cases where

phonetic classes with the lowest

frequency of oowrence were not

present in the samples of 100 ele-

ments at all. Not smrisinghh the
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remlts of language idmtifioation

on these sanples are rather poor.

Table 2 displays the identifica-

tion error rate for each of the

languages and the averaged score.

Several important characteristics

of the tests are specified in

Table 2: the strucwre of the re-

ference Htfls; the total number of

identifications (N), distributed

more or less equally ammg the

languages; the size of the unknown

utterance (V) and its origin, i.e.

whether it was taken fran the test

or training data sets. It should

be remembered that in the latter

case the training set covers the

whole text of a partimlar lan-

guage. From the analysis of the
data presented in Table 2 two na-
dor points can be trade. First.
four phonetic categories are not
enough to discriminate reliably
between the languages in questim.

Second, the size of the test set
slmld be about 300 elements.

It was noticed that the choice of

the initial am parameter values

can play an important role in lan-

guage identificatim. However our

limited experience prevmts us

from making any definite sugges—

timcnhowto handle this pro—

b em.

4. AUTOMATIC SMTATION AND
LLBEILING IDDULE

The LANIS system incorporates a
module perfomixu speaker- and
language-independent amnistie
segmmtation and labelling (ASL)
of omtinuous speech. Fach
attracted Segment is idaxtified as
me of the following: 1) vo—
oalic segnmt, 2) strong tripa-
tive, 3) weak frioative, 4) un-
identified frioative. 5) step, 6)
silence. Segmentatim and la-
belling are carried cut an the
basis of four parameters: funda-

mntal frequmcÿ. zero-crossing
rate. intensity and a mm
indicating stnrp drops in intan—
sity of the speech simal. The
ling-smears are united once every

nu.
'08 ASL program is a knowledge-ba-
sa! procedure. The rules inflamm-

ted in the program were initially
worked cut by an experialced pho-
netician who analized the traces
of the four parameters. In its
present form the ASL module works
as a tan-pass routine. The first
pass nakes a provisional identifi-
cation of each 16 ms frame as a
member of our set of phonetic oa—
tegories. Since this resalts in
too many implausible identifica-
tions, the seomd pass attentats to
group these labelled frames into
likely phonetic segments, produ-
cing as output a string of plume—
tic symbols each of which has a
duration value.
The ASL module is still at an ex-
perimental stage and no serious
attempt has been nade to test the
degree of the accuracy obtained.
Ncne the less we decided to carry
out a pilot experinental idaitifi-
oaticn using the outputs of the

ASL module. Speakers of the four
languages in question were record-
ed while reading a piece of prose.
30 second passages of four
nale speakers were used to con—

struct the refrenoe m. For a

given language the training data

sets of the other languages served

as test samples.
Table 3 lists the nonmlized va-

lues of the naximm likelihood
function oonputed for each speech
sample. Negative signs are omitted
in the Table. Analysis of the fi-
guresintherowsrevealstlnt in
all cases the highest value was
obtained where a speech samle had
been tested against its “native"
referaice HIN. Evidmtly, this re-
sult does not lead to any gaieral

cmclusim, and yet it is not felt

to be discouraging.

5. mais
[1l HIJSE A.S. and NEUER} E.P.
(1977), "Tommi automatic idazti—
flostim of the language o! an at-

terance-1: Preliminary methodolo-

gicel cmsidezatiazs", J. Monat.

Soc. Ann. 62(3). 709—713.
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Figure 1. Basic structure of the [ANIS wstan

Table 1. Frequency of ocmrmce / Variatim coefficimt

TRANSCRBED

DENTI'ICA I ION

PHONETIC CATEGORIES

mm
1 2 3 4 5 6

mm 100 602/7 73/30 86/32 42/31 75/20 120/30

300 610/5 78/22 82/33 50/14 68/27 112/3

mm 100 638/7 75/36 62/36 59/38 62/17 104/24

300 651/3 82/17 52/29 56/24 52/16 107/17

GER‘IAN 100 645/4 102/20 30/72 35/51 68/30 120/18

300 659/3 88/16 35/37 39/25 62/23 116/8

HESIAN 100 665/6 48/42 68/39 20/78 59/28 140/22

300 650/2 55/24 58/23 25/30 62/13 150/19

Table 2. Identificaticn error rate (76)

4 categories 6 categories

3 states 4 states

training training test training test

V=300 V=300 V=300 V=100 V=100

N=42 N=40 N=37 N=40 “=54

GEHMN 46 10 30 20 29

ML151 60 30 29 20 50

FRENCH 10 40 10 50 47

mm 27 0 20 10 27

AVERAGE 36 20 22 25 38

Table 3. Normalized values of minim likelihood functicn

(negatiw signs are anitted)

Test sample Beferaioe m

of speech German must: Framh man

Gernan 0.594 0.607 0.612 0.673

Ehglish 0.554 0.541 0.547 0.608

French 0.538 0.529 0.523 0.547

Rissian 0.427 0.433 0.427 0.397
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'e, la durée, l’intensité, les in- Einengen été réalisée _notre systèrgne se
„ älices de compacite et de diffu— mite aidentifier les tri lets centressur
g sion. une voyelle ou une occ usive.

Afin de vérifier la pertinence de la
description acousti ue des tri lets, nous
avons conçu et testzles mod es d’iden-
tification pour les voyelles et les oc-
clusives. Ces modules evaluent une dis—

La composante experte regroupe l’en- tance acoustique grossière entre l’ins-
semble des indices acoustiques dont la tance à reconnaître et les triplets de
pertinence pour la. reconaissance d‘un référence.
ti‘i let a éte reconnue par l’expert. Ces
in ices sont des combinaisons d’événe-

Modélisation explicite de la coarticulation
pour le décodage acoustico—phonétique :

les triplets phonétiques
Y. Laprie, F. Lonchamp

CRIN / INRIA-Lorraine, Nancy, France
Institut de Phonétique de Nancy, Nancy, France

0 bruit de friction défini par la li—
niite inférieure de bruit et son in-
tensité.

2.3.1 Triplets centrés sur une voyelle

Abstract
This pa er resents a knowled e-based
approac o acoustic-phonetic ecoding
of continuous speech. Knowled e is sto-
red in the form iof triplets wîich re—
present contextual phone prototypes in
terms of acoustic events and acoustic
correlates. We describe how vowel cen-
tered triplets and plosive centered tri-
plets are matched to the reference tri-
plets. We then show how relaxation tech-
mques may be used to increase the consis-
tençy of the global solution. Lastly, we
indicate the aspects of the triplet ap-
proach which requires further investiga-
ion.

1 Introduction

Depuis lusieurs années l" ui e de
parole du ERIN consacre uneegar‘t im-
portante de ses efforts à. l’approche à.

ases. de conaissances du decodage a-
coustico—phonétique. Cela a permis de
developper Aphodex [Fohr 89] qui est
un systeme expert en lecture de spec-
trogrammes: Cette expérience a mis en
eVi ence qu’il est primordial de prendre
en compte le contexte pour représen—
ter la. conaissance comme pour l’utiliser
afin de reconnaître un son inconnu.

Cela nous a conduit à proposer un
.nouveau grain de conaissance pour l’ap-
proche experte en DAP : le triplet phonéc
tique. Il s‘agit d’un prototype de son
en contexte (par exemple le son /t/ en
contexte /a/ à. gauche et /i/ à droite,
note /,t.;/) structuré en deux niveaux
de description, une description acous-
tique en termes d‘événements acousti-
ques de base (par exemple les formants ,
.uue composante experte faisant appel
aux combinaisons d’événements acousti—

ques (que nous appelons indices acous-
tiques) reconnues significatives par l’ex-
pert (par exemple la position relative
de deux formants dans un contexte pho-
nétique donné). Pour 'ustifier l‘utilisa-
tion des triplets en DA il faut montrer
les avantages qu ils apportent pour les
pomts suivants :

o la précision et la pertinence de
l information acoustico—plionétique
qu ils permettent de stocker.

o la facilité de mise en œuvre de
cette conaissance et notamment
dans le cadre des techniques de
l’intelligence artificielle qui peu-
vent permettre de contrôler le pro-
cessus de décodage.

2 Pertinence de la
représentation de la
conaissance acousti-
co-phonétique

2.1 Représentation d’un tri-
plet

La description acoustique d’un tri-
plet fait appel aux événements acous-
tiques suivants qui peuvent être accro-
chés à chacune des frontières du son
central d’un triplet :

0 les trajectoires formantiques (va.-
leur et pente à la frontiere com-
plétée par la valeur au centre du
triplet),

o la. barre d’explosion décrite (par
“éner—les principales concentrations
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ments acoustiques, par exemple la po-
sition relative de deux formants ou en-
core d’un formant par ra port à une
concentration d‘énergie de la barre d’ex.
plosion.

2.2 Outils destinés à l’étu-
de de l’approche par tri-
plet

Nous avons d’abord développé un
éditeur de triplets (intégré à. Snorri) qui
permet à l’expert de construire les tri-
plets directement sur le spectrogramme.
Cet éditeur permet de manipuler aus-
si bien les triplets de référence que les
instances de triplets (de la phrase à dé-
coder) puisque leur représentation est
identique. Par ailleurs, nous avons inté-
gré à cet éditeur le module de segmenta-
tion automatique (développé dans le ca-
dre d'Aphodex), le module de suivi au-
tomatique des formants [Laprie 90] et
celizi destiné à la localisation des barres

La distance calculée ne fait interve-
nir, pour l’instant que les trajectoires
formanti ues, aptes que le triplet in-
connu et(le triplet de référence ont été
normalisés en temps. Le calcul consiste
à évaluer 1e coût de déplacement des
arcs de trajectoires formantiques du tri-

let inconnu vers ceux du triplet de ré-
érence, et pénalise lourdement les grands

écarts de pentes formanti ues. Pour cha-
que instance le module d identification
acoustique donne les triplets de réfé-
rence les plus proches du triplet mconnu.

Nous avons testé ce module sur 25
voyelles extraites de deux phrases du
corpus de parole continue < La bise et
le soleil. . . > pour 10 locuteurs (sait
250 voyelles). Les voyelles de ces deux
phrases sont bien réparties dans le tri-
angle vocalique. Comme _le nombre des
triplets de ce test est limité nous avons
seulement pris en compte les traJectOires

formantiques du son central pour le cal-
cul de la distance acoustique. Cela é-

d’explosion. L’utilisateur de l’éditeur peut 118-1139 donc les résultats de notre m u-
donc s’aider de ces modules pour cons—
truire les triplets de référence qui cons-
tituent la base de conaissances.

2.3 Identification de triplets
vocaliques et occlusifs

Le système de décodage que nous
avons developpé commence par segmen-
ter et étiqueter en classesphonetxques
(voyelles, fricatives, occluswes, sonantes
et autres sons) la phrase grâce au mo—
dule de segmentation automatique. La
description acoustique des instances de
triplets est ensuite construite automa-
tiquement en faisant appel au suiVi au-
tomatique de formants et au détecteur-
analyseur de barres d’explosion. Comme
les autres détecteurs acoustiques n'ont

le d’identification acoustique mais donne
une idée plus juste des performances
réelles de notre a proche. En conser-
vant les trois meilléurs candidats pour
chaque voyelle nous avons obtenu 91%
de bonnes reconaissances, ce qui est tout
à fait encourageant. Après examen des
erreurs, il apparaît qu il s’agit _dans la.
plupart des cas d’erreur de sum de for-
mants, ce qui souligne l’importance de
disposer de détecteurs acoustiques tres
performants.

2.3.2 Triplets centrés sur une oc-
clusive

En ce qui concerne les occlusives il
faut a'outer au terme de distance concer-
nant es trajectoires formantiques un
terme destiné a évaluer la distance entre
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deux barres d’explosion. Cette distance
est calculée en considérant les concentra—
tions d’énergie des barres d’explosion a
comparer et consiste à trouver le plus

and recouvrement possible entre les
eux bursts. Cette distance est pondé-

rée par les coefficients de diffusion et_ de
compacité. Le module d'identification
acoustique correspondant a été teste sur
15 occlusives pour 10 locuteurs du même
corpus que pour les voyelles. Les re-
sultats en ne considérant que les deux
meilleurs candidats sont moins bons (71%)
que pour les voyelles. Pour améliorer
ce taux de reconaissance nous étudions
des procédures de comparaison de barres
d‘explosion plus évoluées qui séparent

_l'effet de la voyelle de celui de l'occlu-
sive.

3 Techniques d’intelli-
gence artificielle pour
un système de déco-
dage à base de tri-
plets

Le choix du triplet phonétique ré-
pond aussi aux exigences suivantes :
représenter et utiliser les conaissances
acoustico-phonétiques d’une manière aus-
si souple et eficace que possible au cours
du décodage. À ce titre l’avantage du
triplet est d’être une unité d‘informa-
tion complète ï]: se prête bien aux tech-
niques de l’int 'genoe artificielle comme
nous allons le voir maintenant.

On peut déduire à partir de deux
triplets de la base de conaissances un
certain nombre de relations portant sur
les positions relatives des formants dé-
crivant ces triplets. Lors du décodage
il est donc possible de vérifier que ces
relations sont satisfaites entre deux ins-
tances de ces mêmes triplets, même s’ils
sont très éloignés dans le temps. Pour
assurer que le résultat du décodage est
cohérent au niveau de la, hrase, et donc

ue les relations préc’ entœ sont sa-
tisfaites, nous avons utilisé un al ori-
thme de relaxation flou [Mohr 86 qui
élimine les étiquettes incohérentes du
treillis phonétique. Avec des paramè-
tres de relaxation appropriés 70% des
étiquettes incorrectes sont éliminées. Ces

lpremiers résultats sont encourageants
:mais montrent qu’il faut améliorer la
iconstruction des relations acoustiques
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(jouant le rôle de contraintes pour la
relaxation) car certaines d’étiquettes cor-
rectes sont éliminées (environ 30%).

4 Perspectives

L'utilisation de triplets en décoda-
ge acoustico— honétique soulève un cer-
tain nombre e sujets de recherche, par—
mi lesquels :

o La modélisation des déforma-
tions que peut subir un tri-
plet Le chOix du triplet comme
unité phonétique repose sur l’idée
que le triplet permet de < captu-
rer > une bonne partie des effets
de coarticulation et donc que sa
réalisation acoustique varie peu.
Malgré tout, il reste que le triplet
est soumis à un certain nombre
d'influences qui peuvent altérer
sa réalisation. Certains effets de
coarticulation ne peuvent pas être
pris en com te, c'est le cas des sé-
quences V1 V2 avec un consonne
labiale on la première voyelle peut
influencer la seconde. Par ailleurs,
nous ignorons encore les effets de
l'accentuation et de la position
du triplet dans le mot et dans la
phrase.

o Détection des événements a-
coustiques C’est sans doute le
point qui, à l’heure actuelle, li-
mite le lus les systèmes de déco-
dage à ase de conaissances. Le
suivi de formant automatique est
un problème classique pour lequel
de nombreuses solutions ont été
proposées. En revanche la. détec-
tion des barres d’explosion et la
détermination de ses caractéris-
tiques est un problème peu sou-
vent abordé et pour lequel il reste
donc de nombreux progrès à ac-
complir. L’état des recherches est
encore moins avancé en ce qui con-
cerne l’étude fine des bruits de
friction (comment trouver, par ex-
emple, la limite inférieure de bruit
en tenant compte des formants de
bruit '1) et ce point nécessite donc
encore de substanciels efforts.

o combinaison des résultats par-
tiels Lors du décoda e il faut com- -
biner un certain nom re de résul—
tats de natures différentes : segmenta—
tion, événements ct indices acous—I
tiques, déductions phonétiques, de—
ductions lexicales. . . Traditionnel-
lement on attache à chacun de
ces résultats un score indiquant
la confiance qu’on lui accorde. Les
scores sont ensuite judicieusement
combinés pour évaluer le niveau
de confiance d’une déduction ob-
tenue à partir de résultats par-
tiels. Cependant ce mécanisme de
contrôle ne ermet pas de connaître
l‘ensemble es faits de base et des
déductions articllæ qui ont contri-
bué à une éduction. ll est donc
possible qu’il existe des incohéa
rences entre plusieurs de ces'faits -
et déductions: (i) un ou plusieurs
événements acoustiques ont été in-
terprétés de manière contradictone
ii) lusieurs faits ou déductions

partielles apparaissant a des ni-
veaux d'analyse différents (segmenta-
tion, formants2 indices acoustiques. . .)

euvent être incompatibles à la
umière de nos conaissances des
phénomènes de la arole. Le rai-
sonnement hypothetique [de Kâeer 86] [Mohr 86]

ui permet d associer à. une e:
uction l’ensemble des faits qui

la sous-tendent et d’assurer qu ils
sont compatibles entre eux, repre-
sente une voie de recherches inté-
ressante our la. parole. Dans ce
cadre, il aut aborder deux pomts
clé : d’une part, comment mettre
en évidence les incohérences par-
mi un ensemble d’événements a-
coustiques et de déductions par-_
tielles ; d’autre part, comment trai-
ter le cas où une incohérence ap-
paraît? .

De nombreux efforts restent donc à
fournir dans le cadre d’une approche a
base de triplets du décodage acousticio-
phonétique, tant au niveau de la détec-
tion fine des événements acoustiques,
qu’au niveau des techniques mises en
œuvre pour utiliser le plus efficacement
possible les conaissances acoustiques et
phonétiques.
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WORKSTATION FOR SPEECH ANALYSIS

S.Andreyev and V.Chuchupal

Computer Centre of the USSR Academy of Sciences. Moscow

ABSTRACT

SLIRE-3 (Speech and language
Interactive Research Environment) is

the workstation software for IBM PC
compatible computers fitted for re-
search in such areas as speech recog-

nition and synthesis, phonetics, crimi-

nology and so on. The system was

developed in Computer Centre of the

USSR Academy of Science during the

last 3 years. The main features of this
system is its openess and the

possibility for phonetists and linguists

to organize data bases on it.

1. INTRODUCTION
Several years of work in the area

of speech analysis gave us an under-

standing of the features of the
workstation which we need for our
investigations [1,2]:
- visualization of the main speech

signal forms; the multy window sys-
tem with windows easily modified
for specific applications;

- realization of the main speech
signal analysis algorithms;

- system openess; new algorithms can
be easily added to the system;

- possibility to organize data bases;
- realization of statistical analysis

procedures;
- system friendliness and comfortable

interface.
We realized our project on IBM

PC compatible computer. We don’t
think that it is a very suitable for
speech analysis computer and we
know that there’ll be some require-
ments which we’ll not have a chance

to fulfil on such a computer, but today
it is the most popular computer in

phonetic and linguistic laboratories of
USSR.

The most valuable requirement

which, we think, can’t be realized on
IBM PC compatible computers is the

real time performance. The most pro-
longed procedure in speech analysis

is spectra calculation and everything
based on it, for example, sonogram

calculation. For spectra calculation we

use different FFT algorithms: Vino-

grad algorithm (slightly modified by
ourselves) and Walch transformation.
Certainly, they can’t be used for real-

time analysis, but they are suitable for

ordinary speech analysis with data
base

Though our system can be used

in different areas it is oriented on
phonetic and linguistic analysis,
especially in the part connected with
data bases.

The most part of speech analysis
is impossible without the data base.
because:
- a lot of files (signals) are used;
- users may need the segmentation of

those signals;
— different projects may use different I

segmentation of the same files;
- a lot of researchers use the

statistical analysis, which can be
done only on stored data;

- users may need an instrument for

quick search through a lot of
accessible data.

2. INTERFACE _
Specialists in speech analyas

rarely are good computer .
that’s why the workstation which rs

difficulttousewillnotbeusedatall.
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The same result will be with the
workstation easy to use but primitive
in availability. Our system is menu
driven, sends different messages,
includes brief and full HELPS. The
user will open new possibilities during
work sessions and he must not
remember a lot of information at the
beginning of his work.

3. PROGRAMMABILITY
We understand perfectly that

though we tried our best to fulfil the
maximum of users requirements nearly
every researcher wants to add his
own algorithm to the system. The
only possibility for researcher to add
his own algorithm to the system is to
become a programmer for some time
and to prepare only his algorithm.
The visualization of the results will be
done automatically.

Il... „II P l! ...|

4. 8855255 FORMS
- can display speech in

traditional forms: different waveforms,
spectrogram, sonogram and diagrams
of parameters (zero-crossing, energy
and so on) together with timing and
segment marks (from database). Users
can easily switch analysis format to
choose the most suitable for their
task. User can work with the signals
of any duration (from very short to
very long); different types of analysis
filters can be selected for better time
and frequency resolution. Any part of
any signal can be cut out and deleted
or added to another signal and in
such a way the new artificial signals
can be obtained.

Figures 1, 2 show examples of
different SURE-3 layouts, composed
by different users for their specific

mus... „a ..'

ill-L: III—.5 hug-n BIN",

“villa-4 'l_nl.n

Figure l: A layout with entire signal and sonogram of the signal part.

research needs. Any part of a signal
can be shown in most suitable view
from extension to high degree
compression and in big amplitude
scale diapason. Each waveform type

is shown in different window.

The direct cognaefil wicàvder all

' la parameters o ows rs

33; slimple and the disposition of the

signals on the screen can be changed

inurotime.Any windowcanbe

shown with (or without) the time

scale and the user can choose the
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number and type of characters to
show in each window. The different
windows are not time-synchronised; it
allows to compare on the screen
different parts of the signal. The syn-
chronization is done at the window

e moment.
he system disposes of interface

convenient for the user, and all the
analysis parameters as well as signal

I lie-I i.

processing and parameters of visuali-
ration (near 160) including colour
palette option for every window, can
be adjusted by any user. All these
parameters are easily changed by user
during the session and automatically
stored in configuration file after the
end and used by system for next
sessions. The system is bilinguai (all
messages are in Russian or English).‘

Q-fl...r...rQ-Q....

~5-

'I.
-70.

/‘\ [\-
\/_/ \J \.../

Figure 2: A layout of entire signal and different views of different parts.

5. DATABASE
The kernel of our system is the

possibility for any researcher to or-
ganize speech data bases, to store and
change data m those data bases and
to analyze these data. Our worksta-
tion is oriented especially on
phonetists and linguists; the interface
of the system was organized in such a
way that such specialists can easely
work with ' it.

The users of our system can
create new data bases and change any
information which was included
carats: (11);)“ ba)sesfwill contain infor-
ms jects o 4 different types:
DICTORs, PROJECTS, SlGNAls
and SEGMENTs.

Ob'ect DICTOR contains a lot of
signs for example: birthplace, age,
native language, education and so
on). This information allows to make
decisions about different languages
and pronunciations and to obtain the
results of their comparison.

PROJECTS allow to organize the
different segmentations of the same
signals by several researchers under
the different rules and algorithms and
those results will not interfere with
one another during the statistical
analysis.

Each object of SIGNAL type cor-
responds to the real signal (not file,
itself but only its special descriptor).
It includes some information about
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(file’s name and type, pro-
nounced text, phonetic and linguistic
notation and auxiliary information).

The signals maybe of two different

: initial (obtained by A/D) or
artificial (obtained as the combination
of parts of different initial signals).
This sign is very important not to

distort the results of statistical
analysis. Every initial signal has a
reference to the object DICTOR of

signal.
Object SEGMENT corresponds

to every segment marked on the

. All the statistical analysis is

based on the segment’s parameters
(time, duration, type and an informa-
tion to visualize with the mark of this
segment). Each user can define his
own types of segments or use common
definitions for a group of users.
There can be different segment types
for sentences, words, phonemes,
letters, sounds, types of sounds and

so on. if the user wants to visualize
the segmentation then each segment
will be marked and auxiliary
information connected with this mark

will be seen too.

”garners," 35:95....

(automnal/nurses.”
tux

n°2139.”
I ne.
l

I torso-Olen
Cannes III-Id II ‘III! If

Figure 3: Typical view of database interface.

There may be a lot of segments
connected with any signal; the signal

can be segmented under different
projects, the segments may be of

different types and not all of them the
user’ll want to see simultaniously. The

system has the simple interface to
organize the visualization of only

those groups of segments the user
wants to see and in such a way he

prefer to see them. Different types of

segments can be shown on different

screen levels one under another and
the user only chooses the types and
the order to show them. The order
and the types of segments to show are
choosed for each signal form
independently so the user can
organize it for example in such a way
as to see words and accents under the
full signal view. marks of vowels
under sonogram and so on.

6. CONCLUSION _
An interactive research environ-

ment was designed for signals

analysis. It includes the possibility to

organize data bases for phonetists and
linguists.
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NORKSTATION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING SOFTNARE
FOR EXPERIMENTAL PNONETICS '

H. Scheffers and H. Thon

Institut for Phonetik und
digitale Sprachverarbeitung (ipds)

Kiel. Germany

ABSTRACT 2. HARDHARE
He present a description of the 2.1. PAS structure
PAS (Phonetische Arbeitsstation) A relatively compact device con-
workstation, developed at ipds. He tains nearly all hardware compo-
will focus on what, from our expe- nents needed to perform these
rience, are the hardware and soft- tasks. Fig. 1 shows the PAS hard—
ware requirements for a work- ware structure. The VHEbus 'based
station for phonetics research and processor core is a single board
education. computer with a MOTOROLA 68000
1. INTRODUCTION CPU, a NATIONAL 32081 floating

point processor IHB DRAM a S
Based on the experience with the host adapter and two serial gorgif
speech signal processor software It will be re laced b a CPU
SSP [1] running on a minicomputer, with 68030 ÊPU, 68882 nuÊÊÎÎÎ
we decided some years ago to im— coprocessor, 4MB DRAM and the same
p ement a network of PAS (Phone- peripheral controllers. A separate
tische Arbeitsstationen work- VHEb -
stations with an advanced speech us memory board provides .dd1
signal processor (ASSP) packa e
optimized for phonetics researgh
and education. Hhile this configu-
ration provides standard functions
(signal acquisition, display and
analysis) nowadays implemented in
commercially available products,
it offers additional facilities
that cannot easily be obtained: '

mm|m1m.mm van.

- Manipulation of 51 nal an -
meter files. 9 d para

- Computer-controlled listening
experiments and measuring of re-

carmin;er a y n processin ar -
meters for different siggal: a:d
for educational purposes.

- Support for novice users.

Though relying upon hardware and
software standards (VHEbus, ’C’
programming language) for easy up-
grading, the software system as a
whole is not easily portable to
different workstations. Fig. I PAS hardware structure
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tional 4N8 ORAN. The SCSI bus con-
trols a 5.25' floppy disk drive, a
GONB 01002 cartridge tape streamer
and a 65MB hard disk. One serial
port is used for the keyboard, the
second one is available for a
printer. A mouse or a trackball
may be connected to the keyboard.

A graphic controller with an ACRTC
HITACHI 63484 and 512KB video
frame buffer provides graphic and
alphanumeric display. An ipds de-
signed high resolution converter
generates a monochrome video sig-
nal with 1024 x 1024 pixels and
SOHHz video dot clock, which is
displayed on a 15' monitor.

The analog subsystem is a VHEbus
board made up of two parts: the
industrially available part con-
tains a separate 68000 CPU with
64kB of ’dual ported’ RAH, which
is part of the memory map of the
main CPU. The ipds designed part
contains two 12 bit A/D-convert-
ers, two 12 bit D/A—converters,
four low pass filters with soft-
ware controlled cut-off frequen-
cies and a software controlled
sample clock generator common to
all converters. The subsystem pro-
cessor firmware developed at ipds
allows for setting of sample rate
and low pass cut-off frequency and
for continuous conversion and data
transfer from or to the hard disk
for two channels with a sample
rate of 20kHz max., each. These
may be two input channels, two
output channels or one input and
one output channel.

The ipds designed audio module
provides a user frontend to the
analog subsystem. It contains all
further analog components like am—
plifiers, a monitor loudspeaker
and an operation front panel with
channel switch, amplitude con-
trols, input/output Jacks. A digi-
tal operation state display is
controlled by the analog subsys-
tem. Hard- and software of the PAS
analog interface provide features
similar to a stereo tape recorder.

2.2. Networking
The six PASs implemented now are
connected to the ETHERNET LAN of
the ipds covering the complete
premises of the department. The
PAS’s ETHERNET controller features
a separate 68010 processor and
256kB of buffer memory. The net-
working protocol TCP/IP implement-
ed as onboard firmware allows for
easy transfer of files between the
PAS: and other nodes of the LAN
even with different operating
systems. At present, besides the
six PASs running 089/68k as opera-
ting system, an APOLLO DN3500
(UNIX SYSTEM V and BSD 4.3) and
two AT compatibles (HS-DOS) are
connected.

2.3. Supplements and expansions
For listening tests, an ipds de-
signed device to acquire reactions
and reaction times from up to 16
listeners simultaneously may be
connected to each PAS. During a
listening test a number of syste-
matically varied speech signals
are offered to the listeners
through the PAS’s analog
interface. The subjects are asked
to make a decision by pressing one
of several buttons. The reaction
time device, controlled by the
PAS, starts a time measurement
with reference to the speech sig-
nal at times specified by the ex-
perimenter. It monitors the keys
of any listener up to a specified

maximum time. At the first

reaction of a listener, time and

decision are stored. The data col-

lected are transferred to the PAS

for further processing at the end

of the test.

The PAS is designed to provide the
basic computing capabilities for

phonetic speech signal processing.

The widespread networking protocol

TCP/TP allows for incorporation of
virtually any computer designed

for special signal processing

tasks into the network, thus
making its computing capability

available to the users of the PAS.
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3. SOFTHARE
3.1. Program structure
The software package ASSP has been
developed to give both experienced
and inexperienced users easy
access to the processing facili-
ties described in the intro-
duction. The package consists of a
main program and several sub-
programs. Since, in our experi-
ence, graphical display and inter-
active manipulation of signals
play a central role in nearly
every task, these functions are
included in the main program. The
subprograms perform functions such
as analysis, synthesis, analog
I/O, etc.

The main program is characterized
by three levels: A graphical,
menu-driven user-interface, an
interpreter for the problem-
oriented command language ELK
(Easy Language Kit), and a toolbox
with general file-handling and
signal processing routines. Menu
items can be selected using the
mouse or the cursor keys and by
single keystrokes. Some frequently
used functions such as setting and
deleting time markers and acoustic
output of (parts of) displayed
speech signals are directly
accessable via function keys. The
dialogue with the user leads to
the generation of ELK commands
such as ’DISPLAY 3,(0.1,2.3)'
(display the selected parameters
of all files allocated to window 3
in the time range from 0.1 to 2.3
seconds ). The command line inter-
preter either executes such a com-
mand itself, using routines from
the toolbox, calls a subprogram to
do so, or issues a system command.
Macros may be defined e.g., to
design a series of manipulations
with identical structure. For this
the ELK language provides prede-
fined variables, Jump labels, and
IF and GOTO statements to build
oops.

The sub-programs have a standard-
ized user-interface, very similar
to the one in the main program.

They can, however, also be called
with an argument list. If all
arguments are specified, the user-
interface is not invoked so that
these programs can also run as a
background process.It may be clear
that the sub-programs can also be
run without starting the main pro-
gram. This implies that new pro-
cessing may be designed and tested
outside the package. The data
structure, the toolbox, and the
standard user-interface greatly
reduce the overhead and permit ac-
cessing existing data files and
creating new ones that can be
handled by the package. The modul
ar structure of the packa'e
facilitates inclusion of raw
functions.

3.2. Data structure
Data files are grouped in so-
called AREAs (subdirectories of
the user's directory ASSP). Each
AREA contains a configuration file
with processing parameters such as
sampling frequency, LPC order,
analysis frame size and shift.
etc. This configuration concerns
all data files in the AREA, thus
relieving the user of repeatedly
having to specify or acknowledge
them. A user may define and store
several configurations optimized
for the signals he is working with
(e.g. physiological signals rather
than speech) and select one of
these when creating a new AREA
instead of using the default set-
tings. Furthermore, each data file
contains a header, specifying the
data type and all basic informa-
tion for handling and display.
Thus file handling and display
routines in the toolbox could be
made very general and small in
number. It also means that intro-
duction of a new data type gener-
ally requires modification of only
one routine, viz. the one for
creating a data file.

3.3. Summary of features
The package provides standard LPC
analysis (autocorrelation method.
reflection coefficients), formant
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analysis based on root-solving of
the LPC polynomial, and Fo-
analysis. Intermediate analysis
results, such as autocorrelation
coefficients, may be stored for
educational purposes. As an aid
for segmentation/labeling and for
loudness manipulation, an energy
analysis~(short-term rms) can be
performed. For manipulation of
speech rate during synthesis, a
file may be created and filled
with the standard frame duration
values. Routines for converting
LPC parameters (e.g. cepstral
coefficients to area functions)
are available.

The synthesis program requires
definition of an F0 and a filter
file. Using the information stored
in the file header, the programm
will automatically convert the
filter parameters if necessary and
select the appropriate synthesis
routine. Optionally. an energy and
a frame duration file (see above)
may be specified. Synthesis re-
sults may be written to a new file
or appended to an existing one.

„ All data files can in principle be
displayed. Both time and y-scales
may freely be adjusted by the
user. Up to 10 graphical windows
can be defined to which up to 64
files can be allocated. If more
than one signal is displayed in a
window, a vertical shift may be
defined to ease comparison. Con-
tours may be plotted on a linear
or logarithmic y-axis. For multi-
parameter files such as formants,
a selection can be made on a sub-
set to be displayed. FFT and LPC
spectra may be blended in. Per de-
fault, the windows have a common
time axis, meaning that if the
time range in one window is chang-
ed, the other windows will auto-
matically be redisplayed with this
new range. It is, however, possi-
ble to decouple a window from this
COmmon axis to provide a zoom or
an overwiew window or to compare
Signals in different time ranges.

Interactive manipulation on dis-
played signals include CUT, COPY,
APPEND, and INSERT of signals,
MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, ADD, and SUB-
TRACT of constant values, SETting
single values, DRAHing contours,
SMOOTHing, and INTERPOLATION.
File-to-file manipulations include
COPY, INSERT, APPEND, ADD, and
SUBTRACT of signals, MAPping
(selective copying to adjust time
range), and MASKing (transferring
voiced/unvoiced information). Pro-
cessing such as filtering, up/down
sampling, and automatic styliza—
tion of contours is also provided.
All manipulations are available
for all data files even if they
make little sense. Manipulations
may be performed on all parameters
or on a subset.

whereas for analog input the dura-
tion of the recording is limited
by the available disk space (typi-
cally 15 min. at 16 kHz), this was
deemed undesirable for acoustic
output. Since a sequence of output
calls yields pauses between the
stimuli that cannot be controlled
very well and disrupt reaction
time measurement, a batch list op-
tion has been developed. A batch
list contains the sequence of seg-
ments, pauses, and marking signals
that should be output. In the out-
put program, a pre-processor will
check the list, open the data
files that contain the segments,
generate the marking signals, and
create a local command list for
the analog sub-system. The firm-
ware of this system can process
this command list without creating
gaps while simultaneously keeping

the reaction time system synchro-

nized. This means that there is
virtually no limit on the duration

of acoustic output.
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L'EDITEUR DE SIGNAL"A DISTANCE"
MAPSIGNAL

Alain de Cheveigné

Laboratoire de Linguistique Formelle, CNRS - Université Paris 7, France.

ABSTRACT
MapSignal is a program that allows the
display and manipulation of numerical
data over a serial line or LAN. The data to
be manipulated resides on a host computer
(mainframe, mini, etc.), the user interface
is on a microcomputer. Advantages are a)
flexibility in the choice of processing
hardware and software, and b) the high-
quality user interface available on
microcomputers. It is argued that the
concept of separate machines for
processing and user interface compares
favorably with the more familiar concept
of signal-processing workstation in which
these elements are combined.

l . INTRODUCTION
De nouveaux éditeurs de signal sont
proposés régulièrement. Ce foisonnement
est le reflet des problèmes que posent la
portabt‘lité des outils de manipulation
graphique du signal. Un éditeur de signal
doit gérer à la fois l'q‘fichage graphique,
la conversion numérique/analogique et le
traitement du signal. Ces trois éléments
subissent une évolution technologique
rapide que les logiciels ont du mal à
intégrer. Chaque fois qu'apparaît un
nouveau matériel, les contraintes de la
compatibilité logicielle viennent
compromettre ses avantages de coût et de
performance.
Le présent article aborde ce problème sous
un angle inhabituel, en faisant l'hypothèse
qu‘un des trois élements (l'interface
graphique) se trouve sur une machine
distincte. Il décrit une réalisation concrète
fondée sur cette hypothèse: l'éditeur de
signal MapSignal. a

\

2. LA STATION DE TRAVAIL
2.1. Une solution idéale sur le
plan technique...
L'affichage graphique nécessite le
transfert de données entre le processeur et
la mémoire d'image. L'acquisition du
signal requiert une communication rapide
entre l'interface de conversion
analogique/numérique et la mémoire de la
machine. Le traitement des données
suppose l'accès du CPU ou des
processeurs spécialisés aux données en
mémoire et sur disque. L'ensemble de
ces contraintes amène tout naturellement à
grouper les fonctions dans une machine
unique: la station de travail.

2.2. ...mais pas forcément sur le
plan écologique.
La station de travail pour traitement du
signal a l'inconvénient d'être une machine
spécialisée. Associant calcul, graphique
et entrées-sorties numériques, elle se
trouve à l'intersection de leurs marchés
respectifs (Fig. l).

n...
travail

Fig. l. Marchés des trois composantes
constitutives de la station de travail de traitement
du signal.

Il en résulte que ces matériels sont chers et
d'évolution lente. Une configuration qm
se trouve être optimale à un instant donné
a peu de chances de le rester, face à
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l'évolution plus rapide de matériels moins
spécialisés et dont le marché est plus
vaste. - . ' .

2.3. La compatibilité logicielle.
Le problème de la compatibilité logicielle
.face a l'évolution des matériels n'est pas
nouveau. Il se pose cependant de façon
plus aigtle avec le développement, des
machines a interface graphique interactive.
Un programme qui, autrefois, aurait
assuré un simple calcul, tend aujourd'hui
i comporter une part graphique. et
interactive. Il devient ainsi plus complexe
et plus étroitement lié au matériel, ou au
système de fenêtrage.

2.4. Les standards ‘I

X—windows apportc un élément de
réponse au problème précédent, mais cette
solution est peut-être moins satisfaisante
qu'elle ne paraît. D'une part du fait '
qu'elle n'est pas unique ("the nice thing

- about standards is that thete are so many
to choose from..."). D'autre part du fait
de son évolution (certains ont en mémoire
le passage de X-IO à X—l 1, versions
incompatibles du même "standard“).
Enfin du fait que les bibliothèques offertes
par certains constructeurs pour compléter
la fonctionnalité du standard restent leur
propriété, et compromettent ainsi de façon
sournoise la portabilité des logiciels qui
les incorporent.

2.5. Les micros
Les micro—ordinateurs bénéficient d'une
évolution plus rapide, ce qui fait qu'ils
offrent aujourd'hui une interface-
utilisateur de meilleure qualité. Les
logiciels sont plus nombreux et moms
chers que sur les stations de travail.
L'intégration logicielle qui permet le
”couper-coller" entre éditeurs de texte, de
dessins, les tableurs, etc. est
particulièrement utile. surtout dans la
mesure ou elle permet aussi d'inclure les
résultats expérimentaux. Si l'on consort
le métier de chercheur ou d'ingénieur
comme une production de documents
(articles, rapports, etc.), l'utilité de la
"chaîne de production” menant d_e
l'expérimentation à la publication apparart
clairement.
Il faudrait donc, ou que les stations de
travail offrent des fonctionnalités
d'intégration logicielle (une évoluuon qui
se dessine. mais avec retard), ou_ que
l'interfacevutilisateur du logiciel

d'expérimentation se trouve sur micro-
ordinateur. Cette dernière solution
implique que la machine sur laquelle se
font les traitements soit distincte de celle
qui assure l'interface avec l'utilisateur.
C'est la solution qui est retenue ici pour
MapSignal.

3. MAPSIGNAL
MapSignal est un logiciel sur Macintosh
qui permet la visualisation et manipulation

"de données se trouvant sur une autre
machine.
3.1. Architecture
MapSignai dissocie les fonctions
d‘acquisition/traitement de signal et
d'interface utilisateur, et les assigne à des
machines différentes. La communication
entre machines se fait par liaison série ou
LAN. Il en résulte que le choix de la
machine d'acquisition/traitement peut se
faire sur les seuls critères de performance,
coût, ou facilité de programmation, et que

l'interface-utilisateur peut profiter des
avantages qu'offrent un micro-ordinateur.

liaison série mini,
ou LAN main-frame,

etc.

interface hôte
utilisateur

Fig. 2. Architecture d'édition ”à distance“ de

MapSignal.

3.2. Protocole .
Les protocoles de communication entre
machines sont souvent source d'ennuis.

MapSignal fait appel à un certam nombre
de techniques pour les évrter.

L'hôte est sous le contrôle exclusif de
l'interface-utilisateur, qui est lut-même
sous le contrôle de l'utilisateur. En aucun
cas l'état de l'interface ne peut se trouver
modifiée par une initiative de l‘hote
(comme il peut arriver par exemple avec
X-windows).

L'hôte demeure dans un état unique qu'il
ne quitte que transitoirement pour

satisfaire une requête de l'interface. Il n y
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a pas de multiples états, donc pas de
risque de désynchronisation entre hôte et
interface.

S'il n‘y a pas d'états, il n'y a pas non plus
besoin d'un processus serveur tournant en
permanence sur l'hôte. En pratique les
requêtes de l'interface sont servies dans le
cadre de l'interpréteur de commande
habituel de l'hôte ("shell", interpréteur
lisp. etc.). Un avantage est que l'interface
de commandes de l'hôte demeure _
accessible à l'utilisateur (à travers une
fenêtre de terminal incorporée à
MapSignal). Un autre est que le protocole
est robuste et facile à déboguer.

Les échanges d'information se font à
l'aide de caractères ascii affichables (pas
de caractères de contrôle, pas de bit de
parité). Les requêtes et réponses utilisent
un format lisible par l'homme (nombres
en ascii), sauf pour les données
graphiques.

Un signal est affiché sur l'écran du Mac
sous la forme de son enveloppe. Celle-ci
se matérialise graphiquement par un
certain nombre de traits verticaux, à la
résolution de l'écran. Ces traits sont
_définis par les ordonnées de leurs
extrémités, qui dépendent simplement des
min et max de groupes de lt échantillons
de signal (k est fonction de l'échelle
horizontale):

an = max ie[lm,k(n+l)[ Si
bn . min ielkn, mm» si
Un algorithme spécial permet des échelles
fractionnaires. Pour assurer la continuité
vrsuelle (rompue lorsque an < b...“ ou bn
> and) ces valeurs sont remplacées avant
affichage par:

a +b a +bAIl = max(an, “T“. 32¢!)

Bn = min(bn, bn4’3nnl ’ bn*;n+l)
2

Ces données graphiques sont calculées
sur la machine hôte, codées sur 4 octets et
envoyées a l'interface utilisateur qui les
décode et s'en sert pour tracer l'enveloppe
du signal. Le résultat graphique est
identique a celui qui serait obtenu si tous
les échantillons étaient dessinés, mais le
volume de données a transmettre est
beaucoup plus faible.

Ainsi, ce ne sont pas les données
numériques qui transitent entre l'hôte et
l'interface, mais seulement leur
représentation graphique. Cela permet à
MapSignal d'offrir un temps de réponse
tout à fait honorable malgré la capacité
limitée d'une liaison série. La gestion des
fenêtres (réaffichage, etc.) est purement
locale et ne nécessite aucun transfert de
données.

3.3. Mécanisme d'extension
MapSignal n'offre en propre que des
fonctions de visualisation. mais il possède
un mécanisme qui permet de d'incorporer
de nouvelles fonctions. Un "éditeur de
commandes" permet de constituer un
menu de commandes. A chacune d'elles
correspond une chaîne de caractères qui
est envoyée à l'hôte lorsque la commande
est choisie dans le menu. La chaîne de
caractères peut comporter des mots-clé qui
sont interprétés au moment de l'envoi, ce
qui permet d'inclure dans la chaîne des
informations dynamiques telles que les
coordonnées du curseur, 1e nom du fichier
signal affiché, etc.. L'utilisateur peut
ainsi diriger interactivement l'exécution de
programmes disponibles sur l'hôte, en
particulier ceux qu'il aura réalisés lui—
même. Puisque l'affichage et l‘interaction
sont pris en charge par MapSignal, ces
programmes peuvent être simples et
portables.

3.4. Mecanisme d'interrogation
de paramètres
Avant l'affichage d'un signal, MapSignal
interroge l'hôte pour obtenir des
informations sur ce signal (nombre
d'échantillons. etc.). L'hôte envoie les
informations qu'il possède: celles qui
manquent sont remplacées par des valeurs
par défaut. L'hôte a aussi le choix de la
méthode par laquelle il obtient une
information. Par exemple, la taille en
échantillons du fichier signal peut
provenir d'un "header", du système
d'exploitation, ou d'un programme qui
mesure explicitement la taille du fichier.
MapSignal peut ainsi accomoder des
formatsdedonnées très divers.
3 . 5 . Moniteur d'acquisition
Une fonction originale mérite d'être
signalée. Il s'agit d'une fenêtre-moniteur
d’acquisition de données analogiques.
Associée è un pro d'acquisition
continue sui- l'hôte. qui utilise un bwfer
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circulaire (buffet œntenant en permanence
les n dernières secondes de données), elle
affiche son contenu. Ce contenu est en
constant renouvellement au rythme de
l'acquisition de nouvelles données, ce qui
se reflète par l‘image du signal qui "flotte"
de droite à gauche à travers l'écran.
L'utilisateur peut ainsi ”geler”
l'acquisition au moment opportun. On
évite ainsi les problèmes de "timing" dus
au mauvais alignement temporel, ou les
distortions dues au mauvais réglage du
niveau.

[fig slgnal buffer: Ë]

<—

——L—b—~——+—v

Fig. 3. Moniteur d'acquisition montrant le
contenu d'unbuffercireulaire.

L'acquisition continue est plus conviviale
pour un locuteur que celle, discontinue,
qu'imposent les solutions classrques.

3.6. Implementation
MapSignaI est écrit en C sur le Macintosh.
Il nécessite deux commandes simples sur
l'hôte, écrites elles aussi en C. Le
programme est disponible gratuitement à
fins de recherche. La distribution
comprend le programme Macintosh, les
sources des commandes hôte en C, et la
documentation.

4. COMPARAISON AVEC X-ll
L'idée principale défendue dans cet article
est qu'on a intérêt à dissocier interface-
utilisateur et traitement (calcul, entrées-
sorties) et à les attribuer à des machines
différentes. Cette idée sous-tend celle de
"frontal" utilisée pour les bases de
données ou le calcul scientifique
(Mathématica). Elle se retrouve aussr
dans X-windows, qui permet a _un
programme tournant sur une machine
d'interagir indifféremment avec toute .
console du réseau. X-windows est de
plus en plus répandu, mais il souffre des
Inconvénients suivants:
a) On ne peut associer que des machines
possédant une version compatible de X-
windows. Une mise à niveau partielle
peut tout désorganiser, par ailleurs
certaines machines de calcul n'offrent pas
X. On perd ainsi dans la pratique une part

de la liberté de choix qu'est censée
apporter la dissociation des fonctions.
b) X—windows est gourmand en
ressources (mémoire, disque).
c) X-windows ne permet n'offre pas un
environnement logiciel aussi complet que
ceux disponibles sur les micro-ordinateurs
(cette situation change avec l'apparition
des émulateurs X pouvant s'intégrer dans
l'environnement logiciel d'un micro).
En comparaison, le modèle de
communication sur lequel est fondé
MapSignal pose peu de conditions quant à
la machine hôte ou la nature de la liaison.
Il faut cependant reconnaître que les
contraintes de protocole que sont la
relation maître»esclave stricte et l'absence
d'états im liquent une communication
moins ric e que celle offerte par X-
windows.

CONCLUSION
Le problème de la portabilité des logiciels
de manipulation du signal peut trouver un
élément de réponse dans la dissociation
des fonctions de traitement du signal et
d'interface utilisateur entre machines
distinctes. La communication entre
machines que nécessite cette solution peut
se faire de façon simple et robuste dans le
contexte de l'interpréteur de commande
(shell) de la machine hôte. Conçu selon
ces principes, le logiciel MapSrgnal
permet la visualisation et la manipulation
de données de signal se trouvant sur des
machines très diverses. Sa conception fait .
appel à des idées originales qm peurvent ‘
être utiles dans d'autres contextes.
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SPEECH SYNTHESIS COMPUTER FOR THE BLIND

G.LOSIK
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ABSTRACT

The invention of speech syn-
thesizers have made revolu-
tion in the computerization
of the blinds life.But these
people can use special conpu
ters only,for serial compu-
ters are rarely equipped
with synthesizers whereas
displays are obligatory.
Speech synthesizer that does
not speak Russian cannot be
reconstructed to be used by
the Russian speaking blind.
We have made a computer for
the blind with the speek
synthesizer“PhonemophoneWS',
that is speaking Russian.
It is being produced in
small series.

1.Its hardware represents
a printed circuit board for
IBM PC.Its software — a 64
kbyte control file and a 10
kb. lexical dictionary file.
Synthesizer's driver can be
loaded automatically or from
keyboard. The text for the
sound-track in Russian can
be taken from the file.from
the user's programme, from
display, from keyboard.

2. Synthesizer is able to
carry out the following
functions:
- synthesize oral speech on
arbitrary text in Russian;
-oral speech can be synthe-
sized by u female voice or
by one out of two male ones;

—modulate the phrase's into-
nation of the type of ques-
tion, exclamation,nerration.
enumeration;
- stress the words automati-
cally; . .
—provide for about998 under-
standing of words in speech;
-provide for the sound-track
of numbers from O to one
milliard;
-provide for the sound-track
of the signs like 8 I O S a
* ( ) l l - / \ ' - ' l l --
articulate in full ”voice
abridgements in the text
( like etc., i.e., no. tu,),
abbreviations(like USSR,IBH,
USA, UK, ICPhS).

3.The work of a blind with
a computer in most cases im-
plies the text revision.That
is why the speech synthesizer
is additionally equipped with
the form of the programme
CONVEYORof multistage trans-
formation of the Russian or-
thographic text into orthoepic

text. The whole conveyor is

called RBADBR.It consists of

the following successive bl:

-the block of text's segmen-
tation into sentences:
- the b1.of words' stressina
according to a speciallooooo

words Russian langulUO
dictionary of stresses:
- the block of substitution

of abbreviations for full-

toned words(for example: ete-
etcetera)according to thelooo
wordsRussian language dictio-
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nary of abbreviations;
~the block of substitution
of orthographic abbrevia-

tions for orthoepic words:

-the block of substitution
of signs of the type t I. s

for the words corresponding

to their names;
- the block of substitution
ofnumbers fromO to one mil-
liard for words allowing to
pronounce these numbers;
- the block used to delete

the so-called"text rubbish“,
for exe.;unnecessary blanks,

dot doubles,exclamation and
question marks' doubles:
-the block to provide sound-

tracks of Engl.language key

words according to 200 key

words dictionary ( BASIC ).
4.When working with the

text for the blind.the modes

of asking again about what

had been said and about de-

tailed elaborat.of phrases'

sounding are quite common.

That is why the speech syn-

thesizer is equipped with

MONITOR, which controls u

group of keys located tothe

right on an ordinaryIBey-

board. Monitor's keys rea-

lize the following modes:

-return to the listening to

a previous phrase ( word ):
-return to the beginning of

the previous paragraph;

- jump forward to every

other phrase;

- jump to the beginning of

the next paragraph;

- a temporary stop of the

listening to the text:

-trensition to the detailed

listening to the text by

words or letters;
- substitution of one

diction voice for another

male voice or female one:

_ - change of synthesized

loudness and tempo speech.

5. The synthesizer con—

nected to the computer via

CONVEYOR à MONITOR allowed

to produce for a blind the

following special programmes
meeting diff. requirements
these people were examined of
-'SOUNDING KIYDOARD'providuu
for the sound-track of all
keyboard's alphab.and service
keys.Capita1 lettere‘ere ren-
dered into a sound-track by
one voice,ordinary letters -
by another. Latin ones - by
the third.A key can be heard
after it had been pressed
or after the end of the word;
-'READING O? T38 TEXT IILBS'
is carried out after a blind
man's answer to the question
concerning what file he wants

to listen to using monitor;

- "THE CLOCK' reports time,

date and day when called;

- “CALCULATOR“, when called,

allows a blind to perform

computations with six-digit

numbers usins subtraction,

division and multiplication;,

- "NOTE-300x“ helps a blind

to record on the disk from

the keyboard short text

notes for future reproduc-

tion of them and listening

to them in own interests;

- 'TYPBHRITER' provides

a blind with the possibility

to type quality and long

text in upper and lower case

letters using the format

common for the sighted;

-'ENGLISK-RUSSIAN DICTIONARY"

allows to learn oral trans-

lation of the English word

entered from the keyboard;

- ”PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS" are

entered fromthe keyboard via

synthesizer in the form of

oral questions the one being

tested answers via keyboard.

With the help of the key com

puter analyses the answers

and individually estimates

the one being tested on diff.

psychological scales.

All above mentioned special

programmes are written in CI

language in MS nos for the

computers IBM PC AT/XT.
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THE AUTOMATIC RUSSIAN TEXT TRANSCRIBER

E.B.0vcharenko, J.V.Ipatov, 8.8.Steoanova

Leningrad State University, USSR

ABSTRACT

This report gives a lin-
guistic description of the
program that automatically

translates Russian orthog-
raphic text into transcrip-

tion signs. This transcriber
provides linguistic material
for computer interface and
allow complex automization
for linguistic research,
i.e. dictionary—making, text
analyses, scientific appa-
ratus compiling and besides
to serve as a reliable base
for different educating
programs.

1.1NTRDDUCTION
The automatic transcriber

(AT) is hoped an undispen—
sable component of the Pho-
netic fund. Any language
matherial (a dictionary or a
text) may be transcribed
with the help of the AT
sufficiently providing the
necessary phopnetic details.

Traditionally transcrip—
tion is known as a system of
signs and rules of using
them for recording speech
and its' sound structure.
The main aim of a linguist
when working out a system of
automatic transcription is
to determine and algoryth—
mize the rules of corres-
pondence between 33 Russian
letters and speech sounds.

2.THEORY 0F TRANSCRIPTION
Several automatic

transcribers had been worked
out by this time. All their
differences can be reduce:
to 4 general items.
1) The choice of phonologic

"ideology". There are seve-
ral tendencies in modern
soviet phonologic science
which it their approach to
the definition of the main
minimum sound language unit
- phoneme. Thus, one consi-
ders a phoneme to be a rep-
resentative of a morpheme
which is constant (eg, the
final consonant of a word
'ropon' is /d/ as it is in
'ropona’); and other (Le-
ningrad or Shcherba's pho—
nological school) — to be an
independent unit (eg, in the
same word 'ropon' the final
phoneme is /t/).
2) The form of presenting

material. It may be detailed
or simplified transcription
(from general symbols C and
V for consonants and vowels
or phonemic transcription to
the detailed indication of
sound qualities).
3) Difference in choosing
the object of transcription,
i.e. that one may transcribe
separate words, sentences or
texts.
4) The choice of the pro—
nunciation variant. For
Russian there are two dif-
ferent standard variants -
Moscow and Leningrad).
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3.PHONEME TRANSCRIBER
The authors of the AT -

members of the Department of
Phonetics of Leningrad state
University - tried to deve-
lope and improve all these
aspects. '

There is a phoneme block
of the AT, responsible for
forming the phoneme record
of speech material according
to Shcherba’s phonologic
theory.

In phoneme transcription
the following phenomena of

the Russian language system
are considered.
1) In non—stressed Russian
vocalism practacally there
are no /o/ and /e/ vowels.
Some frequent words coming
from foreign languages,
where this vowels still
remain in non-stressed
syllables, are included into
a list of exceptions (eg,
Kaxao, panmo, aHnaHTe etc.).

2) Voiced consonants are
replaces with voiceless
before a pause. (saeon -
/zavo"t/, nopos — lmaro”s/,
rpoans - /gro"s't’/ and so
on.)
3) Regressive consonant
assimilation in feature of
voice and its’ absence.
(pSxa — /tru"pka/, onenamb
- /z'd'e"lat'/ and so on.)
k4) Consonant assimilation
in feature of softness and
hardness. (WECTB -

/§e"s't'/, neHcMOHep -
/p'in's‘ian'e“r/ and so on.)

5) Consonant assimilation in

the place of forming (CŒMTh

- Issu"t'/, exams -
/i!a"t'/, saxaeunx — Iza-
ka“§':ik/, roponcxoä — /ga-
racko"j/ and so on.

6) "Non—pronunced conso-
nants" (Hecmuufi -

/c'e"snuj/‚ nosnno — loo”:-

fiel, cqaCTnMEuä - /s':isl-
'i"vuj/ and so on.)
7) "Double consonants".
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Formalisation of rules of
pronuncing long or short
consonants in place of two
similar letters is rather
complicated and in this case
pronunciation dependes on
the "double" letter position
inside the word, on the
neighbour letters and on
morpheme borders. Special
analyses of all Russian
words containing double
letter combinations helped
to find the rules of their
transcription (nauuuuü —
/d1’i"nnuj/, but: cuenaunufi
- /z’d'e“lanHj/, rpann —
/gra"m/, eeon - /vvo"t/ and
so on.)

The phoneme transcription

is only one of the ways how

to present the speech mate-

rial with the help of the
AT.

4.PHONETIC TRANSCRIBER
Any text can be simulta-

neously presented as a

sequence of allo- phones —

concrete realizations of

phonemes determined by

simple rules of correspon—

dence and assimilation of

sounds and reduction of

unaccented syllables.

Examples:
[z’d'e"lkA],ca"enxa - v

maeo"eq - [izvo"s’:sk],

ronoea - [gslnva"].

There are hundreds of

such elements. And at last,

the description of speech

flood as a sequence of pho—

netic elements giving quite

detailed description of very

subtile but important for

perception of speech reali-

zation differences, eg,-

modification of vowels after

labial consonants /b/, /p/,

/v/, /f/: SaPn — [b°a"l],

ea"ea - [v‘a"zA]; or after

nasal consonants:~ Ha"na —

[mïmñ], Hëc — [ngos], dif—
ferent degrees of reduction

of non-stressed vowels

depending on their position

to the stressed syllable,



different symbols for vowels

after voiced and voiceless
consonants, after soft and

hard consonants. while
transcribing consonants the
following phenomena are
conside- red: labial cha—
racter of consonants before
to] and [u] (c'ryk - [5“ t"
u"k], KOT - [k° o"t]),
appearance of faucal explo—
sion in combina- tions AH,
TH, an, nu (nno -
[&T‘Io"],oanau - [AETnS"n],
etc), lateral explosion in
combinations Tn, un (nonnuü

—[po“d1uj], etc), devoicing
of sonorants in some posi-
tions (eg Teamp - [t'ia"t§],
Hancnompuux- [n7cm3"trs’:bk]
etc). In AT desinged for

speech synthesis are consi—
dered changes of consonants
at the end of words: affri-
cation or aspi- ration of
consonants 'lpl, lp‘l, /t/,
lt’l, /k/‚ /k'/ and nasals'
implosiveness /m/, /m'/,
/n/, /n'/ and so on.

The set of phonetic ele-
ments of this unit corres-
ponds to the set of acoustic
elements, which is suffi:
cient for the automatic
synthesis of distinctive and
naturally sounding Russian
speech. That's why the num-
ber of these elements is
rather large - approximately
7B0 Elements. Still, when
presented in a graphic form,
all the three types of
transcription look compact
and usual for phonetists and
speech scientists. There are
two systems (Roman and
Cyrillic 'alphabets) of
graphic representation of
phonemes and those of the
International Phonetic
Alphabet.

The described AT allows
to transcribe both separa-
tely taken words and sen-
tences, in this case it
realizes rules of words'
bounds, eg, voicening of
voiceless consonants having

no pair: Hex xnsomnoro -
[m'e“ zuvo“tnsv‘]; connec—
tion of nominative words and
relying prepositions and
particles into one phonetic
word, eg, see orun -
[b'izhgn;a“], He exam -
[n'izna";p] and so on.

5.0RTHOEPIC STANDARD
The suggested transcriber

is oriented to‘ the modern
literary Russian pronuncia-
tion standard. Two variants
of orthoepic standard (Mos-
cow and Leningrad) are
generally acknowledged. But
nowdays there is a definite
tendency to eleminating of
differences between
variants,"to formation of
some common pronunciation

standard embracing features
of both Moscow and Leningrad
variants“ (n.n. Bepéuuxaa,
“Pyccxaa oosnnn“, 1976,
p.115). The AT consideres
all recent orthoepic
researches.

b.5TATISTICAL PROCESSING
Important advantage of

the AT is its' ability to

get information on statis-

tical processing of the

text, on distribution of

letters, phonemes and

allophones both in digital
and graphic form. The prog-

ram is written in algorythm

language C for personal

computers based on

Swab—compatible processor.

7. SUMMARY
The AT described in the

report worked out on the

Shcherbafs
princeples allows to QÊÏ
both. phoneme and phonetic

text transcription of two

degrees of detalization. The

AT takes into account sound
modification inside a Pho—
netic word and some pheno-

mena taking place at the
nominative words connec-

tions. The transcription is
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phonological'

based on modern Russian
language pronunciation
standard. The program allows

to make statistic processing
of the text.
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COUPLAGE ENTRE LE MODELE A DEUX MASSES ET UN MODELE
ANALOGUE DU CONDUIT VOCAL A RÉFLEXION:

THEORIE ET IMPLANTATION

Loan TRINI-I VAN, Bernard GUERIN, Eric CASTELLI

Institut de la Communication Parlée INPG/ENSERG - Université Stendhal

UA n° 368 46, av Félix Viallet 38031 Grenoble cedex FRANCE

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the effects of
source-tract coupling. The model of the
vocal tract used is the acoustic tube model
proposed by Kelly and Lochbaum. The
vocal tract is excited by a source based on
a two-mass model of the vocal folds. In
our case, the source is simulated as an
elementary tube of the vocal tract. The
influence of the source-tract coupling on
the glottal flow is compared in three
cases : (1) the above mentioned source-
tract coupling; (2) the coupling with a
model of the input impedance of the vocal
tract ; (3) the no coupling case.

l. INTRODUCTION
La source vocale utilisée dans notre
synthétiseur est le modèle à deux masses
proposé par Ishizaka et Flanagan (1972)
et basé sur des équations mécaniques et
aérodynamiques. La simulation du
conduit vocal, quant à elle, repose sur le
calcul_ de propagation des ondes
acoustiques dans une série de N tubes
élémentaires (Kelly et Lochbaum, 1962).
Il faut donc établir la relation entre les
paramètres de la source et les ondes
acoustiques qui se propagent dans le
conduit vocal. Cette relation permet aussi
d‘évaluer l‘interaction entre source et
conduit vocal.

2.THEORIE ET IMPLANTATION
Dans notre simulation, le couplage
source-conduit vocal est basé sur le
modèle proposé dans [5]. En effet, la
source vocale elle-méme peut se
représenter comme une source de débit
d‘impédance Zg. On utilise l'indice k+1
pour le premier tube du conduit vocal:
latre, la pression et le débit à l'entrée de
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ce tube seront Ak+1, Pk+1, Uk+1
respectivement (fig 1a).

llt+l A .

U _. k” Ak+2
8 ZS _

+

D l ‚s: &

|—_—-‘———-—-—‘

Source C.V.

Fig la. Modèle de la source vocale chargée par la
première section du conduit vocal.

Uk .
.. Ak+1 A I

US I ù Ak k+2

D“ æ

Source C.V.

Fig lb. Source vocale considérée comme un des
tubes du conduit vocal.

La figure la montre que le débit Ug est la
somme du débit qui traverse l'impédance
Zg et de celui qui entre dans le tube k+l:

P(1) Ug=—§fl+uk+1
Le débit et la pression dans le tube k+1
s'écrivent :

<2a) Uk+1<t> = Uso-r) - Uimtm)
(2b) Pk+1(t) =

ALIS; ( Uhu-1) + uimmm

où : p est la densité de l'air; c est la

célérité du son; 1 est 1e temps de

propagation du son dans le tube k+1; (t =

8 /c, les tubes sont de la même longueur

8); Ak+1 est l'aire du tube k+l: U;+1(m)

et Ulr+1(t+1) peuvent être interprétées

comme l‘onde incidente et l‘onde réfléchie

dans le tube k+1. La source vocale est

considérée (fig lb) comme un tube spécial

d‘indice k. d'aire A]; et d'impédance Zk;

Zk = Zg = â—ïavec le coefficient de

éfl xion' r ___Ak+l-Ak‘ e - k W
Les expressions (1) et (2) nous donnent

alors l'équation suivante de l'onde

incidente dans le tube k+l:

<3) Utt-r) =
- 1+r

rk Uk+1(t+r) + Ug 75

Pour notre implantation, Ak=Ag où Ag

est l'aire de la glotte.
Pour valider le couplage ci-dessus, nous
avons utilisé comme référence le modèle

de l‘impédance d'entrée du conduit vocal

proposé par Mrayati et Guenn [6]. Dans

ce modèle, le conduit vocal est remplacé

par deux circuits résonnants aux premier

et deuxième formants (fig. 2).

F1
R1 tcl L1

Modèleà 5; -_
deux a’ Î

P massesde
s lasource F2

vocale ‘ L

RJcJ L.
Fig 2. Circuit équivalent à l'impédance d'entrée du

conduit vocal couplé au modèle à deux masses de

la source vocale.

Dans [6], il a été montré que l'on pouvait

se limiter à une représentation de
l'impédance d'entrée pour les deux

premiers formants.

3. RESULTATS
Pour les voyelles orales françaises
étudiées, les paramètres des deux circuits
de résonances sont déterminés à partir de
la configuration du conduit vocal pour
chaque voyelle et des mesures de son
impédance d‘entrée. Les caractéristiques
de l'onde de débit de la source vocale (fig.
3) sont données par les paramètres
suivants: T T

+

+Le quotient d'ouverture : Q0 =.1T.°—2-

. T1
+Le quotient de dissyméme : Qd = Ti

+La fréquence fondamentale: F0 = TI};

T T2

Tn

Fig 3. Fonne générale de l'onde de débit.

Les paramètres de commande du modèle à

deux masses sont la pression subglotttque

PS et 1e coefficient Q représentant la

tension et la masse des cordes vocales.

Pour nos mesures, PS varie entre 4 et 16

cmH20 et Q = 2. ’ .

Les caractéristiques de l'onde de debtt ont

été mesurées dans les trois cas ( la figure

4 donne les résultats pour 4 voyelles

seulement )z
- s cou a e; _

.ËÎIËc cogplîge et le\condu1't_ vocal est

remplacé par le modele de ltmpédance

‘ ré ; .

E1lîmcâuplage source-conduit vocal

ionné ci-dessus. _

31:3; les configurations du conduit vocal

correspondantes aux voyelles orales

étudiées, les résultats ont montré la

concordance des deux cas de couplage.

Les évolutions de Fo, Q0 et Qd en

fonction de la pression subglotttque sont

les même dans les cas avec couplage.

est difficile de donner une 101 d évolution

applicable à toutes les voyelles. Pourtant,

nous avons remarqué les caractéristiques

suivantes:
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—pour les voyelles [a]. [e], [a], [o], [o],
[e] et [œ] la fréquence fondamentale
augmente légèrement par rapport au cas
sans couplage;
—les quotients d'ouverture et de
dissymétrie sont modifiés quand il y a
l'interaction source-conduit vocal. Quand
la source vocale est chargée par le conduit
vocal, on constate une déformation de
l‘onde de débit sous la forme d'une
oscillation additionnelle. Cette sur—
oscillation a une fréquence proche du
premier formant [1]. En conséquence, le
quotient de dissymétrie sera fortement
modifié et généralement augmenté. En ce
qui concerne le quotient d‘ouverture, il est
diminué dans le cas de couplage source-
conduit vocal.
Nous avons comparé la qualité des
voyelles orales synthétisées dans les deux
cas : sans couplage et avec le couplage
décrit ci—dessus. Des tests informels ont
montré que le couplage améliore la qualité
et le naturel des voyelles orales
synthétisées.

3. CONCLUSION
En utilisant le modèle de l'impédance
d'entrée du conduit vocal comme
référence. nous avons montré que la
méthode du couplage source-conduit
vocal que nous avons utilisée dans notre

synthétiseur est tout à fait raisonnable. Ce
modèle du couplage contribue à améliorer
la qualité de sons synthétisés et permet de
respecter les effets connus du couplage
source-conduit vocal.
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ABSTRACT
Theoretical fundations for a new
representation of formantic trajectories are
presented. This representation assumes
that explicit control of acoustic patterns is
done on the underlying resonances of the
vocal tract. An application of this approach
within a synthesis-by—rule system using an
extended version of the Klatt synthesizer is
described. Current implementation of this
application was done using the COMPOST
developpement system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most synthesis-by-rule systems aim to
produce stylized trajectories of a
"readable" parametric representation of the
speech signal. The choice of the
representation is a key-problem to write
so-called coarticulation rules: the
parameters have to be easely related to
articulatory movements which are subject
to undershoot, anticipatory. behevior and
degrees-of-freedbm in excess.
In light of the revision by Badin & Boe [4]
of Fant's explanation "[6] for the
explanations for the "affiliations" between
forrnants and vocal tract cavities, we
propose to model formant trajectories in
terms of the underlying resonance
trajectories.

2. DEFINITION OF THE VOCAL
TRACT RESONANCES
The vocal tract resonances are defined as
the union between the individual
theoretical resonances of each cavity of the
vocal tract: formant trajectories may be
deduced from this set of resonances by
applying inter-cavity coupling and vocal
tract losses.
The figures la and lb sum up the
resonance concept thanks revised Fant's

nomograms: we used a 4-tube model with
the following configurations for the 4 "
sections:
Pharynx & mouth cavity : 8 cm2, l varying
Tongue constriction: 0.65 cm2, i=4 cm
Lips: 0.16 cm2 (closed tube) and 4 cm2

(open tube), l=1 cm
The constriction center Xc can vary from
2.1 cm to 11.9 cm while keeping vocal
tract length constant and equal to 15 cm.
In all captions, the forrnants detected by an
algorithm described in [5] are plotted in
ordinate against the abscissa Xc. In the
center and right captions the resonances of
respectively the front and the back cavity
are superposed in dark to the resonance
tracts of the entire vocal tract. All these
tracts are then superposed in the left
caption.
The proximity of a formant of the whole
system with a resonance of certain cavity
demontrates clearly the affiliation.
Resonance crossings (occuring when a
resonance of the back cavity is close to one
of the front cavity) produce affiliation
change of the corresponding formants
(supposed labeled in ascending order).
Large coupling between front and back
cavity may mask affiliation change (see the
cases of the middle constriction (/u/) in fig.
la and the back constriction (la!) in fig.
lb.More interesting is the formant
convergence between F2-F3 in case of a
front constriction (/i/) in fig.1b: the half
wavelength of the back cavity cross the
lower resonance of the front cavity
(intermediate between a helmholtz
resonance and a half wavelength).
We adopt the the following notations for
designation of resonances : R1, R3 are the
two first low resonances of the back cavity
and R2, R4 are the first two low
resonances of the front cavity.
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3. RESONANCE TRIANGLE
A careful! examination of vocalic
transitions VV' uttered by two male

cm for couples of the 10 French oral
vowels in light of interpretation of vocalic
nomograms in terms of resonances as
developped above show an interesting
design of the representation space for
vowels. Figure 3‘ presents the R1—R2 plane
deduced from the database for one speaker
by interpolations on a grid of formant
candidates obtained by closed-phase LPC
analysis. Figure 2 shows an example of
such an interpolation on a /a-i/ vocalic
transitions.
A brief comparison between the
nomograms of the Fig.1 and the resonance
triangle shows the relative adequacy
between the theoretical predictions and the
natural data: the large dispersion for the F3
values of the back vowels is accounted by
the affiliation of this formant with R4 and
thus correlated with the lip aperture. On
the contrary the F2 of the front open
vowels and the F3 of the front closed
vowels are affiliated with R3 and thus are
not sensible to the lip aperture. It accounts
for the non-linearity of the coaniculation
characteristics we already published in [7]:
/i/ seemed to have the most influence on
the successive vowel while bearing no
undershoot. In fact target variability for
front-open vowels like /l/ and /e/ in French
is mostly accounted by F3 (thus R2) and
not F2 (thus R3).

4. MODELLING FORMANT
TRANSITIONS VIA RESONANCE
TRAJECTORIES '
We used this resonance representation for
modelling formant trajectories: the
synthesis-by-rule system we will detail in
the following generates resonance
trajectories using the COMPOST rule
compiler [3]. These resonance trajectories
are then converted in formant trajectories
using simple equations which capture the
essential characteristics of the inter-

- resonance coupling.

4.1. The COMPOST language
The COMPOST system is a rule-based
system for transducing trees: basic atoms
on which COMPOST is working are
instances of user-defined generic objects.
These instances thus inherit of the
PrOpcrtics of the class their generic object
belongs to: set of features and numerical

values. For example, a declaration of word,
Ë‘ËÏÎand phoneme classes will include for

c : -

clasWortl -
['Du’pstand fordetemunan' tàmpmwm'l

object(Noun. Verb. Dl. Pp...) humanen!)
Noun.VerbareContent; Dawn-Content;

endclim
class Syllable
object(Syl) featme(acc) Syl are me;

endclm
class Phoneme
objecuammbdsm) Immune.)
cue(dutation) a,i.u.e.y.b.d.g, have duration=90;

endcm

COMPOST then consists of manipulating
a complex structure (n-ary tree) whose
leaves are instances thanks to an extension
of the well-known rewriting rules:
SubTF -> SubTT l SubTL+SubTR;

SubTF is the focus subtree, SubTI' is the
transformed subtree while SubTL and
SubTR are.the left and right context
subtrees.
The powerful] COMPOST subtree
matching is labelled with special
instructions for local operations :
memorization of focus instances and/or
subtrees in SubTF and their replication in
Sub‘l’l‘ (thus enabling tree manipulation)
- numerical capabilities: memorization of
numerical attributes in SubTF and
affectation of complex numerical
expression to numerical attributes in
Sub'l'l‘. _ _
For example, a rule for syllable parsmg for
French will include:

l‘ create a father node Syllable for any non-liquid

consonant followed by a vowel ‘l
regs: [-voc,-liq] -> )Syl(ttl l+ [voc] :

A COMPOST sketch consists of a set of
grammars (each containing a set of ordered
rules working on the internal COMPOST

tree structure) and external calls. A library

of standard routines may be augmented by

the user using the COMPOST C-toolkit.

4.2. Modelling trajectories „ _

COMPOST library includes the routine

Gentraj which produce frames of

parameters according to instructions

present in its actual internal tree. It scans

for any instance of the class Phoneme and
generates the absolute time reference axis

according to the actual values of Durahon
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cue (expressed in ms). The subtree of each
Phoneme is then scanned for any instance of
the class Target. The first cue of each Target
object gives the delay of this target in ms
according to the beginning or the end of
the fatherteme (according to the feature
iFinal). The following cues precise the
entire set of parameters used by the
synthesizer. The targets will be then
connected together according to the name
of the generic object (splines, straight
lines, step functions...)
Like in object-oriented design all cues of a
certain generic object are allocated on
instanciation. To avoid obligatory
synchronization of all parametric
trajectories. the target is validated only if
the parameters value differs from a default
value specific to each parameter.For
example, the following rule generates the
two targets (oral and naso-pharyngeal
parts) for a French nasal vowel /ö/:

class Tm
object(X0.X1.X3) feature(Final) cue(t.Fl ‚F2‚F3)

enrlclas
an: a -> #l(<X3, B20. Fl=5l5. F2=1350. F3:
21(X)><X0. 1:50. FJ=530‚ F2=1000, F3=2200>);

The set of Fl-F4 targets for each phoneme
is then taken for R1-R4 targets as
developped in the preceeding chapters.
Once the entire resonance and residual
parametric trajectories have been computed
by Gentraj, two other functions of the
library are then called to produce sound:
Coupling and Klatt. Coupling computes
new ordered values for F1-F4 using the
following algorithm:

- anrpm in Main; order
—mmnm

for all j<>i do
d-z 200.sgn(i-j).exp(-lFi-Fj|/Z(XJ)
Fr = Fi+d

enddo
am,

4.3. Vocalic target resonances
Examples of resonance target values for
the 10 French oral vowels and some
consonants are given below:

Il R1 R2 R3 R4 Bl B2 B3 B4
a 6m 1240 3330 2500 75 60 130 150

1000 3000 2600 80 65 130 50
300 2260 3000 55 65 110 100
750 2100 3000 60 60 95 110
420 3200 2300 70 70 90 95
6m 2150 3000 60 70 80 75

y 250 1720 2%0 3000 75 95 125 80
e 590 1900 3300 2300 60
e 320 2700 2000 3300 55 85 80 100
i 250 3000 2(X)0 3400 55
j 250 2500 2100 3200 85 80 100 110
w 250 750 2100 3000 60 90 90 110
q 250 1600 2200 3200 75 95 120 80
m 25013002300 30X) 80130 140 140
n 250 1450 2600 3300 90
r 250 1100 2300 3400 90

90l 250 1650 2100 3400 120 145 190

5. CONCLUSIONS
Spectrogram reading in light of resonance
structures enables a clear acoustic-to-
articulatory inversion [l] and thus enables
an easy way of modeling formant
trajectories. Consonant loci have to be
revised to take account of this new vocalic
structure. We think that this acoustic
representation of the speech signal may
suggest new investigation for a number of
key problems such as effective formant
calculation [8]: F2 could be the result of
tracking of R2 instead of a large-scale
integration.
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_. ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a computer
model of articulatory compensation such
as needed in articulatory synthesis by
rule. Targets are specified as acoustically
important area-function features instead
of formant frequencies. Articulatory space
can then be searched for the articulatory
position which, once translated into area-
funCtion features, will minimize distance
to target. Search is constrained to
physiologically possible positions:
interarticulator dependencies and
articulatory effort are taken into account.
The model's behavior is shown to parallel
that of real speakers in vowel production
and bite-block experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION
In articulatory synthesis by rule. one is
given a phonemic description and has to
find the corresponding articulator
positions of a computer model, so that its
acoustic response can be computed.
Realistic physiological/acoustical models
can achieve phonemically equivalent
productions ' using many different
articulator configurations. The problem is
then to find a strategy to choose among
all the possible articulatory alternatives.

Human speakers are faced with the same
problem: in fact they routinely exploit
this freedom to closely approximate
intended formant frequency targets during
normal speech [8] or when an articulator
is artificially constrained [5H6]:
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Previous attempts at computing
articulatory positions from formant
frequencies, however, have proved to be
very costly in computation time and
difficult because of the number of
locally-only optimum solutions [l][4].

Although coding the target in terms of
acoustically important area-function
features has been proposed as an
explanation for speaker behavior [5], it
has never been used as a mean to derive
articulatory positions. Computational
complexity can be greatly reduced since
there is no need for the time-consuming
step of computing a vocal tract acoustic
response. In the next sections we will
show how area-function features can be
used as the basis of a compensation
model, and compare such a model with
observed speaker behavior.

2. AREA-FUNCTION FEATURES
We first simplify the area—function to a
concatenation of four cosinuso'r‘dal
elements. Acoustically critical dimensions
are chosen as features: LT (total length of
vocal-tract), 0L (area at the lips), XC
(distance between glottis and
constriction), AC (area at the
constriction), MG (maximum area
between glottis and constriction) and ML
(maximum area between constrictionand
lips) as illustrated in Figure l. Similar
sets of vocal-tract area-function features
have been used by [l], [2] and [4].

mt: un .

ne Il. 0l.

-——Ie
-. l

Figure l. Area-function features

3. ARTICULATORY MODEL
In order to simulate inter-articulator
dependencies and limit the search to
physiologically realistic positions, we
implemented the articulatory model of
[7]. Only six major articulatory
parameters were used: AM (jaw opening),
AC and DC (tongue body position), AA
(tongue tip angle), EL (vertical lips
separation) and AL (lips protrusion).
Most of the parameters are not absolute
positions but measure articulator
displacement relative to others (see [7]).

Given specific values for the parameters,
the articulatory model generates a sagittal
contour and. from it, area of sections
along the length of the vocal-tract.
Features are then derived from this area-
function. The whole process is quite
computation intensive, due to the
articulatory model complexity. We
developed a polynomial approximation to
that process. such that area-function
features are computed directly as a
weighted sum of polynomial
combinations of the articulatory
parameters. This approximation has the
benefit of smoothing out discontinuities
in the articulatory-to-area-features
relationship - that could prevent the
searchfrom reaching global optimum-as

‘well as providing a tenfold reduction in
computing time.

'4. COMPENSATION STRATEGY
Themodelstrategyistoseekforan
optimal articulatory position. that is, one

which translated into area-function
features will be closest to the feature
target. The choice of a distance measure
that defines "closeness" has a profound
influence on the final behavior of the
model.

4.1. Distance measure
We selected a simple weighted euclidean
distance: the sum of the squared
differences between features, where each
feature is first divided by its standard
deviation over a training set.

By itself, however. this distance measure
makes no difference between "easy" and
"difficult" to reach positions, and could
accept unreasonable positions as good
solutions. Modifying the distance measure
to take articulatory effort into account
can be done by simply adding to it a sum
of the squared differences between each
articulator and its rest position, where
each articulator is first divided by its rest
position.

Note that both "distance to feature target"
and "effort" components of the total
distance are expressed as ratios. Using
such dimensionless units avoids
introduction of arbitrary weighing
coefficients. that would otherwise be
needed to adjust each component’s
contribution to the total distance.

4.2. Validation of effort component
An experiment was run to ascertain the
effectiveness of the "effort" component in
producing positions resembling those
which speakers would choose. We
compared solutions obtained using this
distance measure with radiographic
evidence from French speakers. Figure 2
plots jaw angles given by the model as a
function of incisor distance measurements
made on radiographic data from
continuous speech [9]. To obtain the jaw

angles the compensation model was fed
with features computed from the area-
function data of [3]. The correlation of
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79% with radiographic data is quite
impressive, given the fact that the area-
function features contained no specific
information about jaw angle: the
agreement between simulated and real
data comes solely from the use of the
"effort" component in the distance
measure. Correlations for other
articulatory parameters that have been
measrued on radiographic data in [9] are
83% for vertical lips separation and 88%
for lips protrusion. In these results, both
the "distance" and “effort" components
come into play, since area features 0L
and LT do contain some information
about lips position.

Email a/

'20:- œ E O.

2,e- u e /
M l Ü O

3 -
'1 ' R=Û.794

.nl g

lncisors distance (mm)

Figure 2. Vowel opening for computer
and radiographic data

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
By constraining the jaw parameter to a
single constant value during the search,
we ran the computer equivalent of a bite-
block experiment. Using the computer,
model and area-function data from [3],
we obtained articulatory positions for the
vowels /i,a,ul in three cases:
l. Nomal case: no articulator constraints.
2. Compensated case: imposing a specific
"far from natural" jaw angle value while
allowing other articulators free
movement.
3. Uncompensated case: using articulators
obtained in condition l and moving only
the jaw to the imposed angle of
condition 2. This shows the effect of the
bite-block as if no compensation had
taken place.

For law] the imposed jaw angle was
AM=0.25 (equivalent to a 5.5 mm
incisors distance), and for fil it was
AM=0.80 (22 mm incisors distance).
These conditions are similar to those used
in [5] for human speakers.

SAGITI'AL CONTOUR
Uouel In! .

ï — nor-ll
uncoupeneeted

'-_" compensated
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Figure 3. Articulators in bite-block
experiment

AREA FUNCTION la!
—nornal
-—--- uncompensated
-- compensated

A
re

a
(c

n
')

.1. _._ . .‚. .2". a.
, Distance Front glottle (cm)

Figure 4. Area-function in bite-block
experiment

For all three vowels area-function
features in the uncompensated case are
far from the normal case (average
difference 66%), while values in the
compensated case are close to the normal
case (average difference 17%). Worst
compensation occun'ed for vowel I81.
Figure 3 shows la] articulatory positions.
and Figure 4 corresponding Irel-
functions. Note that compensation is not
perfect because the effort would be too
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high. Main observations of [5] on human
speakers also applies to our data:

1. Compensation is attained by
"supershaping of the tongue relative to its
attachments to the jaw" [5], in our case
affecting parameters that define. tongue
body position relative to the jaw. A lip
parameter (jaw-relative vertical lip
position) is also affected.

2. Area and position of main constriction
are better preserved (average difference
17%) than front and back cavity areas
(average difference 25%).

' 3. Area at the lips is better preserved in
/u/ than N or /a/ (differences of
respectively 5%. 28% and 33%).

4. Acoustic response computed from the
area-functions shows that the first two
formant frequencies in the compensated
case approximate well those of the
normal case (average difference 11%),
while formants in the uncompensated
case would be far from normal (average
difference 40%).

‘6. CONCLUSION
Our model simulates articulatory
compensation as an optimality seeking
process. Coding production targets as
acoustically-important area-function
features is efficient and reproduces
speaker behavior in bite-block vowels
experiments. Adding an effort component
insures that articulatory displacement
trade-offs that occur during continuous
speech vowel production are also
correctly simulated.

As it stands, this model is currently used
for both consonant and vowel production,

.but has only been validated for vowels.
Dynamic effects like coarticulation are
not modelled, but can easily be included
by adding distances to past and future
positions.
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ABSTRACT
Each application of text-to~speech
synthesis requires a specific prosodic
strategy (depending on the context).
Furthermore, the elaboration of these
strategies is tightly linked to the analysis
capabilities of the automatic text
processing, which is then to reproduce
the prosody of the application-specific
corpus. A complete system was
elaborated to handle at the same time the
textual data and the prosodic data of the
corpus. The successive processing
modules of such a system are : automatic
extraction, visualization and averaging of
prosodic contours.
The next step of this work is the
constitution of different prosodic
modules, sutiable for varying linguistic
Situations. .

1. INTRODUCTION
Lorsque l’on aborde les technologies
vocales, et en particulier la synthèse à
partir du texte, on s’aperçoit que 1a qualité
segmentale de la voix synthétique est
devenue suffisante pour que la qualité de
l’intonation synthétique soit maintenant
un problème prioritaire, puisque
l‘intonation est directement reliable à
l’intelligibilité et pas simplement à des
critères de naturalité ou d’agrément.
Dans un système artificiel, l'entrée est un
texte, c’est-à-dire une projection
sémiotique du langage. Pour transformer
ce message symbolique en message parlé,
on peut retrouver dans l’écrit certaines des
structures du langage mais on ne sait rien
d’éventuels modèles psycholinguistiques
du locuteur. C’est pourquoi, afin
d’amélorer la qualité prosodique d’un
système de synthèse on propose ici une

méthodologie, basée sur l’analyse
inductive de corpus [l] & [2] qui a permis
la conception d’un module de génération
de l'intonation pour la synthèse.
Le corpus est construit a priori selon des
critères linguistiques que l’on qualifiera
d’hypothético—déductifs. Dans un premier
temps, des hypothèses sont émises sur
des points d’ancrage des structures
intonatives autour d’indices déductibles
de l’écrit. A partir de ces indices
linguistiques est construit un corpus
symbolique, qui devient un corpus oral
après enregistrement Ensuite, toutes les
données du corpus décomposées et
classifiées sont moyennées et constituent
une base de contours paramétrés par des
indices linguistiques. Si on est capable de
bien choisir les liens de coïncidence entre
les structures de l’écrit (hypothèses a
priori) et celles de l'intonation, nous
pouvons espérer que les représentants des
classes intonatives permettront de
reconstruire une structure
anthropophonique. La génération de
l’intonation se résume ensuite à une
application hiérarchisée de ces contours
pendant la phase de synthèse.

2. LE CORPUS
Le choix du corpus est fondamental. Il
doit être le résultat d’une démarche
logiquement corrélée avec la méthode
d’analyse qui doit ensuite s’appliquer au
corpus. Sa qualité de représentativité est
déterminante quelle que soit la finesse de
l’analyse qu’on en fera. Puisque l’entrée
du synthétiseur est un texte, le choix des
indices pertinents est en pratique
fortement limité par les capacités des
analyses textuelles automatiques avec
lesquelles il est nécessaire d’entretenir des
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relations étroites.
L‘hypothèse la plus forte retenue a priori
est celle de “rendez-vous” structurels
entre intonation et syntaxe [3]. Cette
relation sera d’autant plus émergente du
corpus que le locuteur est mis dans une
situation de lecture de phrases isolées non
marquées sémantiquement.
Parallèlement, il est possible, avec les
analyseurs du CRISS de produire une
analyse morpho—syntaxique automatique

de la phrase [4].
Le corpus a été construit pour être analysé
hiérarchiquement par niveaux syntaxiques

successifs : l'hypothèse étant que non
seulement l'intonation coïncide avec la
syntaxe par morceaux, mais surtout qu‘il

est possible d’associer une unité

intonative caractéristique à chaque niveau

considéré.
Le niveau maximal représenté dans notre

corpus est la phrase. Les niveaux

inférieurs étudiés sont dans l’ordre la
proposition, le syntagme, l'unité lexicale
et enfin la syllabe.
A chacun de ces niveaux sont étudiées

l’influence de la longueur (en nombre de

syllabes) de l’unité considérée et sa

position syntagmatique à l’intérieur du ou

des niveaux supérieurs. Chaque unité est

caractérisée par des attributs spécifiques

qu'on suppose distinctifs pour les unités

intonatives : e.g. la modalité pour la

phrase, la fonction de dépendance pour la

proposition, la nature ou la fonction

syntaxique pour le syntagmen son

organisation en constituants... Le niveau

sémantique est abordé par l’utilisation de
traits lexicaux.
A chaque patron linguistique produit, on

choisit un représentant ( i.e. un énoncé de

phrase textuel) qui respecte des

contraintes phonétiques afin de garantir

un étiquetage correct du corpus

acoustique incident.
Un premier corpus de 164 phrases _a été

enregistré selon une ergonomie qur, par

expérience, laisse espérer une bonne

cohérence interne dans la stratégie

prosodique du locuteur. Il est à noter que

ce locuteur est celui du dictionnaire de

polysons qui constitue la méthode de

synthèse du système sur lequel a été testé
cette méthodologie.

3. L’ANALYSE DU CORPUS
Les paramètres physiques chorsrs sont
classiquement Fo et durée. Le paramètre

durée est bien sûr délicat r acquérir
puisque s'y projettent aussi bien les
structures segmentales que
suprasegmentales. Quant à Fo, il a été
montré (et nous avons pu le vérifier a
posteriori) que l’acquisition de trois
points par voyelle (début, extremum, fin)
est suffisante pour restituer l’évolution
suprasegmentale de u: paramètre pour le
français
Il a été obtenu ainsi une base de données
simplifiées, où sont associés le corpus
symbolique étiqueté (par les paramètres
linguistiques selon lesquels il a été
construit), et le codage de Fo et drn'ée. Un
ensemble de logiciels de gestion du
corpus manipulent et traitent les données
en fonction des étiquettes linguistiques
qu’elles contiennent. Des outils de
visualisation des paramètres acoustiques

ermettent d'observer les données
intonatives manipulées, avec diverses

possibilités de normalisation,de
myennage et de superposition des

contours. La méthodologie analytique du

traitement passe à la fois par la

classification des contours homogènes et

par une analyse contrastive de ces

contours:

- Pour décider de la qualité d'une

structure du texte à coïncider avec une

structure intonative, toutes les structures

correspondantes dans le corpus sont

rassemblées en une même classe. Un

contour-moyen est conservé dans la base

en association avec les paramètres

linguistiques qui spécifient la structure

textuelle de cette classe.

- L’autre méthode d'investigation

systématiquement utilisée avant la

classification puis ensuite comme

vérification sur les contours-moyens

calculés est uneméthode contrastive par

paire minimale‘. Lorsqu’un_paramètre

linguistique est supposé pertinent, alors

dans le corpus sont chorsrs deux

représentants pour lesquels ce paramètre

varie, toute chose étant égale par ailleurs.

Si la paire minimale est effective alors

l’ensemble des paramètres (les paramètres

étudié et contextuels) seront spécifiques

d’une classe de contours.

\bici en exemple quelques'extraits du

corpus symbolique à partir desquels

seront comparés les contours mtonatrfs
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correspondants aux éléments notés entre
“l”:

DREW : position respective
Nom-Adjectif (construction du groupe)

W'Æour’eNominal
(GN). début de phrase assertive. 4
syllabes
l Ce beau passant/chantait.
lCepassant fou lchantait.

I Cefantastique passant l chantait.
I Ce passantfantastique / chantait.

mmmm : longueur
: adjectif, dans la

structure GN construit selon le modèle de
l a phrase 2, début de phrase assertive.

ICe beau passant/ chantait.
(l syllabe)

ICe petit passant / chantait.
(2 syllabes) -

/ Ce fantastique passant! chantait.
(3 syllabes)

' : fonction de dépendance
de proposition

: 7 syllabes, fin de
phrase assertive.

Je vois ces enfants .' l ils jouent avec un
balai l.
Quand je vois ces enfants. / ils jouent
avec un balai /. -
Je vois ces enfants l quand ils jouent
avec un balai /.

Avec une telle méthode, il est à chaque
instant possible d'affiner l’analyse en
intégrant de nouveaux paramètres. La
cohérence avec les capacités des analyses
textuelles automatiques est ainsi assurée
par une simple mise à jour de la base des
contours.

4. LA BASE DE CONTOURS
Au niveau de la phrase, l’unité intonative
conservée est la ligne de déclinaison pour
chaque longueur de phrase et pour chaque
modalité. La cohérence à l'intérieur de
chaque cluse est vérifiée (écart-type < 1/4
ton). Les lignes—moyennes sont, elles
aussi, très cohérentes (écart-type <1/4 ton
pour les assertives et 1/3 pour les
rnten'ogatives), c’est donc la pente qui
varie avec la longueur de la phrase, les
valeursdes bornes restent constantes. Des

variations locales entre chaque classe sont
utilisées en synthèse pour une rupture de
la monotonie.
Au niveau de la proposition, la fonction
de dépendance a un intérêt distinctif
évident. C'est également une ligne
(attaque, finale) qui est calculée pour
chaque classe paramétrée par la fonction
de dépendance, la position dans la phrase
et la longueur.
Au niveau inférieur, celui du syntagme.
intervient pour chaque groupe un
paramètre booléen (t'm‚non fin) de phrase
assertive. Les contours d’un même
groupe en position fin et non fin sont
similaires jusqu'à l'avant dernière syllabe.
Quant à la dernière syllabe, elle présente
une pente négative de valeur à peu près
identique quelque soit le groupe. Plutôt
que de calculer une règle de
transformation d'un contour de non fin à
fin, ont été stockés les deux types de
contours. L'unité la plus finement
représentée est le groupe nominal (GN).
On retrouve dans ce corpus la limite de
quatre syllabes pour le groupe intonatif.
Les constituants ne sont pas particularisés
à l'intérieur d’un GN de moins de quatre
ou cinq syllabes (quelque soit la
construction du GN. son contour est
similaire) et deviennent des unités
intonatives dans les GN plus grands (les
contours du GN s’opposent selon sa
construction). Pourtant, si l’on observe le -
comportement de l'adjectif ou du nom,
lorsque sa longueur varie à l’intérieur
d’un même GN, son évolution reste très
cohérente et tout à fait indépendante de la
longueur du GN. Les contours—moyens
des GN sont stockés, paramétrés par une
variable de position dans la phrase (fin,
non fin), par la situation par rapport au
verbe et par une indication booléenne sur
la fonction syntaxique du GN en valeur
de complément circonstant ou pas. Pour
les GN de un, deux, trois et quatre
syllabes, ce contour sera maximal ; pour
les GN de plus de quatre syllabes, les
contours des constituants interviendront
dans la reconstruction de la structure
pendant la phase de génération.
Les groupes verbaux ont été classifiés
selon leur appartenance ou non aux
verbes outils, leur longueur et leur
position dans la phrase. '
Une étude restreinte des adverbes .
autonomes a donné des contours
particularisés par leur position‘dans la
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phrase et par rapport au verbe.

5. CONCLUSION
Cette démarche a pour principe de
formuler des hypothèses linguistiques les
plus faibles possibles (mais alors taille du
corpus ‘I ) et de laisser les données
“s’auto—classifier”. Le rôle de l’expert est
isolé et une étape ultérieure consistera à le
substituer par un système formel.
Des tests de validation de l’intonation
générée sont en cours. Les premiers
résultats sont encourageants : l'intonation
obtenue est contrastée et de plus elle paraît
effectivement se rapprocher de
l’intonation de notre locuteur. Il s’est
avéré que sa stratégie s’est bien organisée
selon les hypothèses posées à la
construction du corpus, sans doute en
partie parce que ce locuteur a été placé en
situation non spontanée de lecture. En
dehors de tout contexte discursif, il n'a eu
comme support formel que la syntaxe de
phrase.
Cette première expérience a pu valider
cette méthodologie pour la synthèse. On
peut facilement imaginer que la même
méthode de constitution et d’analyse de
corpus soit appliquée à d‘autres langues
avec l'ensemble des outils mis en place.
L'intonation est un facteur de qualité
essentiel de la synthèse vocale si elle
devient spécifique par exemple d'une
situation de messagerie, de dialogue
homme-machine, de bureautique multi-
media ou de commandes à distance,
chacune de ces applications étant
caractérisable par une base de contours.

Cette méthode sera sera toujours limitée
par le choix de paramètres linguistiques
pertinents, en fonction du contenu
intonatif du corpus et de la capacité des
analyses linguistiues automatiques, mais

on peut supposer que plus les
spécifications linguistiques seront
précises, moins les structures intonatrves
seront étendues.
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AasrnAC'r
In general. phonological and phonetic
transformation rules not only depend
on the phonological or phonetic con-
text. but on all kinds of linguistic in-
formation (morphology. syntax. etc.). -
The proposed multi-linear represen-
tation and rule formalism provide
an elegant way to bring together
information pertaining to different
structural levels. The joint process-
ing of these data is of paramount
importance in high quality text-to-
speech synthesis.

l. INTRODUCTION
There are different approaches to
speech synthesis from text: however.
every system capable of high quality
speech production must include pho-
nological and phonetic components.
and these will have to account for
processes on both. the segmental
and the supra-segmental level. They
will be situated near the end of the
linguistic processing part of the
whole text-to-speech system. right
at the interface to the signal gener-
ation module.
Nonetheless. phonological and pho-
netic transformation rules particular-
ly depend on all kinds of linguistic
information (morphology. syntax.
rhythmic structure....) which have
been derived from the input text in
previous analysis steps. Therefore a
clearly specified way to store and
to process these intermediate results
is of vital importance.
For the German text-to-speech
system GRAPHON [4] we have

.‚ evolved an appropriate methodology.
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which consists in

(l) a multi-linear representation
"of the information pertaining-

to different linguistic levels:

(2) a rule formalism operating on
» this representation.

These two pillars are presented in
the following sections. before we
will discuss an example to illustrr
te their application within computa-
tional phonology and phonetics for
text-to-speech synthesis. ‘

2. THE MULTI-LINEAR
REPRESENTATION

2.1 Linguistic Background

The goal of our multi—linear
representation is to handle linguistic
information concerning different
structural levels (graphemic text.
morphological and syntactic struc-
ture. syllable structure. phoneme
sequenceg etc.). While segments
pertaining to one and the same
structural level may be arranged
in serial order. such a linear
arrangement cannot be found for
the multi-level description. Still.
this description .is not strictly
more-dimensional. inasmuch as the
different lines of information pro-
ceed in parallel. This is why the
single lines are called tiers, and the
whole ensemble a mumrepre-
sentation. Note that the tiers can be
synchronized with each other at se-
lected points. This concept reflects
ideas developed within the theoreti-
cal framework of non-linear phonol-
ogy [2]. With regard to its practical
realisation we have been influenced
by the DELTA system [3].

2.2 The Data Structure LIFT

The above concept has been
implemented in the form of a data
structure called LIFT (Llsts For
Transcription. an acronym making
allusion to the means of going
from one level to another). LIFT
may hold all the information
ocurring in the course of text-to-
speech conversion. starting from
the graphemic representation and
possibly ending with an allophone
sequence or even with speech
synthesizer parameters (like pitch
or formant frequencies. Between
them there are tiers containing the
morphological structure. ' syllable
boundaries. prosodic information.
and so forth. The elements within a
tier are bound up with one another
to form a list. Furthermore. when-
"ever two elements belonging to
different tiers are to be associated
with each other. this connection can
be established by setting a link
between them.
Figure I shows a simplified represen-
tation of a section of LIFT genera-
ted during the conversion of the

german word Lippen (lips). Each

column represents a particular tier.
All elements on a row with the‘
symbol ’a’ on their left side are'
linked together. Le. there is a‘ link
between these elements as indicated,
by the dotted lines.- .

.3THBRULBFORMALISM
3.1 Motivation
'Ihe multi-linear representation
LIFT provides an elegant way to
bring together information concern-
ing different linguistic levels. As for
actually exploiting this joint rep-
resentation in linguistic processmg.
we need an appropriate rule formal-
ism. which extends the traditional
linear description of consecutive
segments (e.g. in the well‘kno’wn
SPE-formt [1]) to the multi-linear
case. In particular. it should be .

possible to formulate a rule'con-
text referring to different struc-

tural levels at the same time. _

the other hand. the rule-writing

linguist should not be supposed _to

know any implementationa details

of LIFT nor to have any program-

mmg' experience.
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3.2 The Rule Syntax
In our approach a context-sensitive
rule consists of a condition part
and an action part. The first com-
prises one or more conditions. which
may be 'combined by the logic
operators ’&’ (and) and 'I’ (or). The
latter contains one or more actions.
In the first place these can be
thought of as transformations; how-
ever. in view of the procedure of
rule application we need additional
functions to control both the scan-
ning of the input and the transfor-
mation process.

3.3 The Rule Interpreter GRIP
The described formalism has been
put into practice by means of the
rule interpreter GRIP (Graphon
Rule InterPreter) which translates
a source textfile of rules into
executable instructions.

3.4 Co-operation with LIFT
GRIP rules operate on a LIFT repre-
sentation of a given text. They are
applied once in a serial order. and
every s' le rule scans an entire
text uniinfnormally a sentence). To
be more precise. via a so-called
condition pointer a particular tier
of LIFT is selected to constitute
the input for the rule. (Note that,
thanks to the links between elements
of different tiers. any structural
context associated with a particular
element of the selected tier can be
tested in the rule’s condition part.
A second pointer. the so-ealled
action pointer. directs the actions to
a second (possibly the same) tier.
During rule application both pointers
are moved further along the tiers.

4. APPLICATION IN
PHONOLOGY AND PHONETICS
4.1 Example
To illustrate syntax and processing
of rules, consider the following
phonological transformations encoun-
tered in standard Austrian German:

e-deletion (I)
progressive nasal assimilation (2)
syllabification of the nasal (3)

These can be formalized as follows:

e—>0/ [+obstr] _ n (4)

Mal/[3112:2 — (s)
[+nas] -9.[+Isyll] /[+lobstr]__ (6)

Thus:
Lippen (lira) -> ['hpm l
laufen (to run) —> ['lgifrn]
Regen (rain) à ['rezgn]

Using GRIP the rule for e.g. Lippen
looks like the following:

[+E(-I.p) & +E(0.e) a +E(l.n)]
-del skip(l.r) chg..el(rp) (7)

The condition part (in square brack-
ets) of (3) consists of three condi-
tions that are concatenated by the
operator '&’. Whenever processing
of a rule is initiated. the condition
pointer addresses the first element
of a specific tier. in this case the
phonetic tier. Subsequently the condi-
tion pointer is moved along this tier.
As soon as the element '3' is ad‘r
dressed. all three is—elernent condi-
tions (+E) are met since the preced-
ing element is 'p' and the succeeding
element is 'n'. This causes execution
of the action part. First. the element
addressed by the action pointer ('e')
is deleted (del); next. the action
ointer is moved one element further
skip) (note that whenever the ele-

ment addressed by the action pointer
is deleted. the latter addresses the
preceding element.); finally the eleà
ment 'n' is changed into 'm' (chg-el).
Taking into acount the context 'pan’
and 'ben' only. rule (7) is an elegant
way to im lement' the transforma-
tions (1.2.3 . Since the rules (4.5.6)
are valid for any context. 7 has
to be extended. By exploiting -a
feature-based representation .of
honemes GRIP allows to combine

(4) and (6) in a single rule (8).
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+E(0.e) &
+F(-1‚CONS) & -F(-l.NAS) a
+F(l.CONS) a +F(1.NAS) a
-E(-l.r) & -BEG(I.SYLI.) ]

del() skip(l,r) cuss-“(sum (a)

(8) reads as follows:
Every '9'. receded by a non-nasal
consonant +/-F denotes presence/
absence of the specified feature).
succeeded b a nasal consonant. is
deleted (del and the subsequent na-
sal becomes syllabic (chg-F(SY1.L)).
Note that the sequence 'er' is treat-
ed within a se arate rule and thus is
excluded in (8?. Finally the condition
-BEG(l.SYLL serves to prohibit a
syllable boundary between '9' and
the nasal e.g. genommen (taken):
[ga'nomen and not Tasman].
With regard to the implementation
of (5). basically three seperate rules
would have to be written, in order
to account for each place of articu-
lation (velar. labial, and labio-
dental). Ihe elegant notation of (5)
is due to the notion of "ts-place". In
(9) we therefore introduce "accept".
a GRIP action to copy feature bun—
dles from neighbouring phonemes.

[+E(0.n) a +F(-I‚OBSTR) a
( +F(’1‚ANT) I

+F(-I.HIGH &BACK) ) ]
accept(-l. HIGH/BACK/LAB/

ANT/COR ) (9)

(9) reads as follows: .
'n' preceded by an obstruent which
is either anterior or high and back.
accepts the features high. back, la-
bial. anterior and coronal from the
obstruent. Since these S features
serve to describe the place of artic-
ulation. the nasal is assimilated,
yielding Im" Iml' 'n'. or in"

Note that in the condition part the
slate-alveolar articulation 'S ...)

Is excluded. In fact. this should ave
been done in (S) as well. IPA does
not rovide for a palate-alveolar
nasaIî thus (5) takes for granted
that in such a case the nearest
possible place of articulation will be
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chosen. With regard to a computer
implementation implicit assumptions
of this kind have to be analysed
very carefully.

4.2 Conclusion
The above rules primarily refer to
the phonetic tier. However, other
rules. in particular rules concerning
supra-segmentals, obviously depend
on various kinds of linguistic infor-
mation (e.g. morphological and syn-
tactic structure).
Within the text-to-speech—synthesis
system GRAPHON. phonological and
phonetic rules fill up L11=T. exploit-
ing the information previously gener-
ated in the met hological and syn-
tactic analysis cp. fig. 1). To this
end neither condition part nor action
art of GRIP rules are bound any
onger to a single tier as it was

mostly the case in the introducing
example in 4.1. '
The joint processing of context con-
ditions making reference to several
structural levels at the same time
significantly extends the linear rep-
resentation of segments in SPE rules.
Besides their practical relevance
within text-to-speech synthesis.
LIFT and GRIP provide the lin-
guist with a powerful tool for rule
development and test.
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- ABSTRACT
The intelligibility of various phonetic classes
is examined following vocoding by a formant
vocoder and various (Hz-scaled and Bark-

scaled) implementations of a channel
vocoder. The results suggest that particularly
in the case of various consonant classes the I
Bark channel vocoder performed a little (but
significantly) better than the Hz-scaled

channel vocoders and much better than the
formant vocoder. The l Bark vocoder
achieved intelligibity results equivalent to
natural speech for most phonetic classes. The
results support the idea that charmel vocoding
techniques are intrinsically capable of
achieving natural speech intelligibity and
suggest that formant systems may be
intrinsically incapable of achieving natural
intelligibity for certain phonetic classes.

l. INTRODUCTION
This work arises from a general interest in
synthesiser performance and particularly in
the performance of competing parametric
encoding strategies. The limitations of speech
synthesis performance is well recognised and
there is a growing body of quantitative
evidence [1.3.6.7] as to the nature of these
performance limitations. Synthetic vowel
intelligibility is often equivalent to that of
natural vowels whilst consonants. on' the
other hand appear to consistently demonstrate
a shortfall in synthetic relative to natural
intelligibility [1.6.7]. Most of these studies
examined the intelligibility of synthesis-by-
rule and text-to—speech systems and all
examined the performance of formant
synthesiscrs. One question that this study
attempts to address is whether these findings
reflect merely our limited ability to formulate
rules for the generation of consonants using
a formant-based synthesis-by-ntle system or
whether there is a more fundamental
limitation in the potential performance of
formant synthesis with respect to consonants.
An even greater motivation for the present

study is an examination of whether channel

synthesis also shares with formant synthesis

any fundamental limitation in its ability to

synthesise consonants and further. which

filter configurations produce consonant

intelligibility performance approaching that

of natural speech. Vocoders were utilised in

this study as they allow a direct examination

of various encoding suategies without the .

confounding effects of rule and database

defects potentially inherent in synthesis-by-

mlc systems. Further. vocoder software

simulations are very flexible allowing easy

modification of filter configurations etc.

The present paper is a further progress report

on a study outlined at the Tallin conference

[2]. '

z. PROCEDURE
The primary means for manipulating the

parametric information content of the

rcsynthcsised speech was via a classrcal

channel vocoder. first described by Dudley

[4]. A channel vocoder was used because it

is relatively free of any major a prion

assumptions about the primacy or otherwrse

of particular spectral features such as energy

peaks or depressions as bearers of

phonological infonnation. A channel vocoder

comprehensively encodes all spectral

components able to be resolved by the

frequency resolution (bandwidth) of the

‚ filters. Being a vocoder the speech is

resynthesiscd directly from spectral

information extracted from a natural speech

signal and not from rules and databases as

would be the case with synthesis-by-rule

systems.

The vocoder (figure 1) is a soflware

simulation residing on a VAX 11/750

computer consisting of band pass (BP) and

low pass (LP) FIR filters designed usrng the

well known window synthesis technique.

This allowed for considerable flexibility tn
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filter design and numerous filters of different
urne and frequency domain characteristics
have been designed and used over this
DIOJOCL The present paper will only examine
a subset of these filter configurations in
which the BP channel filter bandwidths are
varied in both the Hz—scale and the Bark
scale. The pitch and excitation detection
algorithms were adapted to the limited input
data and all decisions made by that module
were confirmed by a experienced phonetician.
It ts unlikely that the phat/excitation module
contnbuted in any way to the final
intelligibility results.

rt cmm man LP mm
muss _. nlncnorr name
fil-fla ‘2' ontoo— . m

nm: 2 Ulmen : some;

Ë exert-anon noun:
um Auto trots:

rrrclt “emu“:
timer-on nm um I‘ I‘D

. cannula.
mane : summa:
amen man

aunt

man: l. I.l.l..R.C. crurnm. vocoon

The speech was digitised and bandlimited to
0 to 5 kHz. Four Hz—scaled BP channel
filterbank configurations (Bandwidths: 100.
200. 400 and 800 Hz) and five Bark-scaled

î filterbanks (Bandwidtle: 0.75. 1.0. 1.5. 2.0
and 3.0 Bark) were utilised in the part of the
project described in this paper. The outputs of
these filters were passed through identical
Hilbert transforms. These Hilbert filters were
inserted before the following LP filters to
maintain a constant spectrum envelope
demodulator (deemed desirable for conditions
in which the LP filter was varied to
manipulate the time resolution of the total
system). For the conditions reported upon in
this paper the LP filters were fixed at 50 Hz
(a time resolution of 10 msecs as defined by

the sampling theory) and as this filter was the
"slowest" filter in the system it defined the

time resolution of all the systems as a

constant 10 msecs. In all conditions the BP

synthesis filters were identical to the BP

analysis filters.

The formant vocoder used in this study was

developed at the Joint Speech Research Unit

(JSRU) in the United Kingdom and was

baæd on an automatic formant. analysrs

system described by Dupree [5] and coupled

With the highly regarded JSRU formant
synthesrser described by Rye and Holmes
[8]. The time resolution of this system was
the same as that used in the channel vocoder
configurations (ie. 10 msecs).

The test items were Il vowels in an /h_d/ -
frame and 19 consonants in a CV frame
(V=/a1) spoken by a native speaker of
Australian English. These tokens were
recorded to professional audio standards in
an echo free room and digitised (16 bits)
onto and vocoded on a VAX rrnso
computer. The tests were conducted in a
sound treated room using calibrated TDH-49
headphones with standard cushions and
circumaural seals. The level normalised test
tokens were presented both in silence and in
+6. 0 and -6 dB S/N (utilising USASl
speech- noise) at a presentation level

of 70 dB s.p.l. (ref. 20 uPa). There were 20
different listeners for each condition all of
whom were native speakers of Australian
English. none of whom had any experience
with synthetic speech. and none of whom
had any history of hearing or speech
pathology. All subjects were screened with a
simple speech discrimination test which

ensured that they were reliably able to

identify monosyllabic words presented at 40

dB s.p.l. All relevant pairs of conditions

were compared using the chi square test and

tested for significant difference at the 0.01

level. '

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The intelligibility results for the unmasked

conditions are summarised in figures 2 to 5.

Since the 0.75 and 1.0 Bark conditions are

not significantly different for any phoneuc

classes the 1 Bark condition is the opumal

Bark-scaled condition (ie. fewer filtersfor no

loss of intelligibility) and is used m the

following discussion as the Barktscaled

reference condition. The 100 Hz eondruon rs

significantly higher in intelligibility than the

200 Hz condition for some phonetic classes

and so the 100 Hz condition is consrdered

the optimal Hz-scaled condition

The difference in vowel intelligibility

between the natural condition and the 1

Hz and the 1 Bark conditions is not

significant when presented unmasked but the

rformance of masked 100 Hz vowels rs

significantly lower than the performance of

both natural and l Bark vowels. The formant

vocoded vowels are moderately. but

significantly. lower in intellrgrbrlrty than the

natural vowels. Funher. the formant vocoded

vowels are significantly lower rn
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intelligibility titan the 100 Hz vowels which
are in turn not significantly different from the
1 Bark vowels. It should be noted tirat
intelligibility significantly deteriorates (for the
vowels) when the frequency resolution drops
below 200 Hz and 1.0 Bark.
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The intelligibity of the formant vocoded
consonants is considerably (and significantly)
lower than that of the natural. 100—200 Hz
and 0.75-l.0 Bark consonants. There is no
significant difierence between the 100 Hz and
the 1 Bark unmasked consonant conditions.
Consonant intelligibility does not deteriorate
significantly up to 400 Hz and up to 2.0 Bark
indicating that consonants are generally able
to withstand poorer frequency resolution than
are vowels. '
In figure 3 it is clear that the intelligibity of
channel vocoded affricates is unimpaired at
all bandwidths whilst the formant vocoded
affncates are significantly and markedly
lower in intelligibility compared with all
other conditions. The stops show a somewhat
unpredictable pattem but there is little
Significant difference between the voiceless
and voiced stops and so they will be dealt
wrth here as a single class. Generally all
vocoded stops are lower in intelligibility than
the natural condition The formant vocoded
stops are generally lower in intelligibility than
the _ channel vocoded stops. but not
significantly lower titan the 100 Hz and the 1
Bark conditions. Masked 100 Hz voiceless
stops are srgmficantly lower in intelligibity
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than masked 1 Bark voiceless stops. It is
interesting to note that the voiceless stops do

not deteriorate in intelligibity with increasing
bandwidth whilst voiced stops do.
In figure 4 it can be seen that there is no
significant difference in intelligibity for both
voiceless and voiced fricatives between the
natural condition and the 100-400 Hz and the
0.75-2.0 Bark conditions. The formant
vocoded fricatives, on the other hand are
significantly lower than the natural and the
channel vocoded fricatives in intelligibity.

There is no difference between the best Hz-
scaled and Bark-scaled conditions for botir
unmasked and masked presentation. Only the
voiced fricatives are effected by increasing
bandwidth and only for the 800 Hz
condition.
Figure 5 details the nasal and approximant
results which display very similar patterns to
each other and be treated in the following

comments together. Firstly. (and predictably)
the intelligibity curves behave very much
like that of the vowels as bandwidth
increases. The best Hz-scaled and Bark—
scalcd conditions are not significantly
different from the natural intelligibity. and
intelligibity drops off significantly when
bandwidth exceeds 400 Hz or 2 Bark. The
formant vocoded condition is not
significantly less intelligible than natural or
the best channel vocoded conditions when
heard unmasked but is significantly lower In

intelligibility than natural tokens when heard
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masked. The 1 Bark condition is not
significantly less intelligible than natural for
both nasals and approximants when presented
either unmasked or masked. This is also true
for the 100 Hz condition but with the
exception that masked approximants are
significantly lower in intelligibity than
masked natural approximants.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study presea evidence that channel
vocoders with a l Bark bandwidth filterbank
perform significantly better than formant
vocoders. A 1 Bark filterbank vocoder is
equivalent in intelligibity to natural speech
for all phonetic classes except the stops and

- the approximants (and in the second case
only when masked). it also performs
marginally better than the 100 Hz filterbanlt

vocoder (this is only evident when tokens are
masked). it cannot be stated with complete
confidence that formant systems are

inherently less able to parametrically encode
speech than 1 Bark channel vocoders (and
channel vocoders in general) however this
study supports that conclusion and there does
not seem to be any evidence in the literature
to support the opposite conclusion
(particularly with respect to consonants).lt

seems likely that a 1 Bark channel vocoder
has the intrinsic ability to adequately encode

phonologically relevant parametric detail with
sufficient accuracy to produce intelligibity
approaching, or equal to. natural speech.
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ABSTRACT A
This paper describes work done on the
Edinburgh University CSTR text—to-

speech (TI‘S) system, a linguistically
sophisticated speech output system based
around a morph lexicon and a complex
morphological decomposition module.
The major problem with this and many
other TI'S systems is the lack of a reli-
able syntactic parse: this paper outlines a
strategy designed to remedy that prob-
lem. The approach described here rs. of
course, still to be proven in application.
but it is intended to produce a practical,
efficient and flexible parsing strategy for
unrestricted text by combining the best of
both statistical and linguistic approaches.

1. PARSlNG FOR ’ITS '
From the very crude linguistics-based
island parsing of MlTallr [l] to the
highly-sophisticated statistical knowl-
edge used in systems such as CLAWS
and UCREL [2], almost every conceiv-
able combination of parsing techniques
has been applied to the problem of
analysing unrestricted text. Until very
recently, however. the criteria for decid-
ing what parsing techniques would be
implemented in a given 'lTS system had
more to do with the researchers' interests
m syntax than with the requirements of
text-to-speech conversion: it is only in
the last couple of years that some 'ITS
workers [3.4] have advocated sacrificing
full syntactic parsing in order to achieve
efficrent extraction of the infomtation
most important to 'I'I'S systems, and even
thrs work has so far concentrated in each
case on applying a articular parsing
technique which has Been roughly tai-
lored to the perceived needs of a TTS
system. There is an important unan-
swered question at the root of this

approach: what does a TTS system
require from syntax? The obvious things
are word-class disambiguation ("Is it a
noun or a verb?") and syntactic depen-
dencies ("What does this NP dominate?"
"DoesthePPgowiththenounorthe
verb?"): the former is required to deter-
mine stress and pronunciation for many
orthographic forms, and the latter is
assumed to 'be crucial for assigning
prosody. However, it is clear that neither
disambiguation nor dependency relations
can be obtained from a purely syntactic
analysis. For example, given an NP such
as The damned no amount of syntactic
analysis can determine with certainty
whether danmed is a noun. an :äliÿcfive
or a verbal participle: it is an itrary
choice depending on which rule the
parser finds first. Similarly. the well-
known example sentence I saw the man
in the park with the telescope. demon-
strates the impossibility of assigning PP:
aplaceinasyntactictreeonany ' '-
pled basis, and hence the impossibility of
determining what the NPs are. These are
serious problems for any full parse which
relies on deterministic rules. but the point

is that for any 'lTS system currently
under development it doesn’t much mat-
ter which of the possible analyses is cho-
sen: the overall performance of the sys—
tem will not be significantly altered.
Unrestricted text includes much more
problematic examples than these. of
course. but the argument put f _
hereisuratatleastuntiltheendofthta
cgràtury, they are not worth won-yrng
a ut.
What of the claim that prosody will suf-
fer if such cases are not resolved? Aside
fromthefactthsttheyCANNOl’he
resolved by saws, there are various rea-

sons for be'ving that the ”correct”
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syntactic structure is not essential for
producing good prosody. Firstly, it. is
widely accepted that prosodic structure is
much flatter than syntactic structure [5.6].
There must therefore be levels of struc-
ture in syntactic analyses which are not
relevant to prosody. Le. a many-to-one
syntax-to-prosody mapping, and if these
levels are omitted in the syntactic analy-
sis there will be no corresponding deg“-
dation in the prosodic realisation. -
ondly, there is the long-standing problem
of the one-to-many syntax-to—prosody
mapping [6,7] which results in different
accent patterns on what is syntactically

the same sentence and provides the basis
for the less-widely-accepted view that
syntax has very little to do with prosody
[7,8] which is given at least lip service in
many US systems [3.9.10]. According

to this view, it is pragmatics and seman-

tics which determine prosody and any

correlation with syntax is an artefact of
the syntax-semantics correlation.

,Thirdly, the syntax of spontaneous
speech is known [11] to be much less

complex and varied than that of written
text: it is not clear that human readers
actually realise the types of syntactic
structure which can be found in technical

writing. and indeed professional broad-
casters make frequent errors in reading
aloud from even moderately complex
material with which they are unfamiliar.
To what extent TTS systems should be

expected to cope with text which was not

designed to be spoken is a difficult ques-

tion. but it is obviously unrealistic to

expect them to perform better than

humans and it may well be that users of

any successful TI'S system would simply

not produce such text.
In any case, speech output systems must

be able to respond reasonably to. any

input if they are to claim unrestrrcted

applicability: even if this does not mean

that they should read T. S. Eliot’s poetry

as well as Eliot himself would have done,

it does mean that the parser should be

failsafe and that the information available

at every stage should be explorted to the

full. The suategy which rsproposed in

the remainder of this paper ts an attempt

to do just that, and is justified if at all on

purely pragmatist grounds.

2. MULTI-PHASE PARSING
Given that the information necessary to
produce a "perfect" acoustic realisation
of a text sentence is not available to auto-
matic systems. and given that the system
must produce as acceptable a realisation
as possible for an m t text without
ever failing altoge r. it seems obvious
that a simple phase-structure parser will
not suffice: such parsers are quite capable
of failing for trivial reasons, an are
prone to serious errors if given word-
class-ambiguous input of the type gener-
ally produced by TIS systems. There is
also the question of punctuation. abbrevi-
ations, and other non-words. These prob-
lems need to be handled before any

' phrase-structure analysis is attempted. Le.
by some sort of pre-processor, so that the
parse is guaranwd not to fail. As was
stated above. a purely syntactic analysis

cannot determine the attachment of con-
stituents such as PPs or adverbs, and so
this level of structure must also be sup-
plied by heuristics. The final analysts
must then be passed to honetrc or

honological modules, there are

Bound to be elements of structure which

the syntax has built up but which are

irrelevant to the flatter. more linear

prosodic structure: some sort of post-

parse interface is therefore needed to

ensure that the syntactic rnformatron rs

passed on with mrnrm' ' al redundancy.

These observations are the. basis for the

CSTR multi-phase tparsing strategy.

which includes the ollowrng compo-

nents:
PRE-PARSER: This phase makes use of

reliable collocational and other statistical

or heuristic information to remove need-

less word-class ambiguity (e.g. noun/verb

ambiguity after determines, main/aux

verb ambiguities), and recogmses and

pre—process elements which the parser

cannot handle (sentential adverbs, imper-

missible sequences (e.g. determrner _+

verb), clitics. punctuation, etc.). It rs

essential that the input to this phase from

dictionaries, morphology. text pre-

proceSsors, etc. is optimised: for exam-

ple. the word class of damned in (1)

above could conceivably come out of

some morphological. analysis as four-

ways- (or more) ambiguous (MAINVERlB.

PARI'ICD’LE. ADJECI'IVB. NOUN) but m

view of the practical limitations of the

parser it is advisable to apply a
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morphological rule along the lines of
MAINVERB + ed ..> EDFORM

which would produce the unambiguous
wordclass EDFORM as output and leave
the parser to determine what type of
phrase will be built from the syntactic
context. An initial version of this pre-
parser is implemented in our current sys-
tem. The output of this phase should be
guaranteed not to produce fatal errors in
subsequent phases. and the pro-processed
elements should be passed without fur-
ther processing to the post-parse phase.
PHRASE-LEVEL PARSE: This needs to
be failsafe, so it must be kept simple. An
intelligent control structure (i.e. not just
ordered rewrite rules) would also be
advantageous: the problem of disam-
biguating noun/verb ambiguous items so
as to identify the correct VPs requires a
solution in terms of search strategies and
control structure (stated informally, "Use
breadth-first search, and look for verbs
before nouns."). The depth of embed-
ding, order of search, and so forth will
ideally be variable. at least for develop-
ment purposes until the rules have been
satisfactorily tuned. The main purpose of
this phase is to parse its input unambigu-
ously into minimal constituents (NP, VP,
PP). Each constituent may contain only
one possible head. so that a sequence of
three nouns produces three separate NPs:
the general principle to be observed is
that no spurious structure should be gen-
erated at this stage which has to be dis-
mantled by subsequent processes. This
phase is currently being implemented as
a set of phrase-structure rules taking
wordclass-ambiguous input and produc-
rng a string of constituents spanning the
input in which all word-classes have been
disambiguated. The disambiguation of
word-class is determined largely on the
basis of frequency information, in that if
the most frequent word-class for that
near results in a possible parse then that
word-class will be taken. The phrase-
structure rules are intentionally limited in
coverage. so that only the most common
phrase-types of English are covered (all
other constructions must be handled by
later phases) and distinctions such as that
between adjectives and participles are not
preserved: we have found [10] that the
effect of such distinctions on prosody is
negligible. whereas their effect on pan—
rng trme rs considerable.

CLAUSE-LEVEL PARSE: This will
probably be based more on statistical
than on syntactic knowledge. but 'ven a
phrase-level parse of the sort tailed
above we can certainly make an intelli-
ent guess at the location of clause

undaries. .Together with a heuristic
approach to the construction of major
phrases and their attachments, a flattened
clause structure will be produced. This
phase will use information such as punco
tuation and verb subcategorisations, and
can be as simple or as complex as is prac-
tical, although it must be failsafe and sen-
sitive to the capabilities of the prosody
modules. The first step is to collapse the
minimal phrases identified in the phrase- »
level parse into larger phrases, and then
the head of the clause must be identified:
finally. pre- and post-modifiers will be
attached according to subcategorisation
information and general default niles. An
initial version of this is under develop-
ment, based on the assumption that there
is one VP per clause. This is the phase
where PP attachment and compounding
are performed. Our current heuristic
approach to PP attachment is simply to
attach PPs in linear order and as low as
possible in the tree, and this seems to
produce reasonable prosody most of the
time. N—noun com unds are a more seri-
ous problem, as identifying the head is
virtually impossible except on a per-case
basis [12] and yet incorrect accent place-
ment results in very low acceptability of
output. Our current approach involves a
version of the Compound Stress Rule
[14] with various exception clauses.
POST-PARSE: This phase is necessary to
ensure compatability between syntax and
prosody. Its main purpose is to remove
any prosodically-irrelevant syntactic
structure (e.g. internal structure of adjec-
tive phrases, complex prepositions and
the like) which has been built up during
parsing, and to ensure that the structure
which is passed on to the sodic rules
is concise and coherent. ' phase also
slots adverbs. abbreviations, etc. back
into place on the basis of the original lin-
ear order. The post-parse phase will sub-
sume our current syntax-intonation läg-
ping rules [15], and will contain -
tional rules to integrate discourse-level
information whenever this is available.
The eventual shape of this phase
toaverylargeextentonthedetsilsofthe
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prosodic processing which it feeds, so
that notions of prosodic well-formedness
and statistical heuristics would be equally
appropriate in, say, determining at what
level adverbs were attached.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The multi-phase parsing strategy dis-
cussed above is presented as an altema-
tive to the single-pass or double-pass.
purely linguistic or purely statistical
parsers common in 1T8 systems. This
strategy is designed both to maximise the
use of linguistic and statistical knowledge
at each phase and to be a development
tool which can be extended as and when
required: many phases are under con-
struction already, and the other elements
can be functioning/deliverable in a very
short time but will allow for development
over a longer term.
The pre—and post-parse stages above are
clearly highly application-specific. in that

they serve as interfaces between the syn-
tactic processing and a specific system:
the other phases, however. are seen as
application- and domain-general, being

limited to a core syntax and being rela-
tively unambitious in the structures they

produce. It is therefore anticipated that
this strategy could be applied to any TI'S

system with the minimal problems of
designing specific interfaces.
We make no apologies for the lack of the-
oretical syntactic motivation in this pre-

sentation: in our view, the role of syntax

in 1T8 systems is largely as a woefully

inadequate substitute for semantic and

pragmatic analyses. We therefore con-

sider the mixing of different approaches

to parsing as perfectly justifiable insofar
as they complement each other, and in

the absence of discourse information we

believe it is essential for a high-quality

speech-output system to make use of all

the available knowledge sources m

analysing written text.
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